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FOREWORD 

We are particularly pleased to add this book, recently declassified 
by the U.S. Government, MILITARY CRYPTANALYSIS, Part I, to our Crypto- 
graphic Series. Written by William F. Friedman, considered by many to 
be the father of modern cryptology, this classic treatise thoroughly 
and in a scientific manner discusses the cryptanalysis of Monoalphabetic 
Substitution Cipher Systems. 

To make this text even more valuable to the student, we have added 
at the end of the text, beginning on page 143, a series of problems and 
questions, all carefully constructed, which in large part are keyed to 
the order ‘in which the material is presented in the text. Many hours 
have been spent in devising these problems, all of which of course are 
completely new. The student is urged, incidentally, to solve these prob- 
lems, for in the final analysis, one learns best by doing! 

As with all. books in the Cryptographic Series, we would like to have 
any comments you might have concerning this book. If you are able to 
successfully solve all the problems, we would like you to tell us that 
too. 

September 1980 AEGEAN PARK PRESS 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

&ope of tllie text ________________________________________-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Mental equipment necessary for cryptanalytic work.-- ________________________________________--------------------------- 2 
Validity of results of cryptsnalysia ---- ________________________________________--------------------------------------------- 3 

1. Scope of this text.+. It is assumed that the student has studied the two preceding 
texts written by the same author and forming part of this series, viz, Elementary Military Cryp- 
tography, and Advanced Military Cryptography. These texts deal exclusively with cryptography 
as defined therein; that is, with the various types of ciphers and codes, their principles of con- 
struction, and their employment in cryptographing and decryptographing messages. Particular 
emphasis was placed upon such means and methods as are practicable for military usage. It is 
also assumed that the student has firmly in mind the technically precise, special nomenclature 
employed in those texts, for the terms and definitions therein will all be used in the present text, 
with essentially the same significances. If this is not the case, it is recommended that the student 
review his preceding work, in order to regain a familiarity with the specific meanings assigned 
to the terms used therein. There will be no opportunity herein to repeat this information and 
unless he understands clearly the significance of the terms employed, his progress will be retarded. 

b. This text constitutes the first of a series of texts on cryptanalysis. Although most of the 
information contained herein is applicable to cryptograms of various types and sources, special 
emphasis will be laid upon the principles and methods of solving military cryptograms. Except 
for an introductory discussion of fundamental principles underlying the science of cryptanalytics, 
this first text in the series will deal solely with the principles and methods for the analysis of 
monoalphabetic substitution ciphers. Even with this limitation it will be possible to discuss 
only a few of the many variations of this one type; but with a firm grasp upon the general prin- 
ciples no difficulties should be experienced with any variations that may be encountered. 

c. This and some of the succeeding texts will deal only with elementary types of cipher 
systems not because they may be encountered in military operations but because their study is 
essential to an understanding of the principles underlying the solution of the modem, very much 
more complex types of ciphers and codes that are likely to be employed by the larger govern- 
ments today in the conduct of their military affairs in time of war. 

d. All of this series of texts will deal only with the solution of visible secret writing. At 
some future date, texts dealing with the solution of invisible secret writing, and with secret 
signalling systems, may be prepared. 

(1) 
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These words are as true today as they were then. There is no royal road to success in the 
solution of cryptograms. Hitt goes on to say: 

Cipher work will have little permanent attraction for one who expects results at once, without labor, for 
there is a vast amount of purely routine labor in the preparation of frequency tables, the rearrangement of 
ciphers for examination, and the trial and fitting of letter to letter before the message begins to appear. 

The present author deems it advisable to add that the kind of work involved in solving 
cryptograms is not at all similar to that involved in solving “cross-word puzzles”, for example. 
The wide vogue the latter have had and continue to have is due to the appeal they make to the 
quite common instinct for mysteries of one sort or another; but in solving a cress-word puzzle 
there is usually no necessity for performing any preliminary labor, and palpable results become 
evident after the first minute or two of attention. This successful start spurs the cross-word 
“addict” on to complete the solution, which rarely requires more than an hour’s time, Further- 
more, cross-word puzzles are all alike in basic principle and once understood, there is no more to 
learn. Skill comes largely from the embellishment of one’s vocabulary, though, to be sure, con- 
stant practice and exercise of the imagination contribute to the ease and rapidity with which 
solutions are generally reached: In solving cryptograms, however, many principles must be 
learned, for there are many different systems of varying degrees of complexity. Even some of 
the simpler varieties require the preparation of tabulations of one sort or another, which many 
people find irksome; moreover, it is only toward the very close of the solution that results in the 
form of intelligible text become evident. Often, indeed, the student will not even know whether 
he is on the right track until he has performed a large amount of preliminary “spade work” 
involving many hours of labor. Thus, without at least a willingness to pursue a fair amount of 
theoretical study, and a more than average amount of patience and perseverance, little skill and 
experience can be gained in the rather difficult art of cryptanalysis. General Givierge, the author 
of an excellent treatise on cryptanalysis, remarks in this connection: 2 

The cryptanalyst’s attitude must be that of William the Silent: No need to hope in order to undertake, nor 
to succeed in order to persevere. 

b. As regards Hitt’s reference to careful methods of analysis, before one can be said to be a 
cryptanalyst worthy of the name it is necessary that one should have firstly a sound knowledge 
of the basic principles of cryptanalysis, and secondly, a long, varied, and active practical experi- 
ence in the successful application of those principles. It is not sufficient to have read treatises 
on this subject. One month’s actual practice in solution is worth a whole year’s mere reading 
of theoretical principles. An exceedingly important element of success in solving the more 
intricate ciphers is the possession of the rather unusual mental faculty designated in general 
terms as the power of inductive and deductive reasoning. Probably this is an inherited rather 
than an acquired faculty; the best sort of training for its emergence, if latent in the individual, 
and for its development is the study of the natural sciences, such as chemistry, physics, biology, 
geology, and the like. Other sciences such as linguistics and philology are also excellent. Apti- 
tude in mathematics is quite important, more especially in the solution of ciphers than of codes. 

c. An active imagination, or perhaps what Hitt and other writers call intuition, is essential, 
but mere imagination uncontrolled by a judicious spirit will more often be a hindrance than a 
help. In practical cryptanalysis the imaginative or intuitive faculties must, in other words, be 
guided by good judgment, by practical experience, and by as thorough a knowledge of the general 
situation or extraneous circumstances that led to the sending of the cryptogram as is possible 
to obtain. In this respect the many cryptograms exchanged between correspondents whose 
identities and general affairs, commercial, social, or political, are known are far more readily 
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solved than are isolated cryptograms exchanged between unknown correspondents, dealing with 
unknown subjects. It is obvious that in the former case there are good data upon which the 
intuitive powers of the cryptanalyst can be brought to bear, whereas in the latter case no such 
data are available. Consequently, in the absence of such data, no matter how good the imagina- 
tion and intuition of the cryptanalyst, these powers are of no particular service to him. Some 
writers, however, regard the intuitive spirit as valuable from still another viewpoint, as may be 
noted in the following: a 

Intuition, like a flash of lightning, lasts only for a second. It generally comes when one is tormented by 
a difficult decipherment and when one reviews in his mind the fruitless experiments already tried. Suddenly 
the light breaks through and one finds after a few minutes what previous days of labor were unable to reveal. 

This, too, is true, but unfortunately there is no way in which the intuition may be sum- 
moned at will, when it is most needed.’ There are certain authors who regard as indispensable 
the possession of a somewhat rare, rather mysterious faculty that they designate by the word 
“flair’,, or by the expression “cipher brains.” Even so excellent an authority as General 
Givierge,’ in referring to this mental facility, uses the following words: “Over and above per- 
severance and this aptitude of mind which some authors consider a special gift, and which they 
call intuition, or even, in its highest manifestation, clairvoyance, cryptographic studies will 
continue more and more to demand the qualities of orderliness and memory.” Although the 
present author believes a special aptitude for the work is essential to cryptanalytic success, he is 
sure there is nothing mysterious about the matter at all. Special aptitude is prerequisite to 
success in all fields of endeavor. There are, for example, thousands of physicists, hundreds of 
excellent ones, but only a handful of world-wide fame. Should it be said, then, that a physicist 

8 Lange et Soudart, Traifl de Crypfoprophie, Librairie FElix Alcan, Parin, 1925, p. 104. 
4 The follo+ng extracts are of interest in this connection: 

_ “The fact that the scientific investigator works 50 per cent of his time by non-rational means is, it seems, quite 
insuf&iently recognized. There b without the leant doubt an instinct for research, and often the meet successful 
inveetigntors of nature are quite unable to give 8n 8CCOUnt of their reedone for doing such and ruch an experi- 
ment, or for placing side by ride two apparently unreh&d fact.& Again, one of the moat salient traits in the 
character of the successful ecientific worker in the capacity for knowing that a point ia proved when it would not 
8ppe8r to be proved to an outaide intelligence functioning in 8 purely rational manner; thus the investigator 
feels that Borne proposition is true, and proceeda at once to the next set of experiments without waiting and wasting 
time in the ebboration of the formal proof of the point which heavier minds would need. Questionless such a 
scientific intuition may and does sometimes lead investigators astray, but it ie quite certain that if they did 
not widely rmrke ure of it, they would not get 8 qu8rter M far 88 they do. Experimenta confirm each other, and a 
falae step ia usually soon discovered. And not only by tti plrrtial replacement of reason by intuition does the 
work of science go on, but also to the born scientific worker-and emphatically they cannot be mad-the struc- 
ture of the method of research ie 8~ it were given, he cannot expl8in it tp you, though he may be brought to agree 
u porferiori to a formal logical preeentatlon of the w8y the method worka”.-Excerpt from Nedham, Joseph, 
The Scepfica( Biologisi, London, 1929, p. 79. 

“The e8eence of scientific method, quite aimply, ie to try to eee how d8ta 8rrange themaelvee into causal 
configurationa. Scientific problems are solved by collecting data and by “thinking 8boUt them all the time.” 
We need to look at strange thinga until, by the appear8nce of known configurations, they 6eem familiar, and to 
look at familiar things until we see novel canfigumtionn which make them appear strange. We must look 8t 
ever& until they become luminoue. That is &entibc method . . . Imight is the touchstone. . . The Irppti- 

cation of insight 8a the touch&one of method enablee UI to evrrluate properly the role of im8gination in rcientiio 
method. The crcientific process in 8kin to the artistic process: it ia a process of selecting out those elements of 
experience which fit together and recombining them in the mind. Much of this kind of research k aimply a cease- 
less mulling over, and even the phyeical scientist h8a considerable need of 8n armcheir . . . Our view of scien- 
ttic method 8a a struggle to obtain insight forcee the ad&ion th8t ocience in half art . . . Inaight ie the 
unknown quantity which hse eluded students of ecientiec method” .-Excerpts from an article entitled ZTLEQ~ ond 
Scicntijk Method, by WiUsrd Wailer, in The A m4wkun Journd of hioiogy, Vol. XL, 1934. 

’ Op. cit., p. 302. 
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who has achieved very notable success in his field has done so because he is the fortunate poseessor 
of a mysterious faculty ? That he is fortunate in possessing a special aptitude for his subject is 
granted, but that there is anything mysterious about it, partaking of the nature of clairvoyance 
(if, indeed, the latter is a reality) is not granted. While the ultimate nature of sny mental 
process seems to be as complete a mystery today as it has ever been, the present author would 
like to see the superficial veil of mystery removed from a subject that has been shrouded in 
mystery from even before the Middle Ages down to our own times. (The principal and easily 
understandable reason for this is that governments have always closely guarded cryptographic 
secrets and anything so guarded soon becomes “mysterious.“) He would, rather, have the 
student approach the subject as he might approach any other science that can stand on its own 
merits with other sciences, because cryptanalytics, like other sciences, has 8 practical importance 
in human affairs. It presents to the inquiring mind an interest in its own right as a branch of 
knowledge; it, too, holds forth many difhculties and disappointments, and these are all the more 
keenly felt when the nature of these difhculties is not understood by those unfamiliar with the 
special circumstances that very often are the real factors that led to success in other cases. 
Finally, just as in the other sciences wherein many men labor long and earnestly for the true 
satisfaction and pleasure that comes from work well-done, so the mental pleasure that the 
successful cryptanalyst derives from his accomplishments is very often the only reward for much 
of the drudgery that he must do in his daily work. General Givierge’s words in this connection 
are well worth quoting:4 

Some studies will I& for years before bearing fruit. In the ca8e of others, cryptanalysta undertaking them 
never get any result. But, for a cryptanalyst who likes the work, the joy of diecoveriee effaces the memory of hie 
houra of doubt apd impatience. 

d. With his usual deft touch, Hitt says of the element of luck, as regards the role it plays in 
analysis: 

As to luck, there ia the old mineru’ proverb: “Gold is where you find it.” 

The cryptanalyst is lucky when one of the correspondents whose ciphers he ir studying 
makes a blunder that gives the necessary clue; or when he finds two cryptograms identical in 
text but in different keys in the same system; or when he finds two cryptograms identical in 
text but in ditIerent systems, and so on. The element of luck is there, to be sure, b& the crypt- 
analyst mu& be en the alert if he is to profit by these lucky “breaks.” 

e. If the present author were asked to state, in view of the progress in the field since 1916, 
what elements might be added to the four ingredients Hitt thought essential to cryptanalytic 
success, he would be inclined to mention the following: 

(1) A broad, general education, embodying interests covering as many fields of practical 
knowledge as possible. This is useful because the cryptanalyst is often called upon to solve 
messages dealing with the most varied of human activities, and the more he knows about these 
actSties, the easier his task. 

(2) Access to a large library of current literature, and wide and direct contacts with sources 
of collateral information. These often afford clues as to the contents of specific messages. For 
example, to be able instantly to have at his disposal a newspaper report or a personal report of 
events described or referred to in a message under investigation goes a long way toward simpli- 
fying or facilitating solution. Government cryptanalysts are sometimes fortunately situated in 
this respect, especially where various agencies work in harmony. 

(3) Proper coordination of effort. This includes the organization of cryptanalytic personnel 
into harmonious, efficient teams of cooperating individuals. 

’ op. cd., p. 301, 
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(4) Under mental equipment he would also include the faculty of being able to concentrate 
on a problem for rather long periods of time, without distraction, nervous irritability, and 
impatience. The strain under which cryptanalytic studies are necessarily conducted is quite 
severe and too long-continued application has the effect of draining nervous energy to an 
unwholesome degree, so that a word or two of caution may not here be out of place. One should 
continue at work only so long as 8 pe8cefu1, c8hn spirit prevails, whether the work is fruitful or 
not. But just as soon as the mind becomes wearied with the exertion, or just 8s soon as a feeling 
of hopelessness or mental fatigue intervenes, it is better to stop completely and turn to other 
activities, rest, or play. It is essential to remark that systematization and orderliness of work 
are aids in reducing nervous tension and irritability. On this account it is better to take the 
time to prepare the data carefully, rewrite the text if necessary, and so on, rather than work 
with slipshod, incomplete, or improperly arranged material. 

(5) A retentive memory is 8n important asset to cryptesalytic skill, especially in the solu- 
tion of codes. The ability to remember individual groups, their approximate locations in other 
messages, the associations they form with other groups, their peculiarities and similarities, saves . 
much wear and tear of the mental machinery, 8s well 8s much time in looking up these groups in 
indexes. 

f. It may be advisable to add a word or two at this point to prepare the student to expect 
slight mental jars and tensions which will almost inevitably come to him in the conscientious 
study of this and the subsequent texts. The present author is well aware of the complsint of 
students that authors of texts on crypt8nalysis base much of their explanation upon their fore- 
knowledge of the “answer”- which the student does not know while he is attempting to follow 
the solution with an unbiased mind. They complain too that these authors use such expressions 
as “obviously”, “naturally”, “of course “, “it is evident that”, rend so on, when the circumstances 
seem not at all to warrant their use. There is no question but that this sort of treatment is apt 
to discourage the student, especially when the point elucidated becomes clear to him only after 
many hours’ labor, whereas, according to the book, the author noted the weak spot at the first 
moment’s inspection. The present author can only promise to try to avoid making the steps 
appear to be much more simple than they really are, and to suppress glaring instances of unjusti- 
fiable “jumping at conclusions.” At the same time he must indicate that for pedagogical reasons 
in many cases a message ha8 been consciously “manipulated” so 8s to allow certain principles to 
become more obvious in the illustrative examples than they ever are in practical work. During 
the course of some of the explanations attention will even be directed to cases of unjustified 
inferences. Furthermore, of the student who is quick in observation and deduction, the author 
will only ask that he bear in mind that if the elucidation of certain principles seems prolix and 
occupies more space than necessary, this is occasioned by the author’s desire to carry the 
explanation forward in very short, easily-comprehended, and plainly-described steps, for the 
benefit of students who &re perhaps a bit slower to grasp but who, once they understand, are 
able to retain and apply principles slowly learned just 8s well, if not better than the students 
who learn more quickly. 

3. Validity of results of crypkn8lysis. -V8lid, or authentic cryptanalytic solutions cannot 
and do not represent “opinions” of the cryptarmlyst. They are valid only so far 8s they are 
wholly objective, and are susceptible of demonstration and proof, employing authentic, objective 
method.3. It should hardly be necessary (but an attitude frequently encountered among laymen 
makes it advisable) to indicate that the validity of the results achieved by any serious crypt- 
analytic studies on authentic material rests upon the same sure foundations and are reached by 
the same general steps as the results achieved by any other scientific studies; viz, observation, 
hypothesis, deduction asd induction, snd confirmatory experiment. Implied in the lntter is the 
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possibility that two or more qualified investigators, each working independently upon the same 
material, will achieve identical (or practically identical) results. Occasionally a pseudo-crypb 
8nalyst offers “solutions” which cannot withstand such tests; a second, unbiased, investigator 
working independently either cannot consistently apply the methods alleged to have been applied 
by the pseudo-cryptanalyst, or else, if he can apply them at all, the results (plain-text transla- 
tions) are far different in the two cases. The reason for this is that in such cases it is generally 
found that the “methods” are not clesr-cut, straightforward or mathematical in character. 
Instead, they often involve the making of judgments on matters too tenuous to measure, weigh, 
or otherwise subject to careful scrutiny. In such cases, the conclusion to which the unprejudiced 
observer is forced to come is that the alleged “solution” obtained by the first investigator, the 
pseudo-cryptanalyst, is purely subjective. In nearly all cases where this has happened (and they 
occur from time to time) there has been uncovered nothing which can in any way be used to 
impugn the integrity of the pseudo-cryptanalyst. The worst that can be aaid of him is that he 
has become a victim of a special or peculiar form of self-delusion, and that his desire to solve the 
problem, usually in accord with some previously-formed opinion, or notion, has over-balanced, 
or undermined, his judgment and good sense.’ 

1 Specific reference can be. -de fo the following typical “c&x histories”: 
Donnelly, Ignatius, The Ted Cryptogram. Chicago, 1888. 
Owen, Orville W., Sir Frmcia Bacon’s Cipher Story. Detroit, 1895. 
Gallup, Elizabeth Wells, Fran& Bacon’s Biliteral Cipher. Detroit, 1900. 
Margoliouth, D. 9.. The Homer of ArietoUc. Oxford, 1923. 
-Newbold, William Romaine, The Cipher of Roger Bacon. Philadelphia, 1928. (For a scholarly snd 

complete demolition of Professor Newbold’s work, see (in article entitled Roger Bacon and 
the Voyrieh MS, by John M. Manly, in SpccuZum, Vol. VI, No. 3, July 1931.) 

Areneberg, Walter Conrtsd, The Cryptography of Shakeepeare. Los Angelee, 1922. 
The Shakcrpeurean Mystery. Pittsburgh, 1928. 
The Bawnian Kegs. Pittsburgh, 1928. 

Feely, Joseph Martin, The Shakeqearean Cypher. Rochester, N. Y., 1931. 
Deciphering Shakespeare. Rochester, N. Y., 1934. 
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SECTION II 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES 
PUlW@l 

The four basic operations in cryptan8lysis -__--___ -----_-_-_-_---_________________________-----------.----------------------- 4 
The determination of the language employed .-____~~~~~~~~~ ----_--_---__------_____________________-------------------------- 5 
The determination of the general system ________________________________________------------------------------------------------ 6 
The reconstruction of the specific key ______--________________________________--------------------------------------------------- 7 
The reconstruction of the plam text ________________________________________-----------------------------------------------.------ 8 

4. The four basic operations in cryptanalysis.-& The solution of practically every crypto- 
gram involves four fundamental operat,ions or steps: 

(1) The determination of the language employed in the plain-text version. 
(2) The determination of the general system of cryptography employed. 
(3) The reconstruction of the specific key in the case of a cipher system, or the reconstruc- 

tion, partial or complete, of the code book, in the case of n code system; or both, in the case of an 
enciphered code system. 

(4) The reconstruction or establishment of the plain text. 
b. These operations will be taken up in the order in which they are given above and in which 

they usually are performed in the solution of cryptograms, although occasionally the second 
step may precede the first. 

6. The determination of the language employed.-u. There is not much that need be said 
with respect to this operation except that the determination of the language employed seldom 
comes into question in the case of studies made of the cryptograms of an organized enemy. 
By this is meant that during wartime the enemy is of course known, and it follows, therefore, 
that the language he employs in his messages will almost certainly be his native or mother tongue. 
Only occasionally nowadays is this rule broken. Formerly it often happened, or it might have 
indeed been the general rule, that the language used in diplomatic correspondence was not the 
mother tongue, but French. In isolated instances during the World War, the Germans used 
English when their own language could for one reason or another not be employed. For example, 
for a year or two before the entry of the United States into that war, during the time America 
was neutral and the German Government maintained its embassy in Washington, some of t.he 
messages exchanged between the Foreign Office in Berlin and the Embassy in Washington were 
cryptographed in English, and a copy of the code used was deposited with the Department of 
State and our censor. Another instance is found in the case of certain Hindu conspirntors who 
were associated with and partially financed by the German Government in 1915 and 1916; they 
employed English as the language of their cryptographic messages. Occasionally the crypto- 
grams of enemy agents may be in a language different from that of the enemy. But in general 
these are, as has been said, isolated instances; as a rule, the language used in cryptograms ex- 
changed between members of large organizations is the mother tongue of the correspondents. 
Where this is not the case, that is, when cryptograms-of unknown origin must be studied, the 
cryptanalyst looks for any indications on the cryptograms themselves which may lead to a 
conclusion as to the language employed. Address, signature, and plain-language words in the 
preamble or in the body of the text all come under careful scrutiny, as well as all extraneous 
circumstances connected with the manner in which. the cryptograms were obtained, the person 
on whom they were found, or the locale of their origin and destination. 

(7) 
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b. In special cases, or under special circumstances a clue to the language employed is found 
in the nature and composition of the cryptographic text itself. For example, if the letters K and 
W are entirely absent or appear very rarely in messages, it may indicate that the language is 
Spanish, for these letters are absent in the alphabet of that language and are used only to spell 
foreign words or names. The presence of accented letters or letters marked with special signs of 
one sort or another, peculiar to certain languages, will sometimes indicate the language used. 
The Japanese Morse telegraph alphabet and the Russian Morse telegraph alphabet contain 
combinations of dots and dashes which are peculiar to those alphabets and thus the interception 
of messages containing these special Morse combinations at once indicates the language involved. 
Finally, there are certain peculiarities of alphabetic languages which, in certain types of crypto- 
grams, ~$2, pure transposition, give clues as to the language used. For example, the frequent 
digraph C H, in German, leads to the presence, in cryptograms of the type mentioned, of many 
isolated C’s and H’s; if this is noted, the cryptogram may be assumed to be in German. 

c. In some cases it is perfectly possible to perform certain steps in cryptanalysis bejote 
the language of the cryptogram has been definitely determined. Frequency studies, for example, 
may be made and analytic processes performed without this knowledge, and by a cryptanalyst 
wholly unfamiliar with the language even if it has been identified, or who knows only enough 
about the language to enable him to recognize valid combinations of letters, syllables, or a few 
common words in that language. He may, after this, call to his assistance a translator who may 
not be a cryptanalyst but who can materially aid in making necessary assumptions based upon 
his special knowledge of the characteristics of the language in question. Thus, cooperation 
between cryptanalyst and translator results in so1ution.L 

6. The determination of the general system.-, a. Except in the case of the more simple 
types of cryptograms, the determination of the general system according to which a given crypt.o- 
gram has been produced is usually a difficult, if not the most diicult, step in its solution. The 
reason for this is not hard to find. 

b. As will become apparent to the student as he proceeds with his study, in thejnul analyti, 
the soh.lion of every cryptogram invohing UjO?WI of i?ubstitu4ion depends upon its reduction to mono- 
alphabetic terms, if it is not originaLly in those terms. This is true not only of ordinary substitution 
ciphers, but also of combined substitution-transposition ciphers, and of enciphered code. If the 
cryptogram must be reduced to monoalphabetic terms, the manner of its accomplishment is 
usually indicated by the cryptogram itself, by external or internal phenomena which become 
apparent to the cryptanalyst as he studies the cryptogram. If this is impossible, or too diflicult 
the cryptanalyst must, by one means or another, discover how to accomplish this reduction, 
by bringing to bear all the special or collateral information he can get from all the sources at his 
command. If both these possibilities fail him, there is little left but the long, tedious, and often 
fruitless process of elimination. In the case of transposition ciphers of the more complex type, 
the discovery of the basic method is often simply a matter of long and tedious elimination of 
possibilities. For cryptanalysis has unfortunately not yet attained, and may indeed never 
attain, the precision found today in qualitative analysis in chemistry, for example, where the 
analytic process is absolutely clear cut and exact in its dichotomy. A few words in explanation of 
what is meant may not be amiss. When a chemist seeks to determine the identity of an unknown 

1 The writer hae seen in print statements that “during the World War . . . decoded message-s in Japanese 
and Russian without knowing 8 word of either language.” The extent to which such etatements are exaggerated 
will soon become obvious to the student. Of course, there are occasional instances in which a mere clerk with 
quite limited experience may be able to “solve” a message in 8n extremely simple system in a language of which 
he has no knowledge at all; but such a “solution” calls for nothing more rvduous than the ability to recognize 
pronounceable combinatione of vowels and consonants-8n ability that hardly deserves to be rated as “crypt- 
analytic” in any real sense. To say th8t it is possibIe to solve 8 cryptogram in a foreign language “without 
knowing a word of that language” is not quite the same 8s to cay that it Is possible to do so with only 8 slight 
knowledge of the language; and it may be stated without cavil that the better the cryptanalyst’s knowledge of 
the language, the greater are the chances for his success and, in any c8se, the easier is his work. 
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substance, he applies certain specific reagents to the substance and in a specific sequence. The 
first reagent tells him definitely into which of two primary classes the unknown substance falls. 
He then applies a second test with another specific reagent, which tells him again quite definitely 
into which of two secondary classes the unknown substance falls, and so on, until finally he has 
reduced the unknown substance to its simplest terms and has found out what it is. In striking 
contrast to this situation, cryptanalysis affords exceedingly few “reagents” or tests that may be 
applied to determine positively that a given cipher belongs to one or the other of two systems 
yielding externally similar results. And this is what makes the analysis of an isolated, complex 
cryptogram so ditlicult. Note the limiting adjective “isolated” in the foregoing sentence, for it 
is used advisedly. It is not often that the general system fails to disclose itself or cannot be 
discovered by painstaking investigation when there is a great volume of text accumulating from 
a regular traffic between numerous correspondents in a large organization. Sooner or later the 
system becomes known, either because of blunders and carelessness on the part of the personnel 
entrusted with the cryptographing of the messages, or because the accumulation of text itself 
makes possible the determination of the general system by cryptanalytic studies. But in the 
case of a single or even a few isolated cryptograms concerning which little or no information can 
be gained by the cryptanalyst, he is often unable, without a knowledge of, or a shrewd guess as to 
the general system employed, to decompose the heterogeneous text of the cryptogram into 
homogeneous, monoalphabetic text, which is the ultimate and essential step in analysis. The 
only knowledge that the cryptanalyst can bring to his aid in this most diflicult step is that gained 
by long experience and practice in the analysis of many different types of systems. 

c. On account of the complexities surrounding this particular phase of cryptanalysis, and 
because in any scheme of analysis based upon successive eliminations of alternatives the crypt- 
analyst can only progress so far as the extent of his own knowledge of aU the possible alternatives 
will permit, it is necessary that detailed discussion of the eliminative process be postponed until 
the student has covered most of the field. For example, the student will perhaps want to know 
at once how he can distinguish between a cryptogram that is in code or enciphered code from one 
that is in cipher. It is at this stage of his studies impracticable to give him any helpful indica- 
tions on his question. In return it may be asked of him why he should expect to be able to do 
this in the early stages of his studies when often the experienced expert cryptanalyst is baffled on 
the same score! 

d. Nevertheless, in lieu of more precise tests not yet discovered, a general guide that may be 
useful in cryptanalysis will be built up, step by step as the student progresses, in the form of a 
series of charts comprising what may be designated An Analytical Key For C’ryptanalysis. (See 
Par. 50.) It may be of assistance to the student if, as he proceeds, he will carefully study the 
charts and note the place which the particular cipher he is solving occupies in the general crypt- 
analytic panorama. These charts admittedly constitute only very brief outlines, and can 
therefore be of but little direct assistance to him in the analysis of the more complex types of 
ciphers he may encounter later on. So far as they go, however, they may be found to be quite 
useful in the study of elementary cryptanalysis. For the experienced cryptanalyst they can 
serve only as a means of assuring that no possible step or process is inadvertently overlooked in 
attempts to solve a diEcult cipher. 

e. Much of the labor involved in cryptanalytic work, as referred to in Par. 2, is connected 
with this determination of the general system. The preparation of the text, its rewriting in 
different forms, sometimes being rewritten in a half dozen ways, the recording of letters, the 
establishment of frequencies of occurrences of letters, comparisons and experiments made with 
known material of similar character, and so on, constitute much labor that is most often in- 
dispensable, but which sometimes turns out to have been wholly unnecessary, or in vain. In a 
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recent treatise a it is stated quite boldly that “this work once done, the determination of the 
eystbm is often relatively easy.” This statement can certainly apply only to the simpler types of 
ciphers; it is entirely misleading 8s regards the much more frequently encountered complex 
cryptograms of modem times. 

7. The reconstruction of the specific key.+. Nearly 8ll practical cryptographic methods 
require the use of a specific key to guide, control, or modify the various steps under the general 
system. Once the latter has been disclosed, discovered, or h8s otherwise come into the possession 
of the cryptanalyst, the next step in solution is to determine, if necessary, and if possible, the 
specific key that ~8s employed to cryptograph the message or messages under examination. 
This determination may not be in complete detail; it may go only so far 8s to lead to a knowledge 
of the number of alphabets involved in a substitution cipher, or the number of columns involved 
in a transposition cipher, or that a one-part code has been used, in the case of a code system. 
But it is often desirable to determine the specific key in 8s complete a form and with 8s much 
detail as possible, for this information will very frequently be useful in the solution of subsequent 
cryptograms exchanged between the s&me correspondents, since the nature of the specific key 
in 8 solved c8.se may be expected to give clues to the specific key in s,n unsolved case. 

b. Frequently, however, the reconstruction of the key is not 8 prerequisite to, and does not 
constitute an absolutely necessary preliminary step in, the fourth basic operation, oiz, the recon- 
struction or establishment of the plain text. In many cases, indeed, the two processes 8re 
carried along simultaneously, the one assisting the other, until in the 6ns.l stsges both have been 
completed in their entireties. In still other cases the reconstruction of the specific key may 
succeed instead of precede the reconstruction of the plain text, and is accomplished purely as a 
matter of academic interest; or the specific key may, in unusual cases, never be reconstructed. 

8. The reconstruction of the plain text.-u. Little need be said at this point on this phase 
of cryptanalysis. The process usually consists, in the case of substitution ciphers, in the estab- 
lishment of equivalency between specific letters of the cipher text and the plain text, letter by 
letter, psir by pair, and so on, depending upon the particular type of substitution system 
involved. In the c8se of transposition ciphers, the process consists in rearranging the elements of 
the cipher text, letter by letter, pair by psir, or occasionally word by word, depending upon the 
particular type of transposition system involved, until the letters or words have been returned 
to their original plrtin-text order. In the case of code, the process consists in determining the 
meaning of each code group and inserting this meaning in the code text to reestablish the original 
plain text. 

b. The foregoing processes do not, 8s a rule, begin at the beginning of a message snd 
continue letter by letter, or group by group in sequence up to the very end of the message. The 
establishment of values of cipher letters in substitution methods, or of the positions to which 
cipher letters should be transferred to form the plain text in the c8se of transposition methods, 
comes at very irregular intervals in the process. At first only one or two values scattered here 
asd there throughout the text may appear; these then form the “skeletons” of words, upon which 
further work, by a continuation of the reconstruction process, is msde possible; in the end the 
complete or nearly complete * text is established. 

c. In the case of cryptograms in a foreign language, the trsnslation of the solved messages 
is a final and necessary step, but is not to be considered 8s a cryptanalytic process. However, 
it is commonly the c8se that the translation process will be carried on simultaneously with the 
cryptanalytic, and will aid the latter, especially when there 8re lacunas which may be filled in 
from the context. (See also Par. 5c in this connection.) 

’ Lange et Soudart, op. cit., p. 106. 
* Sometimes in the case of code, the meaning of 8 few code groupe may be lacking, because there ia tiufficient 

text to eetabliah their meaning. 
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&WTION 111 

FREQUENCY DISTBIBUTIONS 
P=W=Dh 

(Total=200 letters) 
Rawax 1. 

(Total=200 lettem) 
nom, 2. 

c. Although each of these two graphs exbibita great variation in the relative frequencies 
with which difletent letters Bre employed in the respective sentences to which they spply, no 
marked differences are exhibited between the frequencies of the sane letter in the two grsphs. 
Compare, for example, the frequencies of A, B, C . . . Z in Fig. 1 with those of A, B, C, . . . Z 
in Fig. 2. Aside from one or two exceptions, 88 in the case of the letter F, these two graphs agree 
rather strikingly. 

(11) 
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d. This agreement, or similatity, would be practically complete if the two texts were much 
longer, for example, five times as long. In fact, when two texta of similar character, each con- 
taining more than 1,000 letters, are compared, it would be found that the respective frequencies 
of the 26 letters composing the two graphs show only very alight diflerences. This means, in 
other words, that in normsl, plain text each letter of the alphabet occurs with 8 rather constant or 
charatacterieti.c jrequenq which it tends to approximate, depending upon the length of the text 
analyzed. The longer the text (within certain limits), the closer will be the approximation to the 
characteristic frequencies of letters in the language involved. However, when the amount of 
text being analyzed has reached a substantial volume (roughly, 1,000 letters), the practical gain 
in accuracy does not warrant further incresse in the amount of text.’ 

e. An experiment slang these lines will be convincing. A series of 260 official telegnuna 1 
passing through the War Department Message Center was exsmined statistic8lly. The mea- 
eagea were divided into five seta, each totaling 10,000 letters, and the five distributions &own 
in Table l-A, were obtained. 

j. If the five distributions in Table 1-A are summed, the results are aa shown in Table 2-A. 

TABLE 1-A.-Absolde jrequmci.es of letters appearing in$ve uets oj Governmental plain-text talc- 
granw, each set containing 10,000 letters, amnged alphabetica& 

M-a No. 1 

--- 738 
B _----- 104 
C ____-___ -* 319 
D.-----..- 387 
E -____-__- 1,367 
F __-------.-- 253 
G- -------.-- 160 
K _--_----- 310 
I _----_-__- 742 
J _-----___-_- 18 
K ---- _______ 36 
t e-----v- 305 

-11- 242 
L,. _____ 786 
O.--- -______ 685 
P.-- ----- - 241 
Q.---..-. 40 
FL- -_____- 760 
s ------_______ 658 
T ---- - __-_._ 936 
U _----____. 270 
V.---- -_______ 163 
II ---- - ---_-_ 166 
x -------_-_- 43 
Y _-------_I 191 
z. --e-w-..-- 14 

Total.-. 10, 000 

?dw No. 2 

A----..,-. 783 
B.----- 103 
C---- 300 
D -me--- 413 
E-.-.-.- 1, 294 
F __I___^____- 287 
G-..-- 175 
l-L -___ -____-_ 351 
I ----- 750 
J ----N-w 17 
K e----e 38 
L..---, 393 
m.--, 240 
N ---___--I 794 
0 _-----_____ 770 

--e-w 272 
L-.-._. 22 
R ---- -_-___ 745 
S.---- 583 
T ---- 879 
U--.--., 233 
V.---- 173 
w-- ______ 163 
x. -es-- 50 
Y--------I-__ 155 
z-....-..,. 17 

.-e-mm_--___-_ 10,000 

Meango No. 2 

b -e---e 681 
B----- 98 
C 288 
DI-L:- 423 
E ______ -1__- 1, 292 
F ---*-. 308 
G ---- 161 
Km-.- 335 
I -~.--~~~~ 787 
J.-.-- 10 
K --_-____ 22 
L---,- 333 
IL -__--_ 238 
N -_-__ 815 
0 ---mm-- 791 
P...-- ---_ 317 

__--_-__ 
it.- --___-I 

45 
762 

S -----m-e 585 
T --- 894 
U ---____I-_ 312 
V -_________ 142 
w--_-_-_ - _I___ 136 
L _--_---__ 44 
Y -____- I__ 179 
z ---- -- -_-- 2 

.__--____-______ 10, 000 

Yrrn No. 4 

h ----_ 740 
B --- 83 
c _ 326 
D -------- 451 
EL ____ -__ 1, 270 
F ----we--- 287 
G -__-_-___-_- 167 
H I__---- 349 
I---.-. 700 
J --- 21 
L-.-. 21 
L -- 386 
Y --I-_ 249 
N ---- 800 
O.---. 756 

_---____I_ 245 
L- 38 
R -_-----_ 735 
S --_-_-_ 628 
T -_----_ 958 
U -----_ -_-__ 247 
V -----__ 133 
u -----_-_I--_ 133 
x _^--- 53 
P __-__--.- -- 213 
z -__-_ --- 11 

-.--em-- 

l 

10,000 

Mryr No. 6 

A. ----w-w 741 
B ----*-- 99 
C -m--.-m 301 
D.----. 448 
E ----_.___ 1,275 
F---I____ 281 
G .---me--_ 150 
H --e--e-_- 349 
I -.-m-w-.. 697 
J -m--w_ 16 
K. --Me__ 31 
L-- 344 
Y-- 268 
N---.. 780 
0 e----m_ 762 
P __--- 260 
Q me.-- 30 
R ---_-___ 786 
S -_-__-__ - ____ 604 
T -_---.^^_- 928 
U- _-_--___ 238 
V --__----__--- 155 
u .-_-________ *- 182 
x _-_-____- 41 
Y m-_e__-__ 229 
z- --mm-w-e-- 5 

.-____ - -____ 10, 000 

* 8ee footnote 5, page 16. 
a These comprised messages from several departmenta in addition to the War Department and were all of 

u1 administrative chfuacter. 
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TABLE 2-A. -Absolute frequencies of letters appearing in the combined five set of messages totaling 
50,000 letters, arranged alphabetically 

10. Important features of the normal uniliteral frequency distribution.- a. When the graph 
shown in Fig. 3 is studied in detail, the following features are apparent: 

(1) It is quite irregular in appearance. This is because the letters are used with greatly 
varying frequencies, as discussed in the preceding paragraph. This irregular appearance is often 
described by saying that the graph shows marked crests and troughs, that is, points of high fre- 
quency and low frequency. 
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(2) The relative positions in which the crests and troughs fall within the graph, that is, the 
spatial relations of the crests and troughs, are rather definitely fixed and are determined by cir- 
cumstances which have been explained in a preceding text.’ 

(3) The relative heights and depths of the crests and troughs within the graph, that is, the 
linear eztensions of the lines marking the respective frequencies, are also rather definitely 8xed, 
as would be found if an equal volume of similar text were analyzed. 

(4) The most prominent crests are marked by the vowels A, E, I, 0, and the consonants 
N, R, S, T; the most prominent troughs are marked by the consonants J, K, Q, X, and Z. 

(5) The important data are summarized in tabular form in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

100.0 100 

(8) The four vowels A, E, I, 0 (combined frequency 353) and the four consonants N, R, S, T 
(combined frequency 308) form 661 out of every 1,000 letters of plain text; in other words, Zeas 
than j( oj the alphabet is employed in writing % of normal p&n test. 

1 Section VII, &ncniaty Mili(ory Cryptography. 
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b. The data given in Fig. 3 and Table 3 represent the relative frequencies found in a large 
volume of English telegraphic text of a governmental, administrative character. These fre- 
quencies will vary somewhat with the nature of the text analyzed. For example, if an equal 
number of telegrams dealing solely with commc~cia2 transactions in the Zux.thct indutztty were 
studied statistically, the frequencies would be slightly different because of the repeated occurrence 
of words peculiar to that industry. Again, if an equal number of telegrams dealing solely with 
milifay messages of a tactical character were studied statistically, the frequencies would tier 
slightly from those found above for general governmental messages of an administrative character. 

c. If ordinary English literary text (such as may be found in any book, newspaper, or printed 
document) were analyzed, the frequencies of certain letters would be changed to an appreciable 
degree. This is because in telegraphic text words which are not strictly essential for intelligibility 
(such as the definite and indefinite articles, certain prepositions, conjunctions and pronouns) are 
omitted. In addition, certain essential words, such as “stop”, “period”, “comma”, and the like, 
which are usually indicated in written or printed matter by symbols not easy to transmit tele- 
graphically and which must, therefore, be spelled out in telegrams, occur very frequently. Fur- 
thermore, telegraphic text often employs longer and more uncommon words than does ordinary 
newspaper or book text. 

d. As a matter of fact, other tables compiled in the Office of the Chief Signal Oflicer gave 
slightly different results, depending upon the source of the text. For example, three tables based 
upon 75,000, 100,000, and 136,257 letters taken from various sources (telegrams, newspapers, 
magazine articles, books of fiction) gave as the relative order of frequency for the first 10 letters 
the following: 

TABLE 4.-Frequuncy tab& for 10,000 letters oj &rary Engtkh, 08 cornphi by H& 

ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED 
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Hitt also compiled data for telegraphic text (but does not state what kind of messages) and 
gives the following table: 

TABLE B.-Frequency table for 10,000 letters oj telegraph& English, ae compi&d by Hitt 

ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED 

e. Frequency data applicable purely to English military text were compiled by EIitt,’ from 
a study of 10,000 letters taken from orders and reports. The frequencies found by him are given 
in Tables 4 and 5. 

11. Constancy of the standexd or normal, nniliteral frequency distribution.-u. The 
relative frequencies disclosed by the statistical study of large volumes of text may be considered 
to be the standard or nomLal frequencies of the letters of written English. Counts made of 
smaller volumes of text will tend to approximate these normal frequencies, and, within certain 
limits,( the smaller the volume, the lower will be the degree of approximation to the normal, 
until, in the case of a very short message, the normal proportions may not obtain at all. It is 
advisable that the student fix this fact firmly in mind, for the sooner he realizes the true nature 
of any data relative to the frequency of occurrence of letters in text, the less often will his labors 
toward the solution of specific ciphers be thwarted and retarded by too strict an adherence to 
these generalized principles of frequency. He should constantly bear in mind that such data 
are merely statistical generalizations, that they will be found to hold strictly true only in large 
volumes of text, and that they may not even be approximated in short messages. 

b. Nevertheless the normal frequency distribution or the “normal expectancy” for any 
alphabetic language is, in the last analysis, the best guide to, and the usual basis for, the solution 
of cryptograms of a certain type. It is useful, therefore, to reduce the normal, uniliteral 
frequency distribution to a basis that more or less closely approximates the volume of text which 
the cryptanalyst most often encounters in individual cryptograms. As regards length of mes- 
sages, counting only the letters in the body, and excluding address and signature, a study of the 

’ op. hf., pp. 6-7. 
1 It ia ueeleee to go beyond a certain limit in establishing the normal-frequency distribution for 8 given 

Lnguage. As a etriking instance of this fact, witness the frequency etudy msde by an indefatigable German, 
I&ding, who in 1898 made B count of the lettera in about 11,000,OOO words, totaling about 62,ooO,ooO letters in 
German text. When reduced to I) percentage bask and when the relative order of frequency WM determined, 
the reaulte he obtained differed very little from the reeulta obtained by Kaekki, a German cryptographer, from a 
count of only 1,060 letters. See Kaeding, Haeu$@ibwoerkduch, Steglitc, 1898; Kasiski, LXe Geheimuchti~ten 
und dis Dechiffrir-Kund, Berlin, 1863. 
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c. The student should take careful note of the appearance of the distribution ’ shown in 
Pig. 4, for it will be of much a&stance to him in the early stages of his study. The manner of 
setting down the tallies should be followed by him in making his own distributions, indicating 
every fifth occurrence of a letter by an oblique tdy. This procedure almost automaticslly 
shows the total number of occurrences for each letter, snd yet does not destroy the grapbicrtl 
appearance of the distribution, especially if care is taken to use approximately the same amount 
of space for each set of five tallies. Cross-section paper is very u8efu.l for this purpose. 

d. The word “uniliteml” in the designation “uniliteral frequency distribution” means 
“single letter”, and it is to be inferred that other types of frequency distributions may be encoun- 
tered. For example, a distribution of pairs of letters, constituting a biliteral frequency distri- 
bution’ is very often used in the study of certain cryptograms in which it is desked that pairs 
msde by combining successive letters be listed. A biliteral distribution of A B C D E F would 
take these pairs: AB, BC, CD, DE, EF. The distribution could be made in the form of a large 
square divided up into 676 cells. When distributions beyond biliteral are required (triliteral, 
quadraliteral, etc.) they can only be msde by listing them in some order, for example, alpha- 
betically based on the let, 2d, 3d, . . . letter. 

* The arithmetical average is obtained by adding each different length and dividing by the number of 
different-length meesagee; the mean in obtained by multiplying each different length by the number of meesage-a 
of that length, adding all products, and dividing by the total number of meaeages. 

1 The use of the terma “distribution” and ‘2requency distribution”, instead of “hble” and “frequency 
table”, respectively, ia considered advisable from the point of view of oon&kency with the usual statistical 
nomenclature. When data are given in tabular form, with frequencieo indicated by numbers, then they may 
properly be said to be set out in the form of a t&e. When, however, the tzame data are dktributed in a chart 
which part&es of the nature of a graph, with the data indicated by horixootal or vertical linear extensionr, or 
by a curve connecting points corresponding to quantities, then it ie more proper to call ouch a graphic repreeen- 
tation of the data a distribution. 
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SECTION m 

FUNDAMENTAL USES OF THE UNILITERAL FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 

tribution for a cryptogram. a. The following four facts (to be explained subsequently) can 
usually be determined from &n inspection of the &literal frequency distribution for a given 
cipher message of avenge length, composed of letters: 

(1) Whether the cipher belongs to the substitution or the transposition cless; 
(2) If to the former, whether it is monoalphabetic or polyalphabetic in character; 
(3) If monoalphabetic, whether the cipher alphabet is a standard cipher alphabet or a mixed 

cipher alphabet; 
(4) If standard, whether it is a direct or reversed standard cipher alphabet. 
b. For immediate purposes the tit’ two of the foregoing determinations are quite important 

and will be discussed in detail in the next two subparagraphs; the other two determinations will 
be touched upon very briefly, leaving their detailed discussion for subsequent sections of the 
text. 

13. Determining the class to which a cipher belongs.+. The determination of the class 
to which 8 cipher belongs is usually 8 relatively easy matter because of the fundamental difference 
in the nature of transposition and of substitution as cryptographic processes. In a transposition 
cipher the original letters of the plain text have merely been rearranged, without any change 
whatsoever in their identities, that is, in the conventional values they have in the normal alpha- 
bet. Hence, the numbers of vowels (A, E, I, 0, U, Y), high-frequency consonants (D, NJ R, S, T), 
medium-frequency consonants (B, C, F, G, H, L, M, P, V, W), and low-frequency consonants (J, K, 
Q, X, 2) are exactly the s8me in the cryptogram 8s they are in the plain-text message. Therefore, 
the percentages of vowels, high, medium, and low-frequency consonants are the s8me in the 
transposed text as in the equivalent plain text. In a substitution cipher, on the other hand, the 
identities of the original letters of the plsin text have been changed, that is, the conventional 
values they have in the normal alphabet have been altered. Consequently, if a count is made 
of the various letters present in such a cryptogram, it will be found that the number of vowels, 
high, medium, and low-frequency consonants will usually be quite different in the cryptogram 
from what they are in the original plain-text message. Therefore, the percentages of vowels, 
high, medium, and low-frequency consonants are usually quite difIerent in the substitution text 
from what they are in the equivalent plsin text. From these considerations it follows that if in 
8 specific cryptogram the percentages of vowels, high, medium, and low-frequency consonants 
are approximately the same as would be expected in normal plain text, the cqWqprn probably 
belongs to the transposition class; if these percentages are quite difIerent from those to be 
expected in normal plain text the cryptogram probably belongs to the substitution class. 

(18) 
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i. In the preceding subparagraph the word “probably” was emphasized by it&i&g it, 
for there can be no certainty in every c&se of this determination. &u&y these percentages in 
a transposition cipher are close to the normal percentages for plain text; &y, in a substitu- 
tion cipher, they are far different from the normal percentages for plain text. But occ88ionally 
8 cipher message is encountered which is difhcult to classify with 8 rerrsonsble degree of certainty 
because the message is too short for the general principles of frequency to manifest themselvee. 
It is clear that if in actual megsages there were no variation whatever from the normal vowel 
and consonant percentages given in Table 3, the determination of the class to which a specific 
cryptogram belongs would be an extremely simple matter. But unfortunately there is always 
some variation or deviation from the normal. Intuition suggests that as messages decresae in 
length there may be a greater and grerrter departure from the normal proportions of vowels, 
high, medium, and low-frequency consonants, until in very short messages the normal propor- 
tions may not hold at all. Similarly, as messages increase in length there may be a lesser and 
lesser depsrture from the normal proportions, until in messages totahing a thousand or more 
letters there may be no merence at all between the actual and the theoretical proportions, 
But intuition is not enough, for in dealing with specific messages of the length of those commonly 
encountered in practical work the question sometimes arises as to exactly how much deviation 
(from the normal proportions) may be allowed for in a cryptogram which shows a considerable 
amount of deviation from the nor-ma and which might still belong to the transposition rather 
than to the substitution class. 

c. Statistical studies have been made on this matter and some graphs have been constructed 
thereon. These are shown in Charts l-4 in the form of simple curves, the use of which will now 
be explained. Each chart contains two curve8 marking the lower and upper limits, respectively, 
of the theoretical amount of deviation (from the normal percentages) of vowels or consonants 
which may be allowable in a cipher believed to belong to the transposition class. 

d. In Chart 1, curve V, marks the lower limit of the theoretical amount of deviation from the 
normtll number of vowels to be expected in a message of given length; curve VP marks the upper 
limit of the same thing. Thus, for example, in a message of 100 letters in plain English there 
should be between 33 and 47 vowels (A E I 0 U Y). Likewise, in Chart 2 curves HI and & 
mark the lower asd upper limits 88 regards the high-frequency consonants. In a message of 100 
letters there should be between 28 and 42 high-frequency consonants (D N R S T). In Chart 3, 
curves Ml and M2 mark the lower and upper limits as regards the medium-frequency consonants. 
In a message of 100 letters there should be between 17 and 31 medium-frequency consonants 
(B C F G H L M P V W). Finally, in Chart 4, curve8 & and 4 mark the lower and upper 
limits 8s regards the low-frequency consonants. In a message of 100 letters there should be 
between 0 and 3 low-frequency consonants (J K Q X Z). In using the charts, therefore, one 
finds the point of intersection of the vertical coordinate corresponding to the length of the 
message, with the horizontal coordinate corresponding to (1) the number of vowels, (2) the 
number of high-frequency consonants, (3) the number of medium-frequency consonants, and 
(4) the number of low-frequency consonsnta actually counted in the message. If 8h four points 
of intersection fall within the 8rea delimited by the respective curves, then the number of vowels, 
high, medium, and low-frequency consonants corresponds with the number theoretically expected 
in 8 normal plain-text message of the same length; since the message under investigation is not 
plain text, it follows that the cryptogram may certainly be classified &B a transposition cipher. 
On the other hand, if one or more of these points of intersection f8lls outside the area delimited 
by the respective curves, it follows that the cryptogram is probably a substitution cipher. The 
distance that the point of intersection falls outside the area delimited by these curves is a more or 
less rough measure of the improbability of the cryptogram’s being a transposition cipher. 
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e. Sometimes a cryptogram is encountered which ia hard to cla+?.ify with c&ainty even with 
the foregoing aids, because it has been consciously prepared with a view to making the class&a- 
tion acult. This can be done either by selecting peculiar words (se in Wick cryptograms”) 
or by employing a cipher aphabet in which letters of approtimafcly eimdut normal jrequtvuies 
have been interchanged. For example, E may be replaced by 0, T by R, and so on, thus yiekling 

-0 io I60 Ii0 12x3 I30 140 IS0 I60 170 I80 190 200 

Namha~ of J&ten In mq. 

Cum No. l.-Curvm mnrktn# tb~ bwa and appe )tmlts of the tlJ%mud omo4Int of&vlotlon fmln the OcclMl nomha or vowels to ha UPcctod 
fnmKsquorV~~hl. (smpu.lad.) 

a cryptogram giving external indications of being a transposition cipher but which is really a 
substitution cipher. If the cryptogram is not too short, a close study will usually disclose what 
has been done, as well as the futility of so simple a subterfuge. 

j. Ln the majority of c8sea, in practical work, the determination of -the class to which a 
cipher of average length belongs GUI be made from a mere inspection of the message, after the 
cryptanalyst has acquired a familiarity with the normal appearance of transposition and of 
substitution ciphers. In the former case, his eyes very speedily note many high-frequency letters, 
such as E, T, N, R, 0, and S, with the absence of low-frequency letters, such as J, K, Q, X, 
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and 2; in the latter case, his eyes just as quickly note the presence of many low-frequency letten, 
and a corresponding absence of the usual high-frequency letters. 

g. Another rather quickly completed test, in the case of the simpler varieties of ciphers, is 
to look for repetitions oj groups oj letters. As will become apparent very soon, recurrences of 
syllables, entire words and short phrases constitute a characteristic of all normal plain text. 
Since a transposition cipher involves a change in the sepnce of the letters composing a plain- 

NUlllkdlrttrrlUlD~. 

CUB? No. 2-CLWU morkin~ tbc bra and uppa lImita of tbc tbomtlml unmnt of &rbtion from tbt aormrl number of hkbhqwncr 001~0 
nmt#tokoqmctedlnmma~d~uloush~b. (l3aPu.lM.) 

text message, such recurrences are broken up so that the cipher text no longer will show repetitions 
of more or less lengthy sequences of letters. But if a cipher message does show many repetitions 
and these are of several letters in length, say over four or five, the conclusion is at once warranted 
that the cryptogram is most probably a substitution and not a transposition cipher. However, 
for the beginner in cryptanalysis, it will be advisable to make the &literal frequency distribution, 
and note the frequencies of the vowels, the high, medium, and low-frequency consonants. Then, 
referring to Charts 1 to 4, he should carefully note whether or not the observed frequencies for 
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these categories of letters fall within the limits of the theoretical frequencies for a normal plain- 
text message of the same length, and be guided accordingly. 

h. It is obvious that the foregoing rule applies only to ciphers composed wholly of letters. 
If a message is composed entirely of figures, or of arbitrary signs and symbols, or of intermixtures 

-6 do do ob 160 I io I& i&G&~ Ik lb 1% IQ 
Numba of btton In ~WCOCC. 

Cmnr No. a.-Curwa markln~ tbelomrand uppar llmltr of tbc -tic4 amount of &Tiatkm from tbs nonnu numba of mcdlm-lngamcl 
oouwnanbtobccapcctadin~ of Tarlow bngthn. (SW Par. lad.) 

of letters, figures and other symbols, it is immediately apparent that the cryptogram is 8 sub- 
stitution cipher. 

i. Finally, it should be mentioned that there are certain hinds of cryptogrsms whose class 
cannot be determined by the method set forth in subparagraphs b, c, d above. These exceptions 
will be discussed in a subsequent section of this text.’ 

14. Determining whether a substitution cipher is monoalphabetic or polyalphabetic--a. It 
will be remembered that a monoalphabetic substitution cipher is one in which a single cipher 
alphabet is employed throughout the whole message, that is, a given plain-text letter is invariably 

‘Par. 47. 
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represented throughout the message by one and the same letter in the cipher text. On the other 
hand, a polyalphabetic substitution cipher is one in which two or more cipher alphabets are 
employed within the same message; that is, 8 given plain-text letter may be represented by two or 
more ditferent letters in the cipher text, according to some rule governing the selection of the 
equivalent to be used in e8Ch case. From this it follows that n single cipher letter may represent 
two or more different plsin-text letters. 

b. It is easy to see why and how the appearance of the uniliteral frequency distribution for 
a substitution cipher may be used to determine whether the cryptogram is monoalphabetic or 
polyalphabetic in character. The normal distribution presents marked crests and troughs by 

Numhor of bttuc Lo mmago. 

Ca~a? No. 4.-Currca mukin~ tbr bwu and upper llmitr of tlm tbaomlcal amount of dwWon from the normal numba of br-fmqumw ame 
nanb to k c~pccdod in mcaycs of ~ubua bugths. @cc Par. l8d.j 

virtue of two circumstances. First, the elementary sounds which the symbols represent 8re 
used with greatly varying frequencies, it being one of the striking Ch8r8CtWiStiCS of every alpha- 
betic language that its elementary sounds are used with greatly varying frequencies.’ In the 
second place, except for orthographic aberrstions peculiar to certain languages (conspicuously, 
English and French), esch such sound is represented by the same symbol. It follows, therefore, 
that since in 8 monoalphabetic substitution Cipher each merent plain-text letter (=elementary 
sound) is represented by one and only one cipher letter (=elementary symbol), the uniliteral 
frequency distribution for such a cipher message must also exhibit the irregular crest and trough 
appearance of the normal distribution, but with only this important modification-the absolute 

1 The student who irr iotereated in this phase of the subject DULY Cnd the following reference of value: Zipf’ 
G. K., Stlccltd Sttdiw of #t Rinciplt of Rdaiiw Frtqutnq in hnguagt, Clrmbridm, USE., 1932. 
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po&om of the crests and trough.8 d not be the 8am8 ad in the norm& That is, the letters accom- 
panying the crests and the troughs in the distribution for the cryptogram will be different from 
those accompanying the crests and the troughs in the normal distribution. But the marked 
irregularity of the distribution, the presence of accentuated crests and troughs, is in itself an 
indication that each symbol or cipher letter always represents the same pl8in-text letter in that 
cryptogram. Hence the gene4 rule: A marked crest and trough appearaw in the uni&&ral 
frequency dtitribuiion for a given cryptogram indicates thui a single cipher alphabet ie involved and 
constitutes on& of the test8 jar a monoalphabetic wbstitution ciph4r. 

c. On the other hand, suppose that in a cryptogram each cipher letter represents several 
diEerent plain-text letters. Some of them are of high frequency, others of low frequency. The 
net result of such a situation, so far 8s the uniliteral frequency distribution for the cryptogram 
is concerned, is to prevent the appearance of any marked crests and troughs and to tend to reduce 
the elements of the distribution to a more or lees common level. This imparts 8 “flsttened 
out”. appearance to the distribution. For example, in a certain cryptogram of polyalphabetic 
construction, K,=&, G,, 8nd J,; R,=&, DP, and B,; Xc=Oo, L, and FD. The frequencies of 
K,, R,, and X, will be approximately equal because the summations of the frequencies of the several 
plain-text letters each of these cipher letters represents at different times will be about equal. 
If this same phenomenon were true of 8ll the letters of the cryptogram, it is clear that the 
frequencies of the 26 letters, when shown by means of the ordinary uniliteral frequency distribu- 
tion, would show no striking differences and the distribution would have the flat appeamnce of 
a typical polyalphabetic substitution cipher. Hence, the general rule: The absence of marked 
crests and trough8 in the uni&er& jreqwnq d&-&&on indicate8 tti two or more ciph-er atphubets 
are involved. Theji%tene&ou4 appearance oj the distritiion con&..tzLtes one of the t&s for a poly- 
alphubetie substitution cipher. 

d. The foregoing test based upon the appearance of the frequency distribution constitutes 
only one of several means of determining whether a substitution cipher is monoalphabetic or 
polyalphabetic in composit.ion. It ca.n be employed in cases yielding frequency distributions 
from which definite conclusions can be drawn with more or ,less certainty by mere ocular exami- 
nation. In those cases in which the frequency distributions contain insuf6cient data to permit 
drawing definite conclusions by such examination, certain statisticctl tests can be applied. These 
will be discussed in a subsequent text. 

c. At this point, however, one additional test willsbe given because of its simplicity of appli- 
cation. It may be employed in te&ing messages up to 200 letters in length, it being Bssumed that 
in messages of greater length ocular examination of the frequency distribution offers little or no 
ditbculty. This test concerns the number of blanks in the frequency distribution, that is, the 
number of letters of the alphabet which are entirely absent from the message. It has been 
found from statistical studies that rather definite “laws” govern the theoretically expected num- 
ber of blanks in normal plain-text messages and in frequency distributions for cry-ptograms of 
tierent natures and of various sixes, The results of certain of these studies have been embodied 
in ch8xt 5. 

j. This chart containe two curves. The one labeled P applies to the average number of 
blanks theoretically expected in frequency distributions based upon normal plain-text messages 
of the indicated lengths. The other curve, labeled R, applies to the average number of blanks 
theoretically expected in frequency distributions based upon perfectly random assortments of 
letters; that is, assortments such 8s would be found by random selection of letters out of a hat 
containing thousands of letters, all of the 26 letters of the alphabet being present in equal pro- 
portions, each letter being replaced after a record of its selection has been made. Such random 
assortments correspond to polyalphabetic cipher messages in which the number of cipher alpha- 

. 
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bets is so large that if uniliteral frequency distributions are made of the letters, the distributions 
are practically identical with those which are obtained by random selections of letters out of 8 hat. 

g. In using this chart, one finds the point of intersection of the vertical coordinate corre- 
sponding to the length of the message, with the horizontal coordinate corresponding to the 
observed number of blanks in the distribution for the message. If this point of intersection falls 
closer to curve P than it does to curve R, the number of blsnks in the message approximates or 
corresponds more closely to the number theoretically expected in a plain-text message than it 
does to a random (cipher-text) messsge of the same length; therefore, this is evidence that the 
cryptogram is monoalphabetic. Conversely, if this point of intersection falls closer to curve R 

Nnmber of lotbra in m-. 

Cnrnr No. I.-Camea rboviia6 tlu .vwqe nnmbar of blanka theoretIcally qwted in dlstributlom for @In text (P) and for random tat (B) br 
mrrrgca of oorioua longtha. (soa PU. 145) 

thnn to curve P, the number of blanks in the message approldmstes or corresponds more closely 
to the number theoretically expected in a random text than it does to a plain-text meessge of the 
sBme length; therefore, this is evidence that the cryptogram is polyalphabetic. 

h. Pm&A examples of the use of this chsrt will be given in some of the illustrative messagea 
to follow. 

16. Determining whether the cipher alphabet is a standard, or a mixed cipher alphabet.- 
a. Assuming that the uniliteral frequency distribution for a given cryptogram has been made, and 
that it shows clearly that the cryptogram is a substitution cipher snd is monoalphabetic in 
character, a consideration of the nature of stasdsrd cipher alphabets a almost makes it obvious 
how an inspection of the distribution will disclose whether the cipher alphabet involved is a 
standard cipher alphabet or a mixed cipher alphabet. If the crests snd troughs of the distribu- 

* &e Sec. VIII, Elementa+y Military Ctyptography. 
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tion occupy positions which correspond to the rel&ve positions they occupy in the norm81 
frequency distribution, then the cipher alphabet is 8 standard cipher alphabet. If this is not the 
case, then it is highly probable thst the cryptogram has been prepared by the use of 8 mixed 
cipher alphabet. 

.b. A mechanical test m8y be spplied in doubtful c&889 8rising from lack of material available 
for study. Just what this test involves, snd 8n illustration of its application will be given in the 
next section, using specific ex8mplea. 

16. Determining whether the standard cipher alphabet is direct or reversed.-Assuming 
that the frequency distribution for 8 given cryptogram shows clearly thst 8 standard cipher 
alphabet is involved, the determination as to whether the alphabet is direct or reversed can also 
be made by inspection, since the difference between the two ie merely 8 matter of the direction 
in which the sequence of crests and troughs progresses -to the right, 8s in normal resding or 
writing, or the left. In 8 direct cipher alphsbet the direction in which the crests and troughs 
of the distribution should be resd is the normal direction, from left to right; in 8 reversed cipher 
alphabet this direction is reversed, from right to left. 
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SECTION V 

UNILITERAL SUBSTITUTION WITH STANDARD CIPHER ALPHABETS 

PVPh 
Principles of solution by construction and enalyeie of the uniliteral frequency distribution ______________________ 17 
Theoretical example of solution -___--_-_ - --_---- - ______________________I_________________----.-------------- 18 
Practical example of solution by the frequency method _____________________________________I__------------____ 19 
Solution by completing the plain-component sequence __________________________ - ______-_____________---.-.-------.----- 20 
Speci~I remarks on the method of solution by completing the plain-component sequence _________________________ 21 
Value of mechanical solution M a short cut ______________________I_________________-------------------- 22 

17. Principles of solution by construction and analysis of the uniliteral frequency distri- 
bation.-u.’ Standard cipher alphabets are of two sorts, direct and reversed. The arAy& of 
monoalphabetic cryptograms prepared by their use follows almost directly from 8 considerstion of 
the nature of such slphabets. Since the cipher component of 8 standard cipher alphabet consists 
either of the normal sequence merely displaced 1, 2, 3, . . . intervals from the norm81 point of 
coincidence, or of the normal sequence proceeding in 8 reversed-normal direction, it is obvious 
that the unihter81 frequency distribution for 8 cryptogram prepared by means of such 8 cipher 
alphabet employed monoalphabetic8hy will show crests and troughs whose relative positions 
and frequencies will be exsctly the s8me as in the unilitersl frequency distribution for the plain 
text of thst cryptogrsm. The only thing thst has happened is that the whole set of crests and 
troughs of the distribution has been displaced to the right or left of the position it occupies in the 
distribution for the plain text; or else the successive elements of the whole set progress in the 
opposite direction. Hence, it follows thst the correct determinstion of the pl8in-text v8hre of the 
letter marking any crest or trough of the unilitersl frequency distribution will result at one 
stroke in the correct determination of the plsin-text values of alJ the remsining 25 letters respec- 
tively marking the other crests and troughs in thst distribution. Thus, having determined the 
value of a single element of the cipher component of the cipher alphabet, the values of all the 
remaining letters of the cipher component are automatically solved at one stroke. In more 
simple 18nguage, the correct determination of the value of 8 single letter of the cipher text 
automatically gives the values of the other 25 letters of the cipher text. The problem thus 
resolves itself into 8 mstter of selecting that point of sttack which will most quickly or mOSt 
easily lesd to the determination of the value of one cipher letter. The single word identi@u4ion 
will hereafter be used for the phrase “determination of the v8hre of 8 cipher letter”; to iden.@/ 8 
cipher letter is to find its plain-text value. 

b. It is obvious that the easiest point of attack is to assume that the letter msrking the crest 
of greatest frequency in the frequency distribution for the cryptogram represents &. Proceeding 
from this initial point, the identifications of the remaining cipher letters marking the other crests 
and troughs are tentatively made on the basis that the letters of the cipher component proceed 
in accordance with the norm81 alphabetic sequence, either direct or reversed. If the actual 
frequency of each letter marking 8 crest or 8 trough approximetes to 8 fairly ClOSe degree the 
normal theoretical frequency of the assumed plain-text equivalent, then the initia.1 identification 
8,=E, msy be assumed to be correct and therefore the derived identificetions of the other cipher 
letters m8y be assumed to be correct. If the original starting point for assignment of plain-text 
vrrlues is not correct, or if the direction of “resding” the successive cresta and troughs of the 

cm 
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distribution is not correct, then the frequencies of the other 25 cipher letters will not correspond 
to or even approximnte the norm81 theoretic81 frequencies of their hypotheticsl plain-text equiva- 
lents on the basis of the initial identificstion. A new initial point, that is, 8 different cipher 
equiv8lent must then be selected to represent ED; or else the direction of “reading” the crests and 
troughs must be reversed. This procedure, that is, the &tempt to make the actual frequency 
relations exhibited by uniliteral frequency distribution for 8 given cryptogram conform to the 
theoretic81 frequency relations of the norm81 frequency distribution in 8n effort to solve the 
cryptOgram, is referred to technically 8s “fitting the actual un.i.liters.l frequency distribution for 8 
cryptogram to the theoretical uniliteral frequency distribution for norm81 plain text”, or, more 
briefly, as “jEtinq the jrequency di&ibuticm for the cryptogram to the normal jrequency distribution”, 
or, still more briefly, “fling the dtitribufion Lo th.e norm&.” In statistical work the expression 
commonly employed in connection with this process of fitting 8n actual distribution to 8 the- 
oretical one is ‘%esting the goodness of fit.” The goodness of fit mfty be stated in vsrious ~8~9, 
m8them8&8l in character. 

c. In fitting the sctual distribution to the normal, it is necessary to regard the cipher corn- 
ponent (that is, the letters A . . . Z marking the successive crests and troughs of the distribution) 
8s partaking of the nature of 8 wheel or sequence closing in upon itself, so thst no matter with 
what crest or trough one starts, the spatial and frequency relations of the crests and troughs 8re 
constant. This manner of regarding the cipher component as being cyclic in nature is valid 
becuwe ir is obwiowt ihui the tetiive posiiiona and jreqwxwies oj the crests and hugh8 of any uniliierah 
frqutwy diattibution mu& rem&n the Sam-e regardless of what letter ia employed ad th initial point 
of the dihibufion. Fig. 5 gives a clesx picture of what is meant in this connection, aa applied to 
the normal frequency distribution. 

. . . FEDCBAZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA 
4 4 4 

Plovu 6. 

d. In the third sentence of subparsgrsph b, the phrase %ssumed to be correct” ~8s ad- 
visedly employed in describing the results of the sttempt to fit the distribution to the normal, 
because the final test of the goodness of fit in this connection (thst is, of the correctness of the 
assignment of values to the crests and troughs of the distribution) is whether the con&tent 
substitution of the plain-text values of the cipher characters in the cryptogram will yield intelli- 
gible plain text. If this is not the case, then no matter how close the approximstion between 
actual and theoretical frequencies is, no matter how well the act& frequency distribution fite 
the normal, the only possible inferences 8re that (1) either the closeness of the fit is 8 pure coin- 
cidence in this c8se, and that another equally good fit may be obtained from the same data, or 
else (2) the cryptogrsm involvea something more than simple mono8lphsbetic substitution by 
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means of a single standard cipher alphabet. For example, suppose 8 transposition has been 
applied in addition to the substitution. Then, although an excellent correspondence between 
the uniliteral frequency distribution and the normal frequency distribution has been obtained, 
the substitution of the cipher letters by their assumed equivalents will still not yield plain text. 
However, aside from such csses of double encipherment, instances in which the uniliterai fr+ 
quency distribution may be easily fitted to the normal frequency distribution and in which at 
the same time an attempted simple substitution fails to yield intelligible text 8re rare. It may be 
said that, in practical operations whenever the unihteral frequency distribution c8n be made to 
fit the normal frequency distribution, substitution of values will result in solution; and, 8s a 
corollary, whenever the uniliteral frequency distribution cannot be made to fit the normal 
frequency distribution, the cryptogram does not represent a ca8e of simple, mono8lphsbetic 
substitution by means of a standard alphabet. 

18. Theoretical example of solation.--a. The foregoing principles will become clearer by 
noting the cryptographing and solution of a theoretical example. The following mess8ge is to be 
cryptographed. 
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NUYZO RKLUX 
SKTZO TLGTZ 
RXESU BOTMY 
YZUVN KGJUL 
IZOUT YKBKT 
LMXKK TGIXK 
VGZXU RYYZU 
UBKXO TJOGT 

30 

CBYPTOGBAM 

IKKYZ OSGZK 
XEGTJ ZCUVR 
UAZNU TWAOT 
IURAS TTKGX 
ZNXKK YKBKT 
YINUU RLOXK 
VNGBK JKYZX 
IXKKQ 

JGZUT 
GZUUT 
TOSUT 
OTMXU 
IUSSG 
JAVUT 
UEKJH 

KXKMO 
YIGBG 
ZVOQK 
GJPAT 
KGYZU 
HEUAX 
XOJMK 

d. Let the student now compare Figs. 6 and 7, which have been superimposed in Fig. 8 
for convenience in examination. Crests and troughs are present in both distributions; moreover 
their relative positions and frequencies have not been changed in the slight&t particular. Only 
the absolute position of the sequence 8s 8 whole has been displaced six intervals to the right in 
Fig. 7, as compared with the absolute position of the sequence in Fig. 6. 

ROuxn 8. 

e. If the two distributions are compared in detail the student will cle8rIy understand how 
easy the solution of the cryptogram would be to one who knew nothing about how it was prepared. 
For example, the frequency of the highest crest, representing E, in Fig. 6 is 28; at an interval of 
four letters before Ep there is another crest representing A, with frequency 16. Between A and E 
there is a trough, representing the low-frequency letters B, C, D. On the other side of E, at 8n 
interval of four letters, comes another crest, representing I with frequency 14. Between E and I 
there is another trough, representing the low-frequency letters F, G, H. Compare these crests 
and troughs with their homologous crests and troughs in Fig. 7. In the latter, the letter K 
marks the highest crest in the distribution with a frequency of 28; four letters before K there is 
another crest, frequency 16, and four letters tin the other side of K there is another crest, frequency 
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14. Troughs corresponding to B, C, D and F, G, H are seen at H, I, J and L, M, N in Fig. 7. In 
fact, the two distributions may be made to coincide exactly, by shifting the frequency distribution 
for the cryptogram six intervals to the left with respect to the distribution for the equivalent 
plain-text message, as shown herewith. 

j. Let us suppose now that nothing is known about the cryptographing process, and that 
only the cryptogram and its uniliteral frequency distribution is at hand. It is clear that simply 
bearing in mind the spatial relations of the crests and troughs in a normal frequency distribution 
would enable the cryptanalyst to fit the distribution to the normal in this case. He would 
naturally first assume that G,=A,, from which it would follow that if a direct standard alphabet 
is involved, Ha=Bp, Ic=Cp, and so on, yielding the following (tentative) deciphering alphabet: 

Cipher ____________ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
Plain ____________ UVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 

g. Kow comes the final test: If these assumed values are substituted in the cipher text, 
the plain text immediately appears. Thus: 

NUYZO RKLUX IKKYZ OSGZK JGZUT etc. 

HOST1 LEFOR CEEST IMATE D A T 0 N etc. 

h. It should be clear, therefore, that the select,ion of G, to represent A, in the cryptographing 
process has absolutely no effect upon the relative spatial and frequency relations of the crests 
and troughs of the frequency distribution for the cryptogram. If Q, had been selected to repre- 
sent A,, these relations would still remain the same, the whole series of crests and troughs being 
merely displaced further to the right of the positions they occupy when G,=A,. 

19, Practical example of solution by the frequency method.-a. The case oj direct standard 
alphaabet ciphm8.- (1) The following cryptogram is to be solved by applying the foregoing 
principles: 

IBMQO PBIUO MBBGA JCZOF MUUQB AJCZO 

ZWILN QTTML EQBPU IZKPQ VOQVN IVBZG 

(2) From the presence of repetitions and so many low-frequency letters such ns B, Q, and 
Z it is at once suspected that this is a substitution cipher. But to illustrate the st,eps that must 
be taken in dithcult cases in order to be certain in this respect, a uniliteral frequency distribution 
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FIOOU loo. 

Letters Position with reepect to areas 
delimited by curves 

Vowels (A E I 0 U Y) ________________________________________-------- 17 Outside, chart 1. 
High-frequency Consonants (D N R S T) _______________________ 4 Outside, chart 2. 
Medium-frequency Consonants (B C F G H L M P V W)----- 25 Outside, chart 3. 

*Low-frequency Consonants I( J K Q X Z) _______________________ 14 Outside, chart 4. 

Total ________________________________________------- _ ___________ 60 

At first glance the approximation to the expected frequencies seems fair, especially in the region 
FGHIJK,andRST,. But there are too many occurrences of b, P,, X, and C, and too few 
occurrences of A,, I,, ND, 0,. Moreover, if a substitution is attempted on this basis, the following 
is obtained for the first two cipher groups: 

Cipher _________________________ I B M Q 0 PBIUO 
“Plain text” __________________ L E P T R SELXR 

This is certainly not plain text and it seems clear that B, is not E,. A diflerent assumption will 
have to be made. 

(7) Suppose Qa=Ep. Going through the same steps as before, again no satisfactory results 
8re obtained. Further trials’ 8.re made along the s8me lines, until the assumptio& M,=E, is tested. 

* It ia unneceesarp, of course, to write out the alphabets aa shown in Figs. lob and c when testing Msumptions. 
This is ueually all done mentally. 
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(8) The fit in this case is quite good; possibly there are too many occurrences of GD and MD 
nnd two few of Ev, 0, and S,. But the tial test remains: trial of the substitution alphabet on the 
cryptogram itself. This is immediately done and the results are as follows: 

Cryptogram--- IBMQO PBIUO NBBGA JCZOF MUUQB AJCZO 
Plain text---,-- ATEIG HTAMG ETTYS BURGX EMMIT SBURG 
Cryptogramv ZWILN QTTML EQBPU IZKPQ VOQVN IVBZG 
Plain text------ ROADF ILLED WITHM ARCH1 NGINF ANTRY 

AT EIGHT AM GETTYSBURGPUUITSBURG ROAD FILLED WITH MARCHING INFANTRY. 

(9) It is always advisable to note the specific key. In this case the correspondence between 
any plain-text letter and its cipher equivalent will indicate the key. Although other conventions 
are possible, and equally valid, it is usual, however, to indicate the key by noting the cipher 
equivalent of A,. In this case A,=I,. 

b. The case of reversed standard alphabet ciphers.- 
(1) Let the following cryptogram and its frequency distribution be studied. 

IPEAC BPIWC EPPKQ HORCL EWWAP QHORC 
RUIFD AXXEF MAPBW IRGBA VCAVD IVPRK 

(2) The preliminary steps illustrated above, under subpar. a (1) to (4) inclusive, in connec- 
tion with the test for class and monoalphabeticity, will here be omitted, since they are exactly 
the same in nature. The result is that the cryptogram is obviously a substitution cipher and is 
monoalphabetic. 

(3) Assuming that it is not known whether a direct or a reversed standard alphabet is in- 
volved, attempts are at once made to fit the frequency distribution to the normal direct sequence. 
If the student will try them he will soon find out that these are unsuccessful. All this takes but a 
few minutes. 

(5) When the substitution is made in the cryptogram, the following is obtained. 

Cryptogram __________________ I P E A C B P I W C E P P K Q . . . 
Plain text _____________________ A T E I G HTAMG ETTYS . . . 

(6) The plain-text message is identical with that under paragraph a. The specific key in 
this case is also A ,,=Is. If the student will compare the frequency distributions in the two cases, 
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he will note that the relative positions and extensions of the crests and troughs are identicnl; 
they merely progress in opposite directions. 

20. Solution by completing the plain-component seqnence.-a. Z4.s case of direct standard 
alphabet ciphers.-(l) The foregoing method of analysis, involving as it does the construction of 
a uniliteral frequency distribution, was termed a soktion by the frequency method because it in- 
volves the construction of a frequency distribution and its study. There is, however, another 
method which is much more mpid, almost wholly mechanical, and which, moreover, does not 
necessitate the construction or study of any frequency distribution whatever. An understand- 
ing of the method follows from a consideration of the method of encipherment of a message 
by the use of a single, direct standard cipher alphabet. 

(2) Note the following encipherment: 

Message _________ REPEL INVADING CAVALRY 

ENCIPHERING ALPHABET 

Plain _____________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher ___________ GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEF 

ENCIPHERMENT 

Plain text _______ R E P E L INVADING CAVALRY 
Cryptogram--.- X K V K R OTBGJOTM IGBGRXE 

CRYPTOGRAM 

XKVKR OTBGJ OTMIG BGRXE 
(3) The enciphering alphabet shown above represents a case wherein the sequence of letters 

of both components of the cipher alphabet is the normal sequence, with the sequence forming the 
cipher component merely shifted six intervals in retard (or 20 intervals in advance) of the posi- 
tion it occupies in the normal alphabet. If, therefore, two strips of paper bearing the letters of 
the normal sequence, equally spaced, are regarded as the two components of the cipher alphabet 
and are juxtaposed at all of the 25 possible points of coincidence, it is obvious that one of these 
25 juxtapositions must correspond to the actual juxtaposition shown in the enciphering alphabet 
directly above .* It is equally obvious that if a record were kept of the results obtained by ap- 
plying the values given at each juxtaposition to the letters of the cryptogram, one of these results 
would yield t.he plain text of the cryptogram. 

(4) Let the work be systematized and the results set down in an orderly manner for exam- 
ination. It is obviously unnecessary to juxtapose the two componenta so that A,=A,, for on 
the assumption of a direct standard alphabet, juxtaposing two direct normal components at 
their normal point of coincidence merely yields plain text. The next possible juxtaposition, 
therefore, is A,=B,. Let the juxtaposition of the two sliding strips therefore be Ac=BD, as shown 
here: 

Plain _______________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTKVWXYZABCDEFGHIJ~OPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher _____________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

The values given by this juxtaposition are substituted for the first 20 letters of the cryptogram 
and the following results are obtained. 

Cryptogram. _________________ X K V K R OTBGJ OTMIG BGRXE 
1st Test-“Plain text”---, Y L W L S PUCHK PUNJH CHSYF 

’ One of the strips should bear the eequence repeated. This permits juxtaposing the two sequence.3 at all 26 
Possible POinti of coincidence 80 ae to have (L complete cipher alphabet showing at a?l times. 
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This certainly is not intelligible text; obviously, the two components were not in the position 
indicated in this first test. The cipher component is therefore alid one interval to the right, 
making AO=Cp, and a second test is made. Thus 

Plain _______ ________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP~Z 
Cipher _____________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cryptogram __________________ X K V K R 0 T B G J 0 T M I G B G R X E 
2d Test“P1ai.n text”,- Z M X M T QVDIL QVOKI DITZG 

Neither does the second test result in disclosing any plain text. But, if the results of the two 
tests are studied a phenomenon that at first seems quite puzzling comes to light. Thus, suppose 
the results of the two tests are superimposed in this fashion. 

Cryptogram __________________ X K V K R OTBGJ OTMIG BGRXE 
1st Test-“Plain text”-. Y L W L S PUCHK PUNJH CHSYF 
2nd Test-“Plain text”,,, Z M X M T QVDIL QVOKI DITZG 
(5) Note what has happened. The net result of the two experimenta wa8 merely to continue 

the normal sequence begun by the cipher letters at the heeds of the several columns. It ie 
obvious that if the normal sequence is completed in eech column tb rcdzcus will be czactly th uame 
aa though the whde set oj 25 posaibh tat8 had a&tdy been pqfomUd. ht the cdumna thaefOre 

be complet,ed, as shown in Fig. 11. 
XKVKROTBGJOTMIGBGRXE 
YLWLSPUCHKPUNJHCHSYF 
ZMXMTQVDILQVOKIDITZG 
ANYNURWEJMRWPLJEJUAH 
BOZOVSXFKNSXQMKFKVBI 
CPAPWTYGLOTYRNLGLWCJ 
DQBQXUZHMPUZSOMHYXDK 
ERCRYVAINQVATPNINYEL 
FSDSZWBJORWBUQOJOZFM 
GTETAXCKPSXCVRPKPAGN 
HUFUBYDLQTYDWSQLQBHO 
IVGVCZEMRUZEXTRMRCIP 
JWHWDAFNSVAFYUSNSDJQ 
KXIXEBGOTWBGZVTOTEKR 
LYJYFCHPUXCHAWUPUFLS 
MZKZGDIQVYDIBXVQVGMT 
NALAHEJRWZEJCYWRWHNU 
OBMBIFKSXAFKDZXSXIOV 
PCNCJGLTYBGLEAYTYJPW 
QDODKHMUZCHMFBZUZKQX . 

l REPELINVADINGCAVALRY 
SFQFMJOWBEJOHDBWBMSZ 
TGRGNKPXCFKPIECXCNTA 
UHSHOLQYDGLQJFDYDOUB 
VITIPMRZEHMRKGEZEPVC 
WJUJQNSAFINSLHFAFQWD 

novu Il. 

An examination of the successive horizontal lines of the dirrgram diacloaee OIU and &v otld line 
ofplaintext,thatmarkedbytheseteriekendreadingREPELINVADINGCAVALRY. 
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(6) Since each column in Fig. 11 is nothing but a normal sequence, it is obvious that instead 
of laboriously writing down these columns of letters every time a cryptogram is to be examined, 
it would be more convenient to prepare a set of strips each bearing the normal sequence doubled 
(to permit complete coincidence for an entire alphabet at any setting), and have them available 
for examining any future cryptograms. In using such 8 set of sliding strips in order to solve n 
cryptogram prepared by means of a single direct standard cipher alphabet, or to make a test to 
determine whether a cryptogram has beenso prepared, it is only necessary to “set up” the letters 
of the cryptogram on the strips, that is, align them in a single row across the strips (by sliding 
the individual strips up or down). The successive horizontal lines, called gene&rices (singular, 
gewatriz), are then examined in a search for intelligible text. If the cryptogram really belongs 
to this simple type of cipher, one of the genera&es will exhibit intelligible text all the way 
across; this text will practically invariably be the plain text of the message. This method of 
analysis may be termed a eolution by completing the pl&.-componcnt sequence. Sometimes it is 
referred to 8s “running down” the sequence. The principle upon which the method is based 
constitutes one of the cryptanalyst’s most valuable to01s.~ 

b. The cue of rever8ed standard dphubete.- (1) The method described under subpar. a may 
also be applied, in.slightly modified form, in the case of a cryptogram enciphered by a single 
reversed standard alphabet. The basic principles are identical in the two crises. 

(2) To show this it is necessary to experiment with two sliding components as before, except 
that in this case one of the components must be a reversed normal sequence, the other, a direct 
normal sequence. 

(3) Let’the two components be juxtaposed A to A, as shown below, and then let the resultant 
values be substituted for the letters of the cryptogram. Thus: 

CRYPTOGRAM 

PCRCV YTLGD YTAEG LGVPI 
Plain ________________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLhlNOPQRSTI'VWXYZ 
Cipher ______________ ZYXWVUTSRQPONh!LKJIHGFEDCBA 

Cryptogram __________________ P C R C V YTLGD YTAEG LGVPI 
1st Test”Plain text’,,-- L Y J Y F CHPUX CHAWU PUFLS 

(4) This does not yield intelligible text, and therefore the reversed component is slid one 
space forward and a second test is made. Thus: 

Plain ______________ ABCDEFGHIJKLh!NOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher _____________ ZYXWWTSRQPOIM’LKJIHGFEDCBA 

Cryptogram __________________ P C R C V YTLGD YTAEG LGVPI 
2d Test-“Plain text”,- M Z K Z G DIQVY DIBXV QVGMT 

(5) Neither does the second test yield intelligible text. But let the results’of the two tests 
be superimposed. Thus: 

Cryptogram __________________ P C R C V YTLGD YTAEG LGVPI 
1st Test-“Plain text”-,- L Y J Y F CHPUX ‘CHAWU PUFLS 
2d Test”Plain text,,-, M Z K Z G DIQVY DIBXV Q V G M T 

* It is recommended that the student prepare 8 set of 25 stripa s by $d by 15 inches, made of well-seasoned 
wood, lrnd glue alphabet stripe to the wood. The alphebct on each strip should be a double or repeated alphabet 
with d.l 1ett-m equally rpsced. 
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(6) It is seen that the letters of the “plain text” given by the seco& trial 8re merely the 
continuants of the normal sequences initiated by the letters of the “plain text” given by the first 
trial. If these sequences sre “run down”- that is, completed within the columns-the results 
must obviously be the same as though successive tests exactly similar to the first two were 
applied to the cryptogram, using one reversed normal and one direct normal component. If the 
cryptogram has really been prepared by means of a single reversed standard alphabet, one of 
the generatrices of the diagram that results from completing the sequences muat yield intelligible 
text. 

(7) Let the diagram be made, or better yet, if the student has already at hand the set of 
sliding strips referred to in the footnote to page 36, let him “set up” the letters given by the 
$rst trial. Fig. 12 shows the diagram and indicates the plain-text generatrix. 

PCRCVYTLGDYTAEGLGVPI 
LYJYFCHPUXCHAWUPUFLS 
MZKZGDIQVYDIBXVQVGMT 
NALAHEJRWZEJCYWRWHNU 
OBMBIFKSXAFKDZXSXIOV 
PCNCJGLTYBGLEAYTYJPW 
QDODKHMUZCHMFBZUZKQX 

l REPELINVADINGCAVALRY 
SFQFMJOWBEJOHDBWBMSZ 
TGRGNKPXCFKPIECXCNTA 
UHSHOLQYDGLQJFDYDOUB 
VITIPMRZEHMRKGEZEPVC 
WJUJQNSAFINSLHFAFQWD 
XKVKROTBGJOTMIGBGRXE 
YLWLSPUCHKPUNJHCHSYF 
ZMXM’TQVDILQVOKIDITZG 
ANYNURWEJMRWPLJEJUAH 
BOZOVSXFKNSXQMKFKVBI 
CPAPWTYGLOTYRNLGLWCJ 
DQBQXUZHMPUZSOMHMXDK 
ERCRYVAINQVATPNINYEL 
FSDSZWBJORWBUQOJOZFM 
GTETAXCKPSXCVRPKPAGN 
HUFUBYDLQTYDWSQLQBHO 
IVGVCZEMRUZEXTRMRCIP 
JWHWDAFNSVAFYUSNSDJQ 
KXIXEBGOTWBGZVTOTEKR 

(8) The only difference in procedure between this case and the preceding one (where the 
cipher alphabet was a direct standard a.lphabet) is that the letters of the cipher text are first 
“deciphered” by means of any reversed standard alphabet and then the columns are “run down”, 
according to the normal A B C . . . Z sequence. For reasons which will become apparent very 
soon, the first step in this method is technically termed converting the cipher letters into their 
plain-component equiwlents; the second step is the s8me 8s before, dz, completing the plain-com- 
ponent 8epu.en.a. 
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81. Special remarks on the method of solution by completing the p&in-component sequence.- 
a. The terms employed to designate the steps in the solution set forth in Par. 20b, viz, “con- 
verting the cipher letters into their plain-component equivalents” and “completing the plain- 
component sequence”, accurately describe the process. Their meaning will become more clear 
as the student progresses with the work. It may be said that whenever the plain component of 
8 cipher alphabet is a known sequence, no matter how it is composed, the difliculty and time 
required to solve any cryptogram involving the use of that plain component is practically cut 
in half. In .some cases this knowledge facilitates, and in other c(Ises is the only thing that makes 
possible the aotution of a very short cryptogram that might othmwise &jy solution. Later on an 
example will be given to illustrate what is meant in this regard. 

b. The student should take note, however, of two qualifying expressions that were employed 
in a preceding paragraph to describe the results of the application of the method. It was stated 
that “one of the genera&es will exhibit intelligible text all the way across; this text will practically 
invariably be the plain text.” Will there ever be a case in which more than one generatrix will 
yield intelligible text throughout its extent? That obviously depends almost entirely on the 
number of letters that are aligned to form a generatrix. If 8 generatrix contains but a very few 
letters, only five, for example, it may happen as a result of pure chance that there will be two or 
more genera&es showing what might be “intelligible text.” Note in Fig. 11, for example, that 
there are several cases in which 3-letter and 4-letter English words (ANY, VAIN, GOT, TIP, etc.) 
appear on generatrices that are not correct, these words being formed by pure chance. But there 
is not a single case, in this diagram, of a 5-letter or longer word appearing fortuitously, because 
obviously the longer the word the smaller the probability of its appearnnce purely by chance; 
and the probabilit,y that two generatrices of 15 letters each will both yield intelligible text along 
their entire length is exceedingly remote, so remote, in fact, that in practical crpptography such 
a case may be considered nonexistent.’ 

c. The student should observe that in reality there is no difIerence whatsoever in principle 
between the two methods presented in subpars. a and b of Par. 20. In the former the preliminary 
step of converting the cipher letters into their plain-component equivalents is apparently not 
present but in reality it is there. The reason for its apparent absence is that in that case the 
plain component of the cipher alphabet is identical in all respects with the cipher component, so 
that the cipher letters require no conversion, or, rather, they are identical with the equivalents 
that would result if they were converted on the basis A,- -A,. In fact, if the solution process had 
been arbitrarily initiated by converting the cipher letters into their plain-component equivalents 
at the setting A,=O,, for example, and the cipher component slid one interval to the right there- 
after, the results of the first and second tests of Par. 20a would be as follows: 

Cryptogram ________________________ XKVKROTBGJOTMIGBGRXE 
1st Test-“Plain text”-,,-,_ LYJYFCHPUXCHAWUPUFLS 
2nd Test”Plain text”,_,,, MZKZGDIQVYDIBXVQVGMT 

Thus, the foregoing diagram duplicates in every particular the diagram resulting from the first 
two tests under Par. 206: a first line of cipher letters, a second line of letters derived from them 
but showing externally no relationship with the 6rst line, and a third line derived immediately 
from the second line by continuing the direct normal sequence. This point is brought to attention 
only for the purpose of showing that a single, broad principle is the basis of the general method of 
solution by completing the plain-component sequence, and once the student has this firmly in 

. 

* A person with patience and 8n inclination toward the curioeitien of the science might conetruct 8 text of 15 
or more letters which would yield two “intelligible” texta on the plain-component completion diagram. 
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mind he will have no difficulty whatsoever in realizing when the principle is applicable, what a 
powerful cryptanalytic tool it can be, and what results he may expect from its application in 
specific instnnces. 

d. In the two foregoing examples of the application of the principle, the plain component 
wns a normal sequence but it should be clear to the student, if he has grasped what has been said 
in the preceding subparagraph, that this component may be a mixed sequence which, if known 
(that is, if the sequence of letters comprising the sequence is known to the cryptannlyst), can be 
handled just as readily as can a plain component that is a normal sequence. 

e. It is entirely immaterial at what. points the plain and the cipher components are juxtaposed 
in the preliminary step of converting the cipher letters into their plain-component equivalents. 
For example, in the case of the rerersed nlphabet cipher solved in Par. 20b, the two components 
were arbitrarily juxtaposed to give the value A=A, but they might have been juxtaposed at any 
of the other 25 possible points of coincidence without in any way affecting the final result, tiz, the 
production of one plain-text generatrix in the completion diagram. 

22. Value of mechanical solution as a short cnt.-u. It is obvious that the very first step 
the student should take in his attempts to solve nn unknown cryptogram that is obviously a 
substitution cipher is to try the mechanical method of solution by completing the plain-component 
sequence, using the normal alphabet, first direct, then reversed. This takes only a very few 
minutes nnd is conclusive in its results. It saves the labor and trouble of constructing a frequency 
distribution in case the cipher is of this simple type. Later on it will be seen how certain varia- 
tions of this simple type may also be solved by the application of this method. Thus, a very 
easy short cut to solution is afforded, which even the experienced cryptanalyst never overlooks 
in his first attack on an unknown cipher. 

6. It. is important now to note that if neither of fhe two foregoing attempts is successful in 
bringing plain text to light and the cryptogram is quite obviowly monoalphabetic in character, the 
cryptanalyst is warranted in assuming that the cyptogtam involves a mid cipher dphabet.l The 
steps to be taken in attacking a cipher of the latter type will be discussed in the next section. 

’ There is but one other possi ’ 
“t’ 

ity, already referred to under Par. 17d, which involvee the case where trans- 
position and monoalphadetic suhs itution processes have been applied in mcceasive steps. Thin b unusual, 

however, and will be discussed in its proper place. 
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SECTION VI 

UNILITERAL SUBSTITUTION WITH MIXED CIPHER ALPHABETS 
PawraPh 

Beeic maeon for the low degree of cryptographic eecurity afforded by monoalpbbetic cryptograms involving 
standard cipher alphabeta _I_______________________I____I____ ------- ________________________________________-- 23 

Preliminary e@a in the analysis of a monoalphabetic, mixed-alphabet cryptogrem _________________________________ 24 
Further data concerning normal plain text ________________________________________-------- - ___________________________________ 25 
Reparation of the work sheet-..-- __--____--__---___------------- ---_----_-_-_--I_-___I_________I_____--______.___----____-___ 26 
Triliteral-frequency dietributions- ________________________________________----------------------------------------- ____________ 27 
Cleesifying the cipher letters into vowels and conaonantu- ------__ - ________________I_______________________--- 28 
Further analysie of the lettere repreeenting vowele and coneonsnte -------_------__-_--------.------------------ 29 
Substituting deduced valuea in the cryptogram _______________-___------------ -- ---- --- ----- - -_------- I3 
Completing the solution ________ -- -___-_^--____-__-_-_---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
General remarks on the foregoing solution _______._-___- - ________________________________________---------------------------- 32 
The “probable-word” method; ite value and applicability ________________________________________-------------------------- 33 
Solution of additional cryptograme produced by the came cipher component ----- .---_____ .----_______ __________-. - 34 

23. Basic reason for the low degree of cryptographic security afforded by monoalphabetic 
cryptograms involving standard cipher alphabets.- The student hss seen that the solution of 
monoalphabetic cryptograms involving standard cipher alphabets is a very easy matter. Two 
methods of analysis were described, one involving the construction of a frequency distribution, 
the other not requiring this kind of tabulation, being almost mechanical in nature and corre- 
spondingly rapid. In the first of these two methods it was necessary to make a correct assumption 
as to the value of but one of the 26 letters of the cipher alphabet and the values of the remaining 
25 letters at once become known; in the second method it was not necessary to assume a value 
for even a single cipher letter. The student should understand wh t constitutes the basis of this 
situation, aiz, the fact that the two components of the cipher alp abet are composed of known % 
8equmcea. Whnt if one or both of these components are, for the cryptanalyst, unknown scquencee? 
In other words, what difbculties will confront the cryptanalyst if the cipher component of the 
cipher alphabet is a mixed sequence? Will such an alphabet be solvable as a whole at one stroke, 
or will it be necessary to solve its values individually. 7 Since the determination of the value of 
one cipher letter in this case gives no direct clues to the value of any other letter, it would seem 
that the solution of such a cipher should involve considerably more analysis and experiment than 
has the solution of either of the two types of ciphers so far examined occasioned. A typical 
example will be studied. 

24. Preliminary steps in the analysis of a monoalphabetic, mixed alphabet cryptogram.- 
a. Note the following cryptogram: 

SFDZF IOGHL PZFGZ DYSPF HBZDS GVHTF UPLVD FGYVJ VFVHT GADZZ Am 
ZYFZJ ZTGPT VTZBD VFHTZ DFXSB GIDZY VTXOI YVTEF VMGZZ THLLV xzD> 
HTZAI TYDZY BDVFH TZDFK ZDZZJ SXISG ZYGAV FSLGZ DTHHT CDZRS VTYZD 
OZFFH TZAIT YDZYG AVDGZ ZTKHI TYZYS DZGHU ZFZTG UPGDI XWGHX ASP& 
WID EGHTV EAGXX 

b. A casual inspection of the text discloses the presence of several long repetitions as well as 
of many letters of normally low frequency, such as F, G, V, X, and Z; on the other hand, letters of 

(46) 
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c. The fact that the frequency distribution shows very marked crests and troughs means 
that the cryptogram is undoubtedly monoalphabetic; the fact that it has already been tested 
(by the method of completing the plain-component sequence) and found not to be of the mono- 
alphabetic; standard-alphabet type, indicates with a high degree of probability that it involves 
a mixed cipher alphabet. A few moments might be devoted to making a careful inspection of the 
distribution to insure that it cannot be made to fit the normal; the object of this would be to 
rule out the possibility that the text resulting from substitution by a standard cipher alphabet 
had not subsequently been transposed. But this inspection in this case is hardly necessary, in 
view of the presence of long repetitions in the message.’ (See Par. 13g.) 

d. One might, of course, attempt to solve the cryptogram by applying the simple principles 
of frequency. One might, in other words, assume that Z, (the letter of greatest frequency) 
represents E,, D, (the letter of next greatest frequency) represents TD, and so on. If the message 
were long enough this simple procedure might more or less quickly give the solution. But the 
message is relatively short and many difllculties would be encountered. Much time and effort 
would be expended unnecessarily, because it is hardly to be expected that in a message of only 
235 letters the relative order of frequency of the various cipher letters should exactly coincide 
with, or even closely approximate the relative order of frequency of letters of normal plain text 
found in a count of 50,000 letters. It ie to be cmphagiud that the bcginn+w mud repress tk ndurd 
tendency to place too much ~~JWLCC in the generalized princip~ of frequency and to rely too much 
upon them. It is far better to bring into effective use certain other data concerning normal 
plain text which thus far have not been brought to notice. 

26. Further data concerning normal plain t&.-u. Just as the individual lettem constituting 
a large volume of plain text have more or less characteristic or fixed frequencies, so it is found 
that digraphs and &graphs have characteristic frequencies, when a large volume of text is 
studied statistically. In Appendix 1, Table 6, are shown the relative frequencies of all digraphs 
appearing in the 260 telegrams referred to in Paragraph 9c. It will be noted that 428 of the 676 
possible pains of letters occur in these telegrams, but whereas many of them occur but once or 
twice, there are a few which occur hundreds of times. 

b. In Appendix 1 will also be found several other kinds of tables and lists which will be useful 
to the student in his work, such as the relative order of frequency of the 50 digraphs of greatest 

1 This poasible &ap b mentioned here for the purpom of making it clear that the plain*omponent sequence 
completion method cannot oolve a case in which transposition haa followed or preceded monoalphabetic rubeti- 
tution with standard alphabeta C&s of this kind will be ditscuneed in a later text. It i 6u5cient to indicate 
at tti point that the frequency dietribution for ruch a combined uubatitution-kanqxmition cipher would preust 
the characterieticu of a standard &&abet cipher-and yet the method of completing the plain+?omponent 
nequence would fail to bring out any plain test. 
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frequency, the relative order of frequency of doubled letters, doubled vowels, doubled consonants, 
and so on. It is suggested that the student refer to this appendix now, to gain an idea of the 
data available for his future reference. Just how these data may be employed will become ap 
parent very shortly. 

26. Reparation of the work sheet.-u. The details to be wnsidered in this paragraph may 
at first appear to be superfluous but long experience has proved that systematization of the 
work, and preparation of the data in the most utilizable, condensed form is most advisable, even 
if this seems to take considerable time. In the first place if it merely serves to avoid interrup- 
tions and irritations occasioned by failure to have the data in an instantly available form, it 
will pay by saving mental wear and tear. In the second place, especially in the case of com- 
plicated cryptograms, painstaking care in these details, while it may not always bring about 
success, is often the factor that is of greatest assistance in ultimate solution. The detailed 
preparntion of the data may be irksome to the student, and he may be tempted to avoid as much 
of it as possible, but, unfortunately, in the early stages of solving a cryptogram he does not know 
(nor, for that matter, does the expert always know) just which data are essential and which 
may be neglected. Even though not all of the data may turn out to have been necessary, as a 
general rule, time is saved in the end if all the usual data are prepared as a regular preliminary 
to the solution of most cryptograms. 

b. First, the cryptogram is recopied in the form of a work sheet. This sheet should be of a 
good quality of paper so as to withstand considerable erasure. If the cryptogram is to be 
copied by hand, cross-section paper of X-inch squares is extremely useful. The writing should 
be in ink, and plain, carefully made roman capital letters should be used in all cases. If the 
cryptogram is to be copied on a typewriter, the ribbon employed should be impregnated with an 
ink that will not smear or smudge under the hand. 

c. The arrangement of the characters of the cryptogram on the work sheet is a matter of 
considerable importance. If the cryptogram se first obtained is in groups of regular length 
(usually five characters to a group) and if the uniliteral frequency distribution shows the crypto- 
gram to be monoalphabetic, the characters should be copied without regard to this grouping. 
It is advisable to allow two spaces between letters, and to write a constant number of letters 
per line, approximately 25. At least two spaces, preferably three spaces, should be left between 
horizontal lines. Care should be taken to avoid crowding the letters in any case, for this is 
not only confusing to the eye but also mentally irritating when later it is found that not enough 
space has been left for making various sorts of marks or indications. If the cryptogram is origi- 
nally in what appears to be word lengths (and this is the case, as a rule, only with the cryptograms 
of amateurs), naturally it should be copied on the work sheet in the original groupings. If 
further study of a cryptogram shows that some special grouping is required, it is often best to 
recopy it on a fresh work sheet rather than to attempt to indicate the new grouping on the old 
work sheet. 

d. In order to be able to locate or refer to specific letters or groups of letters with speed, 
certainty, and without possibility of confusion, it is advisable to use coordinates applied to the 
lines and columns of the text as it appears on the work sheet. To minimize possibility of wn- 
fusion, it is best to apply letters to the horizontal lines of the text, numbers to the vertical wlumns. 
In referring to a letter the horizontal line in which the letter is located is usually given first. Thus, 
referring to the work sheet shown below, coordinates Al7 designate the letter Y, the 17th letter 
in the first line. The letter I is usually omitted from the series of line indicators so ss to avoid 
confusion with the figure 1 If lines are limited to 25 letters each, then each’ set of 100 letters of 
the text is automatically blocked off by remembering that 4 lines constitute 100 letters. 

c. Above each character of the cipher text may be some indication of the frequency of that 
character in the whole cryptogram. This indication may be the actual number of times the 
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charecter occura, or, if colored pencils area used, the cipher letters may be divided up into three 
catagoriee or groups-high fkequency, medium frequency, and low frequency. It is perhaps 
simpler, if &rical help is 8Va8ble, to indicate the crctd frequencies. This saves constant 
reference to the frequency tablee, which interrupt8 the pain of thought, and s8ve8 considerable 
time in the end. 

f. After the special frequency distribution, explained in Par. 27 below, hss been constructed, 
repetitions of digraphs and trigr8phs should be underscored. In so doing, the student should be 
particuMy watchful of trigrnphic repetitions which can be further extended into tetragmphs 
8nd polygraph8 of greater length. Repetitions of more than ten characters should be set off by 
heavy vertical lines, 8s they indicste repeated phr8ses and 8re of considerable assistance in 
solution. If a repetition continues from one line to the next, put 8n srrow at the end of the 
underscore to signal this fact. Reversible digraphs should also be indicated by an underscore 
with 8n arrow pointing in both directions. Anything which strikes the eye as being peculiar, 
unusual, or sign&ant 88 regards the distribution or recurrence of the characters should be 
noted. All these marks should, Tf convenient, be made with ink so as not to cause smudging. 
The work sheet will now appear a8 shown herewith (not 8ll the repetition8 are underscored): 

27. Triliteral-frequency distribution&--a. In what h88 gone before, 8 type of frequency 
distribution known 8s a uniliteral frequency distribution ~88 used. This,.of course, shows only 
the number of times esch individual letter occurs. In order to apply the normal digraphic and 
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trigraphic frequency data (given in Appendix 1) to the solution .of 8 cryptogram of the type now 
being studied, it is obvious that the dat8 with respect to digraphs and trigraphs occurring in the 
cryptogram should be compiled and should be compared with the data for normal plain text. In 
order to accomplish this in suitable mauner, it is advisable to construct a slightly more com- 
plicated form of distribution termed a #ri&fer~ jrepucw dihbuiiun.I 

b. Given a cryptogram of 50 or more letters and the task of determining what trigraphs are 
present in the cryptogram, there are three ways in which the data may be arranged or assembled. 
he may require that the data show (1) each letter with its two succeeding letters; (2) each letter 
with its two preceding letters; (3) each letter with one preceding letter and one succeeding letter. 

c. A distribution of the first of the three foregoing types may be designated 8s a “triliter8l 
frequency distribution showing two su6xes”; the second type may be designated as a “tri- 
literal frequency distribution showing two preks”; the third type may be designated as 
a “trihteral frequency distribution showing one prefix and one sufhx.” Quadriliteral and 
pentaliteral frequency distributions may occasionally be found useful. 

d. Which of these three arrangements is to be employed at a specific time depends largely 
upon what the data are intended to show. For present purposes, in connection with the solution 
of 8 monoalphabetic substitution cipher employing a mixed alphabet, possibly the third arrange- 
ment, that showing one prefix and one suffk, is most satisfactory. 

e. It is convenient to use )/r-inch cross-section paper for the construction of 8 triliterd fre- 
quency distribution in the form of 8 distribution showing crests snd troughs, such 8s that in 
Figure 14. In that figure the prefk to esch letter to be recorded is inserted in the left half of the 
cell directly above the cipher letter being recorded; the su5x to each letter is inserted in the right 
half of the cell directly above the letter being recorded; and in each case the prefix and the 
sufhx to the letter being recorded occupy the came cell, the prefix being directly to the left of the 
sufk The number in parentheses gives the total frequency for each letter. 

* Heretofore such a dimtribution hes been termed I, ‘Wgraphlc frequency table.” It b thought that the word 
“trilitera1” ie more suitable, to correspond with the deeigmtioa “uniliteral” in the mae of the distribution of the 
single lettem. A trigraphlc distribution of A B C D E F would condder only the trigr~phs A B C and D E F, 
whereas a triliteral distribution would conalder the groups A B C, B C D, C D E, and D E F. (8ee aleo Par. lld.) 
The use of the word Wstribution” to repke. the word “table” haa already been explained. 
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j. The trihter8l frequency distribution ia now to be ex8mined with 8 view to B . . 

what digrspha and trigraphs occur two or more times in the cryptogram. Conaider the pair 
of colunms containing the prefixes and sufTixes to D, in the distribution, 8s shown in Fig. 14. 
t-hi.6 pair Of C&lnlIU ahOWe that the fO~Owing aigr8phs 8ppe8r in the Crgptogram: 

*opha bad on pw&fa (orrongea Digropha bad on 8UfEze.a (arraclqad 
08 on8 read4 up the cdumn) 08 on8 mm& up ih4 ahmn) 

FD, ZD, ZD, VD, AD, YD, BD, DZ, DY, DS, DF, DZ, DZ, DV, 
ZD, ID, ZD, YD, BD, ZD, ZD, DF, DZ, DF, DZ, DV, DF, DZ, 
ZD, CD, ZD, YD, VD, SD, GD, DT, DZ, DO, DZ, DG, DZ, DI, 
ZD. ID DF, DE 

The nature of the triliteral frequency distribution is such that in tiding what digraphs 8re 
present in the cryptogram it is immaterial whether the prefke8 or the sufhxes to the cipher 
letters 8re studied, so h as 07~ ie consistcnf in tlu dudy. For example, in the foregoing list of 
digraphs based on the prefixes to D,, the digr8phs FD, ZD, ZD, VD, etc., sre found; if now, the 
student will refer to the sufhxes of F,, Z,, V,, etc., he will fl.nd the very s8me digmphs indicated. 
This being the cam, the question m8y be raised &B to what value there is in listing both the 
prefixes 8nd the suffixes to the cipher letters. The 8nswer is that by so doing the trigrsphs 8re 
indicated at the 88918 time. For example, in the ca8e of D,, the following trigrsphs 8re indic8ted: 

FDZ, ZDY, ZDS, VDF, ADZ, YDZ, BDV, ZDF, IDZ, ZDF, YDZ, BDV, ZDF, 
ZDZ, ZDT, CDZ, ZDO, YDZ, VDG, SDZ, GDI, ZDF, IDE. 

g. The repeated digraphs 8nd trigraphs can now be found quite re8dily. Thus, in the MUM 
of D,, ex8miuing the list of digraphs based on sufiixes, the following repetitions are noted: . 

DZ 8ppMUS 9 times 
DF appeare 5 time8 
DV 8pp68IS 2 times 

Examhhg the trigr8phs with D, 8s central letter, the following repetitions Ive noted: 
ZDF 8ppearS 4 time8 
mz 8pp08l’il3 tiIlX!8 
BDV 8ppeSre 2 time8 

A. It is unnecessary, of course, to go through the detailed procedure set forth in the pre- 
ceding subparagraphs in order to find 8ll the repested digmpha and trigr8phs. The repeated 
trigraphs ,with D, as central letter ~811 be found merely from an inspection of the prefixes and 
eufkee opposite D, in the distribution. It ia nectary only to find those ~(~888 in which two or 
more prefixes 8re identical at the sBme time th8t the su&es 8re identical. For example, the 
distribution shows at once that in four c.aees the prefix to D, is Z, at the s8me time that the 
su5x to this letter is F, Hence, the trigraph ZDF appears four times. The repeeted trigraphs 
may all be found in this manner. 

i. The most frequently repested digraphs and tiiphs 8re then seeembled in what is 
termed 8 condt~nsc& #ubk of repd&mu, so aa to bring this information prominently before the eye. 
As a rule, digr8phs which occur lese than four or five times, end trigrnphs which occur less than 
three or four time8 may be omitted from the condensed table 8a being relstivaly of no importsnce 
in the study of repetitions. In the condensed tsble the frequencies of the individual letters 
forming the most important digraphs, trigr8ph8, etc., should be indic8ted. 

28. Classifying the cipher letters into vowelr and con8onant8.--u. Before proceeding to 8 
detailed analysis of the repeated digraphs and trigr%phs, 8 very important step c8n be taken which 
will be of assistance not only in the analysis of the repetitions but aleo in the final solution of 
the cryptogram. This step conceder the cksification of the high-frequency letters into two 
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groups-qowels and consonante. For if the cryptanalyet can quickly 88c&ain the equivalents 
of the four vowele, A, E, I, end 0,8nd of only the four consonanta, N, R, S, and T, he will then 
have the value8 of approximatiy two-thirds of 8ll the cipher letter8 th8t oocur in the cryptognun; 
the valuea of the rena8ining letters can almoet be filled in automatically. 

b. The belie for the chusificetion will be found to reet upon a comparatively simple phs 
nomenon: the 88eociational or combiitory behavior of vowel8 is, in general, quite Merent 
from that of coneonsnte. If an examination be m8de of Table 7-B in Appendix 1, showing the 
relative order of frequency of the 18 digmphs compokng 25 percent of English telegraphic text, 
it will be 8een that the letter E e&era into the composition of 9 of the 18 digraphs; that i8, in 
exactly half of all the ~8888 the letter E is one of the two lettare forming the digmph. The 
digr8phs conkining E 8re a8 fo~ow8: 

ED EN ER Es 
NE RE SE TE VE 

The rem8ining nine digrapha 8re 88 follows: 

AN ND OR ST 
IN NT TH 
ON TO 

E. Nom of tlu 18 digraphe ir a c-m&W of vow&. Note now that of the 9 combin8tions 
with E, 7 8re with the coneonanta N, R, S, end T, one ia with D, one ie with V, and MW ie &A any 
oszwl. In other words, & combines most readily with con8on8uta but not with other voweh+ or 
even with itself. Using the terma often employed in the chemical analogy, E show8 a great 
%5ity” for the consonaate N, R, S, T, but not for the vowels. Therefore, if the lettera of higheat 
frequency occurring in a given cryptogmm 8re Wed, together with the number of timea each of 
them combines with the cipher equivalent of ED, thoee which 8how considerable combining power 
or 85&y for the cipher equivalent of & may be assumed to be the cipher equivalenti of N, R, S, 
TD; those which do not chow any affinity for the cipher equivalent of & may be sseumed to be the 
cipher equivalent8 of A, I, 0, U,. Applying these principles to the problem in hand, and ezsmin- 
ing the triliter8l frequency dietribution, it is quite certain that Z,=$, not only beccruee Z, is the 
lettar of highest frequency, but also because it combinea with Ural other high-frequency let&m, 
wch (LB D,, F,, G,, etc. The nine lettera of next highest frequency 8re: 

f) a 19 19 16 I6 14 I6 lo 
DTFGVHYSI 

d. Coneider D,. It oceum 23 times in the meeBBge and 18 of tho8e time8 it ie combined with 
Z,, 9 times in the form Z,D, (==E8,), and 9 time8 in the form D.Z, (=8&). It ie clear that D, 
must be a consonant. In the s8me way, coneider T,, which chows 9 combinations with Z,, 4 in the 
form Z,T, (=Ee,) and 5 in the form T,Z, (=-8EJ. The lettar T, eppeare to repre8ent 8 coneonant, 
as do 8180 the letter8 F,, G,, and Y,. On the other hand, coneider V,, occurring in all 16 time8 but 
never in combination with Z,; it appesre to repreeent a vowel, 88 do 8l8o the letter8 H,, S,, and I,. 
So far, then, the following ckifk8tion would 8eem logical: 

VOW& -nt8 
Z,(=W, V,, H., S,, I. D,, ‘h F,, G,, Y. 
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29. Further analysis of the letters representing vowels and oonsonants.-u. 0, is usually 
the vowel of second highest frequency. Is it possible to determine which of the letters V, H, S, I, 
is the cipher equivalent of O,? Let reference be made again to Table 6 in Appendix 1, where it 
is seen that the 10 most frequently occurring diphthongs are: 

Diphthong __-___ IO OU EA EI AI IE AU EO AY UE 
Frequency ______ -. 41 37 35 27 17 13 13 12 12 11 

If V, H, S, I, are really the cipher equivalents of A, I, 0, U, (not respectively), perhaps it is possible 
to determine which is which by examining the combinduns fhcy make among thcmdwa and with 
Z, (=E,J. Let the combinations of V, H, S, I, and Z that occur in the message be listed. There 
are only the following: 

z&l4 HI-I 
w-I-2 m-1 
HH-1 IS-1 

ZZ, is of coume q. Note the doublet HH,; if H, is a vowel, then the chances are excellent that 
H,=O, because the doublets AA,, II,, UU,, are practically nonexistent, whereas the double vowel 
combination 00, is of next highest frequency to the double vowel combination w. If H,=O,, 
then V, must be I, because the digraph VH, occurring two times in the message could hardly be 
AO,,, or UO,, whereas the diphthong IO, is the one of high frequency in English. So far then, the 
tentative (because so far unverified) results of the analysis are as follows: 

Z,=E, Ho=O, V,=I, 

This leaves only two letters, I, and S, (already classified as vowels) to be separated into A, and 
U,. Note the digraphs: 

HIo=08, 
SV,=BI, 
1s,=ee, 

Only two alternatives are open: 
(1) Either I,=& and S,=U,, 
(2) or I,=&, and &=A,. 

If the first alternative is selected, then 
HI,=OA, 
SV,=UI, 
IS,=AU, 

If the second alternative is selected, then 
HI,=OU, 
SV,=AI, 
IS,=UA, 

The eye finds it diflicult to choose between these alternatives; but suppose the frequency valuea of 
the plain-text diphthongs as given in Table 6 of Appendix 1 are added for eachof these alternatives, 
giving the following: 

HI,=O&, frequency value= 7 HI,=OU,, frequency value=37 
SV,=UI,, frequency value= 5 SV,=AI,, frequency value=17 
IS,=AU,, frequency value=13 IS,=U&, frequency value= 5 

- 
TotaL- ______ - 25 Total-,-- _______ 69 
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Mathematically, the second alternative is more than twice as probable a the first. Let it be 
assumed to be correct and the following (still tentative) values are now at hand: 

Z,=E, H,=O, Vc=ID &=A, I,=& 

b. Attention is now directed to the letters classified as consonants: How far is it possible 
to ascertain their values? The letter D,, from considerations of frequency alone, would seem 
to be TD, but its frequency, 23, is not considerably greater than that for T,. It is not much 
greater than that for F, or G,, with a frequency of 19 each. But perhaps it is possible to ascer- 
tain not the value of one letter alone but of two letten at one stroke. To do this one may make 
use of a tetragraph of considerable importance in English, oiz, TION,. For if tbe analysis per- 
taining to the vowels is correct, and if VH,- -IO,, then an examination of the letters immediately 
before and after the digraph .W, in the cipher text might disclose both Tp and ND. Reference 
to the text gives the following: 

me Me 
8108, em, 

The letter T, follows VH, in both cases and very probably indicates that T,=N,; but as to whether 
G, or F, equals Tp cannot be decided. However, two conclusions are clear: first, the letter D, 
is neither TD nor ND, from which it follows that it must be either R, or !&,; second, the letters 
G, and F, must be either T, and Sp, respectively, or S, and Tp, respectively, because the only 
tetragraphs usually found (in English) containing the diphthong IO, as central letters are SION, 
and TION,,. This in turn means that as regards D,, the latter cannot be either R, or S,; it must 
be Rp, a conclusion which is corroborated by the fact that ZDo (=ER,) and DZ, (=w) occur 9 
times each. Thus far, then, the identifications, when inserted in an enciphering alphabet, nre 
8s follows: 

Plain ___________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher ___________ S Z V TH DGFI 

FG 

30. Substituting deduced values in the oryptogram.-u. Thus far the analysis has been 
almost purely hypothetical, for as yet not a single one of the values deduced from the foregoing 
analysis has been tried out in the cryptogram. It is higb time that this be done, because the 
final test of the validity of the hypotheses, assumptions, and identifications made in any crypto- 
graphic study is, after all, only this: do these hypotheses, assumptions, and identifications 
ultimat,ely yield verXable, intelligible plain-text when consietently applied to the cipher text? 

b. At the present stage in the process, since there are at hnnd the assumed values of but 9 
out of the 25 letters that appear, it is obvious that a continuous “reading” of the cryptogram 
can certainly not be expected from a mere insertion of the values of the 9 letters. However, the 
substitution of these values should do two things. First, it should immediately disclose the 
fragments, outlines, or “skeletons” of “good” words in the text; and second, it should disclose 
no places in the text where “impossible” sequences of letters are established. By the first is 
meant that the partially deciphered text should show the out.lines or skeletons of words such 
as may be expected to be found in the communication; this will become quite clear in the next 
subparagraph. By the second is meant that sequences, such aa “AOOEN” or “TNRSENO” or the 
like, obviously not possible or extremely unusual in normal English text, must not result from 
the substitution of the tentative identifications resulting from the analysis. The appearance 
of several such extremely unusual or impossible sequences at once sign.&% that one or more of 
the assumed values is incorrect. 
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e. Here are the results of substituting the nine values whicki have been deduced by the 

D I6 6 6 10 8 I a l9 t 16 S 86 I 10 P 14 S I 14 4 19 16 19 16 

THLLVXZDFYHTZAITYDZYBDVFH 
NO I ERT ONE N RE RITO 

S S 

11 I 9) I6 a Y I Y 0 : 10 8 l0 lo ls 8s 14 Is 0 14 19 10 6 10 a4 

TZDFKZDZZJSXISGZYGAVFSLGZ 
NERT EREE A ASE S ITA SE 

S T T S T 

m ¶a 16 II P 1 186 ¶ 10 10 P 14 a6 s 8 al I9 u I6 22 0 8 10 P 

DTHHTCDZRSVTYZDOZFFHTZAIT 
RNO6N RE AIN ER ETTONE N 

ss 

14 a Y 14 19 8 18 3) la I 88 P a 16 10 f) 14 I 14 l0 P ab 19 111 4 

YDZYGAVDGZZTKHITYZYSDZGHU 
RE S IRSEEN 0 N E ARES0 

T T T 

a6 19 a6 a 19 I 8 l@ a 10 8 1 I( 16 I 8 10 I 6 as a 19 6 to a 

ZFZTGUPGDIXWGHXASRUZDFUID 
ETENS SR SO A ERT R 

S T T T S 

8 w l6 a M a 8 10 a 8 
EGHTVEAGXX 

SON1 S 
T T 
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d. No impossible sequences are brought to light, and, moreover, several long words, nearly 
complete, stand out in the text. Note the following portions: 

AU 
HBZDSGVHTF 

(l)O?ERASIONT 
T S 

CM 

TVTZBDVFHTZDF 
(2) NINEPRITONERT 

S S 
m 
SLGZDTHHT 

(3) APSERNOON 
T 

The words are obviously OPERATIONS, NINE PRISONERS, and AFTERNOON. The value G, ai 
clesrly T,; that of F, is Sp; and the following additional values are certain: 

B,=P,, L,=F, 

31. Completing the aolution.-u. Each time an additional value is obtained, substitution 
is at once made throughout the cryptogram. This leads to the determination of further values, 
in an ever-widening circle, until all the identifications are firmly and ilnally established, and the 
message is completely solved. In this case the decipherment is as follows: 

1 1 8 4 6 8 7 a 0 lo 11 la la 14 l6 16 17 18 10 a 10 T2 2) 111 

A SFDZFIOGHLPZFGZDYSPFHBZDS 
ASRESULTOFYEST'ERDAYSOPERA 

B GVHTFUPLVDFGYVJVFVHTGADZZ 
TIONSBYFIRSTDIVISIONTHREE 

c AITYDZYFZJZTGPTVTZBDVFHTZ 
HUNDREDSEVENTYNINEPRISONE 

D DFXSBGIDZYV’TXOIYVTEFVMGZZ 
RSCAPTUREDINCLUDINGSIXTEE 

E THLLVXZDFYHTZAITYDZYBDVFH 
NOFFICERSXONEHUNDREDPRISO 

F TZDFKZDZZJSXISGZYGAVFSLGZ 
NERSIEREEVACUATEDTHISAFTE 
DTHHTCDZRSVTYZDOZFFHTZAIT 

* RNOONQREYAINDERLESSONEHUN 
H YDZYGAVDGZZTKHITYZYSDZGHU 

DREDTHIRTEENWOUNDE.DARETOB 
J ZFZTGUPGDIXWGHXASRUZDFUID 

ESENTBYTRUCKTOCHAYBERSSUR 
Ic EGHTVEAGXX 

GTONIGHTXX 
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Message: AS RESULT OF YESTERDAYS OPERATIONS BY FIRST DIVISION THREE 
HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE PRISONERS CAPTURED INCLUDING SIXTEEN OFFICERS ONE 
HUNDRED PRISONERS WERE EVACUATED THIS AFTERNOON REMAINDER LESS ONE HUNDRED 
THIRTEEN WOUNDED ARF, TO BE SENT BY TRUCK TO CHAMBERSBURG TONIGHT 

b. The solution should, as a rule, not be considered complete until an attempt has been 
made to discover all the elements underlying the general system and the specific key to a message. 
In this case, there is no need to delve further into the general system, for it is merely one of 
monoalphabetic substitution with a mixed cipher alphabet. It is necessary or advisable, how- 
ever, to reconstruct the cipher alphabet because this may give clues that later may become 
valuable. 

c. Cipher alphabets should, as a rule, be reconstructed by the cryptanalyst in the form of 
enciphwing alphabets because they will then usually be in the form in which the encipherer 
used them. This is important for two reasons. First, if the sequence in the cipher component 
gives evidence of system in its construction or if it yields clues pointing toward its derivation 
from a keyword or a key-phrase, this may often corroborate the identifications already made 
and may lead directly to additional identifications. A word or two of explanation is advisable 
here. For example, refer to the skeletonized enciphering alphabet given at the end of par. 29b: 

Plain___________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher -_--- S Z V TH DGFI 

FG 

Suppose the cryptanalyst, looking at the sequence DGFI or DFGI in the cipher component, sus- 
pects the presence of a keyword-mixed alphabet. Then DFGI is certainly a more plausible 
sequence than DGFI. Again, noting the sequence S . . . Z . . . V . . . . TH . . D, he might 
have an idea that the keyword begins after the Z and that the TH is followed by AB or BC. This 
would mean that either P, &=A, B, or B, C,. Assuming that P, Q,=A, B,, he refers to the fre- 
quency distribution and tlnds that the assumptions PD= A, and &=B, are not good; on the other 
hand, assuming that P, &=B, C,, the frequency distribution gives excellent corroboration. 
A trial of these values would materially hasten solution because it is often the case in crypt 
analysis that if the value of a very low-frequency letter can be sureIy established it will yield 
clues to other values very quickly, Thus, if & is definitely identified it almost invariably will 
identify U,, and will give clues to the letter following the &,, since it must be a vowel. In the 
case under discussion the identification PQ,=BC, would have turned out to be correct. For the 
foregoing reason an attempt should always be made in the early stages of the analysis to deter- 
mine, if possible, the basis of construction or derivation of the cipher alphabet; as a rule this 
can be done only by means of the enciphering alphabet, and not the deciphering alphabet. For 
example, the skeletonized d&ph.tting alphabet corresponding to the enciphering alphabet 
directly above is as follows: 

Cipher -________ ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Plain-----,, R TSOU AN I E 

ST 

Here no evidences of a keyword-mixed alphabet are seen at all. However, if the enciphering 
alphabet hss been examined and shows no evidences of systematic construction, the deciphering 
alphabet should then be examined with this in view, because occasionally it is the deciphering 
alphabet which shows the presence of a key or keying element, or which has been systematically 
derived from a word or phrase. The second reason why it is important to try to discover the basis 
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of construction or derivation of the cipher alphabet is that it &ords clues to the general type of 
keywords or keying elements employed by the enemy. This is a psychological factor, of course, 
and may be of s&stance in subsequent studies of his traffic. It merely gives a clue ta the general 
type of thinking indulged in by certain of his cryptographers. 

d. In the case of the foregoing solution, the complete enciphering alphabet is found to be es 
follows: 

P18iIl______________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher ___________ SUXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMP 

Obviously, the letter Q, which is the only letter not appearing in the cryptogram, should follow 
P in the cipher component. Note now that the latter is based upon the keyword LEAVENWORTH, 
and that this particular cipher alphabet has been composed by shifting the mixed sequence based 
upon this keyword five intervals to the right so that the key for the message is &=S,. Note 
also that the deciphering alphabet fails to give any evidence of keyword construction based upon 
the word LEAVENWORTH. 

Cipher ___________ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Plain -------------- HPQRGSTOUVWFXJLYZMANBIKCDE 

c. If neither the enciphering or the deciphering alphabet exhibits charact&stics which 
give indication of derivation from 8 keyword by some form of mixing or disarrangement, the 
latter is nevertheless not finally excluded as a possibility. The st,udent is referred to Section IX 
of Elementary Mdita y Cyptography, wherein will be found methods for deriving mixed alphabets 
by transposition methods applied to keyword-mixed alphabets. For the reconstruction of such 
mixed alphabets the cryptanalyst must use ingenuity and a knowledge of the more common 
methods of suppressing the appearance of keywords in the mixed alphabets. 

32, General notes on the foregoing solntion.--a. The example solved above is admittedly 
a more or less artificial illustration of the steps in analysis, made so in order to demonstrate 
general principles. It WBB essy to solve because the frequencies of the various cipher letters cor- 
responded quite well with the normal or expected frequencies. However, sll cryptograms of 
the s8me monoalphabetical nature can be solved along the same general lines, after more or less 
experimentation, depending upon the length of the cryptogram, the skill, and the experience of 
the cryptanalyst. 

b. It is no cause for discouragement if the student’s initial attempts to solve a cryptogram of 
this type require much more time and effort than were apparently required in solving the fore- 
going purely illustrative exsmple. It is indeed rarely the case that mey assumption made by the 
cryptanalyst proves in the end to have been correct; more often is it the c8se that a good many 
of his initial assumptions 8re incorrect, and that he loses much time in casting out the erroneous 
ones. The speed and facility with which this elimination process is conducted is in many cases 
8l.l that distinguishes the expert from the novice. 

c. Nor will the student always find that the initial classification into vowels and consonanta 
c8n be accomplished as easily and quickly 8s WBB apparently the c8se in the illustrative example. 
The principles indicated 8re very general in their nature and applicability, and there 8re, in 
addition, some other principles that may be brought to becu in c8ae of difficulty. Of these, per- 
haps the most useful 8re the f&owing: 

(1) In normal English it is unusual to find two or three consonants in succession, esch of high 
frequency. If in 8 cryptogrsm 8 succession of three or four letters of high-frequency appear in 
succession, it is practically certain that at least one of these represents 8 vowel.a 

a Sequences of~vancoIlsonantsrm,not~mpo~ble,howaver,~~in~~~~. 
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(2) Succeesions of three vowels 8re rather unusual in English.’ Pr8ctic8Uy the only time 
this happens is when a word ends in two vowels and the next word begins with a vowel.’ 

(3) When two letters already clsasifkd 8s vowel-equklents 81% separated by a sequence of 
six or more letters, it is either the c88e th8t one of the supposed vowel-equiv8lent.e is incorrect, 
or else that one or more of the intermediate letters is a vowekquivalent: 

(4) Reference to Table 7-B of Appendix 1 discloses the following: 

d. In the foregoing example the amount of experiment&ion or “cutting asd fitting” WM 
prrrctic8lly nil. (This is not true of real cases 8s a rule.) Wheresuch experimentetion is nece+ 

’ Note that the word RADIOED, peut tenen of the verb RADIO, t coming Snto waue. 
b A mquence of mven vowela ia not impoaible, however, Y in THE WAY YOU ELhRN. 
@ &me cryptanalyotm pk a good deal of empheda upon this principle aa l method of lo-tie the r~dtig 

vowela after the &at two or Uuee have been located. They recommend that the l&tar be naderlined throughout 
the text and then all aequenoea of five or more letten showing no un&rlinee be studied &entirely. Chain 
letters which occur in mveraI euch quencea are sure to be voweki. An uithmetiosl aidAn the rtudy t M followa: 
Take a letter thought to be a good pomibility Y the oipher equivalent of a vowel mte.r termed a potaak 
woud-equiudcnl) and find the length of esch interval from the powsible vowekquivrrlsnt to the next known (fsirly 
0udp determined) vowekquivdent. bfultip~y the interval by the number of timea thb interval ia found. Add 
the products and divide by the MAI number of intervale eonside&. Thin will give the VWO~ interval for that 
wble vowelaquivaient. Do the WJMJ for all tbe other pouible voweLequivalent. The one for which the 
man la the great& in mod probably l vowelaqutvalent. Underline this letter throughout the tart and ?epW 
the lumxvm for locating additional vowelaqutv&nt+ if any remdn to be loested. 
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wry, the underscoring of 8ll repetitions of several letters is very essential, (LB it calls attention to 
peculiarities of structure that often yield clues. 

6. After 8 few bssic sseumptions of values have been made, if short words or skeletons of 
words do not become manifest, it is necessary to make further assumptions for unidentified letters. 
This is accomplished most often by 8ssumin.g a word .l Now there are two pl8ces in every message 
which lend themselves more re8dily to aucceasful8ttBCh by the seeumption of worde than do 
any other places-the very beginmng and the very end of the meeeege. The re8son is quite 
obvious, for although words may begin or end with aknost any letter of the alphabet, they 
usually begin and end with but a few very common digmphs and trigruphs. Very often the 
aasocistion of letters in peculiar combinations will enable the student to note where one word 
ends and the next begins. For erample suppose, E, N, S, and T have been detitely identified, 
8nd a sequence like the following ia found in a cryptogram: 

ENTSNE 
Obviously the break between ko’wo& should fsll either*8f& the S of E NT S or sftetr the T 
ofENT,so that two possibilities are offered:. . . ENTS/NE.. ., or.. . ENT/SNE 
. . . . Since in English there are very few words with the initial t&graph S N E, it is most 
likely that the proper division is . . . E N T S / N E . . . . Obviously, when several word 
divisions have been found, the sohrtion is more readily 8chieved because of the grester e8se with 
which resumptions of sdditiond new values may be made. 

SS. The “probable word” method ; its v8lae and rpplicabilfty.-o. In practic8hy all cryptan- 
alytic studies, short-cute c8n often be made by assuming the presence of certain words in the 
m-8 under study. some writers attech so much value to this kind of 8n “attack from the 
rear” that they pnscticay elevate it to the position of 8 method and 4 it the “intuitive method” 
or the “probablaword method.” It is, of course, merely 8 refinement of wh8t in everyday 
hnguage is c&d “assuming” or tcgue@sing” 8 word in the messsge. The value of m8king 8 
“good gued can hardly be overestimated, end the cryptanalyst should never f& that he is 
8ccomphshing 8 solution by an illegitimate subterfuge when he h8s made 8 fortunate guess 
leading to .solution. A wrrect assumption 8s to plain text will often s8ve hours or days of labor, 
end sometbnes there is no &ern8dve but to try to “guess 8 word”, for occeaiomdy 8 system is 
encountered the solution of which is Absolutely dependent upon this 8rtitlc.e. 

b. The expression “good guess” is used advisedly. For it is “good” in two respects. First, 
the cryptanalyst must use o8.m in making his seeumptions as to plain-text words. In this he 
must be guided by extraneous &cunist8nces lesding to the 8ssumption of probable words-not 
just any words that come to his mind. Therefore he must use his imsgination but he must 
nevertheless carefully control it by the exercise of good judgment. Second, only if the “guess” 
is cmrect and le8ds to solution, or at le8st pute him on the road to BOhIfiOn, ia it 8 good guess. 
But, while re8hxing the usefulness and the time md Mor-esving features of a solution by 8ssum- 
ing a probable word, the oryptan8lyst should exercise discretion in regard to how long he may 
continue in his efforts with this method. Sometimes he may actually waste time by 8dherin.g 
to the method too long, if etmightforward, methodical 8ns.lysis will yield rezmlta more quickly. 

e. Obviously, the “probablsword” method has much more SppliCSbi&y when working 
upon mate&l the general nature of which is known, than when working upon more or lea 
isolated communications exchanged between correspondents concerning whom or whose activities 

’ This proaa doa not funrolve anything more myaterfow than ordinuy, loglc6l reauoning; there b nothing 
of the nubnormal or supernormal about it. If cryptanalptic eucceae eeeme to require proceww U to thoee of 
medleral magic, if %oeua-pock” ia maoh to the fore, the rtudent ehould bogin to look for itann that the claimant 
of euch ruccea~ haa careMy hidden from view, for the myetiflcatiin of the unlnitlated. If the rtudent were to 
adopt M hia personal motto for all ti cryptanalytic ventures the quotation (from Tennyaon’a poem Columbaa) 
appearing on the back of the title page of this text, he will frequently 5nd “ehort out& to hia de&u&ion and will 
not tot often be led &rsy! 
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nothing is lmown. For in the latter c8se there is little or nothing that the’ imagination c8n seize 
upon 8s a background or basis for the assumptions.* 

d. Very frequently, the choice of probable words is aided or limited by the number and 
positions of repectted letters, These repetitions may be pa&n..+that is, externally visible in 
the cryptographic text as it originally stands-or they may be latent-that is, externally invisible 
but susceptible of being made patent as a result of the analysis. For example, iu a mono8lpha- 
betic substitution cipher, such M that discussed in the preceding p8r8gr8ph, the repeated letters 
8re directly exhibited in the cryptogram; later tho student will encounter many csses in which 
the repetitions are latent, but are made patent by the analytical process. When the repetitions 
8re patent, then the p&tern or fonnvla to which the repeated letten conform is of direct use 
in assuming plain-text words; snd when the text is in word-lengths, the pattern is obviously of 
even greater a,saistance. Suppose the cryptanalyst is dealing with military text, in which case 
he may expect such words 8s DIVISION, BATTALION, etc., to be present in the text. The 
positions of the repeated letter I in DIVISION, of the reversible digraph AT, TA in BATTALION, 
and so on, constitute for the experienced cryptanalyst tell-tale indications of the presence of 
these words, even when the text is not divided up into its original word lengths. 

c. The important aid that a study of word patterns csn afford in cryptesalysis warranta the 
use of definite terminology and the establishment of certain data having 8 bearing thereon. The 
phenomenon herein under discussion, namely, that many words 8re of such construction as 
regards the number and positions of repeated letters aa to make them readily identifiable, will be 
termed idiomorphism (from the Greek Wios”=one’s own,individual,peculiar+“morphe”=form). 
Words which show this phenomenon will be termed idiomotphic. It will be useful to deal with 
the idiomorpbisms symbolically and systematically &B described below. 

j. When dealing with cryptograms in which the word lengths are determined or specifically 
shown, it is convenient to .indicate their lengths and their repeeted letters in some easily recog- 
nized mazLIler or by formulas. This is exemplified, in the case of the word DIVISION, by the 
formula ABCBDBEF; in the case of the word BATTALION, by the formula ABCCBDEFG. If the 
cryptanalyst, during the course of his studies, makes note of striking formulas he has encoun- 
tered, with the words which fit them, after some time he will have assembled a quite valuable 
body of data. And after more or less complete lists of such formulas have been established in 
some Systematic srrangement, 8 rapid comparison Of the id.iOmOIphs in 8 Specific CryptOgr8m 
with those in his lists will be feasible and will often lead to the assumption of the correct word. 
Such lists can be aRanged according to word length, as shown herewith: 

3/&a : DID, EVE, EYE. 
abb : ADD, ALL, ILL, OFF, etc. 

4/abac : ARAB, AWAY, etc. 
abca : AREA, BOMB, DEAD, etc. 
abbo : . . . 
abcb : . . . 
etc. etc. 

1 General Givierge in his Court de Cr~prographk (p. 121) mys: “However, expert cryptanalysts often 
employ ouch dctailn aa are cited above [in connection with sesuming the presence of ‘probable worda’l, and the 
experience of the yevs 1914 to 1918, to cite only thoee, prove that in practice one often hae at bie diepossl elc- 
menta of thie nature, permitting Msumptions much more eudacioua than thoee which served for the ana1yei.a 
of the last example. The reader would therefore. be wrong in imagining that such fofiuitous elementa are 
encountered only in cryptographic worka where the author deciphere a document that hc himself enciphered. 
Cryptographic correspondence, if it is extensive, and if eu5ciently numerous working data are at hand, often 
fumiahee elements M) complete that an author would not dare use all of them in eolving a problem for fear of 
being recurred of obvioue exaggeration.,, 
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g. When dealing with cryptogr8phic text in which the lengths of the words 8re not indicated 
or otherwise determinable, lists of the foregoing nature 8re not so useful 8s lists in which the 
words (or parts of words) 8re 8rr8nged according to the intirvals between identical letters, in the 
following msnner: 

1 Interval 2 Intervals 
-DID- AbbAcy 
-EVE- ArAbiA 
-w- AbiAt ive 
dIvIsicn AbcArd 

revIsIcn -AciA- 
etc. etc. 

3 Intervals 
AbeyAnce 

hAbitAble 
lAborAtory 
AbreAst 
AbrcAd 

etc. 

Repeated diarauhs 
COCOa 

ICICle 
ININg 

bAGgAGe 
etc. 

84. Solution of additional cryptograms produced by the same cipher component.--a. To 
return, after a rather long digression, to. the cryptogram solved in pars. 28-31, once the cipher 
component of a cipher alphabet has been reconstructed, subsequent mess8ges which hsve been 
enciphered by means of the s&me cipher component may be solved very readily, and without 
recourse to the principles of frequency, or application of the probable-word method. It has been 
seen that the illustrative cryptogram treated in paragraphs 24-31 wss enciphered by juxtaposing 
the cipher component rrgainst the normal sequence so &et A,=&. It is obvious that the cipher 
component may be set against the plein component at any one of 26 different points of coinci- 
dence, each yielding a diflerent cipher alphabet. After a cipher component hss been reconstructed, 
however, it becomes a knovm sequence, and the method of converting the cipher letters into their 
plain-component equivalents and then completing the plain-component sequence begun by 
e8ch equivalent can be applied to solve sny cryptogram which has been enciphered by that 
cipher component, 

b. An exsmple will serve to make the process clear. Suppose the following message, psssing 
between the same two stations 8s before, ~8s intercepted shortly sfter the first message had 
been solved: 

IYEWK CERNW OFOSE LFOOH EAZXX 

It is assumed that the s8me cipher component was used, but with 8 d&rent key letter. First 
the initial two groups 8re converted into their plaincomponent equivalents by setting the 
cipher component against the normal sequence at any arbitrsrg point of coincidence. The 
inhid letter of the former may 8s well be set @nst A of the latter, with the following result: 

Plain_. ------ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher ___________ LEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZ 

Cryptogram--1YEWK “L%“;; . . . 
Equivalents,,,, P Y B F R . . . 

The normal sequence initisted by esch of these conversion equivalents is now completed, with 
the results shown in Pig. 15. Note the plain-text genera& CLOSEYOURS, which manifesta 
itself without further analysis. The rest of the mesesge may be re8d either by continuing the 
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taune process, or, what is even more simple, the key letter of the meesage may now be determined 
quite readily and the message deciphered by its means. 

IYEWKCERNW 
PYBFRLBHEF 
QZCGSMCIFG 
RADHTNDJGH 
SBEIUOEKHI 
TCFJVPFLIJ 
UDGKWQGMJK 
VEHLXRHNKL 
WFIMYSIOLY 
XGJNZTJPMN 
YHKOAUKQNO 
ZILPBVLROP 
AJYQCWMSPQ 
BKNRDXNTQR 

*CLOSEYOURS 
DMPTFZPVST 
ENQUGAQWTU 
FORVHBRXUV 
GPSWICSYVU 
HQTXJDTZWX 
IRUYKEUAXY 
JSVZLFVBYZ 
KTWAYGWCZA 
LUXBNHXDAB 
MVYCOIYEBC 
NWZDPJZFCD 
OXAEQKAGDE 

e. In order that the student may understand without question just what in involved in the 
latter step, that is, d.&overing the key letter after the first two or three groups have been deci- 
phered by the converrdonampletion procaa, the foregoing example will be used. It wea noted 
that the &at cipher group wae finally deciphered as foJlowx 

Cipher-- IYEIK 
Plain- _______ C L 0 S E 

Now set the cipher component against the normal sequence 80 that %=I,. Thus: 

Plain------, ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher,---,-,, FGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWORTHBCD 

It is seen here that when &,=I, then &=F,. This is the key for the entire message. The 
decipherment may be completed by direct reference to the foregoing cipher dphahet. Thus: 
Cipher _____ -__- -______ I Y E W K CERNW OFOSE LFOOH EAZXX 
Plain_-_,,_,,,-----,---, C L 0 S E YOURS TAT10 NATTW OPMXX 

-Message: CLOSE YOUR STATION AT TWO PM 
d. The student should make sure that he understands the fundame&xl principles involved in 

this quick solution, for they are among the most important principles in cryptanalytica. How w 
ful they are will become clear es he progreaes into more and more complex cryptanalytic atudiea. 
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MULTILITERAL SUBSTITUTION WITH SINGLE-EQUIVALENT CIPHER ALPHARETS 

Amblyela of multiliteral, monoalphbetk rubetitution rystema _-_-__l-____l__- - __________I__________I _ 36 
Hietoridy intweeting exrunplea - ------I--_^------------------------------------------------------ _ 86 

95. Analysis 02 multiliteral, monoalphabetic substitution eptema.-a. Substitution methods 
in general may be classified into uniliteral and multiliteral systema In the former there is a 
strict “one-to-one” correspondence between the length of the unite of the plain and those of the 
cipher text ; that is, each letter of the plain text is replaced by a single character in the cipher text. 
In the latter this correspondence is no longer l,:l, but may be 1,: 2,, where each letter of the plain 
text is replaced by a combination of two characters in the cipher text; or 1,: 3,, where a 3-character 
combination in the cipher text represente a single letter of the plain text, and so on. A cipher in 
which the correspondence of the l,:l, type is termed uniliteral in character; one in which it is of 
the l,:2, type, biliteral; 1,:3,, trilitaral, and so on. Those beyond the l,:l, type are classed to- 
gether as mulWera1. 

b. When a multiliteral system employs biliteral equivalents, the cipher alphabet is said to be 
bipartite. Such alphabets are composed of a set of 25 or 26 combinations of a limited number of 
characters taken in pairs. An example of such an alphabet is the following. 

Plain ________________ A B C D E F G H I J K L Y 
Cipher _____________ WW WH WI WT WE HW HH HI HT HT HE II IH 
Plain ________-____- N 0 P QRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher -- _____ -_ II IT IE TW TH TI TT TE EW M EI ET EE 

The foregoing alphabet is derived from the cipher square, or maaiz, shown in Fig. 15. 

(2) 

W H I T E 

WABCDE 

H F G H 1-J K 

(1) I L Y N 0 P 

TQRSTU 

EVWXYZ 

c. If a message is enciphered by means of the foregoing bipartite alphabet the cryptogram is 
still monoalphabetic in character. A frequency distibution baaed upon pairs of letters will 

1 &a Sec. VII, Advan& lbfilitur~ Cqptography. 
(69) 
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obviously have all the characteristics of a dimple, uniliteral distribution for a monoalphabetic 
substitution cipher. 

d. Ciphers of this type, as well a8 of those of the multiliteral (triliteral, quadraliteral, . . .) 
type are readily detected externally by virtue of the fact that the cryptographic text is composed 
of but a very limited number of diflerent characters. They are handled in exactly the same man- 
ner as are uniliteral, monoalphabetic substitution ciphers. So long a8 the 8ame character, or 
combination of characters, is always u8ed to represent the same plain4ext letter, and so long a8 a 
given letter of the plain text is always represented by the same character or combination of 
characters, the substitution is strictly monoalphabetic and can be handled in the simple manner 
described under Par. 31 of this text. 

I. An interesting example in which the cipher equivalents are quinqueliteral groups and yet 
the resulting cipher is strictly monoalphabetic in character is found in the cipher system invented 
by Sir F’rancis Bacon over 300 years ago. Despite its antiquity the system possesses certain 
features of merit which are well worth noting. Bacona proposed the following cipher alphabet, 
composed of permutations of two elements taken five at a time: * 

A=aaaaa IJ=abaaa 
&aaaab E=abaab 
C=aaaba L=ababa 
D=aaabb Mababb 
-baa N=abbaa 
F=aabab oabbab 
G=aabba P=abbba 
H=aabbb Q=abbbb 

R=baaaa 
SIbaaab 
wbaaba 

U-V=baabb 
W=babaa 
X=babab 
Y=babba 
Z=babbb 

If this were all there were to Bacon’s invention it would be hardly worth bringing to attention. 
But what he pointed out, with great clarity and dimple examples, was how euch an alphabet 
might he used to convey a secret message by enfolding it in an innocent, external message which 
might easily evade the etrictest kind of censorship. Bs a very crude example, suppose that a 
message is written in capital and lower ca8e letters, any capital letter standing for an “a” element 
of the cipher alphabet, and any emall letter, for a “b” element. Then the external eentance 
“All is well with me today” can be made to contain the secret message ttHelp.ll Thus: 

AL1 is WElL’.WItH mE TodaY 
aab bb aaba aaba ba abbba. 

H E L P 

Instead of employing such an obvious device 88 capital snd small letters, suppose that an “a” 
element be indicated by a very alight shading, or a very slightly heavier stroke. Then a secret 
message might easily be thus enfolded within an external message of exactly opposite meaning. 
The number of possible variations of this besic scheme is very high. The fact that the characters 

* For a true picture of this cipher, the eqAn&ion of which t oftan die&ted beyond recognition even by cryp- 
tographers, eea Bacon’8 own description of it M conwed in hia De Auqmentir gdenticlrum (The A&ammeni o$ 
Learning), M trrumlated by any &&&IE editor, euch M Gilbert Watb (1640) or El@ Spedding, and He&h 
(1857, 1870). The student is crrutioned, however, not to accept M true any tieged “deaiphennenb” obkined 
by the application of Bu?on’s cipher to literary works of the 16th century. Thm readinge ue purely aubjectior. 

8 In the 16th Century, the let&em I and J were ueed interchangeably, M were aLw U md V. Bmon’e Jphrrbet 
WM called by him 8 “biliteral alphabet” because it employs permutations of two letter& But from thecryptan- 
Jytio tidpoint the &&cant point b that each plain-text letter h repmnted by a S-ohamcter equivalent. 
Hence, pmnt terminology requirea that this rlphrrbet be n&r& to Y 6 qui+bd alphabet. 
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of the cryptographic text are hidden in some manner or other has, however, no effect upon the 
etrict monoalphabeticity of the scheme. 

36. Bistoriody intereeting eXample8.-U. ?hvo t?Xtkmples of bi&rical inter& will be cited 
in this connection as illustrations. During the campaign for the presidential election of 1876 
many cipher messages were exchanged between the Tilden managers and their agents in several 
states where the voting was hotly contested. Two years later the New York Tribune 4 exposed 
many irregularities in the campaign by publishing the decipherments of many of these messages. 
These decipherments were achieved by two investigators employed by the Tribune, and the 
plain text of the messages seems to show that illegal attempts and mensurca to carry the election 
for Tilden were made by his managers. Here is one of the messages: ’ 

JACKSONVILLE, Nov. 16 (1876). 
CEO. F. BANEY, Tallahassee. 

Ppyyemnsnyyypimashnsyyssitepaaenshns 
pensshnsmmpiyysnppyeaapieissyeshainsssp 
eeiyyshnynsssyepiaanyitnsshyyspyypinsyy 
ssitemeipimmeisseiyyeissiteiepyypeeiaass 
imaayespnsyyianssseissmmppnspinssnpinsim 
imyyitemyysspeyymmnsyyssitspyypeepppma 
aayypiit 
L’Engle goes up tomorrow. 

DANIEL. 

Examination of the message discloses that only ten d.Serent letters are used. It is probable, 
therefore, that what one has here is a cipher which employs a bipartite alphabet and in which 
combinations of two letters represent single letters of the plain text. The message ia therefore 
rewritten in pairs and substitution of arbitrary letters for the pairs is made, as seen below: 

PP YY EN NS NY W PI MA SH NS YY SS etc. 
ABCDEBFGHDB I etc. 

A triliteral frequency distribution is then made and analysis of the message along the lines 
illustrated in the preceding section of this text yields solution, as follows: 

JACKSONVILLE, Nov. 16. 
GEO. F. RILNEY, Ta.lhhassec: 

Have Marble and Coyle t&graph for influential men from Delaware and Viia. Indi- 
cations of weakening here. Press advantage and watch Board. L’Engle goes up tomorrow. 

DANIEL. 
b. The other example, using numbers, is as follows: 

JACKSONVILLE, Nov. 17. 
S. PASCO and E. M. L’ENGLE: 

84 55 84 25 93 34 82 31 31 75 93 82 77 33 55 42 

93 20 93 66 77 66 33 84 66 31 31 93 20 82 33 66 

52 48 44 55 42 82 48 89 42 93 31 82 68 75 31 93 

DANIEL. 

4 New York Tribune, Extra No. 44, !h CXp:plim Diqat&~, New York, 1879. 
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There were, of course, several messages of like nature, and ez%nin8tion disclosed that 
ody26differentnumbemindwered. Solution of these cipher8 followed very eesily, the 
decipherment of the one given above being as follows: 

JACKSONVIUE,NW.~~. 
S. Paeco and E. M. L’ENQLE: 

Cocke will be ignored, Eagan called in. Authority reliable. 
DANIEL. 

e. The Tribune experts gave the following 8lphobete as the result of their deciphermenta: 
AA=0 EN=Y Il=D NS=E PP=H ss=N 
AI=U EP=C MA=B NY=M SH=L YE=F 
EI=I IA=K W&G PE=T SN=P YI=X 
Ebkv 1M-s NN3J PI=R SP=W YY=A 
2O=D 33=N 44=H 62=X 7-74 89=Y 
25=K 34=w 48=T 66=A 8&I 93=E 
273s 39=P 52=U 6B=F 84--c 9W 
31=L 42rR 55=0 75=B 87d 99=J 

They did not attempt to correlate these alphabets, or at lesat they say nothing about a possible 
relationship, The present author has, however, reconstructed the rectangle upon which these 
alphabets are based, and it is given below (fig. 16). 

2d Letter or Number 
I 
H I SPAYMENT 
12 34567890 

, 

Hl 

12 

$ 63 

3 P4 

f A5 

.-!J Y6 

3 M7 
% 
- E8 

N9 

,TO 

K S D 

L N W P 
-- 

R H T 

It is amwxi.ug to note that the conspirators selected 8s their key a phr8se quite in keeping with 
their attempted illegalities-HIS PAYMENT-for bribery seems to have plrryed a considerable 
part in that campaign. The blsnk squsres in the diagram probably contained proper namee, 
numbem, etc. 
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MULTHJTEUL SUBSTITUTION WITH MULTIPLE-EQUIVALENT CIPHER 
ALPHABETS 

Purpoee of providing multiplecquivalent cipher alphahetc.,---,,,, 
-h 

Eolution of a almple example ___________ - _________-_- 
---a--- -a 87 

Solution of more complicated example 
----me-- 

--------v- ----_ --- ---- ii 
A Nbterfuge t0 prevent decompodtion of cipher text into component unltr------ 40 

87. Purpoee of providing multiple-equivalent cipher dphabetr.-u. It haa been seen that 
the charscteristic frequencies of letters composing normal plain text, the sssoci8tions they form 
in combining to form words, and the peculiarities certain of them manifest in such text & &ord 
direct clues by means of which ordinary monoalphabetic substitution encipherments of such 
plain text may be more or less speedily solved. This hs,s led to the introduction of hple 
methods for disguising or suppressing the manifestations of monoaJphsb&i&y, 80 far 88 po&ble. 
Basically these methods 8re multiliter8l and they will now be presented. 

b. Multilitera.l substitution may be of two types: (1) That wherein e8ch letter of the p& 
text is represented by one and only one multiliteral equivalent. For eurmple, in the Fnrnci,e 
Bacon cipher described in Par. 35c, the letter & is invsriably represented by the permut8tion 
abaab. For this resaon this type of system may be more completely described 8s nunwalphtz- 
betic, mu&&ml eubatitution with aingk~idd cipicct alphabeta. 

(2) That wherein, because of the large number of equivalenta made available by the com- 
binations snd permutations of a limited number of elements, each letter of the plain text may be 
represented by several multiliter8l equivalents which may be selected at random. For example, 
if 3-letter combinations 8re employed there are available 26’ or 17,576 equivalents for the 26 
letters of the plain text; they may be essigned in equal numbers of dilferent equiv8lent.a for the 
26 letters, in which case each letter would be representable by 676 different 34etter equivalents; 
or they may be assigned on some other basis, for example, proportionately to the relative 
frequencies of plain-fext letters. For this reason this Qpe of systcun may be more completely 
described aa a monoolpldetic, mdtdiietal B1Lbsti.tutiun with a mu&l+qui~ent cipher alphabet. 
Some authora term such a system 9imple substitution with multiple equivalents”; others term 
it monodphabatk aubsttitiion wi4h curia&. For the sake of brevity, the latter designation will 
be employed in this text.’ 

c. The primary object of monoslphsbetic substitution with variants is, as has been men- 
tioned above, to provide several values which may be employed at random in a simple substitution 
of cipher equivalenta for the plain-text lettera. In this connection, reference is made to Section 
X of Elcmcntary Militaq ctyplography, wherein several of the most common methods for 
producing and using variants are set forth. 

1 My attention has been called to the contradiction in terminology involved in the designation “monoalpha- 
betic substitution with varianb”, and when judged by my own definition of the term, ILB given in Elemen&ary 
Mdila+y Cryplogrophy, it mu& be admitted that the criticism is warranted. 8yetem.s employing complefe cipher 
alphabets which form the b&s for the choice of variant values are, strictly speaking, not monoalphabetic but 
polyalphabetic in nature. But what shall be said of those systems in which there are no complete cipher alphabets 
for the selection of alternative or variant valuea but only a few variants for the high-frequency letters? I recog- 
nlxs, of course, that w or difllculty in the solution of specific type8 of systems should not be the determining 
factor in a systematic nomenclature in cryptography. The equation X*X 16 is not designated a linear equation 
because it is easy to solve; it is designated a quadratic equation and although it is easier to solve than x*+x= 16 
it is a quadratic nevertheless. The analogy is, of course, clear: a system which is technically polyalphabetic 
should not be designated monoalphabetic because it is usually easier to solve than a polyalphabetic system. 
Indeed, there are systems of monoalphabetic substitution with variants which are more difficult to solve than 
certain types of polyalphabetic systems, for example, those using several standard alphabets in a cyclic manner. 
However, the designation “monoalphabetic substitution with variants” ham become so firmly established in the 
literature and is so deecriptive of the actual process followed in encipherment that I hesitate to change it at this 
date in favor of some le8s deecriptive but more accurate designation, such as “multiliteral substitution with 
multiple-equivalent cipher dph&eta”, although I hcoc used it as the title of this section. 
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d. A word or two concerning the underlying theory from the cryptanalytic point of view of 
monoalphabetic substitution with variants, may not be amiss. Whereas in simple or single- 
equivalent, monoalphabetic substitution it ia seen that- 

(1) The same letter of the plain text is invariably represented by but one and always the 
came character of the cryptogram, and 

(2) The same character of the cryptogram invariably represents one and always the same 
letter of the plain text; 

In multiliteral substitution with multiple equivalents (monoalphabetic substitution with 
variants) it is seen that- 

(1) The same letter of the plain text may be represented by one or more d&went characters 
of the cryptogram, but 

(2) The same character of the cryptogram nevertheless invariably represents one and always 
the same letter of the plain text. 

38. Solution 02 a simple example.-& The following cryptogram has been enciphered by a 
set of four alphabets similar to the following: 

A B C D E F G HI-JK L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
08 09 10.11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 
87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 

The keyword here is TRIP I. In enciphering a message the equivalents are to be selected at 
random from among the four variants for each letter. The steps in solving a message produced 
by such a scheme will now be scrutinized. 

CBYPTOOBAM 

68321 09022 48057 65111 88648 42036 45235 09144 05764 22684 
00225 57003 97357 14074 82524 40768 51058 93074 92188 47264 
09328 04255 06186 79882 85144 45886 32574 55136 56019 45722 
76844 68350 45219 71649 90528 65106 11886 44044 89669 70553 
18491 06985 48579 33684 50957 70612 09795 29148 56109 08546 
62062 65509 32800 32568 97216 44282 34031 84989 68564 53789 
12530 77401 68494 38544 11368 87616 56905 20710 58864 67472 
22490 09136 62851 24551 35180 14230 50886 44084 06231 12876 
05579 58980 29503 99713 32720 36433 82689 04516 52263 21175 
06445 72255 68951 86957 76095 67215 53049 08567 9730 

b. Agsumiug that the foregoing remarks had not been made and that the cryptogram haa 
just been submitted for solution with no information concerning it, the tit step is to make a 
preliminary study to determine whether the cryptogram involves cipher or code. The crypto- 
gram appears in !%gu.re groups, which may indicate either cipher or code. A few remarka will 
be made at this point with reference to the method of determiniug whether a cryptogram com- 
posed of figure groups is in code or cipher, using the foregoing example. 

c. In the first place, if the cryptogram contains an even number of digits, as for example 
494 in the foregoing message, this leaves open the possibility that it may be cipher, composed of 
247 pairs of digits; were the number of digits an exact o&f multiple of five, such &8 125,135,&c., 
the possibility that the cryptogram is in code of the 5-figure group type must be considered. Next, 
a preliminary study is made to see if there are many repetitions, and what their characteristics 

* The letter corresponding fo the lowest number in en& line of the diagram ahowing the cipher alphabeta 
~IJ a key letter. Thus, in the 1st line 01=-T; in the 2d line 26=R; etc. 
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are. If the cryptogram is code of the 5-figure group type, then such repetitions as appear should 
gcnerdly be in whole groups of five digits, and they should be visible in the text just as the mes- 
sage stands, unless the code message has undergone encipherment also. If the cryptogram is in 
cipher, then the repetitions should extend beyond the 5digit groupings; if they conform to any 
definite groupings at all they should for the most part contain even numbers of digits since each 
letter is probably represented by a pair of digits. If no clues of the foregoing natureare present, 
doubts will be dissolved by making a detailed study of frequencies. 

d. A simple 4-part frequency distribution is therefore decided upon. Shall the alphabet be 
assumed to be a 25- or a 26-character one? If the former, then the 2digit pairs from 01 to 00 
fall into exactly four groups each corresponding to an alphabet. Since this is the most common 
scheme of drawing up such alphabets, let it be assumed to be true of the present case. The 
following distributions result from the breaking up of the text into 2digit pairs. 

c. If the student will bring to bear upon this problem the principles he learned in Section V 
of this text, he will soon realize that what he now has before him are four, simple, monoalpha- 
betic frequency distributions similar to those involved in a monoalphabetic substitution cipher 
using standard cipher alphabets. The realization of this fact immediately provides the clue to 
the next step: “fitting each of the distributions to the normal.” (See Par. 17b). This can be 
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done without dif&ulty in this case (remembering that a 25-letter alphabet is involved and 
eeeuming that I and J are the same letter) and the following alphabets result: 

01-I-J 
02-K 
03-L 
04-M 
05-N 
06--o 
07-P 
08-Q 
09-R 
10-s 
11-T 
12-U 
13-v 
14-w 
15-x 
16-Y 
17-z 
18-A 
19-B 
20-c 
21-D 
22-E 
23-F 
24-G 
2 5-H 

26-u 51-N 76-E 
27-V 
28-w 
29-x 
30-Y 
31-z 
32-A 
33-B 
34-c 
35-D 
36-E 
3 7-F 
38--G 
39-H 
4D-I-J 
41-K 
42-L 
43-M 
44-N 
45-o 
46-P 
47-Q 
48-R 
49--s 
50-T 

524 
53-P 
54-Q 
55--R 
56-s 
57-T 
68-U 
59--v 
60-W 
61-X 
62-Y 
63-Z 
64-A 
65-B 
66-C 
67-D 
68-E 
69-F 
70-G 
71-H 
72-I-J 
73-K 
74-L 
75-M 

77-F 
78--G 
79-H 
80-I-J 
81-K 
82-L 
83-M 
84-N 
854 
86-P 
87-Q 
88-R 
89-S 
90-T 
91-u 
92-v 
93-w 
94-x 
95-Y 
96-z 
97-A 
98-B 
99-c 
00-D 

f. The keyword is seen to be JUNE and the first few groups of the cryptogram decipher as 
follows: 

68 32 10 90 22 48 05 76 51 11 88 64 84 20 36 45 23 
EASTERNENTRANCEOF 

g. From the detailed procedure given above, the student should be able to draw his own 
conclusions as to the procedure to be followed in solving cryptograms produced by methods 
which are more or less aimple variations of that just discussed. In this connection he is referred 
to Section X of R&aty Military Oyptography, wherein a few of these variations are mentioned. 

li. Possibly the most important of the variations is that in which 8 rectangle such (LB that 
shown in Fig. 17 is employed. 

1234567890 1234567890 
=-- =-- --M --M 

1,4,7 A B C D E F G H I J 1,4,7 A B C D E F G H I J 

2,5,8 K L M N 0 P Q R S T 2,5,8 K L M N 0 P Q R S T 
-- -- 

3,6,9 U V W X Y Z - , : ; 3,6,9 U V W X Y Z - , : ; 

Fmmr 17 Fmmr 17 
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In the solution of cases of this kind, repetitions would play their usual role, with the modifications 
noted below in Par. 39. Once an entering wedge has been forced, though the identification 
of one or more repeated words such as BATTALION, DIVISION, etc., the entire encipher+ 
matrix would soon be reconstructed. It may be added that the frequency distribution for 
the text of a single long message or several short ones enciphered by such a system would show 
characteristic phenomena, the most important of which are, &st, that the distribution for a 
matrix such as shown in Fig. 17 would practically follow the normal and, second, that the 
distribution for the 2d digit of pairs would show more marked crests and troughs than the 
distribution for the 1st digit. For example, the initial digits 1,4, and 7 (for the numbers l&19, 
40-49, and 70-79, inclusive) would apply to the distribution for the letters A to J, inclusive; the 
initial digits 2, 5, and 8 would apply to the distribution for the letters K to T, inclusive. The 
total weighted frequency values for these two groups of letters are about equal. Therefore, 
the frequencies of the initial digits 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 would be approximately equal. But 
consider the final digit 5 in the numbers 15, 45, 75, 25, 55, and 85; its t&d frequency b corn- 
posed of the sum of the frequencies of E,, 0,, and Y,, two of which are high-frequency letters; 
whereas in the case of the final digit 6, its total frequency is composed of the sum of the frequencies 
of F,, P,, and Z,,, all of which are low-frequency letters. The two cases would show a marked 
difference in frequency, in the proportion of 1319+844+208=2371 to 205-j-243+6=454, or 
about 5 to 1. Of course, the letters may be inserted within the enciphering matrix in a keyword- 
mixed or even in a random order; the numbers may be applied to the rectangle in a random 
order. But these variations, while increasing the difficulty in solution, by no means make the 
latter as great as may be thought by the novice. 

30. Solution of a more complicated example.-a. As soon as a beginner in cryptography 
realizes the consequences of the fact that letters are used with greatly varying frequencies 
in normal plain text, a brilliant idea very speedily comes to him. Why not disguise the 
natural frequencies of letters by a system of substitution using many equivalents, and let 
the numbers of equivalents assigned to the vnrious letters be more or less in direct proportion 
to the normal frequencies of the letters? Let E, for example, have 13 or more equivalents; T, 10; 
N, 9; etc., and thus (he thinks) the enemy cryptanalyst can have nothing in the way of tell-tale 
or characteristic frequencies to use as an entering wedge. 

b. If the text available for study is small in amount and if the variant values are wholly 
independent of one another, the problem can become exceedingly difficult. But in practical 
military communications such methods are rarely encountered, because the volum of tezf is wdy 
great enough to permif of the establishmen oj equG&eni u&es. To illustrate what is meant, 
suppose a set of cryptograms produced by the monoalphabetic-varinnt method described above 
shows the following two sets of groupings in the text: 

SET A SET B 

12-37-02-79-68-13-03-37-77 71-12-02-51-2345-77 
82-69-02-79-13-68-23-37-35 11-82-51~2~3-05-35 
82-69-51-16-13-13-78-05-35 11-91-02-02-23-37-35 
91-05-02-01-68-42-78-37-77 97-12-51-02-78-69-77 

An examination of these groupings would lead to the following tentative conclusions with regard 
to probable equivalents: 

12, 82, 91 01, 16, 79 03, 23, 78 
05, 37, 69 13, 42, 68 35, and 77 
02, and 51 

The establishment of these equivalencies would sooner or later lead to the finding of additional 
sets of equal values. The completeness with which this can be accomplished will determine 
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the ease or difficulty of solution. Of course, if many equivalencies can be established the 
problem can then be reduced practically to monoalphabetic terms and a speedy solution can 
be attained. 

c. Theoretically, the determination of equivalencies may seem to be quite an easy matter, 
but practically it may be very dif%cult, because the cryptanalyst can never be certain that a 
combination showing what may appear to be a variant value is really such, and is not a diflerent 
word. For example, take the groups- 

17-82-31-82-14-63,and 
27-82-40-82-14-63 

Here one might suspect that 17 and 27 represent the same letter, 31 and 40 another letter. But 
it happens that one group represents the word MANAGE, the other DAMAGE. 

d. When reversible combinations are used as variants, the problem is perhaps a bit more 
simple. For example, using the accompanying Fii. 18 for encipherment, two messages with 
the same initial words, REFERENCE YOUR, may be enciphered as follows: 

K,Z Q,V B,H M,R D,L 

W,S N H A 0 E 
--- 

F,X D T M F P 
P-P 

G,J Q B U I V 
--- 

C,N G X R C S 
--- 

P,T Z L Y W K 

(1) NRH WED R 
F ER EN C EY OU R 

XLSHC DWWZN RSLHP SRBJC H 
(2) CHDWR XSLHN DWZWN RLSFP RWJBN H 

The experienced cryptanalyst, noting the appearance of the very first few groups, assumes that 
he is here confronted with a case involving biliteral reversible equivalents, with v&ants. 

e. The probable-word method of solution may be used, but with a slight variation intro- 
duced by virtue of the fact that, regnrdless of the system, letters of low jrequency in plain tert 
remain infrequent. Hence, suppose a word containing low-frequency letters, but in itself a 
rather common word strikingly idiomorpbic in character is sought as a “probable word”; for 
example, words such as CAVALRY, ATTACK, and zRE@RE. Writing such a word on a slip of 
paper, it is slid one inte;aiat a time under the text, which has been marked so that the high 
and low-frequency characters are indicated. Each coincidence of a low-frequency letter of the 
text with a low-frequency letter of the assumed word is examined carefully to see whether the 
adjacent text letters correspond in frequency with the other letters of the assumed word; or, if 
the latter presents repetitions, whether there are correspondences between repetitions in the 
text and those in the word. Many trials are necessary but this method will produce results 
when the difficulties are otherwise too much for the cryptanalyst to overcome. 

40. A subterfuge to prevent decomposition of cipher text into component units.-u. A few 
words should be added with regard to certain subterfuges which are sometimes encountered in 
mononlphabetic substitution with variants, and which, if not recognized in time, cause con- 
siderable delays. These have to deal with the insertion of nulls so aa to prevent the cryptanalyst 
from breaking up the text into its real cryptographic units. The student should take careful 
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note of the last phrase; the mere insertion of symbols having the same characteristics as the 
symbols of the cryptographic text, except that they have no menning, is not what is meant. 
This class of nulls rarely achieves the purpose for which they are intended. m-hat is really meant 
can best be explained in connection with an example. Suppose that a 5 x 5 checkerboard design 
with the row and column indicators shown in Fig. 19 is adopted for encipherment. Normally, 
the cipher units would consist of 2-letter combinations of the indicators, invariably giving the 
row indicator first (by agreement). 

V G I W D 
A H P S M 
T 0 E B N 
F U R L C 

The phrase COMMANDER OF SPECIAL TROOPS might be enciph bred thus: 

C 0 M M A N D E R 0 F . . . 
VI EB PH IU FT IE AB TM WO PW GT . . . 

These would normally then be arranged in 5-letter groups, thus: 

VIEBP HIUFT IEABT MWOPW GT... 

b. It will be noted, however, that only 20 of the 26 letters of the alphabet have been employed 
as row and oolumn indicators, leaving J, K, Q, X, Y, and Z unused. Now, suppose these five letters 
are used as nulls, not in pairs, but a.s individual let2et.s inserted at random just before the real text is 
arranged in B-letter groups. Occasionally, a pair of nulls is inserted. Thus, for example: 

VIEXB PHKIU FJXTI EAJBT MWOQP WGKTY 

The cryptanalyst, after some study, suspecting a biliteral cipher, proceeds to break up the text 
into pairs: 

VI EX BP HK IU FJ XT IE AJ BT MW OQ PW GK TY 
Compare this set of P-letter combinations with the correct set. Only 4 of the 15 pairs are “proper” 
units. It is easy to see that without a knowledge of the etitence of the nulls, and even with a 
knowledge, if he does not know which letters are nulls, the cryptanalyst would be confronted with 
a problem for the solution of which a fairly large amount of text might be necessary. The 
careful employment of the variants also very materially adds to the security of the method be- 
cause repetitions can be rather effectively suppressed. 

c. From the cryptographic standpoint, the fact that in this system the cryptographic text 
is more than twice as long 85 the plain text constitutes a serious disadvantage. From the 
cryptanalytic standpoint, the masking of the cipher units constitutes the most important source 
of strength of the system; this, coupled with the use of variants, makes it a bit more diflicult 
system to solve, despite its monoalphabeticity. 
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Analysis of ciphers baaed upon other types of checkerboard matrices.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Analysis of the Plsyfair cipher system. .-....-..........-.-.-.................................................-.......-.. 46 

41. Monographic and polygraphic substitution systems.+. The student is now referred 
to Sections VII and VIII of Advanced Mililary Cryptography, wherein polygraphic systems of 
substitution 8re discussed from the cryptographic point of view. These will now be discussed 
from the cryptsnaiytic point of view. 

b. Although the essential differences between polyliteral and polygraphic substitution 8re 
treated with some detail in Section VII of Advanced Military Cryptography, 8 few additional 
words on the subject may not be amiss at this point. 

c. The two primary divisions of substitution systems into (1) uniliteral and multilitersl 
methods and into (2) monographic and polygraphic methods are both bssed upon considerations 
as to the number of elements constituting the plain-text and the equivalent cipher-text units. In 
uniliteral as well 8s in monographic substitution, each plain-text unit consists of a single element 
end each cipher-text unit consists of a single element. The two terms &literal and mono- 
graphic 8re therefore identical in signifkance, as defined cryptographklly. It is when the 
terms mukihter8l and polygraphic 8re examined that 8n essential difference is seen. In multi- 
literal substitution the plain-text unit always consists of 8 single element (one letter) and the 
cipher-text unit consists of 8 group of two or more elements; when bihteral, it is 8 pair of elements, 
when triliteral, it is a set of three elements, and so on. In what will herein be designated 8s 
true or complete polygraphic substitution the plain-text unit consists of two or more elements 
forming an indivisible compcund; the cipher-text unit usually consists of 8 corresponding number 
of elements.’ When the number of elements comprising the plain-text umts is fixed and always 
two, the system is digraphic; when it is three, the system is trigraphic; when it is four, tetra- 
graphic; and so on.’ It is important to note that in true or complete polygraphic substitution 
the elements combine to form indivisible compounds having properties Werent from those of 
either of the constituent letters. For example, in unilitersl substitution ABD may yield XY, and 
AC, may yield XZ,; but in true digraphic substitution m may yield xy, and AC, may yield Ga. 
A difference in identity of one letter affects the whole result.’ An analogy is found in chemistry, 
when two elements combine to form a molecule, the latter usually having properties quite 
different from those of either of the constituent elements. For example: sodium, 8 metal, and 

1 The qualifying adverb “ueually” ie employed beeauae. thie correspondence is not essential. For example, 
if one should draw up a set of 676 arbitrary eingle signe, it would be poaaible to represent the O-letter paim from 
AA to ZZ by single symbols. This would still be a digraphic ryrtem. 

r In this cenee a code system is merely a polygraphic eubatitution ryetern in which the number of elements 
constituting the plain-text unite b variable. 

8 For this reaeon the two letters are marked by a ligature., that b, by a bar acrow their top. 

(76) 
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chlorine, 8 gas, combine to form sodium chloride, common table salt. Furthermore, sodium 8nd 
fluorine, 8lso 8 gas similar in many respects to chlorine, combine to form sodium fluoride, which 
is much d%erent from table salt. Partial and pseudo-polygraphic substitution will be treat&d 
under subparsgraphs d and c below. 

d. Another way of looking at polygraphic substitution is to regard the elements comprising 
the plain-text units as being enciphered individually and polyalphabetically by a fairly large 
number of separate alphabets. For example, in a digraphic system in which 676 pairs of plsin- 
text letters are representable by 676 cipher-text pairs assigned at random, this is equivalent to 
having a set of 26 different alphabets for enciphering one member of the pairs, and another set 
of 26 different nlphabets for enciphering the other member of the pairs. According to this 
viewpoint the different alphabets are brought into play by the particular combination of letters 
forming each plain-text pair. This is, of course, quite different from systems wherein the various 
alphabets are brought into play by more definite rules; it is perhaps this very absence of definite 
rules guiding the selection of alphabets which constitutes the cryptographic strength of this type 
of polygraphic syst,em. 

e. When regarded in the light of the preceding remarks, certain systems which at first glance 
seem t,o be polygraphic, in that groupings of plain-text letters are treated as units, on closer 
inspection are seen to be only partially polygraphic, or pseudo-polygraphic in character. For 
example, in a system in which encipherment is by pairs and yet one of the letters in each pair is 
enciphered monoalphabetic.ally, the other letter, polyalphabeticnlly, the method is only psuedo- 
polygraphic. Cases of this type are shown in Section VII of Advanced Militay Gyptography. 
Again, in a system in which encipherment is by pairs and the encipherments of the left-hand 
and right-hand members of the pairs show group relat.ionships, this is not pseudo-polygraphic 
but only partially polygraphic. Cases of this type are also shown in the text referred to above. 

f. The fundamental purpose of polygraphic substitution is again the suppression of the 
frequency chnracteristics of plain text, just as is the case in monoalphabetic substitution with 
variants; but here this is accomplished by a different method, the latter arising from a somewhat 
different approach to the problem involved in producing cryptographic security. When the sub- 
stitution involves replacement of single letters in a monoalphabetic system, the cryptogram can 
be solved rather readily. Basically the reason for this is that the principles of frequency and the 
laws of probability, applied to individual units of the text (single letters), have a very good 
opportunity to manifest themselves. A given volume of text of say n plain-text letters, enciphered 
purely monoalphabetically, affords n cipher cha.racten, and t.he same number of cipher units. 
The same volume of text, enciphered digraphically, still affords n cipher characters but only 
n 
3 cipher units. Statistically speaking, the sample within which the laws of probability now apply 
has been cut in half. Furthermore, from the point of view of frequency, the very noticeable 
diversity in the frequencies of individual letters, leading to the marked crests and troughs of 
the unihternl frequency distribution, is no longer so strikingly in evidence in the frequencies of 
digraphs. Therefore, although true digraphic encipherment, for example, cuts the cryptographic 
textual units in half, the di5culty of solution is not doubled, but, if a matter of judgment arising 
from practical experience can be expressed or appro.ximated mathematically, squared or cubed. 

g. Sections VII and VIII of Advanced Military Cryptography show various methods for the 
derivation of polygraphic equivalents and for handling these equivalents in cryptographing and 
decryptographing messages. The most practicable of those methods are digraphic in character 
and for this reason their solution will be treated in a somewhat more detailed manner than will 
trigraphic methods. The latter can be passed over with the simple statement that their analysis 
requires much text to permit of solution by the frequency method, and hard labor. Fortunately, 
they are infrequently encountered because they are diflicult to manipulate without extensive 
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tables.’ If the latter are required they must be compiled in the form of a book or pamphlet. If 
one is willing to go that far, one might as well include in such document more or less extensive lists 
of words and phrases, in which case t,he system falls under the category of code snd not cipher. 

42. Tests for identifying digrsphic substitution.-u. The tests which are applied tc deter- 
mine \vhether a given cryptogram is digraphic in character are usually rather simple. If there 
are many repetitions in the cryptogram and yet the uniliteral-frequency distribution gives no 
clear-cut indications of monoalphabeticity; if most of the repetitions contain an even number 
of letters; and if the cryptogram contains an even number of letters, it may be assumed to be 
digraphic in nature. 

b. The student should first try tc determine whether the substitution is completely digraphic, 
or only partially digraphic, or pseudo-digraphic in character. As mentioned nbove, there are 
cases in which, although the substitution is effected by taking pairs of letters, one of the members 
of the pairs is enciphered monoalphabetically, the other member, polyalphabetically. A dis- 
tribution based upon the letters in the odd positions and one based upon those in the even 
positions should be made. If one of these is clearly monoalphabetic, then this is evidence that the 
message represents a case of pseudo-digrnphism of the type here described. By attacking the 
monoalphabetic portion of the messages, solution can soon be reached by slight variation of the 
usual method, the polyalphabetic portion being solved by the aid of the context and considera- 
tions based upon the probable nature of the substitution chart. (See Tables 2, 3, and 4 of 
Advanced Military Oyptography.) It will be noted that the charts referred to show definite 
symmetry in their construction. 

c. On the other hand, if the foregoing steps prove fruitless, it may be assumed that the 
cryptogram is completely digraphic in character. 

d. Just a8 certain statistical tests may be applied to a cryptogram to establish its mono- 
alphsbeticity, so also may a statistical test be applied to n cryptogram for the purpose of estab- 
lishing its digraphicity. The nature of this test and its method of application will be discussed 
in 8 subsequent text. 

43. Genera1 procedure in the analysis of tiigraphic substitution ciphers.+. The analysis of 
cryptograms which have been produced by digraphic substitution is accomplished largely by 
the application of the simple principles of frequency of digraphs, with the additional aid of such 
special circumstances as may be known tc or suspected by the cryptanalyst. The latter refer 
to peculiarities which may be the result of the particular method employed in obtaining the 
equivalents of the plain-text digraphs in the cryptographing process. In general, however, 
only if there is sufficient text tc disclose the normal phenomena of repetition will solution be 
feasible or possible. 

b. However, when a digraphic system is employed in regular service, there is little doubt 
but that traffic will rapidly accumulate to an amount more than sufficient to permit of solution 
by simple principles of frequency. Sometimes only two or three long messages, or a half dozen 
of average length are sufficient. For with the identification of only a few cipher digraphs, 
larger portions of messages may be read because the skeletons of words formed from the few 
high-frequency digraphs very definitely limit the values that can be inserted for the intervening 
unidentified d&graphs. For example, suppose that the plain-text digraphs TH, ER, IN, IS, OF, 
NT, and TO have been identified by frequency considerations, corroborated by a tentatively 
identified long repetition; and suppose 8ls.o that the enemy is known to be using a quadricular 

4 A patent haa been granted upon a rather ingenious machine for automatically accomplishing true poly- 
graphic substitution, but it hss not been placed upon the market. See U. S. Patent No. 1845947 hued in 1932 
to Weisner and Hill. In U. S. Patent No. 1515680 issued to Henkcls in 1924, there L described a mechanism 
which also produces polygraphic eubstitution. 
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table of 676 cells containing digraphs showing reciprocal equivalence between plain and ciphcr- 
text digraphs. Suppose the message begins as follows (in which the assumed values have been 
inserted) : 

XQ VO ZI LK AP OL ZX PV QN IK OL UK AL HN LK VL 
FO TH IN NT RE NT NO IN 

BN OZ KU DY EL LE YW 
SI ON TO 

The words FOURTH INFANTRY REGIMENT are readily recognized. The reciprocnl pairs EL, 
and LE, suggest ATTACK. The beginning of the message is now completely disclosed: FOURTH 
INFANTRY REGIMENT NOT YET IN POSITION TO ATTACK. The values more or less automati- 
cally determined are VO,=uR,, AL,=TY,,, HN,=ET,, VL,=PO,, OZ,=TI,, YW,=CK,. 

c. Once a good start has been made and a few words have been solved, subsequent work 
is quite simple and straightforward. A knowledge of enemy correspondence, including data 
regarding its most common words and phrases, is of great assistance in breaking down new 
digraphic tables of the same nature but with different equivalents. 

d. The foregoing remarks also apply to the details of solution in cases of partially 
digraphic substitution. 

44. Analysis of digrapbic substitution ciphers based upon 4-square checkerboard matrices- 
a. In Section VIII of Advanced Military Cryptography there are shown various examples of di- 
graphic substitution based upon the use of checkerboard designs. These may be considered 
cases of partially d&graphic substitution, in that in the checkerboard system there are certain 
relationships between plain-text digraphs having common elements and their corresponding 
cipher-text d&graphs, which will also have common elements. For example, take the following 
a-square checkerboard matrix: 

BWGRMOPAUL 
---- ---- 

NYVXEHZQDF 
---- ---- 

lSICTKKITSC3 
---- --v- 

UPLAOMWRBG 
---- ---- 

DZFQHEYXNV 
m--m ---m 

WALESCXKPB 
---- 

FHUITOMYDV 
---- ---- 

4PXBKCSAEWL2 
---- 

NZRQGGZQNR 
-p-w 

DMVYOTHIFU 

FwJnr 20. 

Here BC,=OW,, BO,=OF,, BS,=OP,, BG,=ON, and BT,=OD,. In each case when B, is the initial 
letter of the plain-text pair, the initial letter of the cipher-text equivalent is 0,. This, of course, 
is the direct result of the method; it means that the encipherment is monoalphabetic for the 
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first half of each of these&e plain-text pairs, polyalphabetic for the second half. This relation- 
ship holds true for jour other groups of pairs beginning with Bp. In other words, there are five 
alphabets employed, not 25. Thus, this case differs from the case discussed under Par. 42b 
only in that the monoalphabeticity is not complete for one-half of all the pairs, but only among 
the members of certain groups of pairs. In a completely digraphic system using a 676-tell 
mndomized matrix, such relationships are entirely absent and for this reason the system is 
cryptographically more secure than the checkerboard system. 

b. From the foregoing, it is clear that when solution has progressed sufficiently to disclose 
a few values, the insertion of letters within the cells of the checkerboard matrix to give the plain- 
text and cipher relationships indicated by the solved values immediately leads to the disclosure 
of additional values. Thus, the solution of only a few values soons leads to the breakdown of 
the entire matrix. 

c. (1) The following example will serve to illustrate the procedure. 
follows: 

Let the message be as 

12 2 4 b b 7 a 0 10 11 12 13 14 lb 10 17 l2 12 al 2122 a 24 2s 2bnmm30 

A.HFCAP GOQIL BSPKM NDUKE OHQNF BORUN 

B. QCLCH QBQBF HMAFX SIOKO QYFNS XMCGY 

C.XIFBE XAFDX LPMXH HRGKG QKCJML FEQQI, 

D.,GOIHM UEORD CLTUF EQQCG QNHFX IFBEX 

E. FLBUQ FCHQO QMAFT XSYCB EPFNB SPKNU 

F. QITXE UQMLF EQQIG OIEUE HPIAN YTFLB 

G. FEEPI DHPCG NQIHB FHMHF XCKUP DGQPN 

H. CBCQL QPNFN PNITO RTENC OBCNT FHHAY, 

I.,ZLQCI AAIQU CHTPC BIFGW KFCQS LQMCB 

J. OYCRQ QDPRX FNQML FIDGC CGIOG OIHHF 

E;. IRCGG GNDLN OZTFG EERRP IFHOT FHHAY, 

L.,ZLQCI AAIQU CHTP 

(3) At first glance this may appear to the untrained eye to be a monoalphabetic frequency 
distribution but upon closer inspection it is noted that aside from the frequencies of four or five 
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letters the frequencies for the remaining letters are not very War. There are, in reality, no 
very marked crests and troughs, certainly not as many as would be expected in a monoalphabetic 
substitution cipher of equal length. 

(4) The message having been carefully examined for repetitions of 4 or more letters, all of 
them are listed: 

I Frequency Located in liner 
I 

TFHHAYZLQCIAAIQUCHTP (20 letters) ______________________________________ 2 
QMLFEQQIGOI (11 letters) ________________________________________-------------- 2 
XIFBEX (6 letters) ________________________________________------------------------ 2 
FEQQ ________________________________________------------------------------------------- 3 
Qh!lLF- ----------------- _ - _ __ __ __ _ _ __- -____- -------- - -------- --- ------- --- ----------- __ 3 
BFHM -_----__--__-__--_______________________------------------------------------------ 2 
BSPK- ________________________________________----------------------------------------- 2 
GOIH _______ - ________________________________________---------------------------------- 2 

H and K. 
CandF. 
CandD. 
C, D, F. 
C, F, J. 
B and G. 
AandE. 
D and J. 

Since there are quite a few repetitions, two of considerable length, since all but one of them 
contain an even number of letters, and since the message also contains an even number of letters, 
344, digraphic substitution is suspected. The cryptogram is transcribed in P-letter groups, for 
greater convenience in study. It is as follows: 

Message transcribed in pairs 

A. ;F ;A dG ;Q I’L B’S dK &I dU ItE ; & : dk ; 

B. QC LC HQ BQ BF HM AF XS IO KO QY FN SX MC GY 

C. XI FB EX AF DX LP m HH RG KG QK QM LF EQ QI 

D. GO IH b!U EO RD CL TU FE QQ CG QN HF XI FB EX 

E. FL BU QF CH QO QM AF TX SY CB EP FN BS PK NU 

F. QI TX EU Qb! LF EQ QI GO IE UE HP IA NY TF LB 

G. FE EP ID HP CG NQ IH BF Hh! HF XC KU PD GQ PN 

H. CB CQ LQ PN FN PN IT OR TE NC CB CN TF HH AY 

J. ZL QC IA AI QU CH TP CB IF GW KF CQ SL QM CB 

K. OY CR QQ DP RX FN QM LF ID GC CG IO GO IH HF 

L. IR CG CC ND LN OZ TF GE ER RP IF HO TF HH AY 

M. ZL QC IA AI QU CH TP 

It is noted that all the repetitions listed above break up properly into digraphs except in 
one case, viz, FEQQ in lines C, D, and F. This seems rather strange, and at first thought one 
might suppose that a letter was dropped out or was added in the vicinity of the FEQQ in line D. 
But it is immediately seen that the FE QQ in line D has no relation at all to the . F EQ Q. in 
lines C and F, and that the F EQ Q in line D is merely an accidental repetition. 
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(5) A digrapbic frequency distribution b is made and is shown in Fii. 22. 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

(6) The appearance of the foregoing distribution for this message is quite characteristic of 
that for 8 digraphic substitution cipher. There are many blank cells; although there are many 
cases in which a digrsph appears only once, there are quite a few in which a digraph appears 
two or three times, four casea in which a digraph appeare four times, and two cases in which a 
digraph appears five times. The absence of the letter J is also noted; this is often the case in a 
digrnphic system based upon a checkerboard matrix. 

6 The distinction between %graphic” and %iiteral” t bseed upon the following corAderation. In a 
bilateral (or diliteral) dietribution every two successive letters of the text would be grouped together to form a 
pair. For example, a biiteral distribution of ABCDEF would tabulate thepaha AB, BC, CD, DE, and EF. In a 
digraphic distribution only Bucceasive pain of the text are tabulated. For example, ABCDEF would yield only 
AB, CD, and EF. 
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(7) In another common type of checkerboard system known 8s the Playfair cipher, described 
in Par. 46, one of the telltale indications besides the absence of the letter J is the absence of double 
letters, that is, two successive identical letters. The occurrence of the double letters GG, HH, 
and QQ in the message under investigation eliminates the possibility of its being a Playfsir 
cipher. The simplest thing to Bssume is that 8 4-square checkerboard is involved. One with 
normal alphabets in Sections 1 and 2 is therefore set down (Fig. 23a). 

. 
(s) The recurrence of the group QMLF, three times, and at intervals suggesting that it might 

be a sentence separator, leads to the assumption that it is the word STOP. The letters Q, M, L, 
and F are therefore inserted in the appropriate cells in Sections 3 and 4 of the diagram. Thus 
(Fig. 236): 

1 

4 

A B C D E 
---- 
F G H I-J 

---- 
L M N 0 

mw-- --- 
Q R S T 

---- --- 
v w x Y 
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These plscements eeem logical. Moreover, in Section 3 the number of cells between L and 
Q is just one less thsn enough to contain 8l.l the letters M to P, inclusive, and suggests thst either 
N or 0 is in the keyword portion of the sequence, that is, near the top of Section 3. Without 
making 8 commitment in the matter, suppose both N and 0, for the present, be inserted in the 
cell between M and P. Thus (Fig. 23~): 

1 

4 

I A B C D E 

r --- + --- 
F G H I-J K 

lvlwlxlylzl I I I I I 

A B C D E 
---- --- 

F G H I-J K 
---- --- 

L M N 0 P 
---- ---- 

QRSTUMBPQ 
-P-P----__- 

v w x Y z 
--m- --- 

A B C D E 
---------- 

F G H I-J 
---- --- 

F L M N 0 
---- --- 

M Q R S T 
---- ---- 

v w/x Y 

3 

2 

FIouxr 23e. 

(9) Now, if the plscement of P in Section 3 is correct, the cipher equivalent of TH, will be 
PfJ,, 8tid there should be 8 group of 8deqU8te frequency to correspond. Noting that PN, occurs 
three times, it is assumed to be TH, and the letter N is inserted in the appropriate cell in Section 4. 
Thus (Fig. 23d): 

1 

4 

A B C D E 
---------- 

F G H IJ K 
p-p------- 

L M N 0 P L 3 
p-p------- 

QRSTUMEPQ 
--- ------- 

v w x Y z 
mm-- ---- 

A B C D E 
w--------P 

N F G HI-J K 
------- 

F LMNOPZ 
.-------- 

M Q R S T U 
---------- 

v w x Y z 
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(10) It is about time to try out these assumed values in the message. The proper insertions 
8re made, with the following results: 

8 7 8 0 11 11 u 

A. l-k’ C’A ;G 0: I; BS PK b¶N DU itE OH QN FB dk : 

B. QC LC HQ BQ BF HM AF XS IO KO QY FN SX MC GY 

C. XI FB EX AF DX LP HX HH RG KG QK QM LF EQ QI , 
ST OP 

D. GO IH Mu EO RD CL TU FE QQ CG QN HF XI FB EX 

E. FL BU QF CH QO QM AF TX SY 
ST 

F. QI TX EU QJd LF EQ QI GO IE 
ST OP 

G. ‘FE EP ID HP CG NQ IH BF HM 

H. CB CQ LQ PN FN PN IT OR TE 
TH TH 

J. , ZL QC IA AI QU CH TP CB IF 

K. OY CR QQ DP RX FN QM LF ID 
ST OP 

L. IR CG GG ND LN OZ TF GE ER 

CB EP FN BS PK NU 

UE HP IA NY TF LB 

HF XC KU PD GQ PN 
TH 

NC CB CN TF HH AY , 

GW KF CQ SL QM CB 
ST 

CC CG IO GO IH HF 

RP IF HO TF HH AY, 

M. , ZL QC IA AI QU CH TP 

(11) So far no impossible combinations are in evidence. Beginning with group H4 in the 
message is seen the following sequence: 

PNFNPN 
TH. .TH 

Assume it to be THAT THE. Then AT,=FN,, and the letter N is to be inserted in row 4 column 1. 
But this is inconsistent with previous aesumptions, since N in Section 4 has already been tenta- 
tively plsced in row 2 c&mn 4 of section 4. Other assumptions for FN, are made: that it is, 
IS,(THISTH...);thstifisEN,(THENTH... ); but the same inconsistency is spparent. In fact 
tbe student will see that FN, must represent 8 digr8ph ending in F, G, H, I-J, or K, since N, is 
tentatively located on the same line as these letters in Section 2. Now FN, occurs 4 times in 
the message. The digraph it represents mu..& be one of the following: 

DF, DG, DH, DI, DJ, DK 
IF, IG, IH, II, IJ, IK 
JF, JG, JH, JI, JJ, JK 
OF, OG, OH, 01, OJ, OK 
lx 
YF, YG, YH, YI, YJ, YK 
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Of these the only one likely to be repeated 4 times is OF, yielding T H 0 F T H which msy be 
PNFNPN 

8 part Of 
NORTHOFTHE. 

CQLQPNFNPNIT Or 
SOUTHOFTHE 

~QLQPNFNPNIT 

In either case, the position of the F in Section 3 is excellent: F . . . L in row 3. There 8re 3 
cells intervening between F and L, into which G, H, I-J, and K m8y be inserted. It is not nearly 
so likely that G, H, and K 8re in the keyword 8s that I should be in it. Let it be assumed that 
this is the case, and let the letters be plsced in the appropriate cells in Section 3. Thus (Fig. 23e): 

1 

4 

3 

A B C D E 
---- ---- 

F G H I-J K 
---- ---- 

LMNOPFGHKL 3 
---- ---- 

QRSTUM;PQ 
---- -pm- 

v w x Y z 
m--- -mm- 

A B C D E 
---- ---- 

N F G H I-J K 
---- ---- 

F LMNOP 2 
--- ---- 

M Q Q R S T U 
---------- 

v w x Y z 

Let the resultant derived values be checked against the frequency distribution. If the position of 
H in Section 3 is correct, then the digrsph ON,, nornmlly of high frequency should be represented 
sever81 times by HF.. Reference to Fig. 22 shows 8 frequency of 4 times. And HbL with 2 occur- 
rences, represents NS,. There is no need to go through all the possible corroborations. 

(12) Going back to the assumption that T H . . T H 
PNFNPN 

is part of the expression 
. 

.NORTHOFTHE. SOUTHOFTHE., 
CQLQPNFNPNIT Or CQLQPNFNPNIT 

it is seen at once from Fig. 23~ thst the lstter is apparently correct and not the former, becsuse 
L& equals OU, and not OR,. If BS,=CR, this means that the letter C of the digraph CQ, must be 
placed in row 1 column 3 or row 2 column 3 of Section 3. Now the d.igraph CB, occurs 5 times, 
CG,, 4 times, CH,, 3 times, CC&, 2 times. Let an attempt be made to deduce the exact position of 
C in section 3 and the positions of B, G, and H in section 4. Since F is already placed in section 
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4, assume G and H directly follow it, and that B comes before it. How much before? Suppose 8 
trial be made. Thus (Fig. 23fl: 

IA(BICIDIEI 1 IcI I 

1 

4 

IHI IMIQI IQIRblTbJl 
I I I I I lvlwlxlylzl 

3 

2 

By referring now to the frequency distribution, Fig. 22, after 8 very few minutes of experimenta- 
tion it becomes apparent thst the following is correct: 

1 

4 

4BICJDJEI I ICI I I 
FIGIH/lJIKI I I I I I 
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(13) The identifications given by these placements are inserted in the text, and solution 
is very rapidly completed. The final checkerboard and deciphered text are given below. 

AIB c D E s O c I E 
F G H I-J K T Y A B D 

-- -- ---- 
ILMNOPFGHKL3 

---- ---- 
QRSTUMNPQR 

---- ---- 
vwxYzuvwxz ’ 

--e- --m- 
EXPULABCDE 

--WV ---- 
S I 0 N A F G H I-J K 

----------- 
BCDFGLMNOP 

---- ---- 
4HKMQRQRSTU” 

---- ---- 
TVWYZVWXYZ 

noou an. 

AHFCAP GOQIL BSPKM NDUKE OHQNF BORUN 
ONEHU NDRED FIRST FIELD ARTIL LERYF 

B.QCLCH QBQBF HMAFX SIOKO QYFNS XMCGY 
ROMP0 SIT10 NSINV ICINI TYOFB ARLOW 

C.-XIFBE XAFDX LPMXH HRGKG QKQML FEQQI 
WILLB EINGE NERAL SUPPO RTSTO PDURI 

D.GOIHM UEORD CLTUF EQQCG QNHFX IFBEX 
NGATT ACKSP ECIAL ATTEN TIONW ILLBE 

E.FLBUQ FCHQO QMAFT XSYCB EPFNB SPKNU 
PAIDT OASSI STING ADVAN CEOFF IRSTB 

F’.QITXE UQMLF EQQIG OIEUE HPIAN YTFLB 
RIGAD ESTOP DURIN GADVA NCEIT WILLP 

G.FEEPI DHPCG NQIHB FHMHF XCKUP DGQPN 
LACEC ONCEN TRATI ONSON WOODS NORTH 

H.CBCQL QPNFN PNITO RTENC CBCNT FHHAY 
ANDSO UTHOF THAYE RFARM ANDHI LLSIX 

J.ZLQCI AAIQU CHTPC BIFGW KFCQS LQMCB 
ZEROE IGHTD ASHAA NDONW OODSE ASTAN 

K.OYCRQ QDPRX FNQML FIDGC CGIOG OIHHF 
DWEST THERE OFSTO PCOMM ENCIN GATON 

L.IRCGG GNDLN OZTFG EERRP IFHOT FHHAY 
ETENP MSMOK EWILL BEUSE DONHI LLSIX 

M. Z L Q C I A A 1-Q U C H T P 
ZEROE IGHTD ASHA 
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d. (1) It is interesting to note how much simpler the matter becomes when the positions 
of the plain-text and cipher-text sections are reversed, or, what amounts to the same thing, 
when in encipherment the plain-text pairs are sought in the sections containing the mixed alpha- 
bets, and their cipher equivalents are taken from the sections containing the normal alphabets. 
For example, referring to Fig. 23h, suppose that sections 3-4 be used as the source of the plain- 
text pairs, and sections l-2 as the source of the cipher-text pairs. Then ON,=DG,, E&,=AU., etc. 

(2) To solve a message enciphered in that manner, it is necessary merely to make a mat,rix 
in which all four sections are normal alphabets, and then perform two steps. First, the cipher text 
pairs are converted into their normal alphabet equivalents merely by “deciphering” the message 
with that matrix; the result of this operation yields two monoalphabets, one composed of the odd 
letters, the other of the even letters. The second step is to solve these two mono-alphabets. 

(3) Where the same mixed alphabet is inserted in sections 3 and 4, the problem is still 
easier, since the letters resulting from the conversion into normal-alphabet equivalents all belong 
to the same, single-mixed alphabet. 

45. Analysis of ciphers based upon other types of checkerboard matrices.-The solution 
of cryptograms enciphered by other types of checkerboard matrices is accomplished along lines 
very similar to those set forth in the foregoing example of the solution of a message prepared by 
means of a &square checkerboard matrix. There are, unfortunately, no means or tests which can 
be applied to determine in the early stages of the analysis exactly what type of design is involved 
in thejitsf case under study. The author freely admits that the solution outlined in subparagraph 
c is quite artificial in that nothing is demonstrated in step (7) that obviously leads to or warrants 
the assumption that a 4-square checkerboard is involved. This point was passed over with the 
quite bald statement that this was “the simplest thing to assume”-and then the solution 
proceeds exactly as though this mere hypothesis has been definitely established. For example, the 
very first results obtained were based upon assuming that a certain 4-letter repetition represented 
the word STOP and immediately inserting certain letters in appropriute cella in a &squute checket- 
board. Several more assumptions were built on top of that and very rapid strides were made. 
What if it had not been a &square chwkerboard at all ? What if it had been a 2-square matrix 
of the type shown in Fig. 24? 

MANUFOSQLP ---------- 
CTRIGWZYVX ---- ---- 
B D E H K D K H.B E -------P-P 
LOPQSAFUMN -----p-p-- 
VWXYZTGICR 

nowr 24. 

The only defense that can be made of what may seem to the student to be purely arbitrary 
procedure based upon the author’s advance information or knowledge is the following: In the 
first place, in order to avoid making the explanation a too-longdrawnsut affair, it is necessary 
(and pedagogical experience warrants) that certain alternative hypotheses be passed over in 
silence. In the second place, it may now be added, aflet the principles and procedure have been 
elucidated (which at this stage is the primq object of this text) that if good results do not follow 
from a first hypothesis, the only thing the cryptanalyst can do is to reject that hypothesis, and 
formulate a second hypothesis. In actual practice he may have to reject a second, third, fourth, 
. . . nth hypothesis. In the end he may strike the right one-or he may not. There is no 
guaranty of success in the matter. In the third place, one of the objects of this text is to show 
how certain systems, if employed for military purposes, can readily be broken down. Assuming 
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that a checkerboard system is in use, and that daily changes in keywords are made, it is possible 
that the traffic of the first day might give considerable difRculty in solution, if the type of 
checkerboard were not known to the cryptanalyst. But the second or third day’s tr8tIic would 
be easy to solve, because by that time the cryptanalytic personnel would have analyzed the 
system and thus learned what type of checkerboard the enemy is using. 

46. Analysis of the Playfair cipher system.-& An excellent example of a practical, partially 
digraphic system is the Playfair cipher? It was used for a number of years as a field cipher by 
the British Army, before and during the World War, and for a short time, also during that 
war, by certain units of the American Expeditionary Forces. 

b. Published solutions’ for this cipher 8re quite similar basically and vary only in minor 
details. The earliest, that by Lieut. Mauborgne, used straightforward principles of frequency to 
establish the values of three or four of the most frequent digraphs. Then, on the assumption 
that in most cases in which a keyword appears on the first and second rows the last five letters 
of the normal alphabet, VWXYZ, will rarely be disturbed in sequence and will occupy the last row 
of the square, he “juggles” the letters given by the values tentatively established from frequency 
considerations, placing them in various positions in the square, together with VWXYZ, to correspond 
to the plain-text cipher relationships tentatively established. A later solution by Lieut. Frank 
Moorman, as described in Bitt’s Manual, assumes that in a Playfair cipher prepared by means 
of a square in which the keyword occupies the first and second rows, if a digraphic frequency 
distribution is made, it will be found that the letters having the greatest combining power are 
very probably letters of the key. A still later solution, by Lieut. Commander Smith, is perhaps 
the most lucid and systematized of the three. He sets forth in definite language certain con- 
siderations which the other two writers certainly entertained but failed to indicate. 

c. The following details have been summarized from Commander Smith’s solution: 
(1) The Playfair cipher may be recognized by virtue of the fact that it always contains an 

even number of letters, and that when divided into groups of two letters each, no group contains 
8 repetition of the same letter, as NN or EE. Repetitions of digraphs, trigraphs, and polygraphs 
will be evident in fairly long messages. 

(2) Using the square B shown in Fig. 25a, there are two general cases to be considered, as 
regards the results of encipherment: 

m 

B A N K R ---- 
D E F G H -w-- 

I-JL M 0 Q ---v 
U P T C Y --7 
s v w x z 

Rauu 258. 

o This cipher will really invented by Sir Charles W’he-atatone but receivea ita name from Lord Playfair, 
who apparently wae its sponsor before the British Foreign Office. See Wemyes Reid, Memoirs of Lyon Plodair, 
London, 1899. A detailed description of this cipher will be found in Sec. VIII, Adranced Milifaty Cryptography. 

1 Mauborgne, Lieut. J. O., U. 8. A. An advanced problem in cryptography and its solution, Leavenworth, 1914. 
Hitt, Captain Parker, U. S. A. Manual for the rolution of milifary ciphera, Leavenworth, 1918. 
Smith, Lieut. Commander W. W., U. S. N. In Cwptography by Andre Langie, translated by J. C. H. 

Macbeth, New York, 1922. 
’ The Playfair square accompanying Commander Smith’s solution is b-d upon the keyword BANKRUPTCY, 

“to be distribuw between the first and fourth lines of the square.” This is a dimple departure from the original 
byfair scheme in which the lettera of the keyword are written from left to right and in consecutive linm from 
the top downward. 
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But NE, does not=ANo, nor does KN,=NA,. 
Reciprocity is only partial. 
(3) The foregoing gives rise to the following: 
RULE I. (a) Regardless of the position of the letters in the square, if 

1.2=3.4, then 
2.1=4.3 

(b) If 1 and 2 form opposite comers of a rectangle, the following equations obtsin: 

1.2=3.4 
2.1=4.3 
3.4=1.2 
4.3=2.1 

(4) A letter considered as occupying a position in a row con be combined with but four other 
letters in the same row; the same letter considered 8s occupying a position in a column can be 
combined with but four other letters in the same column. Thus, this letter can be combined with 
only 8 other letters all told, under Case 2, above. But the same letter considered a8 occupying 
a comer of a rectangle can be combined with 16 other letters, under Case 1, above. Commander 
Smith derives from these facts the conclusion that “it would appear that Case 1 is twice a8 prob- 
able as Case 2.” He continues thus (notation my own): 

“Now in the square, note that: 

81eO 

“From this it is seen that of the 24 equations that ~8x1 be formed when each letter of the 
square is employed either as the initial or final letter of the group, five will indicate 8 repetition of 
n corresponding letter of plain text. 

“Hence, RULE II. After it has been determined, in the equation 1.2=3.4, thst,eay, EN,,=FA,, 
there is a probability of one in five that any other group begimdng with F, indicates E88, snd that 
any group endingin A, indicates ON,. 
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“After such combinations a8 ER,, OR,, and EN, have been assumed or determined, the above 
rule may be of use in discovering additional digraphs and partial words.” @ 

RULE III. In the equation 1.2=3.4, 1 and 3 can never be identical, nor can 2 and 4 ever be 
identical. Thus, AN, could not possibly be represented by AY,, nor could ER, be represented by KR,. 
This rule is useful in elimination of certain possibilities when a specific message is being studied. 

RULE IV. In the equation 1.2,=3.4,, if 2 and 3 are identical, the letters are all in the same 
row or column, and in the relative order 124. In the square shown, AN,=NK, and the absolute 
order is ANK. The relative order 124 includes five absolute order8 which are cyclic permutations 
of one another. Thus: ANK. . , NK. . A, K. . AN, . . ANK, and . ANK.. 

RULE V. In the equation 1.2,- -3.4,, if 1 and 4 are identical, the letters are all in the same 
row or column, and in the relative order 243. In the square shown, KNr,=RK, and the absolute 
order is NKR. The relative order 243 include8 five absolute orders which are cyclic permutations 
of one another. Thus NKR. ., KR. .N, R. .NK, . .NKR, and .NKR.. 

RULE VI. “Analyze the message for group recurrences. Select the group8 of greatest 
recurrence and assume them to be high-frequency digraphs. Substitute the assumed digraphs 
throughout the message, testing the assumptions in their relation to other groups of the cipher. 
The reconstruction of the square proceeds simultaneously with the solution of the message and 
aids in hastening the translation of the cipher.” 

It is seen that F. represenb D,, N,. G,, H, 4 times each, and E,, 8 times. Consequently, supposing that it has 
been determined that FA o=ENr,, the probability that F. will represent E, is not 1 in 5 but 8 in 24, or 1 in 3; but 
supposing that it has been determined that FW .=NTn, the probability that F. will represent N, is 4 in 24 or 1 in 6. 
The difference in these probabilities is occasioned by the fact that the 6rst instance, FA,=EN, corresponds to a 
Case. 1 encipherment, the second instance, FW.=NT,, to a Case 2 encipherment. But there is no way of knowing 
initially, and without other data, whether one is dealing with a Case 1 or Case 2 encipherment. Only as an 
approximation, therefore, may one say that the probability of F. representing a given 8, is 1 in 5. A probability 
of 1 in 5 is of almost trivial importance in this situation, since it represents such a “long shot” for success. The 
following rule might be preferable: If the equation 1.2=3.4 has been established, where all the letters represented 
by 1, 2, 3, and 4 are different, then there is a probability of 4/5 that a Case 1 encipherment is involved. Conse- 
quently, if at the same time another equation, 3.6=5.2, has been established, where 2 and 3 represent the same 
letters as in the first equation, and 5 and 6 are different letters, also different from 2 and 3, there is a probability 
of 16/25 that the equation 1.6=5.4 is valid; or if at the same time that the equation 1.2=3.4 has been determined, 
the equation 1.6=5.4 has also been established, then there is a probability of 16/25 that the equation 3.6=5.2 is 

valid. (Check this by noting the following equations based upon Fig. 250: &=& %==k, %=;d. Note 
the positions occupied in Fig. 25~ by the letters involved.) Likewise, if the equations 1.2=3.4 and 1.6=3.5 
have been simultaneously established, then there is a probability that the equation 2.5~4.6 is valid; or if the 
equations 1.2=3.4 and 2.5=4.6 have been simultaneously established, then there is a probability that the 

equation 2.5=4.6 is valid. (Check this by noting the following equations: bk=;)b; ;I=;;(; l%=$; note the 
positions occupied in Fig. 25~ by the letters involved.) However, it must be added that these probabilities are 
based upon assumptions which fail to take into account any considerations whatever as to frequency of letters 
or specificity of composition of the matrix. For instance, suppose the 5 high-frequency letters E, T, R, I, N all 
happen to fall in the same row or column in the matrix; the number of Case 2 encipherments would be much 
greater than expectancy and the probability that the equation 1.2=3.4 represents a Case 1 encipherment falls 
much below 4/5. 
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d. (1) When solutions for the Playfair cipher system were first developed, based upon the 

fact that the letters were inserted in the cells in keyword-mixed order, cryptographers thought 
it desirable to place stumbling blocks in the path of such solution by departing from strict, 
keyword-mixed order. Playfair squares of the latter type are designed as “modified Playfair 
squares.” One of the simplest methods is illustrated in Fig. 25a, wherein it will be noted that 
the last five letters of the keyword proper are inserted in the fourth row of the square instead 
of the second, where they would naturally fall. Another method is to insert the letters within 
the cells from left to right and top downward but use a sequence that is a keyword-mixed sequence 
developed by a columnar transposition based upon the keyword proper. Thus, using the key- 
word BANKRUPTCY: 

21547968310 
BANKRUPTCY 
DEFGHILMOQ 
svwxz 

Sequence:AEVBDSCOKGXNFWPLRHZTTUIYQ 

The Playfair square is as follows: 

A E V B D 
----- 

S C 0 K G 
----- 

X N F W P 
----m 

L R H Z T 
----- 

M u I Y Q 

Fxomr 2%. 

(2) III the foregoing matrix practically all indications that the square has been developed 
from a keyword have disappeared. The principal disadvantage of such an arrangement is that 
it requires more time to locate the letters desired, both in cryptographing and decryptographing, 
than it usually does when a semblance of normal alphabetic order is preserved in the matrix. 

(3) Note the following three squares: 

Z T L R H 
---- 

----. 
B D A E V 
----- 
K G S C 0 
----- 

0 KIG S C 0 KIG S C 
--- --- -- -- 

F W P X N F W P X N 
----- ----- 

H Z T L R H Z T L R 
----.- ----.- 

I Y Q M U I Y Q M U 
-- -- --- --- 

V B D A E V B D A E 

Fmusr 256. 

R H Z T L 
-- -- 
U I Y Q HI 

t 

----- 
E V B D A 

C/olKIGIS 
Rornr a. 

f 
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,4t first glance they all appear to be different, but closer examination shows them to be regular 
commutations or cyclic permutations of one another and of the square in Fig. 25b. They yield 
identical equivalent,s in all cases. However, if an attempt be made to reconstruct the original 
keyword, it would be much easier to do so from Fig. 25b than from any of the others, because 
in Fig. 25b the keyword-mixed sequence has not been disturbed as much as in Figs. %c, d, e. 
In working with Playfair ciphers, the student should be on the lookout for such instances of 
cyclic permutation of the original Playfair square, for during the course of solution he will not 
know whether he is building up the original or an equivalent cyclic permutation of the original 
matrix; only after he has completely reconstructed the matrix will he be able to determine this 
point. 

(4) If the columns of a given Playfair square or matrix, M,, are permuted cyclically (shifting 
column 5 to the left so as to change the order 12345 into 51234, then shifting column 4 to produce 
the order 45123, and so on), a set of five sq’uares, Ml, Mf, M3 M,, and MS, all having superficially 
different configurations but yielding identical equivalents will be obtained. From each of these 
five matrices, four more may be obtained by a homologous cyclic permutation applied to the 
rows. Thus a set of 25 superficially different but cryptographically equivalent matrices may 
be produced. By interchanging the rows and the columns of the original square, M, (i. e., mak- 
ing column 1 into row 1, column 2 into row 2, and so on), a new matrix, M:, is produced, in 
which all Case 2 encipherments (letters in the same row or in the same column) will be identical 
with those of the original M1 matrix, but all Case 1 encipherments (letters at diagonally op- 
posite corners of a rectangle) will be the reverse of those of the original M, square. (Note the 
effect of turning a Playfair square 90’ or 27OO.) By cyclically permuting the rows and then the 
columns of the Ml, matrix, another set of 25 superficially different but cryptographically equiva- 
lent matrices may be produced. Thus, 49 matrices are derivable by cyclic permutation of an 
original square, making a total of 50 matrices in all. Now, the Case 2 encipherments obtained 
from all 50 of these matrices will be identical but Case 1 encipherments by means of any one of 
the 25 matrices of the first set will be the reverse of those obtained by means of any one of the 
25 matrices of the second set. Consequently, there are only 24 secondary matrices which may 
be derived by cyclic permutation from a basic or primary Playfair square, and which are crypto- 
graphically equivalent among themselves and with the original square, thus making, in all, 25 
cryptographically equivalent matrices. The usefulness of this property of cryptographic 
equivalence inherent in cyclically related matrices, as well as the property of reversibility as 
regards Case 1 encipherments from two matrices bearing a 90’ or 270’ phase relationship, will 
become clear in the subsequent paragraphs, when the mechanics of the reconstruction of a 
Playfair square are presented. 

e. (1) The steps in ‘the solution of a typical example of this cipher may be useful. Let 
the message be as follows: 

1 1 a 4 b 6 ‘I 8 6 l6 11 If It I4 16 16 17 M 16 P P!aPYI 3027DBam 

A.VTQEU HIOFT CHXSC AKTVT RAZEV TAGAE 

B.OXTYM HCRLZ ZTQTD UMCYC XCTGM TYCZU 

C.SNOPD GXVXS CAKTV TPKPU TZPTW ZFNBG 
D.PTRKX IXBPR ZOEPU TOLZE KTTCS NHCQM 

E.VTRKM WCFZU BHTVY ABGIP RZKPC QFNLV 

F.OXOTU ZFACX XCPZX HCYNO TYOLG XXIIH 

G.TMSMX CPTOT CXOTT CYATE XHFAC XXCPZ, 
H.aYCT XWLZT SGPZT VYWCE TWGCC MBHMQ 
J.YXZPW GRTIV UXPUH QRKMW CXTMR SWGHB 

K.XCPTO TCXOT MIPYD NFGKI TCOLX UETPX 
L.XFSRS UZTDB HOZIG XRKIX ZPPVZ IDUHQ 

MOTKTK cckixx 
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(2) Without going through the preliminary tests in detail, with which it will be assumed 
that the student is now familiar,lO the conclusion is reached that the cryptogram is &graphic in 
nature, and a &graphic frequency distribution is made (Fig. 26). 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
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Since there are no double-letter groups, the conclusion is reached that a Playfair cipher 
is involved and the message is rewritten in digraphs. 

1 1 a 4 6 6 7 8 6 10 11 12 16 14 I6 

A. VT QE UH IO FT CH XS CA KT VT RA ZE VT AC AE 

B. OX TY MH CR LZ ZT QT DU MC YC XC TG MT YC ZU 

C. SN OP DG XV XS CA KT VT PK PU TZ PT WZ FN BG 

D. PT RK XI XB PR ZO EP UT OL ZE KT TC SN HC QM 

E. VT RK MW CF ZU BH TV YA BG IP RZ KP CQ FN LV 

F. OX OT UZ FA CX XC PZ XH CY NO TY OL GX XI IH 

G. TM Sh! XC PT OT CX OT TC YA TE XH FA CX XC PZ, 

H. 3 YC TX WL ZT SG PZ TV YW CE TW GC CM BH MQ 
J. YX ZP WG RT IV UX PU MQ RK MW CX TM RS WG HB 

K. XC PT OT CX OT MI PY DN FG KI TC OL XU ET PX 

L. XF SR SU ZT DB HO ZI GX RK IX ZP PV ZI DU HQ 

M. OT KT KC CH XX 

(3) The following three fairly lengthy repetitions are noted: 

L&m 
F. OT UZ FA CX XC PZ XH CY NO 

G. TE XH FA z z PZ Xl-i YC TX 

A. FT CH XS CA KT VT RA ZE 

C. DG XV XS CA KT VT PK PU 

G. TM SM XC PT OT CX OT TC 

K. WG HB XC PT OT CX OT MI 
I /” 

The first long repetition, with the sequent reversed digraphs CX and XC immediately suggests 
the word BATTALION, split up into -B AT TA LI ON and the sequence containing this repeti- 
tion in lines F and G becomes as follows: 

Line F ______________________ OX OT UZ FA CX XC PZ XH CY NO TY 
B AT TA LI ON 

Line G ______________________ YA TE XH FA CX XC PZ XH YC TX WL 
ON B AT TA LI ON 

(4) Because of the frequent use of numerals before the word BATTALION and because of 
the appearance of ON before this word in line G, the possibility suggests itself that the word 
before BATTALION in line G is either ONE or SECOND. The identical digraph FA in both cases 
gives a hint that the word BATTALION in line F may also be preceded by a numeral; if ONE is 
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correct in line G, then THREE is possible in line F. On the other hand, if SECOND is correct in 
line G, then THIRD is possible in line F. Thus: 

Line F _______________________ OX OT UZ FA CX XC PZ XH CY NO TY 
1st hypothesis _____________ - TH RE EB AT TA LI ON 
2nd hypothesis _____________ - TH IR DB AT TA LI ON 

Line G ______________________ YA TE XH FA CX XC PZ XH YC TX WL 
1st hypothesis ___________ :, - - ON EB AT TA LI ON 
2nd hypothesis,,. ______ _ _ _ -S EC ON DB AT TA LI ON 

First, note that if either hypothesis is true, then OTo=THo. The frequency distribution shows 
that OT occurs 6 times and is in fact the most frequent digraph in the message. Moreover, by 
Rule I of subparagraph b, if OT,=TH, then TOe=HT,. Since HT, is a very rare digraph in normal 
plain text, TO, should either not occur at 8h in so short a message or else it should be very infre- 
quent. The frequency distribution shows its entire absence. Hence, there is nothing incon- 
sistent with the possibility that the word in front of BATTALION in line F is THREE or THIRD, 
and some evidence that it is actually one or the other. 

(5) But can evidence be found for the support of one hypothesis against the other? Let 
the frequency distribution be examined with a view to throwing light upon this point. If the 
first hypothesis is true, then UZ,=RE,, and, by Rule I, ZU,=ER,. The frequency distribution 
shows but one occurrence of UZ, and but two occurrences of ZU,. These do not look very good for 
RE and ER. On the other hand, if the second hypothesis is true, then UZ,=IR, and, by Rule I, 
ZUc=RIP. The frequencies are much more f8vOr8ble in this case. Is there anything inconsistent 
with the assumption, on the basis of the second hypothesis, that TE,=EC,? The frequency 
distribution shows no inconsistency, for TE, occurs once and ET, (= CE,, by Rule I) occurs once. 
As regards whether FA,- -EB, or D$, both hypotheses are tenable; possibly the second hypothesis 
is a shade better than the first, on the following reasoning: By Rule I, if FA,=EB, then AF,=BE,, 
or if FA,=DB, then AFo=BD,. The fact that no AF, occurs, whereas at least one BE, may be 
expected in this message, inclines one to the second hypothesis, since BD, is very rare. 

(6) Let the 2nd hypothesis be assumed to be correct. The additional values are tentatively 
inserted in the text, and in lines G and K two interesting repetitions are noted: 

Line G ______________________ TM SM XC PT OT CX OT TC YA TE XH FA CX XC PZ XH 
TA TH AT TH 4 EC ON DB AT TA LI ON 

Line K _______________ _______ WC HB XC PT OT CX OT MI PY DN FG KI TC OL XU ET 
TA TH AT TH 

This certainly looks like STATE THAT THE. . . , which would make TEp= PTo. Furthermore, in 
line G the sequence STATETHATTHE. .SECONDBATTALION can hardly be anything else than 
STATE THAT THEIR SECOND BATTALION, which would make TC*=EI, and YAe=RSp. Also 
S&=-S,. 
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(7) It is perhaps high time that the whole list of tentative equivalent values be studied in 
relation to their consistency with the positions of letters in the Play-fair square; moreover, by so 
doing, additional values may be obtained in the process. The complete list of values is aa follows: 

Amumed uduu Den&d bg Rule I 
AT&X, TApXC, 
LIpPZ, IL,=ZP, 
ON&H, NO,=HX, 
THpOT, HTpTO, 
IR+UZ, RI,,=ZU,, 
DBpFA, BD,=AF, 
EC,=TE, CEeET, 
TEpPT, ETpTP, 
E&,=TC, IE&T, 
RSpYA, S&=AY, 
?S,=sM, S+dS, 

(8) By Rule V, the equation TH,= OT, means that H, T, and 0 are all in the same row or col- 
umn and in the relative order 2-4-3 ; similarly, C, E, and T are in the same row or column and in the 
relative order 243. 
order is also 243. 

Further E, P, and T are in the same row and column, and their relative 
That is, these sequences must occur in the square: 

(1) (2) 
HTO.. ,or CET.. ,or ETP? ,or 
T 0 . . H , or E T . . C , or T P . . E , or 
0.. HT, or T . . C E , or P . . E T , or 
. . HTO,or C E T , or 
. HTO. 1 JET. 

ETP,or 
: ETP. 

(9) Noting the common letters E and T in the second and third sets of relative orders, these 
may be combined into one sequence of four ietters. Only one position remains to be filled and 
noting, in tbe list of equivalents that EI,- -TC,, it is obvious that the letter I belongs to the CET. 
sequence. The complete sequence is therefore as follows: 

C E T P I , or 
ETPIC,or 
T P I C E , or 
P I C E T , or 
ICETP 

(10) Taking up the HTO sequence, it is noted, in the list of equivalents that ON,=XH,, an 
equation containing two of the three letters of the HTO sequence. From this it follows that 
N and X must belong to the same row or column as HTO. 
following: 

The arrangement must be one of the 

HTOXN 
TOXNH 
OXNHT 
XNHTO 
NHTOX 

(11) since the sequence containing HTOXN has a common letter (T) with the sequence 
CETPI, it follows that if the HTOXN sequence occupies a row, then the CETPI sequence must 
occupy 8 column; or, if the HTO sequence occupies a column, then the CETPI sequence must 
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occupy a row; and they may be combined by means of their common letter, T. According to 
subpar. d (4), the two sequences may be inserted within a Flayfair square in 25 merent ways 
by cyclically permuting and shifting the letters of one of these two sequences; and the same 
two sequences may be again inserted in another set of 25 ways by cyclically permuting and 
shifting the letters of the other of these two sequences. In Fig. 27 the diagrams labeled (1) 
to (lo), inclusive, show 10 of the possible 25 obtainable by making the HTOXN sequence one 
of the rows of the square; diagrams (11) and (12) show 2 of the possible 25 obtainable by making 
the HTOXN sequence one of the columns of the square. The entire complement of 25 arrange- 
ments for each set may easily be drawn up by the student; space forbids their being completely 
set forth and it is really unnecessary to do so. 

(0 (2) (3) (4) 

---- 

---- 

---- 
H T 0 X N P-v 

(5) (6) 

---7 
---- 
-p-v 

---- 

1 

P --p-p 
I P-P- 
C ---- 
E P-P 
T 0 X N H 

(9) w 

I 
, 

C m---- 
E --p-w 

N H T 0 X -v--p 
P ---. 
I 

h 

(7) (43) 

P ---- 
I ----- 
C ---- 
E ---- 

H T 0 X N 

C 
---- 

E ---- 
X N H T ---- 

P ---- 
I 

~ 

0 

P ---- 
I ---- 
C ---- 
E ---- 

N H T 0 X 

(10 (12) 

P N ---- ---- 
I H --- m---- 
C P I C E T ---- ----- 
E 0 --- ---- 

0 X N H T X 

RQVXX n. 
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(12) Before trying to discover means whereby the actual or primary matrix may be detected 
from among the full set of 50 possible matrices, the question may be raised: is it necessary7 
So far as concerns Case 2 encipherments, since any one of the 50 arrangements will yield the 
same equivalents as any of the remaining 49, perhaps a relative arrangement wil1 do. The 
configurations shown in Fig. 27 constitute what may be termed slcele~on matrices, and one of 
them will be selected for experiment. 

(13) Let skeleton matrix 8 be arbitrarily selected for trial. 

P 
----- 

1 
----- 

c 
----- 

E 
y--e-- 

N H T 0 X 

Flacsr 2% 

(14) What additional let,ters can be inserted, using as a guide the list of equivalents in sub- 
paragraph (7)? There is ATp=CXO, for example. It contains only one letter, A, not in the 
skeleton matrix selected for trial, and this letter may immediately be placed, as shown:‘* 

P 
---- 

II --,-- 
C A 

---- 
E 

---- 
N H T 0 X 

Scanning the list for additional cases of this type, none are found. But seeing that several high- 
frequency letters have already been inserted in the matrix, perhaps reference to the cryptogram 
itself in connection with values derived from these inserted letters may yield further clues. For 
example, the vowels A, E, I, and 0 are all in position, as are the very frequent consonants N and T. 
The following combinations may be studied: 

AN,=BX, AT,=C& NA,=Xe, TA,=XC, 

EN,=BT, ET,=TP, 

IN,=BT, IT,=CP, 

ON,=XH, OT,=XO, 

NE,=TB, 

NI,=T8, 

NO&X, 

TE,=PT, 

TI,=PC, 

TO,=OX, 

AT,( = CX,), TA,( =XC,), ON,( =XH,), TE,( = PT,) and ET,( =TP,) have already been inserted in the 
text. Of the others, only OX,(=TO,) occurs two times, and this value can be at once inserted in 
th test. But can the equivalents of AN, EN, or IN be found from frequency considerations? 

10 The fact that the placement of A yields AT, =CX+, means that the skeleton matrix selected for experiment 
really belongs to the correct set of 25 possible cylic permutations, and that the letters of the NHTOX sequence 
belong in a row, the letters of the PICET sequence belong in a column of the original Playfair square. If the 
reverse were the case, one could not obtain AT, =CX, but would obtain AT,=XC,. Thus the equation AT,=XC, 
unequivocally distinguishes the skeleton matrices 1 to 10, inclusive (Fig. 27), from skeleton matrices 11 and 
12, since if either of the latter had been selected instead of skeleton matrix 8, the letter A could not have been 
positioned to satisfy this equation without contradiction. 
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Take E$, for example ; it is represented by eT,. J&hat combination of 83 is most likely to repre- 
sent EN, among the following candidates: 

K’I’, (4 times) ; by Rule I, NE, would=TK, (no occurrences) 

VT, (5 times) ; by Rule I, NE, would=TV, (2 times) 

ZT, (3 times) ; by Rule I, NE, would =TZ, (1 time) 

VT, certainly looks good: it begins the message, suggesting the word ENEMY; in line H, in the 
sequence PZTV would become LINE. Let this be assumed to be correct, and let the word ENEMY 
also be assumed to be correct. Then EM,=& and the square then becomes as shown herewith: 

P 
----- 

I 
-- --- 

C A 
---- 

V M E Q 
----- 

N H T 0 X 

(15) In line E is seen the following sequence: 

Line E: . . . . . . . VT RK MW CF ZU BH TV YA BG IP RZ KP CQ FN LV 

EN RI NE RS PT E 

The sequence . . . RI. , NERS . . PT. . . suggests PRISONERS CAPTURED, as follows: 

MW CF ZU BH TV YA BG IP RZ KP 
P RI SO NE RS CA PT UR ED 

This gives the following new values: 9Pp=CF,; SOp=BH,; CA,=BG,; URp=RZ,; ED,=KP,. 

The letters B and G can be placed in position at once, since the positions of C and A are already 
known. The insertion of the letter B immediately permits the placement of the letter S, from the 
equation SOD= BH,. Of the remaining equations only ED,=KP, can be used. Since E and P are 
fixed and are in the same column, D and K must be in the same column, and moreover the K must 
be in the same row as E. There is only one possible position for K, viz, immediately after Q. This 
automatically fixes the position of D. The square is now as shown herewith: 

1 P D 
---- 

I 
---v 

S C B A 
---v 

V M E Q K 
---- 

N H T 0 X 
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(16) A review of all equations, including the very first ones established, gives the following 
which may now be used: DBp=FAt ; RS,=YA,. The first permits the immediate placement of F; 
the second, by elimination of possible positions, permits the placement of both R and Y. The 
square is now as shown herewith: 

P F D 
----P 

Y I R 
----- 

Romr ak. 

Once more a review is made of all remaining thus far unused equations. LI,=PZ, now permits 
the placement of L and 2. IR,=U& now permits the placement of U, which is confirmed by the 
equation URp=RZo from the word CAPTURED. , 

There is then only one cell vacant, and it must be occupied by the only letter left unplaced, 
viz, W. Thus the whole square has been reconstructed, and the message can now be decrypto- 
graphed. 

(17) Is the square just reconstructed identical with the original, or is it a cyclic permuta- 
tion of a keyword-mixed Playfair square of the type illustrated in Fig. 25bl Even though the 
message can be read with ease, this point is still of interest. Let the sequence be written in five 
ways, each composed of five partial sequences made by cyclicly permuting each of the horizontal 
rows of the reconstructed square. Thus: 

Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5 

(a) LWPFD ZYIUR GSCBA VMEQK NHTOX 

(b) WPFDL YIURZ SCBAG MEQKV HTOXN 

(c) PFDLW IURZY CBAGS EQKVM TOXNH 

(d) FDLWP URZYI BAGSC QKVME OXNHT 

(e) DLWPF RZYIU AGSCB KVMEQ XNHTO 
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By experimenting with these five sequences, in an endeavor to reconstruct a transposition 
rectangle conformable to a keyword sequence, the last sequence yields the following: 

PYACMN 

DFIGBEH 

LRUSKQT 

WZ vxo 

By shifting the 0 from the last position to the first, and rearranging the columns, the following 
is obtained: 

2536147 
COMPANY 

BDEFGHI 

KLQRSTU 

vwxz 

The original square must have been this: 

--- 
R Z Y I U 

f. Continued practice in the solution of Playfair ciphers will make the student quite expert 
in the matter and will enable him to solve shorter and shorter messages.11 Also, with practice 
it will become a matter of intierence to him as to whether the letters are inserted in the square 
with any sort of regularity, such as simple keyword-mixed order, columnar transposed kcyword- 
mixed order, or in a purely random order. 

8. It may perhaps seem to the student that the foregoing steps are somewhat too artificial, 
a bit too “cut and dried” in their accuracy to portray the process of’ analysis, as it is applied in 
practice. For example, the critical student may well object to some of the assumptions and the 
reasoning in step (5) above, in which the words THREE and ONE (1st hypothesis) were rejected 
in favor of the words THIRD and SECOND (2nd hypothesis). This rested largely upon the 
rejection of RE, and ER, as the equivalents of UZ, and ZU,, and the adoption of IR, and RI, as 
their equivalents. Indeed, if the student will examine the final message with a critical eye he 
will find that while the bit of reasoning in step (5) is perfectly logical, the assumption upon which 
it is based is in fact wrong, for it happens that in this case ER, occurs only once and RE, does not 
occur at all. Consequently, although most of the reasoning which led to the rejection of the 1st 
hypothesis and the adoption of the 2nd was logical, it was in fact based upon erroneous assump- 

11 The author once had a student who “specialized” in Playfsir ciphera and became so adept that be could 
solve messages containing M few aa 50-60 lettere within 30 minutes. 
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tion. In other words, despite the fact that the assumption was incorrect, a correct d&&on 
was made. The student should take note that in cryptanalysis situationa of this soti are not at a8 un- 
us&. Indeed they are to be expected and a few words of explanation at this point may be useful. 

h. Cryptanalysis is a science in which deduction, based upon observational data, pIays a 
very large role. But it is also true that in this science most of the deductions usually rest upon 
assumptions. It is most often the case that the cryptanalyst is forced to make his assumptions 
upon a quite limited amount of text. It cannot be expected that assumptions based upon 
statistical generalizations will always hold true when applied to data comparatively very much 
smaIler in quantity than the total data used to derive the generalized rules. Consequently, as 
regards assumptions made in specific messages, most of the time they will be correct,, but OCCG 
sionully they will be incorrect. 1n cryptanalysis it is often found that among the correct deduc- 
tions there will be cases in which subsequently discovered facts do not bear out the assumptions 
on which the deduction was based. Indeed, it is sometimes true that if thefacts had beenknown 
before the deduction was made, this howledge would have prevented making the correct deduc- 
tion. For example, suppose the cryptanalyst had somehow or other divined that the message 
under consideration contained no RE, only one RR, one IR, and two RI’s (as is actually the case). 
He would certainly not have been able to choose between the words THREE and ONE (1st hypo- 
thesis) as against THIRD and SECOND (2d hypothesis). But because he assumes that there 
should be more ER,‘s and RED’s than IR’s and RI’s in the message, he deduces that UZ, cannot 
be RI&, rejects the 1st hypothesis and takes the 2d. It later turns out, after the problem has been 
solved, t.hat the deduction was correct, although the assumption onwhich it was based (expectation 
of more frequent appearance of RE, and RR,) was, in fact, not true in this particular case. The 
cryptanalyst can only hope that the number of times when his deductions are correct, even though 
based upon assumptions which later turn out to be erroneous, will abundantly exceed the num- 
ber of times when his deductions are wrong, even though based upon assumptions which later 
prove to be correct. If he is lucky, the making of an assumption which is really not true will 
make no difference in the end and will not delay solution; but if he is specially favored with 
luck, it may actually help him solve the message-as was the case in this particular example. 

i. Another comment of a general nature may be made in connection with this specific 
example. The student may ask what would have been the procedure in this case if the message 
had not contained such a tell-tale repetition as the word BATTALION, which formed the point 
of departure for the solution, or, as it is often said, permitted an “entering wedge” to be driven 
into the message. The answer to his query is that if the word BATTALION had not been repeated, 
there would probably have been some other repetition which would have permitted the same 
sort of attack. If the student is looking for cut and dried, straight-forward, unvarying methods 
of attack, he should remember that cryptanalysis, while it may be considered a branch of mathe- 
matics, is not a science which has many “general solutions” such as are found and expected in 
mathematics proper. It is inherent in the very nature of cryptanalytica that, a8 a rzcle, on1y 
general principles can be established ; their practical application must take advantage of pecti- 
arities and part,icular situations which are noted in specific messages. This is especially true in 
a text on the subject. The illustration of a general principle requires a spec%c example, and the 
latter must of necessity manifest charact,eristics which make it different from any other example. 
The word BATTALION was not purposely repeated in this example in order to make the demon- 
stration of solution easy ; “it just happened that way.” In another example, some other entering * 
wedge would have been found. The student can be expected to learn only the general principles 
which will enable him to take advantage of the spe&$c characteristics manifested in spec$fc cases. 
Here it is de&cd to illustrate the general principles of solving Playfair ciphers and to point out 
the fact that entering wedges must and can be found. The specific nature of the entering wedge 
varies with specific examples. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
PVrqrPb 

Special remarks concerning the initial classification of cryptograma --------------_--*----*----------*--------------------- 47 
Ciphers employing characters other than letters or figures --.---.-------*------*----.-----*--*--*--------.---------.-------- 48 
Concluding remarks concerning monoalphabetic substitution -------*-*------*---------.*-------------**----------*-------*- 49 
-4nalytical key for cryptanalysis ____________________~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~-~-~~~~~~~-~-~~-~--~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-.~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 50 

47. Special remarks concerning the initial classification of crpptograms.--a. The student 
should by this time have a good conception of the basic nature of monoalphabetic substitution and 
of the many “changes” which may be rung upon this simple tune. The first step of all, naturally, 
is t,o be able to classify a cryptogram properly and place it in either the transposition or the 
substitution class. The tests for this classification have been given and as a rule the student 
will encounter no dif&uIty in this respect. 

b. There are, however, certain kinds of cryptograms whose class cannot be determined in the 
usual manner, as outlined in Par. 13 of this text. First of all there is the type of code message 
which employs bona-fide dictionary words as code groups.’ Naturally, a frequency distribution 
of such a message will approtiate that for normal plain text. The appearance of the message, 
how-ever, gives clear indications of what is involved. The study of such cases will be taken up in 
its proper place. At the moment it is only necessary to point out that these are code messages and 
not cipher, and it is for this reason that in Pars. 12 and 13 the words “cipher” and “cipher mes- 
sages” are used, the word “cryptogram” being used only where technically correct. 

t. Secondly, there come the unusual and borderline cases, including cryptograms whose 
nature and type can noi be ascertained from frequency distributions. Here, the cryptograms are 
technically not cipher but special forms of disguised secret writings which are rarely susceptible 
of being classed as transposition or substitution. These include a large share of the cases wherein 
the cryptographic messages are disguised and carried under an external, innocuous text which is 
innocent and seemingly without cryptographic content-for instance, in a message wherein 
specific letters are indicated in a way not open to suspicion under censorship, these letters being 
intended to constitute the letters of the cryptographic message and the other letters constituting 
“dummies.” Obviously, no amount of frequency tabulations will avail a competent, expert 
cryptanalyst in demonstrating or disclosing the presence of a cryptographic message, written and 
secreted within the “open” message, which serves but as an envelop and disguise for its authentic 
or real import. Certainly, such frequency tabulations can disclose the existence neither of sub- 
stitution nor transposition in these cases, since both forms are absent. Another very popular 
method that resembles the method mentioned above has for its basis a simple grille. The whole 
words forming the secret text are inserted within perforations cut in the paper and the remaining 
space filled carefully, using “nulls” and “dummies”, making a seemingly innocuous, ordinary 
message. There are other methods of this genera3 type which can obviously neither be detected 
nor cryptanalyzed, using the principles of frequency of recurrences and repetition. These can 
not be further discussed herein, but at a subsequent date a special text may be written for their 
handling.* 

1 See Sec. XV, Elemtntary M%w~ Cryptography. 
2 The subparagraph which the student ha8 just read (47~) contains a hidden cryptographic message. With 

the hints given in Par. 3% let the etudent 8ee if he can find it. 

(99) 
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48, Ciphers employing characters other than letters or -es,-. In view of the fore- 
going remarks, when so-called symbol ciphers, that is, ciphers employing peculiar symbols, 
signs of punctuation, diacritical marks, figures of “dancing men”, and so on are encountered 
in practicai work nowadays, they are almost certain to be simple, monoalphabetic ciphers. 
They are adequately described in romantic tales, in popular books on cryptography, and in 
the more common types of magazine articles. No further space need be given ciphers of this 
type in this text, not only because of their simplicity but also because they are encountered 
in military cryptography only in sporadic instsnces, principally in censorship activities. Even 
in the latter cases, it is usually found that such ciphera are employed in “intimate” correspondence 
for the exchange of sentiments that appear less decorous when set forth in plain language. They 
are very seldom used by authentic enemy agents. When such a cipher is encountered nowadays 
it may practically always be regarded as the work of the veri8st typo, when it is not that of a 
“crank” or a mentally-deranged person. 

b. The usual preliminary procedure in handling such oaseq where the symboIs may be some- 
what confusing to the mind because of their u&m&u appearance to the eye, is to substitute 
letters for them consistently throughout the message md then treat the resulting text as an ordi- 
nary cryptogram composed of letters is treated. This procedure also facilitates the construction 
of the necessary frequency distributions, which would be tedious to construct by using symbols. 

c. A final word must be said on the subject of symbol ciphers by way of caution. When 
symboIs are used to replace letters, syllables, and entire words, then the systems approach code 
methods in principle, and can b8come difhcult of solution.4 The logical extension of the use of 
symbols in such 8 form of writing is the employment of arbitrary characters for 8 specially 
developed “shorthand’, system bearing little or no resemblance to well-known, and therefore 
nonsecret, systems of shorthand, such as Gregg, Pitman, etc. Unless a considerable amount 
of text is available for analysis, a privat8lydevised shorthand may be very difhcult to solve. 
Fortunately, such systems are rarely encountered in military cryptography. They fall under the 
heading of cryptographic curiosities, of interest to the cryptanalyst in his leisure moments4 

d. In practical cmtography today, as has been stated above, the use of characters other 
than the 26 letters of the English alphabet is comparatively rare. It is true that there are a 
few governments which stih adhere to systems yielding cryptograms in groups of figures. These 
are almost in every case code systems and will be treated in their proper place. In some cases 
cipher systems, or systems of enciph8ring cod8 are used which are basically mathematical in 
character and operation, and therefore use numbers instead of letters. Some persons are 
inclined toward the use of numbers rather than letters because numbers lend themselves much 
more readily to certain arithmetical operations such as addition, subtraction, and so on, than 
do letters.’ But there is usually added some final process whereby the figure groups are con- 
verted into letter groups, for the sake of economy in transmission. 

a The most famous: Poe’8 27~ Gold Bug; Arthur Conan Doyle’s 7%~ Siqn of Four. 
4 The use of rymbols for abbreviation and speed in writing goes back to the days of antiquity. Cicero ie 

reported to have dmwn up “a book like a dictionary, in which he placed before each word the notation (symbol) 
which should represent it, and so great was the number of notation8 and worda that whatever could be written in 
Latin could be expre-d in his notations.” 

4 An example is found in the famous Pepye Diary, which was written in shorthand, purely for hir own eyes 
by Samuel Pepps (163%1703). “He wrote it in Shelton’e Byetern of tachygraphy (1641), which he complicated 
by using foreign language8 or by varieties of his own invention wbenever he had to record passagea least fit to be 
Been by his servants, or by ‘all the world.’ ” 

6 But, this of course, is because we are taught arithmetic by using numbers, based upon the decimal system 
8~3 8 rule. By epecial training one couki learn to perform the usual “ruithmetical” operations using lettere. 
For example, using our Englieh alphabet of 26 letters, where A= 1, B=2, C=3, etc., it is obvioue that A+ B=C, 
jurt aa 1+ 2=3; (A+ B)‘= I, etc. Thir sort of cryptographic arithmetic could be learned by rote, just aa 
multiplication tablea are learned. 
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e. The only notable exceptions to the statement contained in the first sentence of the pm- 
ceding subparagraph are those of Russian messages transmitted in the Russian Morse alphabet 
and Japanese messages transmitted in the Kata Kana Morse alphabet. As regards Chinese, 
which is not an alphabetical language and comprises some 40,000 ideographs, since the Morse 
telegraph code comprises only some 40 combinations, telegrams in Chinese are usually prepared 
by means of codes which permit of substituting arbitrarily-assigned code groups for the char- 
acters. Usually the code groups consist of figures. One such code known as the 0$&zZ C7Gncse 
Telegr&ph Code, has about 10,000 4-figure groups, beginning with 0001, and these are arranged 
so that there are 100 characters on each page. Sometimes, for purposes of secrecy or economy, 
these figure groups are enciphered and converted in letter groups. 

49. Concluding remarks concerning monoalphabetic substitution--a. The alert student will 
have by this time gathered that the solution of monoalphabetic substitution ciphers of the simple 
or fixed type are particularly easy to solve, once the underlying principles are thoroughly under- 
stood. As in other arts, continued practice with examples leads to facility and skill in solution, 
especially where the student concentrates his attention upon traffic all of the same general nature, 
so that the type of text which he is continually encountering becomes familiar to him and its 
peculiarities or characteristics of construction give clues for short cuts to solution. It is true 
that a knowledge of the general phraseology of messages, the kind of words used, their sequences, 
and so on, is of very great assistance in practical work in all fields of cryptanalysis. The student 
is urged to note particularly these finer details in the course of his study. 

b. Another thing which the student should be on the lookout for in simple monoalphabetic 
substitution is the consecutive use of several difIerent mixed cipher alphabets in a single long 
message. Obviously, a single, composite frequency distribution for the whole message will not 
show the characteristic crest and trough appearance of a simple monoalphabetic cipher, since a 
given cipher letter will represent difIerent plain-text letters in diflerent parts of the message. 
But if the cryptanalyst will carefully observe the distribution a8 it ti being compiled, he will 
note that at first it presents the characteristic crest and trough appearance of monoalphabeticity, 
and that after a time it begins to lose this appearance. If possible he should be on the lookout 
for some peculiarity of grouping of letters which serves as an indicator for the shift from one 
cipher alphabet to the next. If he finds such an indicator he should begin a second distribution 
from that point on, and proceed until another shift or indicator is encountered. By thus isolating 
the different portions of the text, and restricting the frequency distributions to the separate 
monoalphabets, the problem may be treated then as an ordinary simple monoalphabetic sub- 
stitution. Consideration of these remarks in connection with instances of this kind leads to the 
comment that it is often more advisable for the cryptanalyst to compile his own data, than to 
have the latter prepared by clerks, especially when studying a system de no~o. For observations 
which will certainly escape an untrained clerk can be most useful and may indeed facilitate 
solution. For example, in the case under consideration, if a clerk should merely hand the uni- 
literal distribution to the cryptanalyst, the latter might be led astray; the appearance of the 
composite distribution might convince him that the cryptogram is a good deal more complicated 
than it really is. 

c. Monoalphabetic substitution with variants represents an extension of the basic principle, 
with the intention of masking the characteristic frequencies resulting from a strict monoalpha- 
beticity, by means of which solutions are rather readily obtained. Some of the subterfuges 
applied on the establishment of variant or multiple values are simple and more or less fail to 
serve the purpose for which they are intended; others, on the contrary, may interpose serious 
difficulties to a straightforward solution. But in no case may the problem be considered of more 
than ordinary difficulty. Furthermore, it should be recognized that where these subterfuges 

. 
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are really adequate to the purpose, the complications introduced are such that the practical 
manipulation of the system becomes as di&ult for the cryptographer as for the cryptanalyst. 

d. As already mentioned in monoalphabetic substitution with variants it is most common 
to employ figures or groups of figures. The reason for this is that the use of num&al groups 
seems more natural or easier to the uninitiated than does the use of varying combinations of 
letters. Moreover, it is easy to draw up cipher alphabets in which some of the letters are 
represent,ed by single digits, others by pairs of digits. Thus, the decomposition of the cipher 
text which is an irregular intermixture of uniliteral and multiliteral equivalents, is made more 
complicated and correspondingly di&ult for the cryptanalyst, who does not known which 
digits are to be used separately, which in pairs. 

e. A few words may be added here in regard to a method which often suggests itself to lay- 
men. This consists in using a book possessed by all the correspondents and indicating the letters 
of the message by means of numbers referring to specific letters in the book. One way consists 
in selecting a certain page and then giving the line number and position of the letter in the line, 
the page number being shown by a single initial indicator. Another way is to use t.he entire 
book, giving the cipher equivalents in groups of three numbers representing page, line, and 
number of letter. (Ex.: 75-8-10 means page 75,&h line, 10th letter in the line.) Such systems 
are, however, extremely cumbersome to use and, when the cryptographing is done carelessly, 
can be solved. The basis for solution in such cases rests upon the use of adjacent letters on the 
same line, the accidental repetitions of certain letters, and the occurrence of unenciphered words 
in the messages, when laziness or fatigue intervenes in the cryptographing. 

f. It may also be indicated that human nature and the fallibility of cipher clerks is such 
that it is rather rare for an encipherer to make full use of the complement of variants placed 
at his disposal. The result is that in most cases certain of the equivalents will be used so much 
more often than others that diversities in frequencies will soon manifest themselves, affording 
important data for att’ack by the cryptanalyst. 

g. In t,he World War the cases where monosiphnbetic substitution ciphers were employed 
in actual operations on the Western Front were exceedingly rare because the majority of the 
belligerents had a fair knowledge of cryptography. On the Eastern Front, however, the exten- 
sive use, by the poorly prepared Russian Army, of monoalphabetic ciphers in the fall of 1914 
was an important, if not the most important, factor in the success of the German operations 
during the Battle of Tannenberg.8 It seems that a somewhat more secure cipher system was 
authorized, but proved too difficult for the untrained Russian cryptographic and radio personnel. 
Consequently, recourse was had to simple substitution ciphers, somewhat interspersed with 
plain text, and sometimes to messages completeip in plain language. The damage which this 
faulty use of cryptography did to the Russian Army and thus to the Allied cause is incalculable. 

k Many of the messages found by censors in letters sent by mail during the World War 
were cases of monoalphabetic substitution, disguised in various ways. 

’ In 1915 the German Government conspired with a group of Hindu revolutionaries to stir up a rebellion in 
India, the purpose being to cause the wit,hdrawal of British troops from the Western Front. Hindu conspirators 
in the United State8 were given money to purchase arm and ammunition and to transport them to India. For 
communication with their superiors in Berlin the conspirators Itsed, among others, the system described in this 
paragraph. A ‘I-page typewritten letter, built up from page, line, and letter-number references to a book known 
only ti the communicants, was intercepted by the British and turned over to the United States Government 
for u8e in connection with the prosecution of f,he Hindus for violating our neutrality. The author solved this 
message without the book in question, by taking full advantage of the clues referred to. 

n Gylden, Yves. Chiflmbydermza Inaataer I Vtirldskriget Till Lands, Stockholm, 1931. A translation under 
the title The Contribution oj the Cryptopaphic Bureaus in the World Wnt, appeared in the Signal Corps Bulletin 
in even successive installments, from November-December 1933 to November-December 1934, inclusive. 

Nfkolaieff, A. M. Secret Cauaea o/German awceas on the Eastern front. &a& Artillery Journal, September- 
October, 1935. 
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60. llndytid key for cryptsnalpsis.-u, It may be of assistance to indicate, by means of an 
outline, the relationships existing among the various cryptographic systems thus far considered. 
This graphic outline will be augmented from time to time as the difterent cipher systems are 
examined, and will constitute what has already been alluded to in Par. ti and there termed an 
analytical key for cryptanalysis? Fundamentally its nature is that of a schematic classification 
of the different systems examined. The analytical key forms an insert at the end of the book. 

b. Note, in the analytical key, the rather clear-cut, dichotomous method of treatment; that 
is, classification by subdivision into pairs. For example, in the very first step there are only 
two alternatives: the cryptogram is either (1) cipher, or (2) code. If it is cipher, it is either 
(1) substitution, (2) transposition. If it is a substitution cipher, it is either (1) monographic, 
or (2) polygraphic-and so on. If the student will study the analytical key attentively, it will 
assist him in fixing in mind the manner in which the various systems covered thus far are related 
to one another, and this w-ill be of benefit in clearing away some of the mental fog or haziness 
from which he is at first apt to suffer. 

c. The numbers in parentheses refer to specific paragraphs in this text, so that the student 
may readily turn to the text for detailed information or for purposes of refreshing his memory 
as to procedure. 

d. In addition to these reference numbers there have been afExed to the successive steps 
in the dichotomy, numbers that mark the “routes” on the cryptanalytic map (the analytical 
key) which the student cryptanalyst should follow if he wishes to facilitate his travels along the 
rather complicated and difficult road to success in cryptanalysis, in somewhat the same way in 
which an intelligent motorist follows the routes indicated on a geographical map if he wishes to 
facilitate his travels along unfamiliar roads. The analogy is only partially valid, however. 
The motorist usually knows in advance the distant point which he desires to ,reach and he pro- 
ceeds thereto by the best and shortest route, which he finds by observing the route indications 
on a map and following the route markem on ths road. Occasionally he encounters a detour 
but these are unexpected di&ulties as a rule;. Least of all does he anticipate any necessity for 
journeys down what may soon turn out to be blind alleys and “dead-end” streets, forcing him 
to double back on his way. Now the cryptanalyst also has a distant goal in mind-the solution 
of the cryptogram at hand-but he does not know at the outset of his journey the exact spot 
where it is located on the cryptanalytic map. The map contains many routes and he proceeds 

* Thie analytical key i.a quite analogoue to the analytical keys usually found in *the handbooka biologists 
commonly employ in the classification and identification of living organ*. In fact, there are eeversl pointe 
of resemblance b&ween, for example, that branch of biology called taxonomic botany and cryptanalysia. In 
the former the Cr&, steps in the ctseaificatory process are based upon observation of exfernaIly quite marked 
differences; as the process continuee, the obeervational details become tier and finer, involving more and more 
difficulties as the work progrew. Towards the end of the work the botanical taxonomiet may have to dissect 
the specimen and study internal characterietics. The whole proceaa ia largely a matter of painstaking, accurate 
obrvation of data and drawing proper conclueions therefrom. Except for the fact that the botanical taxonomist 
depends almoat entirely upon ocular observation of characteristice while the cryptanalyet in addition to obeerva- 
tion muet u8e some et&e&ice, the steps taken by the former are quite eimilar to those taken by the latter. It ie 
only at the very end of the work that a tignificant dieeimilaritg between the two wiencea ariees. If the botanist 
makes a mistake in observation or deduction, he merely fails to identify the specimen correctly; he has an 
“answer”-but the answer is wrong. He may not be cognizant of the error; however, other more skillful botaniets 
will find him out. But if the cryptanalyst makes a mistake in observation or deduction, he faib to get any 
“answer” at all; he needs nobody to tell him he bee failed. Further, there L one additional important point of 
difference. The botanist is studying a bit of Nature--and she does not consciously interpose obstacles, pitfalla, 
and diaeimubtiom in the path of those trying to solve her myeteriea. The cryptanalyst, on the other hand, ia 
studying a piece of writing prepared with the express purpom of preventing ita being read by any persona for 
whom it ie not intended. The obetacles, pitfalls, and dissimulationa are here consciously-interposed by the one 
who cryptogrsphed the mewe. Theee, of course, are what make cryptanalyti different and difIicult. 
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to test them one by one, in a successive chain. He encounters many blind alleys and dead-end 
streets, which force him to retrace his steps; he makes many detours and jumps many hurdles. 
Some of these retracings of steps, doubling back on his tracks, jumping of hurdles, and detours 
are unavoidable, but a few are avoidable. If properly employed, the analytical key will help 
the careful student to avoid those which should and can be avoided; if it does that much it will 
serve the principal purpose for which it is intended. 

e. The analytical key may, however, serve another purpose of a somewhat different nature. 
When a multitude of cryptographic systems of diverse types must be filed in some systematic 
manner apart from the names of the correspondents or other reference data, or if in conducting 
instructional activities classificatory designations are desirable, the reference numbers on the 
analytical key may be made to seme as “type numbers.” Thus, instead of stating that a given 
cryptogram is a keyword-sysbmatically4xed-uniliteral-monoalphabetic-monographic aubstitu- 
tion cipher one may say that it is a ‘Type 901 cryptogram.” 

J. The method of assigning type numbers is quite simple. If the student will examine the 
numbers he will note that successive levels in the dichotomy are designated by successive hun- 
dreds. Thus, the first level, the classification into cipher and code is assigned the numbers 101 
and 102. On the second level, under cipher, the classification into monographic and polygraphic 
systems is assigned the numbers 201 and 202, etc. Numbers in the same hundreds apply 
therefore to systems at the same level in the classification. There is no particular virtue in this 
scheme of assigning type numbers except that it provides for a considerable degree of expansion 
in future studies. 
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APPENDIX 
Table No. 

1-A. Absolute frequencies of letters appearing in five sets of Government plain-text telegrams, each set 
containing 10,000 letters. Arranged alphabetically ----*-______***_***_-*********.***-***--****--*-**-***-**-* 

1-B. Absolute frequencies of letters appearing in five sets of Government plain-text telegrams, each set 
containing 10,000 letters. Arranged according to frequency I.-.-----_---_-____--~~-~--~-------- - -I-_----- 

1-C. Absolute frequencies of vowels, high frequency consonants, medium frequency coneonants, and low 
frequency consonants appearing in five sets of Government plain-text telegrams, each set con- 
taining 10,000 letters ***_-***1*******__*-***.**- -*--*-_**__---___-_-____________________-***-*******-***** **-*-** 

Z-A. Absolute frequency of letters appearing in the combined five sets of messages Walling 50,600 
letters. Arranged alphabetically **_-*-**--___--_________________________ -**--******__********.**********~-** 

2-B. Absolute frequency of letters appearing in the combined five sets of messages totalling 50,000 
letters. Arranged according to frequency c****c*******~****--*~-~**-****************-****I-**-*-****-***** 

2-C. Absolute frequency of vowels, high frequency consonants, medium frequency consonants, and low 
frequency consonanti appearing in the combined five sets of mesaages Walling 50,000 letters------- 

2-D. Absolute frequencies of letters as initial letters of 10,000 words found in Government plain-text tele- 
. (1) Arranged alphabetically, and (2) according to absolute frequencies _-___._I.___________ - 

2-E. Abzzt frequencies of letters as final letters of 10,000 words found in Government plain-text ble- 
. (1) Arranged alphabetically, and (2) according to absolute frequencies ------ - ----_-_-------- - 

3. BeEi: frequencies of letters appearing in 1,000 letters based upon Table 2. (1) Arranged alpha- 
betically, (2) according to absolute frequency, (3) vowels, (4) high frequency consonants, (5) med- 

ium frequency consonanta, and (6) low frequency consonants -_-----***_**********-****************---******* 
4. Frequency distribution for 10,000 letters of literary English. (1) Arranged alphabetically, and 

(2) according to absolute froquenciea _****_--**-**************.*-** _*****_***_____.*.**L___________________*****-** 
5. Frequency distribution for 10,900 letters of telegraphic English. (1) Arranged alphabetically, and 

(2) according to absolute frequencies **_**__*-***.**_*****-*************-**** _**_****_*******-***__________I_____ 
6. Frequency distribution of digraphs, based on 50,000 letters of Government plain-text telegrams, 

reduced to 5,000 digraphs ****-_**--*--******-**************** -_--***********--*I*____________c__ 
7-A. The 428 different digraphs of Table 6. Arranged according to their absolute frequencies, __ _ _ _ _ 
7-B. The 18 digraphs composing 25y0 of the digrapbs in Table 0. Arranged alphabetically according to 

their initial letters, (1) and according to their final letters (2) and according to their absolute 
frequencies _*--*****_**_-_*__*-____________________* -_-****__**-******.-__________________I_**-******-*-*-*---* 

7-C. The 53 digraphs composing 50% of the digraphs in Table 6. Arranged alphabetically according to 
their initial letters, (1) and according to their final letters (2) and according to their absolute 
frequencies ___*_********_*__***_*****I*y***c******~~*~~*~**~~*~********~~~~******-******~*~-********--~~*~-- 

7-D. The 117 digraphs composing 75yc of the digraphs in Table 6. Arranged alphabetically according to 
their initial letters, (1) and according to their final letters (2) and according to their absolute fre- 
quencies e--*-s* --*-- *-*********w*m** **~*-**___*~*****************__~u**~*~******_***~~*u**I*****~~*~***~ 

7-E. All the 428 digraphs of Table 6. Arranged first alphabetically according to their initial letters and 
then alphabetically according to their final letters -*~-****-****~***-~*-~**-~~*~*******.***-**-*********-**---. 

(See Table 6. Read across the rows) -I-************_**********-**** ****_*-*L*-*-**_*_**-******* ****MM**- 
8. The 428 dit7erent digraphs of Table ts. Arranged first alphabeticallv according to their initial 

letters, and then according to their absolute frequencies under each inkl letter __-------------- -- 
+A. The 428 difierent digraphs of Table 6. Arranged first alphabetically according to their final letters 

and then according to their absolute frequenciee -**_*-**_**-*--**-*_*-**-********-***-**********-***- ***-****** 
9-B. The 18 digraphs composing 25 70 of the 5,000 digraphs of Table 6. Arranged alphabetically according 

to their final letters, (1) and according to their initial letters, (2) and according to their absolute 
frequencies _____-___*-_-****_*-**-------*--*--************--****- --*-**-***-*_*__*********--**-*****-**--*******-*---- 

9-C. The 53 digraphs composing 50 70 of the 5,006 digraphs of Table 6. Arranged alphabetically according 
to their final letters, (1) and according to their initial letters, (2) and according to their absolute 
frequencies ----__-__-__-___*___~**~~~.~~**-*-----~~-~-~-~-----~****~-~-***~~--*-**-*----*--~----*--*-**-****.*.- -s.***.*--- 

9-D. The 117 digraphs composing 75 y0 of the 5,000 digraphs of Table 6. Arranged alphabetically accord- 
ing to their final letters, (1) and according to their initial letters, (2) and according to their 
absolute frequencies- -_-----__*__*__**-_----****-- -_*__--****_****_*_**************------*-** *_-**.****-****_*_******** 

9-E. All the 428 Merent digraphs of Table 6. Arranged alphabetically first according to their final letters 
and then according to their initial letters _*_-_-*-_*-*__-_-***_______ ********-*-**.*******---**.-**-************ 

(See Table 6. Bead down the columns) ***_____*__-_*_**___--***--***~*-**-**..-*-***********.*---*-----*---* 

(107) 

Pbes 

108 

109 

110 

109 

110 

110 

111 

111 

112 

113 

113 

113 
114 

116 

117 

11s 

119 
113 

120 

123 

126 

12G 

127 

129 
113 
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Table No. 

10- The 56 trigrapha appearing 100 or more times in the 50,000 letters of government plain-text fe)e- 
grams- 

-A, Arranged according to their absolute frequencies ________________________________________-----==-----------=--=--- 
-B. Arranged first alphabetically according to their initial letters and then according to their absolute 

frequenciee **~~____~~~~~_*~~~*~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~**~~~~~~~~~~~~~-II~~~~~* 
-C. Arranged first alphabetically according to their central letters and then according to their absolute 

frequencies _~_~=~~*~~*~*~~~*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~*~~*~*~~~~.~~ -___)______-_-_-____--*.-----------------.---- 
-D. Arranged first alphabetically according to their final letters and then according to their absoIute 

frequencies =~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1___________________~~~~*~*~~~*~*~*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*-~~~*~~~*~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ll- The 54 tetragraphs appearing 50 or more times in the 50,000 letters of government plain-text 

telegrams- 
-A. Arranged according to their absolute frequencies -==__--_==_*__*__*-_-_*-______--_.__-___-_____-_____-.---_ 
-B. Arranged first alphabetically according to their initial letters and then according to their absolute 

frequencies ====*__===__-__-*__________________I____--------------=_-__===_____-_c_-______--__________________________-* 
-C. Arranged fist alphabetically according to their eecond letters and then according to their obsoluta 

frequencies ====*==**_------__c--c__c---_-__________-_*--I--- ~--~~~~~*~~~~~**c~~~~*~.-~~~~~~*~~~*~~~~-~~~*~~*~~~~~~~ 
-x). Arranged first alphabetically according to their third letters and then according to their absolute 

frequencies -*-*~~-~~~~**~~~~~~~___________________I~~~~~~~~~~~ ~-~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~*~~**~***~~~~~**~~~~~**~~~~~~~- 
-E. Arranged first alphabetically according to their final letters and then according to their abeolute 

frequencies -~=*-~~*==~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~ --_==-_--_I__=__*____-__-____I---.-___-__L-_------- 
12. Average and mean lengths of words =_-___-_--____-__-c----------------______-______-______--____-u__-_-___ 

A- 730 
B 104 
C 319 
D -- 387 
E,- 1,367 
F 253 
G 166 
H- 310 
I -- 742 
J a- 18 
K- 36 
L- 365 
Y,- 242 
N -- 786 
0 -. 685 
P =- 241 
Q -I- 40 
R 760 
S -- 658 
T --- 936 
U ----* 270 
V *--- 163 
W =-----= 166 
x- --- 43 
Y *--- 191 
z -em- 14 

Total,,, 10,000 

Bet No. 1 Bet No. 2 8s: No. a II BdNo.4 II Bet No. 6 

Idt4r Atdub 
FrepUf=W 1 I*ttm &g& I 

A. 783 A 681 A----- 740 A me- 
B. 103 B 98 B -c-- a3 B --=s- 
c ---- 300 C, 288 C --- 326 C -I-- 
D -1- 413 D w-3- 423 D 451 D -I--- 
E --- 1,294 E ---- 1,292 E --. 1,270 E -- 
F 287 F 308 F --- 287 F -- . 

-e-1- 
L-, 

175 G -- 161 G 167 G- 
361 H -- 335 H --. 349 H 

I, 750 I --- 787 I a--. 700 I- 
J --- 17 J s-e- 10 J *-*-m--e. 21 J- 
K--, 38 IL- 22 *--. 21 K 

---1 393 L --*-* 333 L I----. 386 L L--e-- 
M 240 M- ----m= 238 Y-. 249 H 
N 794 N 815 N -I__=. 800 N -- 
0, 770 0 ---- 791 0 --- 756 0 --I 
P, 272 1- 245 P- 
Q -_I_-- 22 i- 38 Q I- 
R 745 R 762 R -*-- 735 R---- 
S. 583 S, 585 S *--- 628 S -- 
T -we 879 T 
U =---- 233 u = 

894 T **-I_ 958 T ---. 
---s*s 312 U --I_ 247 U -I-- 

V -e-w- 173 V -me- 142 V -_I. 133 V --- 
W --- 163 W --- 133 W -* 
& --- 50 x -. 63 x 
Y --*s- 155 Y __I*---- 179 Y -- 213 Y -I- 
z ------I 17 2 e--m 2 z 11 z 

--I I 

741 
99 

301 
448 

1,275 
281 
150 
349 
697 

16 
31 

344 
268 
780 
762 
260 

30 
786 
604 
928 
238 
155 
182 

41 
229 

5 

129 

130 

130 

131 

132 

132 

133 

133 

134 
136 

I____-- I 10, ooo 10,000 

TABLE l-A.-Absolute frequencies of letters appearing in$ve sets of ~overnmenfal phh-tcxi t&grams, 
each set codaking 10,000 letters, arranged dphubetidy 

- 10,000 lo# 000 
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TABLE Z-A.-Aholute frepzlencies of letters appearing in the combined$ve sets of messages total&g 
60,000 kdtm, arranged dphubetically 

A . . . . . . 3, 683 G __._.. 819 t-, 1, 821 Q _____ 175 V ---mw-____ 766 
B c:::::: 

1, 
487 534 H I,.,,,, _____ 1, BL N ______ _____ 1, 

3, 
237 975 R 

3, 
694 676 S -_____ ______ 3, 

3, 
788 058 X W __________ _________ 231 780 

D -*me*. 2, 122 J . . . . . . 82 0 . . . . . . 3, 764 T ______ 4, 595 Y __________ 967 
E -..... 6, 498 K ______ 148 P ~~~~~~ 1, 335 u--w--m 1, 300 z -mMw-sss 49 
F ..***. 1,416 

TABLE 1-B.-Absoluie frequeti of letters appearing injive sets of Government plain-text telegrams, 
each set containing 10,000 letters, arranged according to frequency 

Set No. 1 Bst No. 2 Set No. 2 

Latter AbSOhlte 
Frequencg 

E .w____ 1, 367 
T *-_I---- 
N ---- 
R ---I. 
I w----I 
L-. 
0 .-..I 

L-- 
L---- 
C .- 
H--- 
U 
F 
Y- 
P .m- 
--. 

L-- 
1 
V .-I- 
B p-w- 
x --w--e 
Q --mm-- 
K --w-- 
J --....-I 
z e-s--- 

936 
786 
760 
742 
738 
685 
658 
387 
365 
319 
310 
270 
253 
242 
241 
191 
166 
166 
163 
104 
43 
40 
36 
18 
14 

Total.- 
I 
10, 000 I.*---. I 10,000 

T .-.-.. 
N **--.I- 
A -..--.---I 
0 -- 
I -__I_- 
R . . ..P. 
S --**e-I.. 
D -*------ 
L -I..--- 
H -.- 
C -.. 
F I- 
P *-- 
M. -- 
U --- 
G -w- 
V I-- 
w -I-- 
Y --.- 
B .-. 
I ---- 
K . ..--... 
0 -...I-. 
J --I-.-* 
Z --..*.-I. 

I 

879 
794 
783 
770 
750 
745 
583 
413 
393 
351 
300 
287 
272 
240 
233 
175 
173 
163 
155 
103 
50 
38 
22 
17 
17 

L&tar Absolute 
Frewmc~ Letter Absoluta Abduts 

FrWwncY ratt43r rnUf=Y 

E v---*-e I 1,292 
T -.A-. 
N 
0 __I_-- 
I m-*-m. 

--I- 
A __1_-- 
s . 
D .-*.m 
H.. -.--.-. 
L M.--P 
P .__I_- 
U .-I. 
F .-- 
C. 
Y 
Y --.. 
G .-- 
V -1.1..-1 
1 -..-I- 
B --*--- 
e --- 
x. 
K- 
J ..P. 
Z *..*-e-. 

894 
815 
791 
787 
762 
681 
585 
423 
335 
333 
317 
312 
308 
288 
238 
179 
161 
142 
136 

98 
45 
44 
22 
10 

2 

-m-v....u.-.. 

I 

10; 000 

Set No. 1 8et No. 6 

E .-....-m*.-. 1,270 
958 
800 
756 
740 
735 
700 
628 
451 
386 
349 
326 
287 
249 
247 
245 
213 
167 
133 
133 
83 
53 
38 
21 

-.--.-*I I 10,000 

1,275 
928 
786 
780 
762 
741 
697 
604 
448 
349 
344 
301 
281 
268 
260 
238 
229 
182 
155 
150 
99 
41 
31 
30 
16 

5 

. . ..-I.* I 10,000 
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TABLE l-C.-Absolute frequencies of vowels, high frequency co7Lsonunts, medium frequency con- 
sonunts, and low frequency consonants appearing in jive sets of Government plain-text tele- 
grams, each set containing 10,000 letters 

Set No. 

l.........*........* ..................................................... 3,993 3,527 
2 ....................................................................... 3,985 3,414 
3- ...................................................................... 4,042 3,479 
4 ...................................................................... 3,926 3, 572 
5 ....................................................................... 3,942 3,546 

Total * . . . . . . . . . ...*................................*...-.*.. 
I 

19,888 
I 

17,538 11,889 

2,329 151 
2,457 144 
2,356 123 
2,358 144 
2,389 123 

685 

TABLE 2-B.-Absolute frepuenck of letters appearing in the combined&e sets of messages total&q 
50,000 letters arranged according to frequencies 

E *.*...*... 6, 498 I . ..___.___ 3, 676 C . . . . . . . . . . 1, 534 Y _.__._.._. 967 K .._...._r 231 
T -..*....*- 4, 595 S.---e -.__ 3, 058 F _____..___ 1, 416 G _.._.___._ 819 Q . . . . ..____ 175 
N *..*....*- 3, 975 D .__..._._. 2, 122 P .._._..___ 1, 335 W .--_..._. 780 K. *..**-*.- 148 
R * .**-**..a 3, 788 L . . .._-____ 1, 821 U . . . . . . . . . . 1, 300 V .__...__.. 766 J .._.._.... 82 
0 .--....... 3, 764 H _..._..__. 1, 694 M. . . . . . . . . . 1, 237 B ..__....._ 487 2. __u_e_._ 4 9 
A .-.***.** 3,683 

TABLE 2-C.-Absolute frequencies of mwels, high frepuency con.mmnts, medium frequency con- 
sonants, and lovl frequency consonants appearing in the combined five sets of messages totaling 
50,000 letters 

Vowels _.__....___..___________________________~....~~~..~~~.~~..~..~..~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~..~~.~~.~~~~~..~.~~.~~~~~~~ 19, 888 
High Frequency Consonants (D, N, R, S, and T), _ _ __.___ _________. _ .__.______--___.._..-.-..~~~~~ 17, 538 
Medium Frequency Consonants (B, C, F, G, H, L, M, P, V, and W) .*.****_*****.**.-***..******* 11,889 
Low Frequency Consonants (J, K, Q, X, and 2) ___.__ _ ____._..________________^_______________...---- 685 
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TABLE 2-D.-Absoh-te jrepllencies of letters as initial letters of 10,000 worak found in Govemmtmt 
plain-ted telegrams 

(1) ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY 

A...*..*... 905 G . . . . ..c..- 109 L.****.*-. 196 Q .._....._ 30 v..*.**.*.* 77 
B . ...*..... 287 H _........_ 272 M..,....... 384 R . . . . .._.. 6 11 W . . . ..~..~~ 320 
C 664 I...,.-- 344 N*-**.**** 44 1 s***.*....* 965 h ____ -.__ 4 .**.****I* 
D 525 J . . . . ..e.e. 44 o....*.*.*. 646 T . . . . . . . .._ 1, 253 Y .._-_s__. 88 .*........ 
E ..*....... 390 K..*.*....* 23 P . . . . ..-... 433 u***.-..* 122 z*.**.*...* 12 
F ..*.*..... 855 

Total.- 10,000 

(2) ARRAKGED ACCORDING TO ABSOLUTE FREQUENCIES 

T 1, 253 R.---s --.- 611 M.,, .-m-m-. 384 L****.**.* 196 J ..a.._.___ 44 _....._.__ 
S .*****.... 965 D _.______.. 525 I.,,..-. 344 u..*....*** 122 Q.--.- 30 
A 905 N _.__._____ 4 4 1 w******.**. 320 G.--.., 109 K. ..___.___ 23 . . . . . *..* 
F . . . . . . . . . . 855 I'.......... 433 B .._......_ 287 Y...,..,,.. 88 Z.......,., 12 
C . ...*..-** 664 E . . . . . . . . . . 390 H . . . ..-... 272 V . . . . . . ..-. 77 x....** *... 4 
0 *.*****... 646 

Total,,, lo, 000 

TABLE 2-E.-&solute frepuencies of letters as jzd letters of 10,000 words found in Government 
plain-text telegram 

(1) ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY 

A . . . . . -..* 269 G _.._....._ 225 L....,...- 354 Q...*****. 8 v.****.** 4 
B 22 H .__..____ 450 M.***.*.... 154 R ..___.... 769 W . . . .._.. 45 ***.**.... 
C .********* 86 I.,.** . . . . * 22 N _._.....__ 872 S . ..__...._ 962 X. ._..._. 116 
D _......__. 1 , 002 J . . . . . . . . . . 6 0 . . . . . . . . . . 575 T .__._.._._ 1, 007 Y ..-.-we. 866 
E . .._..... 1, 628 K . . ..e..-- 53 P . . . . . . *.** 213 u..**..**** 3 1 z..***..* 9 
F ***...*.*. 252 

TotaL, 10,000 

(2) ARRANGED ACCORDING TO ABSOLUTE FREQUENCIES 

E 1, 628 R . . . . . . ..- 769 F .._._..._. 252 C......- 86 I.****.** 22 . . . . . . . . . . 
T .__._..... 1, 007 0 . . . . . . . .._ 575 G....-.- 225 Kv.....-. 53 z.******* 9 
D . ..__..... 1, 002 H . ..__.._. 4 50 P***...**** 2 13 w...-..*** 45 Q...- 8 
S 962 L ._.___.-. 354 hL..**.**** 154 u.**.*.*.** 3 1 J __.._..m 6 *...****** 
N 872 A ._____.._ 269 X. . . . .._..- 116 B .___..-e-s 22 v****.*** 4 .**r*..L** 
Y ..**.**..* 866 

Total-, _ 10,000 
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TABLE %-Relative frequtkes of ktters appearing in 1,000 &em based upon Table $43 

(I) ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY 

A .*..*****. 73. 66 G . .._______ 16. 38 L .-----_-_ 36. 42 Q .__u_____ 3. 50 V -.___-___ 15. 32 
B *.*.**...** 9. 74 H..,,,.,,,, 33. 88 IK.,,....., 24. 74 R,,,.,,,, 75. 76 W..,,,,.,, 15. 60 
C -*.**.*..* 30. 68 I.......,,, 73. 52 N....m,, 79. 50 S,,,,,,,,, 61. 16 X....,...,, 4. 62 
D *-**.***. 42. 44 J........,. 1. 64 0..,-.,-.-- 75. 28 T-w,,-,,, 91. 90 Y......,,.. 19. 34 
E *****.**** 129. 96 Km-.-..- 2. 96 FL..-.---- 26. 70 U.,,.,...,, 26. 00 Z..,.,..., . 98 
F ***.***,.** 28.32 

Total-,, 1,ooo.oo 

(2) ARRANGED ACCORDING TO FREQUENCY 
E, *******we 129. 96 I __--wmm..- 73. 52 C . . ..-.__ew 30. 68 Y ___.m__-_ 19. 34 X. .__-._._w 4. 62 
T **m-B**-* 91. 90 S..,...,.,. 61. 16 F........., 28. 32 G..,,.,,, 16. 38 Q-.-.-.-.-m 3.50 
N -******Me 79. 50 D.,,....... 42. 44 P..,,.,..,, 26. 70 W......,,. 15. 60 Km.-.,,,, 2. 96 
R *-******** 75. 76 L.-w----., 36. 42 U......,.,. 26. 00 V,,..,..... 15. 32 J-..-..w, 1.64 
0 **m--* 75. 28 H __csm_.__ 33. 88 ht. . .._..... 24. 74 B . . . ..__... 9. 74 Z .__.--.._ . 98 
A **m-*-w 73.66 

(3) VOWELS 

A ***.*****************--******* 73.66 
E --********************-*** 129.96 
I ****_I-**.-*********--***-* 73.52 
0 ----******.*****-**_***_ 75.28 
U .-****-****-*c.******--*** 26.00 
Y -**I*_****-.***************** 19.34 

Total .__._._I__. 397. 76 

(4) HIGH-FREQUENCY 
CONSONANTS 

D ***.*-..**I..*..-**.....*...* 42.44 
N *~**.***...*..*-.~.*~***.** 79.50 
R *--*******.**-**..**____c_.** 75.76 
S *I***.*.....*.****.*********** 61.16 
T *..**********..*.***.-****.** 91.90 

(5) MEDIUM-FREQUENCY 
CONSONANTS 

B .**************I******...**.* 9.74 
C ****~******~..**..**___r_____ 30.68 
F ***********.***..***.****.***. 28.32 
G *******..****.*********-***.* 16.38 
H .*******..****.**.**____c_____ 33.88 
L -**~*******-*.c*.****~***~*** 36.42 
M .**.*.**.**.*.c**.**..******** 24.74 
P . . ...**.-****.***..*.***..**** 26.70 
V ***.***..c***.**.**..********* 15.32 
W ..**...*.****.*.*..*..*.*.*..* 15.60 

Total . . . . .._..... 237. 78 
. 

Total-,, 1,000 .oo 

(6) LOW-FREQUENCY 
CONSONANTS 

X *******.***.***..**.****** 4.62 
Q *****.*********-**-***** 3. 50 
K ******************.**..*** 2.96 
J ****************.******.** 1.64 
z .**-**-**--.****-*.*** .98 

Total ._._.___ 13.70 

Total (31, (4~ 
( 5), (6) -.w.w..... 1, 000. 00 

Total . . . . ..__..__ 350. 76 
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TABLE 6.-Frequency distribution 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

cz M s 
E N 
; 
f 0 

c p 

Q 

R 

S 

T 

u 

v 

w 

X 

Y 

z 

Total ________. 

BhllG- __-*. 

digruphe-Baaed on 60,om zettcrs Government plain-ted telegrams; redu4xd :0 

SECOND LETTER Total 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ) Blsnks 

31 6 14 27 
I 

11 4 6) 2 17, l/ 2’ 32 14’ 64i 2j 12! 1 44’ 41; 471 131 i 3 12 ’ 374; 3 
-,_- /-‘-*-_ ‘__I___#&__, pp_I-_I_ -.-~~‘-------- 

4; 1 1 181 1 1 1 2’ 1: / 6j I! / 41 1 I 2 1; 11 21 [ j i, , 49, 14 
-I- -(- -,-/ 

201 : 31 1: 32i ii 
I-_,_; ____-,-.--....-.--_~~~~ ---,---- 

155 8 
- - -- - pj-_l- ,__le_Ip__e ------- -,--e --- 
32, 4 4; 8; 33; 8’ 21 2: 2i1 l/ j 3 5/ 4, 16; 5 2: 12’ 131 151 51 3i 41 i l/ ’ 209’ 3 

----,--I---- 
351 4 32, 601 421 181 41 i/ 27; 1 

_------ -,..-m- --- 
I 29 14 1111 12, 20 12 8i 54’ 3i 

i I ---- 
3;201 7; 71 4 1, 648 1 

-_‘- - - - -I- -’ 
, , 

-‘--- -- 
5l 2; 1; 10: 11: 1’ / 39 

__; ~~~_~~~~_ I__---_-- 

/ 2, 11 ; 40 1 ! 9 3 111 3’ 1 1: 1: 141’ 9 
-_----_ __--__ -..---------I-- -_----- 

i : 21 1 14; 2: 1: 20 5 1 I 2, 1; 3; 6 2 5: 
-.A- 

3i 4j 21 / I/ I 1 , S2, 
--.--- --_e-__ --e-p 

7 
--I-‘---- 

I 
201 1 3: 2, 20 5 / ’ 33, j I 1: 21 3! 20; lj 1, If 4’ 28: 8/ / 11 ! 11 1 lilt i 

-~___‘__~~---__x----‘---- -.----,- ---- 
8; 2 22’ 6 13 10 19, I I 1 2 23’ 9i i5; 411 7; 2i 35 2’;’ 1251 :15 2 366 i I ---,-____--------- ----w--_-A--- 
Ii I I !2 jI I 3‘; j i if! 1,: / i 22 

-.--- ---- ------------:I_ 
j 2’ / I j 
-__, --_-Ip 

1: 1 1 6, i 1 I 2 I 1 / 1 / ’ ; 1, 1 
----~~_‘~-----~~ 1 I t I 13, 19 

~_‘--&--~-‘-__,--_----- 
28, 3 3 9 3i 3, 1’ 1 20 I 1 2;: 2 1 13 3 2 6 8’ 2 2 2 10 1531 .j 

---- ~~_~~__I~~ --- ___- ----- ---- ~ 
366’3 126 1;sl 9 I ’ 13 ‘106 242 , 21 i / 2 1261 10 

-_---~~-~~_----~----- -m---e --, 
26 2 19 52 5i. 92i 4’ 30 1 2; 5 5 8 18 3 1 41 24 82; i/ 3/ 31 1 5 39ii 2 

----- ---_---_ a-.- ___.-__ -------e--w _--- 

i, 4 S 12 3’ 25’ 2. 3, 5 1, 21 19 25 ii 61 25 ’ 64 14, 19, 37: 7’1 8 1 2 3i61 3 
-- _-______- --_--e-----v- 
14 1 1 1 23’ 2 

--- -- _.._ - - - - _ - - I_ - - 
II 

1 ,I’ ~--- ~__~_c__~_____~~-~__ -----,-- -----A- 
39 2 9 li 98 6, 7 3’ 30 1’ 1 jl 9 7’ 28 13’ / 11 31 42 5, 5, 4 9 3tj2’ 3 

---- --‘---I_--- ---!---_----,--_-- --- 
4 .- 

------- 
4 

--I--- 
c) 2 1 1; 1; ' 1; 2 I 

----- ~~_~I~__~~~__ -I -I-.- -,-/- - -- -I- --- 
96 i 

-- - --I- 
4’ 23 

(Facep.113) 
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TABLE 4.-Frequency distribution for 10,000 lcttere of literary Englbh, a8 conq&!ed 

(1) ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED 

A s--w--m- 778 G ____--s-w 17 4 L---, 372’ Q __________ 8 V -__.w___ 
H sm-mmm-m 5 9 5 NL----- 288 R--es, 651 
I --em---w 6 6 7 N-m- 686 s ---------- 622 
J --~~~~~*~ 51 o--- 807 T ___-_w_ - 855 
K wvI-w--w 74 P----w-w 2 2 3 IL--,, 308 

(2) ARRANGED ACCORDING TO FREQUENCY 

R m---w- 6 5 1 U-,-,-w 308 Y m--m-v- 196 
S mm-c----- * 622 C--e- 296 W ~~~~--~~- 176 
H ---s-w-a 595 M, I-~~~~~~~ 288 G _____ -___ 174 
D --w----- 402 P _____ti___ 223 B ___m_____ 141 
L -w---w-- 372 F ___-__a__- 197 v mmm.-s.esw 112 

112 
176 
27 

196 
17 

74 
51 
27 
17 
8 

TABLE 5.-Frepmy distribution far 10,000 &#ers of t&graphic Engli& aar compiled by Hift 

(1) ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED 

A memm-m-mem 8 13 G ________w_ 2 0 1 L,,,--- 392 Q--~-- 38 
B --sm----*- 149 H em__-em_ 386 K---- 2 7 3 R,-m~ 677 
C 306 I _____ -___ 711 N _.___ -_- 7 18 S--w. 656 -**e--w--* 
D s-mm**---- ‘417 J,,---* 42 0 _-____w_ 844 T- _____m 634 
E _I-_ 1, 319 K- __-_-w 88 P s-w-m---w 243 U _-__---a 321 
F ---**Is- 205 

(2) ARRANGED ACCORDING TO FREQUENCY 

IL 32 1 F _____e____ 205 sm*s----m 1, 3 19 s ---- *--- 656 U--s---w- 
0 ~*c~~~~~~~ 844 T _____m___ 634 C a--w-.-w 306 G __________ 201 
A *--e--w. 813 D __m______ 4 17 L--,-, 273 W _________ 166 
N *--B-----w 7 18 L ___m-_mm 392 P* -sww * ees- 243 B __________ 149 
I 7 11 H 386 Y.-w-w----- 208 V __________ 136 ~~~~~~~~~- __________ 
R mea--mm- 677 
1 Hitt, Capt. Parker. Manual jw the Solution of Miliiary Ciphers. 

136 
166 
51 

208 
6 

88 
51 
42 
38 

6 
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TABLE i’-A.--The @2? diJeren.t digraphs of table 6 arranged according to their absolute frequencies 

EN ************** 111 
RE *I--**-*** 98 
m ***********-- 87 
NT *******I****- 82 
TH. **-********* 78 
ON.------, 77 
IN--,--- 75 
TE ____________ 7 1 
AN *m-e******* 64 
OR----- 64 
ST-w---- 63 
ED -*-**-***** 60 
NE, -**-******* 57 
VE *-**I***** 57 
ESvm-,, 54 
ND ***---*I*-* 52 
TO------, 50 
SE- ___________ 49 

'1,249 
AT,,----*- 
TI-,,,----, 
AR *.*********** 
EE---_*--- 
RT,,--,,,,,, 
As ***-********* 
co ************* * 
IO ************** 
TY,---,--,, 
FO,,-----,, 
FI ***** * ***.**** 
RA *********-*** 
ET,,----_,, 
ou ****** _* ****** 
LE-,----m-,, 
MA ***-********** 
Tw ************** 
EA---------,-,, 
IS.-----. 
SI-_,_-,--_--*- 
DE.~..-~---~ 
HI -------1. * ---- 
AL-.,---,..-, 
CE_--,---- 
DA-.-,---, 

47 
45 
44 
42 
42 
41 
41 
41 
41 
40 
39 
39 
37 
37 
37 
36 
36 
35 
35 
34 
3.7 
33 
32 
32 
32 

EC----, 32 
Rs ******w*****a* 31 
UR *********s*** 31 
NI---------. 30 
RI,-----,, 30 
EL------, 29 
HT _-_a_-em-c-c_. 28 
LA, I******-*** 28 
RO------,, 28 
TA,----a,, 28 

'2,495 
LL,,-,--, 
AD,--,-,, 
DI-,,-,-,,,,, 
EI *----I*** 
IR----,,,, 
IT,--,-, 
NG we_-____-_ -_ 
ML ********Iw-* 
NA,, w-v__-___ 
SK **--******. 
IV-----,, 
OF-,,,,,,,,, 
OhL **** *- ***** 
OP,--,-- 
NS-- ___s____ 
SA ____________ 
IL-----,,, 
PE,.-,,-,,, 
IC*******-* **** 
WE *w-*-w***** 
UN *****-******* 
CA _____________ 
EP----e,,,,, 
Ev ************** 
GH---we,, 
HA ************** 
HE ******..******* 
HO.,.,,,,,,,,,,, 
LI---*--, swsemm 
ss***- ********* 
TT--,--,,,,, 
IG ***-********* 
NC ___________m_ 

27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
26 
26 
26 
25 
25 
25 
25 
24 
24 
23 
23 
22 
22 
21 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
19 
19 
19 
19 

OLD--*, 
OT,,,,,,,,,, 
TS-,--we 
wo** *******--** 
BE---,-, 
EF,---a 
NO _____.________ 
PR---w-,, 
AI ***-**--*** 
m I**--*-- 
PO--,,-, 
RD ***Mm--*- 
TR -*w-I***** 
DO----,, 
DT *w********-* 
fK**----, 
QU------- 
so-- **** _I 
YT *-m---m-* 
AC ___-________ 
ArvL ******-**-* 
CH---a-,-, 
CT--,--,,,, 
EM, ****----. 
GE,,,,,,,,,,,, 
OS ***.I**-***.* 
PA---m-- 
PL-----,, 
RP d--*---c- 
SC *I*** *******. 
WI,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
MM *****-..***I* 
DS-,--,--,a 
AU ______________ 
IE_m----mm 
LO--,---, 

19 
19 
19 
19 
18 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
16 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 

83,745 
AP a._____-____._ 12 
DR ____w________ 12 
EQ-,~,.-~-~- 12 
AY--,,,,,-,, 12 
EO----,,-- 12 
OD------- 12 
SF-,,-,,,,,,, 12 

us- ****.****** 
UT ***--*****-* 
VI--_---,-, 
WA,---- 
FF *.w-----*--* 
PP--,.--,,,, 
RR ************* 
UE w************* 
FT *I*********** 
su ************** 
YF-,-,,,--- 
YS ************** 
YO .*** ***** I**** 
FE ************** 
IF------- 
LY----,-*- 
MO ******* ******* 
SP-,,,.--.-,* 
YE, ******.***-** 
FR *******-***** 
IhlL ************* 
LD,,,----,, 
MI mm**u******* 
NF *********I*** 
RC------se 
RN ********I*** 
RY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
DD,,--.--- 
NN ***********.** 
DF------- 
IA------, 
Hu ************** 
LT,------- 
MP ************** 
oc*- **** ** ***** 
ow ********** **** 
PT,,,,,--.-.-- 
UG---...,.--- 
AV,,m----_ 
BY--_--,--- 
CI,,*-.---,.* 
EH, *******-***** 
OA ___s ___ ______ 
Ew ************** 
Ex **********I. 

12 
12 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 . 

7 
7 
7 

a Tba 18 dfgrapha above this line mtnpom 25Q/o of the total. 
J The 63 dlgrspba above thh line ampow 50$& ol the total. 
J Tbe 117 dmpha rbva tbia lfnr coznpcm 7% of tlm BtJ. 
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TABLE i’-A.- The &I diferent digrap& of table 6 arranged according to their abedut4 jrequen- 
ties--Continued 

GA _..__ _ _______- 
IP*--**---* 
Ml ************** 
ov.****.**.***** 
RG......-,.-.. 
RN.--**** 
TE.......--,,, 
TN, _ ___ _a _______ 
XT-******-*-* 
AB..,..-.-,... 
AG- ________.-- 
BL---...-- 
oo************** 
YA.**--**--* 
GO ____--- -_a-a._ 
ID.....-..-.,, 
KE *************w 
Ls.,------ 
MB ************** 
PI***-*****.*.* 
PS-*--***.*** 
RF--,..,.,- 
TC.-a-.,,,,... 
TD..,--.....- 
TM.**.-**..-- 
LL -********mm. 
VA _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 
YN *******..***** 
CL**,****.****** 
Dhf.*******-**** 
DP.............. 
DU....,......... 
Of*-,,.**.***,* 
UA.............. 
UI*.**-.*...**- 
FA-.-......... 
GI......,....... 
GR.............. 
HF............-. 
NL *****...*.*.*. 
NM.,. ._.. . . . . . . 
NY .* . . . . . *....** 
RL.............. 
RU.............. 
RV-..........-- 

7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

SD..-..---,, 
SR..,....-- 
TG**-----* 
Tu **mm**-***** 
UhL **.***-***** 
AF..,---m--. 
BAe-e-.--m 
BO-.--.m, 
CK************* 
CR,.,.-a-.-- 
cu,,*******-- 
DB......--.--. 
DC,...--..--.. 
DN .**A****.**** 
DW-.---, 
EB..,-em. 
EG--a--,,, 
EY---,-,*, 
GT. _a ___-------- 
Hs ************** 
MS ************** 
Nl-i ****SW-u-w* 
NR -****11*** 
OB.....----. 
Pb!L*---- 
RWm-----. 
SN,m .__________ 
SW**********-* 
M ************* 
YC*.************ 
YD ************** 
YR -*********** 
PH.-*-*******. 
Pu,***-*-.*-* 
RH .************* 
SB....,......-.. 
SK**********.* 
TB ***-********* 
UB *************m 
UC*****.**.***.* 
UD............., 
YP,***..*..--* 
cc***.****.***** 
AW--.-......, 
DL.-.*--**-* 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

DV...,--..-,, 
AA *****-*****.* 
Eu *-*******..c* 
OE*****-******* 
YI**-*-*--* 
FS***-----* 
Fu ************.* 
GN- ______ _____ 
GS- __ ____ ______m 
HC, _____________ 
HN ************** 
LB.-,.-..--, 
LC----, 
LF.,,...,....... 
LP,****--**-, 
MC************** 
NP...----.- 
NV .********-*** 
NW *********-*** 
OH-----~ 
AH ****a**--**-* 
AK ************* 
BI........--- 
BR.....-.-, 
BU..***.-*-- 
DG.,.......,-.a 
DH.....-.-..w 
DO...,.--...., 
A0 ________-_---- 
OY******.*****.* 
FC.-..******.*. 
FL *******e***** 
GC -_________--a- 
GF...-.....--.. 
GL......,.....-. 
GP.............. 
GU..:........... 
HD **.*********** 
HM ****.********* 
IB........-...- 
IK.***.--....* 
IZ.,..*****..*** 
JE*--,******** 
JO.--.--..--- 
JU,,.****--.*- 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

KI--ea. 
Lht **-**- 
LR ********-mew 
LU*,----*, 
LV*---, 
LW-*-*,-,, 
MR --w--*1* 
MT *******Mm*** 
Mu *-*SW***-- 
My *****--.I- 
NB *****-*-***** 
NK **I********* 
OG- ___________ 
OK.-.-..-.,, 
PF-.-----. 
RB ***********I* 
SG ______________ 
SL**.--*---** 
TP,.,..-.-.-. 
UP---******** 
WN _************* 
XA ************* 
xc*********-* 
xI-**.,*-l*-*- 
XP*.**.-*..--* 
YB .-*********- 
YL************* 
Yhc **-*****.*** 
ZE.,.....--mm 
GG *****I******* 
AJ _...... - __.__ 
BJ *******w***** 
BhL*,,--*.~- 
BS . . ..s....- -.. 
BT ____._.._._m__ 
CD .._......_~..~ 
CF _..........~~~ 
ChL***-***** 
CN ___-__-__---- 
cs,,*-***.****. 
cw**.**-*-**. 
cY,,*****-***** 
DJ ___cm--..mew 
DY,,,---m-w 
EJ *1-*---- 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
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.- -The .@G dijerent digraphs of table 6 atranged according to thir absolute frepwn- 
&g-Continued 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

TABLE 7-B.- The 18 digraphs composing 26yo of the digraphs in Tabt-e 6 arranged alphabetka.Uy 
according to their +&iuJ let&s 

I 

(1) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR FINAL (2) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR ABSOLUTE 
LETTERS FREQUENCIES 

AN--, 64 

ED------,,_,,, 60 
EN--,,,,,-,._,,, 111 
ER a___ ..________ 87 
ES-----,,-, 54 

IN ce________.___ 75 

SE,--e,,,,,,_m,- 49 
ST,,,,~~~,-,,,,, 63 

EN-.---,,,, 111 
ER ~~~~~*~-~~~-- 87 
ED--,---,, 60 
ES,-,,_..,,,,,., 54 

IN--.-,..,_,,... 75 

SE,,,.,,-,.,,,, 49 
ST.-,,,,,,,,.,, 63 

TotaL.~ 1, 248 
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TABLE 7-C.--T;he 63 digraphs composing 60% of the 6,000 digrap& oj Table 6, arranged alphabetically 
aemtding to th& initiu4 letters 

(1) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR FINAL (2) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR ABSOLUTE 
LETTERS FREQUENCIES 

ALL **I-**-*** 
AN *e*.*-***** 

mm******* 
As ****v****** 
AT,,,,,,,,, 

32 
64 
44 
41 
47 

CE-- ******** -* 
co***-**..-*** 

32 
41 

DA--**-* 32 
DE--,---- 33 

EA *.******-*** 
EL--,----m 
ED **c---I-** 
EE, **---***** 
EL -M-m***** 
EN *-***mm**** 
ER----* 
Es *--*- 
ET *m--e 

35 
32 
60 
42 
29 

111 
87 
54 
37 

FI-,--- 
FO-,,m-,,,,,, 

HI *m-*-w-**** 
HT ******I****** 

IN,,,.--,,- 
IO **--** *--* 
IS--**--***-.* 

LA --*****---* 
LE *************. 

39 
40 

33 
28 

75 
41 
35 

28 
37 

MA **-I**-*** 

ND *-w-w 
NE *----**- 
NI---- 
NT -*----- 

ON------ 
OL----* 
ou-- -I*** 

36 

52 
57 
30 
82 

77 
64 
37 

RA -----*** 
RE. **--**w*** 
RI---**** 
RO,---.-_, 
Rs pm**-* 
RT-w-m-, 

39 
98 
30 
28 
31 
42 

SE--**-,* 49 
SI---*** 34 
ST-m-,,, 63 

TL-----.* 
TE. ----***** 
TH----- 
TL---*-*** 
TO ___w____--me. 
Tw *--********* 
TY ************** 

28 
71 
78 
45 
50 
36 
41 

31 

57 

Total _-mm__ 2,495 

AN ***-****I*- 

AT,,---,, 
AR -****--1* 
As -1s****1-* 
AL ---**-*** 

co- 1---* 
CE--**-,* 

64 
47 
44 
41 
32 

41 
32 

DE----- 33 
DA-,,---- 32 

EN ***-**a****** 
ER **********-* 
ED **III******* 
Es *H-H******* 
EE,--- 
ET----- 
EA -c-l-*** 
EC--~~---~ 
ELL u-m**-* 

111 
87 
60 
54 
42 
37 
35 
32 
29 

FO-,-_*--*-- 40 
FI ________m_____ 39 

HI ***c**-***** 
HT *--I*****.** 

33 
28 

IN.--------- 75 
Io---~-- 41 
IS*---.---*-- 35 

L&E ****.**I*-**- 37 
LA ****..**w... 28 

DAL u*********** 

NT ***-m******* 
NE **-***I-* 
ND *********-*** 
NI ***** --*** 

36 

82 
57 
52 
30 

ON ________-u-s 77 
OR w-w_ _ _____ 64 
ou-*** **** -* 37 

RE. *.******-*** 
RT------,, 
RA *******s***** 
Rs *****--**I* 
RI----., 
RO----- 

98 
42 
39 
31 
30 
28 

ST *-*********** 63 
SE--********* 49 
sI-,,**--* 34 

TK ****I*-*** 
TE-,,--.-, 
TO,-----, 
TL---.-- 
TY*,- **** * **.* 
Tw *-*****-****** 
TA-,.---.---- 

78 
71 
50 
45 
41 
36 
28 

31 

57 

Total _____m 2,495 
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TABLE 7-D.-% 117 digvaphs conzpoeing 76% of the 6,000 d@raphs of Table 6, arranged alpha- 
betica.Uy according to their initiul letters-- 

(1) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR FINAL LETTERS 

AC ______________ 
AD.--------- 
AI------- 
AL--,,,,,,,,,,,, 
AM ***-********* 
AN ___________-__ 
AR ****c******** 
As *-*-**w***** 
AT-------- 
AU---------, 

14 
27 
17 
32 
14 
64 
44 
41 
47 
13 

BE-----,-, 18 

CA _________e__ 20 
CE---,,,.---, 32 
CH ________ _____ 14 
co***-********* 41 
CT--,,,--- 14 

DA _______ - _____ 
DE,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
Dim--w--w 
DO------, 
DS-,----, 
DT -****-**-*I 

32 
33 
27 
16 
13 
15 

EA -**I*-..*-*** 
EC--w.---, 
ED -************* 
EE------- 
EF-,-----, 
EI,,--,-,--,,, 
ELm----mm,,,, 
EM ************** 
EN--,---,. 

35 
32 
60 
42 
18 
27 
29 
14 

Ill 

EP----,--,,.e, 
ER ***--******** 
Es ****m**-***** 
ET ************** 
Ev ************** 

20 
87 
54 
37 
20 

FI __w__________ 39 
FO----,,,,,, 40 

GE-,,-,,--,, 
GH, ************* 

14 
20 

HA -************* 
HE, ***********- 
HI,*,*--*--* 
HO-,,-,-,,,,,,, 
l-R ************* 
HT ************** 

20 
20 
33 
20 
17 
28 

IC******,******* 22 
IE------,, 13 
IG-w.,,,,--- 19 
IL**.***--,-* 23 
IN*****-******* 75 
IO***,***,**,** 41 
IR-*--*--* 27 
IS-**---*,** 35 
IT--,,--,,,, 27 
Iv-***--**-* 25 
Ix-****.******* 15 

LA *******p****** 28 
LJL ************* 37 
LI--*-**--* 20 
LL ***-********* 27 

Lo*-**-**.*-* 13 

MA ************* 
ME ************** 

NA __ ____ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
NC-- _________ 
ND *-**I******* 
NE m******-*** 
NG- ___________ 
NI********-**. 
NO _______ _______ 
NS, ____ _ _ ___ _ __ _ 
NT ************** 

OF------- 
OL-,*--*-**, 
OAL*.*********** 
ON =____.________ 
oP--*--*-*, 
OR,,,--,,,,,, 
OS **** ********** 
OT ______________ 
ou*****-******* 

36 
26 

26 
19 
52 
57 
27 
30 
18 
24 
82 

25 
19 
25 
77 
25 
64 
14 
19 
37 

PA-,-,,,-,,,, 14 
PE-,,--,,,,, 23 
PO*-******-*** 17 
PR,---,,am,, 18 

15 

39 
17 
98 

RI--*----* 
RO-,,-,,,,,,,,,, 
Rs ************** 
RT,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

SA _____ ____ ____ _ 
SE ______________ 
SK *******m--e** 
SI*-**-*,***** 
so*****-***.** 
ss*****,**,*,,* 
ST,,,,,,,,,,-,,, 

TA- ____ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 
TE-----,-- 
TH_ ******-***** 
TI.*,**,,,*** 
TO.,.,-,-,,,-., 
TIC -me****-* 
TS,,,,,,,,, 
TT -*********** 
Tw -**m-w-* 
TY c*--VW*** 

UN -*-****--* 
UR -*-I-*** 

VE -******** 

WE *********I*** 
wo-****-***** 

YT --** 

30 
28 
31 
42 

24 
49 
26 
34 
15 
19 
63 

28 
71 
78 
45 
50 
17 
19 
19 
36 
41 

21 
31 

57 

22 
19 

15 

Total ______ 3, 743 
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TABLE 7-D, Concluded.- Tne 117 digraphs comprising 76% of the 6,000 digraphs of Table 6, 
arranged alphabetically according to their initial letters- 

(2) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR ABSOLUTE FREQUENCIES 

64 
47 
44 
41 
32 
27 
17 
14 
14 
13 

EL-,,,--~-- 27 
EP---,------- 20 
EV,,,-,------ 20 
EF----~----- 18 
EM_*-********** 14 

MA ************** 36 
ME,,~.----~ _ 26 

RI,,,,,------ 
RO,,,,----- 
RD ************** 

18 

41 
32 
20 
14 
14 

33 
32 
27 
16 
15 
13 

111 
87 
60 
54 
42 
37 
35 
32 
29 

FO-,,,,--- 40 
FI,,---- 39 

GH*******-*** 20 
GE,,,,---~-~~ 14 

HI~,~~~----- 
HT ***********-** 
HA, ************* 
HE ************** 
HO_,-,,,------- 

33 
28 
20 
20 
20 
17 

IN------~- 75 
IO-*********--* 41 
IS************** 35 
IR-,,,---me 27 
IT,-,,--~~~~- 27 
IV************** 25 
IL************** 23 
IC*****.******** 22 
IG,--e-,-----m- 19 
Ix-~-.**~-*- 15 
IE-,,,-------- 13 

LE-***-******** 3'7 
LA ************** 28 
LL ************** 27 
LI-.*.**...**, 20 
LO.*****-****** 13 

NT ************** 
NE ***********-** 
ND _************* 
NI,,------~~ 
NG, _ _ =- - - _- _ _ -- - 
NA, _ _ _a -- _- = - - -- 
NS- ____-_______ _ 
NC ______________ 
NO _____ _ _______- 

ON- _ _ __ __ __ _ __ _ _ 
OR ************** 
ou************** 
OF,-------- 
OM************* 
OP************** 
OL************** 
OT,,,----- 
OS************** 

PE~~~~~~---~- 23 
PR,.,,---- 18 
PO************** 17 
PA,..-.~---~ 14 

82 
57 
52 
30 
27 
26 
24 
19 
18 

77 
64 
37 
25 
25 
25 
19 
19 
14 

15 

98 
42 
39 
31 

30 
28 
17 

ST.----,- 63 
SE.------~ 49 
SI*.***-****** 34 
SH*********-** 26 
SA,,,--,..a-- 24 
ss******.******* 19 
so*******..***** 15 

78 
71 
50 
45 
41 
36 
28 
19 
19 
17 

VE..m.-..--- 

WE-. 1---===-= 
wo*****.****.**. 

YT.-,.-.-.-v.- 

31 
21 

57 

22 
19 

15 
-- 

Total,.,-, 3, 745 = 

TABLE 7-E.--Au the 428 digraphs of Table 6, arranged$rst alphabetically according to their initti 
letters and then alphabetically according to their $nal letters. 

(SEE TABLE 6.-READ ACROSS THE ROWS) 
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TABLE 8.- The 428 difereti dig-rap& of Table 6, arranged first alphubetim.Uy according to their 
initial letters, and thm according io their abao126te frequencies under cwh inirial letter f 

AN ************** 
AT, _ ___ ______ __ _ 
AR --*---******** 
AS ___w_________ 
AL ___________ -_ 
AD ***********-* 
AI ___________m__ 
AC _-_____-______ 
AhL **-********* 
AURA,-,,, 
APEX,,,,-, 
AY ____________ 
AL-___-_____ 
AB ************** 
AG _____________- 
AF _________ -___ 
AA, ************* 
AW ____m_________ 
AK ---********** 
AK, -*********** 
A0 *-**-** ***-* 
AIL -1--***** 
AL-******* 

BE-m-,,,, 
BY--,,,-..,,. 
BL----,,, 
BA,,-mm,,, 
BO,,,,,,,-,,,, 
BIw-e,--- 
BR,-,.--- 
BU,,_,,,,,,,,,, 
BJ **.*********** 
BK,-,--,.,, 
BS-,---,,,,, 
BT,.,,,,,,,-,,,, 

co ***********,** 41 
CE, __ _____a_____ 32 
CA _____-_______ 20 
CH ____________ 14 

. 

64 
47 
44 
41 
32 
27 
17 
14 
14 
13 
12 
12 
7 
6 
6 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

18 
7 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

CT-----~,,, 
CI ~-~~~-~--~-~-~ 
CL ****-** * **** 
CK. **** +**-*** 
CR _____________ 
cu .**** * ******** 
cc- ***** * ***** 
CD *****-**** *** 
CF ______wa_.._ -_ 
CM. --**-***-*** 
CN,,, __ _ ___ __ ___ 
CL *******-** 
cw- ***I*--*** 
CY- **** ** -** * 

DE_ __ _ _ __ _ ___ _ _ _ 
DA_ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ a__ 
DI______________ 
DO-,- _________ 
DT ______________ 
DS----me,, 
DR--v,,,, 
DD--w,,,, 
DF-,,,---,,, 
DM_*.,,,,,,,,,, 
DP----,,,,, 
DU-,,,,,,,,,,,, 
DB---,,,,-, 
DC--,,,,,*,,,,, 
DN-,,,,,,,,., 
DW ______________ 
DL _-we_ em__ __ ___ 
DV, __ _ _ ___ ___ _ _ _ 
DG _______ - _..___ 
DH- _______ .._ _ _ _ 
DQ ____.______ __ 
DJ ************** 
DY~---~m.,, 

EN,.,.,,,,,,,,, 
ER ----I-** 

14 
7 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

33 
32 
27 
16 
15 
13 
12 
8 
8 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

111 
87 

ED *******I*..*** 
Es ************** 
EE ***..***‘.****** 
ETm.v-,,,, 
EA, ************* 
EC------_,, 
EL *..************ 
EI--.--, 
EP s-m- - .______ 
Ev *II********* 
EF .***---***** 
EK -***-.***.** 
EO-- _______ 
EQ ______ - ____. 
EH- ********-*** 
Ew --************ 
Ex. ************* 
EB ************** 
EG _______ ___c.__ 
EY -**I.********* 
Eu ************** 
EJ *-*********** 
Ez -*****u.* a* 

FO---e,,,, 
FI----,,, 
FF -**-****** 
FT *-I********* 
FE_ --******** 
FR **.1*-***** 
FA---,,,, 
FS-----, 
Fu *-********I.* 
Fc **-I-****-* 
FL ***********-* 
FD **-*****-*** 
FG _______ . ___ we _ 
FK *.*****N**** 
FP--,,,,, 
Fw *---I***- 
FY -I---IIc* 

60 
54 
42 
37 
35 
32 
29 
27 
20 
20 
18 
14 
12 
12 
7 
7 
7 
4 
4 
4 
3 
1 
1 

40 
39 
11 
11 
10 
9 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 

GH - - -mm_ _ ___ __ _ 
GE** *********** 
GA **** - **--* 
GO ______________ 
GI __________mw__ 
GR me__ - _______ 
GT,.m---- 
GN- __ _ ____ __ ____ 
GS ______________ 
GC ___-_________ 
GF-,,,,,,,,,,,, 
GL_,,-,,,,,,,m, 
GP .**--******** 
GU,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
GD----,,,,,, 
GG ************** 
GJ* ** * ** * * * * * ** * 
Ght ************* 
GW- ********** 

20 
14 
7 
6 
5 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

33 
28 
20 
20 
20 
17 
8 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

* For arrangement alphabetically f%mt under intial lettera and then under final letters, see TabIe 6. 
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TABLE 8, Contd.- The 498 diferent digraphs of Table 6, arranged$rst alphabetically according to 
their initial letters, and then according to their absolzlte frequtmies under each initial letter * 

IN*-----.,, 
Io*********~**** 
IS~,~*,~~,*~,~,* 
IR----,,,,, 
IT************** 
IV*---****** 
IL------,, 
IC****,****,*,, 
IG****,,-**,,,, 
IX----- 
IE----mm 
IF _____________ 
IM************* 
IA**-.******** 
IP-,-*--*, 
ID _______ - _____ 

IB*,**.******** 
IK*,,,*,******** 
x2*-*****-*-* 

JE----*-- 
JO- ________.mm 
JU _______ i ______ 
JA ______________ 

KE *********-*** 
KI------- 
KA_ ************* 
KC _________ -___ 
KL -************ 
KN ************** 
KS ***-********* 

LE -*********** 
LA ************** 
LbL *-*********** 

75 
41 
35 
27 
27 
25 
23 
22 
19 
15 
13 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 

2 
2 
2 

37 
28 
27 

LI*****,--**- 
LO------- 
LY~---,***-* 
LD ************** 
LT,,,,,,,,,-,a, 
Ls ************** 
LB *****~*L***** 
LC********,***** 
LF *****-****** 
LP.-*--- 
LhL **-********* 
LR I*********** 
LU--**,****- 
Lv*~---- 
Lw*----,, 
LG-s---- 
LH. *we-***** 
LN ******__)*** 

20 
13 
10 
9 
8 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

36 
26 
13 
10 
9 
8 
6 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

82 

NE ************** 
ND ************** 
NI-***-**-** 
NG ___________ ___ 
NA,-,,,,,,,,,,, 
NS ________-_____ 
NC --___------_- 
NO ______________ 
NF ***********w** 
NN *******w****** 
Nu ************-* 
NL *-*********** 
NM.. -*-* 
NY *-**-I_*- 
NH *******-**-* 
NR ********-*** 
NP *******-***** 
NV *******-**-* 
NW *****-*****1 
NB ************** 
N?c ************* 
NJ--,,--,,,, 
NQ- __-_____ _m___ 

57 
52 
30 
27 
26 
24 
19 
18 
9 
8 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 

OA ____________ __ 7 
ov*******,.,,,,, 7 
oo************- 6 
OX************** 5 
OB~********** 4 
OE-----, 3 
OH------,,-, 3 
OG _______-_____ 2 
OK**.*******-* 2 
OY*,,,,,,******* 2 
OJ-,,,,,,--, 1 
OX**********-* 1 

ON _____________ 77 
OR-----..- 64 
ou**,********** 37 
OF----,---m 25 
OM-************ 25 
OP***,******-* 25 
OL*------* 19 
OT,,,,,,,,,,,, 19 
OS-******-- 14 

PE---s,,,,,,, 23 
PR,,,-,,,,,,,, 18 
PO*********-*** 17 
PA, _ ____ __ __ __a 14 
PL-----** 13 
PP***,---- 11 
PT---,---a 8 
PI---,-- 6 
PS.-**-*,--* 6 
PM* wmwae---mq 4 
PH _______-___ 3 
PU*----- 3 
PF-- _________ 2 
PB, __-__a___ 1 
PC------- 1 
PD _______ ---a 1 
PN ______w____._ 1 
PV-*,**,*-- 1 
Pw-----*** 1 
PY----,,-* 1 

00,----- 12 QU _______- -__ 15 
oc******---* 8 w *-w-m***** 1 
ow-.--*-- 8 QR m-c__*** 1 

1 For arrangement alphabetically Gnt under initial letfete and then under final lettera, M Table 6. 
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TABLE 8, Concluded.- The 4.28 di’erent digraphs of Table 6, arranged.first alphabeticuUy according 
to their initial letters, and then according to t/&r absoltiefrepuencies und-er each in&J letter l 

RE ___*_ ********* 
RTw _ ___ _ _____ _ _ _ 
RA- *==* ****** 
Rs ************** 
RI _____________a 
RO ______________ 
RD -************* 
RP- ______ _______ 
RR ***********.* 
RC ______________ 
RhL-****** 
RYw _ ___ _______ 
RG ______ ..__.. _ __ _ 
RN *~***c-******~ 
RF ************** 
RL ************** 
RU, __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
RV,, _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
RWw- _________ 
Rli ************* 
RB ************** 
RJ ************** 
RK, ******a****** 

98 
42 
39 
31 
30 
28 
17 
13 
11 
9 
9 
9 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 

ST ______________ 63 
SE _____.________ 49 
SI.*--**--- 34 
SH*********- 26 
SA ______________ 24 
ss******“**.**** 19 
so************** 15 
SC************** 13 
SF ______________ 12 
su--,,,,**,***,* 11 
SP*****_--*-* 10 
SD- ____ ________ _ 5 

SR _____________ 5 
SN ______________ 4 
SW*-* ***** *** 4 
SB ______________ 3 
SM-************ 3 
SG- __ ______-v-s _ 2 
sL-*--**~* 2 
SK******-***** 1 
sv************** 1 
SY************** 1 

Tli *********m*** 
TE ______________ 
TO _________s___ 
TI ______________ 
TY _______ __ _____ 
TW ______________ 
TA, _____________ 
TS _ _ _ ____ __ _ __ __ 
TT _____m________ 
TR *******-**** 
TF ______________ 
TN -__u - ______ 
TC c-c___________ 
TD -******o****** 
TM, ************* 
TL _____________ _ 
TU ______ ________ 
TB- _ _ __ __ I___ __ _ 
TP- _____________ 
TG, __ ____ __ _____ 
TQ- _____________ 
TZ,**********- 

78 
71 
50 
45 
41 
36 
28 
19 
19 
17 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 

UR -*****-*****c* 
UN ************** 

31 
21 

us***.“********* 
UT- ____ _ _ __ _ ____ 
UE ************** 
UG _______ _______ 
UL-**-****** 
UA ======I ****=** 
uI**~***~*,***,* 
ImL ************* 
UB--**_*-***** 
UC************** 
UD *******.****** 
UP--**-*--* 
UF ******-.“***** 
uo************** 
uv ************** 

12 
12 
11 
8 
6 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 

VE ________ _ _____ 57 
VI************** 12 
VA _ __ __ __ _ ____ _ 6 
vo***,,,***** 1 
VT-*********** 1 

WE *********m**** 
wo************** 
WI*------* 
WA __________ -_ 
WH- ************* 
WN ______________ 
WL ************** 
WR ********-*** 
ws*********,,* 
WY *********-*** 

XT -************* 
XA ************** 
xc*******-**** 

22 
19 
13 
12 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

7 
2 
2 

x1-*---*-** 
xP**---***~,* 
XD ************** 
XE ************** 
XF ************** 
Xl-L ************* 
XN ************** 
x0,,,,,,.******* 
XR ************* 
xs *****a******** 

YT ************** 
YF __.__w_w______ 
YS************** 
YO-************ 
YE ************** 
YA-.*-**. 
YN ************** 
YC*******-***** 
YD ***-********* 
YR ************* 
YI***********- 
YP*-,-,-*- 
YB _______-___ - 
YL----*--* 
YrvL ***w-***** 
YG _________ -s-e 
Yl-L *****s******* 
Yu ************** 
Yw *****-**--* 

ZE, ******mm*-** 
ZA *****-m*** 
ZI,,**---- 

2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

15 
11 
11 
10 
9 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
1 
1 

Total,,,- 5, 000 

1 For arrangement alphabetically fir& under initial letter-a and then under final lettera, bee Table 6. 
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TABLE g-A.-The 428 d# i erent digraphs of Table 6, arranged$rst alphabetically according to their 
Jinal letters, and then according to their absolute freqwnchs 

39 
36 
35 
32 
28 
28 
26 
24 
20 
20 
14 
12 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 

6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

EC,,-----_--- 32 
XC***.***.***-* 22 
NC __________ --- - 19 
AC-~_-_-,--, 14 
SC************** 13 
RC-,,----__, 9 
oc************** 8 
TC------,- 6 
DC--,------ 4 
YC-****-****** 4 
cc************** 3 
HC __________--_ _ 3 
LC*-----*** 3 
MC ____________-- 3 
uc~********.**** 3 
FC ________----a- 2 
GC ___________c-- 2 
xc************** 2 
KC,--------- 1 
PC*,,_***-**-* 1. 

ED_,,,,----- 
ND **********w*** 
AD ************** 
RD m************* 
OD-----~~~~ 
LD ************=* 
DD_,,,,,-,-,-- 
ID,,-,----__- 
TD------- 
SD-,,,,,---- 
YD ************** 
UD *******-***** 
HD ************** 
CD-,----,- 

* FD************** 
GD----,--- 
MD ************** 
PD**---**-** 
XD m************* 

60 
52 
27 
17 
12 
9 
8 
6 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 

RE ************** 
TE_------, 
NE ************** 
VE,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
SE,,-,--,,,,, 
EE,,----,-, 
LE ************** 
DE,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
CE------- 
ME ************** 
PE_------, 
WE *************m 
HE ************** 
BE,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
GE-,------- 
IE-**********- 
UE ************** 
FE------- 
YE m************* 
KE m************* 
OE_,,,,,-,--_, 
JE****.**.-*-* 
ZE m************* 
AE ************** 
XE ************** 

OF--------e 
EF-----.-me 
SF,,,,------ 
FF---,----- 
YF ***********=** 
IF,**-**--*** 
NF ***********=*= 
DF,,,,----,, 
TF--s----m. 
RF *--********* 
HF ************** 
AF *******I***** 
LF ***********-* 

98 
71 
57 
57 
49 
42 
37 
33 
32 
26 
23 
22 
20 
18 
14 
13 
11 
10 
9 
6 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 

25 
18 
12 

‘11 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 

GF,,,,_----, 
PF-,--,-,-,,- 
CF-,--,,,,,,, 
MF **-********** 
UF,,,,,,,,,,,-- 
XF ************** 

NG- __________ a-_ 27 
IG,,,-------- 19 
UG--,,,-,,-, 8 
RG------- 7 
AGo __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ 6 
EGm-----, 4 
DG-,,,,,-,,,- 2 
OG ______________ 2 
SG ______________ 2 
FG _____________ _ 1 
GG ______________ 1 
LG-,,,,------ 1 
TG ______________ 1 
YG ______________ 1 

TK ************* 
SK _____________ 
GH,,,,----- 
CH_-_,----mm 
EK ************* 
NH -************* 
m ************* 
OH--------- 
PH,,,,,---- 
RI-L ************* 
AK ************* 
DH,,-,,---- 
LIi ************* 
MK -************ 
XK 1-1********* 
YK ************* 

78 
26 
20 
14 
7 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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TABLE %A, Contd.- The 428 dijerent digraphs of Tabk 6, arranged $rst alphabetically according 
to theitjhal letters, and tiun according to thcit absolute fqumcks 

45 
39 
34 
33 
30 
30 
27 
27 
20 
17 
13 
12 
9 
7 
6 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 

32 
29 

27 
23 
19 
13 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

25 
14 
14 
13 
9 
9 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

111 
77 
75 

64 
21 

8 
7 
7 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

50 
41 
41 
40 
28 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
13 
12 
10 
10 
6 
6 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

25 
20 

RP --*--------c- 
AP----- 
PP--,-,,,,, 
sP------, 
AtlP --*-N--*--w** 
IP,,,,---- 
DP ~~~~~~~~~~-~~* 
LP---,----- 
NP ~*~~~~~~*-*~*~ 
YP------* 
GPv-,,,,,-- 
TP-,,,,---~~ 
uP------ 
XP ~~~-~-*****~ 
FP,,-,,,,,--a 
HP -I~~~~~~~~~ 

EQ,,,,,,---, 
DQm---- 
HQ----, 
NQ __m_________ 
TQ------ 

13 
12 
11 
10 
8 
7 
5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

12 
2 
1 
1 
1 

87 
64 
44 
31 
27 
18 
17 
17 
12 
11 
9 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 \ 
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TABLE +A, Concluded.- The 428 dijerent digraphs of Table 6, arran.ged fmt alphabetically 
according to theitjnal letters, and then accordkg to their absolute frepumcks 

ES------~ 
AS- _ __ __-_-_ __ _ 
IS -----*-Cm* *Cm* 
Rs ************** 
NS ______________ 
ss ******** ****** 
TS _____ _______a_ 
OS****,,,***,*,, 
DS, _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ 
us********** **** 
YS- ********** 
Ls ************** 
PS --.-- ** .------ 
Hs *_****** * **** * 
MS ************** 
FS _ _ _ a_ _ _ _ . - _ - _ _ 
GS,,, **.******** 
BS- _____ ___ a___ _ 
cs, m********** ** 
KS *****a**-*A-** 
ws ******** ** **** 
xs ***-********** 

NT *_************ 
ST _____________s 
AT,,, _c____ mm__ _ 
RT_,, ______ ____e 
ET _______ __ __ ___ 
HT,- ________--s 
IT _________m-em. 

54 
41 
35 
31 
24 
19 
19 
14 
13 
12 
11 
6 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

82 
63 
47 
42 
37 
28 
27 

OT ________s_.--- 
TT,, _ _____-s -a-- 
DT ******* ******* 
YT ****a********* 
CT _c____________ 
UT ***********--- 
FT, _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ 
LT _________ _-mm _ 
PT,,,,,,--- 
XT,,----~-- 
GT,-, -____ _ __ __ _ 
MT *********"*--- 
BT,,,,---mm- 
VT ********** **** 

ou ******* **** ** * 
QU--------~~~ 
AU-----_---- 
SL ** ** ** *** ** 
Hu ************** 
Nu *************c 
DU-,,-------- 
RU__,,----- 
TU,..----~~~ 
cu ***** * **** **** 
Eu ************** 
Fu ************** 
Pu,,.-------- 
BU------ 
GU-_----- 

19 
19 
15 
15 
14 
12 
11 
8 
8 
7 
4 
2 
1 
1 

37 
15 
13 
11 
8 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 

25 
20 

7 
7 
5 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 

36 
8 
7 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Total-- 5, 000 
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TABLE g-B.--m 18 digraphs composing 25% of the 5,000 digraphs of Table 6, arranged alpL 
betidly according to tMr&ul letters---- 

(1) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR INITIAL (2) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR ABSOLUTE 
LETTERS FREQUENCIES 

60 IN *--**me***** 75 
52 AN ************** 64 

98 TO~,,--~--~~_, 50 
71 
57 
57 

~************* 
************* 

;: 

49 
Es ************** 54 

78 NT ************** 82 
ST---,,,,,,, 63 

111 
77 Total-,, 1,249 

ED,-,,-,,,,,., 
ND ***********-* 

60 IN ______________ 75 
52 ON--,,-,,,,-,, 77 

57 TO~~,,~~-,,,,,,, 50 

57 
ES-,,----,, 54 

TH **s********** 78 NT ************** 82 
ST,,,,-_,,,,_, 63 

64 
111 Total,,,,- 1, 249 

AN- ____ _a__ _ _ , 
EN,,,_,.,,,,,,,, 

TABLE 9-C.-The 53 digraphs composing 50% of the 5,000 digraphs of Table 6, arranged 
alphabetically according to their &al letters- 

(1) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR INITIAL LETTERS 

32 
35 
28 
36 
39 
28 

32 

60 
52 

32 
33 
42 
37 
57 

RE***.********* 98 
SE---,,,,,,,, 49 
TE--,e,,,,,,,, 71 
VE,,,,-mm,,,,,, 57 

TH--e,,,,,,,- 78 

FI----w,_, 39 
HI*--,****,*** 33 
NI************** 30 
RI-,,--,_,,,, 30 
SI*,,*,********. 34 
TI-,,,,,,,,,,_, 45 

32 
29 

AN ***********-* 64 

EN************** 111 
IN************** 75 
ON ______________ 77 

IS-************ 35 
RS---,s,,,,, 31 

AT,,,~,-~~,,,,,, 47 
ET,,,,,,-,,,,,,, 37 
HT,,,,,,mm,,,,, 28 
NT-w-w,,, 82 
RT,,,,---,_, 42 
ST,-__-,,,,,, 63 

41 
40 
41 
28 
50 

AR ************* 
ER ************* 
OR----,,,,, 
UR ************* 

44 
87 
64 
31 

ou*********-*** 37 

36 

41 
AS ______________ 41 
ES, _a me_____ _ _ _ _ 54 Total ______ 2, 495 
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TABLE 9-C, Concluded.- Ehe 53 digraphs composing 50% of the 5,000 digrapha of Table 6, 
arranged alphabeti&ly according to their $nal letter+ 

(2) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR ABSOLUTE FREQUENCIES 

RA ************** 
MA. ************* 
EAm,,------ 
DA---,,-- 
LA- ******-* ***I* 
TA_,,,----- 

39 
36 
35 
32 
28 
28 

EC------- 32 

Ep*,.--- 
ND ************** 

RE ************** 
TE,,,********** 
NE, ************* 
VE ************* 
SE,,,,,-------- 
EE---em--- 

60 
52 

98 
71 
57 
57 
49 
42 

LE *****-******* 37 
DE-----*** 33 
CE--***** 32 

TK ********I*** 

TI****--*- 
FI _m_____ - _-e-s 
sI----- 
HI-,------- 
NI,,----- 
RI---.****** 

78 

45 
39 
34 
33 
30 
30 

AL ************* 
EL ________e e-e 

32 
29 

EN ************** 111 

ON _a_- ---s-s 
IN,,-,--- 
AN *-******u*** 

TOw--,--, 
co***********- 
IO***-**-.-- 
FO----., 
RO,,,,,------- 

ER *I*********** 
OR---m 
AR ************* 
m ************* 

ES,,,,-,------ 
As *********-*** 

77 
75 
64 

50 
41 
41 
40 
28 

87 
64 
44 
31 

54 
41 

IS*****-*,,** 35 
Rs *********a*** 31 

NT **.-********* 82 
ST-,---- 63 
AT-----~~~ 47 
RT--,,,-,s,-- 42 
ET-----_- 37 
HT ***I********** 28 

ou*,*--**. 37 

Tw ************** 36 

TY ************m* 41 

Total -__-__ 2, 495 

TABLE 9-D.- The 117 digrap& composing 75% of t& 5,000 digrap& of Tabb 6, arranged 
aJphubeti&y according to thcir$naJ ktterw 

(1) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR INITIAL LETTERS 

CA _________m_c. 
DA ________--- e 
EA ___-a- ss----- 
HA ************* 
LA ************* 
MA ************* 
NA, _ a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- - 
PA,*--**- 
RA -**-******* 
SA -_----- w---m 
TA __m___ mm__ m-s 

20 
32 
35 
20 
28 
36 
26 
14 
39 
24 
28 

AC ______________ 14 
EC __________s-_ 32 
XC*.************ 22 
NC ____________-- 19 

AD ************** 27 
ED *m******--* 60 

ND ****w-w-*** 52 
RD ***----*** 17 

BE---*-*.** 
CE-----m-s 
DE-**-******* 
EE ********-*** 
GE-***~******* 
HFL ************* 
1E---**~* 
LE, **c-H**-- 
MEL -****-mm* 
NE ********-*** 
PE---**-*** 
RE ***********u 
SE-*,-**-* 
TE**---*** 
VE---~*** 
WEL ************* 

18 
32 
33 
42 
14 
20 
13 
37 
26 
57 
23 
98 
49 
71 
57 
22 

EF-,,,,-- 18 SI.************* 34 
OF---~-~-- 25 TL------ 45 

IG,,,,,,--. 19 
NG-- -m-m 27 

CH------ 
GH---**-~ 
3-L **-1*-m- 
TH, -*I- 

14 
20 
26 
78 

AL *********.**. 
EL,,.-------- 
IL*.-.*-***** 
L ************* 
oL~~****-****. 

32 
29 
23 
27 
19 

AI----- 
DL- 
EI W-C--- 
FL,----- 
HI,,----m 
LI-----* 
NI *******--I* 
RI,m---.a 

17 
27 
27 
39 
33 
20 
30 
30 

AM ************* 14 
EM ************* 14 
OK**********- 25 

AN __________-c-m 
EN ************** 
IN,,,---- 
ON cw_________-_- 
UN ************** 

64 
111 
75 
77 
21 
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TABLE Q-D, Contd-m 117 digraphs composing 75yo of ths 6,000 digrapha of Tabte 6, arranged 
alphabetically according to their&d tetters--- 

(1) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR INITIAL LETTERS-Continued 

41 AR me-m..emmse-w 44 OS-- ~~~-~-~~~ 14 YT mmmmmmmmmmm..m 15 
16 TR ------=------ 17 IS ______________ 35 
40 UR--* --v- 31 Rs -memw*-mm----- 3 1 
20 ER _____________ 87 

g---=-=-===---- 
--~.~-~~~*~~~~ 

;; 

4 1 OR ----=------_- 64 AT -------------- 47 ~~-~~~~~~~~---- 1 5 
13 PR --=---=------ 18 CT ---==--=------ 14 
18 HR _____________ 17 DT --==-=---==--- 15 
17 IR ----------=-- 27 ET -=-------=---- 37 

EV 20 fB--=---*----- ---*~~-~~~-~-* 25 

28 HT ~*~~~~-~~~--~~ 28 Tw ------w-----s- 36 
15 AS -==----------- 4 1 XT ______________ 27 
50 
19 

20 
25 

ss., s=Bewmswwa-B 19 NT ----=--- ** ---- 82 
TS .------=------ 19 OT ______________ 19 
DS =-----.------= 13 RT -------=-=-=-= 42 
ES ==------------ 54 ST -----------==- 63 
NS,---.--------- 24 TT-_--_---_- 19 

IX,-, _________ _ 15 

TY ---=------- -- 4 1 

Total--,, 3, 745 

(2) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR ABSOLUTE FREQUENCIES 

39 
36 
35 
32 
28 
28 
26 
24 
20 
20 
14 

32 
22 
19 
14 

60 
52 
27 
17 

98 

TE --------- *---* 
NE *~-*~~~~~~~~~- 
VE- =- -- =.---- -- - 
SE _-=-==-------- 
EE = = = = - - - =- - = -- - 
LE *~~~~~~o~~~~*~ 
DE== = =- =--- =- =-- 
CE- = === =- =--= =-- 
ME ~~*******+**~- 
PE-- ---.= -- =-.-- 
WE ====--===-===- 
HE I**~*-*~-~-~*~ 

BE= =-=- --=--= -- - 18 
GE--*----, 14 
IE, --=---------- 13 

OF ---=----=----- 25 
EF --------- - =--- 18 

71 
57 
57 
49 
42 
37 
33 
32 
26 
23 
22 
20 

27 
19 

TH ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SK = --- ==-- ===- = 
GH,, _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ 
CH -=-- == =-=---= 

78 
26 
20 
14 

TI ===--=======-. 45 
Ff==-* ====== *=*= 39 
SI-,-----, 34 
HI -=-=======- -=- 33 
NI --*- * _- *------ 30 
RI- ---------- 30 
DI ==== = =-=------ 27 
El ======-===---= 27 
LI -=-=====-== -= 20 
AI .-vsw * -**- *--- 17 

32 
29 
27 
23 
19 

25 

14 
14 

111 
77 
75 
64 
21 

50 
41 
41 
40 
28 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
13 
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TABLE Q-D, Concluded.- The 117 digraphs composing 75% oj the 5,000 digraphs of T&e 6, 
arranged alphabetically according to theirjnal letters 

(2) AND ACCORDING TO THEIR ABSOLUTE FREQUENCIES-Continued 

OP ______________ 25 ES -==-==---==--- 54 AT =---=====--==- 47 QU ************** 15 
EP,-,,,--m- 20 AS===-====-==-=- 41 RT-=---=-----=-- 42 AU ***-********** 13 

IS***=********** 35 ET********-=**-* 37 
RS ______________ 3 1 HT ______________ 28 IV=-==-------=-- 25 

ER ----=-=-==-=- 8 7 NS ==-=-==-==---- 24 IT =--===-----.-- 27 Ev,--=----==-==- 20 
OR ==----==-===- 64 SS -=-====---==-- 19 OT -=-==--------- 19 
AR 44 TS.,,-,,,,,,,,,, 19 TT----=---=----- 19 m-==--==------- 36 ************* 
m ************* 31 OS,=---------- 14 DT----,_-,-w 15 
IR _____________ 27 DS Ix ************* 15 

______________ 
13 Y’lY 

_-m-w___._____ 15 . 
PR _____________ 18 CT------------ 14 TY,,,,,,w,,,, 41 
HR ************* 17 NT _________-r-e_ 82 
TR,,.,,,,,,,,,, 17 ST--=--=-=-=-=-- 63 OU------=------- 37 Total-,- 3, 745 

TABLE g-E.--All thr! 428 di$‘erent digraphs of Table 6, arranged alphabetically $rst according to 
their$nal letters and then according to their znitid letters 

(SEE TABLE &---READ DOWN THE COLUMNS) 

TABLE lO-A.- The 56 trigraphs appearing 100 or more times in the 50,000 k&m of Government 
plain-text tebgrams artanged according to their absolute frepmcies 

ENT.,-=-------------==---=--- 569 
ION-----=---=-----=---=------ 260 
AND *************************. 228 
ING ************************** 226 
IVE ************************** 225 
TIO,,,,__--__-,_-,._=--====== 22 1 
FOR _________________________ 218 
OUR************************* 2 11 
THI-,*-*----*-*-****,,,,,,_ 211 
ONE ************************** 210 
NIN ************************** 207 
ST0 *******.****************** 202 
EEN-,--=-=-==-=--------=---- 196 
GHT ______-_____________--=- 196 
INE _________________._______ 192 
V-EN ************************** 190 
EVE ____-_____________________ 177 
EST ---=--=--------=---------- 176 
TEE-,,,-,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 174 

TOP ************************** 
NTH************************* 
T~************************** 
TWO ************************** 
ATI==--------=-=--===-=------ 

************************* 
NTY ************************** 

************************. 
WEN ************************** 
FOU,,,,,,,,,,---=--,,,,,,,,,, 
ORT,,,,,,,,,,,,--,-,,,,,,,,, 
REE************* ***-**** *** 
SIX**,,,,-,,***,**,*,,,,, 
ASH*-*-,*---**-*---,,,,,,, 
DAs,**,,*,**,-*,*,***,,,-*,, 
IGH=------------------------ 

174 
171 
170 
163 
160 
158 
157 
153 
153 
152 
146 
146 
146 
143 
140 
140 
138 
136 
135 

EIG -*.*********************** 135 
FIV ************************** 135 
blEN _________________.._______ 13 I 
SEV, **** *************** **** ** 13 1 

************************** 126 
************.***********.* 125 

NET *******.*****.************ 118 
PER-----~-~--~~~~~--,,,_,,,. 115 
STA ------=--=--------------- 115 
TER -________________________ 115 
EQU,,,---,-------,--,,,,,,,, 114 
RED=- ----=-----=---====----- 113 
TED ************************** 112 
ERL**.*** **** ************* 109 
HIR,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,, 106 
IRT ********************_____L 105 
DER ------.---=---------.---- 10 1 
DRE ____________________----- 100 
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TABLE 10-B. 27re 56 trigraphs appearing 100 or mwe times in the 50,000 letters of Government 
pkzin-text telegrama attanged first alphabetically according to their initial letters and then 
according to their absolute frequenck 

AND,,,_---=------------------ 228 
ATI,,,,,___-------_,,,,,,,,,, 160 
A~,.-----,--,,,,,,--------- 143 
ATE--__-__._=_,___----------- 13 5 

CON _________________________ 136 

-************************ 569 
EEN ************************** 196 
EVE, ____________________ -w-w 177 
EST,,,,,,_-----------..------- 176 

************************* 138 
EIG,,,-------- ____-__a 135 

************************** 126 
EQU,-----------.------------ 114 
ERI ************************** 109 

FOR _________________________ 218 
FOU ************************** 152 
FIV _________________ - _______ 135 

GHT ____--_______________----- 196 

************************* 153 
HIR _________________________ 106 

ION,_,,,,,,,,,---------,.----- 260 
ING,,__~------~~~~~~----~ 226 
IVE **************.*********** 225 
INE~~~~~~~~~,~~~=~~---------- 192 
IGH,____________---.------- 140 
IRT,___---------------------- 105 

MEN ************************** 131 

NIN,,,,,_______------_--_----- 207 
************************* 171 

NTy******.**********--------- 157 
NET *************.**.*c.I___I_ 118 

OUR***.********.*********.** 2 11 
ONE*******.****.************ 210 
ORT___._____----------------- 146 

PER,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,__-_-. 115 

REE _______.____________.--- 146 
RED,,,---------------,,--,, 113 

ST0 ************************** 202 
SIX,,,,,,,,,_--------------- 146 
SN .********************-*.** 131 
STA,,,_,,,___,,,,,,,,,-,--,. 115 

TIO,,,,_-_-_--_-___-----.---- 221 
THI************************** 2 11 
TEE _________________________ 174 
TOP __________________________ 174 

************************** 170 
TWO -__________________ - _____ 163 

************************* 158 
**********************--* 115 

TED __-==_____________________ 112 

VEN,._==._=-__=-__=====-====- 190 

TABLE IQ-C.-Tht! 56 trigraphs appearing 100 or more times in the 50,000 tetters of &tlemment 
pkzin-text telegrams arranged $rst alphabetically acording to dheir central kters and then 
according to their absoltie jrequencies 

DAS ************************** 140 DER _*_________________=----- 101 HIR_,,,,,,,---------------- 106 

EEN,,,,.,,,,,-_-,.,--,,----- 196 
VEN *******************I****** 190 

-*********************** 174 
*****"***.**********_I___ 153 

REE,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,, 146 
MEN,,,--,,,----,-----,,--, 13 1 
SEV,,____-_-___---_------- 131 
NET,,.-----------~---3--1----- 118 
PER******--*--********* 115 
TER,,__-----------,,,- 115 
RED ***-****-w-w-*- 113 
TED*-,-**-*,I---, 112 

IGH,___--_--------------- 140 

THI*,****,**************.** 211 
GHT,,,,,,,,,,,,,----_---_--- 196 

-********--*********** 158 

TIOm-----~~~~~~ 221 

NIN,,,,,,,,__--------------- 207 
SIlc--_,,,,,,,,,,.----------- 146 
EIG,_,_,,,_,,,,,-,------- 13 5 
FIV *e-e***--**-*--***** 135 

*******~*L*************** 569 
AND ************************** 228 
ING ************************** 226 
ONE**********.**.***-------, 210 
I~,__-_---_---------------- 192 

*-******-****-********* 125 

ION,,,,,,,------------,-,, 260 
FOR,,------------------_, 218 
TOP,,,---------------_- 174 
FOU,,_________-____--___ 152 
CO~,-~~~~~-~,~~----~~- 136 
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TABLE 10-C, Concluded.- The 56 trigrams appearing 100 or more times in the 50,000 letters of 
Government p&n-text telegrams arranged j;rst aEphabeticatZy according to thkr central letter8 
and then according to their absolute frequencies 

EQ” ************************** 114 

HRE *************.*********==* 153 
ORT ____________r____-________ 146 

ERE ***********_**********~*** 13s 
ERS ************************** 126 
ERI *.************************ 109 
IRT ***_***_****************** 105 

DRF, __________________________ 100 

EST ************************** 176 
ASH ________c___3cr__________ 143 

ST0 __________________________ 202 
NTH _________________________ 17 1 
AT1 ************************** 160 
NTY************************** 157 
ATE ____________-_____________ 135 

STA ****************** ******** 115 

OUR************************* 2 11 

IVE _____________..__...-.=--- 225 
EVE __________________=.-----= 177 

TWE __________________-_-====- 170 
TWO ____________-_______------ 163 

TABLE lO-D.- The 66 tr@aphs appearing 100 or more times in the 50,000 letters of Gocernmcnt 
p&n-text telegrams arrangedfirst alphabetically according to their$?uzl ktiers and then according 

to thir absolute f repuekes 

STA _________________________ 115 

AND ____________-_____________ 228 
*-**********.************ 125 

RED _I_______________________ 113 
TED ************************** 112 

IVEi _______________________ 225 
ONE,,***************--------- 2 10 
INE*************-***-------- 192 
NE __________________________ 177 
TEE _.________________________ 174 
TWE _I_______________._______ 170 

*********c*************** 153 
REE ************************** 146 
ERE _________________________ 138 
ATE __________________________ 135 
DRE ************************** 100 

ING __________________________ 226 
EIG *.************************ 135 

**********-************* 171 
ASH _________________________ 143 

IGH _________________________ 140 

~I*****,,,,,*****-------.--- 2 11 
AT1 **************_********.** 160 
ERI __________________________ 109 

COK ________________.________ 136 

ION __________________________ 260 
NIN ************************** 207 
EEN __________________________ 196 
VEN __________________________ 190 
WEN ___________________=______ 153 
MEN _______________c__________ 131 
TIO ************************** 221 
ST0 __________________________ 202 
TWO ************************** 163 

TOP ***_************-********* 174 

FOR ______________ - _________ 218 
OUR*****************-------. 2 11 

************************* 158 
P~,************************ 115 

TER _________________________ 115 
HIR _______._I__________====- 106 
DER _________________=__--=.- 101 

DAS ******************.*__)___ 140 
ERS ___________________=______ 126 

ENT ____________________==---- 569 
GHT __________________________ 196 
EST __________._________=====- 176 
ORT _____________.______==---. 146 
NET *************************. 118 
IRT ************************** 105 

FOU __________________________ 152 
EQU __________________________ 1 14 

FIV __________________________ 135 
SEV *******_-***************** 131 

SIX _________________________ 146 

NTY ************************** 15 7 
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TABLE 11-A.--- 64 tetragraphs appearing 50 or more times in the 50,000 letters of Government 
plain-ted telegrams arranged according to their absolute frequencies 

TION,,._,-,,,_,,,,,_-------- 218 
EVEN,,,,,.,,,,-_-------.-,,, 168 
TEEN,-,,--,,,-,_~--~~~~~~~~, 163 
ENTY,,,-,,,,,.,.--,-.,,_,,,, 161 
STOP,,.,,.-,,.,,,,,,-------- 1 54 
~NT*"*******************-** 153 
NINE,-,,,-,_,,,,,_,,,,_.,,,, 153 
TIN,,--,--,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,, 152 

************************ 149 
FOUR----__,,_-,__-_-,_,,,,,, 144 
IGHT-.._,,._-,,_,,,,,,,,,,,,. 140 
FIVE____,,,_,_,_,,,,,,,,,,__ 13 5 
HREE**.******************** 134 
EIGH.,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,_,,, 132 
DASH-__-_,______-,,,,,,,,,, 132 
SEVE,__,_,,,,_,___,_,,,__,,, 12 1 
ENTHm __.____________________ 114 
MENT*.******"*******,,,,,_,, 11 1 

****-******************* 
DRED ************************ 
RIOD ****************.******. 
IVED,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
ENTS *.********"****C-* * ***** 
FFIC-,,,,_-,,,__,___--____,, 
FROM, *********************** 
IRTY,_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
RTEE__,.,.,,,,__,,,-,,,,,,,, 
UNDR-_,,,,*,,*,,*,_*_,_,,,, 
NAUG,,__,,__,_,,,,,,,,,__,,. 
OURT,,,_,,,,_,____,,,.,,,,,, 
UGHT,,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,_,.,,,,, 
STAT-,.,,,,,,,,,__.,,,,,,,, 
AUGH,-,,_-_,_-__,__-------- 
CENT*. **-************** **** * 
FICE,,,,,,,,,,.__,_,------* 

64 
64 
63 
63 
62 
62 
62 
59 
59 
59 
59 
56 
56 
56 
54 
52 
52 
50 

TABLE II-B.--Z&T 64 tetragraphs appearing 60 or more times in the 60,000 letters of Govern- 
ment plain-tezt telegrams, arranged first alphabetically according to their initial letters, and then 
accordang to their absolute frequencies 

hSHT_-...----.--------_.,,,,, 64 
AUGH,-.,..,,..._.-,,-,,,,,,, 52 

DAsK~~~~-----.-~-,,,,,,,_,, 132 
DOLL ______________________ 68 
DRED *******-*-*"--****3***** 63 

EVEN ***********************~ 168 
ENTY***********"************ 161 
EIGH-~,.,,,-~~~~~_,-,,,,,,, 132 
Ed,--,,,_,-,_,_,,__,,,,,, I14 
EENT ********--***********-* 102 
EQW *********-*-************ 86 
ERIo*-.-_~__.-~~-~~~,,,,,,,, 66 
ENTS,,.,,_,,----,,,,,,,,_,,, 62 

FOUR *******************.** 144 
FIVE,__._,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_ 135 
FFIC~~~~~---.,,-~~-~,,,,,,, 62 
FROhL ********-************** 59 
FICE ********-************** 50 

HREE_.-.-----_-~-__.------~~ 134 
HIRT_-_-_--_..__-__--------- 97 
HLJND ____________-_-_-_______ 64 

IGHT,,,__.-______,,,,.,.,,,, 140 
IvED~~~~~--~~~-_,___,,,,,,,, 62 
IRTY,,,.,,,.,,,.,.,,,_,,_,,, 59 

L~_----*-,*-,*-,,*,,_,,,, 71 
**************.3******** 68 

MENT,**.******************** 111 

NINE,,__,---,_,,,,,__,,_,,,, 153 
NDRL -*********** * ******I 77 
NAUG--,,,-----,-,,,-,.,,,, 56 

oMMA*********************** 71 
OLU ****** - ********* * ***** 70 
OURT,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,, 56 

PERI,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 67 VENT-*** I***************** 70 

WS .***t***.**~**~****-* 87 WENT*,************-****-* 153 

STOP.,.,,,..,,,,,-,,-------- 154 
SEVE,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,. 12 1 
STAT_,,.,,_,,,,,,,_.,,_,,,., 54 

TION ************************ 218 
TEEN,,,~.~~,~,,---~-~~-~~~- 163 
TIN,,,,,.,,,,,,,,---____-._ 152 
THRE,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,__._,,,__ 149 
THIR,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 104 
THIS,,,,,,,,,,,~~~~.~~~~~~. 68 

UEST,,,___,_,,_,-,,,,,,,,,,, 87 
UNDR,._,,_,.,_,,,,,,,,,,,,. 59 
UGHT,,,,,,,_,,,,,-,,,,,,,,, 56 
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TABLE ll-C.- The 54 tetragraphs appearing 50 or more times in the 50,000 letters of Government 
plain-text telegrams arranged $rst alphabetically according to their second letters and then 
according to their absolute frequencies 

DASH__-_____.__:__------__- 132 THIS___-__-_-__--.---------- 68 EQUE,,..-,.,.,,,,,..,.,,.,. 86 
~RS,,,,,,_-,,--,,,._,,.,,,. 68 
NAUG,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.----- 56 TION,,,,__------------------ 2 18 HREE_,,,,___----.----------- 134 

NINE__,,_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,--., 153 ERIo***********""**.-------, 66 
NDRE,,,___,,____-_,,,__-,,,, 7 7 FIVE,,___-_-_-_-__----^------ 135 DRED,,,,,,.,,,_.,,,,,,,__,., 63 

EIGH-_______---------------- 132 FROM_********************.** 59 
TEEN,,,,,_,,-,,___,,__,_--,, 163 HIRT__,.--------------.------ 9 7 IRTY,,,,,__,-_.___,_-------- 59 
WENT*"*************"*****"** 153 RIOD,_,,,,___-__-_---------- 63 
SEVE,.,_____,_____-_-------- 12 1 FICE__,,.,,,--,------------. 50 ASHT,,,.,,,,,_,_..,,,,---.--- 64 
MENT,**"***"*"""**"*."**""*" 111 
EENT,,,,,,___-_-____.____-__ 102 

. REQU,,,.,,,,_..------.------ 98 
UEST,,____------------------ 57 
VENT_-_----_---------------- 70 
PERI,,__-___-_-------------- 67 
CENT,_,._-..-...,-__-------- 52 

FFIC,_-.-._.-_-.-----.------ 62 

LLAR--_.------------.------ 7 I 
oL~*_""*""".""...""""*-"*"" 70 

o~*******"*"*.***-------- 7 1 

ENTY,_-_,_--_-___------~---- 161 
ENTH-_--__----------------- 1 14 
ENTS,,-,,__-------.--..----. 62 

STOP,,_,,..,,,_-__,,._,_,,,, 154 
RTEE,__,,,,,,,._,,-___,,,,,, 59 
STAT,,_-.--..---.----------- 54 

87 
64 

OURT,,,.,-_,____-__--------- 56 
AUGH,,,...,_-----___----_-_, 52 

IGHT,,,----.-.-------------. 140 UNDR_---------------------- 59 
UGHT__-----.--.---------.-.- 56 EVEN,,,_,,_____-.___-------- 168 

FOUR.---....--.-.-------.-- 144 IVED,,.,-,-,,.----.--------- 62 
THRE-.....a-.--me _________ 149 coMM-"-**"""""""...""**""** 93 
THIR_-,____-_-_-.-.....----- 104 DOLL-_-_______-____-.-------- 68 TWEN,,-_,,,_,,._,,,,,--..----- 152 

TABLE 1 l-D.- The 54 tetragraphs appearing 60 or more times in the 50,000 letters of Government 
plain-text telegrams arranged-first alphabetically according to their third letters and then according 
io their absolute frepuencies 

LLAR-,,_--_____------------ 71 
STAT,-.--_--_.-_.--..-..---- 54 

FICE_---.-.-._-__---------- 50 

UNDR...,e. ________________ 59 

EVEN___,,_____,-_,,,,-------- 168 
TEEN,,,,,.------------------ 163 
TWEN,.,_.__.-_-------.------ 152 
HREE,,---------------.------ 134 
QUES,_,_,,,,,,,,_-,,-,,,,,,, 87 
DRED,,,,-------------------- 63 
IVED,,,,,,,,,,,,,,---.-----, 62 
RTEE,,,.,,,,,,,,,----------, 59 

IGHT,.,__-,.,.,,,,,.--_,,,,, 146 
ASHT,_.___-__-_-__---------- 64 
UGHT_.-__--.-_---.-_-------- 56 

THIR,-_,__-..-.----.------- 104 
THIS,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,_,,,_,,, 68 
ERIO,,,,,,,,,_,,,,--------^, 66 
FFIC,_,,,,,,,,__----------_- 62 

oL~"*********"*****"****** 70 
DOLL,,,,,,,,,,,,,,--_-_,,- 68 

co~*“********.***.******** 93 
oRIMA,,,,.,****"************ 71 

~NT*******"*****.*--------- 153 
NINE__,,,,-______.---------- 153 
MENT****"**"***"***.******** 111 
EENT___--------------------- 102 
VENT-,,-------------.----.---- 70 
HuND,,_________--__-.------- 64 
CENT,,,,,,,,,--------------, 52 

TION_,,,_------------------- 2 18 
STOP_,,------.-------------- 154 
RIOD,_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-------- 63 
FRoEb***************------.- 53 
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TABLE 1 l-D, Concluded.- The 54 tetragraphs appearing 50 or more times in the 60,000 letters of 
Government plain-text telegrams arranged jrst alphabetically according to their third letters and 
then accordiig to their absolute jrepueties 

REQU.,__.____________-------- 98 OURT,_,,,,,,,,,,_,-,,,,,----- 56 

DASH,,_,,,,,,---_-,-------- 132 
THRE_,,_____,__-,___-------- 149 UEST,,,,-------------------- 87 
HIRT,___,_,-____._,_-------- 97 
NDRE*"*"""""""*"*"*"*.****** 77 ENTY ___________c___-________ 16 1 
LARs.*""""""*""""**"-_------ '68 ENTH _______________________ 114 
PERI,,_-_____-,-_,,,__,,____ 67 ENTS__________-------------- 62 

TABLE 1 l-E.- The 64 tetragraphs appearing 50 or more times in the 

IRTY,_,,_,_,_,,,__,,,,,,,,,. 59 

FOUR,,,,,,..--------,,.,,-, 144 
EQUE,,-_,,------------------ 86 
NAUG_,,,,,,,,,-_-----.:.-.-- 56 

FIVE,,,,,,,,,,,,,,--.-------- 135 
SEVE,,,,,,,.,,,,,.,--------- 12 1 

60,000 letters of Government 
plain-text telegrams arrangedfirst alphabetically according to theirjinal letters and then according 
to their absolute frequencies 

oMMA****"****~******"****** 71 
OLLA,-___-_,--------------. 70 

DAM____------------------- 132 
EIGH----------------------- 132 
Ed___-______------------- 114 
AUGH,-.-------------------- 52 

FFIC ________________________ 62 

HuND,--.---__._-_--------.-- 64 
DRED,_,___-_---------------- 63 
RIOD,,_,,,,----------------- 63 
IVED__,________-_----------- 62 

NINE,,__-------------------- 153 
THRE__,____,____------------ 149 
FIVE,,--~------------------- 135 
ME,,-_-------------------- 134 
SEVE_,___.------------------ 12 1 
EQUE_,___-__-________-------- 86 
NDRE**.*-***************** 77 
RTEE,,,_-_-_---------------- 59 
FICE,,,,-,__----_-----.----- 50 

NAUG,,,,____-_------I------ 56 

DOLL,,,,-___--------------- 68 

coMM_“*****“*“*“***“_------- 93 
FROM_**“*“““**************** 59 

TION,,____________---~------ 2 18 
EVEN______________---^------ 168 
TEEN,,_,-------------------- 163 
TWEN,,.,,.--------s--------- 152 

ERIO,**-**.**************** 66 

QvES,-____-._-_______.--.--- 87 
THIS-.---------------------- 68 
LARs*"******.*"""***-------- 68 
ENTS,,-,----.---------.------ 62 

WENT***""--*"******""""*** 153 
IGHT,,-_,_---------.-.--.--- 140 
MENT*****“***“***“**-..---.- 111 
EENT------------------------ 102 
HIRT-,---------------------- 97 
UEST_,,,__-_--------------- 87 
VENT**********"************* 70 
ASHT,----------------------- 64 
UGHT,,---------------------- 56 
OURT,__.__--------.--..----- 56 
STAT_,________-------------- 54 
CENT,,,,,,,,,._--_---------. 52 

STOP,_,__,,_-_------------- 154 
REQU,,_,_------------------- 98 

FOUR,,,,,-,-,,---------- 144 
THIR,,,,,,,,,,----------- 104 

**I****-******-**- 71 
uNDEl,,,,,---------------- 59 
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TABLE 12. -Mean lengths of words 

Number, of 

le%m 

Number of 
times word 

appears 
“yeyEr; of 

1 378 378 x 
2 973 1,946 
3 1,307 3,921 
4 1,635 6,540 
5 1,410 7,050 
6 1,143 6,858 
7 1,009 7,063 
8 717 5,736 
9 476 4,284 

10 274 2,740 
11 161 1,771 
12 86 1,032 
13 23 299 
14 23 322 
15 4 60 

120 9,619 50,000 

(1) Average length of words ____ - _-_______ --- _____ - ___________________________________ 7.5 Letters. 
(2) Mean length of words ______ - ________ -_- ______ - ___________ - _______________________ 5.2 Letters. 
(3) Average length of messages-- __ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
(4) Mean length of messages _______________________________ -- ______ --_-- _____________ 

f;: Ee;~z. 
C. 

(5) Mode (most frequent) length of messages- _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___ ___ __ _- -_ __ _ _ _____ ____ _ _ ___ _ -_ 105-114 Letters. 
(6) It is extremely unusual to find 5 consecutive letters without at least one vowel. 
(7) The average number of letters between vowels is 2. 
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INDEX 
PuagraPb 

Accented letters 
PW= 

---------_-*_-_--___--_--_---*__---*----------------------I_-__-*__*---*~ 5b --*--__-______-____-__I___ 8. 
Alphabets: 

Bipartite ______________________________________________________________--------_______ 3% -_-_______---*_-_-_-__L__I 59. 
Deciphering -----_C-_--_*-__-._L-*--*-----.-*------*------*--------*---------*---*---* 31c *-__*-*__****-_-__-_*-*-*-- 52. 
Direct standard _____*______.____---_____________c______-------------*-------*------- 12u, 16, 19 ______-_________ 18, 26, 31-33. 
Enciphering __________-_--_--_--__________I_________---------------------------.------ 29b, 31c _____________________ 49, 52. 
Keyword-mixed ______________-_-__-____________________----------------------------- 31d __________________________ 53. 
Mixed ---------*--------_*____________________-------------------------------*------*-- 12a, KKZ, 19, 21d, 22b, 18,25,31-33, 

24c, 31b. 39, 39, 41, 
52. 

Reversed etandarb,,,., _____-__________________________________-------------------- 12~. 16, 19b, 20b -_-----_- 18, 26, 33, 36. 
Standard. --______***-*_***-_*---------.-------------------------------------------*--- 12a, 150, 16, 19, ZOb, 23, 18,25,26,31- 

3&. 33, 36, 40, 
65. 

Systematically mixed --_----__-__--___---____________________*--------------------- 31t, e ______________I_________ 52, 53. 
Analytic key for cryptanalysis ________________________________________-.---*---------- 6d, 50 _______________________ 9, 103-104 
Arbitrary symbols _--_-__-_*--*-__*__*____________________---------*------------*-------- 13h, 48 ___*I________________ 22, 100-101. 
Assumptions _______.____________------..--*--.--.-..-.-----.------------.------------------ 46h __-________-_____________ 98. 
Average length of messages _____-___________L_____C________________.--*-------*------ llb _______.___________________ 16. 
Baconian cipher _*----*_*_---_--__-----------------------------*-------------------*.----- 35e 60. 
Beginnings of messages ____________________---------*.----------------------------------- 32e 

.-____________--_--c-.----* 
54. 

Biliteral substitution ____________________----..-----*--*-----------*--*--------.------.--- 41___________________________ 70-71. 
-__-___-___*_---.--_--*---- 

Bipartite aIphabet -_--*---*___*--_-*-*_-_______*_--_------**-----*--*------*--*----*~-* 35b, c ___.________-_______L__ 59. 
Blanks, number of ___*-*__-_*___-___-----*-----------------------------------------*-**-~ 14e 24 
Book systems ___.____________________________________~--~~--~------------------------------ 49e 

**_---_--**----*-_-_I______ 
102 

Censorship, methods for evading 
_-__--_--__--------_------- 

__-_-_--_-_--_-_--_-______________I_____*--*-----*-* 47c,*-* ----*- * -------------- 99. 
Characteristic frequency of the letters of a language ____________________________ Od, 14b, 25 _________________ 12, 23, 41. 
Characteristic frequency, suppression of _)-_-_C__*__-----_----.-*-------*------*--- 37, 41j ______________________ 63, 71. 
Checkerboard Pystems,,,, _.--________________--*------------.------------------------ 44, 45 ___._-_.-______________ 73-83, 83. 
Checkerboards, Csquare ___-*_*----_--_-____---------*-------------------------------.-- 44-w ____._____________-.______ 73-83. 
Chinese Official Telegraph Code ________________________________________-------------- 48e- ___________I_____________ 101. 
Cipher: 

Baconian ---------_-_*----_--__-_-------------------------*-*--------------------**-- 35e .________________________I 60. 
Component ________________________________________----------------------------------- 34 ____--__-_____-----_------- 57-58. 
Distinguished from code _*_----___-__-*---***-----*------------------------------- 6c, 38c ______________________ 9, 64. 
Text, length of, as compared with plain text _______________________________ 4Oc -______-*-_--_-*---*-*----- 69. 
Unit -----------c--c__-_______________l_l____-------*___--_---___-*_*_____-_-*__*_-** 41e*,* -__-------_--_--_--_____ 70. 

Classification of cipher8 -----___**_____*-_-_____--_-___------*---_--_-___-_---------_-- 12a, 13, 47,50e,f --_ -- 18, 18-22, 99, 
104,104 

Code systmm ------_-_***--_--*------------------------------------------------------*-- 4u, 41g, 47b, 48d, e -- 7, 71, 99, 100, 
101. 

Distinguished from cipher _------*_*__*_--*-*_*--***--**--****-*--------*-_-**-- 6c, 38c ________ - ________-__ 9, 64. 
Completing the plain component ________________________________________------------- 20u, 34~~-.-- ---- - 34, 57. 
Concealed messagea _____ r ______I_________________________________*-------------------- 47~ ___- -.--- -------- ---- 99. 
Condensed table of Fepetitiona ____-__--_----------------------------**------*-- 27i __*--______-*-_----------- 46. 
Consonants: 

Distinguished from vowels,~-- ____________________-------------------------- 28, 32~ _---.-- ------- 46-47, 53. 
Relative frequency of *--------*------______L___________---*_-----_*__*-*-_----- 100, 13, 19 ~~~~~L~~-~~--- *** 13,18-22,31- 

33. 
In succession ----1---.._____-------1--1-^---*--*-----------------*--**- 32~ _-__-___-__-__---_--_______ 53. 

Conversion of cipher text ---______*-_.__*---_-------------------------------*---------- 210, c, 34c _____ - _I-- ---_- 38, 38, 58. 
Coordinates on work 8heet -----_--____-_-__-__________I___________------------- 26d ---------- * -----I- -.-- 42. 

039) 
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. Paragraphs Pages 

Coordination of services -------___----_-----r______r____________--------.---~-~.--------- 2e --------_------------------- 4. 
Crests and troughs _-----------------------.--~----------------------------.---------- .--- IOU, 14b, 4lf, 44c --.----_ 13, 23, 71, 74. 

Absence of-: _..__-- .“““““““_____“*““c.I”“““““.“““““””””*””””””*”””.“““““““““*””””””““” 14c ------- * ------__-*-___-_ *__ 24. 
Deciphering alphabets ________________________________________--------------------------- 31~ ___________________________ 52. 
Dictionary word8 used as code word8 -------_--------------------------------------- 47b ________________. _ _________ 99. 
Digraphic substitution “““““*“““““““““““” “““*““““..“““““““““““““*““““““.“”””””””””””””””~” 41c, 42, 43 ---.------------_ 70, 72, 72-73. 
Digraphs: 

Characteristic frequency ________________________________________------------------ 25 .“““““_l”““““*““““*“““““““” 41. 
Weighted according to relative frequency -------.--------_------------------. 29 --_----------.-------------- 48-49. 

Distribution: 
Frequency -------_-------------- - “*.“““*““““_“““““““*_______I____________-””””””“““““” 9a, llb ---------------------- 11, 16. 
Normal --.c---- “““““*“““““““““““““*““““““““““““”””””””””*”””””““““““““““””””-”-““““-““- 17b, c ----.------------------- 27, 28. 
With no crests and trough8 -_--------------------------------.------------------- 14c --------------------------- 24 

Dummy letters __________________ I______________________ - -_._---- --- .-___________.______ 47~ “““““.“““““““*““““““““““““” 99. 
Elementary sounds, characteristic frequency of ________________._________________ 14b ----.---------------------- 23. 
Enciphering alphabet _“__““““*___“““““_*__c__________________”””””””“““““~““““”””**”*“““” 31~ ----------_---------------- 52. 
Endings of messages ------------------_-.--.--------------------------------.---.-------- 32e ---__---------------------- 54. 
Equivaknt values .-._.--.----------------------------------------.--~--------------------- 39b ““““““““_.” ““.*“““““*” ““““” 66. 
Figure ciphers ““.“*““““““““*““““““““““““““““““”””””””””””””””““---“““.“”””””.”“.““-““““““.“* 13h, 48 ------------------ ---- 22, lO&lOl. 
Fitting distribution to normal “““.“.““““““““““__“_.*“““““““.“.”.””””””””””””. ““““.“““” 17b, c, 19, 38e ----.---___-- 27, 28, 31-33, 

65. 
Foreign language cryptogram8 ________________________________________---------------- 5b, c ______.-__- - _____-_ 8. 
Formulas __“““_““_““““*““_“““““““““““““““””””””””*-”””””““*“““““““”””---”“““““---“““---“-“““” 33d __________________________ 56. 
Frequency distribution ----_--_--------------------------------------------------~------- 9, 17, 19, 26e, 4k -_---_ 11-13, 27-28, 

31-33, 42, 
74. 

Fitted to normal ““““““_““““_“““““___“““**“““““““”””””””””””””””““““““.“““~-*””---““” 17b ___________._______________ 27, 28. 
For certain types of code. ““““““““““.““*““““““““““““““““““”””””””””.””.”.““.“““““” 47b *“““.*.““*-“-““““““---*---- 99. 
Four part -------__----------------.-~---------------------------.-----------------~--- 38d “““__*_.“““““““““““““““““” 65. 
Multiliteral “““““““““.““__““_“““““-“....“..“”””.”..”..”””*”*““**“*“.*””*””*”*.““““““““.“““““““““.“.“” 35, 37,41c ------..-..---.----- N-60, 63, 70. 
Uniliteral ________________________________________-------.-----*-.--.------------.------ 9, 17 ______________-________ 11-13, 27-28. 
Triliteral ““““““.““““.“““““.““““““*“““““““”””*”””””””””””“-““““““““”””””””“““““““““““““” 27 -------_--_---.-----______I_ 43-46. 

Frequency method of solution --_---_-----_--------------------------------------.----- 18, 24d, 29 ____-___________ 29-31,41,48- 
49. 

General solutions in cryptanalysis “““““““*““““““““““““*“““““““““““”””””*””””*””””““--- 46i -----------_---._---------- 98. 
General system, determination of ______________________________________I_-.-.-------- 4u, 6, 13, 50 ___________ ___ 7, 8-9, 18-22, 

103-104. 
Generatrix---- - ” ““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““*””.””””””””””*“““*““““““”””-”””““““““““““-” 20a--*--*---*-* ----.- * ------- 34. 
Goodness of fit ““““““*“““““““““.“““*“*“““*“““““”””””””””””””*”““““““““““”””””””“““*““““-“““* 17b -----.----.c---------.----- 27. 
GrilIes - “” .“““**“.*““.““““_“_““““*.“““““““”””””””””””””””““““““““““””””~”*““““““““““““““*“““““” 47c *““*““““““““““““.“““““““““” 99. 
Bidden messages. ..“.“““““““““-““““““““““““““~“““”””””””””””*””*“*““““““*“””*”””*“*“““*““” 47c ------.--------------..---- 99. 
High-frequency consonants “““*“““““.“*“““““*“.““““““““““““”””””””””””””””*““““““*““”””” 13d “““““““““““““““““““““““*“” 19. 
Historical examples of multiliteral systems ““--*““““““““-“----“_1___I__L___________ 36 “*“““*““*“““““““““““““---““- 61. 
Idiomorphism -..-.---_----------_L___________________------------------------------~------ 33e ------------ ---.------ ---- - 56. 
Indicator8 ..*““.““““““““““““““““““““““““““”””””””””””””””““““““““““”-”””””“““““““““““““-““““” 49b “““*““*““““*““““““---*----- 101. 
Intelligence facilities *““““““““““““““_““““*“““““***“““”””””””””””*””*“““““““-““”””””””““““” 2e ______---___. -- ___- 4. 
Intelligible text obtained by chance “_“*““““*“““““““““““__________________I_*””””””* 21b ““““““““““““““““““*---“*““” 38. 
Intuitive method “““I”**“*““.*“““*““““““““*““““““”””””””””””””””“““““““*““””*””””““““-“““” 33 -----------_-----...------- 55-57. 
Invisible writing -~““““““““““““““““““““““““““*“““””””””””.””””*”“““““.““““”””””””“““““*“““~ Id .**_“-“““““.““““““““_____I 1. 
Japanese Morse alphabet “*““““-“““““---“““““““““““““““““”””””””””””””””““““.“““.“””””*” 5b, 48e ___________.__________ 8, 101. 
Kata Kana Morse alphabet -----------------------.~----~-----.---------.-----~~-~---- 48e .--_---.------------------ 101. 
Key, analytical “*-.“~-~~~“““c”“““““““““.““~~~.“””.”.”””””-””””““““““““““”””””””““““.““~ 6d, 50 ___________________-__ 9, 103-104. 
Known sequences “““““““““““““_.“““““““““““““““““”””””””””””””””““““““““““”””””””“““*““*“” 23 _---_---------------------- 40. 
Language empIoyed in a cryptogram ---_-----------.-------------------------------- 4u, 5 --------.---------------. 7, 8. 
Language frequency characteristics -_------------------------------------.--..--_-__- 9d, 25 ____________ - -.- --- 12, 41. 
Language peculiarities -“““““L”_“**“““._*“““““*““““~“““”*”””””””””””””“““““““*-------”-“-” 5b ---c------------------I-- 8. 
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r&em: 
Accented 

Pmphs Prsl 
*I***..*******-***********------******--************************************ 5b ---*-***---***************** 8. 

Low-frequency ---***.**--***-****---*-------*--**********-----********************* 3lc 
Missing 

--*****-*-***************** 52. 
---___-_~ - ----__ - --_-- -- ------- - ----______- - -________-_______________ 24. 

Low-frequency consonants -_---.------------ - -----------____-----____________________- 
5b, 14e c.--------_-_-------_ 8, 

31~ 
Medium-frequency consonanfs ----------- -- ---------------_--------------------------- 

13d, ----**************_ 19, 52. 
13d 

Mesaages: 
*-**--------*****-**-**** 19. 

Beginnings and endings amenable to cryptanalysis -__-___------_---_- ---- $2,~ _ *****--* **-*****-******* 54. 
Genera1 phraseology ***************-----*-*****-*----************************* -***** 4!3L 101. 
Hidden, 

***-** * ********* * ******** 
-******.******************---*******-***-----********----*****************_*** 

Military text __-------------------------- - --------.---------------------------------------- 
47~w----w ------------------ 99. 
ICXI *--*-I---- ******. * *******_ 15. 

Missing lettera _------ - ------------------- -- --------- -------------- -----_------------------ 
Mixed alphabet 

5b, 14e _______ -z _____________ 3, 24. 
_*******************-*****-************---------***------******-************ 

Mixed sequence 
15a, 22h 246 8th--.---- 25, 39, 41, 52. 

*****************-**______c_____________*********************** 21d 
Modified Plapfair ---- - -------------I -- --------- - ------- - -.-----------I----------- 

----- --*-------** ********* 39. 
46d ’ - -**.***--* --.- **** * ***** 

Monoalphabets 
86. 

***.**u******c******I****--*********----------***-*--*--****************** lb --*****--********---------__ 1. 
Monoalphabet die tinguiahed from polyalphabet ---*--**--*-***************.***** 
Morse alphabet, Japaneee, Ruesian 

12, 14 -------.----.-------_ 18, 22-25. 
-****-***CL.*.******_-----------_-------******* 5b, 48e ------ -- -----------.-- 

Multiliteral rubstitution ----------- - ----. ------ ----- ----- .---------------------------- 
8, 101. 

41~ ****-*****I***** 
Multiliferal eyeterns, titorical example8 of 

35, 37, 59-60, 63, 70. 
*-************-**********************.* 36 ------- - ----------------_--- 61. 

Normal distribution, 1***1***-***********______l______l______.********************.* 
Normal frequency 

17b, c _----------------------- 27, 28. 
********-*****-.-***_____________I_-****--**----**-****-************ 9, 11, 25 -------------------- 11-13, 16-17, 

41. 
Deviations from -**1*-**-*-*-**-*-**___l___l____________***********-***** 13b ------------------------ *-- 19. 

Nulh ____________________----**----- - _------ ---------- ---_--_--------____----~~~~~-~-~~ 40, 47c *******I************** 
New York Tribune, ciphera ia 

68-69,QQ. 
I--c**-***-***-********************* *--*-.********* 36 ____-_------------ - ---.-_- 61. 

Patterns *I******~************-*-*-*-*-*--**~****-------**-**-*-*********-************ 33d *******--*****-********** 56. 
Phraseology of meeatbgee ***-**********-*******-**-**********-**-************** --cl 49a ************************** 101. 
Plain component, completion of **-***I********------*--**------**-**-*******-** 2ou ----- --- --------- - ------- 34. 
Plain-text unit *******--****************-***********-***********-***********-************ 4lc ---.--------------- *** ----- 70. 
Playfair cipher ___----.-------------------------------- ------ ------ -.- ---------------------- 44, 46 **************-****-*** 

Modified, 
73-83,84-Q& 

***.****************************-******--***********-------*****--*********** 46d _____-------m -a mm----_ -__ 86. 
Polyalphabetic cipher distinguished from monoalphabet ------------------_---- 12, 14 ************.t********* 
Polygraphic substitution 

18,22-25. 
**************-----**--***---I--*-*-* .I*******-*. * ********* 41_--------- * ---------------- * 70-71. 

Prefixes in triliteral distribution ----------------------- ---- ---.---- -_----- --- ______ 27~ *****************.********* 44. 
Prerequisite6 for cryptographic work ..**-****-************************************ 2 ********----****-************ 2-L 
Probable-word method *****-*--**-*************--*-******************************** 33 ----- * ----- *- ------- * ------- 55-57. 
Pseudo-polygraphic systems *****.*-******--*-**_______I_______*********-**********.* 41e ______----.--_--__-________ 71. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. In his classic treatise MANUAL FOR THE SOLUTION OF MILITARY CIPHERS 
Captain Parker Hitt said that there were four essential things necessary 
for cryptanalytic success. What were they? 

2. Five additional elements might be added to the four ingredients that 
Hitt thought essential to cryptanalytic success. What are they? 

3. Normally four fundamental operations or steps are involved in reach- 
ing the solution of a cryptogram. What are they? 

4. In what language would you expect the cryptographed portion of the 
following message to be written ? Give the reasons for your answer. 

From: Pedro Mucetones, Lima, Peru 
To: Eduardo Consuelo, Philadelphia 

PARA SR. GONZALES. QBDMZIB ZMCPMCPI UIK 
YM VCSIAZMOVIC MY BQCIA MYSAQPI DIZMB QC 
YIB MCTQYQB QB VZFIADMCDQ FIA BEFEQBDT REQ 
YI DIP1 REQPQ OICSVPQCOVMY. 

5. In the final analysis concerning the solution of cryptograms involv- 
ing a form of substitution to what simple terms must the cryptograms 
be reduced in order to reach a solution? 

6. In order to reconstruct plaintext is it always necessary to determine 
the specific key used by the correspondents? 

7. The words of sentences in the following examples have been transpos- 
ed. Rearrange the words to make the probable original plaintext. 

(1) STRENGTH ATTACKED HAS IN ENEMY 

(2) ARE LIGHT EXTREMELY CASUALTIES 

(3) HOURS ATTACK SIX AT OUR HUNDRED BEGAN 

(4) FRONT IS ON ALL WESTERN THE QUIET 

8. Letters of various words in the sentences below have been transposed. 
Rearrange the letters to make words that will provide the likely plain- 
text. 

(1) First GRDABIE has now DCAHERE a point NEESV miles East of EIRVR. 

(2) Our SOERFC are now DRRAEPPE to launch attack TGINAAS enemy tanks. 

(3) Still n o word ORFM our intelligence OCUSSRE concerning YEEMN. 

9. In the following sentences the words have been transposed and in the 
case of several words the letters have been transposed. Reconstruct the 
probable plaintext. 

(1) WILL NWAD ATTACK ECOMNCME AT 

(2) HAS EEOBCM FIRE YEVHA ENEMY VERY YRTLEAIRL RECENTLY 
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10. In the following example the letters of each word have been rear- 
ranged into the order in which they appear in the normal standard alpha- 
bet. Reconstruct the plaintext. 

ACCDGINOR OT AAETILNNNORTT EOPRRST EEMNY ILLW AKS FOR ACEEP 

11. In the following examples the plaintext has been broken into five- 
letter groups and each group of five-letters has been then rearranged 
in the order in which they appear in the normal standard alphabet. Re- 
construct the plaintext. 

(1) CMOOT ADIMN EGGNN AEFLR DIRST IIISV NOOST EMOPV HORUY ADEQU AERRT 
OSSTU FHIOR ERVXX 

(2) ACEHV OOPRR AILLW AILMS EOPRR HOTTT AEHIS ADQRU AERST NOOSS AOPSS 
BEILS 

12. Using cross-section paper with l/4 inch squares make a monoliteral 
frequency distribution of the letters in the following news item: 

THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY REPORTS THAT DESPITE ITS NAME 
THE NEW RIVER OF WEST VIRGINIA IS ACTUALLY THE OLDEST RIVER 
IN NORTH AMERICA MAINTAINING ITS ANCIENT COURSE FOR A HUNDRED 
MILLION YEARS. 

13. What percentage of the above text are the six vowels, A E I 0 U Y? 
How does this compare with the expected frequency of vowels in plain- 
text? 

14. What are the four most frequent consonants in English telegraphic 
text? 

15. What are the five least frequent letters in English telegraphic 
text? 

16. Why are the frequencies of letters in English literary text differ- 
ent from those in telegraphic text? 

17. What four facts can be determined from a study of the monoliteral 
frequency distribution of a cryptogram? 

18. De termine the class of ci pher system (substitution or transposition) 
used t o encipher the fol lowin g two messages: 

(1) RTOIR MIIST ETUDL PTLVS QHPEI AHLPT UARCE NAEPO ETOHC YRROP SYVAO 
WTYRX 

(2) VAPER NFRQC ERFFH ERPBA GVAHR FNTNV AFGBH EYVAR FOLGU RRARZ LFGBC 

19. Which of the following substitution ciphers are monoalphabetic? 

(1) KHNTV OEJGD RXSHV TYDEU USQAJ SFCAZ YXWAN OFWAK XTRIL TBXFS KZOSR 
QKHBV JOQOG GVRWB PKOWY RTSBH KSEBW RNYAB QOUOG KVWAV DOADJ OLYLC 
CTWKF ATXRI LFRVG FGZGH UOKVR GVEIG JHRXK OFYGC AGKDB YKWOR WOOIV 
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(2) BVPBY EPBUE NWDCP BVNGJ WNTGC WDWGN XGBVK TVRDV UPCCP EHDCC DGTJV 
CDWHH JWHHH WSVHL NVVUP WBCET TGBDW XVNVI LCDBW SVCPC CECTV RDVLJC 
DGTSV VTECW NXGBI VUWXP NLDZW NYNVJ UVFVH GTVCK 

(3) SXSOK TECPS DMCSO MDDSQ DEGFV SMDFE TVWBB FIEDW JTWHS LSCED FERIS 
VMHSP MRFGC SQEXS RCWDE XSCNG FVSCS TGDSD FEFMB ZDFER MWCPC MTFIW 
BBFMZ SETTM FQMIX FEHSC WTKSX SOKBE PMFWE XDMNP 

20. Each of the following messages has been monoalphabetically encipher- 
ed. In each case determine whether the cipher alphabet used was a stand- 
ard alphabet or a mixed alphabet; and if standard, whether direct or 
reversed. 

(1) YLNLC WLULC WXHCM HNPWL WIPWW ILLCL DRTHE EAYBO POERA VEEOP NFHWX 
KBYNL XHCWI LCLPY KVWVY LXWBA OVWNB CWHCV LRBVY UHJHE LCNLS 

(2) VBEJE FSVWA FJABE IMBTM YBDAS SAWGM FSMNM REGFS MADWM LPGFQ VMJGS 
GMFMF SXEBG QXSIW AFPMI SXEJG KSXBE QGNEF SAWLM NDASS EANJS MVVWE 
AJEAU RGJEG ITMYL AFLMN VWESE SXENM REGFS XGBST JGKXM YBJJS MVQMM 
UWYLP 

(3) XCITA AXVTC RTXCS XRPIT HIWPI TCTBN UDGRT HUPRX CVNDJ GGXVW IUAPC 
ZLXAA QTGTE APRTS QNUGT HWIGD DEHLW XRWWP KTYJH IPGGX KTSUG DBIGP 
XCVRT CITGH HIDEL XAAZT TENDJ PSKXH TSVVV 

21. Solve the following cryptogram: 

ZWLJS YQDWJ VZNWJ FRRZS NYNTS XYTUJ SJRDN XJCUJ HYJIY TWJXZ RJYMJ 
NWTKK JSXNA JXMTW YQDXY TUBJB NQQFQ RTXYX ZWJQD SJJIW JUQFH JRJSY 
XXTTS XYTUF IANXJ BMJSF RRZSN YNTSB NQQGJ XJSYC 

22. What is the "specific key" used to encipher the message in Problem 
No. 21? 

23. What are the two methods for solving ciphers of the type in Problem 
No. 21? 

24. What are the successive steps used in solving a substitution cipher 
by completing the plain component sequence where reversed standard al- 
phabets are involved? 

25. Solve the following cryptogram using the steps shown in your answer 
to Problem No. 24: 

WSPQN LERLL XELGQ KCAEM ALNER MSWLL WRYDG NEBWQ 

26. If a short cryptogram is enciphered by using a cipher alphabet where 
the plain component is a known mixed sequence, can it be solved by com- 
pleting the plain component sequence? 

27. In attempting to solve an unknown cryptogram that is obviously a 
substitution cipher what is the first solution technique that the crypt- 
analyst should try? 

28. Solve the following cryptogram: 

TGRNA KUPGI CVKXG 
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29. In attacking a cryptogram that is obviously a monoalphabetic sub- 
stitution cipher, if solution by completing the plain component sequence 
is unsuccessful, what type of cipher alphabet may be assumed to have 
been used? 

30. Monoalphabetic substitution ciphers which involve standard cipher 
alphabets have an extremely low degree of cryptographic security. Why? 

31. The following cryptogram has been intercepted. Construct a triliter- 
al frequency distribution of the letters in the cryptogram, showing the 
preceding and following letter for each letter in the cryptogram. Then 
indicate by underscoring in the cryptogram all repetitions of three or 
more letters. 

SYSWI LCCLP NPLYM SSHRS PCSQL YICXW SBCOR XTGSA SPSXF SLYIB RSPXT 
XPYSG BOAXY TOAWL CXOYR SACLX YXYUC OSYSW IBORS ALCXO YKDOC SBDYB 
VXYSD YKDOC SGSGX EEKDX PNILQ FXBSX ODBCO RXYWS LYCXW SNSSR LESAC 
COLYX PVLYU SXYCO YSOTS YSWIR AORLU LYQLM AOLQP LBCBB COR 

32. With respect to the cryptogram in Problem No. 31, prepare a con- 
densed table which shows the repetitions of trigraphs and digraps that 
appear more than twice in the cryptogram. Then using the data obtained, 
solve the cryptogram. Finally, determine the cipher alphabet and the 
keyword used. 

33. What two places in a message lend themselves more readily to attack 
by the assumption of words than do any other places? Why? 

34. What is meant by the "probable word method" of solution? 

35. What is meant by the word formula ABCADB? Does the word "people" 
fit this pattern? 

36. For each formula given below indicate a good English word that fits 
the pattern. 

(I) ABBA 

(2) ABBACD 

(3) ABCA 

37. Using the cipher alphabet which pertains to the cryptogram given 
in Problem 31, by means of it solve the following cryptogram. 

NQQNW DNQIH WOOHO GXBPS HJMOJ NMOY 

38. Solve the following cryptogram: 

GTRTC IXCIT GRTEI TSBTH HPVVT HXCSX RPITT CTBNX HEAPC CXCVP CDUUT 
CHXKT CTMIL TTZ 

39. Solve the following monoalphabetic substitution cipher. 

ZEQEG GSFPK FMENN KQOBN KBAZR SZZSH KEFAZ EDBSP KEAKH OFQOW KHHRO 
KFONN OQZNB EGTOB EAKVL YFPBO PLEYB AZEGG EBEWA ZEDYA OGOAA OFMOB 
AOBXK QOSZZ LSZZK GOVVV 

40. Solve the following: ZHDUH XQGHU KHDYB DWWDF NVWRS. 
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41. Solve the following cryptogram: 

FZELZ HJJOV JVGGD ZFHCB BZGWZ SLFBK HOZYY CXLAZ BJVJK CBZBV WGKBM 
JOZAJ CDVHH JOFCL MOXVD KJVGC SBZLJ FVGXC LBJFT YZHKM BVJZY KBTCL 
FCFYZ FHVHB VJKCB ELCJZ UZWFV LBELC JZJOZ TQKGG FZAVK BZBFC LJZSC 
FCBGT JQZBJ TOCLF HHJCD VYPKH ZQOZB QZXVB DKXNL DYCXL AZBJH 

42. Solve the following cryptogram: 

RBQBD DVCPI CKKMC MNVEL ILRJP IS101 BCVRR MCRIB CICRM EEIKM CQMBL 
LIQMN ORBAZ MMFEX ICRME EIKMC QMOTD DVNXL NBDVN DXJMV PGTVN RMNOI 
CPIQV RMOXB TQVCM YAMQR KNVPT VEMCM DXZIR JPNVZ VELNB DXBTN NIKJR 
LEVCF ORBAC BCMRJ MEMO0 MCMDX ORIEE JVOIC RMCRI BCOBL VRRVQ FICKU 
ETLLB SMNEB BFICK NISMN 

43. The following message is believed to be enciphered in the same gen- 
eral system, but with a different specific key, as the message in Prob- 
lem No. 42: 

SMSPA WHNFF NRUWM YWMZL IRS 

44. The following cryptogram is an example of a biliteral, monoalphabet- 
ic substitution system. The cipher alphabet is said to be bipartite. 
Solve the cryptogram and determine the keyword by which the bipartite 
alphabet is derived. 

BBNLN NLNOB OBBDN LDNLB LNNLB DLNNO OLNDB OLOOB BDNON OLNOO NNBDO 
ONOBD NNLOB BOOLN NNDLB BNONO BDDBB DNLBB OBLOO NNDNL NOBBL LONNO 
NNONO DONND NLBOB BNOND BBOBN NLNBD NOLOB BDBBD NOONL BBBNL BLBDB 
DOOON OOBDO LBBOO DLONN DOOBN BDBNN ONNON OD 

45. From a cryptographic viewpoi 
multiliteral substitution system? 

.nt what is a major disadvantage of a 

46. Solve the following cryptogram: 

ROBOW SNHBO OSWEN SWURS WHBSW UWERE BSWEB ONHBU NHWSW EWERS BEWEO 
HWSWE BSWHW EBHRS OSNOR SOUOO OSOSR SRUWS OONUW ERSRS BEBHB SNHBE 
RURSR UREBS NHWUO EOOWS WSOOB EBUWS WEBSW HRSNO BORON HBOWE OOBSB 
EBSRE BHBSN HBERU RSRUO HBOWS BEBSW ERHRS RSBEB ORORO BSOEW HOSOO 
WSOHR SRURU NHRSW EBSOH RSBON ONSBO WUWEO OOSOS RSWUN SREOO WURSB 
HOHOO ROOHO HBOWS WHWUR SNORS BEWER SRUBO OOWUR OWUBO REWER EWUBS 
OEOSB OBERU OOBEB UWSWE BSWH 

47. Solve the following cryptogram: 

28274 94927 38174 63019 10272 94740 27264 91026 48571 73838 28103 
94656 10294 95710 38561 03917 38104 81027 48494 62017 49481 82610 
48103 04938 46162 74917 46304 84946 18394 65610 57173 83828 10392 
72910 57174 91917 30495 71030 49592 04640 26194 64026 48484 94618 
26104 74010 48494 91927 49491 91748 19102 72947 40272 64910 26482 
81030 46491 72017 10292 72049 10263 94656 10484 94618 

48. What is the value of having variants in a monoalphabetic substitu- 
tion cipher system? 

49. Explain the difference between a simple monoalphabetic substitution 
cipher system and a monoalphabetic substitution system with variants. 
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50. Solve the following cryptogram: 

21 30 31 70 42 30 79 68 70 74 22 52 26 95 96 44 18 49 54 60 21 
57 09 07 70 17 23 78 70 43 58 05 72 96 08 80 38 94 70 83 79 13 
17 11 70 48 68 09 84 22 38 24 16 67 70 83 46 09 73 74 28 15 96 
43 13 53 85 33 34 22 08 13 25 74 84 00 80 17 58 59 54 55 21 96 
82 60 09 43 85 23 12 66 44 53 18 10 00 42 16 29 09 07 74 84 00 
54 79 93 09 52 05 69 96 94 39 17 68 70 42 38 34 79 32 44 33 13 
22 37 66 44 59 96 57 86 53 59 74 51 05 71 23 70 57 85 73 96 26 
57 83 74 61 92 51 66 23 03 18 45 83 99 30 05 29 20 45 66 57 44 
30 21 22 18 97 54 86 57 77 13 05 00 84 39 17 80 97 10 34 07 96 
21 

Probable words: REFERENCE, DIVISION, HEADQUARTERS, OFFICER. 

51. Solve the following cryptogram: 

26211 55185 25108 81813 58698 11434 63651 18756 45312 88691 64335 
72326 27613 96325 11588 63082 15215 53230 56866 16025 83868 18426 
75318 23456 17102 78541 33238 45210 58281 38819 60281 02686 30158 
06039 30635 85386 67335 22251 88312 36348 17402 86857 11388 35681 
24951 32282 91217 05756 61108 53261 70542 68123 86871 12819 26171 
35821 27686 15756 51165 16388 33283 05626 60355 02990 31877 16038 
42132 33183 81218 81153 86 

Probable words: COMMANDING OFFICER. 

52. The following two cryptograms have been intercepted. Since the enemy 
has been using “stereotype” message beginnings, it is believed that both 
cryptograms begin the same. Probable words that can be expected in the 
text include: ENEMY, DIVISION, STOP, REPORT, ATTACK. Solve both crypto- 
grams. 

No. 1: 

BH QF FM XF PD GL VP ZX TW GF XJ LM SX MH CM GS TF SV PX HT GS LX VN 
BH MN GS KF SD NB SD QS JX WV HV QS XN XL VS QW XS LQ HV VS QJ FV DL 
RC LV ST VH FD SR SD CB HK XS QZ JD SG HD GC KP VF PQ FQ VS FD ML ZD 
HB PK VS QL SX PK BS XL XF 

No. 2: 

HB FX MS QS DP LD VL QJ MN GS ZQ LM XS TH CM FD ST BF XL MC GS XP VN 
BH MW FG SK GF BW SD XF QZ WV HV FX WQ VS JQ VS PD HK VL CV HB LB MS 
ND DS BN VS RW XN BF ST HV VS MN GS JQ CV JD FV 2X SB NR HB HV VJ BF 
DH RF VS GJ XS KZ QL VN 

52. The enemy has suddenly started to use a new cryptographic system. 
This is one of the cryptograms in the new system. Solve the cryptogram. 

SDLUC EUIYA KTNIC UDISR FYTYA NLNYR AFFUD IZSKM ANYBS DLRLV ICTGO 
PHIL0 BHDSC CMCSU FLSDB NAOTR YGZMK ESQTL OUGCU IYAKT NIAEA OCKPM 
EOMLF LUTRP MDCOG LOKHS PIOWM UFRNL LUIDV MSMKF URUMB LAORY KHFUT 
LNUED PILDA NLUBF GLPIS X 

Probable message ending: GENERAL JONES. 

53. What is the difference between a polyliteral substitution cipher 
system and a polygraphic substitution cipher system? 
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54. The Playfair cipher is perhaps the most well-known digraphic substi-
tution cipher system. What characteristics in the ciphertext make the
system recognizable?

55. Solve the following cryptogram:

CLSQN FRPPR GKPOX HCBSF TUKSO HVFKD OZNLC VBMCP LZIKE VPONL RMPTS
FUAGE MTFSU MOWMB ITCZC LDBLJZ SFTPF ZNLGU GBDKU ARSMF SQRQU MPORQ
TPUVU GFHCV

Probable words: BATTALION, STOP, HEADQUARTERS.

56. In solving cryptograms involving symbols what is the usual prelim-
inary procedure that the cryptanalyst follows?

57. Solve the following

58. Solve the following

AXXAK
SMAEX
WNVQT
UMRTX
VWCVR

59. What is

GOASD VVREA
TVSAN VETHO
BTSTW RSXWX
SSXWI JVANV
VLUAT NAKXT

cryptogram:

MRKOV QDUVR VLUSC TNSXQ TBTST WRSXW ITRTX TAEKA
XSXWI JVARX TKTIA XVXOA XXOVV RVLUJ TEEAQ QXJWL
OVAXX AKGTR KEMQT RHANX TEEVN USMII WNXCN WLANL
KWRXT RMTRH XWLAG VAVNT AEWDS VNBAX TWRST RSITX
BTXUS XWIJT EEGVV IUWMA QBTSV Q

the analytical key for cryptanalysis?
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FOREWORD

We are proud to add this book, MILITARY CRYPTANALYSTS, PART II, recently
declassified by the U.S. Government, to our Cryptographic Series. As in the
case of MILITARY CRYPTANALYSIS, PART 1, we have added a large number of
problems to the book. These problems, largely keyed to the order that the
material is presented in the text, not only will provide the student with
many hours of enjoyment, but at the same time will act as the ultimate
teaching aid.

In keeping with what might be termed modern cryptologic advances, we have
also added to the book some computer programs. There is no doubt that the
computer has greatly affected modern cryptology, and today cryptographic and
cryptanalytic "tasks" which at one time took hours and even days to accomp-
lish can now be done in seconds, if not microseconds. The added computer
programs, found at the end of the book, following the problems, are only
representative of the many programs that can be used with the large class of
cipher systems discussed in this book* The student should set his sights on
modifying, improving, and developing other programs which will assist him in
his solution efforts.

Comments concerning this book, or any book in our Cryptographic Series,
are always greatly received.

September 1984 AEGEAN PARK PRESS
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SECTION I 

INTBODUCTOBY BEMABKS 
P-E& 

The eaentM diihrenae between monoalphabetio and polyalphabetic subatitutfoa 1 
Primary elaoalflorrtlon of polyalphab&io sycJtemR -~--------------_-__-l-- 2 
Primary olamacrrtlon of periodlo eystema _-_---------_--_-I_-------- 3 
t3equenm of study of polynlphabetio qvka----e---v- 4 

1. The essential diflerenoe between monoalphabetio and polyalphabedo anbstitution.-u. 
In the substitution methods thus far discussed it has been pointed out that their basic feature 
is that of monoalphabeticity. F’rom the cryptanalyti~ standpint, neither the nature of the 
cipher symbols, nor their method of production is an essential feature, although these may be 
difIerentiating charaoteristics from the cryptographic etandpoint. It is true that in those caeee 
designated as monoalphabetic substitution with variants or multiple equivalents, there is a 
departure, more or less considerable, from strict monoalphabeticity. In some of tbose cases, 
indeed, there may be available two or more wholly independent sets of equivalents, which, 
moreover, may even be arranged in the form of completely separate alphabets. Thus, while a 
loose terminology might permit one to designate such systems as polyalphabetic, it is better to 
reserve this nomenolature for those cases wherein polyalphabeticity is the essence of the method, 
specifically introduced with tbe purpose of imparting a po&onal variation in the substitutive 
equivalents for plain-text letters, in accordance with some rule directly or indirectly connected 
with the absolute positions tbe plain-text lettem occupy in the message. This point calls for 
amplification. 

b. In monoalphabetic substitution with variants the object of having di%rent or multiple 
equivalents is to suppress, so far as possible by simple methods, the characteristic frequencies 
of the letters occurring in plain text. As has been noted, it is by means of these characteristic 
frequencies that the cipher equivalents can usually be identified. In these systems the varying 
equivalents for plain-text letters are subject to the free choice and caprice of the enciphering 
olerk; if he is careful and conscientious in the work, he will really make use of all the dSrent 
equivalents afforded by the system; but if he is slip-shod and hurried in his work, he will use the 
same equivalents repeatedly rather than take pains and time to refer to the charts, tables, or 
diagrams to find the variants. Moreover, and this is a crucial point, even if the individual 
enciphering clerks are extremely careful, when many of them employ the same system it is entirely 
impossible to insure a complete diversity in the encipherments produced by two or more clerks 
working at ditIerent message centers. The result is inevitably to produce plenty of repetitions 
in the texts emanating from several stations, and when texts such as these are all available for 
study they are open to solution, by a comparison of their &uilarities and differences. 

c. In true polyalphabetic systems, on the other hand, there is established a rather deflnita 
procedure which automatically determines the shifts or changes in equivalents or in the manner 
in which they sre introduced, so that these changes are beyond the momentary whim or choice of 
the enciphering clerk. When the method of shifting or changing the equivalents is scientifically 
sound and sufllciently complex, the research necessary to establish the values of the cipher 
characters is much more prolonged and diflicult than is the case even in complicated monoalphsr 
betic substitution with variants, as will later be seen. These are the objects of true polyalpha- 
betic substitution systems. The number of such systems is quite large, and it will be possible to 

(1) 
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describe in detail the cryptan@eis of only a few of the more common or typical examplea of 
methods encountered in practical military communications. 

d. The three methods, (1) single-equivalent monoalphabetic substitution, (2) monoalpha- 
bet& substitution withy variants, and (3) true polyalphabetic substitution, show the following 
relationships as regards the equivalency between plain-text and cipher-text unite: 

A. In method (I), there is a set of 26 symbols; a plain&xt letter is always represented by 
one and only one of these symbois; conversely, a symbol always repreaente the same piain=text 
letter. The equivalence between the plain-text and the cipher letters is constant in both enci- 
pherment and decipherment. 

B. In method (2), there is a set of n symbols, where 1) may be any number greater than 26 
and often is a multiple of that number; a plain4ext letter may be represented by 1,2, 3, . . . 
Merent symbols; conversely, a symbol always representi the same plain-text letter, the same as 
is the case in method (I). The equivalence between the plain-text and the cipher letters is 
variable in encipherment but constant in decipherment.l 

C. In method (3) there is, as in the first method, a set of 26 symbols; a plain-text letter 
may be represented by 1,2,3, . . . 26 diRerent symbols; convemely, a symbol may repreeent 
1, 2, 3, . . . 26 difEerent plain text letters, depending upon the system and the specS~ key. 
The equivalence between the plain-text and the cipher letters is variable in both encipherment 
and decipherment. 

2. Primary clastioation oi polyalphabetio systems.--a. A primary &r&cation of poly- 
alphabetic systems into two rather distinct typee may be made: (1) periodic systems and (2) 
aperiodic system& When the enciphering prooees involves a cryptographic treatment which is 
repetitive in character, and which results in the production of cyclic pW in the crypto- 
graphic text, the system is termed p&&c. When the enciphering process is not of the type 
described in the foregoing general terms, the system is termed aperio&. The substitution in 
both cases involvea the use of two or more cipher alphabeta. 

b. The cyc+ phenomena inherent in a periodic system may be exhibited externally, in 
which case they are said to be paten& or they may not be exhibited exteunally, and must be un- 
covered by a preliminary step in the analyeia, in whioh case they are said to be Zutent. The 
periodicity may be quite definite in nature, and therefore determinable with mathematical 
exactitude allowing for no variability, in which case the periodicity is said to be&&. In other 
instancea the periodicity is more or less flexible in character and even though it may be deter- 

* There is a monoalphabetio method in wbioh the inveme result obtains, the aormapondencs being am&ant 
in endpberme It but variable in cbaiplmmmnt; tbia ir a method not found in the usual books on uryptographp 
but in an woay on that aubjeat by Edgar AUan Poe, e&i&d, in oome editiona of h& worko, A )%w wor& on moral 
dng and, in other editiona, Cryptograpliy. The method ir to draw up an endphering alphabet mmh M the 
foUowing (u&g Poe’s example): 

ABCbEFCHIJKLYNOPeQRSTUVWXYZ 
cipllee-- SUAVITERINYODOFORTITERINRE 

In auoh an alphabet, beoau& of repetition8 in the dpher component, the plein-text equivalenta am aubjeet to a 
oondderable degree of variability, (Y will be m in the deoiphsring dphabetz 

Clpk- ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
C 

- ( 

MOO E XJL HAFBD 
U I XN QR 

..- Z 
1” 

P V T 
P 

ThlrtypeofvariabiUtygiva~foq&&uitieeindeaiphermeak AdpeatgroupeuehruTXE.wouIdyfdd 
mmh plain-text sequences as REG, FIG, TW, REU, eta., whioh aould be mad only by cenfu&. No w of mzah a 
oharmterwouldbapraetiedformrloumuaqe. Forafurtherdiaoumionofthiatypeofdpherdphabatwe 
Friedman, William Y., Etlqnr .4Utan he, C~rpto~apher, R&d corps Balletinn NOR. 97 (Jui~-Bept.) and 98 
(Oat.-Dee.), 1937. 
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minable mathematically, allowance must be made for a degree of variability subject to limits 
controlled by the specific system under investigation. The periodicity is in this case said to be 
&xibb, or lxlriabb withk limits. 

3. primary classification of periodic systems.--+. Periodic polyalphabetic substitution 
systems may primarily be classified into two kinds: 

(1) Those in which only a few of a whole set of cipher alphabets are used in enciphering 
individual messages, these alphabet8 being employed repeatedly in a fixed sequence throughout each 
message. Because it is usual to employ a secret word, phrase, or number a8 a key to determine 
the number, identity, and sequence with which the cipher alphabets are employed, and this 
key is used over and over again in encipherment, this method is often called the repea&ng-key 
system, or the repeating-alphabet system. It is also sometime8 referred to as the mu&iple&pha- 
bd system because if the keying of the entire message be considered as a whole it is composed 
of multiples of a short key. used repetitively? In this text the designation “repeating-key 
system” will be used. 

(2) Those in which all the cipher alphabets comprising the complete set for the system are 
employed one after the other successively in the encipherment of a message, and when the 
last alphabet of the series hae been used, the encipherer begins over again with the first alphabet. 
This is commonly referred to as a progres&ealpMet system because the cipher alphabets are 
used in progression. 

4. Sequence of study of polyalphabetio systems.-o. In the studies to be followed in con- 
nection with polyalphabetic systems, the order in which the work will proceed conform8 very 
closely to the classifications made in paragraphs 2 and 3. Periodic polyalphabetic substitution 
ciphers will come first, because they are, se a rule, the simpler and becau8e a thorough under- 
standing of the principles of their analysis is prerequisite to a comprehension of how aperiodic 
systems are solved. But in the final analy8i8 the solution of examples of both types r&e upon 
the conversion or reduction of polyalphabeticity into monoalphabeticity. If this i8 possible, 
solution can alwaya be achieved, granted there are sutbcient data in the fmal monoalphabetic 
distributions to permit of solution by recourse to the ordinary principles of frequency. 

b. First in the order of study of periodic systems will come the analysis of repeating-key 
systems. Some of the more simple varieties will be discussed in detail, with examples. Subee- 
quently, cipher8 of the progre8sive type will be discussed. There will then follow a more or leas 
detailed treatment of aperiodic systems. 

s Frenoh Wmiuology ti this the “double-key method”, but there is no logio in suoh nomenclature. 
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SECTXON n 

CIPHER ALPHABETS FOB POlLYAEPHABETIC SUWHTUTION 
-nw'a' 

claEei5~tion of tipher alphabeltc upon the bssis of their daivation---,,w- m-e-m--Im-m------ 5 
Rhmry aomponent~~ and a+ondary alpha-- --- -- 6 
Primary oomponenfr, aipher dih, and square tablea 7 

5. Claatioation of cipher alphabets upon the baais of their derivation-o. The substitu- 
tion processes in polyalphabetic methods involve the use of a plurality of cipher alphabets. 
The latter may be derived by various schemes, the exact nature of which determines the principal 
characteristics of the cipher alphabets and plays a very important role in the preparation and 
solution of polyalphabetic cryptograms. For these reasons it is advisable, before proceeding to a 
discussion of the principles and methods of analysis, to point out these various types of cipher 
alphabets, show how they are produced, and how the method of their production or derivation 
may be made to yield important clues and short-cuts in analysis. 

b. A primary classiCcation of cipher alphabets for polyalphabetic substitution may be made 
into the two following types: 

(1) Independent or unrelated cipher alphabets. 
(2) Derived or interrelated cipher alphabets. 
c. Independent cipher alphabets may be disposed of in a very few words. They are merely 

separate and distinct alphabets showing no relationship to one another in any way. They may 
be compiled by the various methods discussed in Section IX of Eztmentary Military Cryptography. 
The solution of cryptograms written by means of such alphabets is rendered more diEcult by 
reason of the absence of any relationship between the equivalents of one cipher alphabet and 
those of any of the other alphabets of the same cryptogram. On the other hand, from the point of 
view of practicability in their production and their handling in cryptographing and decryptograph- 
ing, they present some di&ulties which make them less favored by cryptographers than cipher 
alphabets of the second type. 

d. Derived or interrelated alphabets, as their name indicates, are most commonly produced 
by the i&ra&on of two primary components, which when juxtaposed at the various points of 
coincidence can be made to yield 8ecoRdapy a&&zbekl 

6. Primary components and secondary alphabets.- Two basic, slidable sequences or com- 
ponents of n characters each will yield n secondary alphabets. The components may be &ssi- 
fied according to various schemes. For cryptanalytic purposes the following classification will be 
found useful: 

CASE A. The primary components are both normal sequences. 
(1) The sequences proceed in the same direction. (The secondary alphabets are direct 

standard alphabets.) (Pars. 13-15.) 
(2) The sequences proceed in opposite directions. (The secondary alphabets are reversed 

standard alphabets; they are also reciprocal cipher alphabets.) (Par. l3i, 14g.) 
CASE B. The primary componeuta are not both normal sequences. 
(1) The plain component is normal, the cipher component is a mixed sequence. (The 

secondary alphabets are mixed alphabets.) (Par. 16-25.) 
’ Bee Sm. VIII and IX, Etummtm Milhy Ctyphgmphy. 

(4) 
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(2) The plain component is a mixed sequence, the cipher component is normal. (The 
secondary alphabets are mixed alphabets.) (Par. 26.) 

(3) Both components are mixed sequences. 
(a) Components are identical mixed sequences. 

I. Sequences proceed in the same direction. (The secondary alphabets are 
mixed alphabets.) (Par. 28.) 

II. Sequences proceed in opposite directions. (The secondary alphabets are 
reciprocal mixed alphabets.) (Par. 38.) 

(b) Components are different mixed sequences. (The secondary alphabets are mixed 
alphabets.) (Par. 39.) 

7. Primary components, cipher disks, and square tables.+. In preceding texts it has 
been shown that the equivalents obtainable from the use of quadricular or square tables may be 
duplicated by the use of revolving cipher disks or of sliding primary components. It was also 
stated that there are various ways of employing such tables, disks, and sliding components. 
Cryptographically t*he results may be quite diverse from different methods of using such para- 
phernalia, since the specific equivalents obtained from one method may be altogether different 
from those obtained from another method. But from the cryptanalytic point of view the 
diversity referred to is of little significance; only in one or two csses does the specific method of 
employing these cryptographic instrumentalities have an important bearing upon the procedure 
in cryptanalysis. However, it is advisable that the student learn something about these different 
methods before proceeding with further work. 

b. There are, not two, but four letters involved in every case of tiding equivalents by means 
of sliding primary components; furthermore, the determination of an equivalent for a given 
plain-text letter is representable by two equations involving four elements, usually letters. 
Three of these letters are by this time well-known to and understood by the student, viz, G,, C,, 
and 8,. The fourth element or letter has been passed over without much comment, but crypto- 
graphically it is just as important a factor as the other three. Its function may best be indicated 
by noting what happens when two primary components are juxtaposed, for the purpose of tiding 
equivalents. Suppose these components are the following sequences: 

(1)ABCDEFGHIJKLNNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

(2)FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

Now suppose one is merely asked to &id the equivalent of P, when the key letter is K. Without 
further specification, the cipher equivalent cannot be stated; for it is necessary to know not only 
which K will be used as the key letter, the one in the component labeled (1) or the one in the 
component labeled (2), but also what letter the Kk will be set against, in order to juxtapose the 
two components. Most of the time, in preceding texts, these two factors have been tacitly 
assumed to be fixed and well understood: the r<, is sought in the mixed, or cipher component, 
and this K is set against A in the normal, or plain component. Thus: 

Plain Index 
1 i 

(1) Plain _________ ABCDEFGHI JKLNNOPQRSTwwxmAB CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTWWXYZ 
(2) Cipher _______ FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

t t 
Cipher 

With this setting Po=Z,. 
Kv 
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c. The letter A in this case may be termed the iti f&u-, symbolized A,. The iudexletter 
constitutes the fourth element involved in the two equations applicable to the 6miing of equiva- 
lents by sliding componenta. The four elements are therefore theee: 

(19 The key letter, 0k 
(2) The index letter, 8c 
(3) The plejn-tea letter, h 
(4) The cipher letter, 8. 

The index letter is commonly the initial letter of the component; but this, too, ia only a con- 
vention. It nrisrJ be any Z&r of the se~nence constituting the component, as agreed upon by 
the correspondenti. Howtsar, in this subesqrtsnt d&u&n if’lDiab6amm!dthutth6indexkttU 
iet~inifiolIc#stoft~~~inwh~itislocatcd,~~ot~~ 

d. In the foregoing case the enciphering equations are aa follows: 
Q b=Ai; P,=z, 

But there is nothing about the use of sliding components which excludes other methods of fluding 
cquivalenta’than that shown above. For instance, de+spite the labeling of the two components 
ae shown above, there is nothing to prevent one from seeking the plain-text letter in the com- 
ponent labeled (2), that is, the cipher component, and taking ae ita cipher equivalent the letter 
opposite it in the other component labeled (1). Thus: 

Cipher l.n$ex 

Thus: 

(1) ABCEFGHW~0P~~~J~0P~ 
(2) FBPYRCQzIC 

T -r 
Plain Ices . 

(II) K.=A,;P,=K. 
e. Since equations (I) and (II) yield different resultants, even with the same index, key, 

and plain-text letters, it is obvious that an accurate formula to cover a specific pair of enciphering 
equations must include data showing in *hat component each of the four lettera comprising the 
equations is located. Thus, equations (I) and (II) should read: 

(I) Kk in component (2)=-A, in component (1) ; Pv in component (l)=Z, in component (2). 
(II) Kk in component (2)=A, in component (1); P, in component (2)= K, in component (1). 
For the sake of brevity, the following notation will be used: 

0) &z=h; Cm=Zen 
(29 &a=h; %P&I 

f. Employing two sliding componenta and the four letters entering into an enciphering 
equation, there are, in all, twelve diGrent resultants poseible for the same set of components 
and the same set of four basic elements. These twelve di&mncea in resultants arise from a set 
of twelve different enciphering conditions, ae set forth below (the notation adopted in sub- 
paragraph 6 is used): 
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g. The twelve resultants obtainable from juxtaposing sliding components aa indicated under 
the preceding subparagraph may also be obtained either from one square table, in which case 
twelve different methods of finding equivalents must be applied, or from twelve different square 
tables, in which case one standard method of fInding equivalents will serve all purposes. 

h. If but one table such as that shown below as Table I-A is employed, the various methods 
of &ding equivalents are d.%icult to keep in mind. 

TABLI I-A 

ABCDEFGHIJKLHNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

For example: 
(1) For enciphering equations %=01~; Q=eoIO: 

Locate 43, in top sequence; locate % in 6rst column; 
8, is letter within the square at intersection of the two lines thus determined. 

Thus: 
&n=Am ; Pm=&n 
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(2) For enciphering equationa &=efn; Gtir=Go~: 
Locate e, in iht column; follow line to right to 8,; proceed up this cohmm; 8, is 

letter at top. 
Thus: 

&n=ha ; P~=%I 

(3) For enciphering equations t&,,=el,,; e,,f13eon: 
Locate % in top sequence and proceed down column to 8, ; 
Locate e, in top sequence; e, is letter at other corner of rectangle thus formed. 

ThUfl: 
Kw~=&a; Ppn=Xon 

Only three different methods have been shown and the student no doubt already has encountered 
difficulty in keeping them segregated in his mind. It would obviously be very confusing to try 
to remember all twelve methods. But if one standard or fixed method of finding equivalents is 
followed with several d&rent tables, then this dlfhculty dwlppears. Suppose that the following 
method is adopted: Arrange the square so that the plain-text letter may be sought in a separate 
sequence, arranged alphabetically, above the square and so that the key letter may be sought 
in a separate sequence, also armnged alphabetically, to the left of the square; look for the plain- 
text letter in the top row; locate the key letter in the 1st column to the left; find the letter stand- 
ing within the square at the intersection of the vertical and horixontal lines thus determined. 
Then tweh squares, equivalent to the twelve d&rent conditions listed in subparagraph f, can 
readily be constructed. They are all shown in Appendix 1, pp. W-107. 

i. When these square tables are examined carefully, certain interesting points are noted. 
In the first place, the tables may be paired so that one of a pair may serve for enciphering and the 
other of the pair may serve for deciphering, or vice versa. For example, tables I and II bear this 
reciprocal relationship to each other; III and IV, V and VI, VII and VIII, IX and X, XI and 
XII. In the second place, the internal dispositions of the letters, although the tables are derived 
from the same pair of components, are quite diverse. For example, in table I-B the horixontal 
sequences are identical with those of Table I-A, but are merely displaced to the right and to the 
left different intervals according to the successive key letters. Hence this square shows what 
may be termed a horizontally-displaced, direct symmetry of the cipher component. Vertically, 
it shows no symmetry, or if there is symmetry, it is not visible.* But when Table I-B is more 
carefully examined, an invisible, or indirect, vertical symmetry may be discerned. where at first 
glance it is not apparent. If one takes any two colvmne of the table, it is found that the interval 
between the members of any pair of letters in one column is the same as the interval between the 
members of the homologous pair of letters in the other column, if the. dietant% ie mca8ured on th-e 
tiphe component. For example, consider the 2d and 15th columns (headed by L and I, respec- 
tidy) ; take the letters P and G in the 2d column, and J and W in the 15th column. The distance 
between P andG on the cipher component is 7 intervals: the distance between J and W on the same 
component is uZ80 7 intervals. This phenomenon implies a kind of hidden, or latent, or indirect 
symmetry within the cipher square. In fact, it may. be stated that every table which sets forth 
in systematic fashion the various secondary alphabete derivable by sliding two primary sequences 
through all points of coincidence to find cipher equivalents must show some kind of symmetry, 

’ It b true that ths fkot column within the table nhowa~ the pbbcomponenf requence, but thin is merely 
Wum the method of finding the equivalenta in this cafe b mch that thb sequence t bound to appear in that 
aolumn,aincethemwoadvekeyle&teraareA, 8, C, , . . 2, and tbia mqucnce bappau to bc identical with 
thepldncomponantinthiacase. Thesrrmbir~~T~VrrrPdXI;itLdw,~~kths~~wof 
TWIXcurdx. 
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both horizontally and vertically. The symmetry may be termed Z&Y&% or direct, if the sequences 
of letters in the rows (or columns) are the same throughout and &re identical with that of one 
of the primary components; it may be termed hidden or indirect if the sequences of letters in the 
rows or columns are different, apparently not related to either of the components, but are in 
reality decimations of one of the primary components. 

j. When the twelve tables of Appendix 181~ ex8mined in the light of the foregoing remarks, 
the type of symmetry found in each may be sumnmrixed in the following manner: 

I HUdCGIltd 

Table I VMblo or dhat 

I 

Invldbloalndhat 

I 1 

V@ 

VIdbla Q dimat 

--------- --------. 
------------*----. 

X ----e---. 
--m------ X 

ic8l 

----m------------. I --------- --------. I 
Of these twelve types of cipher squares, corresponding to the twelve different ways of using a 
pair of sliding primary components to derive secondary alphabets, the ones best known snd 
most often encountered in cryptogr8phic studies 8re Tables I-B and II, referred to 8s being of 
the Vigenere type; Tables V and VI, referred to 8s be@ of the Beaufort type; and Tables IX 
and X, referred to 8s being of the Delastelle type. It will be noted that the tables of the Dela- 
stdle type show no direct or visible symmetry, either horixont8lly or vertics.lly and because of 
this 8re supposed to yield more security than do sny of the other types of tables. But it will 
presently be shown that the supposed increase in security is more illusory thns re8l. 

k. The foregoing facts concerning the vasious types of qu8dricular tables generated by diverse 
*methods of using sliding primary components or their equiv8lent rotating cipher disks will be 
employed to good advantage, when the studies presently to be undertaken will bring the student 
to the place where he can comprehend them in the axmlysis of polyalphabetic systems. But in 
order not to confuse him with a multiplicity of det$s which have no direct bearing upon basic 
principles, one and only one standard method of finding equivrtlents by means of sliding compo- 
nents will be selected from among the twelve available, 8s set forth in the preceding subpara- 
graphs. Unless otherwise stated, this method will be the one denoted by the first of the formulae 
listed in subpar.f, tiz: 

%t=%l; $/1- -%/a 

CMli.ng the pl8in component “1” asd the cipher component “‘2”, this will mean that the keyletter 
on the cipher component will be set opposite the index, which will be the first letter of the plain 
component; the plain-text letter to be enciphered will then be sought on the plain component and 
its equivalent will be the letter opposite it on the cipher component. 
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smmo~ III 

THEOBY OF SOLUTION OFREPEATING-KEY SYSTEM% 
TbetbFooetepelntbeaualyldsd~~eyrfsm= 8 
Flmtaep: lldngilbolongtbotthopar&d 9 
GCUlOdnmrrvbOll~ 10 
Soeond step: diatiributing the aiphar bxt into the eompouont monoalphabab 11 
Third etop: llolving the monodpllabeao dfatribUti0~ 12 

8. The three steps in the analysis of repeating-key systems.--a The method of enciphering 
ackling to the principle of the repeating key, or repeating alphabeta is adequately explained in 
Section XI of Elementary MGtary Cyptogmphy, and no further referenoe need be made at this 
time. The analysis of a cryptogram of this type, regardless of the kind of cipher alphabeta 
employed9 or their method of production, 1~4.~89 itself i&o three distinct and succwsive~ stepa 

(1) Determination of the length of the repeating key, which ia the &me as the determination 
of the exact number of alphabeti involved in the oryptograrn; 

(2) Allocation or distribution of the letters of the cipher text into the respective cipher alpha- 
beta to which they belong. This is the step which reducea the polyalphabetic text to mono- 
alphabetic terms; 

(3) Analysis of the individual monoalphabetic distributions to determine plain-text values of 
the cipher lettera in each distribution or alphabet. 

b. The foregoing steps will be treatad in the order in which mentioned. The first step may 
be described briefly as that of dstsnnining tha pe&L The second step may be described briefly 
aa that of reduct&n to nunumJphub& tarn&& The third etap may be d&gnat4 as &f&$&on of 
ciphm-tczt ualw. 

9. Fimt step : &uiing the length of the peuiod.-a. The determination of the period, that 
ia, the length of the key or the number of cipher alphabets involved in a cryptogram enciphered 
by the repeating-key method is, as a rule, a relatively simple matter. The cryptogram itself 
usually manifests externaUy certain phenomena whi& are the direct result of the use of a repeat- 
ing key. The principles involved are, however, so fundamental in cryptanalyais that their 
elucidation warrants a somewhat detailed treatment. This will be done in connection with a 
short example of encipherment, &own in sig. 1. 

MXEBActm 

THE ARTILLERY BATTALION NARCHING IN ‘IRE REAR OF THE ADVANCE GUARD KEEPS 
ITS COMBAT TRAI?J WITH IT INSOFAR AS PFUCTICABLE. 

(10) 
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@?yzBLuE,udngdireattltmdud8Ip~~] 
CIPEEIB bPHABWl’8 

Plhl------- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
f(l) --- BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUYWXYZA 

Cipher (2)---e 

I 

LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJK 
(3)----- UVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 
(4)------ EFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCD 

BLUE 
THEA 

RTIL 

LERY 

BATT 

AL10 

NMAR 

CHIN 

GINT 

HERE 

AROF 

THEA 

DVAN 

CEGU 

a 

BLUE 
ARDK 

EEPS 

ITSC 

OMBA 

TTRA 

INWI 

THIT 

INS0 

FARA 

SPRA 

CTIC 

ABLE 

a 

BLUE 
THEA 
USYE 
RTIL 
SECP 
LERY 
YPLC 
BATT 
CLNX 
AL10 
BWCS 
NMAR 
oxuv 
CHIN 
DSCR 
GINT 
HTHX 
HERE 
IPLI 
AROF 
BCIJ 
THEA 
USYE 
DVAN 
EGUR 
CEGU 
DPAY 

b 
CBYP!POQBAM 

BLUE 
ARDK 
BCXO 
EEPS 
FPJW 
ITSC 
JEMG 
OMBA 
PXVE 
TTRA 
UELE 
INWI 
JYQM 
THIT 
uscx 
INS0 
JYMS 
FARA 
GLLE 
SPRA 
TALE 
CTIC 
DECG 
ABLE 
BYFI 

b 

USYES ECPMP LCCLN XBWCS OXUVD SCRHT 

HXIPL IBCIJ USYEE GURDP AYBCX OFPJW 

JEYGP XVEUE LEJYQ YUSCX JYMSG LLETA 

LEDEC GBMFI 
FIOUBBL 
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b. Regardless of what system ia used, identical plain-text letters enciphered by the same 
cipher alphabet 1 must yield identical cipher letters. Referring to Fig. 1, such 8 condition is 
brought about every time that identical plain-text lettera happen to be enciphered with the same 
key-letter, or every time identical plain-text letters fall into the same column in the encipher- 
ment.* Now since the number of columns or positiona with respect to the key is very limited 
(axcept in the case of very long key words), and since the repetition of letters is an inevitable 
condition in plain text, it follows that there will be in a message of fair length many casea where 
identical plain-text letters mwt fall into the same column They wilI thus be enciphered by the 
same cipher alphabet, resulting, therefore, in the produotion of many identical letters in the 
cipher text and these will represent identical letters in the plain text. When identical plain-text 
polygraphs fall into identical columns the result is the formation of identical cipher-text poly- 
grrtphs, that is, repetitions of groups of 2, 3, 4, . . . letters 8re exhibited in the cryptogram. 
Repetitions of this type will hereafter be called causal repetifions, because they are produced by 
8 definite, traceable cause, z&r, the encipherment of identical letters by the same cipher alphabets. 

c. It will also happen, however, that di#ernt plain-text letters falling in d$erent columns 
will, by mere sccident, produce identical cipher letters. Note, for example, in Fig. 1 th8t in 
Column 1, R, becomes S, and that in Column 2,H,, also becomes S,. The production of an identical 
cipher text letter in these two cases (that is, a repetition where the plain-text letters are difIerent 
and enciphered by different alphabets) is merely fortuitous. It is, in every day language, “a 
mere coincidence”, or “an accident.” For this reason repetitions of this type will hereafter be 
c8lled accidental repetitions. 

d. A consideration of the phenomenon pointed out in c makes it obvious that in polyalpha- 
betic ciphers it is important that the cryptanalyst be able to tell whether the repetitions he &ids 
in a specific case are causal or accidental in their origin, that is, whether they represent actual 
encipherments of identical plain-text letters by identical keying elements, or mere coincidences 
brought about purely fortuitously. 

e. Now accidental repetitions will, of course, happen fairly frequently with individual letters, 
but less frequently with digmphs, because in this case the same kind of an “accident” must take 
place twice in succession. Intuitively one feels that the chances that such 8 purely fortuitous 
coincidence will happen two times in succession must be much less than that it will happen every 
once in 8 while in the case of single letters. Similarly, intuition makes one feel that the chances 
of such accidents happening in the case of three or more consecutive letters are still less than in 
the case of digraphs, decreasing very rapidly as the repetition increases in length, 

f. The phenomena of cryptogr8phic repetition may, fortunately, be dealt with statistically, 
thus taking the matter outside the realm of intuition and putting it on a firm mathematical or 
objective basis. Moreover, often the statistical analysis will tell the cryptanalyst when he has 
arranged or rearranged his text properly,that is, when he is approaching or has reached mono- 
alphabeticity in his efforts to reduce polyalphabetic text to its simplest terms. However, in 
order to preserve continuity of thought it is deemed inadvisable to inject these statistical con- 
siderations at this place in the text proper; they have been incorporated in Appendix 2 hereof. 
The student is advised to study the Appendix very carefully after he haa fInished reading this 
section of the text. 

g. At this point it will merely be indicated that if a cryptanalyst were to have at hand only 
the cryptogram of Fii. 1, with the repetitions underlined as below, a statistical study of the 

1 It is to be understood, of course, that cipher alphsb& with single equivalenta am meant in this case. 
* The frequenay with which thin condition may be Qpsdal to oaaur can be definitely calculated A die- 

cuesion of this point falls beyond the eoope of the present text. 
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number and length of the repetitions within the message (Par. 5 of Appendix 2) would tell him 
that while some of the digraphic repetitions may be accidental, the chances that they all are 
accidental are small. In the case of the tetragraphic ‘repetition he would realize that the 
chances of its being accidental are very small indeed. 

A. USYES ECPMP LCCLN XBWCS OXUVD 
B. URHT HXIU IUIJ USYEE .GURDP 
C. AYBCX OFPJW JEMGP XVEUE LEJYQ 
D. M uyzi JYMSG - L'L E T A GDEJ GBMFI 

h. A consideration of the facts therefore leads to but one conclusion, z&z, that the repetitions 
exhibited by the cryptogram under investigation are not accidental but are cawral in their origin; 
and the cause is in this case not difficult to find: repetitions in the plain text were actually en- 
ciphered by identical alphabets. In order for this to occur, it was necessary that the tetragraph 
USYE, for example, fall both times in em.ctZy the same relative position with respect to the key. 
Note, for example, that USYE in Fig. 1 represents in both cases the plain-text polygraph THEA. 
The first time it occurred it fell in positions l-2-3-4 with respect to the key; the second time it 
occurred it happened to fall in the very same relative positions, although it might just aa well 
have happened to fall in any of the other three possible relative positions with respect to the 
key, wiz, 2-3-4-1, 3-4-l-2, or 4-l-2-3. 

i. Lest the student be misled, however, a few more words are necessary on this subject. 
In the preceding subparagraph the word “happened” was used; this word correctly expresses 
the idea in mind, because the insertion or deletion of a single plain-text letter between the two 
occurrences would have thrown the second occurrence one letter forward or backward, respec- 
tively, and thus caused the polygraph to be enciphered,by a sequence’of alphabets such as can 
no longer produce the cipher polygraph USYE from the plain-text polygraph THEA. On the 
other hand, the insertion or deletion of this one letter might bring the letters of some other 
polygraph into similar columns so that some other repetition would be exhibitedin case the 
USYE repetition had thus been suppressed. 

j. The encipherment of similar letters by similar cipher alphabets is therefore the curse of 
the production of repetitions in the cipher text in the case of repeating-key ciphers. What 
principles can be derived from this fact, and how can they be employed in the solution of crypto- 
grams of this type? 

k. If a count is made of the number of letters from and including the first USYE to, but not 
including, the second occurrence of USYE, a total of 40 letters is found to intervene between the 
two occurrences. This number, 40, must, of course, be an exact multiple of the length of the key. 
Having the plain-text before one, it is easily seen that it is the 10th multiple; that is, the 4-letter 
key has repeated itself 10 times between the first and the second occurrence of USYE. It follows, 
therefore, that if the length of the key were not known, the number 40 could safely be taken to 
be an exact multiple of the length of the key; in other words, one of the factors of the number 
40 would be equal to the length of the key. The word “safely” is used in the preceding sentence 
to mean that the interval 40 applies to a repetition of 4 letters and it has been shown that the 
chances that this repetition is accidental are small. The factors of 40 are 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, and 20. 
So far as this single repetition of USYE is concerned, if the length of the key were not known, all 
that could be said about the latter would be that it is equal to one of these factors. 
tion by itself gives no further indications. 

The repeti- 

list of several possible factors? 
How can the exact factor be selected from among a 
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1. Let the intervals between all the repetitions in the cryptogram be listed. They are as 
follows: 

let USYE to 2d WYEm-mmmm..m-s pe--v----e 
let BC to 2d BQ --------a 
1st CX to 2d CX----mm.- w-n-- 
list EC to 2d EC----------..-.----DII---- 
1st LE to 2d tE- ---_I ---- 
2d LE to 3d LB--- __--m- se -L--I-----* 
1st LE to 3d LE- e----I-------- 
let JY to 2d JP __--___-_p---_------------ 
let PL to 2d PL -------------“------o---ol-u”--~------------- 
let SC to 2d SC ___-_v_______.--___ -- -s-_-a pm-m 
(let SS to 2d SY, already included in UsyE.1 
(let US to 2d US, already included in UsyE. 
2d US to 3d US ____-_-_a_ o mm____ - ________--------------- m -w-m 
(let US to 3d US, already imluded in USYE.) 
(let YE to 2d YE, already inoludeai in USYE.) 

40 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 20. 
16 2, 4, 8. 
25 5. 
88 2, 4, 11, 22, 44. 
16 2, 4, 8. 

4 2, 4. 
20 2, 4, 5, 10. 

8 2, 4. 
24 2, 3, 4, 6, 8. 10, 12. 
52 2, 4, 13, 26. 

36 2, 3, 4; 6, 9, 18. 

m. Are all these repetitions cuusul repetitions? It can be shown (Appendix 2, par. 4c) that 
the odds against a theory that the, USYE repetition is accidental are about 99 to 1 (since the 
probability for its occurrence is.01). It can also be shown that the odds against a theory that the 
10 digraphs which occur two or more times are accidental repetitions are over 4 to 1 (Appendix 
2, par. 5~) ; the odds against a theory that the two digraphs which occur 3 times are accidental 
repetitions are quite large. (Probability is calculated to be about .06.) The chances are very 
great, therefore, that all or nearly all these repetitions are causal. Certainly the chances against 
the two occurrences of the tetragraphUSYE and the three occurrencesof the two different digrapha 
(LE and US) being accidental are quite high, and it is therefore not sstonishing that tbe intervals 
between all the vnrious repetitions, except in one case, contain the factors 2 and 4. 

n. This means that if the cipher is written out in either 2 columns or 4 columns, all these 
repetitions (except the CX repetition) would fall into the same columns. From this it follows 
that the length of the key is either 2 or 4, the latter, on practical grounds, being more probable 
than the former. Doubts concerning the matter of choosing between a a-letter and a 4-letter 
key will be dissolved when the cipher text is distributed into its component uniliteral frequency 
distributions. 

o. The repeated digraph CX in the foregoing mess-e is an accidental repetition, as will be 
apparent by referring to Fig. 1. Had the message been longer there would have been more 
such accidental repetitions, but, on the other hand, there would be a proportionately greater 
number of causal repetitions. This is because the phenomenon of repetition in plain text i 
so all-pervading. 

p. Sometimes it happens that the cryptanalyst quickly notes a repetition of a polygraph of 
four or more letters, the interval between the first and second occurrences of which has only 
two factors, of which one is a relatively small number, the other a. relatively high incommen- 
surable number. He may therefore assume at once that the length of the key is equal to the 
smaller factor without searching for additional recurrences upon which to corroborate his 
assumption. Suppose, for example, that in a relatively short cryptogram the interval between 
the first and second occurrences of a polygraph of five letters h+gens to be a number such as 
203, the factors of which are 7 and 29. Evidently the number of alphabets may at once be 
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assumed to be 7, unless one is dealing with messagea exchanged among correspondents known 
to use long keys. In the latter case one could assume the number of alphabets to be 29. 

Q. The forgoing method of determining the period in a polyalphabetic cipher is commonly 
referred to in the literature asi’fa&ring the intervals between repetitions”; or more often it is 
simply called “factoring.” Because the latter is an apt term and is brief, it will be employed 
hereafter in this text to designate the process. 

10. General remarks on factoring.-o. The statement made in Par. 2 with respect to the 
cyclic phenomena said to be exhibited in cryptograms of the periodic type now becomes clear. 
The use of a short repeating key produces a periodicity of recurrences or repetitions collectively 
termed “cyclic phenomena”, an analysis of which leads to a determination of the length of the 
period or cycle, and this gives the length of the key. Only in the case of relativeiy short crypto- 
grams enciphered by a relatively long key does factoring fail to lead to the correct determination 
of the number of cipher alphabets in a repeating-key cipher; and of course, the fact that a crypto- 
gram contains repetitions whose factors show constancy is in itself an indication and test of its 
periodic nature. It also follows that if the cryptogram is not a repeating-key cipher, then 

.factoring will show no definite results, and conversely the fact that it does not yield definite 
result.43 at once indicates that the cryptogram is not a periodic, repeating-key cipher. 

b. There are two caees in which factoring leads to no definite resulta. One is in the case of 
monoalphabetic substitution ciphers. Here recurrences are very plentiful as a rule, and the 
intervals separating these recurrences may be fa&m3d, bud the factors wiu show no Con8tancy; 
there will be several factors common to many or most of the recurrences. This in itself is an 
indication of a monoalphabetic substitution cipher, if the very fact of the presence of many 
recurrencea fails to impress itself upon the inexperienced cryptanalyst. The other c&se in which 
the process of factoring is nonsigmficant involves certain types of nonperiodic, polyalphabetic 
ciphers, In certain of these ciphers recurrences of digraphs, trigraphs, and even polygraphs 
may be plentiful in a long message, but the intervals between such recurrences bear no definite 
multiple relation to the length of the key, such as in the case of the true periodic, repeating-key 
cipher, in which the alphabets change with successive letters and repeat themselves over and 
over again. 

c. Factoring is not the only method of determining the length of the period of a periodic, 
polyalphabetic substitution cipher, although it is by far the most common and easily applied. 
At this point it will merely be stated that when the message under study is relatively short in 
comparison with the length of the key, so that there are only a few cycles of cipher text and no 
long repetitions affording a basis for factoring, there are several other methods available. 
However, it being deemed inadvisable to interject the data concerning those other methods 
at this point, they will be explained subsequently. It is desirable at this juncture merely to 
indicate that methods other than factoring do exist and are used in practical work. 

d. Fundamentally, the factoring process is merely a more or less simple mathematical method 
of studying the phenomena of periodicity in cryptograms. It will usually enable the crypt- 
analyst to ascertain definitely whether or not a given cryptogram is periodic in nature, and if 
so, the length of the period, stated in terms of the cryptographic unit involved. By the latter 
statement is meant that the factoring process may be applied not only in analyzing the periodicity 
manifested by cryptograms in which the plain-text uuits subjected to cryptographic treatment 
are monographic in nature (i. e. are single letters) but also in studying the periodicity exhibited 
by those occasional cryptograms wherein the plain-text units are digraphic, trigraphic, or 
n-graphic in character. The student should bear this point in mind when he comes to the study 
of substitution systems of the latter sort. However, the present text will deal solely with cases 
of the former type, wherein the plain-text units subjected to cryptographic treatment are single 
letters. 
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11. Second step: distributing the cipher text into the oomponent monoalphabek.-u. 
After the number of cipher alphabets involved in the cryptogram has been ascertained, the next 
step is to rewrite the message in groups corresponding to the length of the key, or in columnar 
fashion, whichever is more’convenient, and this automatically divides up the text so that the 
lettera belonging to the same cipher alphabet occupy similar positions in the groups, or, if the 
colum~~ar method is used, fall in the same column. The letters are thus allocated or distributed 
into the respective cipher alphabets to which they belong. This reduces the polyalphabetic 
tent to monoalphabetic terms. 

b. Then separate uniliteral frequency distributions for the thus isolated individual alphabeta 
are compiled. For example, in the case of the cipher on page. 13, having determined that four 
alphabeta are involved, and having rewritten the mesaage in four columna, a frequency diatribu- 
tion is made of the letters in Column 1, another is made of the letters in Column 2, and so on for 
the rest of the columns. Each, of tha resu&ng diatributiona ia thmafora a monoaZphabsticfrapncy 
dietrihhon. If these distributions do not give the characteristic irregular crest and trough 
appearance of monoalphabetic frequency distributions, then the analysis which led to the 
hypothesis as regards the number of alphabets involved ia fallacious. In fact, the appearance of 
these individual distributions may be conaidered to be an index of the co~ectnees of the factoring 
process;‘for theoretically, and practically, the individual distributiona constructed upon the 
correct hypothesis will tend to conform more closely fo the irregular crest and trough appearacne 
of a monoalphabetic frequency distribution than will the graphic tables constructed upon an 
incorrect hypothesis. These individual distributions may also be teeted for monoalphaheticity 
by statistical methods. 

12. Third step : solving the monoalphabetic distributions.-The difbculty experienced in 
analyzing the individual or isolated frequency distributions depends mostly upon the type of 
cipher alphabets that is used. It is apparent that mixed alphabets may be used just as easily aa 
standard alphabets, and, of course, the cipher lettera themselves give no indication aa to which 
is the case. However, just as it wae found that in the case of monoalphabeticaubatitution ciphers, 
a uniliteral frequency distribution gives clear indications as to whether the cipher alphabet ia a 
standard or a mixed alphabet, by the relative positions and extensions of the crests and troughs 
in the table, so it is found that in the case of repeating-key ciphers, uniliteral frequency distribu- 
tiona for the isolated or individual alphabets will also give clear indications aa to whether these 
alphabets are standard alphabets or mixed alphabets. Only one or two such frequency distribu- 
tions are necessary for this determination; if they appear to be standard alphabets, similar distri- 
butions can be made for the rest of the alphabets; but if they appear to be mixed alphabets, then 
it is beat to compile triliteral frequency distributions for all the alphabets. The analysis of the 
values of the cipher lettera in each table proceeds &IQ the same linea aa in the case of monoalpha- 
betic ciphers. The analysis ia more difbcult only because of the reduced size of the tablee, but 
if the message be very long, then each frequency distribution will contain a sufficient number of 
elements to enable a speedy solution to be achieved. 
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BEPEATING-KEY SYSTEMS WITH STANDABD CIPHEB ALPHABETS 

-=mwh 
Solution by applyiug priuciplca of frequency- --____---_--------_-_____I______________----- L---- _______________________ 13 
l3olution by completing the plaii-component sequence---.,-,-,---.--- ----------__-__----_-____ 14 
Solution by the “probable-word method”- -_--__---_--_--_-__-_______I______ -eIwmmeIm-- 15 

13. Solution by applying principles of frequency.-o. In the light of the foregoing principles, 
let the following cryptogram be studied: 

MESSAQSU 

A. AU&Y - JA;KI ZGWM JMiGX NdLX 
B. ETIMI ZHBHR AYYZM ILVME JKUTG 

c- - DPVXK QUKH.Q - LHVRM JAZNG GZUE 
D. NLUFM PZYNV CHUE HKQGK IPLWP 

E. AJZF GUMTV DPTEJ ECMYS QYBAV 
F. AUHY POEXW PVNG EYXEE UDPXR 

G. BVZVI ZIIVO SPTEG KUBBR QUXP 

H. WFQGK NCLE PTIKW DJZXI GO101 

J. = ZLAMV - KFMWF NPLZI OVVQbJ ZKTXG 

K. UMDF AAEXI JLUFM PZJNV CAIGI 

L. UAWPR NVIWE JKZG ZLAFM HS - -- 
A search for repetitions discloses the following short list with the intervals and factors 

above 10 omitted (for previous experience may lead to the conclusion that it is unlikely that the 
cryptogram involves more than 10 alphabets, showing the number of recurrences which it does): 

Rapc4tition Loathn Intwml Bactcm 

LuF?dPwNvc-----.. Dl, K3 160 2, 4, 5, 3, 10. 
JZKIG--.,----.. El, H4 90 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10. 
EJK- -- B4, = 215 5. 
PTE E3, G3 50 2, 5, 10. 
QGK.-e. - D4, Hl 85 5. 

Al, C2 55 5. 
Jl, L4 65 5. 
D3, L3 175 3, 5, 7, 

EJ B4, L2 115 5. 
FM AS. D1 S7 3. 
lw. AS, 52 ,185 5. 
lx 52, J4 12 2, 3, 4, 6. 
FM. -- bJ4,K3 20 2, 4, 5, 10. 
FM K3,L4 30 2, 3, 5, 6, 10. 
J- A2, c4 2 3 4, 5, 6, 10. 
LA m- 

------I 

Fl, Jl E 3’ 51 
Jl L4 65 5’ 

h 65 H2 10 2’ 5. 
- Dl:H2 105 3: 5, 7. 
NL H2,Kl 4S 3, 5, 9. 
- Cl, cs a0 2, 4# 5, 10. 
-A3,83 25 5. 

(17) 
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b. The factor 5 appear in all but two cases, each of which involves only a digraph. It seems 
almost certain that the number of alphabets is five. Since the text already appears in groups Of 
five letters, it is unnecessary to rewrite the message. The next step is to make a uniliteral fre- 
quency distribution for Alphabet 1 to see if it can be determined whether or not atandrrrd alpha- 
beta are involved. It is as follows: 

ALPWET 

c. Although the indications are not very clear cut, yet if one takes into consideration the 
small amount of data the assumption of a direct standard alphabet with Wa=A,,, is worth further 
test. Accordingly a similar distribution is made for Alphabet 2. 

ALPHABET 2 

z ABc,E~G~;~~LaN~~QRa~~~wx~~ -: 

d. There is every indication of a direct standard alphabet, with H,=A,. Let similar distri- 
butions be made for the last three alphabets. They are as follows: 

ALPHABET 3 

ALPHABET 4 

ALPHABETS 

6. After but little experiment it is found that the distributions can best be made to fit 
the normal when the following values are assumed: 

Alphabet l,,..---, A,,=W. 
Alphabet 2 __..----- A,=H, 
Alphabet 3,,,--- A,,= I, 
Alphabet 4 __-_-_- &=Td 
Alphabet 5 _____-__ A,,=E, 

f. Note the key word given by the successive equivalents of A,: WHITE The real proof of 
the correctness of the analysis is, of course, to test the values of the solved alphabets on the 
cryptogram. The five complete cipher alphabets are as follows: 

Plain--- --------__ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ RSTUVWXYZ 
(l-------- WXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV 

-v-msm-ms HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFG 
--we--- IJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGH 
B-m---- TUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJK-LMNOPQRS 
---m-swB- EFGHIJKLHNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCD 

Rouua 
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g. Applying these values to the first few groups of our message, the following is found: 
12 3 4 li 118 4 5 12 a 4 6 12 3 4 6 12 8 4 6 

Cipher __--____ AUKHY JAMKI ZYMWM JMIGX NFMLX... 
Plain _________ ENCOU NTERE DREDI NFANT RYEST... 

h. Intelligible text at once results, and the solution can now be completed very quickly. 
The complete message is as follows: 

ENCOUNTERED RED INFANTRY ESTIMATED AT ONE REGIMENT AND MACHINE GUN COM- 
PANY IN TRUCKS NEAREMMITSBURG. AM HOLDING MIDDLE CREEK NEARHILL 543 SOUTH- 
WEST OF FAIRPLAY. WHEN FORCED BACK WILL CONTINUE DELAYING REDS AT MARSH 
CREEK. HAVE DESTROYED BRIDGES ON MIDDLE CREEK BETWEEN EMMITSBURGTANEYTOWN 
ROAD AND RHODES MILL. 

i. In the foregoing example (which is typical of the system erroneously attributed, in cryp- 
tographic literature, to the French cryptographer Vigenere, although to do him justice, he 
made no claim of having “invented” it), direct standard alphabets were used, but it is obvious 
that reversed standard alphabets may be used and the solution accomplished in the same 
manner. In fact, the now obsolete cipher disk used by the United States Army for a number 
of years yields exactly this type of cipher, which is also known in the literature as the Beaufort 
Cipher, and by other names. In fitting the isolated frequency distributions to the normal, the 
direction of “reading” the crests and troughs is merely reversed. 

14. Solution by completing the plain-component sequence.--a. There is another method 
of solving this type of cipher, which is worthwhile explaining, because the underlying principles 
will be found useful in many cases. It is a modification of the method of solution by completing 
the plain-component sequence, already explained in Military Cryptandy&, Part I. 

b. After all, the individual alphabets of a cipher such as the one just solved are merely 
direct standard alphabets. It has been seen that monoalphabetic ciphers in which standard 
cipher alphabets are employed may be solved almcst mechanically by completing the plain- 
component sequence. The plain text reappears on only one generatrix and this generatrix is the 
same for the whole message. It is easy to pick this generatrix out of all the other generatrices 
because it is the only one which yields intelligible text. Is it not apparent that if the same process 
is applied to the cipher letters of the in&&!~ alpha& of the cipher just solved that the plain- 
text equivalents of these letters must all reappear on one and the same generatrix? But how 
will the generatrix which actually contains the plain-text letters be distinguishable from the 
other genera&ices, since these plain-text letters are n&t consecutive letters in the plain text but 
only letters separated from one another by a constant interval? The answer is simple. The plain- 
text generatrix should be distinguishable from the others because it wiu show mwe and a better 
assortmant of high-jrequency letters, and can thw be seWed by the eye from tb whde set of genera- 
t&es. If this is done with all the alphabets in the cryptogram, it will merely be necessary to 
assemble the letters of the thus selected gene&rices in proper order, and the result sould be 
consecutive letters forming intelligible text. 

c. An example will serve to make the process clear. Let the same messagc be used as before. 
Factoring showed that it involves five alphabets. Let the fhst ten cipher letters in each alphabet 
be set down in a horizontal line and let the normal alphabet sequences be completed, Thus: 
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AURABET1 

1AJZJNEZAIJ 
2 BKAKOFABJK 
3 CLBLPGBCKL 
4 DMCMQHCDLM 
5 ENDNRIDEMN 
6 FOEOSJEFNO 
7 GPFPTKFGOP 
8 HQGQULGHPQ 
9 IRHRVMHIQR 

10 JSISWNIJRS 
11 KTJTXOJKST 
12LUKUYPKLTU 
13b!VLVZQLMUV 
14 Nv?Mwm 
15 OXNXBSNOWX 
16 PYOYCTOPXY 
17 QZPZDUPQYZ 
13 RAQAEVQRZA 
19 SBRBFWRSAB 
20 TCSCGXSTBC 
21 UDTDHYTUCD 
22VEUEIZUVDE 
23 WFVFJAVWEF 
24 XGWGKBWXFG 
25 YHXHLCXYGH 
26 ZIYIMDYZHI 

AUEABBTl. 

UAYMFTHYLX 
VBZNGUIZMLl 
WCAOHVJANM 
XDBPIWKBON 
YECQJXLCPO 
m-Q? 
AGESLZNERQ 
BHFTMAOFSR 
CIGUNBPGTS 
DJHVOCQHUT 
EKIWPDRIVU 
FLJXQESJWV 

HNLzsGuLYx 
IOMATHVMZY 
JFNBUIWNAZ 
KQOCVJXOBA 
LRPDWKYPCB 
WQEXLZQDC 
NTRFYMARED 
OUSGZNBSFE 
PVTHAOCTGF 
QWUIBPDUHG 
RXVJCQEVIH 
SYWKDRFWJI 
TZXLESGXKJ 

ALnmaa 

KMMIMIBMVU 
LNNJNJCNWV 
MOOKOKDOXW 
NPPLPLIEPYX 
OQWa@QZ'Y 

FijzEiE 
RTTPTPITCB 
SUUQUQJUDC 
TWRVRKVED 
uwwswsLwFE 
VXXTXTMXGF 
WYYIMNHG 
xzzvzvOZIH 
YAAWAWPAJI 
ZBBXBXQBKJ 
ACCYCYRCLK 
BDDZDZSDML 
CEEAEATENM 
DFFBFBUFON 
EGGCGCVGPO 
FHHDHDWHQP 
GIIEIEXIRQ 
HJJFJFYJSR 
IKKGKGZKTS 
JLLHLHALUT 
RauBB a. 

AmnAnP4 

HKWGLMHZMT 
ILXHMNIANU 
JMYINOJBOV 
KNzJoPKcPw 
LO~eLD~ 
MPBLQRMERY 
NQCMRSNFSZ 
ORDNSTOGTA 
PSEOTUPHUB 
QTFPWQIVC 
RUGQVWRJWD 
SVHRWXSKXE 
TWISXYTLYF 
UXJTYZUMZG 
vYKuzAvNAH 
WZLVABWOBI 
XAMWBCXPCJ 
YBNXCDYQDK 
ZCOYDEZREL 
ADPZEFASFM 
BEQAFGBTGN 
CFRCGHCUHO 
DGSCHIDVIP 
EHTDIJEWJQ 
FIUEJKFXKR 
GJVFKLGYLS 

ALnbmT a 

YIMXXIRMEG 
ZJNYYJSNFH 
AKOZZKTOGI 
BLPAALUPHJ 
CXQBBMVQIK 
DNRCCNWRJL 
ECSDDOXSKM 
FPTEEPYTLN 
GQmWO 
HRVGGRAVNP 
ISWHHSBWOQ 
JTXIITCXPR 
KUYJJUDYQS 
LWKKVEZRT 
MWALLWFASU 
NXBMbfXGBTV 
OYCNNYHCUW 
PZDOOZIDVX 
QAEPPAJEWY 
RBFQQBKFXZ 
SCGRRCLGYA 
TDHSSDMHZB 
UEITTENIAC 
VFJWFOJBD 
WGKVVGPKCE 
XHLWWHQLDF 

d. If the high-frequency gene&rices underlined in Figure 3 are selected and their letters 
are juxfaposed in columns the consecutive letters of intelligible plain text immediately present 
themselves. Thus: 

For Alphabet 1, generatrix 5 ________________________ E N D N R I D E M N 
For Alphabet 2, generatrix 20 _______________________ N T R F Y M A R E D 

Selected Generatrices For Alphabet 3, genera&ix 19 _______________________ C E E A E A T E N M 
For Alphabet 4, genera&x 8 _______-________________ 0 R D N S T 0 G T A 
For ‘Alphabet 5, generatrix 23 _____________________ U E I T T E N I A C 

12345 
‘ENCOU 
NTERE 
DREDI 
NFANT 

Columnar juxtaposition of letters R Y E S T 
from selected generatrices,,,,, I M A T E 

DATON 
EREGI 
MENTA 

,NDMAC 
YIeun* 
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Plailltextz KNCOUNTERED RED INFANTRY ESTIMATED AT ONE 
REGIMENT AND MAC . . . .- 

e. Solution by this method can thus be achieved without the compilation of any frequency 
tables whatever and is very quickly attained. The inexperienced cryptanalyst may have difll- 
culty at first in selecting the gene&rices which contain the most and the best assortment of 
high-frequency letters, but with increased practice, R high degree of proficiency is attained. 
After all it is only R matter of experiment, trial, and error to select and assemble the proper 
generatrices so as to produce intelligible text. 

j. If the letters on the sliding strips were accompanied by numbers representing their relative 
frequencies in plain text, and these numbers were added ~47088 each generatrix, then that gen- 
eratrix with the highest total frequency would theoretical& always be the plain-text genera&ix. 
Practically it will be among the generatrices which show the first three or four greatest totals. 
Thus, an entirely mathematical solution for this type of cipher may be applied. 

g. If the cipher alphabets are reversed standard alphabets, it is only necessary to convert 
the cipher letters of each isolated alphabet into their normal, plain-component equivalents and 
then proceed as in the case of direct standard alphabets.. 

h. It has been seen how the key word may be discovered in this type of cryptogram. Ususlly 
the key is made up of those letters in the successive alphabets whose equivalents are A, but other 
conventions are of course possible. Sometimes R key number is used, such as 847-1-12, 
which means merely that A, is represented by the eighth letter from A (in the normal alphabet) 
in the first cipher alphabet, by the fourth letter from A in the second cipher alphabet, and so on. 
This modification is known in the literature as the Gronsfeld cipher. However, the method of 
solution as illustrated above, being independent of the nature of the key, is the same as before. 

15. Solution by the “probable-word method.“- a. The common use of key words in cryp- 
tograms such as the foregoing makes possible a method of solution that is simple and can be used 
where the more detailed method of analysis using frequency distributions or by completing the 
plain-component sequence is of no avail. In the case of a very short message which may show 
no recurrences and give no indications as to the number of alphabets involved, this modified 
method will be found most useful. 

b. Briefly, the method consists in assuming the presence of R probable word in the message, 
and referring to the alphabets to fmd the key letters applicable when this hypothetical word is 
assumed to be present in various positions in the cipher text. If the assumed word happens to 
be correct, and is placed in the correct position in the message, the key letters produced by 
referring to the alphabets will yield the key word. In the following example it is assumed that 
reversed standard alphabets are known to be used by the enemy. 

MESSAQ~ 

MDSTJ LQCXC KZASA NYYKO LP 

c. Extraneous circumstances lead to the sssumption of the presence of the word AMMU- 
NITION. One may assume that this word begins the message. Using sliding normal compo- 
nents, one reversed, the other direct, the key letters are ascertained by noting what the successive 
equivalents of AI, are. Thus: 

Cipher -_____ - __-_ MDSTJLQCXC 
Plain text,- ------- AMMUNITION 
“Key”,,- __________ MPENWTJKLP 
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The key does not spell any intelligible word. One therefore shifts the assumed word one letter 
forward and another trial is made. 

Cipher -___ _ ____ DSTJLQCXCK 
Plain text----,,, AMMUNITION 
“KeyJ’-____ _ --..- DEFDYYVFQX 

This also yields no intelligible key word. One continues to shift the assumed word forward 
one space at R time until the following point is reached. 

Cipher--,--,, LQCXCKZASA 
Plain text---- AMMUNITION 
“Key” -_______ LCORPSSIGN 

The key now becomes evident. It is a cyclic permutation of SIGNAL CORPS. It should be 
clear that since the key word or key phrase repeats itself during the encipherment of such a 
message, the plain-text word upon whose assumed presence in the message this test is being 
based may begin to be enciphered at any point in the key, and continue over into its next repeti- 
tion if it is longer than the key. VVhen this is the csae it is merely necessary to shift the latter 
part of the sequence of key letters to the fimt part, as in the case noted: LCORPSSIGN is trans- 
posed into SIGN . . . LCORPS, and thus SIGNAL CORPS. 

d. It will be seen in the foregoing method of solution that the length of the key is of no 
particular interest or consequence in the stepa taken in effecting the solution. The determina- 
tion of the length and elements of the key comes after the solution rather than before it. In this 
case the length of the period is seen to be eleven, corresponding to the length of the key (SIGNAL 
CORPS). 

c. The foregoing method is one of the other methods of determining the length of the key 
(besides factoring), referred to in Par. 10~. 

f. If the assumption of reversed standard alphabets yields no good results, then direct 
standard alphabets are assumed and the test made exactly in the same manner. As will be 
shown subsequently, the method can also be used .as a last resort when mixed alphabets are 
employed. 

g. When the assumed word is longer than the key, the sequence of recovered key letters will 
show a periodicity equal to the length of the key; that is, after R certain number of letters the 
sequence of key letters will repeat. This phenomenon would be most useful in the case of keys 
that are not intelligible words but are composed of random letters or figures. Of course, if such 
R key is longer than the assumed word, this method is of no avail. 

h. This method of solution by searching for a word is contingent upon the following cir- 
cumstances: 

(1) That the word whose presence is assumed actually occurs in the message, is properly 
spelled, and correctly enciphered. 

(2) That the sliding components (or equivalent cipher disks or squares) employed in the 
search for the assumed word are a&rally the ones which were employed in the encipherment, 
or are such as to give identical resulta as the ones which were actually used. 

(3) That the pair of enciphering equations used in the test is actually the pair which was 
employed in the encipherment; or if a cipher square is used in the test, the method of tiding 
equivalents givea results that correspond with those actually obtained in the encipherment. 
(see par. 0.) 
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i. The foregoing appears to be quite an array of contingencies and the student may think 
that on this account the method will often fail. But examining these contingencies one by one, 
it will be seen that successful application of the method may not be at all rare-after the solution 
of some messages has disclosed what sort of paraphernalia and methods of employing them nre 
favored by the enemy. From the foregoing remark it is to be inferred that the probable-word 
method has its greatest usefulness not in an initial solution of a system, but only after successful 
study of enemy communications by more diEcult processes of analysis has told its story to the 
alert cryptanalyst. Although it is commonly attributed to Bazeries, the French cryptanalyst 
of 1900, the probable-word method is very old in cryptanalysis and goes back several centuries. 
Its usefulness in practical work may best be indicated by quoting from a competent observer 1: 

There ia another [method] which is to thic first method what the geometric method ie to analysie in ckrtain 
ecienceu, 8nd, Recording to the whims of individuala, certain cryptsnalyets prefer one tc the other. Certain others, 
inc8psble of getting the 8nawer with one of the method8 in the solution of a difficult problem, conquer it by meana 
of the other, with 8 disconcerting masterly stroke. This other method is that of the probable word. We msy 
have more or leas definite opinions concerning the subject of the cryptogmm. We may know something about its 
date, and the correspondents, who may have been indiscreet in the subject they have treated. On this basis, the 
hypothesis la made that a certain word probably appeara in the text. . . . In certain clasaea of documents, 
militrrry or diplomcrtic telegmme., bsnklng 8nd mining tiaim, etc., it is not impossible to make very huportant 
aaaumptiona about the presence of certain worda in the text. After a cryptanalyst hse worked for a long time 
with the writinge of certain correspondentc, he gete ueed to their expressions. He gets a whole load of worda 
to try out; then the changes of key, and eometlmw of aystem, no longer throw into hia way the difficulties of an 
absolutely new study, which might require the snslytical method. 

To which I am prompted to add the amusing definition of cryptanalysis attributed to a 
British wag: “All cryptanalysis is divided into two parts: trance-titution and supposition.” 

1 Givierge, M., Cows de Cryptographti, Paris, 1926, p. 30. 
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Reason for the use of mixed alphabek-- -____--_-_-_--___-_-___________)_______ 16 
InterrtWed mixed alpha- ---l---~--~---~-e~ ------ 17 
Prlnciplea of direot eymmetq of positioa ------_ ------- 18 
Inltid step8 in the solution of a typical examp&----,-- -m-----v-- -I-- 19 
Application of prlnciplea of direct symmetry of position _-___--- --- mm-- -- 20 
Subsequent steps in solution--. --------s--w--- -= 21 
Completing the solution-- ---_-_---_--_--_----~--------- 22 
Solution of subsequent messages enciphered by same cipher component----,------- 

I__- 
23 

Summation of relative frequencies as an aid to the sale&ion of the correct gener&riae~- 24 
Solution by the probable-word me&\,--,,,-..------,-- 26 
Eblution when plain component is mixed, the cipher component, the normal- _____-_-_-_- ----- 26 

16. Beason for the use of mixed alphabets.-o. It has been seen in the examples oonsidered 
thus far that the use of several alphabets in the same message does not greatly complicate the 
analysis of such a cryptogram. There are three reasons why this is so. Fitly, only relatively 
few alphabets were employed; secondly, these alphabets were employed in a periodic or repeating 
manner, giving rise to cyclic phenomena in the cryptogram, by means of which the number of 
alphabets could be determined; and, thirdly, the cipher alphabets were know, alphabets, by * 
which is meant merely that the sequences of letters in both components of the cipher alphabets 
were known sequences. 

b. In the case of monoalphabetic ciphers it was found that the use of a mixed alphabet 
delayed the solution to a considerable degree, and it will now be seen that the use of mixed alpha- 
bets in polyalphabetic ciphers renders the analysis much more difhcult than the use of standard 
alphabets, but the solution is still fairly easy to achieve. 

17. Interrelated mixed alphabet&--a. It was stated in Par. 5 that the method of producing 
the mixed alphabets in a polyalphabetic cipher often affords clues which are of great assistance 
in the analysis of the cipher alphabets. This is so, of course, only when the cipher alphabets 
are interrelated secondary alphabets produced by sliding components or their equivalents. 
Reference is now made to the classification set forth in Par. 6, in connection with the types of 
alphabets which may be employed in polyalphabetio substitution. It will be seen that thus far 
only Cases A (1) and (2) have been treated. Csse B (1) will now be discuseed. 

b. Here one of the components, the plain component, is the normal sequence, while the 
cipher component is a mixed sequence, the various juxtapositions of the two components yielding 
mixed alphabets. The mixed component may be a systematically-mbred or a’ random-mixed 
sequence. If the 25 successive displacements of the mixed component are recorded in separate 
lines, a symmetrical cipher square such sa that shown in Fii. 5 results therefrom. It is identical 
in form with the square table shown on p. 7, labeled Table I-A.. 

(24) 
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l%ill-,~- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
'LEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZ 
EAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZL 
AVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLE 
VNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEA 
NWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAV 
WORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVN 
ORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNW 
RTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWO 
THBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWOR 
HBCDFGIJKMPQS.UXYZLEAVNW.ORT 
BCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWORTH 
CDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWORTHB 

Cipher,,,, ,DFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWORTHBC 
FGIJKHPQSUXYZLEAVNWOR.THBCD 
GIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDF 
IJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWORTH.BCDFG 
JKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGI 
KMPQSUXYZLEAVNW~ORTHBCDFGIJ 
MPQSUXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJK 
PQSUXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKM 
QSUXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMP 
SUXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQ 
UXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQS 
XYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSU 
YZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUX 
,ZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXY 

PIOUM 6. 

c. Such a cipher square may be used in exactly the same manner as the Viien&e square. 
Withthekey wordBLUEandconformingt~thenormalencipher.ingequations (O~/l=&/l;+l= 
c&I~), the following lines of the square would be used: 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
BCDFGIJKM.PQSUXYZLEAVNWORTH 
LEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZ 
UXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQS 
EAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZL 

ROUW 6s. 
These lines would,ofcoume,yield the following cipher alphabets: 
(1) Plain,-,,-,,,,, ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

Cipher,,,,,,,,, BCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZLEAVNWORTH 
(2) Plain,,,,,,-,,,, ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

Cipher-.,-,,,,- LEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZ 
@) Plain,,,,,,-,, ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

Cipher,,,,,,,, UXYZLEAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQS 
PlaiIl.-,,,,,, 

(*I Cipher,,,,,, 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
EAVNWORTHBCDFGIJKMPQSUXYZL 

Rorru 66. 
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18. Principles of direat synuw~try of poeition.-a. It was stated directly above that Fig.5 
is a symmetrical cipher square, by which is meant that the letters in its successive horizontal 
lines show a symm&y of posit&m with respect to one another. They constitute, in reality, one 
and only one sequence or series of letters, the sequences being merely displaced successively 1, 
2, 3, . . . intervals. The symmetry exhibited is obvious and is said to be visible, or ditch. 
This fact can be used to good advantage, as has already been alluded to in par. 7j. 

b. Consider, for example, the pair of letters G, and V,, in cipher alphabet (1) of Fii* 6b. The 
letter V, is the 15th letter to the right of G,. In cipher alphabet (2), V,, is also the 15th letter to 
the right of Gd, as is the case in each of the four cipher alphabets in l?ii. 6b, since the r&z&~ 
positions they occupy are the same in each horizontal line in Fig. 6a, that is, in each of the suc- 
cessive recordings of the cipher component as the latter is slid to the right against the plain or 
normal component. If, therefore, the relative positions occupied by two letters, 8, and 9,, in 
such a cipher alphabet, Cl, are known, and if the position of e1 in another cipher alphabet, C,, 
belonging to the same series is known, then’& may at once be placed into its correct position in Ct. 
Suppose, for example, that as the result of an analysis based upon considerations of frequency, 
the following values in four cipher alphabets have been tentatively determined: 

(l) Plain------- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher -_- -- G Y V 

(2) 
Plain- ---- _--- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher ---- N G P 

(3) yIl~ ------- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
------m L B I 

Plain- ---- -- -- 
(4) Cipher---.. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
W I Q 

BrnuBB ?a . 

c. The cipher components of these four secondary alphabets may, for convenience, be assem- 
bled into a cellular structure, hereinafter called a sc~zulrce recvn&zt&n &&ton, as shown in 
Fii. 76. Regarding the top line of the reconstruction skeleton in Fii. 7b as being common to aJ.l 
four secondary cipher alphabets listed in Fig. 7a, the successive lines of the reconstruction skeleton 
may now be termed cipher alphabets, and may be referred to by the numbers at the left. 

Plain- -_- -- 

d. The letter G is common to Alphabets 1 and 2. In Alphabet 2 it is noted that N occupies 
the 10th position to the left of G, and the letter P occupies the 5th position to the right of G. 
One may therefore place these letters, N and P, in their proper positions in Alphabet 1, the letter N 
being placed 10 letters before G, and the letter P, 5 letters after G. Thus: 

--------- A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z plhlw.-..]-==d++#i V N 
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Thus, the values of two new letters in Alphabet 1, viz, P,=J,, and N,=U, have been automsti- 
tally determined; these values were obtained without any analysis based upon the freqwncy of 
P,andN,. Likewise, in Alphabet 2, the letters Y and V may be inserted in these positions: 

AIBCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
““~:~~::~~-i-l-t;;~~~~~~#~~~~~=~=~=~~=~=~=~=~~~=~ 

This gives the new values V,=D, and Y,=Y,, in Alphabet 2. Alphabets 3 and 4 have a common 
letter I, which permits of the placement of Q and Win Alphabet 3, and of B and L in Alphabet 4. 

c. The new values thus found are of course immediately inserted throughout the crypto- 
gram, thus leading to the assumption of further values in the cipher text. This process, viz, the 
reconstruction of the primary components, by the application of the principles of direct symmetry 
of position to the cells of the reconstruction skeleton, thus facilitates and hastens solution. 

f. It must be clearly understood that before the principles of direct symmetry of position 
can be applied in c-es such ‘as the foregoing, it is necessary that the plain component be a known 
sequence. Whether it is the normal sequence or not is immaterial, so long as the sequence is 
known. Obviously, if the sequence is unknown, symmetry, even if present, cannot be detected 
by the cryptanalyst because he has no base upon which tc try out his assumptions for 
symmetry. In other words, direct symmetry of position is ma.nifested in the illustrative 
example because the plain component is a known sequence, and not because it is the 
normal alphabet. The significance of this point will become apparent later on in connection 
with the problem discussed in Par. 26b. 

19. Initial steps in the solution of a typical example.- a. In the light of the foregoing prin- 
ciples let a typical message now be studied. 

MESSAGE 

A. QWB’RI VW;CA IS;JL RB;EY QW;EU 
B. LWMGW ICJCI MTZEI MIBKN QWBRI 

C. VWYIG BWNBQ QCGQH IWJKA GEGXN 
D. I:DMRU VEZYG QIGVN CTGYO BPDBL 
E. VCGXG BKZZG rvxcy NTZAO BWFEQ 
F. QLFCO MTYZT CCBYQ OPDKA GDGIG 
G. VPWMR QIIEW ICGXG BLGQQ VBGRS 
H. MYJJY QVFWY RWNFL GXNFW MCJKX 
J. IDDRU OPJQQ ZRHCN VWDYQ RDGDG 
K. BXDBN PXFPU YXNFG MPJEL SANCD 
L. SEZZG IBEYU KDHCA MBJJF KILCJ 
M. MFDZT CTJRD MIYZQ ACJRR SBGZN 
N. QYAHQ VEDCQ LXNCL LVVCS QWBII 
P. IVJRN WNBRI VPJEL TAGDN IRGQP 
Q. ATYEW CBYZT EVGQU VPYHL LRZNQ 
R. XINBA IKWJQ RDZYF KWFZL GWFJQ 
S. QWJYQ IBWRX 
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6. The principal repetitions of three or more letters have been underlined in the message and 
the factors (up tu 20 only) of the i&rvala between them are as follows: 

QWBRIVWY.. 48-3, 5, 9, 15. 
CGXGB- 60=2,3,4,6, 6, 10, 12, 16,20. 

PJL 96=-5,19. 
ZZGL 146-S. 
BRIV- 285=+ 5,15, 19. 

BRZ-- 46~3,5,9,15. 
KAL 76-3, 5, 16. 

ZEI 
166-3, 5, 15. 
46==3, 5, 9, 15. 

QWB- 275==6, 111 
WIC- 130~2, 5, 10, 13. 
XNF- 4s=3, 5,9, 15. 
YZT- 225=3, 5, 15. 
ZTC-- 14a=3, 5. 

The factor 5 is common to ail of these repetitions, and there seems to be every indication that 
five alphabets are involved. Smee the meaeage already appean3 in groups uf five lett8r8, it irl 
unnecessary in this case to rewrite it in groups corresponding to the length of the key. The 
unilitaral frequency distribution for Alphabet 1 is aa follows: 

. Rawma 

c. Attempts to fit this distribution to the normal on the basis of a direct or reversed standard 
alphabet do not give positive results, and it is assumed that mixed alphabeta are involved. 
Individual triliteral frequency distributions are then compiled and are shown in Fii. 9. These 
tables are similar to those made for single mixed alphabet ciphera, and am mrrde in the same 
way except that instead of taking the let- one after the other, the lettim which belong to the 
separate alphabets now must be assembled in separate tablee. For example, in Alphabet 1, 
the trigraph QAC means that A occura in Alphabet 1; Q, its prefix, occurs in AIphabet 5, and C, its 
s&ix, occurs in Alphabet 2. All confusion may be avoifv, by placing numbers indicating the 

alphabets in which they belong above the letters, thus: QAC * 

ABCDEFCHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVIXYZ 
QCGWNT TV AE As MUWITUTQPNX-WLBLALA ficQIQIux 
PT OP TO AD WC FIQXII UP YN YW DE IN 

GKTT tJf Hw rw LV OT N11QD= UE 
ow WB Ld RD LRSY QC Qp LC 
CL Gv WC GI GP 
Gx WC GP QL QB 

XD AB RI NW 
GB JF Yv QE 
xv DI NY 
.W Gi 
AK : 
w 
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ALPEAnBT2 

ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
SNRZIJIMGGHD MB IWQF WB BD ZH IP MZ IXQBGNW 
TG VG QG GG VZ Qa BZ BG OD IG CC QF'JYBDQA 

IE VG ID SZ QI VW Lz Nz LV QY PF 
MJ CB RG VD KL w MY IJ LM YN 
SC IG KH MY MJ CJ EC QB LN 
CYMJRZ XN VJ AY VY 
IWAJ VY BN 

IJ 
BF 
RN 

: 
KF 
GF 
QJ 

ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
YHWR PB BY WE CQ RC IE CC IC WC WB SJ VC PM VC WC BE 

IK PK LC EX DC WK DR WF KJ WETE 
WR DR VW IV YJ XF BR WIEY 
CY XPTY CK XF Tz Kz 
WI z wzcx PQ AC IZ TA 
NR n WJ DI PE xc TEEZ 

EC cx BJ IB BZ RN 
LQ TR PH DY 
BR CR 
DD VR 
BZ PE 
AD WY 
RQ 
VQ 

ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
ZO NQ YA GG ZY NL NW AQ YG PL BN WR ZQ FU GH BI GN FY GN ZG ZG 

DL Jf GN YU NW YL GG JY JA GQ BI GGGOYT 
DN XU ZI NC BI JF DA JO MU GG BQ ZG 
NA FO FQ WQJX GP GS DQ DT 

HN IN FQ GU DU a~ YQ 
ND JL JD ZFGN 
HA JL JR JQ YT 
LJ Yw JN FL 
DQ BI 
NL wx 
vs 

I 
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AB CDEFGH.IJ KLMNO PQRSTUVWXYZ 
CI cs JK IB QI RV CM JR KQTB QA BQ MQ RM ZC EL GI KI EQ 
KG RN YKYQ CN BV XIAB EQ RB CQ ZC RV EI R- JQ 
KG XB EN FG vc CN YO ZECN FN WR 
CN ZI RV Es cv QV RO EC 
BI IV II CL BP Qz PI! 

XB RV m ZQ YR YK 
DB HL Rw ZA Qv 
FN ZG DI Hv 
ZI CL 

Nx 
JR 
JQ 
YI 

l-2-344-144 
QWBRIVWY-2 

2-34-B-l 
CGXGB-2 

2-3-4l 
PJEL-2 

3-4-6-l 
B-R-I-V 
Z-2x-I-2 

C GX-2 
P J lS2 
W B R-2 
X N F-2 

BRI-3 
GXG2 
J Et2 
Y Z T-2 
ZZG2 

4-5-l 
K A 02 
XGB-2 
Z G I-2 
ZT C-2 
RI V-3 

B-l-2 
I v w-2 
QRD-2 
w I C-2 

$L * 
VP-3 
VW 

2-3 
Cc-3 
CJ-3 
PJ-3 
WB-3 
W F-3 
w Y-3 
XN-3 

34 
BR-3 
GQ-4 
G X-3 
J R-3 
N F-3 
Y&3 

4-5 
R I-3 
Y4-3 
ZT-3 

5-l 
GB4 
I v-3 
QQ-3 
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d. One now proceeds to analyxe each alphabet distribution, in an endeavor to establish 
identifloations of cipher equivalents. Wirst, of course, attempts should be made to separate 
the vowels from the consonants in each alphabet, using the same test ss in the case of a single 
mixed-alphabet cipher. There seems to-be-no doubt about the equivalent of E,, in each alphabet: 

E=;.,~~,&*~e,& 

e. The letters of greatest frequency in Alphabet 1 are I, M, Q, V, B, G, L, R, S, and C. I, 

has already been assum ed to be 4. If i* and &=&, then one should be able to distinguish the 

vowels from the consonants among the lettem At, Q, V, B, G, L, R, S, and C by examining the 

prefixes of i,,, and the suflixes of & The preties and suflixes of these letters, as shown by the 

trili~ral frequency distributions, are these: 

Preiixes of ia (=& Suflix~ of ;. (& 

J. Consider now the letter &; it doca not occur either as a prefix of i,, or as a suflix of h. 

Hence it is most probably a vowel, ant on account of its high frequency i,t may be sssumed to 

be O,,. On the other hand, note that Q, occurs five times as a prefix of W, aud three times as 

a sufEx6;f i. It is’ therefore a consonant, mo;,t probably &, for it would give the digraph 

ER (= QQJ as occurring three times and RE (= QW,) ss occurring five times. 

g. The letter ;. occurs three times ss a prefix of i. and twice as a suflix of i.. It is there- 

fore a consonant, and on account of ite frequency, let it be assumed to be TP. The letter 4. 

occurs twice se a prefix of ie but not ss a suflix of i.. Ita frequency is only medium, aud it is 

probably a consonant. 
612 

In fact, the twice repeated digraph & is once a part of the trigraph 

GBW, and &, the letter of second highest frequency in Alphabet 5, looks excellent for TD. 
b11 

Might 

not the t&graph GBW be THFJ It will be well to keep this possibility in mind. 
h. The letter G. occurs only once as a preti of i. and does not occur as a sufbx of i.. It may 

be a vowel, but one can not be sure. The letter i. occurs once as a prefix of ;. and once as a 
sufFix of 4.. It may be considered to be a consonant. R. occurs once as a prefix of ;,, and twice 

6 
as a suflix of Q,, and is certainly a consonant. 

I I 
Neither the letter S, nor the letter C, occurs as a 

pdx of ;. or as a s&ix of 4.; both would seem to be vowels, but a study of the prefixes and 

autbxes of these letters lends more weight to the assumption that 6, is a vowel than that 4, is a 

vowel. For all the prefixes of C, vis, i, 3; and ;, are in subsequent analysis of Alphabet 6 classi- 

fied as consonants, as are likewise its suflixes, viz, T, C, and B in Alphabet 2. On the other hand, 

only one prefix, L., and one suflix, &, of k, are later classitled as consonauts. since vowels are 
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more often amooi8ted with oomonm ta than with other vowels, it would seem that d, is more 

likelytobeavowelthan&. Atsngrste~,b~tobeavowel,forthe~-t,leeving~. 

lmldatded, 
i.aOingthroughthesamestepswiththeremaikg alphabets, the following result6 are 

obtain& 

am 

1 

t- 

3 
8 
4 
5 

Q. V, 8, L, R. GO I, N, c. 
B, C, D, T. w, P, I. 
J, N, D, Y, F. G, Z. 
I, 2, J. Q. C, E?, R?, BP 
G, N, A, I. 1. L, T. Q* u. 

20. Applioation of prinaipler of diremt syxnnte~ of positiox~+. The next step is to try 
to determine a few values in each alphabet. In Alphabet I, from ,tie foregoing analysis, the 
fouowhg date are on haed: 

F+l;a,ABCDE-FGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher-, C? I CT Y Q v 

Let the valuee of & already assumed in the remaining alphabets, be set down in a reconstruction 
skeleton, au followx 

I 

l- C? f 

2- W 

Cipher’ a-.-- 

l 

b. It is - that by good fortune the letter Q is common to Alphabets 1 and 5, and the 
letter C is common to Alphabets 1 and 4. If it is assumed that one is dealing with a case in which 
a mixed component is sliding against the normal component, one can apply the principles of 
diwmt qznmetxy of poeition to tbeuw alphabeti, as outlined in Par. 18. For example, one may 
insert the following values in Alphabet 5: 
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c. The proceee at once givea three definite valuea: i,=B,,, t.-G,,, &+. Let them Deb- 

duced values be substantiated by referring to the frequency distribution. Since B and G are 

normally low or medium frequency lettem in plain tent, one should find that & and V, their 

hypothetical equivalents in Alphabet 5, should have low frequencies. Aa a matter of fact, they 

do not appear in this alphabet, which thus far corroborates the aaaumption. On the other hand, 

since t.=&, if the values derived from symmetry of position are correct, i. should be of high 

frequency, and reference to the distribution shows that I, ie of high frequency. The position of 

C is doubtful; it belongs either under ND or V, Iftheformeril3coRect,thenthefrequency 

of i. should be high, for it would equal N,; if the latter is correct, then ite frequency should be 

low, for it would equal V,. As a matter of fact, & doer, not occur, and it must be concluded 

that it belongs under V,,. This in turn s&t&a the value of d., for it must now be placed definitely 

under I,, and removed from beneath 4. 

d. The definite placement of C now permits the insertion of new valueo m Alphabet 4, and 
one now hse the following: 

I5 ----------I PI I Pi PI I I I. I I I I I I III I I ICI I I I I 
11, Subsequent rtepr in rolndon.-o. It ia high time that the thus far deduced values, aa 

recorded in the reconstruotion skeleton, be inwrted in the tipher text, for by tbia time it mu&+em 
that the analysis baa certainly gone too far upon unproved hypotheses. The following resulti 
are obtained: 

MWJAGXI 

A. QW;RI VW;CA IS;JL RB;;EY QWkJ 
RE R TEE E RE 

B. LWMGW ICJCI YTZEI YIBKN QWBRI 
E E ER 0 RO. BE R 

C.- VWYIG BWNBQ QCGQH IUJKA GEGXN 
TEA E E R EN EE. E 
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D. IDYRU VEZYG QIGVN CTGYO BPDBL 
E T R EP IE 

K. V C GXG BKZ Z G IVXCU NTZAO BWFEQ 
T E E E E E 

F. QLFCO YTYZT CCBYQ OPDKA'GDGIG 
R E oi I. E EA 

G. VPWMR QIXEW ICGXG BLGQQ VBGRS 
T K R E E ENE T E 

H. MYJJY QVFWY RWNFL GXNFW YCJKX 
0 R E 0 

J. IDDRU OPJQQ ZRHCN VWDYQ RDGDG 
E NE E TE E E 

K. BXDBN PXFPU YXNFG MPJEL SANCD 
0 E 

L. SEZZG IBEYU KDHCA MBJJF KILCJ 
E E 0 E 

M. MFDZT CTJRD 
:lYZa 

ACJRR SBGZN 
0 I E E 

N. QYAHQ VEDCQ LXNCL LVVCS QWBII 
R ET EE E E RE AR 

P. IVJRN WNBRI VPJEL T&GDN' IR.GQP 
B R T E E EN 

Q. ATYEW CBYZT EVGQU VPYHL LRZNQ 
I EN T E 

R. XINBA IKWJQ RDZYF KWFZL GWFJQ 
E E E E E 

S. QWJYQ IBWRX - 
RE EE 
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b. The yzbinations given are excellent throughout and no inconsistencies appear. Note 

the trigraph QWB, which is repeated in the following polygraphs (underlined in the foregoing text): 

;;rGs...;;;;;;; 
R E RT.. . .RE .ARE 

c. The letter i,, is common to* both polygraphs, and a little imagination will lead to the 

assumption of the value .&=P,, yielding the following: 

;;;lt;;. . .:;;i;;*; 
R E P 0 R T . . . P R.E P A R E 

ra1134 
d. Note also (in F5) the polygraph : G g P W KM, which looks like the word ATTACK. The 

frequency distributions are consulted to see whether the frequenoies given for 6. and $. are high 

enough for TD and A,, respectively, and also whether the frequency of i. is good enough for C,; 

it is noted that they me excellent. Moreover, the digraph &, which occurs four times, looks 

like TH, thus making B.=H,. Does the insertion of these four new values in our diagram of 

alphabets bring forth any inconsisten&s? The insertion of the value bo=AD and &&, givee 

no indications either way, since neither letter has yet been located in any of the other alphabets. 

The insertion of the value &=T, gives a value common to Alphabets 3 and 5, for the value 

&,=E, was assumed long ago. Unfortunately an inconsistency is found here. The letter I 

has been placed two letters to the left of G in the mixed component, and has given good results 

in Alphabeta 1 and 5; if the value i o=CD (obtained above from the assumption of the word 

ATTACK) is correct, then W, and not I, should be the second letter to the left of G. Which shall 

be retained? There has been so far nothing to establish the value of &,=ED; this value w&s 
assumed from frequency considerations solely. Perhaps it is wrong. It certainly behaves like 
a vowel, and one may see what happens when one changes its value to 0,. The following 
placements in the reconstruction skeleton result from the analysis, when only two or three new 
valueshave been added as a result of the clues aflorded by the deductions: 

Plain ---- ------- IAIBICID F 
=E 

G 
= 
G 

- 

H 
= 
B 
- 
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6. h?fauy new vt%hs are produoed, and thew are inserted throughout the meefubge, yhh%ng 
the following: 

QW:RI 
2 3 4 

A. VWYCA ISPJL RBZEY QW;EU 
REPOR TE E EMY SR RE 

B. LWMGW ICJCI MTZEI MIBKN QWBRI 
EWCH ES ER 0 R OOP REPOR 

C. VWYIG BWNBQ QCGQH IWJKA GEGXN 
TE AT HE DE RSON EE G 0 

D. IDMRU VEZYG QIGVN CTGYO BPDBL 
E WO .T T ROOP 10 HA D 

E. VCGXG BKZZG IVXCU NTZAO BWFEQ 
TSO T H T ED E HE E 

F. QLFCO MTYZT CCBYQ OPDKA GDGIG 
R E 0 ISPE A G OAT 

G. VPWMR QIIEW ICGXG BLGQQ VBGRS 
TACKF ROM H ES0 T H ONE TROOP 

H. MYJJY QVFWY RWNFL GXNFW MCJKX 
0 RD Q' SE G H OS 

J. IDDRU OPJQQ ZRHCN VWDYQ RDGDG 
E 0 A NE CE TE ESOT 

K. BXDBN PXFPU YXNFG MPJEL SANCD 
H D Q M T OA C E 

L. SEZZG IBEYU KDHCA MBJJF KILCJ 
C T ER E OR 0 E 

Y. MFDZT CTJRD MIYZQ ACJRR SBGZN 
0 I 0 00 E SOF CR0 

N. QYAHQ VEDCQ LXNCL LVVCS QWBII 
R ET EE E DBEP RERAR 

P. IVJRN WNBRI VPJEL TAGDN IRGQP 
ED0 U PO'R TA 0 ECOND 

Q. ATYEW CBYZT EVGQU VPYHL LRZNQ 
H IR DON TA C E 

R. XINBA IKWJQ RDZYF KWFZL GWFJQ 
, OD E E s E GE .E 

S. QUJYQ IBWRX 
RE E ER 0 
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22. Completing the solution.-o. Completion of solution is now 8 very easy matter. 
The mixed component is finally found to be the following sequence, based upon the word 
EXHAUSTING: 

EXHAUSTINGBCDFJKLMOPQRVWYZ EXHAUSTINGBCDFJKLMOPQRVWYZ 
and the and the completely reconstructed skeleton of the cipher square is shown in Fig. 13b. completely reconstructed skeleton of the cipher square is shown in Fig. 13b. 

Plain,,. 

Cipher- 

mourn lab. mourn lab. 

b. Note that the successive equivalents of 4 spell the word APRIL, which is the key for the 
message. The plain-text message is as follows: 

REPORTED ENEMY HAS RETIRED TO NEWCHESTER, ONE TROOP IS REPORTED AT HEN- 
DERSON MEETING HOUSE: TWO OTHER TROOPS IN ORCHARD AT SOUTHWEST EDGE OF NEW- 
CHESTER. 2D SQ IS PREPARING TO ATTACK FROM THE SOUTH. ONE TROOP OF 3D SQ IS 
ENGAGING HOSTILE TROOP AT NEWCHFSTER. REST OF 3D SQ IS MOVING TO ATTACK 
NEWCHESTER FROM THE NORTH. MOVE YOUR SQ INTO WOODS EAST OF CROSSROAD 539 AND 
BEPREPAREDTOSUPPORTATTACKOF2DAND3DSQ. DONOTADVANCEBEYONDNEWCHESTER. 
MESSAGES HERE. 

-, 
COL. 

c. The preceding case is a good example of the value of the principles of direct symmetry 
of position when applied properly to a cryptogram enciphered by the sliding of a mixed com- 
ponent against the normal. The cryptsnalyst starts off with only a very limited number of 
assumptions and builds up many new values se a result of the placement of the few original 
values in the reconstruction skeleton. 

23. Solution. of subsequent messages enciphered by the same cipher oomponent-e. 
Preliminary remarka .--Let it be supposed that the correspondents are using the same basic or 
primary component but with di8erent key words for other messages. Can the knowledge of 
the sequence of lettem in the reconstruoted primary component be used to solve the subsequent 
messages? It has been shown that in the csae of a monoalphabetic cipher in which a mixed 
alphabet was used, the process of completing the plain component could be applied to solve 
subsequent messagee in which the same cipher component wae used, even though the cipher 
component was set at a different key letter. A modification of the procedure used in that case 
can be used in this caee, where a plurality of cipher alphabets based upon a sliding primary 
component is used. 
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6. Ths meeeage.-Let it be auppoeed that the followiug mm pas&g between the same 
two correqondcnts as in the preceding message has been intercepted: 

MES!SAffa 
SFDZR YRRKX MIWLL AeRLU ReFRT IJQKF XUWBS MDJZK 

MICQC l.pPTv TYRNH TRORV BQLTI QBNPR RTUHD PTIVE 

RMGQN LRATQ PLUKR KGRZF JCMGP IHSMR GQRFX BCABA 

OEMTL ‘Pv RGQSZ VB 

c. Factoring and con=& id plain common& q&&&.-The presence of a repetition 
of a four-letter polygraph whose interval ie 21 lettem suggests a key word of seven letters. There 
sre very few other repetitions, and this ia to be expected in a short message with a key of such 
length. 
1914647 
SFDZRYR 
RKXMIWL 
LAQRLUR 
QFRTIJQ 
RFXUWBS 
HDJZKMI 
CQCUDPT 
VTYRNHT 
RORVBQL 
TIQBNPR 
RTUHDPT 
IVERMGQ 
NLRATQP 
LUKRKGR 
ZFJCYGP 
IHSMRGQ 
RFXBCAB 
AOEMTLP 
CXJMRGQ 
SZVB 

Fmum 1c 

d. Tranwipiitm into perioda.-Let the message 
be written in groups of seven letters, iu cohunnar 
fashion, aa shown in Fig. 14. The letters in each 
column belong to a single alphabet. Let the letters 
in each columrn be converted into their plain-corn- 
ponent equivalents by setting the recouetructed 
cipher component against the normal elphabet at any 
arbitrarily selected point, for example, that shown 
below: 

12a4447 
FNMZVYV 
VPBRHXQ 
QDUVQEV 
UNVGHOU 
PNBEXKF 
RMOZPRH 
LULEMTG 
WGYVICG 
VSVWKUQ 
GHUKITV 
VGECMTG 
HWAVRJU 
IQVDGUT 
QEPVPJV 
ZNOLRJT 
HCFRVJU 
VNBKLDK 
DSARGQT 
LBORVJU 
FZWK 

mourn 16. 

Plain..-- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher _______ EXHAUSTINGBCDFJKLMOPQRVWYZ 

The columns of equivalents are now as shown in Fig. 15. 
e. EJzaminution and diction of g-.-It haa been shown that in the case of a mono- 

alphabetic cipher it was merely necessary to complete the normal alphabet sequence beneath 
the plain-component equivalenta and the plain text all reappeared on one genera&ix. It wae 
also found that in the cue of a multiple-alphabet cipher involving standard alphabets, the plain- 
text equivalenta of each alphabet reappeared on the same generatrix, and it was neceaaarg only 
to combine the proper ganeratrice!a in order to produce the plain text of the mm. In the 
caee at hand both proceasets are combined: the normal alphabet sequence is continued beneath 
the lettem of eaoh column and then the generatricem are combined to produce the plain text. 
The completaly developed generatrix d&rama for the fin& two c&mna are as follows (Fig. 16): 
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b;, 
SQ 
NE 
RO 
MO 
ON 
IV 
TH 
ST 
DI 
SH 
EX 
FR 
NF 
wo 
ED 
so 
AT 
IC 
CA 

0oLuxla 1 
FVQUPRLWVGVHIQZHVDLF 

1GWRVQSMXWHWTJRAIWEMG 
2 HXSWRTNYXIXJKSBJXFNH 
3 IYTXSUOZYJYKLTCKYGOI 
4JZUYTVP-LZHPJ 
5 KAVZUWQBA-IQK 
6 LBWAVXRCBMBNOWFNBJRL 
7 MCXBWYSDCNCOPXGOCKSM 
8 NDYCXZTEDODPQYHPDLTN 
9 OEZDYAUFEPEQRZIQEMUO 

10 PFAEZBVGFQFRSAJRFNVP 
11 QGBFACWHGRGSTBKSGOWQ 
12 RHCGBDXIHSHTUCLTHPXR 
13 SIDHCEYJITIUVDMUIQYS 
14 TJEIDFZKJUJVWENVJRZT 
15 UKFJEG-OWKSAU 
16VLGKFHBMLWLXYGPXLTBV 
17 KMHLGI cNMXWZHQYMUCW 
18 XNIMHJDONYNZAIRZNVDX 
19 YOJNIKEPOZOABJSAOWEY 
20 ZPKOJLFQPAPBCKTBPXFZ 
21 AQLPKMGRQBQCDLUCQYGA 
22 BRMQLNHSRCRDEMVDRZHB 
23 CSNRMOITSDSEFNWESAIC 
24 DTOSNPJUTETFGOXFTBJD 
25 EUPTOQKVUFUGHPYGUCKE 

OOLKmu 2 
NPDNNMUGSHGWQENCNSBZ 

1 OQEOONVHTIHXRFODOTCA 
2 PRFPPOWIUJIYSGPEPUDB 
3 QSGQQPXJVKJZTHQFQVEC 
4 RTHRRQYKWLKAUIRGRWFD 
5 SUISSRUXMLBVJSHSXGE 
6 TVJTTSAMYNMCWKTITYHF 
7 UWKUUTBNZONDXLUJUZIG 
8 VXLVVUCOAPOEYMVKVAJH 
9 WYMWWVDPBQPFZNWLWBKI 

10 XZNXXWEQCRQGAOXMXCLJ 
11 YAOYYXFRDSRHBPYNYDMK 
12 ZBPZZYGSETSICQZOZENL 
13 AC~JDRAPAFOM 
14 BDRBBAIUGVUKESBQBGPN 
15 CESCCBJVHWVLFTCRCHQO 
16 DFTDDCKWIXWMGUDSDIRP 
17EGUEEDLXJYXNHVETEJSQ 
18 FHvFFEMyKzYOIWFUFKTR 
19 GIWGGFNZLAZPJXGVGLUS 
20 HJXHHGOAMBAQ 
21 IKYIIHPBNCBRLZIXINWU 
22 JLZJJIQCODCSMAJYJOXV 
23 KMAKKJRDPEDTNBKZKPYW 
24 LNBLLKSEQFEUOCLALQZX 
25 MOCMMLTFRG~PDMBMRAY 

f. Combining the selectd generWice8.--After some experi- 
menting with these generatrices the 23d generatrix of Column 1 and 
the 1st of Column 2, which yield the digraphs shown in Fig. 17a, 
are combined. The genera&ices of the subsequent columns are 
examined to select those which may be added to these already 
selected in order to build up the plain text. The results are shown 
in Fig. 176. This process is a very valuable aid in the solution of 
messsges after the primary component has been recovered as a 
result of the longer and more detailed analysis of the frequency 
distributions of the first message intercepted. Very often a short 
message can be solved in no other way than the one shown, 
if the primary component is completely known. 

g. Recovery of the key.-It may be of interest to find the key 
word for the message. Assuming that enciphering method num- 
ber 1 (see Par. 7j, page 6) were known to be employed, all that 
is necessary is to set the mixed component of the cipher alphabet 
underneath the plain component so as to produce the cipher letter 
indicated as the equivalent of any given plain-text letter in each 
of the alphabets. For example, in the fix& alphabet it is noted that 
CD-S,. Adjust the two components under each other so as to 
bring S of the cipher component beneath C of the plain component, 

1264Q67 
COFIRST 
SQUADRO 
NENEMYT 
ROOPDIS 
MOUNTED 
ONHILLF 
IVENINE 
THREEWE 
STOFGOO 
DINTENT 
SHXLINE 
EXTENDS 
FROMCOR 
NFIELDT 
WOHUNDR 
EDYARDS 
SOUTHXI 
ATTACKR 
ICHARDS 
CAPT 

FIOUU 17b. 
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PhIL- ABCD~KLMNOP~~OP~ 
Clpht3K.Z EXHAUSTINGPCUF+TKLJdOPQRVWYZ 

It is noted that &=A,. &noe,the~tletterofthekeywordtothemessageisA. The2d, 
3d,4th, . o . 7th key letters are found in exactly the same manner, and the following is obtained: 

WhenCOFIRSTequaIa 
SFDZRYRthenA,m~edv~eqwlrr 
AZIMUTH 

!J4. Summation of relath fkeqnenoier a8 an aid to the seleadon of the oorreot generatrioe8.- 
a. In the foregoing example, under subparagraph f, there oooura this phrasez “After some 
experimenting with thesegeneratrioee . . .” By this was meant, of comw, that the selection of 
the correot initial pair of generatriees of plairktext equivalents is in this pess a matter of trial 
and error. The test of “correotness~’ is whether, when juxtaposed, the two generatrioes so 
selected yield “good” digraphs, that is, high-frequenoy digraphs such as ooour in normal plain 
text. In bin early efforta the etude& may have tmme di&ulty in sebting, memly by ocular 
examination, the moat likely generatricee to try. There may be in eaoh diagram several gen- 
eratrices whioh contain good assortments of high-frequenoy letters, and the number of trials of 
combinations of gene&rices may be quite large. Perhaps a simple mathematical method may 
be of assistanoe in the prooess. 

b. Suppoem, in Fig. 16, that each letter were accompanied by a number which corresponds 
to its relative frequenoy in normal English telegraphic text. Then, by adding the numbem along 
each AU&H& line, the totals thus obtained will serve sa relative numerical messures of the 
frequency valut38 of the respective generatricew5. TheJoretically, the generatrix with the greatest 
value will be the correct generatrix because its total will represent the sum of the individual 
valu88 of the actual plaintext letters. In actual practice, of course, the generatrix w%h the 
greatit value may not be the correot one, but the correct one will certainly be among the three 
or four generatrices with the large& values. Thus, the number of trkls may be greatly reduced, 
in the attempt to put together the correct generatrices. 

c. Using the preceding messege as an example, note the respeotive generatrk values in Fig. 
18. The frequency values of the respective letters shown in the 6gure are based upon the normal 
distribution for War Department telegraph text (see Table 3, Appendix 1, Military Crypt 
analpi8, Part I). 
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COLUMW 1 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

FVQUPRLWVGVHIQZHVDLF 
8201884222287003344a 

GWRVQSMXWHWIJRAIWEMG 
P200620282706772U2f 

HXSWRTNYXIXJKSBJXFNH 
20622962070000100~22 

IYTXSUOZYJYKLTCKYGOI 
72000880202042102227 

JZUYTVPAZ.KZLMUDLZHPJ 
008292670004224401S0 

KAVZUWQBALAMNVEYAIQK 
0720a20174726tU27700 

LBWAVXRCBMBNOWFNBJRL 
41272061121882181064 

MCXBWYSDCNCOPXGOCKSY 
2101226422a61026~062 

NDYCXZTEDODPQYHPDLTN 
842aoo9u4848oa8a4498 

OEZDYAUFEPEQRZIQEMUO 
6PO4278~U8UO607OU286 

PFAEZBVGFQFRSAJRFNVP 
a87uol228oa60706a828 

QGBFACWHGRGSTBKSGOWQ 
02117128262021062220 

RHCGBDXIHSHTUCLTHPXR 
888214078680~~423308 

SIDHCEYJITIUVDYUIQYS 
67468U20797824287026 

TJEIDFZKJUJVWENVJRZT 
20u74a0002022u220800 

UKFJEGALKVKWXFOWKSAU 
8080U27401020682007’: 

VLGKFHBMLWLXYGPXLTBV 
2420:1124240!42804912 

WMHLGICNMXMYZHQYMUCW 
228427~620220~022882 

XNIMHJDONYNZAIRZNVDX 
08726042826077608240 

YOJNIKEPOZOABJSAOWEY 
26067OlS~8027106782U2 

ZPKOJLFQPAPBCKTBPXFZ 
0a0604t0a711100180~0 

AQLPKMGRQBQCDLUCQYGA 
704102260106448~0227 

BRMQLNHSRCRDEMVDRZHB 
182046106884122246061 

CSNRMOITSDSEFNW.ESAIC 
a8062679646U682UII771 

DTOSNPJUTETFGOXFTBJD 
4080680:2l82828080104 

EUPTOQKVUFUGHPYGUCKE 
l2~~08002::l2a822¶80U 

57 

77 

66 

74 

49 

74 

73 

66 

91 

110 

82 

67 

82 

90 

83 

65 

50 

52 

86 

103 

51 

55 

88 

129 

102 

78 
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COLUMN 2 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12, 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 
. 19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

NPDNNMUGSHGWQENCNSBZ 
884882a16a210l3888610 

OQEOONVHTIHXRFODOTCA 
8O928828273O83848Q37 

PRFPPOWIUJIYSGPEPUDB 
8 8 3 8 2 8 2 7 8 0 7 2 8 1 8 18 3 8 4 1 

QSGQQPXJVKJZTHQFQVEC 
061008002000980302u3 

RTHRRQYKWLKAUIRGRWFD 
82888020.240787818284 

SUISSRZLXYLBVJSHSXGE 
6874480401412068402l8 

TVJTTSAMYN.N.CWKTITYHF 
22022271182Jl02722J2 

UWKUUTBNZONDXLUJUZIG 
82083918088404808072 

VXLVVUCOAPOEYMVKVAJH 
20422888788l312102708 

WYMWWVDPBQPFZNWLWBKI 
22222248108308242107 

XZNXXWEQCRQGAOXMXCLJ 
008001l30880178020840 

YAOYYXFRDSRHBPYNYDMK 
27822038468818282420 

ZBPZZYGSETSICQZOZENL 
01300224l390780080l884 

ACQAAZHTFUTJDRAPAFOM 
73077089389048737882 

BDRBBAIUGVUKESBQBGPN 
148117732280l38101288 

CESCCBJVHWVLFTCRCHQO 
al88 3 310 2 8 2 2 4 8 9 8 8 8 3 0 8 

DFTDDCKWIXWMGUDSDIRP 
48944302702128444783 

EGUEEDLXJYXNHVETEJSQ 
133 3l2 134 4 0 0 2 0 8 8 2WOl30 4 0 

FHVFFEMYKZYOIWFUFKTR 
332JJIJ22OO18’72J2JO28 

GIWGGFNZLAZPJXGVGLUtS 
27131320470300222486 

HJXHHGOAMBAQKYHWHMVT 
a0088287217002823219 

IKYIIHPBNCBRLZIXINWU 
70377381881840707823 

JLZJJIQCODCSMAJYJOXV 
04000708848627020802 

KMAKKJRDPEDTNBKZKPYW 
037000843l34O01000832 

LNBLLKSEQFEUOCLALQZX 
4814400l303l3388474000 

MOCMMLTFRGFVPDMBYRAY 
3B382498128234113872 

mouaa la 

dim 
90 

119 

84 

46 

88 

79 

94 

68 

73 

50 

60 

75 

85 

93 

73 

79 

77 

108 

76 

59 

59 

81 

56 

66 

86 

77 
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d. It will be noted that the frequency value of the 23d generatrix for the first column of 
cipher letters is the greatest; that of the firat generatrix for the second column is the greatest. 
In both cases these are the correct generatrices. Thus the selection of the correct generatxices 
in such csaes has been reduced to a purely mathematical basis which is at times of much assistance 
in effecting a quick solution. Moreover, an understanding of the principles involved will be of 
considerable value in subsequent work. 

25. Solution by the probable-word method.-u. Occasionally one may encounter a crypto- 
gram which is so short that it contains no recurrences even of digraphs, and thus gives no indi- 
cations of the number of alphabets involved. If the sliding mixed component is known, one may 
apply the method illustrated in Par. 15, assuming the presence of a probable word, checking it 
against the te.xt and the sliding components to establish a key, if the correspondents are using 
key words. 

b. For example, suppose that the presence of the word ENEMY is assumed in the message 
in Par. 23b above. One proceeds to check it against an unknown key word, sliding the already 
reconstructed mixed component against the normal and starting with the first letter of the 
cryptogram, in this manner: 

When ENEMY equals 
SF’DZR then AD successively equals 
XENFW 

The sequence 2UDJFW spells no intelligible word. Therefore, the location of the assumed word 
ENEMY is shifted one letter forward in the cipher text, and the test is made again, just ss was 
explained in Par. 15. When the group AQRLU is tried, the key letters ZIMUT are obtained, 
which, taken as a part of a word, suggests the word AZIMUTH. The method must yield solution 
when the correct assumptions sre made. 

c. The danger to cryptographic security resulting from the inclusion of cryptographed 
addresses and signatures in cryptographic messages becomes quite obvious in the light of 
solution by the probable-word method. To illustrate, reference is made fo the message employed 
in Pars. 19-22. It will be noted in Par. 22b that the message carried a signature (Treer, Col.) 
and that the latter was enciphered. Suppose that this were an authorized practice, and that 
every message could be assumed to conclude with a cryptographed signature. The signature 
“TREER COL” would at once afford a very good basis for the quick solution of subsequent mes- 
sages emanating from the same headquarters as did the 6rst message, because presumably this 
same signature would appear in other messages. It is for tbis reason that addresses and signa- 
tures must not be cryptographed; if they must be included they should be cryptographed in a 
totally different system or by a wholly different method, perhaps by means of a speoial address 
and signature code. It would be best, however, to omit all addresses and signatures, and to 
let the call signs of the headquarters concerned also konvey these parts of the message, leaving 
the delivery to the addressee a matter for local action. 

26. Solution when the plain component is a mixed sequence, the cipher component, the 
normal .-a. This falls under Case B (2) outlined in Par. 6. It is not the usual method of 
employing a single mixed component, but may be encountered occasionally in cipher devices. 

b. The preliminary steps, as regards factoring to determine the length of the period, are 
the same as usual. The message is then transcribed into its periods. Frequency distributions 
sre then made, as usual, and these are attacked by the principles of frequency and recurrence. 
An attempt is made to apply the principles of direct symmetry of position, but this attempt 
will be futile, for the reason that the plain component is in this case an WA- mixed sequence. 
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(SeePar.l&f.) Bnyatfamptto~dsgmmefrgia~esecondargrrlphsbetsbseeduponthenormal 
sequencecantherefore~~nosgmme~b~8ueethe~etrgwhioh~~iebaeedupona 
whollydifferentsequence. 

c. However, if the principlea of d&ectsymmetFy of position are of no avail in this case, 
there are certain otherprincipleeofsymmetzywhiahmaybe employed to great advantage. 
To explain theman actualexamplewillbeused. Eetitbeaseumed thatitiaknownto the 
cryptrtnelyetthaftheenemyieusingtheganeraieyetemundeFdiecueeion,oizr,amixedsequence, 
variable from day to day,ie uwdasplain component;thenormal sequence is used aa cipher 
component;and ampeatingkey,variable frommemage to meaeage,ie uaedin the ordimuy 
manner- 

!l!hefollowingmei3sageheebeeninfarceptedz 
1 

A. QEt)VK LRYLZ JViTG ND&K EViTY ER:"E 
B. VRZMO YAAYP DKEIJ SFYYO YHYME GQAMB 
C. UQAXR HUFBU KQYMU NELVT KQILE KZBUE 
D. ULIBK NDAXB XUDGL LADVK POAYO DKKYK 
E. LADHY BVNFV UEEME FFMTE GVWBY TVDZL 
F. SPBHB XVAZC UDYUE LKMMA E U-D D K NCFSH 
G. HSAHY TMGUJ HQXPP DKOUE XUQVB FVWBX 
H. NXALB TCDLM IVAAA NSZIL OVWVP YAGZL 
J. SHYME GQDHO YHIVP NCRRE XKDQZ GKNCG 
K. NQGUY JIWYY TMAHW XRLBL OADLG NQGUY 
L. JUUGB JHRVX ERFLE GWGUO XEDTP DKEIZ 
M. VXNWA FAANE MKGHB SSNLO KJCBZ TGGLO 
N. PKMBX HGERY TMWLZ NQCYY TMWIP DKATE 

;: 
FLNUJ NDTVX JRZTL OPAHC DFZYY DEYCL 
GPGTY TECXB HQEBR KVWMU NINGJ IQDLP 

R. JKATE GUWBR HUQWM VRQBW YRFBF KMWMB 
S. TMULZ LAAHY JGDVK LKRRE XKNAO NDSBX 
T. XCGZA HDGTL VKMBW ISAUE FDNWP NLZIJ 
V. SRQZL AVNHL GVWVK FIGHP GECZU KQAP 

d. A study of therecurrencea andfaotoringtheiriutervale disclosee that five alphabets am 
involved. Uniliteral frequencydistributionearemadeand areshowninFig.19a: 
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e. Since the cipher component in this case is the normal alphabet, it fo~%ws that the $ve 
frequmcy di&-ibutions are based upon a sequence which i.a known, and therefore, the jive. frequency 
distributions &ndd manifeest a direct symmetry of distribution of crest8 and trough& By virtue of 
this symmetry and by shifting the five distributions relative to one another to proper superim- 
positions, the several distributions may be combined into a single uniliteral distribution. Note 
how this sbifting has been done in the case of the five illustrative distributions: 

ALPHABET 1 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
ALPHABET 2 

ALPFIABET 5 
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f. The aupwimposition of the respective distribution enabk one to conve& the cipher 
lettam of the five alphabets into one alphabet. Suppose it is decided to convert Alphabeta 
2,3,4, and 5 into Alphabet 1. It is merely neceasq to substitute for the respective lettam in 
the four alphabets those which stand above them in Alphabet 1. For example, in Fig. 19b, X. 
in Alphabet 2 is directly under A, in Alphabet 1; hence, if the superimposition is correct then 
&;L$ Therefore, in the crypta- it is merely necessary to replace every X, in the second 
position by A,. Agaiu T, in Alphabet 3=A, iu Alphabet 1; therefore, in the cryptogram one 
replaces every T, in the third position by A,,. The entire process, hereinafter designated aa 
co7werti into monodphubetic te77q giveua the following wnwted meaaage: 

A. QHtHT LUiXI JYiFP NGiHT EYiFH EUJGN 
B. VUGYX YDHYY DNLUS SITKX YKTYN GTHYK 
C. UTHJA HXMND KTFYD NHSHC KTPXN KCIGN 
D. UOPNT NGHJK XXKSU LDKHT PRHKX DNRKT 
E. LDKTH BYURE UHLYN FITFN GYDNH TYKLU 
F. SSITK XYHLL UGFGN LNTYJ EXKPT NFMEQ 
Gt. HVHTH TPNGS HTEBY DNVGN. XXXHK FYDNG 
H. NAHXK TFKXV IYHhdJ NVGUU OYDHY YDNLU 
J. SKTYN GTKTX YKPHY NFYDN XNKCI GNUOP 
K. NTNGH JLDKH TPHTF XUSNU ODKXP NTNGH 
L. JXBSK JKYHG EUMXN GZNGX XHKFY DNLUI 
M. VAUIJ FDHZN MNNTK svuxx KMJNI TJNXX 
N. PNTNG HJLDH TPDXI NTJKH TPDUY DNHFN 

g-i c”:N”z 
NGAHG JUGFU OSHTL DIGKH DHFOU 
THJJK HTLNA KYDYD NLUSS ITKXY 

R. JNHFN GXDNA HXXIV VUXNF YUMNO KPDYK 
S. TPBXI L D’H T H JJKHT LNYDN XNUYX NGZNG 
T. XFNLJ HGNFU VNTNF IVHGN FGUIY NOGUS 
v. SUXLU AYUTU GYDHT FLNTY GHJLD KTHB 
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g. The problem having been reduced to monoalphabetic terms, a triliteral frequency distri- 
bution can now be made and solution readily attained by simple principles. It yields the 
following: 

JAPAN CONSULTED GERMiNY TODAY ON REPORTS THAT THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 
WAS BEHIND THE AMAZING SEIZURE OF GENERALJSSIMO CHIANG KAI SHEK IN CHINA. 
TOKYO ACTED UNDER THE ANTICOMMUNIST ACCORD RECENTLY SIGNED BY JAPAN AND GER- 
MANY. THE PRESS SAID THERE WAS INDISPUTABLE'PROOF THAT THE COMINTERN INSTI- 
GATED THE SEIZURE OF GENERAL CHIANG AND SOME OF HIS GENERALS. MILITARY OB- 
SERVERS SAID THE COUP WOULD HAVE BEEN IMPOSSIBLE UNLESS GENERAL CHANG HSUEN 
LIANG HOTHEADED FORMER WARLORD OF MANCHURIA HAD FORMED AN ALLIANCE WITH THE 
COMMUNIST LEADERS HE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE FIGHTING. SUCH AN ALLIANCE THESE 
OBSERVERS DECLARED OPENED UP A RED ROUTE FROM MOSCOW TO NORTH AND CENTRAL 
CHINA. 

h. The reconstruction of the plain component is now a very simple matter. It is found to 
be as follows: 

HYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZ 
Note also, in Fig. 19b, the keyword for the message, (HEAVY), the letters being in the columns 
headed by the letter H. 

i. The solution of subsequent messages with different keys can now be reached directly, by 
a simple modification of the principles explained in Par. 18. This modification consists in using 
for the completion sequence the m&ed plain component (now known) instead of the normal alpha- 
bet, after the cipher letters have been converted into their plain-component equivalents. Let 
the student confirm this by experiment. 

j. Tho probable-word method of solution discussed under Paragraph 20 is also applicable 
here, in case of very short cryptograms. This method presupposes of course, possession of the 
mixed component and the procedure is essentially the same as that in Par. 20. In the example 
discussed in the present paragraph, the letter A on the plain component was successively set 
against the key letters HEAVY; but this is not the only possible procedure. 

k. The student should go over carefully the principle of “conversion into monoalphabetic 
terms” explained in subparagraphf above until he thoroughly understands it. Later on he will 
encounter cases in which this principle is of very great assistance in the cryptanalysis of more 
complex problems. (Another example will be found under Par. 45.) 

1. The principle illustrated in subparagraph a, that is, shifting two or more monoalphabetic 
frequency distributions relatively so as lo bring them into proper alignment for amalgamation 
into a single monoalphabetic distribution, is called matching. It is a very important crypt- 
analytic principle. Note that its practical application consists in sliding one monoalphabetic 
distribution against the other so as to obtain the best coincidence between the entire sequence 
of crests and troughs of one distribution and the entire sequence of crests and troughs of the other 
distribution. When the beat point of coincidence has been found, the two sequences may be 
amalgamated and l&ore&u@ the single resultant distribution will also be monoalphabetic in 
character. The successful application of the principle of matching depends upon several factors. 
First, the cryptographic situation must be such that matching is a correct cryptographic step. 
For example, the distributions in figure 19b are properly subject to matching because the cipher 
component in the basic sequences concerned in this problem is the normal sequence, while the 
plain component is a mixed sequence. But it would be futile to try to match the distributions 
in figure 9, for in that case the cipher component is a mixed sequence, the plain component is 
the normal sequence. Hence, no amount of shifting or matching can bring the distributions of 
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f&ure 9 into proper superimposition for correct nmnlpnmntion. (If the owurren cei4inthemrioua 
distributions in Sgure 9 had been distributed according to the sequence of letten in the mixed 
component, then matching would be possible; but in order to be able to distribute these o- 
rences according to the mixed component, the latter haa to be kruna--rmd that is just what is 
mkuown until the problem has been solved.) A second factor involved in succe&ul matching 
ie the numb of elements in the two distributions forming the subject.of the test. If both 
of them have very few tallies, there is hardly sufkient information to permit of makhiug with 
any degree of assurau~ that the work is not in vain. Ifoneofthemhasmanytallies,theother 
only a few, the chances for su- are better than before, because the positions of the MM&I in 
the two distnbutions can be used aa a guide for their proper superimposition. 

m. There are certain mathema&cal and statistical procedures which a be brought to bear 
upon the matter of cryptanaIytic matching. These will be presented in a later text. However, 
until the student has studied theee mathematical and statistical methods of matching distri- 
butions, he will have to rely upon mere ocular examination as a guide to proper superimposition. 
Obviously, the more data he has in each distribution, the ea&r is the co-t supe&nposition 
tucedahed by any method. 
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SECTION VI 

REPEATING-KEY SYSTEMS WITH MIXED CIPHER ALPHABETS, II 
P-mph 

Further caeea to be considered _-_______________________I____ I ___I______________________I___________ - ___-- 27 
Identical primary mixed components proceeding in the same direction ___-_______ - --- --- -- - _- - -- 28 
Cryptographing and decryptographing by metans of identical primary mixed components ------ ---- 29 
Principles of solution. __________ - ---____ - _____ - ~-~~~~~~~~- - _---_-__________-___ -_- -_---- - -_ --- 30 

27. Further cases to be considered.-+ Thus far Cases B (1) and (2), mentioned in Para- 
graph 6 have been treated. There remains Case B (3), and this case has been further subdivided 
as follows: 

CASE B (3). Both components are mixed sequences. 
(a) Components are identical mixed sequences. 

(1) Sequences proceed in the same direction (The secondary alphabets are mixed 
‘- alphabets.) 

(2) Sequences proceed in opposite directions. (The secondary alphabets are 
reciprocal mixed alphabets.) 

(b) Components are different mixed sequences. (The secondary alphabets are mixed 
alphabets.) 

6. The first of the foregoing subcases will now be examined. 
28. Identical primary mixed oomponents proceeding in the same direction-u. It is often 

the case that the mixed components are derived from an easily remembered word or phrase, 
so that they can be reproduced at any time from memory. Thus, for example, given the key 
word QUESTIONABLY. the following mixed sequence is derived: 

QUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZ 
15. By using this sequence as both plain and cipher component, that is, by sliding this 

sequence against itself, a series of 26 secondary mixed alphabets may be produced. In encipher- 
ing a message, sliding strips may be employed with a key word to designate the particular and 
successive positions in which the strips are to be set, the same as was the case in previous examples 
of the use of sliding components. The method of designating the positions, however, requires 
a word or two of comment at tbis point. In the examples thus far shown, the key letter, as 
located on the cipher component, was always set opposite A, as located on the plain component; 
possibly an erroneous impression has been created, viz, that this is invariably the rule. This 
is decidedly not true, as has already been explained in paragraph 715. If it has seemed to be the 
case that 8t always equals A,, it is only because the text has dealt thus far principally with cases in 
which the plain component is the normal sequence and its initial letter, which usually consti- 
tutes the index for juxtaposing cipher components, is A. It must be emphasized, however, 
that various conventions may be adopted iu this respect; but the most common of them is to 
employ the initial letter of the plain component as the index letter. That is, the index letter, 
81, will be the initial letter of the mixed sequence, in this case, Q% Furthermore, to prevent the 
possibility of ambiguity it will be stated again that the pair of enciphering equations employed 
in the ensuing discussion will be the first of the 12 set forth under Par. 7f, $2, eJZ=8J1; OJl=O&. 
In this case the subscript “1” means the plain component, the subscript “2”, the cipher 
component, so that the enciphering equation is the following: eJo=&/p; 6~,/~=0,J,,. 

(49) 
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c. By setting the two sliding components against each other in the two positions shown 
below, the cipher alphabets labeled (1) and (2) given by two key letters, A and B, are seen to be 
different. 

KAY LETTBJB=A 81 

Plain component-- _______ Q~~ON~LY~F~~~~~~ON~LYCDF 
clipher componenf, ______.. 

QvEsRoYLyC 
e, 

Secondary alphabet (1): 
Plain---- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher __---_ HJPRLVWXDZQKUGFEASYCBTIOMN 

KBY Lwrrnn-B 6 

Plain component __I______ QUESTIONABLYC VWXZQUESTIONABLYCD-VWXZ 
Cipher component---,, 

QmloTLymF-- 
s 

Secondary alphabet (2): 
Plain -- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher--- JKRVYWXZFQUMEHGSBTCDLIONPA 

d. Very frequently a quadricular or square table is employed by the correspondents, instead 
of sliding strips, but the results are the same. The cipher square based upon the word QUESTION- 
ABLY is shown inFig. 21. It will be noted that it does nothing more than set forth the successive 
positions of the two primary sliding components; the top line of the square is the plain component, 
the successive horizontal lines below it, the cipher component in its various juxtapositions. The 
usual method of employing such a square (i. e., corresponding to the enciphering equations 
%o=%D; %/o- -C&J is to take as the cipher equivalent of a plain-text letter that letter which 
lies at the intersection of the vertical column headed by the plain-text letter and the horizontal 
row begun by the key letter. For example, the cipher equivalent of Ev with keyletter T is the 
letter 0,; or & (Tk)=O,. The method given in paragraph 6, for determi&g the cipher equive 
lents by means of the two sliding strips yields the same results as does the cipher square. 
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QUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZ 
_ UESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQ 

ESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQU 
STIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUE 
TIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUES 
IONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUEST 
ONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTI 
N.ABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIO 
ABLYCD-FGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTION 
BLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONA 
LYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONAB 
YCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABL 
CDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLY 
DFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYC 
FGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCD 
GHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDF 
HJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFG 
JKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGH 
KMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJ 
MPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJK 
PRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKM 
RVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMP 
VWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPR 
WXZQUESTIONAB.LYCDFGHJKMPRV 
XZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVW 
ZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWX 

FlCms 21. 

20. Cryptographing and decryptopaphing by identical primary mixed components.-There 
is nothing of special interest to be noted in connection with the use either of identical mixed 
components or of an equivalent quadricular table such as that shown in Fig. 21, in enciphering or 
deciphering a message. The basic principles are the same as in the case of the sliding of one 
mixed component against the normal, the displacements of the two components being controlled 
by changeable key words of varying lengths. The components may be changed at will and so on. 
All this has been demonstrated adequately enough in Elementary Military Gyptography, and 
Admneed Military Cryptography. 

30. Principles of solntion.-e. Basically the principles of solution in the case of a crypto- 
gram enciphered by two identical mixed sliding components are the same as in the preceding 
case. Primary recourse is had to the principles of frequency and repetition of single letters, 
digraphs, trigraphs, and polygraphs. Once an entering wedge has been forced into the problem, 
the subsequent steps may consist merely in continuing along the same lines as before, building 
up the solution bit by bit. 

b. Doubtless the question has already arisen in the student’s mind as to whether any 
principles of symmetery of position can be used to assist in the solution and in the reconstruction 
of the cipher alphabets in cases of the kind under consideration. This phase of the subject will 
be taken up in the next section and will be treated in a somewhat detailed manner, because the 
theory and principles involved are of very wide application in cryptanalytics. 
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THEORY OF INDIRECT SYMMETRY OF POSITION IN SECONDARY ALPHABETS’ 

Reconatruotion of prfm8ry oomponentd from moondary alphabob ---_-_--_---o_-o_--_____________oo__ 31 

31. Beoonstruction of primary oomponents from seoondary alphabets.-+ Note the two 
secondary alphabets (1) and (2) given in paragraph 2%. Eixtmdly they show no resemblance 
or symmetry despite the fact that they were produced from the same primary componente. 
Nevertheless, when the matter is studied with care, a symmetry of position is discoverable. 
Because it is a hidden or latent phenomenon, it may be termed &ten4 aymm&y of pod&m. 
However, in previous ‘texts the phenomenon hss been designated as a.n &&rect symmetry of position 
and this terminology has grown into usage, so that a change is perhaps now inadvisable. 
Indirect symmetry of position is a very interesting and exceedingly useful phenomenon in 
cryptanalytics. 

b. Consider the following secondary alphabet (the one labeled (2) in paragraph 28~): 

(‘I {Cipher:::: 
Plain- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

JKRVYWXZFQUMEHGSBTCDLIONPA 
c. Assuming it to be known that this is a secondary alphabet produced by two primary 

identical mixed components, it is desired to reconstruct the latter. Construct a chain of alter- 
nating plain-text and cipher-text equivalents, begin&g at any point and continuing until the 
chain has been completed. Thus, for example, beghming with b=J,, JD==Q,, $=B,, a . ., and 
dropping out the letters common to successive pairs, there results the sequence A J Q B . . . . By 
completing the chain the following sequence of letters is established: 

AJQBKULMEYPSCRTDVIFWOGXNHZ 

d. This sequence consists of 26 letters. When slid against it&f ii will produce cxuetly ths 
8ame awondiz~~ alphabets aa do tha primuq compolunfe bawd upon tics word QUESTIONABLY. 
To demonstrate that this is the case, compare the secondary alphabets given by the two settings 
of the externally difYerent components shown below: 
Plain component,,,,,, QUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZ 
Cipher component,,, QUESTIONABLYCDFGHmaaPRVetXZ 

Secondary alphabet (1): 
Plain, -------- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher ---__ JKRVYWXZFQUMEHGSBTCDLIONPA 

Plain component,,,, AJQBKULMEYPsCRTDVIFWoGXNHZAJQB KULMEYPSCRTDVIFWOGXNHZ 
Cipher component,,,, AJQBKULMEYPSCRTDVIFWOGXNHZ 

Secondary alphabet (2): 
Plain--, ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher,,-.., JKRVYWXZFQUMEHGSBTCDLIONPA 

1 After the student has read this and the next .s&&ion it would he weu for him ~JJ study Appendix 3, where 
another and perhapa RimpIer method is explained. 

(5‘4 
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e. Since the sequence A J Q B K . . . gives exactly the same equivalents in the secondary 
alphabets as the sequence Q U E S T . . . gives, the former sequence is cryptographically 
equivalent to the latter sequence. For this reason the A J Q B K . . . sequence is termed 
an equivad?ent primary component. 1 If the real or original primary component is a key-word mixed 
sequence, it is hidden or latent within the equivalent primary sequence; but it can be made patent 
by decimation of the equivalent primary component. The procedure is as follows: Find three 
letters in the equivalent primary component such as are likely to have formed an unbroken 
sequence in the original primary component, and see if the interval between the first and second 
is the same as that between the second and third. Such a case is presented by the letters W, X, 
and Z in the equivalent primary component above. Note the sequence. . . W 0 G X N H Z . . . ; 
the distance or interval between the letters-w, X, and Z is two letters. Continuing the chain by 
adding letters two intervals removed, the latent original primary component is made patent. 
Thus: 

1 2 2 4 6 0 t 2 0 10 11 12 111 14 lb 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 243 
WXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRV 

f. It is possible to perform the steps given in c and e in a combined single operation when the 
original primary component is a key-word mixed sequence. Starting with any pair of letters (in 
the cipher component of the secondary alphabet) likely to be sequent in the key-word mixed 
sequence, such as JK, in the secondary alphabet labeled (2), the following chain of &graphs may 
be set up. Thus, J , K, in the plain component stand over Q, U , respectively, in the cipher com- 
ponent; Q, U, in the plain component stand over B , L, respectively, in the cipher component, and 
so on. Connecting the pairs in a series, the following results are obtained: 

JK + QU + BL + KM + UE + LY+ NP + ES + YC -+ PR + ST + CD + RV + 
TI~DF~VW-,IO-,M:-,WX-,CINjGH-,XZ-,NA-tHJ~ZQ,AB~JK.. . 

These may now be united by means of their common letters: 

JK+KM+MP+PR+RV+etc&KMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGH 

The original primary component is thus completely reconstructed. 
g. Not all of the 26 secondary alphabets of the series yielded by two sliding primary compo- 

nents may be used to develop a complete equivalent primary component. If examination be made, 
it will be found that only 13 of these secondary alphabets will yield complete equivalent primary 
components when the method of reconstruction shown in subparagraph c above is followed. For 
example the following secondary alphabet, which is also derived, from the primary components 
based upon the word QUESTIONABLY will not yield a complete chain of 26 plain text-cipher- 
plain text equivalents: 

Plain,---, ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher--- CDHJOKMPBRVFWYLXTZNAIQUEGS 

1 Such an equivalent component is merely a sequence which haa been or can be developed or derived from 
the original sequence or basic primary component by applying a decimation process to the latter; conversely, 
the original or basic component can be derived from an equivalent component by applying the same sort of 
proceea to the equivalent component. By decimation ia meant the selection of elementa from a sequenae accord- 
ing to Borne fixed interval. For example, the sequence A E I Y . . . ia derived, by decimation, from the 
normal alphabet by aelecting every fourth letter. 
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Equivalent primary component: 
1224S6782lOlll2l2 

I 

1 2 2 
ACHPXEOLFKVQT ACH.. . (!i’he A C H sequencebeginsagain.) 

h. It is seen that only 13 letters of the chsin have been established before the sequence begins 
to repeat itself. It is evident that exactly one-half of the chain has been established. The other 
half may be established by beginning with a letter not in the first hrrlb, Thus: 

12a4se789101112~ 

I 
I 2 2 

BDJRZSNYGMWUX BDJ.. . (The B D J sequence begins again.) 

i. It is now necessary to distribute the letters of each half-sequence within 26 spaces, to 
comapond with their placements in a complete alphabet. This can only be done by allowing a 
con&M odd number of spaces between the lettem of one of the halfquences. Distributions 
are therefore made upon the basis of 3, 5, 7, 9, . . a spaces. Select that distribution which 
most nearly coincides with the distribution to be expected in a key-word component. Thus, for 
example, with the first half-sequence the distribution selected is the one made by leaving three 
spaces between the letters. It is as follows: 

12 2 4 s 6 7 I) 9Iuuul4uul7ulaP~3PYmm 

A-L-C-F-H -K-P-V-X-Q-E-T-O- 

j. Now interpolate, by the same constant interval (three in this case), the letters of the other 
half-sequence. Noting that the group F - H appears in the foregoing distribution, it is appareut 
that G of the second half-sequence should be inserted between F and H. The letter which immt+ 
diataly follows G in the second half-sequence, oiz, M, is next inserted in the position three spaces to 
the right of G, and so on, until the interpolation has been completed. This yields the original 
primary component, which is as follows: . 

1 2 a 4 S S 7 6 0 10 Ill2 I2 14 IS IS 17 l2 12 P 21 P 22 24 r r 
ABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTION 

k. Another method of handling cases such as the foregoing is indicated in subparagraph j 
By extendiug the principles set forth in that subparagraph, one may reconstruct the following 
chain of 13 pairs from the secondary alphabet given in subparagraph g: 
I 2 a 4 6 6 7 8 9 lo l2 

~~~~PR,E,~,ON~LY,FG~~,~~~~~~~~ I+ 
1 

CD.. . 

Now find, in the foregoing chain, two pairs likely to be saqnent, for example HJ and KM and count 
the interval between them in the chain. It is 7 (counting by pairs). If this decimation interval 
is now applied to the chain of p&s, the following is established: 

12 t 4 S 0 7 8 9 101112U14U1S17P12~~~~~~~~ 
HJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFG 

1. The resson why a complete chain of 26 letters cannot be constructed from the secondary 
alphabet given under subparagraph g is that it represents a case in which two pm com- 
ponents of 26 letters were slid an 66~~ number of intervals apart. (This will be explained in 
further detail in subparagraph f below.) There are in all 12 such cases, none of which will 
admit of the construction of a complete chain of 26 letters. In addition, there is one case whers 
in, despite the fact that the pw components are an odd number of intervals apart, the 
secondary alphabet cannot be mada to yield a complete chain of 26 letters for an equivalent 
primary component. This is the case in which the displacement is 13 intervals. Note the 
secondary alphabet based upon the primary components below (which are the same as those 
shown in subparagraph 4: 
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Paraaaa~ COMPONIINTB 

QUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZ 
DFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYC 

SECOND-Y ALPHABET 

Plaie,,,,,,, ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher,,,,, RVZQGUESKTIWOPMNDAHJFBLYXC 

tic. If an attempt is made to construct a chain of letters from this secondary alphabet slone, 
no progress can be made because the alphabet is completely reciprocal. 
analyst need not at all be baffled by this case. 

However, the crypt- 
The attack will follow along the lines shown below 

in subparagraphs n and o. 
n. If the original primary component is a key-word mixed sequence, the cryptanalyst may 

reconstruct it by attempting to “dovetail” the 13 reciprocal pairs (AR, BV, CZ, DQ, EG, FU, HS, 
IK, JT, LW, MO, NP, and XY) into one sequence. The members of these pairs are all 13 intervals 
apart. Thus: 

11224S6782lolll2l2 
A............R 
B............V 
c............z 
D............Q 
E............G 
F............U 
H............S 
I............K 
J............T 
L............W 
M............O 
N............P 
X............Y 

Ram !u 

Write out the series of numbers from 1 to 28 aud insert as many pairs into position as possible. 
being guided by considerations of probable partial sequences iu the key-word mixed sequence, 
Thus: 

0 1 2 I 4 s 6 7 8 0 10 11 l2 la 14 1s 16 

ABCD.........RVZQ 

It begins to look as though the key-word commences with the letter Q, in which case it should 
be followed by U. This means that the next pair to be inserted is FU. Thus: 

0 1 2 8 4 S S 7 8 0 IO 11 l2 12 14 16 16 17 
ABCDF........RVZQU 

The sequence A B C D F means that E is in the key. Perhaps the sequence is A B C D F G H. 
Upon trial, using the pairs EG and HS, the following placements are obtained: 

0 1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8 0 10 11 12 l2 14 1s 10 17 l2 19 
ABCDFGH......RVZQUES 

This suggests the word QUEST or QUESTION. The pair JT is added: 
0 12 a 4 6 6 7 8 Ololll2l214U1~17l8ls20 
ABCDFGHJ.....RVZQUEST 
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ThesequenceGHJsuggestsGHJK,‘whichplacessnIafterT. Enoughoftheprocesshas 
been shown to make the steps clear. 

o. Another method of circumventing the di&u.lties introduced by the 14th secondary 
alphabet (displacement interval, 13) is to use it in conjunction with another secondary alphabet 
which is produced by an even-interval displacement. For example, suppose the following two 
secondary alphabets are available.’ 

0 I_- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
l- RVZQGUESKTIWOPMNDAHJFBLYXC 
2- XZESKTIORNAQBWVLHYMPJCDFUG 

Ravnm. 

The Gmt of these secondaries is the 134nterval secondary; the second is one of the even- 
interval secondaries, from which only half-chain sequences can be constructed. But if the con- 
struction be based upon the two sequences, 1 aud 2 in the foregoing diagram, the following is 
obtained: 

RXUTNLDHMVZEIAYFJPWQSOBCGK 

This is a complete equivalent primary component. The original key-word mixed component 
can be recovered from it by decimation based upon the 9th interval: 

RVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMP 

p. (1) When the primary components are identical mixed sequences proceeding in oppobits 
directions, all the secondary alphabets will be reciprocal alphabets. Reconstruction of the 
primary component can be accomplished by the procedure indicated under subparagraph o 
above. Note the following three reciprocal secondary alphabets: 

1 2 8 4 6 6 7 2 0 10 Ill2 l2 14 l2 16 17 12 19 20 P22 !a 24 I 22 
~ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR~T~~~XYZ 
l- PMHGQFDCWYLKBRVAENZXUOITJS 
2 WVMKSJHGQFDRCXZYILEUTBANPO 
3::TSQZLXWVNRPEMIOKCJBAYHGFUD 

(2) Using lines 1 aud 2, the following chain can be constructed (equivalent primsry com- 
ponent): 

PWQSOBCGKRXUTNLDHYVZEIAYFJ 
1 The method of writing down the eecondariea ahown in dgure 23 will here&er be followed .in all w when 

alphabet reoonetruation skeletons are neceamry. The top line will be under&xxi to be the plain aomponent; it 
ir common to all the secondary alphsbeta, sod ia set off from the cipher components by the heavy black line. 
Thit~ top line of letters will be designated by the digit 0, and will be referred to M “the zero line” in the diagram 
The auacemive liner of letten, which oooupy the apace below the mro ISne and which contdn the variour cipher 
componenti of the eeveml secondary alph&ete, will be numbered serially. Them numbers may then be used IU 
reference numbers for designating the horixontal liner in the diagmm. The numbom standing above the lettom 
may be used au referenae numbem for the vertical cAmma in the dbxgmm. Hence, any letter in the moon&rue 
tlon skeleton may be designated by coordinmteu, giving the ho&o&d or X ooordinate 5mt. Thue, D (2-11) 
meana the letter D stauding in line 2, Column 11. 
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Or,usinglines2and3: 

WTYKZODPUAGVSLJXICMQNFREBH 

The original key-word mixed primary component (based on the word QUESTIONABLY) can 
be recovered from either of the two foregoing equivalent primary components. But if lines 1 
and 3 are used, only half-chains can be constructed: 

PTFXAKECVOHQL and MSDWNJUYRIGZB 

Tbis is because 1 and 3 are both odd-interval secondary alphabets, whereas 2 is an even- 
interval secondary. It may be added that odd-interval secondaries are characterized by having 
two cases in which a plain-text letter is enciphered by itself; that is, 0, is identical with 8,. 
This phrase “identical with” will be represented by the symbol =; the phrase “not identical 
with” will be represented by the symbol # . (Note that in secondary alphabet number 1 above, 
F,mF, and UB=Uo; in secondary alphabet number 3 above, MD+ and O,=O,). This charac- 
teristic will enable the cryptanalyst to select at once the proper two secondaries to work with in 
case several are available; one should show two cases where 8,=0,; the other should show 
none. 

p. (1) When the primary components are different mixed sequences, their reconstruction 
from secondary cipher alphabets follows along the same lines as set forth above, under b to j, 
inclusive, with the exception that the selection of letters for building up the chain of equivalents 
for the primary cipher component is restricted to those below the zero line in the reconstruction 
skeleton. Having reconstructed the primary cipher component, the plain component can be 
readily reconstructed. This will become clear if the student will study the following example. 

~~,,ABcDEFGHIJKLMNoPQR~T~~~~Y~ 
1 --- TVABULIQXYCWSNDPFEZGRHJKMO 
2, ZJSTVIQRMONKXEAGBWPLHYCDFU 

Flow88 25. 
(2) Using only lines 1 and 2, the following chain is constructed: 

TZPGLIQRHYOUVJCNEWKDASXMFB 

This is an equivalent primary cipher component. By &ding the values of the successive 
letters of this chain in terms of the plain component of secondary alphabet number 1 (the zero 
line), the following is obtained: 

TZPGLIQRHYOUVJCNEWKDASXMFB 
ASPTFGHUVJZEBWKNRLXOCMIYQD 

The sehuence A S P T . . . is au equivalent primary plain component. The original key- 
word mixed components may be recovered from each of the equivalent primary components. 
That for the primary plain component is based upon the key PUBLISHERS MAGAZINE; that for 
the primary cipher component is based upon the key QUESTIONABLY. 
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(3) Another method of accomplishing the process indicated above cau be ill~trated graphi- 
cally by the following two chains, based upon the two secondary alphabets set forth in sub- 
ParsgTsph p (1): 

I 2 a 4 s 6 7 8 D 10u x2 iaNis 10 17 18 1920~ 2222~2sr 
0 -I- ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1 
2zI 

TVABULIQXYCWSNDPFEZGRHJKMO 
ZJSTVIQRMONKXEAGBWkLHYCDFU 

Cdl. 

A (0-l) 

D M-4 

Q M-17) 
Y &J-W 
1 ow 
M (P-13) 

etc. 

Cd. 2 

3 T (l-l); --* T (2-i) -, D (64); + 
-, B (l-4); --, B (2-17)d Q (9-17); + 
--, F (1-17); -+ .F (2-25) --* Y (8-25); + 
3 Y (l-25): --* M (24) --, I (0-9); + 
3 x (l-9); + x (2-13) + M (fa-13); -b 
3 s (1-13); +. s (2-3) + c (0-3); -, 

etc. 

(4) By joining the letters in Column 1, the following chain isobtained: A D Q Y I M, etc. 
uthisbe examined, it will be found to be an equivalent primary of the sequence bas8d upon 
PUBLISHERS MAGAZINE. By joining the lettens in Columu 2, the following chain ia obtained: 
T B F M X S. This is au equivalent primary of the sequence based upon QDESTIONABLY. 

r. A final word concerning the reconstruction of primary components in gen8ral may be 
added. It has b88n s88n that in the case of a 26&ment component sliding against itself (both 
components proceeding in the same direction), it is only the Becondary alphabets msultiug from 
odd-interval displacements of the primary components which permit of reconstructing a single 
%-letter chain of equivalents. This is true except for the 13th inkzval displacement, which 
even though an odd number, still acts like an even number displacement in that no complefe 
chain of equivalents can be established from the secondary alphabet. This exception giv8s the 
clue to the basic reason for this phenomenon: it is that the number 26 has two factors, 2 and 13, 
which enter into the picture. With the exception of displacementGnt8rval 1, any m 
htmal which is a sub-mdtipk of, or haa a factor in common with the nvmbct of let&a in tlb primary 
seqwncs wiJl yield a secondmy alphabet from whkh no compkta chain of 26 quiti can bs 
d&&d for ths CO1CBtmCtiOl) of a compiet~ equkaknt p&nary componest. This g8neral rule is 
applicable only to component8 which progress in the same direction; if they progress in opposite 
directions, all the secondary alphabet8 are reciprocal alphabets and they behave exactly like 
the reciprocal secondaries resulting from the l3-interval displacement of two 26-letter identical 
components progressing in the same dim&on. 

8. The foregoing remarks give rise to the following oba8Fpaticms based upon the g8n8ral 
rule poinfed’out above. Whether or not a complete equivalent primary compouent is derivable 
by decimation from an original primary component (and if not, the lengths and numbers of chains 
of IetteFe, or incomplete components, that can be constructed in attempts to darive such equiv- 
alent components) will depend upon the number of letters in the original primary component 
and the specifk decimation interval selected. For example, in a 26-letter original p&mu-y com- 
ponent, decimation interval 5 will yield a complete equivalent primary component of 26 lettem, 
whemas decimation intervals 4 or 8 will yield 2 chains of 13 letters each. In a 2kletter compo- 
nent, d8cimation interval 5 will also yield a complete equivalent primary component (of 24 letters), 
but decimation int8rval4 will yield 6 chains of 4 letters each, and decimation interval 8 will 
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59 

yield 3 chains of 8 letters each. It also follows that in the c8se of 8$ original prim8ry com- 
ponent in which the total number of characters is a prime number, aL? decimation intervaIs wiil 
yield complete equivalent primary components., The following table has been drawn up in the 
light of these observations, for original primary sequences from 16 to 32 elements. (All prime- 
number sequences have been omitted.) In this table, the column at the extreme left gives the 
various decimation intervals, omitting in each case the first interval, which merely gives the 
original primary sequence, and the last interval, which merely gives the original sequence 
reversed. The top line of the table gives the various lengths of original primary sequences from 
32 down to 16. (The student should bear in mind that sequences containing characters in sddi- 
tion to the letters of the alphabet may be encountered; he can add to this table when he is 
interested in sequences of more than 32 characters.) The numbers within the table then show, 
for each combination of decimation interval and length of, original sequence, the lengths of the 
chains of characters that csn be constructed. (The student may note the symmetry in each 
column.) The bottom line shows the total number of complete equivalent primary components 
which c8n be derived for each Werent length of original component. 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
i5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Total numba 
of wmp1rta 
YpUOlUXU 

NWIlbWOf- in orlgfnal prlmery wmponent 
32 30 28 27 26 25 24 22 21 20 18 16 
16 15 14 27 13 25 12 11 21 10 9 8 
32 10 28 9 26 25 8 22 7 20 6 16 
8 15 7 27 13 25 6 11 21 5 9 4 

32 6 28 27 26 5 24 22 21 4 18 16 
16 5 14 9 13 25 4 11 7 10 3 8 
32 30 4 27 26 25 24 22 3 20 18 16 
4 15 7 27 13 25 6 11 21 5 9 2 

‘32 10 28 9 26 25 8 22 7 20 2 16 
16 3 14 27 13 5 12 11 21 2 9 8 
32 30 28 27 26 25 24 2 21 20 18 16 
8 5 7 9 13 25 2 11 7 5 3 4 

32 30 28 27 2 25 24 22 21 20 18 16 
16 15 2 27 13 25 12 11 3 10 9 8 
32 2 28 9 26 5 8 22 7 4 6 
2 15 7 27 13 25 6 11 21 5 9 

32 30 28 27 26 25 24 22 21 20 
16 5 14 9 13 25 4 11 7 10 
32 30 28 27 26 25 24 22 21 
8 3 7 27 13 5 6 11 

32 10 4 9 26 25 8 
16 15 14 27 13 25 12 
32 30 28 27 26 25 
4 5 7 9 13 

32 6 28 27 
16 15 14 
32 10 
8 15 

32 
16 
14 6 10 16 IO 18 16 8 10 6 4 6 
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APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES OF INDIRECT SYMMETItY OF POSITION 

Applying the principlea to B @a example, 
The aryptogr8m employad in tha arpo&lio--~~ 
F’undamantal theory I_- 
Application of principlea- 
t3elm8lm~ka------ 

p- 
32 

,-a3 
-34 

-__I- 36 
36 

3% Applying the principlea to a specifto example.-+. The preceding section, with the 
many details covered, now forma a su&ient base for proceeding with an exposition of how the 
principles of indirect symmetry of position can be applied very early in the solution of a poly- 
alphabetic substitution cipher in which sliding primary components were employed to produce 
the secondary cipher alphabets for the enciphering of the cryptogram. 

b. The -caee described below will serve not only to explain the method of applying these 
principles but will at the same time show how their application greatly facilitates the solution 
of a single, rather Mcult, polyalphabetic substitution cipher. It is realized, of course, that the 
cryptogram could be solved by the usual methods of frequency and long, patient experimentation. 
However, the method to be described was actually applied and very materially reduced the 
amount of time and labor that would otherwise have been required for solution. 

33. The aryptogam employed in the exposition.--a. The problem that will be used in this 
exposition involves an actual cryptogrclm submitted fox solution in connection with a cipher 
device having two concentric disks upon which the same random mixed alphabet appears, both 
alphabgt$ progreasing in the same direction. This was obtained from a study of the descriptive 
circular accompanying the cryptogram. By the usual process of factoring, it was determined 
that the cryptogram involved 10 alphabets. The message aa arranged according to its period 
is shown in Fiie 27, in which all repetitions of two or more letters are indicated. 

b. The triliteral frequency distributions are given in Figure 28. It will be seen that on 
account of the brevity of the message, considering the number of alphabets involved, the fre- 
quency distributions do not yield many clues. By a very careful study of the repetitions, 
tentative individual determinations of values of cipher letters, aa illustrated in Fiies 29,30, 
31, and 32, were made. These are given in sequence and in detail in order to show that there is 
not&g artifmial or arbitrary in the prelimin&ry stages of analysis here set forth. 

wn 
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THE CRYPTOGRAM 

(Repetitions underlined) 
12 3 4 se? 8 210 1284S678910 123411678910 

A WFUPCFOCJY -- P RCVOPNBLCW EE UDZFMTGQJ 

B GBZDPFBUO Q LQZAAAUCH FF LUYDTZVHQ 

C GRFTZMQMAV R BZZCKQOIKFGGAGWNKXJTRN -- 

D KZUGDYFTRW SCFBSCVXCHQ HHYTXCDPMVLW 

EGJXNLWLYOX TZTZSDUWCM II BGMWOQRGN 

F IKEPQZOKZ U RKUHEQEDGX JJ HHVLAQQVU 

G PRUWLZICW 5 V FKVHPJJKJY KK JQWOOTTNVQ 

HGKQHOLODVM W YQDPCJXLLL LL BKXDSSRSN- 

IGOXSNZHASE X GHXEROQPSE MMyJXOpPyoXz 

J BBJIPQFJHD YG>gTLFDu NNHOZOWMXCGQ 

K QCBZEXQTU Z OCDHUZTQ 00 JJUGDWQVM 

L JCQRQFVMLH AA KLBPCJOEE PP UUPEFXENF 

M sRQLEVi'LNAEBB HSPOPNMDLMQQCCUGDWPEUH 

N GSXEROZJSE CCGCKWDVBLSE RR YBWEWV~WJ 

OSVQWEJMKGH DD-GUGDPUHX SS RZX 

Broocc 27. 
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I 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

EBFF XK YB Es XK zc vz WQ ZC ZR DC HC HR MK -F YQ QT 
HZ FC OR NH VQ ZL JF MK NT QG 
XK WJ ZO QJ JZ Nu 
WG WK HB 
w UO 

Es 
Ev 
LH 
EK 
MC 
Es 

II 

ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

GZ '3 WUZNGX GXIWKB Gx LZ GF GX ZZ YX GQ Ku 
BJ JQ CB BB HV JU GQ Hz YDPXHPM BZ 
YN RV LU RU JW SQ GU Rx 

00 Fv 
GK GB 
cu BD 

III 

ABCDEFGHIJKLUNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

CZ QP RT BI CW so KH FP CO KE JN BD 
Fs CH CR ZGKHGNRD QA 
Kw Kz RE KH HL QO OS ZC 
LP VW SG KP SE TS 
GN FY BE HE .oo 

JG TC 
CC KD 

uo 
z- 

IV 

ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

ZA ZKZPWP UD QO JP VA XL VP UC QQ XN Fz QE UD BE 
XDXNQW UDUE NK PP DC BC BT DF 

XSXR UDVP WO BC ZD KD 
UD DW XPNE BN 

zw 
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V 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

AA PF GY ZX ZM 
LQ SV SM WJ 

PJ WV RQ 
PJ GP PF 

YT 
GP 
Gw 
Gw 

CQ NW SZ HL DF RF EO DO WL DL TM 
Nx OT EQ EO EM 

IQ Hu 
ON wo 
HJ 0111 
ON N 
OP 

VI 

ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQR'STUVWXYZ 
AM co EM WZ ZQ PB RZ DO PZ DZ CX LY EQ DF NH 

PB PJ 00 WL F'M RQ DM PF OT DB DQ KJ 
QV cx TF DX WQ PY KO WA! DP 
Ex co wz sz EE 

FT AQ 
wx 

VII 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
FO QDYT ZA JK MN JK FC WE MM MG FM VC WO QO 
NL QJ XT AD LD XT TN Mw PO LI 
VL LD ND QI OP JL OJ 

Pv JT OR MC MT 
VD PT QV FE TV 

WR OR 

VIII . 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Hs OJ OV XN TQ ZC FH MG BC QA LA BU QS QG FR ZH xc 

XH MC PU OKZSJJXLVLTVYU zs w bn.4 
XGEG Bs ZK QV 2J.J QA 

Fu Yx ox 
ML OH 
M!t JR 

IX 

ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Mv IW KH JD CYOZMH EF GJTWAE 00 Dbl TZ DJ 
NE LW DX CQ KY IF LL TN JE OX NQ TE 
W DH RNTX DU PE DZ RM OZ 

wu CQ VQ VW LE Tz 
RN EH 

X 
ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWZYZ 

HQ SB KC LS QL LG VG RY UC Hz AK RG UI JG KP 
AC NC GR YR CRGH Hz AJ CC GF JY XJ 
SG CB LGSY VB CL HB uo 
SC UY vu GJ LB UK 
xi XH 
SO 
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1¶846678~lo 

A WFUPCFOCJY 
>G - 

B GBZDPFBUO 
E 

C GRFTZHQMU 
E 

D KZUGDYFTRV 
THE 

E GJXNLWL,QX 
E E 

F IUEPQZOKZ 
E 

G PRXDWLZICW 
E 

H _CKQHOLODu 
EE 

I EOXSNZHASE 
E E TH 

J BBJIPQFJHD 

K QCBZEXQu> 

L JCQRQFVMLH 

Y SRQE_j'i'LNA& 
H 

N GSXEROZJSE 
? E TH 

0 GVQWEJMKGH 
E’ E 

I a 8 4 A d ‘I 8 0 10 

P RCVOPNUU 

Q LQZAAA.MDCH 

R BZZCKQOIKE 

S GFBSCVXCHQ 
H 

T ZTZSDUWCM 
E 

U RKUHEQEDGX 
ET 

V FKVHPJJKJY 
E E 

W YQDPCJXLLL 
THE 

X GHXEROQPU 
EE - TH 

Y G_KBWTLFDu 
EE 

Z OCDHUZTU 

AA KLBPCJUXE 
THE H 

BB HSPOPNMDLM 

CC GCKWDVBLSE -e 
E E TH 

DD GSUGDPOTHX 
&T- E 

118466’189lO 

EE BKDZFYTGQJ 
-T 

FF LFUYDTZVHQ 
-TE 

GG ZGWNKXJTRN 

HH XTXCDPMVLW 
ET 

II BGUWOQRGN 

JJ HHVLAQQVU 

KK JQWOOTTNVQ 

LL BKXDSURSH 
EE T 

MM ~ux_opPYoxz -- 

NN HOZOWECGQ 

00 JJUGDWQRVM 
THE - 

PP UUPEFXENE 
E T 

QQ CCUGDWPEUH 
THE 

RR YBUWVMDYJ -- 

ss RZX 
E 
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ADDITIONAL VALUES- FROM ASEWMPITONS (r) 

Refer toline DDinFigure129;& assumed to be NV 

Refer to line bfin figure 29;;. assumed to be W,,. 
0 10 1 2 8 4 6 

TheninlineeC-D,AVKZUGD isassumedtobeWITHTHE. 

1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8 0 10 

A WFUPCFOCJY -- 
TTH 

B GBZDPFBUO 
E 

C GRFTZMQMU 
E WI 

D KZUGDYFTRW 
THTHE -- 

E GJXNLWLCX 
E E 

F IKEPQZOKZ 
E 

G PRUWLZICW 
E 

i 

H _CKQHOLODVM 
EE 

F 

I EOXSNZHASE 
E E TH 

J BBJIPQFJHD 

K QCBZEXQTx= 

L JCQRQFVMLH 

M SRQUMLNAE 
WH 

N _GXEROZJJ 
ENE TH 

0 SVQWEJMKGH 
E E 

1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8 0 10 

P RCVOPNBLCW -m- 

Q LQZAAAUCH 

R BZZCKQOIKE 
H 

S EFBSCVXCHQ 
H 

T ZTZSDMXWCM 
E 

U RKUHEQEDGX 
ET 

V FKVHPJJKJY 
E E - 

W YQDPCJXLLL 
THE 

X GHXEROQPU 
EE - TH 

Y GABWTLFDm 
EE 

Z OCDHWMZTU 

AA KLBPCJOTXE 
T THE - 

BB HSPOPNMDLY 
N 

CC GCKWDVBLSE -m 
E E TH 

DD GSUGDPUHX 
ENTHE 

12a46678210 

EE UDZFMTGQJ 
E 

FF LUYDTZVHQ 
T E 

GG ZGWNKXJTRN -- 

HH YTXCDPMVLW 
E E 

II BGHWOQRCN 

.JJ HHVLAQQVM 
WI 

KK JQWOOTTNVQ 

LL BKXDSURSH 
EE T 

MM ~uxopPYoxz 

NN HOZOWMXCGQ 

00 JJUGDWQRVM 
THE 

PP UKWPEFXENE 
E-T 

QQ CCUGDWPEUH 
THE 

RR YBLiVMYJ 

SS RZX 
HE 
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A 

B" 

C 

D 

E' 

F 

G 

H 

1 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

0 

66 

ADDITIONAL VA~UES~OYIASSU~ONS (II) 

'12 S 4 6 O? 8 9lO 
RefertoFigure30,lineA; W F U P C F 0 C J Y; asumetobeBUT THOUGH. 

--TTH----w 
1466 

Refer to Figure 30, lines N and X, where repetition X E R 0 occurs; assume EACH 
E w-w 

12246678910 

WFUPCFOCJY 
BUTTHOUGH 
GBZDPFBOUO 
E '0 - 
GRFIZMQMAV 
E WI 
KZUGDYFTRW 
THi%-i 

'GJXNLWLUX 
E E 
IKWEPQZOKZ 

E A 
PRXDWLZICW 

E- 
F 

GKQHOLODU 
EE u - 

GOXSNZHASE 
E E TH 
BBJIPOFJHD 

QCBZEXQTXZ 

JCQRQFVMLM 
0 

SRQ&&'&'LNAE 
-A WH 

GSXEROZJU 
ibI E A C H TH 

EVQWEJMKGH 
E E 

12 8 4 6 0 7 8 910 

P RCVOPNBLCW --m 

Q LQZAAAUCH 

R BZZCKQOIKE 
H U 

S ~FBSCVXC~ 
U H? 

T ZTZSDMXWCM 
E- 

U RKUHEQEDGX 
ET 

V FKVHPJJKJY 
E EE ii- 

111 YQDPCJXLLL 
THE 

X GHXEROQPSE 
E EACH fi 

Y ELmTLFDu 
EE 

Z OCDHmZT_UZ 

AA KLBFCJOTXE -m 
T THEU -H 

BB HSPOPNMDLM 
N 

CC ECKWDVBLSE 
E E -TH 

DD SSUGDPoTHX 
ENTHE U 

1224S6789lO 

EE UDZFMTGQJ 
E 

FF L-FUYDTZVU 
=E 

GG ZGWNKXJTRN -- 

HH ITXCUMVLW 
E E 

II BGBWWRGN 
H 

JJ HHVLAQQVU 
WI 

KK JQWOOTTNVQ 

LL BKXDSURSN 
EE H T 

MM yuxopPYoxz -- 

NN HOZOWMxCGQ 
G 

00 JJUGDWRVM 
THE - 

PP UUPEFXENL 
E T 0 

QQ GCUGDWPEUH 
THE 

RR YB&tEVMYJ 
A 

SS RZX 
HE 
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ADDITIONAL Values FROM ASSUMPTIONS (III) 

416 
OPN-assume ING from repetition and frequency. 

9 10 1 

HQZ-assume ING from repetition and frequency. 

12 2 4 S 6 7 8 010 

A WFUPCFOCJY 
BUTTHOUGH 

B GBZDPFBOU 
E NO 

C GRFIZMQMU 
E WI 

D KZUGDYFu_W 
THTHE 

E GJXNLWLYOX 
E E 

F IKEPZOKZ 
E AN 

G PRXDW.LZICW 
E 

i 

H GKQHOLODU 
EE u - 

I GOXSNZHAsE 
E E TH 

J BBJIPQFJHD 
N I 

K QCBZEXQTxd 

L JCORQFVMLM 
0 

M SRQMMLNAE 
A WH 

N GsXEROZJsE 
ENEA.CH TH 

0 GVQWEJMKGH 
E E 

12 9 4 S 6 7 8 210 

P RCVOPNBLCW Pm- 
ING 

Q LQZAAAUCH 

R BZZCKQOIKF 
H U 

S CFBSCVXCHQ 
U H GIN 

T ZTZSDUWCM 
G E 

U RKUHEQEDGX 
ET 

V FKVHPJJKJY 
E NEE H 

W YQDPCJXLLL 
THE 

X GHXEROQPSE 
E EACH TH 

Y EBWTLFDM 
EE 

Z OCDHUZTU 

AA KLBPCJOTXE 
T THEU-H 

BB HSPOPNMDLY 
N ING 

CC ECKWDVBLSE m- 
E E TH 

DD EsUGDPoTHX 
EHTHEU I 

12 8 4 6 6 7 8 010 

EE UDZFMTGQJ 
E 

FF LFUYDTZVU 
=E IN 

GG HGWNKXJTRN 
G 

HH YTXCDPMVLW 
E E 

II BGUWOQRGN 
H 

JJ HHVLAQQVU 
WI 

KK JQWOOTTNVQ 
I N 

LL B-&XDSuRS_N 
EE H T 

MM ~uxopPYoxz 
IN 

NN HOZOL_XM'GQ 
I G N 

00 JJUGDWQRVM 
THE 

PP UUPEFXENE 
E T 0 

QQ ECUGDWPEUH 
THE 

RR YBWEWVQYJ 
A 

SS RZX 
HE 
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c. From the initial and subsequent tentative identificationa shown in Figuree 29, 30, 31, 
and 32, the values obtained were arranged in the form of the secondary alphabets in a reconatruc- 
tion skeletcxi, shown in Fii 33. 

I 2 .8 4 6 6 7 8 0 1Q 11 12 lS 14 lS 16 17 U IQ 20 2l P P 24 26 Ib 

34. Fundamental theory.-o. In paragraph 31, methods of reconstructing primary com- 
ponents from secondary alphabets were given in detail. It is necessary that those methods be 
fully understood before the following steps be studied. It was there shown that the primary 
component can be one of a series of equivalent primary sequences, all of which will give exactly 
similar results so far as the secondary alphabets and the cryptographic text are concerned. 
It is not necessary that the identical or original primary component employed in the crypto- 
grsphing be reeenstructed; any equivalent primary sequence will serve. The whole question is 
one of establishing a sequence of lettera the interval between which is either identical with that 
in the original pr&ary compenent or else is-an exact constant multiple of the interval separating 
the letters in the original primary component. For example, suppose K P X N Q forma a 
sequence in the original primary component. Here theinterval between K and P, and P and X, 
X and N, N and Q is one; in an equivalent primary component, say the sequence K . . P . . X 

. N.. Q, the interval between K and P is’ three, that between P and X also three, and so on; 
&d the two sequences will yield the same secondary alphabets. So long aa the interval between 
KandP,PandX,XandN,NandQ, . . . , is a constant one, the sequence will be cryptographically 
equivalent to the original primary sequence and will yield the same secondary alphabeta ae do 
those of the original primary sequence. However, in the case of a 264etter component, it ia 
necessary that tbie interval be an odd number other than 13, sa these are the only cases which 
will yield one unbroken sequence of 26 lettem. Suppose a secondary alphabet to be ae follows: 

Plda~ARCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
&ipher- X KN P 
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It can be said that the primary component contains the following sequences: 

XN KP NQ PX 

These, when united by means of their common letters, yield K P X N Q. 
Suppose also the following secondary alphabet is at hand: 

. 

(2) 
---e------m 

{ F!iTer _________ 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

P x K N 

Here the sequences PN, XQ, KX, and NZ can be obtained, which when united yield the two se- 
quences KXQ and PNZ. 

By a comparison of the sequences K P X N Q, K X Q, and P N Z, one can establish the 
following: 

KPXNQ 
K.X.Q 

P.N.Z 

It follows that one can now add the letter Z to the sequence, making it K P X N (1 Z. 
b. The reconstruction of a primary component from one of the secondary alphabets by the 

process given in paragraph 31 requires a complete or nearly complete secondary alphabet. 
This is at hand only afier a cryptogram has been completely solved. But if one could employ 
several very scant or skeletonized secondary alphabets simultaneously with the analysis of the 
cryptogram, one could then possibly build up a primary component from fewer data and thus 
solve the cryptogram much more rapidly than would otherwise be possible. 

c. Suppose only the cipher components of the two secondary alphabets (1) and (2) given 
above be placed into juxtaposition. Thus: 

1 2 8 4 6 6 7 9 9 l9 ll 12 I2 14 IS 16 17 l6 19 20 2l 22 25 24 26 26 

(l).....‘........X.KN......P.. 
(2).............P..X......K.N 

The sequences PX, XN, and KP are given by juxtaposition. These, when united, yield KPXN 
as part of the primary sequence. It follows, therefore, that one can employ the cipher components 
of secondary alphabets aa sources ojindepcndent data to assist in building up the primary sequences. 
The usefulness of this point will become clearer subsequently. 

36. Application of principles.-a. Refer now to the reconstruction skeleton shown in 
Figure 33. Hereafter, in order to avoid all ambiguity and for ease in reference, the position of 
a letter in Figure 33 will be indicated as stated in footnote 1, page 56. Thus, N (6-7) refers to 
the letter N in line 6 and in column 7 of Fiie 33. 

b. (1) Now, consider the following pairs of letters: 

E (0-5) J (3-5) 
G (0-7) N (6-7) 
H b-4 
0 (0-15) 

(One is able to use the line marked zero in Figure 33 since this is a mixed sequence sliding against 
iteetf. ) 
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(2) The immediate resuh of this set of vahma will now be given. Having HOF as a sequence, 
with EJ as belonging to the same dispiacement interva& suppose HOF and EJ are placed into 
juxtaposition as portions of sliding components. Thus: 

Main,,, . . . H 0 F . . . 
Cipher -- . . . E J . . . . 

When b=E,, then On=J.. 
(3) Refer now to alphabet 10, Figure 33, where it is seen that K=E,. ZVk d+ked tnz.Z~~ 

O,=J,, an immediutdy be ilzscrted in the same alphabet and substituted in the cryptogram. 
(4) The student may possibly get a clearer idea of the principIea involved if he will regard 

the matter as though he were dealing with arithmetical proportion. For instance, given any 
three terms in the proportion 2~834: 16, the 4th term can easily be found. Furthermore, given 
the pair of values on the left-hand side of the equation, one may find numerous pairs of 
valuee which may be inserted in the right-hand side, or vice versa. For instance, 2 :8=4 : 16 
is the same as 2:8=5:20, or 9:36=4:16, and so on. An illustration of each of these principles 
will now be given, reference being made to Figure 33. As an example of the first prkiple, note 
that E (6-5):H (pI-s)=J (6-5):O (6-8). Now find E (10-8):H (0-8)=? (19-15):0 (8-15). 
It is clear that J ~.y be inserted aa the 3d term in this proportion, thus giving the 
important new value, OD= J,, which is exactly what was obtained directly above, by means of 
the partiai sliding components. Ba an example of the second principle, note the following pairs: 

E M-5) H (0-8) 
K (2-5) Z (24) 
D (5-5) C (5-8) 
J (6-6) 0 (6-8) 

These additional pairs are aiso noted: 
. K (l-20) Z (l-7) 

T W-20) G (0-7) 
Therefore, E:H=K:Z=D:C=J:O=T:G, and T may be inserted in position (4-5). 

c. (1) Again, GN belongs to the same set of displacement-interval values as do EJ and HOF. 
Hence, by superimposition: 

Plains,, . . .HOF.. . 
Cipher _-_ . . . G N . . . . 

(2) Referring to alphabet 4, when H D=Go thtn 0 ,, =N, ‘iTherefor% the letterN can be inserted 

in position (4-15) in Figure 33, and the value N,- -0, can be substituted in the cryptogram. 

(3) Furthermore, note the corroboration found from this particular superimposition: 

H WI) G (0-7) 
0 (6-8) N (e-7) 

This checks up the value in alphabet 6, G9=N0. 
(1. (1) Again superimpose HOF and GN: 

. . . HOF... 

. . . . GN.. . 
(2) Note this corroboration: 

0 @-@ G (Ir-s) 
F (fk15) N (e-16) 

which has just been ins&A in Figure 33, aa stated above. 
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e. (1) Again using HOF and EJ, but in a Werent superimposition: 
. . . HOF.. 
. . EJ.. . . 

(2) Refer now to H (9-g), J (9-8). Directly under these letters is found V (10-g), E (10-8). 

Therefore, the V can be added immediately before H 0 F, making the sequence V H 0 F. 
j. (1) Now take V H 0 F and juxtapose it with E J, thus: 

. . . VHOF.. . 

. . . EJ.. . 
(2) Refer now to Fire 33, and find the following: 

v w-9) E (10-8) 
H (9-g) J N-N 
0 M-9) G (44 
1 w-9) H M-8) 

(3) From the value 0 G it follows that G can be set next to J in E J. Thus: 
. . l VHOF.. . 
. . . EJG.. . 

(4) But G N already is known to belong to the same set of displacementAnterva1 values 
as E J. Therefore, it is now possible to combine E J, J 6, and G N into one sequence, E J G N, 
yielding: 

. . . VHOF.. . 

. . . EJGN.. . 

g. (1) Refer now to Figure 33. 

V (0-22) E (165) 
? (l-22) G (l-5) 
? (2-22) K (2-5) 
? (3-22) X (3-5) 
? (5-22) D (5-5) 
? (6-22) J (6-5) 

(2) The only values which can be inserted are: 
-0 ‘(l-22) G (l-5) 
‘H (6-22) J (6-5) 

(3) This means that V,=O, in alphabet 1 and that V,,=H, in alphabet 6. There is one 0, 
in the frequency distribution for alphabet 1, and no H, in that for alphabet 6. The frequency 
distribution is, therefore, corroborative insofar as these values are concerned. 

(h) (1) Further, taking E J G N and V H 0 F, superimpose them thus: 
. . . EJGN.. . 

. . . . VHOF.. . 
(2) Refer now to F’igure 33. 

E W) y l0-8,’ 
G (l-6) 
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(3) From the diagram of superimposition the vahm C (l-6) F (l-3) can be insert& whioh 
gives h--F, in aiphabet 1. 

i. (1) AgaiqVHOFaudEJGNarejuxtaposed: 

. . . VHOF.. . 
EJGN.. . 

(2) Refer to Figure 33 and fiad the folhxsing 

H U-4 G (4-W 
A w-1) E (41) 

This means that it is possible to add A, thus: 

. . . AVHOF.. . 

(3) Inthesettherearealso: l 

. . EJGN.. . 

E’ U-6) G (l-6) 
G &+7) z (l-7) 

Then in the superimposition 

EJGN.. . 
XGN.. . . . . 

It is possibIe to add 2 under G, making the sequence E J G N Z. 
(4) Then w 

. . . AVHOF.. . 
. . . EJGNZ... . 

andreferringtoRi3ure33: 
H M-N N M-14) 
0 (6-s) 7 (6-14) 

It will be seen that O-Z from superimposition, and hence in alphabet 6 N,,=Z,, au important 
new value, but ooourriug only onoe in the cryptogram. Has au error been made? The work 
so far seems too corroborative in interlocking detaila to think so. 

i. (1) The possibilities of the superimposition and sliding of the AVHOF and the KJGNZ 
sequences have by no meaus been exhausted as yet, but a little Merent trail this time may 
be advisable. 

E W-6) T W-20) 
G (l-5) K (l-20) 
x (3-6) u (3-20) 

(2) Then: 
. . . EJGNZ.. . 

(8) Now refer to the follow& 
. . T.K.. . 

E (Bb) K CW 
N (8-14): S (2-14). 
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whereupon the value S can be inserted: 
EJGNZ.. . 

‘T:K..S... . . . 

k. (1) Consider all the values based upon the dispiacement interval corresponding to JG: 
J (6-5) G (l-5)+ J (9- 8) G (4- 8) 
N (6-7) Z (l-7) H (9- 9) 0 (4- 9) 

S (9-20) P (+2O)+S (2-14) P (5-14) 
Z (2- 8) C (5- 8) 
K (2- 5) D (5- 5) 

(2) Since J*and G are sequent in the E J G N Z sequence, it can be said that ail the letters 
of the foregoing pairs are also sequent. Hence Z C, S P, and K D are available as new data. 
ThesegiveE J G N Z CandT . K D . S P. 

(3) Now consider: 
T (9-20) P (&20) 
A (0- 1) E @- 1) 
H W 8) G (4- 8) 
I (0- 9) 0 (4- 9) 

121466 

Now in the T . K D . S P sequence the interval between T and P is T . . . . . P. 
Hence the interval between A and E is 6 also. It foiiows therefore that the sequences A V H 0 F 
and E J G N Z C should be united, thus: 

128466 

. . . AVHOF. EJGNZC... . 
(4) Corroboration is found in the interval between H and G, which is also six. The letter I 

can be placed into position, from the relation I (6-S) 0 (4-g), thus: 
121466 

. . . I.. AVHOF. EJGNZC.. . 
1. (1) From Figure 33: 

H (66 8) Z (2- 8) 
E (a- 5) K (2- 5) 
N (0-14) S (2-14) 
u (a-21) F (2-21) 

(2) Since in the I . . A .* H 0 F . E J G N Z C sequence the letters H and Z are separated 
by 8 intervals one can write: 

1224SO76 

. . . H.......Z... 

. . . E.......K... 

. . . N.......S... 

. . . U.......F... 
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(3) Hence one can make the sequence 
12,S4S67l? 

.I.. AVHOF. EJGNZC..K... 
Then ::.I...AVHOF.EJGNZCT.KD.SP... 
and ..yI..AVHOE.EJGYZCT.KD.SP... 

1234S679 1234b678 

m. (1) Subsequent derivations can be indicated very briefly as follows: 

E (W3 c (8-3) 
D G-5) R (5-3) 

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 l2 18 14 l6 16 17 L8 19 20 P 21 P 24 26 Ib 

FromUI..AVHOF.EJGNZCT.KD.SP... 
one can write . . . E . . . . C... 

1 2 a 4 6 

and . . . D.. . .R. 
I 2 a 4 5 

making the sequence 
1 2 3 4 I 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 M 14 l8 M 17 l8 19 !i# 21 a P ld 2S C% 

UI. .AVHOF. EJGNZCT.KD.SP.R. 

(2) bother derivation: 
U (3-20) T M-20) 
x (3- 5) E W 5) 

1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 11 II U !4 I6 16 17 IE l9 29 P P P 24 26 = 

FromU I. .AVHOF. EJGNZCT.KD.SP.R. 
one can write 

UI..............T... 
and . . . . . . . . ..E. a . . . . . ..X...... 

making the sequence 
1 2 a 4 I 6 7 8 9 IO 11 l2 w 14 16 16 17 l8 IS m 21 P z( 24 26 26 

UI. .AVHOF. EJGNZCT.KDXSP.R. 

(3) Another derivation: 
E (8-5) G (l-5) 
B W-2) w (l-2) 

From . . . EJG.. . 
one can write . . . E.G.. . 
and then . . . B.W.. . 

There is only one place where B . W can fit, &, at the end: 
1 1 3 4 I 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 la I4 lb 16 17 18 19 29 2l P P 24 = 26 

UI.. AVHOF. EJGNZCT. KDXSPBRW 

n. Only four letters remain to be placed into the seauence, aiz, L, M, Q, and Y. Their 
positions are easily found by application of the primary component to the message. The com- 
plete sequence is ss follows: 

1 2 a 4 b 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 la 14 l6 I6 17 18 19 1Q 21 22 P 24 25 26 

UIMYAVHOFLEJGNZCTQKDXSPBRW 
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Having the primary component fully constructed, decipherment of the cryptogram can be 
completed with speed and precision. The text is as follows: 

WFUPCFOCJY 
BUTTHOUGHW 

GBZDPFBOUO 
ECANNOTASY 

GRFIZMQMAV 
ETREVIEWWI 

KZUGDYFTRW 
THTHEMINDS 

GJXNLWYOUX 
EYEOURPAST 

ITWEPQZOKZ 
WECANTOANE 

PRXCWLZICW 
XTENTFORES 

GKQHOLODVM 
EEOURFUTUR 

GOXSNZHASE 
EWECANWITH 

BBJIPQFJHD 
SCIENTIFIC 

QCBZEXQTXZ 
CONFIDENCE 

JCQRQFVMLM 
LOOKFORWAR 

SRQEWMLNAE 
DTOATIMEWH 

GSXEROZJSE 
ENEACHOFTH 

GVQWEJMKGH 
EBODIESCOM 

RCVOPNBLCW 
P~OSINGTHES 

LQZAAAMDCH 
OLARSYSTEM 

BZZCKQOIKF 
SHALLTURNA 

CFBSCVXCHQ 
NUNCHANGIN 

ZTZSDMXWCM 
GFACEINPER 

RKUHEQEDGX 
PETUITYTOT 

FKVHPJJKJY 
HESUNEACHW 

YQDPCJXLLL 
ILLTHENHAV 

GHXEROQPSE 
EREACHEDTH 

GKBWTLFDUZ 
EENDOFITSE 

OCDHWMZTUZ 
VOLUTIONSE 

KLBPCJOTXE 
TINTHEUNCH 

HSPOPNMDLM 
ANGINGSTAR 

GCKWDVBLSE 
EOFDEATHTH 

GSUGDPOTHX 
ENTHESUNIT 

Frovnr 3c 

BKDZFMTGQJ 
SELFWILLGO 

LFUYDTZVHQ 
OUTBECOMIN- 

ZGWNKXJTRN 
GACOLDANDL 

YTXCDPMVLW 
IFELESSMAS 

BGBWWOQRGN 
SANDTHESOL 

HHVLAQQVAV 
ARSYSTEMWI 

JQWOOTTNVQ 
LLCIRCLEUN 

BKXDSOZRSN 
SEENGHOSTL 

YuxoPPYoxz 
IKEINSPACE 

H 0 Z 0 W M X C G Q 
AWAITINGON 

JJUGJWQRVM 
LYTHERESUR 

UKWPEFXENF 
RECTIONOFA 

CCUGDWPEUH 
NOTHERCOSM 

YBWEWVMDYJ 
ICCATASTRO 

RZX 
PHE 

o. The primary component appears to be a random-mixed sequence; no key word is to be 
found, at least none reappears on experimentation with various hypotheses as to enciphering 
equations. Nevertheless, the random construction of the primary component did not compli- 
cate or retard the solution. 
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p. Some students may prefer to work exclusively with the rewnstr&ion skeleton, rathar 
than with &ding strips. One method is as good as the other and personal preferencea will dictate 
which will be used by the individual student. If the reconstruction skeleton is used, the original 
letters should be inserted in ink, so as to differentiate thee from derived letters. 

36. Gceneral remarks.-u. It is to be stated that the sequence of steps described in the 
p~Cdi.Ug paragraphs COlT6SpOndS qUit@J clody With that &dly followed in thing the pr&- 

lam. It is also to be pointed out that this method can be used ss a control in the early stages 
of analysis because it will allow the cryptanalyst to check assumptions for values. For example, 
the very first value derived in applying the principles of indirect symmetry to the problem 
herein described wsa H,=A, in alphabet 1. As-a matter of. fact the writer had been inclined 
toward this value, from a study of the frequency and combinations which H, showed; when the 
indirec~etry method actually substantiated his t$&ative hypothesis he immediately 
proceeded to substitute the value given. If he had assigned a different value to H,, or if he had 
assumed a letter other than H, for i&, in that alphabet, the conclusion would immediately follow 
that either the assumed value for H, wss erroneous, or that one of the values which led to the 
derivation of H,=A, by indirect symmetry waa wrong. Thus, these principles aid not only in 
the systematic and nearly automatic derivation of new values (with only occasional, or incidental 
references to the actual frequencies of letters), but they also assist very materially in serving as 
corroborative checks upon the ?alidity of the assumptions already made. 

b. Furthermore, while the writer has set forth, iu the reconstruction skeleton in Figure 33, 
a set of 30 values apparently obtained before he began to reconstruct the primary component, 
this wss done for purposes of clarity and brevity in exposition of the principles herein described. 
As a matter of fact, what he did was to watch very carefully, when inserting values iu the recon- 
struction skeleton to find the very first chance to employ the principlea of indirect symmetry; 
and just as soon as a value could be derived, he substituted the value in the cryptographic text. 
This is good procedure for two reasons. Not only will it disclose impossible combinations but 
also it gives opportunity for making further assumptions for values by the addition of the derived 
values to those previously assumed. Thus, the processes of reconstructing the primary com- 
ponent and finding additional data for the reconstruction proceed simultaneously in an ever- 
widening circle. 

c. It, is worth noting that the careful analysis of only 30 cipher equivalents in the recon- 
struction skeleton shown in Figure 33 results in the derivation of the entire table of secondary 
alphabets, 676 values in all. And while the elucidation of the method seems long and tedious, in 
its actual application the results are speedy, accurate, and grntifying in their corroborative effect 
upon the mental activity of the cryptanalyst. 

d. (1) The problem here.used M an illustrative case is by no means one that most favorably 
presents the application and the value of the method, for it has been applied iu other cases with 
much speedier success. For example, suppose that in a cryptogrnm of 6 alphabets the equivalents 
of only THE in all 6 alphabets are fairly certain. As in the previous csse, it is supposed that the 
secondary al&abets are obtained by sliding a mixed alphabet against itself. Suppose the sec- 
ondary alphabets to be aa follows: 
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(2) Consider the following chain of derivatives arranged diagrammatically: 
H (o- 8) 0 (5- 8) 
T (0-20) P (5-20) 
E (@- 5) X (5- 5)4E (l-20) X (2-20) 

Q (I- 8) L (2- 8) 
B (l- 5) C (2- 5)-*B (4~20) C (3-20) 

N (4- 5) I (3- 5) 
P (& 8) V (3- 8)+ 

+P (5-20) v (6-20) 
0 (5- 8) z (6- 8) 
X (5- 5) T (6- 5)-*X (2-20) T (8-20) 

L (2- 8) Ii W- 8) 
C (2- 5) E (0- 5)+C (3-20) E (l-20) 

V (3- 8) Q (l- 8) 
I (3- 5) B (l- 5) 

(3) These pairs manifestly all belong to the same displacement interval, and therefore 
unions can be made immediately. The complete list is as follows: 

E X, Q L, N I, L H, H 0, B C, 0 Z, C E, T P, P V, X T, V Q, I B 

(4) Joining pairs by their common letters, the following sequence is obtained: 

. . . NIBCEXTPVQLHOZ... 

e. With this as a nucleus the cryptogram can be solved speedily and accurately. When 
it is realized’that the cryptanalyst can assume THE's rather readily in some cases, the value of 
this principle becomes apparent. When it is further realized that if a cryptogram has sufficient 
text to enable the THE’s to be found easily, it is usually also not at all d.ifElcult to make correct 
assumptions of values for two or three other high-frequency letters, it is clear that the principles 
of indirect symmetry of position may often be used with gratifyingly quick success to reconstruct 
the complete primary component. 

f. When the probable-word method is combined with the principles of indirect symmetry 
the solution of a difBcult case is often accomplished with astonishing ease and rapidity. 
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SECTION IX 

BEPEATING-KEY SYSTElWWITH MXXED CXPHEB ALPHAJBETS,IH 

Solutdon of meumgea entiphemd by knowu primary componenta --_3 
Solution of repeating-key ciphers iu whiah the idedicd mixed oomponenta proaeed in opposite diredoum-- 38 
Solution of retpeating-key ciphers in which the primary componeud ara di&mnt mixed mquen- 39 
Solution of subsequent mesagee after the primary componenta have been reooverd--- 40 

37. Solution ofsubsequentmesaageeenoipheredbythe same primarycomponents.-u. In 
the discussion of the methods of solving repeating-key ciphers using secondary alphabets derived 
from the sliding of a mixed component against the normal component (Section V), it was shown 
how subsequent messages enciphered by the same pair of primary components but with d&rent 
keys could be solved by application of principles involving the completion of the plain-component 
sequence (paragraphs 23, 24). The present paragraph deals with the application of these same 
principles to the case where the primary components are identical mixed sequences. 

b. Suppose that the following primary component has been reconstructed from the analysis 
of a lengthy cryptogram: 

QUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZ 

A new message exchauged between the same correspondents is intercepted and is suspected 
of having been enciphered by the same primary components but with a different key. The 
message is aa follows: 

NFWWP NOMKI UIDS CAAET QVZSE 

YOJSC AAAFG RVNHD WDSCA EGNFP 

FOEMT HXLJW PNOMK IQDBJ IVNHL 

TFNCS BGCRP 
c. Factoring discloses that the period is 7 letters. The text is transcribed accordingly, and 

is asfouowE: 
NFWWPNO 
MKIWPID 
SCAAETQ 
VZSEYOJ 
SCAAAFG 
RVNHDWD 
SCAEGNF 
PFOEMTH 
XLJWPNO 
HKIQDBJ 
IVNHLTF 
NCSBGCR 
P 

Fmusn n. 
(78) 
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d. ,The letters belonging to the same alphabet are fhen employed aa the initial letters of 
completion sequences, in the manner shown in paragraph 23e, using fhe tiy reconstructed 
primary component. 
are as follows: 

The completion diagrams for the tit five letters of the f%, three alphabeta 

AL?EABET 1 AL?mua 2 ALPXABRS 

NMSVS 
APTWT 

PKCZC 
GMDQD 

WIASA 
XOBTB 

BRIXI HPFUF ZNLIL 
LVOZO JRGEG QAYOY 
YWNQN KVHSH UBCNC 
CXAUA MWJTJ ELDAD 
DZBEB PXKIK SYFBF 
FQLSL RZMOM TCGLG 
GUYTY VQPNP IDHYH 

“HECIC WURAR OFJCJ 
JSDOD XEVBV NGKDK 
KTFNF ‘ZSWLW AHMFM 
MIGAG QTXYX BJPGP 
POHBH UIZCZ LKRHR 
RNJLJ EOQDQ YMVSV 
VAKYK SNUFU CPWKW 
WBMCM TAEGE DRXMX 
XLPDP IBSHS FVZPZ 
ZYRFR OLTJT GWQRQ 
QCVGV NYIKI HXUVU 
UDWHW *ACOMO JZEWE 
EFXJX BDNPN KQSXX 
SGZKZ LFARA MUTZT 
THQMQ YGBVB PEIQI 
IJUPU CHLWL RSOUO 
OKERE DJYXY *VTNEN 

RIOnu 33. 
e. Examining the successive gcneratracies to select the ones showing the best assortment of 

high-frequency letters, those marked in Figure 38 bv asterisks are chosen. These are then assem- 
bled in columnar fashion and yield the following plain text: 

1234S67 

HAV 
ECT 
CON 
IME 
CON 
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f. The ColTBBpondipg key-lettem are sought, using encipheu+ng equations &,,=011p; &,=p 
t!~.,~~, and are found to be JOU, which suggesta the keyword JOURNEY. Testing the key&let- 
RNEY for alphabets 4,5, 6, and 7, the following results are obtained: 

1114667 

JOURNEY 
NFWWPNO 
HAVEDIR 
WKIWPID 
ECTEDSE 

The message may now be completed with ease. It is as follows: 

JOURNEY 
HAVEDIR 
NFWWPNO 
ECTEDSE 
YEIWPID 
CONDREG 
SCAAETQ 
IMENTTO 
VZSEYOJ 
CONDUCT 
SCAAAFG 
THORORE 
RVNHDWD 
CONNAIS 
SCAEGNF 

JOURNEY 
SAINCEI 
PFOEYTH 
NTHEDIR 
XLJWPNO 
ECTIONO 
MKIQDBJ 
FHORSES 
IVNHLTF 
HOEFALL 
NCSBGCR 
S 
P 

38. Solution of repeating-key ciphers in which the identical mixed components proceed in 
opposite directions.- The secondary alphabets in this case (paragraph 6, Case B (3) (a) (II) 
are reciprocal. The steps in solution are essentially the same as in the preceding case (p= 
graph 28) ; the principles of indirect symmetry of position can also be applied with the necessary 
modifications introduced by virtue of the reciprocity existing within the respective secondary 
alphabets (paragraph 31~). 

39. Solution of repeating-key ciphers in which the primary components are diEerent mixed 
sequences. --This is Case B (3) (b) of paragraph 6. The steps in solution are essentially the same 
as in paragraphs 28 and 31, except that in applying the principles of indirect symmetry of posi- 
tion it is necessary to take cognizance of the fact that the primary components are Werent 
mixed sequences (paragraph 31q). 

40. Solution of subsequent messages after the primary components have been reoovered.- 
a. In the csee in which the primary components are idential mixed sequences proceeding in 
opposite directions, aa well as in that in which the primaxy components are different mixed 
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sequences, the solution of subsequent messa.ges l is a relatively easy matter. Xn both cases, how- 
ever, the student must remember that before the method illustrated in paragraph 37 can be 
applied it is necessary to convert the cipher letters into their plaineomponent equivalents 
before completing the plain-component sequence. From there on, the process of selecting and 
assembling the proper generatrices is the same as usual. 

b. Perhaps an example may be advisable. Suppose the enemy has been found to be using 
primary components based upon the keyword QUESTIONABLY, the plain component running 
from left to right, the cipher component in the reverse direction. The following new message 
has arrived from the intercept station: 

MVXOX BZIYZ -- 
FXUX EJBSH 

‘XUAI JYXWF 

AAQUW JWXYI 

NLWZH UIEO OOEPZ 

BONAU RAPZI -- NRAMV, 

KNDOW JERCU RALVB, 

DGRKD QBDRM QECYV 

QW 

122460 

MVXOXB 
ZIYZNL 
WZHOXI 
EOOOEP 
ZFXSRX 
EJBSHB 
ONAURA 
PZINRA 
MVXOXA 
IJYXWF 
KNDOWJ 
ERCURA 
LVBZAQ 
UWJWXY 
IDGRKD 
QBDRMQ 
ECYVQW 

Brouu 4% 

c. Factoring discloses that the period is 6 and the mes- 
sage is accordingly transcribed into 6 columns, Fii. 42. 
The letters of these columns are then converted into their 
plnin component equivalents by juxtaposing the two pri- 
mary components at any point of coincidence, for ex- 
ample Q,=Z,. The converted letters are shown in Fii. 43. 
The letters of the individual columns are then used as the 
initial letters of completion sequences, using the 
QUESTIONABLY primary sequence. The final step is the 
selection and assembling of the selected genera&ices. 
The results for the first ten letters of the first three columns 
are shown below: 

126466 

OSUMUH 
QPFQKG 
EQBMUP 
WMMMWI 
QYUVTU 
WAHVBH 
MKJXTJ 
IQPKTJ 
OSUMUJ 
PAFUEY 
NKCMEA 
WTDXTJ 
GSHQJZ 
XEAEUF 
PCLTNC 
ZHCTOZ 
WDFSZE 

Fmuar 4a. 
1 That is, meascrgea intercepted after the primary components have been reconetructed and enciphered by 

keya dUBrent from those used in the meanages upon which the reconstruction of the primary components WM 
acaomplfahed. 
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OQEWQWMIOP 
NUSXUXPONR 
AETZEZRNAV 
BSIQSQVABW 
LTOUTUWBLX 
YINEIEXLYZ 
COASOSZYCQ 
DNBTNTQCDU 

*FALIAIUDFE 
GBYOBOEFGS 
HLCNLNSGHT 
JYDAYATHJI 
KCFBCBIJKO 
MDGLDLOKMN 
PFHYFYNYPA 
RGJCGCAPRB 
VHKDHDBRVL 
WJMFJFLVWY 
XKPGKGYWXC 
ZYRHMHCXZD 
QPVJPJDZQF 
URWKRKFQUG 
EVXMVYGUEH 
SWZPWPHESJ 
TXQRSRJSTK 
IZUVZVKTIM 

-a 
SPQMYAKQSA 
TRUPCBYUTB 

"YVERDLPEIL 
OWSVFYRSOY 
NXTWGCVTNC 
AZIXHDWIAD 
BQOZJFXOBF 
LUNQKGZNLG 
YEAUYHQAYH 
CSBEPJUBCJ 
DTLSRKELDK 
FIYTVMSYFM 
GOCIWPTCGP 
HNDOXRIDHR 
JAFNZVOFJV 
KBGAQWNGKW 
MLHBUXAHMX 
PYJLEZBJPZ 
RCKYSQLKRQ 
VDMCTUYMVU 
WFPDIECPWE 
XGRFOSDRXS 
ZHVGNTFVZT 
QJWHAIG‘WOI 
UKXJBOHXUO 
EMZKLNJZEN 

ooLuMwt 

UFBHUHJPUF 
EGLPEJKREG 
SHYRSKMVSH 
TJCVTYPWTJ 
IKDWIPRXIK 
OYFXORVZOY 
NPGZNVWQNP 
ARHQAWXUAR 
BVJUBXZEBV 
LWKELZQSLW 
YXMSYQUTYX 
CZPTCUEICZ 
DQRIDESODQ 
FUVOFSTNFU 
GEWNGTIAGE 
HSXAHIOBHS 
JTZBJONLJT 
KIQLKNAYKI 
MOUYMABCMO 
PNECPBLDPN 

"RASDRLYFRA 
VBTFVYCGVB 
WLIGWCDHWL 
XYOHXDFJXY 
ZCNJZFGKZC 
QDAKQGHNQD 

118464 

FIR... 
AVA... 
LES... 
IRD... 
ADR... 
ILL... 
UPY... 
DEF... . 
FIR... . 
ELA... 
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1.3. The key letters are sought, and found to be NUM, which suggesti NUMBER. The entire 
message may now be read with ease. It is as follows: 

NUMBER 
FIRSTC 
MVXOXB 
AVALRY 
ZIYZNL 
LESSTH 
WZHOXI 
IRDSQU 
EOOOEP 
ADRONW 
ZFXSRX 
ILLOCC 
EJBSHB 
U P Y A N'D 
ONAURA 
DEFEND 
PZINRA 
FIRSTD 
MVXOXA 

NUMBER 
ELAYIN 
IJYXWF 
GPOSIT 
KNDOWJ 
IONAND 
ERCURA 
WILLPR 
LVBZAQ 
OTECTL 
UWJWXY 
EFTFLA 
IDGRKD 
NKOFBR 
QBDRMQ 
IGADEX 
ECYVQW 

e. If the primq components are different mixed sequences, the procedure ia identical with 
that just indicated. The important point to note is that one must not fail to convert the letters 
into their plain-component equiva.1ent.s before the completion-sequence method is applied. 

. 
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BEPEATING-KEY SYSTEMS WITH MIXED CIPEEB ALPHABETS, IV 
P-llWJ~ 

Gelled remMka----- -- --- w------------B 41 
Deriving the secondary alphabeta, the primary componenta, and the key, given a cryptogram with ite 

plaintexL----- --I___-------- 42 
Deriving the ae~~ondary alphabet+ the primary componenta, and the keywords for me-gee, given two or 

------- 

more cryptograma in merent keye and euepe~ted to contain identical plain text--,----P 43 
The caee of repeating-key eyateme-,,----,-- -_---_-___-__--____DI__________ 44 
The case of identical meeeagea enciphered by keywords of dif?erent lengthn-.- 4s 
Concluding rem8rL --------e---s e----- 46 

41. General remarks .-The preceding three sections have been devoted to an elucidation 
of the general principles and procedure in the solution of typical cases of repeating-key ciphers. 
This section will be devoted to a consideration of the variations in cryptanalytic procedure arising 
from special circumstances. It may be well to add that by the designation “special circum- 
stances” it is not meant to imply that the latter are necessarily und circumstances. 2’7~ 
&dent should dumys bs on ths alert to s&u upon any opportunities that may appear in which he may 
apply the methods to be &&bed. In practical work such opportunities are by no means rare and 
are seldom overlooked by competent cryptanalysts. 

42. Deriving the secondary alphabets, the primary components, and the key, given a 
cryptogram with its plain text.-a. It may happen that a cryptogram and its equivalent plain 
text are at hand, as the result of capture, pilferage, compromise, etc. This, as a general rule, 
affords a very easy attack upon the whole system. 

b. Taking first the case where the plain component is the normal alphabet, the cipher com- 
ponent a mixed sequence, the first thing to do is to write out the cipher text with its letter-for- 
letter decipherment. From this, by a slight modification of the principles of “factoring”, one dis- 
covers the length of the key. It is obvious that when n word of three or four letters is enciphered 
by the same cipher text, the interval between the two occurrences is almost certainly a multiple 
of the length of the key. By noting a few recurrences of piain text and cipher letters, one can 
quickly determine the length of the key (assuming of course that the message is long enough to 
afford suflicient data). Having determined the length of the key, the message is rewritten accord- 
ing to its periods, with the plain text likewise in periods under the cipher letters. From this 
arrangement one can now reconstruct complete or partial secondary alphabets. If the secondary 
alphabets are complete, they will show direct symmetry of position; if they are but fragmentary 
in seveml alphabets’ then the primary component can be reconstructed by the application of the 
principles of direct symmetry of position. 

c. If the plain component is a mixed sequence, and the cipher component the normal (direct or 
reversed sequence), the secondary alphabets will show no direct symmetry unless they are ar- 
ranged in the form of deciphering alphabets (that is, & . . . 2, above the zero line, with their 
equivalents below). The student should be on the lookout for such cases. 

d. (1) If the plain and cipher primary components are identical mixed sequences proceeding 
in the same direction, the secondary alphabets will show indirect symmetry of position, and they 
can be used for the speedy reconstruction of the primary componenta (Paragraph 31a to 0). 

WI 
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(2) If the plain and the cipher primary componenta are identical mixed sequencea proceeding 
in opposite directions, the secondary alphabets will be completely reciprocal secondary alphabets 
and the primary component may be reconstructed by applying the principles outlined in para- 
graph 31~. 

(3) If the plain and the cipher prnnary components are different mixed sequences, the 
secondary alphabets will show indirect symmetry of position and the primary components may 
be reconstructed by applying the principles outlined in paragraph 31q. 

e. In all the foregoing cases, after the primary components have been reconstructed, the 
keys can be readily recovered. 

43. Deriving the seoondary alphabets, the primary components, and the keywords for 
messages, given two or more cryptograms in different keys and suspected to contain identical 
plain text.-o. The simplest case of this kind is that involving two monoalphabetic substitution 
ciphers with mixed alphabets derived from the same pair of sliding components. An understand- 
ing of this case is necessary to that of the case involving repeating-key ciphers. 

b. (1) A message is transmitted from station A to station B. B then sends A some operating 
signals which indicate that B cannot decipher the message, and soon thereafter A sends a second 
message, identical in length with the fist. This leads to the suspicion that the plain text of both 
messages is the same. The intercepted messages are superimposed. Thus: 

1. NXGRV MPUOF ZQVCP VWERX QDZVX WXZQE TRDSP WXJK RFZWH ZUWLU IYVZQ FXOAR 
2. EMLHJ FGVUR PRJNG JKWHM RAPJM KMPRW ZTAXG JJMCD HRPKY PVKIV QOJPR BMUSH 

(2) Initiating a chain of cipher-text equivalents from message 1 to message 2, the following 
complete sequence is obtained: . . 

1 2 3 4 s 6 7 3 0 10 11 l2 l3 14 1s 16 17 I3 10 20 2122 23 24 25 zb 

NEWKDASXMFBTZPGLIQRHYOUVJC 

(3) Experimentation along already-indicated lines soon discloses the fact that the foregoing 
component is an equivalent primary component of the original primary based upon the keyword 
QUESTIONABLY, decimated on the 21st interval. I.& the student decipher the cryptogram. 

(4) The foregoing example is somewhat art&ial in that the plain text was consciously 
selected with a view to making it contain every letter of the alphabet. The purpose in doing 
this was to permit the construction of a complete chain of equivalents from only two short 
messages, in order to give a simple illustration of the principles involved. If the plain-text message 
does not contain every letter of the alphabet, then only partial chains of equivalents can be con- 
structed. These may be united, if circumstances will permit, by recourse to the various prin- 
ciples elucidated in paragraph 31. 

(5) The student should carefully study the foregoing example in order to obtain a thorough 
comprehension of the reaso7c why it was possible to reconstruct the primary component from the 
two cipher messages without having any plain text to begin with at all. Since the plain text of 
both messages is the same, the relative displacement of the primary components in the case of 
message 1 differs from the relative displacement of the same primary components in the case of 
message 2 by ajiazd interval. Therefore, the distance between N and E (the first letters of the 
two messages), on the primary component, regardleas of what plain-text letter these two 
cipher letters represent, is the same as the distance between E and W (the 18th letters), W and K 
(the 17th letters), and so on. Thus, this &red interval permits of establishing a complete chain 
of letters separated by constant intervals and thin chain becomes an equivalent primary com- 
ponent. 
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44. The case of repeating-key systems.-u. With the foregoing baaio principles in mind 
the student is ready to note the procedure in the case of two repeating-key ciphers having identical 
plain texts. First, the case in which both messages have keywords of identical length but merent 
compositions will be studied. 

b. (1) Given the following two cryptobgr suspected to contain the same plain text: 

YHYEX UBUKA PVLLT ABUVV DYSAB 
PCQTU NGKFA ZEFIZ BDJEZ ALVID 
TROQS UHAFK 

MBW~AC+IU 2 

CGSLZ QUBMN .CTYBV HLQFT FLRHL 
MTAIQ ZWMDQ NSDWN' LCBLQ NETOC 
VSNZR BJNOQ 

(2) The first step is to try to determine the length of the period. The usual method of 
factoring cannot be employed because tb.ere are no long repetitions and not enough repetitions 
even of digraphs to give any convincing indications. However, a subterfuge will be employed, 
based upon the theory of factoring. 

c. (1) Let the two messages be superimposed. 

1 2 3 4 II 8 7 8 0 lo ll;3 l3 14 13 13 17 u 19 10 

l.YHYEXUBUKAPVLLTABUVV 
2.CGSLZQUBMNCTYBVHLQFT 

2122 23 24 23 23 27 2) 23 30 3132 33 34 33 33 39 33 33 # 

LDYSABPCQTUNGKFAZEFIZ 
2.FLRHLMTAIQZWMDQNSDWN 

U~~U~IUIOrnQIIM~~~~~~ 

l.BDJEZALVIDTROQSUHAFK 
2.LCBLQNETOCVSNZRBJNOQ 

U 

; E 
(2) Now let a search be made of cases of identical superimposition. For example, L and L 

a0 
;i u 

are separated by 40 letters, Q, Q, and Q are separated by 12 letters. Let these intervals between 
identical superimpositions be factored, just as though they were ordinary repetitions. That 
factor which is the most frequent should correspond with the length of the period for the following 
reason. If the period is the same and the plaiu text is the same in both messages, then the con- 
dition of identity of superimposition can only be the result of identity of encipherments by 
identical cipher alphabets. This is only another way of saying that the same relative position in 
the keying cycle has been resched in both caseu~ of identity. Therefore, the distance between 
identical superimpositions must be either equal to or else a multiple of the length of the period. 
Hence, factoring the intervals must yield the length of the period. The complete list of intervals 
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and factors applicable to cases of identical superimposed pairs is as follows (factors above 12 
are omitted): 
- 

Repotltlon Intetv8l 

let EL to 2d ~--~ 40 2, 4, 5, 8, 10. 
1st UP to 2d UQ- --m--em- 12 2, 3, 4, 6, 12. 
2d UQ to 3d UQ -------- 12 2, 3, 4, 6, 12. 
1st UB to 2d UB-e---- 48 2, 3, 4, 6, a, 12. 
1st KM to 2d KMs,--- 24 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12. 
ltlt ANta MAN ---- ---- 36 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12. 
2dANto3dAN---- 12 2, 3, 4, 6, 12. 
let VT to 2d VT-,-- 8 2, 4, 8. 
2d VT to 3d VT---- 28 2, 4, 7. 

F&LU# 

let TV to 2d TV ________ -_ 36 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12. 
1st AH to 2d AH----w 8 2, 4, 8. 
let BL to 2d BL- _________ 8 2, 4, 8. 
2d BL to 3d BL, __________ 16 2, 4, 8. 
lot SR to 2d SR-,.-a- 32 2, 4, 8. 
1st FD to 2d FD _______ -_ 4 2, 4. 
let !zN to 2d zN-,-m,,. 4 2, 4. 
lot DC to 2d DC.---- 8 2, 4, a. 

(3) The factors 4 and 2 are the only ones common to every one of these intervals and since a 
period of 2 is not very probable it may be taken as beyond question that the length of the period is 4. 

d. Let the messages now be superimposed according to their periods: 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1134 1 !J 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

1. YHYE XUBU KAPV LLTA BUVV DYSA BPCQ 
2. CGSL ZQUB MNCT YBVH LQFT FLRH LMTA 
1. TUNG KFAZ EFIZ BDJE ZALV IDTR OQSU 
2. IQZW MDQN SDWN LCBL QNET ocvs NZRB 
1. HAFK 
2. JNOQ 

e. (1) Now distribute the superimposed letters into a reconstruction skeleton of “secondary 
alphabets.” 
Thus: 

(2) By the usual methods, construct the primary or an equivalent primary component. 
Taking lines 0 and 1, the following sequences are noted: 

BL, DF, ES, HJ, IO, KM, LY, ON, TI, XZ, YC, ZQ, 

which, when united by means of common letters and study of other sequences, yield the complete 
original primary component based upon the keyword QUESTIONABLY: 

QUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZ 

(3) The fact that the pair of lines with which the process was commenced yield the original 
primary sequent is purely ddental; it might have just as well yielded an equivalent primary 
SeqU0UC& 
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f. (1) Having the primary component, the solution of the rnv ie now a r&My dimple 
matter. An application of the method elucidated in paragraph 37 ia made, involving the comple 
tion of the plain-component sequence for each alphabet and selecting those generatricea which 
contain the best asaortmente~ of high-frequenq letters. Thus, ueiug Mesage 1: 

YXKLB 
CZMYL 
DQPCY 
FURDC 
GEVFD 
H S W.G F 
JTXHG 
KIZJH 
MOQKJ 
PNUHK 
RAEPM 
VBSRP 
WLTVR 
XYIWV 
zcoxw 
QDNZX 
UFAQZ 
EGBUQ 
SHLEU 
TJYSE 
I K-C T S 
OMDIT 
NPFOI 

"ARGNO 
BVHAN 
LWJBA 

smolm - TmBD-xa 

HUALq 
JEBYE 
KSLCS 
BATYDT 
P%CFI 
RODGO 
VNFHN 
WAGJA 
XBHKB 
ZLJML 
QYKPY 
UCYRC 
EDPVD 
SFRWF 
TGVXG 
IHWZH 
OJXQJ 
NKZUK 
AMQEH 
BPUSP 

*LRETR 
YVSIV 
CWTOW 
DXINX 
FZOAZ 
GQNBQ 

YBPTV 
CLRIW 
DYVOX 
FCWNZ 
GDXAQ 
HFZBU 
JGQLE 
KHUYS 
YJECT 
PKSDI 
.RYTFO 
VPIGN 
WROHA 
XVNJB 
ZWAKL 
QXBMY 
UZLPC 
EQYRD 
SUCVF 
TEDWG 
I.59 F X H 
OTGZJ 
NIHQK 
AOJUM 
BNKEP 

*LAMSR 

?0un%-a 

EUVAV 
SEWBW 
TSXLX 
ITZYZ 
OIQCQ 
NOUDU 

"ANEFE 
BASGS 
LBTHT 
YLIJI 
CYOKO 
DCNMN 
FDAPA 
GFBRB 
HGLVL 
JHYWY 
KJCXC 
MKDZD 
PMFQF 
RPGUG 
V'R H E H 
WVJSJ 
XWKTK 
ZXMIM 
QZPOP 
UQRNR 

(2) The selected generatrices (those marked by &eriska in Fig. 48) are assembled in 
columnar manner: 

ALLA 
RRAN 
GEME 
NTSF 
ORRE 
rlom840. 
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(3) The key lettam are sought and give the keyword SOUP. The plain text for the sBoond 
menage ie now known, and by reference to the cipher text and the primaq component+ the 
keyword for this meaasge is found to be TIME. The complete texts are as follows: 

SOUP TIME 
ALLA ALLA 
YHYE CGSL 
RRAN RRAN 
XUBU ZQUB 
GEME GEME 
KAPV MNCT 
NTSF NTSF 
LLTA YBVH 
ORRE ORRE 
BUVV LQFT 
LIEF LIEF 
DYSA FLRH 
OFYO OFYO 
BPCQ LMTA 
UROR UROR 
TUNG IQZW 
GANI GANI 
KFAZ MDQN 
ZATI ZATI 
EFIZ SDWN 
ONHA ONHA 
BDJE LCBL. 
VEBE VEBE 
ZALV QNET 
ENSU ENSU 
IDTR ocvs 
SPEN SPEN 
OQSU NZRB 
DEDX DEDX 
HAFK JNOQ 

Flovu m. 

46. The aaae of identical messages enoiphered by keywords of merent 1engtha-u. In the 
foregoing case the keywords for the two m-ages, although different, were identical in length. 
When this is not true and the keywords are of different lengths, the procedure need be only 
alightly modified. 
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13. Given the following two cryptograms suspected of containing the same’ plain-text en- 
ciphered by the same primary components but with di&rent keycnrords of difEerent lengths, solve 
the messages. 

MESBAQE No. 1 

VMYZG EAUNT PKFAY JIZAKB UMYKB VFIVV 
SEOAF SKXKR YWCAC ZORDO ZRDEF BLKFE 
SMKSF AFEKV QURCM YZVOX VABTA YYUOA 
YTDKF ENWNT DBQKU LAJLZ POUMA BOAFS 
KXQPU YMJPW QTDBT OSIYS YIYKU ROGYW 
CTMZZ VMVAJ 

MESSACS~ No. 2 

ZGANW IOMOA CODHA CLRLP MOQOJ EMOQU 
DHXBY UQMGA UVGLQ DBSPU OABIR PWXYM 
OGGFT MRHVF GWKNI VAUPF ABRVI LAQEM 
ZDJXY MEDDY BOSVY PNLGX XDYDO PXBYU 
QMNKY FLUYY GVPVR DNCZE KJQOR WJXRV 
GDKDS XCEEC 

c. The messages are long enough to show a few short repetitions which permit factoring. 
The latter discloses that Message 1 has a period of 4 and Message 2, a period of 6 letters. The 
messages are superimposed, with numbers marking the position of each letter in the correqonding 
period, as shown below: 

123412341234123412341234 

No.l.VMYZGEAUNTPKFAYJIZMBUMYK 
No.2.ZGANWIOMOACODHACLRLPMOQO 

1234b61234b61214bb1234S~ 

123412341234123412341234 

No. 1. BVFIVVSEOAFSKXKRYWCACZOR 
No.2.JEMOQUDHXBYUQMGAUVGLQDBS 

,i 2 3 4 5 6 i 2 3 4 6 0 i 2 a 4 s 8 12 3 4 5 6 

12341234123412a412341234 

No.l.DOZRDEFBLKFESMKSFAFEKVQU 
No.2.PUOABIRPWXYMOGGFTMRHVFGW 

1234661234181234681234K6 

123412341234123412341234 

No.l.RCMYZVOXVABTAYYUOAYTDKFE 
No.2.KNIVAUPFABRVILAQEMZDJXYM 

~23466~2a46612a4661234s~ 

123412341234123412341234 

No.l.NWNTDBQKULAJLZIOUMABOAFS~ 
No.2.EDDYBOSVMPNLGXXDYDOPXBYU 

12a46b12a4b612345e12a466 

12341234123412a412341234 

No.1.KXQPUYMJPWQTDBTOSIYSMIYK 
No.2.QMNKYFLUYYGVPVRDNCZEKJQO 

1234s6~2a46012a46e12a466 

i23412a41254laa4 

No.l.UROGMWCTMZZVMVAJ 
No.2.RWJXRVGDKDSXCEEC 

i2546012a46612a4 
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d. A reconstruction skeleton of “secondary alphabets” is now made by distributing the 
letters in respective lines corresponding to the 12 different superimposed pairs of numbers. For 
example, all pairs corresponding to the superimposition of position 1 of Message 1 with position 1 
of Message 2 are distributed in lines 0 and 1 of the skeleton. 

1 

1 
Thus, the very 6rst superimposed 

pair is g; the letter Z is inserted in line 1 under the letter V. The next {: pair is the 13th super- 
1 

imposition, with 
I 

F D; the letter D is inserted in line 1 under the letter F, and so on. The skeleton 
is then as follows: 

jj % I --------- 
lz R -------- 

H 

Rlomu Sl. 

e. There are more than suthcient data here to permit of the reconstruction of a complete 
equivalent primary component, for example, the following: 

1 1 3 4 3 0 7 3 9 10 11 13 13 14 16 16 17 13 19 20 21 P 28 34 23 23 
ITKNPZHMWBQEULFCSJAXRGDVOY 

f. The subsequent steps in the actual decipherment of the text of either of the two messages 
are of considerable interest. Thus far the cryptanalyst has only the cipher component of the 
primary sliding components. The plain component may be identical with the cipher com- 
ponent and may progress in the same direction, or in the reverse direction; or, the two com- 
ponents may be di8erent. If d&rent, the plain component may be the normal sequence, 
direct or reversed. Teats must be made to ascertain which of these various possibilities is true. 

g. (1) It will first be assumed that the primary plain component is the normal direct 
sequence. Applying the procedure outlined in Par. 23 to the message with the shorter key 
(Message No. 1, to give the most data per secondary alphabet), an attempt is made to solve 
the message. It is unnecessary here to go further into detail in this procedure; suEice it to 
indicate that the attempt is unsuccessful and it follows that the plain component is not the 
normal direct sequence. A normal revemed sequence is then assumed for the plain component 
and the proper procedure applied. Again the attempt is found useless. Next, it is assumed 
that the plain component is identical with the cipher component, and the procedure outlined in 
Par. 37 is tried. This also is unsuccessful. Another attempt, assuming the plain component 
rms in the reverse direction, is likewise unsuccessful. There remains one last hypothesis, viz, 
that the two primary components are difEerent mixed sequences. 
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(2) Here is Message No. 1 tram&M 9 periods of four letters. Uniliteral frequency 
distributions for the four secondary alphabets are shown below in Fig. 52, labeled la, 2a, 3a, 
and 4a. These distributions are baaed upon the normal sequence A to Z.. But since the recon- 
structed cipher component is at hand these distributions can be marmnged according to the 
sequence of the cipher component, as shown in distributions labeled lb, 2b, 3b, and 4b in Fig. 52. 
lla latter diatribditma may be wmbinui by shifing dikbuih% Bb, 3b, and .Jb to proper super- 
impo&cnu with m8ped to 1 b 80 a% to. yi& a si%gk &phabetic distribzltion for the entire ?nt?88aga. 

In otk wotds, h polyalphabdio -6 can bu wnti into mon&phubetic tunu, tlvus vrry 
wnsidhrably simplijying tirs 8oh4iun. 

GEAU AYYU 

NTPK OAYT 
20. ABaD~FGHfJtt~NaPQaS~U~~~~~ 

L 

FAYJ DKFE 

BVFI ULAJ 

VVSE LZIO 4cc. ii~cD~FGHI~~L,YN02PQ,~~~~~WiZ~Z 

OAFS UMAB 

KXKR OAFS 

YWCA KXQP 

SMKS MIYK 
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(3) Note in Fig. 53 how the four distributions are shifted for superimposition and how the 
combined distribution presents the characteristica of a typical monoalphabetic distribution. 

4b. 

lb.-ah. 
combined 

Rauar 63. 

(4) Tho letters belonging to alphabets 2,3, and 4 of Fig. 52 may now be transcribed in terms 
of alphabet 1. That is, the two E’s of alphabet 2 become I’s; the L of alphabet 2 becomes a K; 
the C becomes a P, and so on. Likewise, the two K’s of alphabet 3 become I’s, the N becomes 
a T, and so on. 
fOll6WS: 

The entire message is then a monoalphabet and can readily be solved. It is as 

VDVTG ISWNS KOFMV 
ENEMY HASCA PTURE 
FMOMU UKWIS YVLFC 
URTRO OPSHA VEDUG 
SDIUF MUMKU WWRPZ 
ANHOU RORPO SSIBL 
VVDJU MNVTV DOWOU 
EINFO RCEME NTSTO 
KWWIU FZLPV WVDOY 
PSSHO ULDBE SENTV 
LVMRN XMUSL 
DERIC KROAD 

LIRZZ 
DHILL 
RDSDL 
INAND 
GZUDC 
YLONG 
KSLLR 
PADDI 
RSCVU 
IAGEO 

UDVOB UUDVU 
ONETW OONEC 
NSDIU ZLJUM 
CANHO LDFOR 
VMMVA FVWOM 
ERREQ UESTR 
ORUDS ZOMUU 
TIONA LTROO 
MCVOU BDJMV 
RGETO WNFRE 

(5) Having the plain text, the derivation of the plain component (an equivalent) is an easy 
matter. It is mernly necessarv to base the reconstruction upon any of the secondary alpha- 
bets, since the plain text-cipher relationship is now known directly, and the primary cipher 
component is at hand. The primary plain component is found to be as follows: 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 16 19 20 21 P 23 24 26 26 

HMPCBL.RSW.. ODUGAFQKIYNETV 

(6) The keywords for both messages can now be found, if desirable, by finding the equivalent 
of A,, in each of the secondary alphabets of the original polyalphabetic messages. 
for No. 1 is STAR; that for No. 2 is OCEANS. 

The keyword 
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(7) The etudent may, if he wiahee, try to find out whether the primary components recon- 
structed above axe the original componante or are equivalent componenta, by examin@ all the 
possible decimations of the two components for evidencea of derivation from keywords. 

h. As already stated in Par. 26m, there are certain statistical and mathematical tests that 
can be employed in the process of “matching” distributions to ascertain proper superimpositions 
for monoalphabeticity. In the case just considered there were%u&ient data in the distributions 
to permit the process to be applied successfully by eye, without necessitating statistical tests. 

i. This case is an excellent illustration of the application of the process of CO~W+J Q 
polyalphabetic cipti into monoalphu&ic terms. Because it is a very valuable and important 
cryptmalytic “trick,” the student should study it most carefully in order to gain a good under- 
standing of the principle upon which it is based and its significance in cryptanalysis. The 
conversion in the case under discussion was possible because the sequence of letters forming the 
cipher component had been reconstructed and was known, and therefore the uniliteral dis- 
tributions for the respective secondary cipher alphabete could theoretically be shifted to correct 
superimpositions for monoalphabeticity. It also happened that there were suflicient data in 
the distributions to give proper indications for their relative displacements. Therefore, the 
theoretical possibility in this case became an actuality. Without these two necessary conditions 
the superimposition and conversion cannot be accomplished. The student should always be 
on the lookout for situations in which this is poesible. 

46, Concluding remarka.--o. The observant student will have noted that a large part of 
this text is devoted to the elucidation and application of a very few basic principles. These 
principles are, however, extremely important and their proper usage in the hands of a skilled 
cryptanalyst makes them practically indispensable tools of his art. The student should therefore 
drill himself in the application of these tools by having someone make up problem after problem 
for him to practice upon, until he acquires facility in their use and feels competent to apply 
them in practice whenever the least opportunity presents itself. This will save him much time 
and effort in the solution of bona fide messages. 

b. Continuing the analytical key introduced in hGlitary Cryptanalysis Part I, the outline 
for the studies covered by Part II follows herewith. 
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Analytical Key for Military Cryptanalysis, Part II * 
(Numbem in parentheses refer to Paragraph Numbers In this text) 

404-Polyalphabetic 
SyatemA (1. 2). 

SM-Aperiodic (to 1*, 
tAkerI UP later). 

I I 

70!4--Progmm6ve(tabe 7Io-FtepKdmlg lcw 
t.Ah, . P IAtert. es- (3). 

I 
I I 

IllI-With Inbrmlat- 812-With Independ- 
ed&Xpber Alph~bb ena\ Cipher AI&AIJo~ 

I 
I 

- I 

!303-NormAl Clpber cm-MIxed Clphrr 
AIphaheb (Prlmsry 
coruPonenb Are bolh 

Alphabnb (Primary 
CompoDenb are not 

Norm~I) (19-14). both Normal) (16. II). 

I 

l Pur ax&~~llOn Of tba us of thb ebart am Par. II) of MiUluy Cryptuulyrb, Part I. 

w 
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APPENDIX 1 

TEBI 12 TYPES o? Cmmx &UAEWi 

@- Pnrsgraph 7) 

TABS I-B.’ 
Componentaz 

(l)ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
(2)FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUFdKVALWNOX 

Enciphering equations: ~&=e,~; e,,,,=t&, (&/I is A). 

PLAIN TEXT 

ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPfiRSTU4!WXYZ 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 

EM 
MN 

0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
w 
X 
Y 
Z 

1 m table is labeled “Table 1-B” becauw it k the same M Table 1-A on page 7, except that the horizontal 
liner, of the latter have bean shifted 110 M to hegin the mmceanive alphabeta with the aucceuive letten of the normal 
sequence. 

W) 
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Components: 
TABLE II 

(1) ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
(2) FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

Enciphering equations: f&=(3,,; &Dn=& (8,/, is A). 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 

0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 

PLAIN TEXT 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
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Components: 
TABLEIII 

(1)ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
(2)FBPYRCQZIG'SEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

Enciphering equations: etn=f3,n; 6$,n=63)an (8,/:, is F). 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 

*M 
!N 

0 
P 
q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
1A 
II 
Y 
z 

PLAIN TEXT 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

X -. 
0 i. 
N I. 
W I 
L 
i- - 
V 
x I 
bbl 
U 
J 

DJUMK I I I I ----- 
TDJUM 
HTDJU I t-l I -- -- 
EHTDJ 

----- 
----- 
'----- 

Q -- 
C 
R 

4 Y 
P 
B 
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TABLE IV 
Components: 

(1)ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
(2)FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

Enciphering equations: &,1=8,n; &,/l=ea,l (8,/, is F). 

PLAIN TEXT 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST.UVWXYZ 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 

kM 
N 
0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 

BIMVSHQTPWZCYEFJNLRUXADGKO -a---------- -e---------- 
CJNWTIRUQXADZFGKOMSVYBEHLP -------------em----------- 
DKOXUJSVRYBEAGHLPNTWZCFIMQ --.------------e----e-_-__- 
ELPYVKTWSZCFBHIMQOUXADGJNR ----------_------_--______ 
FMQZWLUXTADGCIJNRPVYBEHKOS --------------e---m - 
GNRAXMVYUBEHDJKOSQW~C~-?-y-?i. -----------. mm---------- 
HOSBYNWZVCFIEKLPTRXADGJMQU -----------e--e----------- 
IPTCZOXAWDGJFLMQUSYBEHKNRV --c---------------m--m--_- 
JQUDAPYBXEHKGMNRVTZCFIL0S.W --I-------m-------m-_e___- 
KRVEBQZCYFILHNOSWUADGJMPTX ------------------_--_--_- 
LSWFCRADZGJMIOPTXVBEHKNQUY -e----e- ----------_--_- 
MTXGDSBEAHKNJPQUYWCFILORVZ -------------------------- 
NUYHETCFBILOKQRVZXDGJMPSWA ------------------v------- 
OVZIFUDGCJMPLRSWAYEHKNQTXB --------- -e------------- 
PWAJGVEHDKNQMSTXBZFILORUYC -------------v--v-- - 
QXBKHWFIELORNTUYCAG~M~~~?-D -e----e- ---- 
RYCLIXGJFMP%-OU~~DBHKXQTWAE -----------m------------ - 
SZDMJYHKGNQTPVWAECILORUX-i?F --------.I----------------- 
TAENKZILHORUQWXBFDJMPSVYCG 
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TABLB V 
Components 

(l)ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR 
(2)FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUM 

Enciphering equations: 8kn=B,n; &0=&b (9111 is A). 

PLAINTEXT 
ABCDEF.GHIJKLYNDPQR 

STUVWXYZ 
KVALWNOX 

STUVWXYZ 

0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 
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Cornponen ts: 
TABLE VI 

(1)ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
(2)FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

Enciphering equations: 9k12=8,n; (3111=6DIP (8,/1 is A). 

PLAIN TEXT 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO-PQRSTUVWXYZ 

------ 
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A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 

0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 

TABLIDVII 
Components: 

(l)-ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTIJVWXYZ 
(2)-FBPYRCQZI~GSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

Enciphering equations: hn=eD,;; e,n=e,,l (e,/% is F). 

PLAIN TEXT 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX*YZABCDEF ------em---------- m--m 
ZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY ------------------A- 
VWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOFQRSTU ---- ----- 

CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZAB ------------------b----b-- 
YZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX --.-----------A------------ 
UVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST --------------------v----m 
WXYZ.ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV mm------------ ------em - 
QRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP --------------------------b 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLM -------v-----v- - 
KLMNOPQRSTUVWXY~ABCDEFCHfJ -m---e---------------- 
HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFG ---- -e-- -a---- 
EFGHI-JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYTABCD ----------w 
BCDEFGHIJKLM:NOPQ%STFyWXYZA ---------v-s --B----e- - 
XYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUTW -me------- ------ - 
T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F GiH I,J,K,L M N 0 P Q-h3 
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TABLE VIII 
Comporwnts: 

(l)ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
(2)FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

Enciphering equations: exIz=c3cll; Etllz=f3,,,, (8,/2 is F). 

ABC 
AUVW 
B B CD --- 
CFGH --- 
DOPQ -- - -- 
ELMN 
F AFT ---- 
GJKL ---- 
HMNO --- 
IIJK ----- 
JPQR ---- 
KSTU I --- 

$LVWX -.- -- - 
;etMRST .------ 

NXYZ --es 
OYZA --- - 
PCDE - - ---- 
QGHI -- -- .- 
REFG -- -- 
SKLM ..--- 
TNOP --_- 
UQRS ---- 
VTUV ---- 
WWXY --- 
X Z ‘A B --- 

-YDEF --- 
ZHIJ 

PLAIN TEX'I 

DEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

-------------- --__ -._i_ -.-.-. 
DEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV'WXYZ --------------_-_-____- 
MNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHI --------a-----_-_-_-_-- 
PQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKL --------a-----_-_-_-___-- 
LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGH _-------------- ________L._. 
STUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNO ---------------__--- _---_ - 
VWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR, ---------------_-_-_--__--d 
YZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU --A--------.-----_-_-_-_--_-.. 
UVWXYZABCD~EFGHIJKLMNOPQ: -----------.-------_-_--_- _--- - 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW --A---------.--_- _--- -_- __--..._ _-_. 
BCDEFGHIJKLIMNOPQRSTUVWX ------~-~--~------.-~---_-__.- --. 
FGHIJKL.MNOPQRSTUVWXYZAB -----------------------.-__--_- __ 
JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEF --------------_-_--_-_-__- __._. -._ 
HIJKLMNOPQRSTBVWXYZ'ABCD ----------------------_- _-___-.__ ___ 
NOPQRSTUVW'XYZABCD-EFGHIJ ------m-v- -.---_- .--. -.---_-. --__-_- 
QRSTUVWX-YZABCDEFGHIJKLM -----------.__--__- _--_-_-____... 
T U V W X '1Y Z A;B C‘D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P --------------------_----- 
WXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS ----------------------- 
ZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV --c--~~-~_----------~-,_-_ 
CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWJXY 
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A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 

gL 
's;M 

N 
0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
w 
X 
Y 
z 

104 

TABLB IX1 
Components: 

(r)ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYz 
(2)FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJuMKVALWNOX 

Enciphering equations: %l,=8Dn; &=& (%I is A). 

PEAIN TEXT 
BCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

OlTIMIFINIHILlOlAlBlR(ZIYIGISIDIKIUIW( XPCIEJV 

--- 

1 An lntereuting fact about this case ia that if the plain component ia made identical with the cipher oom- 
ponent (both being the aequenae FBPY . . . ), and lf the enoipherlng equations are the time aa for Table 1-B. 
then the renultant aipher square ir identiaal with Table IX, except that the key lettem at the left are in the 
order of the revemed mired component, FXON . . . . In other words, the oeoondary cipher alphabeta produced 

by the intaraetlon of two ident&& mixed aomponentu are the Bbme M those given by the inbraation of 8 
mixed compomnt and ths om component. 
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A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 

*M 
w 
XN 

0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 

Components: 
(1)ABCDEF 
(2) FBPYRC 

Enciphering equations: 

ABCDEFGH 

105 

TABLIQ Xs 

GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
QZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

ekl,=edr; eln=eon (eh is A). 

PLAIN TEXT 

IJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

-m-------m---------------- 
PGTWVIMAUNFYXCQSDHKLOBRZEJ -----A-------------------- 
YSDNAGKLMOBRFQZEJTVWXPCIHU ------------w-_-v---m---v- 
REJOLSVWKXPCBZIHUDANFYQGTM -B--e------------------- 
CHUXWEANVFYQPIGTMJLOBRZSDK -v---m-------------------- 
QTMFNHLOABRZYGSDKUWXPCIEJV ------ -d---A---------- - 
ZDKBOTWXLPCIRSEJVMNFYQGHTA -------A--------- ----- 
IJVPXDNFWYQGCEHUAKOBRZSTML -----w-----A-------------- 
GUAYFJOBNRZSQHTMLVXPCIEDKW -----w-----e---------. 
SMLRBUXPOCIEZTDKWAFYQGHJTN --------------_----A------ 
EKWCPMFYXQGHIDJVNLBRZSTUAO --------------_----------- 
HVNQYKBRFZSTGJUAOWPCIEDMLX ---------e-e-------------- 
TAOZRVPCBIEDSUMLXNYQGHJKWF --------------__ _ 
DLXICAYQPGHJEMKWFOR??STFTNB ---------w-e------------. 
JWFGQLRZYSTUHKVNBXCIEDMAOP -----A------Am ---- 
UNBSZWCIREDMTVAOPFQGHJKt-XY -m-------_ --, 
MOPEINQGCHJKDALXYBZSTUVWFR -w---------- _ --- 
KXYHGOZSQTUV~LWFRPIEDMANBC --------v----------v---m 
VFRTSXIEZDMAIUWNBCYGHJKLOPO 

8 Footnote 2 to Table IX, page 104, aleo appliee to this table, except that the key let&m at the left will 
follow the order of the direct mixed component, 
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components: 
TABLIZXI 

(l)ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
(QFBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

Enciphering equations: &=0,*; F)tn=-8,fl (8,/2is F). 

PLAIN TEXT 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
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Components: 

(1)ABCDEF 
(2)FBPYRC 

Encipllering equations: 

ABCDEFGH 

107 

TABLE XII 

GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
QZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

%1=%2; %a=Ql Oh is W. 

PLAIN TEXT 

IJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 

gM 
XN 

0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 

FlXlOlNlWtLtAlVlKl 
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APPENDIX 2’ 

ELEMENTARY STATISTICAL THEOEY APPLICABLE TO TFIE PHENOMENA OB REPETITION 
IN CRYPTANALYSIS 

1. Introductory.-& In Par. 9c it was stated that the phenomena of repetition in crypt- 
analytics may be removed from the realm of intuition and dealt with statistically. The dis- 
cussion of the matter will here be confined to relatively simple phases of the theory of probability, 
a definition of which implies philosophical questions of no practical interest to the student of 
cryptanalysis. Par his purposes, the following definition of a priori probability will be sufficient: 

The probabihty that an event will occur is the ratio of the number of “fav- 
orabie cases” to the number of total possible cases, all cases being equally 
,likeiy to occur. By a “favorable case” is meant one which will produce the 
event in question. 

b. In what follows, reference will be made to rundom assorfments of letters and especially to 
random betiS By the latter will be meant merely that the text under consideration has been as- 
sumed to have been enciphered by some more or less complex cryptographic system so that for 
all practical purposes the sequence of letters constituting this text is a random assortment; that 
is, the sequence is just about what would have been obtained if the letters had been drawn at 
random out of a box containing a large number of the 26 letters of the alphabet, all in equal 
proportions, so that there are exactly the same numbers of A’s, B’s, C’s, . . . Z’s. .It is assumed 
that each time in making a drawing from such a box, the latter is thoroughly shaken so that the 
letters arc thoroughly mixod and then a single letter is selected at random, recorded, and 
replaced in the same box. In what follows, the word “box” will refer to the box as described. 

c. A uniliteral frequency distribution of a large volume of random text will be “flat,” 
i. o., lacking crests and troughs. 

d. For purposes of statistical analysis, the text of a monoalphabetic substitution cipher is 
equivalent to plain text. As a corollary, when a polyalphnbctic substitution cipher has been 
rcduccd to the simple terms of a set of monoalphabets, i. e., when the letters constituting the 
cipher text have beon allocated into their proper uniliteral distributions, the letters falling into 
tha respective distributions are statistically equivalent to plain text. 

2. Data pertaining to single letters.+. (1) A single letter will be drawn at random from 
the box. What is the probability that it will be an A? According to the foregoing definition of 
probability, since the total number of possible cases is 26 and the number of favorable cases is 

here only 1, the probability is 1: 26=&=. 0385. This is the probability of drawing an A from 
the box. The probability that the lotter drawn will be a B, n C, a D, . . ., a Z is the same as for A. 
In other words, the probability of drawing any specijicd s-ingle letter is p= .03&L 

(2) The.value p-. 0386, MJ found above, may also be termed the probability constant for 
single letters in random text of a 26-letter alphabet. For any language this constant is merely 
the reciprocal of the total number of different chnrscters which may be employed in writing the 
text in question. 

1 In the preparation of this appendix, the author hae had the benefit of the very helpful suggestions of 
Capt. H. G. Miller, Signal Corps, Mr. F. B. Rowlett, Dr. 9. Kullback, and Dr. A. Sinkov, Assistant Cryptanalysts, 
0. C. Yig. 0. Certain parta of Dr. Kullback’e important paper Y3tatiaticd Methods in Cryptanalynie” form 
the basis of the discussion. 
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(3) Another way of interpreting the notation p= .0385 is to say that in a large volume of 
random t,ext, for example in 100,000 letters, any letter that one may choose to specify may be 
expected to occur about 3,850 times; in 10,000 letters it may be expected to occur about 385 
times; in 1,000 letters, about 38.5 times, and so on. In every-day language it would be said 
that “in the long run” or “on the average” in 1,000 letters of random text there will be about 
38.5 occurrences of each of the 26 letters of the alphabet. 

(4) But unfortunately, in cryptanalysis it is not often the case that one has such a large 
number of letters available for study in any single cipher alphabet. More often the cryptanalyst 
has a relatively small number of letters and these must be distributed over several cipher 
alphabets. Hence it is necessary to be able to deal with smaller numbers of letters. Consider 
a specific piece of random text of only 100 letters. It has been seen that “in the long run” 
each letter may be expected to occur abuut 3.85 times in this amount of random text; that is, 
the 26 letters will have an average frequency of 3.85. But in reaching this average of 3.83 
occurrences in 100 letters, it is obvious that some letter or letters may not appear at all, some 
may appear once, some twice, and so on. How many will not appear at all; how many will 
appear1,2,3,. . . times? In other words, how will the diiferent categories of letters (differ- 
ent in respect to frequency of occurrence) be distributed, or what will the distribution be like? 
Will it follow any kind of law or pattern ? The cryptanalyst also wants to know the answer 
to questions such as these: What is the probability that a specified letter will not appear at 
all in a given piece of text ? That it will appear era&y 1, 2, 3, . . . times? That it will appear 
at least 1, 2, 3, . . . times? The same sort of questions may be asked with respect to digraphs, 
trigraphs, and so on. 

b. (1) It may be stated at onc.e that questions of this nature are not easily answered, and 
a complete discussion falls quite outside the scope of this text. However, it will be sufficient 
for the present purposes if the student is provided with a more or less simple and practical mea.ns 
of finding the answers. With this in view certain curves have been prepared from data based 
upon Poisson’s exponential expansion, or the “law of small probabilities” and their use will 
now be explained. Students without a knowledge of the mathematical theory of probability 
and statistics will have to take the curves “on faith” Those interested in their derivation are 
referred to the following texts: 

Fisher, R. A., Sfatistical Methods for Research IVorkers, London, 1937. 
Fry, T. C., Probability and Its Engineering Uses, New York, 1928. 

(2) By means of these proZ&iZity curues, it is possible to find, in a relatively easy manner, 
the probability for 0, 1, 2, . . . 11 occurrences of an event in n cases, if the mean (expected, 
average, probable) number of occurrences in these n cases is known. For example, given a cryp- 
togram equivalent to 100 letters of random text, what is the probability that any specified single 
letter, whatever will not appear at all in the cryptogram? Since the probability of the occurrence 

of a specified single letter is 1 23=. 0385, and there are 100 letters in the cryptogram, the average 
or expected or mean number of occurrences of an A, a B, a C, . . ., is .0385X 100=3.85. Refer 
now to that probability curve which is marked ‘fo”, meaning “frequency zero", or "zero occur- 

rences.” On the horizontal or x axis of that curve find the point corresponding to the value 
3.85 and follow the vertical coordinate determined by this value up t,o the point of intersection 

with the curve itself; then follow the horizontal coordinate determined by this intersection p&t 

over to the left and read the value on the vertical axis of the curve. It is approximately .021. 
This means that the probability that a specified single letter (an A, a B, a C, . . .) will not appear 
at all in the cryptogram, if it really were a perfectly random assortment of 100 letters, is .021. 
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That ia, according to the theory of probability, in 1,000 cases of random-text messages of 100 
letters each, one may expect to End about 21 messages in which a specified single letter will not 
appear at all. Another way of saying the same thing is: If 1,000 sets of 100 letters of random 
text are examined, in about 21 out of the 1,000 such sets any letter that one may choose to 
name will be absent. This, of course, is merely a theoretical expectancy; it indicates only 
what probably will happen in the long run. 

(3) What is the probability that a specified single letter will appear eructly once in 100 
letters of random text? To answer this question, End on the curve marked fi, the point of 
intersection of the vertical coordinate corresponding to the mean or average value 3.85 with 
the cunve; follow the horizontal coordinate thus determined over to the vertical scale at the 
left; read the value on this scale. It is .082, which means that in 1,000 cases of random-text 
messages of 190 letters each, one may expect to find about 82 messages in which any letter 
one chooses to specify will occur exactly once, no more and no less. 

(4) In the same way, the probability that a specified single letter will appear ezactly twice 
is found to be .158 ; exactly 3 times, .202 ; and so on, as shown in the table below: 

1OO&tt4traofrandomLszt 

0 0.021 
1 082 
2 : 158 
3 202 
4 : 196 
5 150 
6 :096 
7 063 
8 .026 
9 011 

10 :094 
11 ,001 

(5) To find the probability that a specified single letter will occur at lea& 1,2,3, . . . times 
in a series of letters constituting random text, one reasons as follows: Since the concept “at least 
1” implies that the number specified is to be considered only as the minimum, with no limit 
indicnted as to maximum, occurrences of 2,3,4, . . . are also “favorable” cases; the probnbilities 
for ezu& 1,2,3,4, . . . occurrences should therefore be added and this will give the probability 
for “at least 1.” Thus, in the case of 100 letters, the sum of the probabilities for exaotly 1 to 11 
oocurrences,’ as set forth in the table directly above, is .978, and the latter value approximates 
the probability for at least 1 occurrence. 

(6) A more aocurate result will be obtained by the following reasoning. The probability 
for zero occurrences is 921. Since it is certain that a specified letter will occur either zero times 
or 1, 2, 3, . . . times, to find the probability for af Zeast one time it is merely necessary to sub- 
tract the probability for zero occurrences from unity. That is, l-.021=.979, which is .OOl 
greater than the result obtained by the other method. The reason it is greater ia that the value 
.979 includes occurrenct~ beyond 11, which were excluded from the previous calculation. Of 
CO~ZBC+ the probabilities for these occurrences beyond 11 are very small, but taken all together they 
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ndd up to .ool, the difference between the results obtained by the two riMhods. The proba- 
bility for at least 2 occurrences is the diflerence between unity and the sum%f the probability 
for zero and exactly 1 occurrences; that is, l-(P,+P,)=l-(.021-l-.082)=1-.1&S---.897. The 
respective probabilities for various numbers of occurrences of a specified single letter (from 0 to 
11) are given in the following table: 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 

1Q 
11 

0.021 
.oa2 

158 
:2Q2 
.I95 

150 
:096 

053 
:026 
.Oll 
,004 
.OOl 

1. 000 
.979 
.S97 

739 
:537 
.342 

192 
A96 
.043 
.017 
. cl06 
.002 

(7) The foregoing calculations refer to random text composed of 100 letters. For other 
numbers of letters, it is merely necessary to find the mean (multiply the probability for drawing 

a specified single letter out of the box, which is & or .0385, by the number of letters in the 
assortment) and refer to the various curves, as before. For example, for a random assortment 
of 200 letters, the mean is 200 X .0385, or 7.7, and this is the value of the point to be sought along 
the horizontal or z axes of the curves; the intersections of the respective vertical lines correspond- 
ing to this mean with the various curves for 0, 1,2,3, . . . occurrences give the probabilities for 
these occurrences, the reading being taken on the vertical or y axes of the curves. 

(8) The C’scussion thus far hss dealt with the probabilities for 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . occurrences 
of specified single letters. It may be of more practical advantage to the student if he could be 
shown how to find the answer to these questions: Given a random assortment of 100 letters 
how many letters may b3 expected to occur exactly 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . times? How many mny be 
expected to occur at Z-eat 1, 2, 3, . . . times? The curves may here again be used to answer 
these questions, by a very simple calculation: multiply the probability value as obtained above 
for a specified single letter by the number of different elements being considered. For example, 
the probability that a specified single letter will occur exactly twice in a perfectly random assort- 
ment of 100 letters is .158; since the number of dXerent letters is 26, the absolute number of single 
letters that may be expected to occur exactly 2 times in this assortment is .158X26=4.108. 
That is, in 100 lettors of random text there should be about four letters which occur exactly 2 
tiJJlw. The! following table gives the data for various numbers of occurrences. 
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0 (I. oar LOO0 0,545 ULOOO 
1 .082 .979 2 132 %i 454 
2 l58 .897 40 108 28 322 
3 :302 .739 5.252 le. 214 
4 . 196 .m aon, la 962 
5 .150 .343 a900 889a 
6 .096 .lQ2 2.496 4992 
7 .053 .096 L 378 2496 
a .020 .043 .576 1. 118 
9 . 011 .017 .286 .442 

10 .lw4 .006 101 .156 
11 .QQl em!2 :020 ,062 

(9) Referring again to the (curves, and speciscally to the tabulated resulta set forth dire& 
above, it will be seen that the probability that there will be exactly two occurrences of a specified 
single letter in 100 letters of random text (.168), is less than the probability that there will be 
exactly three occurrences (.202); in other words, the chances that a specified single letter will 
occur exactly three times are better, by about 25 percent, than that it will occur only two timea. 
Furthermore, there will be about five letters which will occur exactly 3 times, and about five 
which will occur exactly 4 times, whereas there will be only about two lettera which will occur 
exactly 1 time. Other faots of a similar import may be deduced from the foregoing table. 

c. The discussion thus far has dealt with random assortments of letters. What about other 
types of texts, for example, normal plain text? What is the probability that E will occur 0, 1, 
2, 3, i . . times in 50 lettem of normal English? The relative frequency value or probability 
that a letter selected at random from a large volume of normal English text will be E ia .12604. 
(In 100,000 letters E ocourred 12,604 times.) For 50 letters this value must be multiplied by 50, 
giving 6.3 as the mean or point to be found along the z axes of the curves. The probabilities for 
0, 1,2, 3, . . . oocurrences are tabulated below: 

60 Wara of normal English QitZilt lezt 

0 
1 

3 
4 
6 
0 
7 
a 
9 

10 
11 

a002 
. 011 

.03e .070 

. 120 

. 161 

. 159 
143 

: 113 
.079 
.050 
.039 

LOO0 
398 

: 937 QSI 
.a7s 
.755 
.604 
.445 
,302 
.223 
.173 
. 123 
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d. (1) It has been seen that the probability of occurrence of a specified single letter in random 
. 

text employing a 26-letter alphabet is p-h-. 0385. If a considerable volume of such text is 

written on a large sheet of paper and a pencil is directed at random toward this text, the probabil- 
ity that the pencil point will hit the letter A, or any other letter whtih may be epecifid in advance, 
is .0386. Now suppose two pencils are directed simultaneously toward the sheet of paper. The 

probability that both pencil points will hit two A’s is AX&=&= .00148, since in this case 

one is dealing with the probability of the simultaneous occurrence of two events which are 

independent. The probability of hitting two B’s, two C’s, . . ., two Z’s is likewise &a Hence, 

if no particular letter is specified, and merely this question is aeked: “What is the probability 
that both pencil points will hit the same letter?” the answer must be the sum of the separate 
probabilities for simultaneously hitting two A’s, two B’s, and so on, for the whole alphabet, 

1 1 whichis26Xs,=s=. 0385. This, then, is the probability that any two letters selected at random 

in random text of a 26-letter alphabet will be identical or will coincide. Since this value remains 
the same so long as the number of alphabetic elements remains fixed, it may be said that the 
probability of monographic coincidence in random text of a &T-element alphabet is .0385. The fore- 
going italicised expression ’ is important enough to warrant assigning a special symbol to it, viz, 
K? (read “kappa sub-r”). For a 20-clement alphabet, then, xP=.0385. 

(2) Now if one asks:. “Given a random assortment of 10 letters, what are the respective 
probabilities of occurrence of 0, 1, 2, . . . single-letter coincidences?” one proceeds as follows. 
As before, it is first necessary to find the mean or expected number of coincidences and then 
refer to the various probability curves. To find the mean, one reasons as follows. Given a 
sequence of 10 letters, one may begin with the 1st letter and compare it with the 2d, 3d, . . . 10th 
letter to see if any two letters coincide; 9 such comparisons may be made, or in other words there 
are, beginning with the 1st letter, 9 opportunities for the occurrence of a coincidence. But 
one may also start with the 2nd letter and compare it with the 3d, 4th . . . 10th letter, thus 
yielding 8 more opportunities for the occurrence of a coincidence, and so on. This process may 
continue until one reaches the 9th letter and compares it with the lOth, yielding but one oppor- 
tunity for the occurrence in question. The total number of comparisons that can be made is 
therefore the sum of the series of numbers 9, 8, 7, . . . 1, which is 45 comparisons.* Since in 
the 10 letters there are 46 opportunities for coincidence of single letters, and since the probability 

1 The expreneion i&&f may be termed LL parameter, which in mathematics is often used to designate a constant 
that characteri- by each of itr particular values some particular member of a system of values, fun&ions, etc. 
The word ia applicable in the aaee under disouaeion because the value obtained forr, ia .0385; for a 254ement 
alphabet, Iv= B400; for a 2?-element siphabet, x,= .0370, eta. 

n(n- 1) 8 The nun&em of compariaona may readily be found by the formula 2 9 where s is the total number 

of letten involved. Thir formula la merely a rpecial aaee under the general formula for a8certuining the number 
nl of oombinationr that may be made of n Merent thing3 taken I at a time, which is ,C,--. rl(n-t)f In the 

present C&W, dnce only two letten are compared at a time, r ie alwayr 2, and hence the exprelreion r, (i[rj,P 

which L the same M n(n- 1) 9 beoomee by cancellation of the term (n-211 reduced to 2. 
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for monograpbic coincidence in random text is .0385 the expected number of coincidences is 
.0385X45 = 1.7325. With m= 1.7 one consults the various probability curves and an approxi- 
mate distribution for exactly and for at least 0, 1,2, . . . coincidences mayreadily be awxtaiued.’ 

e. (I) Now consider the matter of monographic coincidence in Engiish plain textes Follow- 
ing the same reasoning outlined in subpar. d (l), the probabilig of coincidence of two A’s in plain 
text is the square of the probabiity of occurrence of the single letter A in such text. The 
probability of coincidence of two B’s is the squsxe of the probability of occurrence of the single 
letter B, and so on. The sum of these squares for all the letters of the alphabet, aa shown in 
the following table, is found to be .0667. 

b 78.66 0.0737 0.0054 
B 9. 74 0097 0001 
C 30.68 : 0307 : 0009 

L= 129.96 42.44 : 0424 1300 . 0018 0169 
F -- 28.32 . 0283 : 0008 

ii---- 33.88 16. 38 . 0164 0839 : 0003 0012 
I 
l_l_m---- 

73. 
52 

: 0735 0064 
J 
K----z 

1. 64 .0016 0000 : 
2. 96 . 0030 0000 

i--- 36.42 24. 74 : 0247 0364 : . 0013 0006 
N. 79.50 0795 0063 
0 .-- 75.28 : 0753 : 0057 
P 26.70 0267 * 0007 
Q ..---w&e.- 3. 50 : 0035 0000 
R 75. 76 . 0758 : 0057 
s. 61. 16 . 0612 0037 
T, --I 91. 90 .0919 : 0084 
U --e-e 26.00 0260 0007 
V.--- --I__ 15.32 : 0153 : 0002 

: -- 16.60 4. 62 .0156 .0046 : 0002 0000 
Y 19.34 .0193 0004 
2 . 98 . 0010 : 0000 

Totel 1,000.00 1.0000 . 0667 

This then is the probability that any two. letters selected at. random in a large volume of 
normal English telegraphic plain text will coincide. Since this value remainsthesamesolong 
as the chamcter of the language does not change radically, i&may be said that ik probab%fy 
c !f ’ mmographic coib~ in English telegmphic plain tat is ,.0667, or I[,,= .0667. 

4 The npproximation given by the Poisson dfetribution in the can of single W fr not u good 1u that 
in the w of digrspb trigraphs, etc., dieauased in paragrapha 3, & below. 

‘ The theory of monographio coincidence in plain text wee originally developed and applied by the author 
in a technical paper written in 1925 dealing with hia solution of v enciphered by a eryptqrsph known 
ao the “Hebern Eleotrio &qe&ode.” The paper m printed iu 1934. 
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(2) Given 10 letters of English plain text, what is the probability that there will be 0, 1, 
2 . . single-letter coincidences? Following the line of reasoning in subparagraph d (2), the 
ekected number of coincidences is .0667X45=3.00, or m=3. The distribution for exactly and 
foratleastO,1,2,. . . coincidences may readily be found by reference to the various probability 
curves. (See footnote 4.) 

f. The fact that K~ (for English) is almost twice as great as K, is of considerable importance 
in cryp tanalysis. It will be dealt with in detail in a subsequent text. At this point it will mere- 
ly be said that rc, and I[, for other languages and alphabets have been calculated and show con- 
siderable variation, as will be noted in the table shown in paragraph 3d. 

3. Data pertaining to digraphs.-o. (1) The foregoing discussion has been restricted to 
questions concerning single letters, but by slight modification it can be applied to questions 
concerning digraphs, trigraphs, and longer polygraphs. 

(2) In the preceding cases it was necessary, before referring to the, various probability 
curves, to find the mean or expected number of occurrences of the event in question in the 
total number of cases or trials being considered. Given a piece of random text Walling 100 
letters, for example, what is the mean (average, probable, expected) number of occurrences of 
digraphs in this text? Since there are 676 different digraphs, the probability of occurrence 

. 
of any specified digraph is 6%-. 00148; since in 100 letters thore are 99 digraphs (if the letters 

are taken consecutively in pairs) the mean or average number of occurrences in this case is 
.00148X99=.147. Having the mean number of occurrences of the event under consideration, 
one may now find the answers to these questions: What is the probability that any specified 
digraph, say XY, will not occur? What is the probability that it will occur exactly 1, 2, 
3 

’ 
. . times? At least 1,2, 3, . . . times? 

* (3) Again the probability curves may be used as before, for the type of distribution is the 
same. The following values are obtainable by reference to the various curves, using the mean 
value .00148X99=.147. 

100 letters of random tat 

Probsblllty that Probability that Probsbla number Probabb numbw 

0 0. 86 1. 00 581.36 676.00 
1 13 

: 01 
. 14 87.88 94. 64 

2 01 6.76 6. 76 
3 .oo : 00 0. 00 0. 00 

1 

(4) Thus it is seen that in 100 letters of random text the probability that a specified digraph 
will occur exactly once, for example, is .13; at least once, .14; at least twice, .Ol. The probability 
that a specified digraph will occur at least 3 timesis negligible. (By calculation, it is found to 
to be .0005.) 

b. (1) The probability of digraphio coincidence in random text baaed upon a 26-clement 
alphabet is of course quite simply obtained: since there are 262 different digraphs, the probability 

of selecting any specified~digraph in random text is &* The probability of selecting two iden- 

tical digmphs in such text; when the d@raphs are specijied, is &X&=&i Smce there are 262 

difIerent digraphs, the probability of digraphic coincidence in random text, KS, is 26.?X~&=$~= 

tOO148. 
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(2) Given a random assortment of 100 letters, what is the probability of occurrence of 
0, 1, 2, . . . digrapbic coincidences? Following the line of reasoning in paragraph 2d (2), in 
100 letters the total number of comparisons that may be made to see if two digraphs coincide 
is 4,851. This number is obtained as follows: Consider the 1st and 2d letters in the series of 
100 letters; they may be combined to form a digraph to be compared with the digraphs formed 
by combining .the 2d and 3d, the 3d aud 4th, the 4th and 5th letters, and so on, giving R total of 
98 comparisons. Consider the digraph formed by combining the 2d and 3d letters; it may be 
compared with the digraphs formed by combining the 3d and (rth, 4th and 5th letters, and so on0 
giving a total of 97 comparisons. This process may be continued down’ to the digraph formed 
by combining the 98th and 99th letters, which yields only one comparison, since it may be 
compared only with the digraph resulting from combining the 99th and 100th letters. The 
total number of comparisons is the sum of the sequence of numbers 98, .97, 90, 95, . . . 1, which 
is 4,851.6 

(3) Since in the 100 letters there are 4,851 opportunities for the occurrence of a digraphic 
coincidence, and since G*= .OOl48, the expecti number of coincidences is .00148X4851= 
7.17948=7.2. The various probability curvea may now be referred to and the following results 
are obtained: 

Dbtribuiion for 100 leiicts of random tea2 

Fm.llwwY Q 
Probablllty for exwtly r Probability for at least 5 
digmphh coholdancea dlgmphlo calnddancm 

0 0. 001 1. 900 
1 .005 999 
2 .019 . 994 
3 046 
4 : 083 

975 
: 929 

5 . 120 346 
6 144 : 726 
7 : 148 .582 
8 . 134 434 
9 107 

:077 
:300 

10 193 
11 .050 : 116 

c. In this tab18 it will be noted that it is almost certain that in 100 letters of random text 
there will be at least one digraphic coincidence, despite the fact that there are 676 possible 
digraphs and only 99 of them have appeared in 100 letters. When one tbinke of a total of 676 
different digraphs from which the 99 digraphs may be selected it may appear rather incredible 
that the chances are better than even (.582) that one will find at least 7 digraphic coincidences in 
100 letters of random text, yet that is what the statistical analysis of the problem shows to be 
the case. These are, of COW~L, p-u&y accidental repciitti. It is important that the student 
should fully realize that more coincidences or accidental repetitions than he feels intuitively 
should occur in random text will actually occur in the cryptograms he will study. He must 
therefore be on guard against putting too much reliance upon the surface appearances of the 
phenomena of repetition; he must calculate what may be expected from pure chance, to make 
sure that the number and length of the repetitions he doea see in a cryptogram are really better 
than what may be expected in random text. Ih studying cryptograms composed of figures this 

8 The formula for finding the number of comparisons that can be made is as follows, where n = the tot&l number 
of letters in the sequence and f is the length of the polygraph: Since the number of polygraphs possible is 
n--t+l, the number of comparisons is 

(n-t+11 (n-t) 
2 

he08uee any one of the n--l + 1 polygraphs may be compared with any one Of the remaining n-t but 8s 8 com- 

parison of A with B is the same ae a comparison of B wtth A, the product muat be halved. 
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ia very important, for as the number of d&rent symbol8 decreasea the probability for pureIy 
chance coincidence8 increaese. 

d. (1) For convenience the following valuee of the reciprocals of various numbens from 20 to 
36, and of the reciprocals of the Bquares, cubea, and 4th powers of these numbers are listed: 

s! * 4* 4ls lI@ 
20 0.0500 a002500 0.060125 O.OQOOO625 
21 0476 

: 0455 
002260 

: 002070 
.060108 . OOOOO514 

22 .ooooQ4 .OOOOO429 
23 0435 .OQ1892 000082 OOOQO358 
24 : 0417 001739 : OOo073 : 00000302 
25 0400 : OOlSOQ 000064 00000256 
26 : 0385 .001482 : 000057 : OOOOO220 
27 0370 
28 : 0357 

.001369 .000051 00000187 
001274 

: OOllQO 
oooo46 

: 000041 
: 00060162 

29 0345 .00060142 
30 : 0333 . OOllOQ .000037 .60000123 
31 0323 .001043 . OOQO34 OOOOO109 
32 : 0313 .oooQ80 .000031 : OOOOOO90 
33 0303 

: 0294 
OQOQ18 

: 000864 
OOQO28 oooooO84 

34 : 000025 : 00000075 
35 0286 .000818 oooo28 ooOQOO67 
36 : 0278 . 000773 : 000021 :oooooO60 

(2) The following table give8 the probabilities for monographic and digraphic coincidence 
fpr plain-text in several languagea. 

-luy 5 w 

English __________________________ 0.0667 0.0069 
French--,,,,,,,,,-,,,,,,,-,-,,-, .0778 .OQQ3 
GCrman,-,,,------,-----------,- 0762 0112 
Italian _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ : 0738 : 0081 
Spanish _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .0775 .0093 

4. Data pertaining to’trigraphs, etc.-u. Enough has been shown to make clear t0 the student 
how to calculate probability data concerning trigraphs, tetragraphs, and longer polygraphe. 

b. (1) For example, in 100 letters of random text the value of m (the mean) for trigraphe 
ia .00005689X100=.005689. With so small a value, the probability curve8 are hardly usable, 
but at any rate they show that the probability of occurrence of a specif%d trigraph in 80 8f118u 
a volume of text ia 80 small aa to be practically negligible. The probability of a specified trigraph 
OCcUtig twice in that text ii3 an even smaller quantity. 

(2) The calculation for tiding t&probability of at least one trigraphic coincidence in 100 
letter8 of random text ie 8s follows: 

Referring to curve jO, with m= .27 the probability of &ding no trigrapbic coincidence i8.76. 
The probability of fkling at least one trigraphic coincidence is therefore l--.76=.24. 

C. The calculation for a tetragrapbic coincidence ie as followe: 

Referring to curve jo, with m= .Ol the probability of finding no tetragraphic coincidauce is 
80 high as to amount almost to certainty. Consequently, the probability of flnding at least 
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OPB t8tragrsphiC WiIlCid8~W i8 lXT4CtiCd~ Id. (It is C8hd8t0d t0 be .0094=8pprOximst&ly .ol. 
This means that in a hundred cases of 100-letter random-text cryptograms, one might expect 
to find but one cryptogram in which a Pletter repetition is brought about purely by chance; it 
is, in common parlance, 8 “hundred to one ehot.“) consequently, if a tetragraphic repetition 
is found in a cryptogram of 100 lettera, the’probability that it is an accidental repetition is 
extremely sd. If not accidental, then it must be causal, and the cause should be aecertained. 

6. An exampk-a. The message of Par. 9a of the text proper will be employed. First, let 
the repetitions be sought and underlined; then the repetitions are listed for convenience., 

A. USYES ECPMP LCCLN XBWCS OXUVD 
B. URHT HXIU IBCIJ 

JGGP 
USYEE GURDP 

C. AYBCX OFPJW XVEUE LE Jy, Q 
D. MuJf JYMSG LUTA LED= GBMFI 

Group Number of 
occurrcnccs 

BC 2 
cx 2 
EC 2 
LE 3 
JY 2 
PL 2 
SC 2 
SY 2 
us 3 
YE 2 
SYE 2 
USY 2 
USYE 2 

b. Referring to the table in Par. 3a (3) above, it will be seen that in 100 letters of random 
text one might expect to find about 7 digraphs appearing at least twice and no digraph appearing 
3 hne8. The list of repetitione Show8 8 digrapha occurring twice and 2 occurring 3 time& 

c. Again, the list of repetitiona show8 10 digrapha each repeated at leaat twice; the table in 
Par. 3b (3) above ahowe that in 100 letters of random text the probability of finding at lea& 
that many digraphic coiucidencee ie only .193. That is, the chancea of this being an accident are 
but 176 in a thousand ; or another way of expreaeing the same thing ia to say that the odde againat 
this phenomenon being an accident are as 807 is to 193 or roughly 4 to 1. 

d. The probability of finding at lee& one trigraphic coincidence in 100 letters of random 
text is very s&l& na noted in Par. 4b; the probability of finding at least one Mragraphk coin- 
cidence is still smaller (Par. 4c). 
of this length. 

Yet this cipher meaeage of but 1Oq lettan, contains a repetition 

6. A consideration of the foregoing leada to the conclusion that the number and length of the 
repetitions manifested by the cryptogram are not accidental, such aa might be expected to occur 
in random text of the same length; hence they muat be causal in their origin. The cause in this 
case is not dif6culf to find: repeated isolated letters and repeated sequences of leftem (digraphe, 
trigraphs) in the plain text were actually enciphered by identical slphabeta, reeulting in producing 
repeated lettem and sequences in the cipher text. 
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APPENDIX 3 

A GRAPHICAL METHOD OF RECONSTRUCTING PRIMARY COMPONENTS BY 
APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES OF INDIRECT SYMMETRY OF 

POSITION ’ 

1. Fundamental theory.+. It ha8 been shown t-hat the interval bctwecn letters of a 
sequence obtained from a secondary alphabet ia a constant function of tho interval separating 
the letters in the original primary component. Consider the following scquenca: 

QUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZ 

Assume that this component is slid against itself and that the following groups of pat%ial scqunnces 
cl,re obtained from three secondary alphabets: 

Group 1-S T I; U E; N A 
Group2-I N; E T; 0 A 
Group 3-T N; Q S 0 

Flaum 1. 

Referring to tbr primary component, it will be spen that t,he lett,cbrs of the partial scqucncI\s 
obt.aincd from group 1 coincide in their interval with that in the primary component; tlw lcttcsrs 
of the partial sequences obtained from group 2 represent a decimation intrrval of two in thc~ 
primnry component; and those obtained from group 3, a decimation interval of three. 

b. In the foregoing case, decimation was accomplished by taking intcnrvnls to the right. 
Hlong a horizontal component. Given Figures 2 below, let 1~ portion of that squaw table: or 
matrix bc considered, as shown in Figure 3: 

. 
1 The basic theory underlying t,hie modified method of appliing the principles wns set forth in a brief paper 

(November 5, 1941) by 1st Lieut. Paul E. Seff, Sig. C. To his original notes, which I have slightly modified 
for purposw of clarification, I have also added t,he matter contained in Pars. Se and f. 
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1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 13 14 is 10 17 18 12 20 n 22 23 24 26 23 

QUESTIONABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZ 
UESTIONABLYCDFGHJXMP,RVWXZQ 
ESTIONABLYCDFGHJ'XMPRVW.XZQU 
STIONABLYCDFGHJXMPRVWXZQUE 
TIONABLYCDFGHJXMPRVWXZQUES 
IONABLYCDFGHJXMPRVWX>ZQUEST 
ONABLYCDFGHJXMPRVWXZQUESTI 
NABLYCDFGHJXMPRVWXZQUESTIO 
ABLYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTION 
BLYCDFGHJXMPRVKXZQUESTIONA 
LYCDFGHJKMPRVWXZQUESTIONAB 
YCDFGHJXMPRVWXZQUESTIONABL 
CDFGHJXMPRV-WXZQUESTIONABLY 
DFGHJXMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYC 
FGHJXMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCD 
GHJXMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDF 
HJXMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFG 
JXMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGH 
XMPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJ 
MPRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJX 
PRVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJXM 
RVWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJXMP 
VWXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJXMPR 
WXZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJXMPRV 
XZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJXMP'RVW 
ZQUESTIONABLYCDFGHJXMPRVWX 

ROW88 2. 

Column Nn. 1 2 3 4 5 11 7 8 

ESTIONAB 

STIONABL STIONABL 
(a) (4 

Column No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

J 'A UEST~ONA 

EST-ISNAB 

STIONABL STIONABL 

TIONABLY T ~NABLY 4 
(cl (d) 

Innawl 3. 
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c. Again referring to Figure 1, the partial sequences STI, UE, and NA can be obtained from 
Figure 3(a) by reading down columns 4, 2, and 8, respectively. This can be represented 
graphically by the symbol j, 1, which means that all partial sequences obtained from Figure 
3(a) by proceeding downward in any- column would be in the same group (i. e., secondary 
alphabet) and have the same decimation interval. 

d. The partial sequences IN, ET, and OA can be represented graphically by 1 Ii” or simply 

\I, which indicsk that all partial sequences obtained by taking lettem one space down and 
one space to the right: or one space down a diagonal to the right would represent the same 
decimation inter&. 

6. The partial sequences TN and QSO oan be represented by the symbol 1 I+; but they can . 
2 

also be represented by 2 I + and, if the entire matrix of Fiie 2 is considered, by other possible 
1 

rOllfee. 

f. Ths dacimatiora inturval of a 8econdar-g eeqwnti d&v& from a primary ie the Rzllll of the 
horizontal and w-&al compownt8 of the. route selected. Since the partial sequence TN can be 
represented by 1 I+ the decimation interval of this sequence is equal to the vertical decimation 

2 
interva.1 of the basic square plus twice the horizontal decimation interval in that square. Any 
other route selected for the same sequence would give an equivalent of this. 

8. It is seen, therefore, that the decimation interval of a component can be represented 
graphically in various ways other than along the horizontal, by use of diagrams such as in 
Figure 3, in which the successive juxtaposed componenti have t.he same relative displacement. 
In this case the successive horizontal lines had a one-letter displacement to the left. 

h. Not being limited to one dimension, reconstruction of the primary component or au 
equivalent should be possible in one combined matrix by reversing the foregoing process and . 
graphically integrating partial sequences from dif%rent secondary alphabets into a single 
diagram. Suppose the partial sequences in Figure 1 are given and it is desired to reconstruct. 
the primary component. 

Group- ____ _ _ _ _ _ . _ 1 2 3 

i 

ST1 IN TN 
Partial nequenocw-- U E ET QSO 

NA OA 

1 11 /1 
Fnluxr 4. 

i. (1) Using cross-section paper one can arbitrarily select the ST1 sequence in group 1 and 
write this sequence horizontally, m&ii the graphical notation T below group 1. 

(2) Proceeding to group 2, the partial sequence IN contains one letter in common with 
the sequence ST1 already entered, but since NA forms a sequence in group 1 and OA forms a 
sequence in group 2, it is clear that two different decimations are involved and therefore it 
would. be incorrect to integrate the ST1 and the IN into SPIN. However, the letter N can 
arbitrarily be placed in any position ofher than along the horizontal line*on which ST1 has been 
placed. It will be placed directly below the letter I and the group will be denoted graphically 
by 4 1, give: 

ST1 
. . id 

Ftom~ 4 (a). 
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(3) The skeleto n of the matrix or diagram is now tied in two. dimensions, and no further 
letters csn be at&4nctily placed within it. However, additional sequences tirn groups 1 and 2 
can be added, provided 8 common letter is available in the diagram; sequences from other 
groups can be added, provided one psir is 8l.re8dy entered in the diagram which would fix the 
proper graphical decimation. 

(4) Moving to group 3, there is the partial sequence TN and it is noted that this peir of letters 
is present in the diagram. The symbol 11 c8n therefore be placed under group 3. 

(5) In group 3 the partial sequence QSO appears snd the letter S is in the dim. It 
therefore follows that the lettera Q nnd 0 c8n be placed thurr: 

(1)Q. . . 
(2) . S T I 
(3) . . 0, N 

FIOUU 4 ca). 

(6) Similarly the letter E of the partial sequence ET in group 2 goes directly above the T: 

(1) Q . E . 
(2) . S T I 
(3). . ON 

FIOWBB 4 (01. 

(7) The letter U of th e sequence UE in group 1 goes before the E: 

(1) Q U E . 
(2) . S T I 
(3). . ON 

FIOUU 4 (a). 

(8) Liiewise the letter A of NA in group 1 follows N: 

(1)QUE. . 
(2) . S T I . 
(3). . ONA 

FmuxB 4 (0). 
(9) The sequence OA in group 2 remains to be entered. Since both these letters 8re already 

in the diagram, the letter A can be placed under the exksting 0 or the letter 0 csn be placed 
shove the existing A. Either alternative would be correct. Selecting the latter alternative 
yields the following: 

(1) Q U E . . 
(2) l ST10 
(3)..ONA 

FIOUU 4 tn. 

j. All the original information hae now been entered in the dii seen in Figure 4 (f) 
snd the letter 0 appesn\ twice therein. This letter 0 rmry be termed the “ti&n” letter since it 
indicstea the horizontal interval between the juxtaposed reconstructed sequences of the beaic 
matrix. The absence of a tie-in letter in the diagram would indicate thet insuf6cient data 8re 
preeent for the reconetruction of a complete fiequence. 

k. (1) By sliding the last row of Figure 4 (f) two intervals to the right the two O’s c8n be 
superimpo&xi, giving: 

(1) Q U E . . 
(2).STIO.. 
(3). . . . ONA 

mmr40. 
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(2) Since each horizontal sequence must be shifted two intervals to the right of its initial 
position in relation to the line above, row (1) must be moved two intervals to the left of its original 
position. Thus: 

(l)QUE...... 
(2). . . STIO.. 
(3). . . . . . ONA 

AOVIII 4 (h).~ 

(3) Since the three rows involve the same decimation, and since the 0 of ONA coincides 
with the 0 of STIO, the ONA sequence may be raised up one row and united with the ST10 
sequence. If this is legitimate then the new row (2) may likewise be raised up one row. This 
yields the united sequence QUESTIONA. . . . This last step may be more clearly understood by 
studying the following partially reconstructed matrix: 

(4)ONABLYCD.. 
FI9uF.r 4 (I). 

2. Application of principles.-u. For the specific application of the principles underlying 
this method reference is made to the problem described in Section VIII of the text. It is desired 
to reconstruct the original primary component, or an equivalent, from the values entered in the 
reconstruction skeleton shown in Figure 33, page 68. Since a mixed sequence is sliding against 
itself, all the partial sequences (pairs or greater) which can be established by studying the 
reconstruction skeleton are listed as shown in Figure 5(a). The single pairs in 6-7 and 8-s are 
crossed out since they offer no data for reconstruction. This yields the following groups of 
partial sequences: 

%- 1 
BW I& E”x AE ED FL +zGJ& 
EGZ HZ TU HG HGB GN TS IV 
GZ NS IO NP HOF WA NQ 
TX UF TP 

. 
FIOUBE 5 (a). 

b. (1) The sequences HOF and EJ in group 6 and HE in group 10 are noted. The HOF will 
be placed horizontally and the notation --, made under group 6. The letter E of the pair HE 

1 
of group 10 will be placed under the H, and the notation 4 1 added under group 10. Thus: 

6- 1 

BW ii I& A: E”D & & t& I’mr & 
EGZ HZ TU HG HCB GN TS IV 
GZ NS IO NP HOF WA NQ 
TX UF TP 

-, 
1 41 

FIOUBE 6 (b). 

Since the sequence EJ belongs to the same displacement interval as HOF, the letter J can be 
inserted after the letter E, giving: 

HOF 
EJ. 

ROuaC 6 (a). 
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No more paim can be immediately added from group8 6 or 10. Those pairs already entered are 
trod out in their respective groupa and an inspection is made for additional data in another 
group. 

(2) The sequence IHJ is noted in group 9. The letters H and J are already entered in the 
diagram. One can therefore place the letter I, and the notation 11 is placed under group 9. 
The addition of the letter I now permits the insertion of the letter V of the sequence IV in group 
10, giving: 

I.. . 
V-H 0 F 
. EJ. 
ROUBS e (b). 

(3) In group 4 there is the sequence IO which ia obtainable in the diagram by the route 1 I+. 

This notation ie made beneath group 4; the letter A of the sequence AE and the letter G of ie 
sequence HG can now also be entered. The addition of the letter A permite the placement of 
the letter W of the pair WA of group 9; likewise the addition of the letter G permits the insertion of 
the letter N of the sequence GE of group 6; finally, tht placement of the’ letter N permits the 
placement of the Q of group 9. One now haa: 

W.I... 
. AVHOF. 
l . . EJGN 
. . . . . . Q 

rfoun8 e (0). 

(4) Referring to group 1, the sequence EGZ is noted, of which EC appeara in the diagram 
at +. The letter 2 can therefore be placed and the letter B of the sequence BW can be inserted 

2 
two intervals to the left of the letter W. giving: 

B.W.I..... 
. . . AVHOF.. 
. . . . . EJGNZ 
. . . . * . . . Q * 

Roum 0 (d). 

(5) Noting the sequence HZ of group 2 aa being graphically represented in the diagram by 1 IT 

the letters K, S and U of the sequencea EK, NS and UF may be placed. Thus: 

B . WUI........ 
. . . AVHOF..... 
. . . . . EJGNZ.. . 
. . . . . . . . QK. .S 

Rowa e (0). 
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(6) The letter T of the sequence TK of group 1 can now be placed, which permits the addi- 
tion of the letter P of the sequence TP of bgo~p 4. A study of the diagram shows the pair TU 
of group 8 ,at interval 3?-, which allows the placing of the letter X of the pair EX of the same 

4 
group. One then has: 

x........... 
i . WUI........ 
. . . AVHOF..... 
. . . . . . EJGNZ.. . 
. . . . . . . TQK. .S 
. . . . . . . . . P.. . 

Rooar 6 (0. 

(7) The diagmm now shows the pair NP of group 5 at 2 I+. The letter D of the sequence 
1 

ED and the letters C and R of HCR can therefore be inserted. Thus: 
.x........... 
B . WUI........ 
. . . AVHOF..... 
. . . . . EJGNZ.. . 
. . . . . . CTQK. .S 
. . . . . . D..P... 
. . . . . * . R.. . . . 

FIourr 6 (g). 

(8) Pair TS of group 9 remams. It has already been noted that the notation \l has 
been applied to group 9. Hence the letter S can also be placed one interval to the right and 
below the T, as shown in Figure 6 (h), in which all the available data are now entered. 

(1).X........... 
(2)B.WUI.. . . . . . . 
(3) . . . AVHOF..... 
(4). . . . .EJGNZ.. . 
(5)......CTQK..S 
(6)......D.SP... 
(7).......R..... 

Flomr 6 (h). 
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C. (1) The letter S appears in rows (5) and (6) at a diiplacement interval of four. This 
letter then serves as the “tie-in” letter. Marking off 26 squares on cross-section paper the 
D.SP of row (6) is written, and row (5) is moved four intervals to the left, at which position 
the letter S is properly superimposed as follows: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 9 8 P 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 l3 19 29 n P 23 24 25 m 

Row (5) C T Q K . . S . 
Row (6) . . . . D . S P 

(2) Likewise row (4) is moved four intervals to the left of its original relative position to 
row (5) and dropped into position. Row (3) is moved the same distance in relation to row (4), 
etc. These steps may be illustrated as follows: 

I 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 IO 11 12 IS 14 1s 16 17 18 19 29 21 22 2) 24 25 26 

Row (4) . . . . EJGNZCTQKD.SP......... 
Row(3)H 0 F . EJGNZCTQKD.SP.......AV 
Row (2) H 0 F . EJGNZCTQKD.SPB.WUT..G 

(3) The placing of the letter X of row (1) and the letter R of row (7) gives the final sequence: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 IO 11 l2 IS 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 P 23 24 26 26 

HOF. EJ-GNZCTQKDXSPBRWUI.. AV 

(4) It will be noted that the -fmgoing component is identical with that obtained in sub- 
paragraph m(3), page 74 of the text. 

3. Remarks.-+. In the example given above only one tie-in letter was available and it was 
located in adjacent rows. Although only one is necessary, in most cases several tie-in letters 
are present after all pairs of letters have been entered in the diagram; then the superimposed 
sequences can be easily connected by their common letters. If the tie-in letter had appeared 
in adjacent columns instead of adjacent mws as in the foregoing example, the columns would 
have been shifted vertically and the sequence taken from the diagram in that manner. 

b. When only a few pairs of letter forming part&l sequences are available, frequently only 
one tie-in letter may be encountered. If it does not occur in adjacent rows or columns the com- 
ponent can still be written with additional considerations. For example, adjacent diagonals 
might be used. However, the student will experience no difllculty after the application of this 
method to R few problems. 

c. Since all the data are entered in one diagram, the graphical method of reconstruction 
quickly discloses erroneous assumptions and enables one to ascertain in a short time whether 
sufficient data are present for the reconstruction of, the component., Even if this is not the case, 
the diagram automatically offers new values which may be substituted in the cryptogram. One 
may then assume additional values which can be entered in the diagram or which will serve to 
corroborate sequences already entered. 

d. The placing of the first two sequences of different displacement intervals in the diagram 
determines the type of sequences that will be established. If the original sequence entered 
horizontally in the diagram is an odd decimation of the primarv component, a 26-letter sequence 
can be obtained horizontally. If this original sequence is initially tied in vertically with another 
sequence of an odd decimation interval, a 26-letter sequence can also be obtained vertically 
from the diagram. 
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e. (1) In certain instances, however, it ,will happen that the available partial sequences 
have all resulted from even decimations of the basic sequence and that no tie-in letters are present 
to permit the integration of all the data into a single diagram. In such cases the reconstruction 
of the basic sequence may take place by taking data from two or more different diagrams, and 
then, using the relative positions of the letters with respect to each other in these diagrams, the 
basic sequence may be established. This method can best be demonstrated by means of an 
example, and the following one is based upon the QUEST. . . sequence of paragraph la. Suppose 
the reconstruction diagram from the derivation of a few plain text-cipher relationships yields the 
following partial sequences: 

Group,,----- 
‘QliO Q:V Q;A 

FT OT XE 
CE PK FK 

Sequences----c J N FC UIB 
WDS uzw 2s 

NI YGM 
\ GD 

Ylnrrar 7. 

(2) The partial sequences in the t,hree groups can be combined to form two diagrams. 
This may be accomplished by considering the sequences of group 1 as parts of a horizontal com- 
ponent and those of group 2 as parts of a vertical component of a cipher square based upon the 
original or an equivalent primary sequence. When all the letters of these two groups have 
been entered into the two resultant diagrams in Figure 8 (a) and (b), it will be observed that the 
positions occupied in these two diagrams by the letters of group 3 represent the interval 1 13. 

2 
Thus: 

QHO.. YUJN.. 
XFTP. .ZGI.. 
VCEKA . WDSMB 

(3 
F~ousr 8. 

(b) 

(3) It will be noted that there are 12 letters in each of the two diagrams and that all the 
letters appearing in the original partial sequences have been included in these two groups. It 
appears, first, that two 13-letter sequences are involved and second, that the partial sequences in 
all three groups represent even decimations of the basic component. The problem now remains 
to reconstruct the original or an equivalent primary cipher square to which these diagrams belong, 
or to find the original or an equivalent component of which the partial sequences in groups 1, 2, 
and 3 are derivatives. 

(4) Since the two diagrams are linked by the partial sequences of group 3 (because the 
interval 1 I--, is common to both of them), it follows that any two letters in one of the diagrams 

2 
will be separated from each other in the basic sequence by the same interval &s any two letters 
occupying the same relative positions in the other diagram. Another way of saying the same 
thing is, that while the intervals between V and C, C and E, E and K, and K and A, in the basic 
component (or an equivalent thereof) are unknown, whatever they are they are identical and the 
same as that between W and D, D and S, S and M, P and B (from WDSMB), or between Y and U, 
U and J, J and N (from YUJN), and so on. Likewise, Q and K (interval 2 I,) are separated by the 
same interval as Y and S, or U and M, and so on. 3 
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(5) Making the easiest assumption first, suppose the, basic sequence is a keyword-mixed 
sequence, and that the letter 2 is the final letter thereof. If it is preceded by Y, then, because of 
the relative positions occupied by Y and 2 in Figure 8 (b), the following would also be sequent 
in the basic sequence: QF, HT, OP, XC, FE, TK, PA; UG, JI, ZD, GS, and Ill. Since the majority 
of these are hardly likely to occur in a keyword-mixed sequence, the assumption that Y precedes 
z is discarded. Suppose X precedes 2 (implying that Y is in the keyword). But X and 2 are not 
in the same diagram, so no test can be made. Suppose the sequence is W . 2. Then the 
following sequences would be valid: 

w . z . u V.X.Q 
D.G.J C . F . H 
S . I . N E . T . 0 

K.P 

These look very likely. In fact, noting the D. G. J and the 6. F . H sequences it seems logical to 
integrate or “dovetail” them thus: CDFGHJ. This then suggests that W . Z. U and V. X. Q may 
be integrated into VWXZQU; S. I. N and E. T. 0 may be integrated into ESTION. From this 
point on the matter of extending the partial sequences into the basic one is simple and rather 
obvious. 

f. (1) Suppose, however, that the basic sequence is not a keyword-mixed sequence, so that 
clues of the nature of those employed in the preceding subparagraph are no longer available. 
Then what? 

(2) Referring back to subparagraph d (3), it has already been noted that the two diagrams, 
each containing 12 letters, represent half-sequences (of 13 letters) derived ‘from an even decima- 
tion of the original component. (The decimation must be the same in both cases because the 
interval 11, is common to them.) Suppose an attempt is made to integrate the QHO, XPTP, and 

2 
VCEKA sequences of Figure 8 (a) into a 134etter cycle or half-sequence. The three partial 
sequences in this diagram may be united into a l&letter cycle in a number of ways but the 
correct integration will be that which will satisfy all the conditions set up by the partial sequences 
in groups 1, 2, and 3. After a bit of experimentation it is found that the only one which will 
satisfy all conditions is this: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 I.3 

QHOVCEKAXFTP. 

Note, for example, that the conditions represented by QXV in group 2 are satisfied in that the 
intervals between these letters are the same in the la-letter cycle; the same is true as regards the 
intervals between 0 and T, P and K, snd so on. Likewise, the conjugate sequence from Figure 8 
(b) is established as 

2 3 4 5 8 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 

YUJNWDSMBZGI. 

Thus there have been established the two half-sequences involved. The problem now remains 
to integrate them into a single sequence which is either the primary or an equivalent basic 
component. * 

(3) Each of these sequences may, of course, be expanded to form a a&element sequence the 
elements of which will satisfy the interval relationships among the letters in each la-letter 
sequence. Thus : , 

1 2 3 4 6 a 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 la 19 29 II P 23 24 I 28 

(1) Q.O.C.K.X.T...H.V.E.A.F.P. 
(2) Y.J.W.S.B.G...U.N.D.M.Z.I. 

Flmmr 9. 
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There remains the problem of integrating these two sequences into a single sequence. 
(4) Suppose a start is made thus: 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 I4 15 16 17 18 19 !XJ 21 22 23 24 25 26 

QY~JOWKSXI~TG.. HUVNEDAMFZPI 
FIounr 10. 

All the interval relationships of groups 1, 2, and 3 of Figure 7 are satisfied by this sequence. If 
the sequence is written on a pair of sliding strips, any even-interval displacement of one of the 
strips will produce plain text-cipher relationships fully satisfied by the requirements of the 
sequences in Figure 7 or Figure 8. Thus: 

QYOJCWKSXBTG. HUVNEDAMFZPI 
(' HUVNEDAMFZPIQiOJCWKSXBTG.. 

QYOJCWKSXBTB..HUVNEDAMFZPI 
(2) XBTG.. HUVNEDAMFZ'PIQYOJCWKS 

QYOJCWKSXBTG..HUVNEDAMFZPI 
(3) T G . . HUVNED.AMFZPIQYOJCWKSXB 

Fn.:mr 11. 

The foregoing three juxtapositions will satisfy all the requirements of the sequences indicated in 
groups 1,2, and 3 of Figure 7, as well as those indicated in Figures 8 (a) and (b). Without further 
restrictions or additional data, therefore, it is impossible to tell whether the reconstructed single 
sequence is correct or not. In fact, there are 13 possible integrations of the two expanded l3- 
letter sequences which will yield equivalent results, since there are 13 positions in which the 
“dovetailing” of the second sequence may be commenced with respect to the first sequence. Only 
one of these, however, will be correct in that it will yield a single sequence which, when slid 
against itself at all juxtapositions (both odd and even displacements) will invariably yield the 
full quota of plain text-cipher relationships that the original basic or an equivalent primary 
component yields when slid against itself. (An incorrect integration will often yield a series of 
equivalents of which only a few are wrong.) 

(5) The correct integration will, however, be disclosed quickly enough when the cipher text 
is consulted and one or two additional values are derived. Thus, suppose an additional word is 
deciphered and it yields a pair of values in a new secondary alphabet, for example, A,=D, and 
u,= 0,. The single sequence reconstructed as shown in Figure 10 will not yield this pair of 
values, as seen in the following juxtaposition of the sliding strips: 

QYOJCWKSXBTG..HUVNEDAMFZPI 
IQYOJCW*KSXBTG..HUVNEDAMFZP 

I Flonar 12. 

Here A,=D,. but U,,=He, not 0,. However, if the “dovetailing” is commenced with the letter S, 
of Figure 9 and the resultant 26-letter sequence is juxtaposed against itself as shown in Figure 13, 
it will be found that the sequence will now satisfy all the requirements. 

QSOBCGK.XUTN. DHMVZEIAYFJPW 
IAYFJPWQSOBCGK.XUTN.DHM'VZE 

Fromr 13. 

The sequence is, of course, a decimation of the QUESTIONABLY . . . sequence, at the third interval. 
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PROBLEMS 

VIGENERE Ciphers. Text is military and key-lengths are between 4 and 11. 

1. QNVKJ 

QLZTY 

EAARR 

TRPDN 

HIJCO 

VVDET 

2. KOFWA 

LTHZS 

VIQBV 

FUUZS 

JEFWB 

3. HIBKM 

CNDBZ 

BJMEF 

KUNFM 

IAKUX 

(146) 

4. NIP7H 

IGMSI 

VQGHI 

EZETX 

LEROE 

5. GLAPS 

GYGSX 

YOVEX 

YCHYO 

BQMRG 

GBTLX 

BZD 

PNWDO 

CWAFW 

FVLDI 

WMNPR 

ISPAR 

CTVRG 

DAQLW 

XIPMB 

VNHFH 

XIPMB 

UDLDW 

IMRTM 

UVPWN 

AKUXJ 

MDILZ 

FQGIM 

GVIIN 

PCEBN 

TXFSL 

KJZRI 

MAERK 

ZCUBK 

DBWMS 

LGCOC 

VEXLG 

GZYPE 

HAQHI 

(183) 

CYNTV 

FEEBL 

IHAPV 

TMRVF 

VBPFV 

(160) 

EGRNT 

KSWWD 

KWHVH 

KWLTZ 

KIRV 

WLWEB 

NCDVB 

MAMMG 

WZITD 

UMMAM 

MWIIO 

LKDSU 

NTEKZ 

AIYMC 

PZVZ 

MAKAT 

UQHLO 

JVXVP 

COCJV 

XYEIW 

YAMKZ 

YUTPF 

YFLZD 

PLTVR 

OGUTL 

QUTVG 

ZCHZT 

SESZS 

PFRCF 

SEDBH 

(134) 

T J Z V-J 

VWNYC 

GZGQC 

KIONY 

RVTUG 

SNGLP 

KZWKK 

SEJIL 

OXOIH 

(134) 

WUOPK 

IELUI 

WGIMO 

XVPBQ 

RHRMJ 

NXPYZ 

LSVQO 

ZALTV 

ZCRLM 

YNQEG 

YFBUY 

ZFWPD 

GAUMR 

YOXZG 

RCKMR 

CPMYJ 

IOVTB 

PTRXT 

MAHUL 

DVLSJ 

NEPLT 

TTAPW 

KLULE 

HMEWE 

XMSXD 

0 R T T'A 

GCECV 

NQAAV 

MWYFI 

ZYPBH 

RVYDE 

QSTYY 

ERABE 

WZUNG 

AKGZN 

RRDKV 

KOPWJ 

JTRXM 

KOWPS 

CIGUZ 

HZVVD 

LAHJZ 

TQGQO 

V 

YVZRI 

NEPLV 

WIMPS 

POIEP 

CSEOO 

RHXWH 

WIQVR 

RXKHX 

LYFRD 

WBYNS 

132 
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6. WPOQL WXJTF YOZMK YYPLI LRXZY SGOOI 

EOVFY NAIVD KZPOW IGTFW GJAIP WNRCJ 

JIXCF TLEUK WETAR DLXVL NYGJN AMWQN 

MITIR NJZLO PBWPU EC111 VLSOU ESPPL 

XEDKY WMIBP CGZ (133) 

7. LEARJ PRAIK ICTDH ESAGI LFBPG OYNOC 

HTHGK PWAOV ALSET EWYXT BRZTC TXIFZ 

VAMZC YPNWK VPXNM VFCDG TKWZC RXGCC 

IWBCZ MTSXE HJDUK YSLSQ NRFET RLKVT 

HAYKS CCOHE GEDP (134) 

8. JIWBX YUCLA GCTRH SGYQX PBCCM YGXCY 

EOTPG NMOVD SYNKD NUOYN GXNYK CFHTO 

LXCLW YUDZJ RVPUU OCYRO LNVRP FCCEM 

GXEYP MP (97) 

9. RYWOW LTNNU LROOX YHXAN EIMKM YYMSZ 

EQNCU ACITN SBNMZ BWXXN KLFTL GKMKT 

GYTOE UELYC PMEYT XSMEX LIMKJ ORSKM 

OJZBW FEMYU YXCIT NSBNM MUJUL YYUFW 

IMAHJ XAXGV DX (132) 

10. H P V E J ZHTXZ HLPPY YIGKV LUXPH SMFEU 

XBJVE EOMLV GCMXO ZFPIV DQXRW TKHVU 

TLRIS ZBAVV VMBQA ELTXZ HLHGE KMWME 

WCEEN KUXRK KCVYH RBBSE YMJVB ZDXTF 

BLIWE OAMSG KCFYA JBTRF YDXGA IJXEJ 

LGVRA UBAMJ ACPHM LIKXV KQXRY FVGIT 

MGDRS ZBAXY XAWEJ XML (198) 

11. U L Z T Y HASWD CGTMR GPRDQ ZCASH MVHDM 

DHFUE LTVIX OKTQY XNLRL FHDIH NYTMP 

JYIXG IGMKD AVTKL TDXEY IBTWH CFCQS 

GILGL HKUER PTPLK NESRL FHDXW UKQCM 

SAV (123) 
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12. 0 H T VT CHHBW OHTHE KGHEK KSYHS MTVGH 

EHSDE LTUER GJZLJ QZQZO NWCWE KUICF 

UAMDZ DLWXC WVYHZ SZVPU KODRT TZUZV 

TVGQE L U-B TV ABVQU KYVZC A (111) 

TRUE BEAUFORT Ciphers. Text is military and key-lengths are 
10. 

13.VWREC 

IDNEL 

XHZEQ 

MZVEK 

14. H X C J 0 

ESVVS 

WQGXE 

AUAXS 

FAAAE 

VHYTK 

XPWMP 

15. W W M J W 

OXCMK 

CRVKA 

AEVWO 

YQUPZ 

EEK 

16. E P N W V 

TGOLN 

EDZQK 

(86) 

17. F E X Z A 

TEKTM 

MAANW 

IOWBL 

(119) 

TCSOL 

ZAVAP 

IIOIW 

TMR 

BDROW 

CWUEE 

WMPZQ 

WANDL 

FORRP 

EEHNS 

NLMJI 

PHIUM 

KWAAJ 

KIRWP 

LLBNI 

ASUIB 

(153) 

VAPIZ 

KATNG 

CJCPZ 

ZDIWA 

ZIUAT 

EUUBL 

DHMJT 

AWOQC 

JSEIJ 

ISOUP 

(98) 

UZPJV 

SSZLK 

AZWQA 

WWKUN 

HFPRY 

WDNDM 

SGJGV 

ALEIW 

BDOXV 

SEDUY 

KEIWJ 

ACFQJ 

YPAZG 

BSKPZ 

OKCGO 

WGLEW 

MCIQV 

RLKUW 

TZIGN 

GWKBU 

YJOAF 

BCRIL 

KDRHS 

ASGJG 

KVFIA 

ABJHD 

TDMTF 

KMRRQ 

PQE 

, 

ZBIAA 

VRDSE 

HGDPI 

OXOEU 

HGLLY 

MFCAT 

QMPMO 

KGVLY 

VMXHT 

LDGSQ 

AEAFU 

GKZSI 

KTEUP 

HSLEO 

TSGXR 

EMSZQ 

LPRYS 

SWUQF 

QKACH 

JQWEU 

WSYYT 

(198) 

AODWU 

AWUJT 

CVVDL 

AZXEE 

JZZYI 

ZAGLG 

NQRKA 

CMONQ 

ZCLQS 

UFPVS 

TGBZS 

FCMXH 

between 3 and 

TAYVK 

ZWOPO 

OJCIZ 

MYMWW 

YKTHZ 

HZOIN 

ARLXR 

TLJLV 

AVKEE 

ENQLA 

RJAHI 

ECJMM 

BZMVL 

ONATO 

YTLZC 

ZGJCZ 

R 

TWFJJ 

IWPLR 

NJCGK 

TZCL 
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18. Q D C C A 

BEMNU 

EELEU 

TXGES 

RUED1 

YJOJF 

19. A D M D T 

NZGHN 

UYXRY 

VNYMD 

VDEYB 

QYRPA 

JDHLT 

20. A U Q F K 

VLBOZ 

YGGPK 

KSKIL 

IHUHN 

21. H Q J C D 

ONZXD 

DIBXH 

(90) 

22. K P Y V G 

ETLLZ 

CYEEV 

AZITL 

XVYJX 

GLLBS 

(176) 

23. D E A Z G 

EKOTO 

LGFGI 

NTPEJ 

WKTGP 

RRFEO 

LEFAM 

AFLUH 

BDJNG 

BGGZM 

KZJYB 

UGAHI 

WNDLQ 

ICEWV 

MZKSA 

OFXUO 

ZLVBH 

VXJID 

YQKHH 

IXVQ 

NOMZZ 

VYGBD 

FPUUJ 

UMOVN 

KUTZV 

NZOXB 

WLPXA 

XKFCZ 

GZTHH 

RATBA 

LBCLP 

XXYNN 

WCPAI 

MTRYM 

QCLEU 

EUKXN 

IJAVM 

QBTOF 

LJENN 

NFBYM 

QDCRX 

CELDN 

(165) 

OMTHR 

JYYEL 

YRLMX 

LZYWU 

VNLIP 

CGSPA 

(190) 

KPDVT 

ATKAU 

GVGAV 

KPDVE 

OPASR 

KOKAU 

VDMCF 

YATQW 

ETVGO 

USHBW 

(129) 

KSKIY 

IYLDZ 

JEKDZ 

YBKWH 

MCNHL 

DWDYV 

GAZAA 

NAAYM 

YGYXC 

YMCYN 

UTLZU 

EKHXN 

BUKVH 

OJSZG 

NHRSP 

BOCYB 

UMLMZ 

RMGKX 

XDKDI 

OFYNH 

NNPDE 

WYZZU 

135 

QWSQC 

AYGPJ 

QMKDX 

AKKTC 

EKRNX 

ALVJI 

PBPRJ 

JXGPW 

IQLZQ 

VNFLG 

RNTWA 

LJDLT 

HNZLC 

YZYMY 

BNUCA 

ORXYV 

ZEAAM 

CGVQM 

OULEJ 

CZMQK 

JGUAO 

NYBFF 

DHENJ 

EHJJX 

ZGYOO 

HHUIT 

FUBUT 

GVIDA 

WXVNB 

BQBTC 

DTVDN 

NTAAW 

AKFVL 

CJHFA 

AZARN 

VZPMV 

HYZGZ 

VIDGV 

AHNJY 

GONTE 

XIJNG 

RANQB 

KXBBW 

ITKCF 

OSKTS 

AAODJ 

JFEQL 

QVYGY 

HEOEG 

TORSM 

FGVID 

KEHWK 

HZOVN 

Z 

APZDQ 

GUMQR 
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NKROF 

IAVWS 

24. Z I G Y A 

FSFEP 

XRJOO 

PIIVU 

EFPBO 

USDDB 

UGCGA 

MKOOP 

ASMTA 

WNTPO 

YXKZM 

JPLBU 

ZQIRX 

GZTQS 

EUTWC 

EAHEE 

VARIANT BEAUFORT Ciphers. 
and 9. 

25. M T N Z A 

MFQMA 

WAONA 

KEBBK 

XZUGE 

KFNZO 

26. 0 S Y D D 

KUBWC 

GWVYS 

NDCHD 

ULIHH 

(146) 

27. A F T Q F 

PGLZL 

LWGAR 

TSHNW 

28. U Q P 0 C 

GZCED 

CDHQM 

BECPA 

GQVGS 

GENQJ 

IUOMJ 

GOAMW 

BYVMZ 

JCULA 

QROMS 

UUSEX 

DWWKA 

UMBCU 

TYQUU 

LAEXX 

TDGHF 

TZUPB 

ODKAQ 

KRTTP 

BDRPY 

SQNTE 

AWSUQ 

VGGEA 

BCVET 

LWKJC 

UQUSD 

RZEVH 

HOWEZ 

KOOUR 

LBCCL 

EKMUD 

CBWXH 

MFVHK 

XYQFN 

AABBI 

NKKEY 

IWIKJ 

IT 

Text is military and key-lengths are between 3 

LFAWJ 

BXUJA 

MTNVA 

XYHIN 

LQBIZ 

BMCMH 

QKHRS 

PQQCU 

ZDVDS 

OMMCN 

RAHAS 

YWFWG 

WHQSH 

GEFZT 

LJDWS 

CQPMI 

MGIEZ 

PFLRD 

ZBXAO 

ZUWBD 

QFOWN 

MUUTA 

OUBMP 

R 

CUODA 

QLUQM 

SXICL 

EGUFG 

PYLAM 

MAGOJ 

FGUTA 

BAAAL 

(105) 

FLSDR 

MCHMR 

OAQHX 

NQNXP 

KUND 

YOWNL 

URIDW 

KIVTY 

KLKEE 

HWZLO 

DYVWN 

(197) 

BNRTE 

XUAMT 

MKNQC 

KKOQN 

AUBPA 

(166) 

BFGTM SABUL 

QVZKU NZMBS 

WROCA NPRSD 

ANERP YZPNE 

UYAQK U 

PRLLM KHTGI 

AXGCQ KTHWC 

TVWRF WSMFS 

PDTPC DKBDA 

IECNA RCDXS 

PQSRE UCLLM 

GMSQQ 

(114) 

TAREQ 

SGOPU 

QJLOJ 

OYOVZ 

KEZTQ 

NKIVE 

MKCPW 

IQLBA 

AFQWQ 

XEDLZ 

TPZCW 

136 
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AFLQG 

MLTOM 

MCGHT 

29.TNGLM 

BMIXD 

MABFA 

PCHUV 

IAZUW 

FXXBP 

RWJLM 

30. H K Q L K 

AUAEU 

VKHHD 

T D C P.T 

LYNFH 

(149) 

31.RAQZS 

KANEG 

KNEVC 

LEKLJ 

BEHZV 

OCCYG 

32. V Z M P Q 

TIJKA 

NUGHO 

QYQYL 
OTQYD 

TS 

33. S CXWH 

XRKPP 

NRAUO 

NYXCK 

RLZXK 

FDOMM 

(155) 

OMEEK 

AORBY 

KMBVB 

RMWZX 

CTQKH 

OHBOQ 

KTXQO 

ACKLP 

NZSCS 

NOABP 

JSGBM 

EYMCS 

TWWBU 

EUWSN 

ZHENH 

QYEPP 

ADNWT 

EUW 

DGDKA 

BQUCX 

AYVQR 

XGXNL 

IHPIK 

(152) 

WBZPC 

MNBXP 

BTFAQ 

ABAHB 

ERGLK 

SGSZR 

PJCNM 

ZKGNP 

FAXAK 

AKJZL 

QAUBZ 

LNLBY 

B 

XRPJJ 

XNEKN 

SEYEX 

TAYIX 

PPDEB 

BRMLJ 

FMJPG 

PCFQW 

KULAM 

OGKJA 

(158) 

RHLMJ 

OMFGD 

DLNFA 

TSTSA 

OOZNV 

EXEEX 

PMRAQ 

MALUX 

ECLAB 

TXIiF 

QGACP 

ULQIC 

LQKUD 

HWDTX 

BJNFW 

XAQMB 

CVNMC 

(191) 

YXJEK 

YIDNU 

FGYCE 

XENZS 

ETITS 

NPMZE 

KRRQQ 
CIYUY 

NOMRF 

JQQRF 

CDFUV 

RDCDZ 

WCRDE 

ADAGE 

TTAGD 

ZYCLG 

ZRDAE 

MNCKQ 

RAQOS 

LLRTG 

CHTKD 

EWZVE 

FQWAJ 

HARTA 

MNWTM 

VBFAB 

PTNTN 

UWXCP 

AAHPS 

YEDOJ 

RDTZD 

VPSEL 

NPNCC 

RENLB 

R A'G J Y 

YXKBF 

YPJPR 

MWXAG 

QGDRD 

UAZLR 

SGJBE 

HLAQZ 

IKTDU 

NXWPV 

ZSVUJ 

FYWPR 

BCLTO 

UKBQU 

BEKPZ 

HSIZA 

BOQFA 

TAXLX 

GVYKA 

GVZND 

TLPGA 

GCEWA 

YCPBO 

ZXARA 

ZNWN 

QBENJ 

RPEHC 

AAVQU 

ZSPON 

TOEYF 

NQTZD 

OZDAO 

TGPRN 

ANPXU 

MPCHS 

UBXHZ 

AQPBQ 
EMTAL 

FKRAD 

137 
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ACLFK NIXAY LQWBO UOCPT ALMTA WTDNG 

OQ (152) 

34. I Y E T N RZRPP IZYDB AACXO OYPGK FHLGE 

NOTRW TPDID AEEWA EYPBU SQTGO TOTKE 

STZCE SQLRE NRJDQ RQZJN RPRXI EYEHP 

OANPJ YZFRK NQTGI T S TH K ROPGK FMLIP 

LPTSA'NETUE CLEXK NBFTN Y (141) 

35. P P P c s LCWYL MPTGJ DKDZM HOTAT EIPVE 

LLAWQ PLCAY LKAJA GWJEL DPWJP EUQJK 

XKATR EYYDT DHEZN PWBTN AKWNZ RACGO 

EGLLV RTKAH ZWEEA LKQCW OJGQL JAESG 

TFCBM ACQ (128) 

36. S A0 E U TMWZH ZSWMU QAWKR AKZAT JNLKE 

JWWOD NQQZJ WYPNN NRNQB AXNEM RAHUH 

FRKMP AUAUA CEMPU SIAQC DDBDU ALZCH 

NOMJQ VZXBS T Q-U V L YHOEU RJPWM AWBTG 

JMYQP ELQZJ AAAYN ZPUEQ UFNNB QBJAP 

ZMEBM FUBOM CESUE DWAZX SNZXY VLECK 

OOMDG VGYNN HUTMH ZHEMR AHUHF RKM 

(208) 

The following problems concern Repeating Key Systems with standard and 
reversed standard alphabets. Read the messages and recover the keywords. 

37. U C G Z D 

AZFRU 

FGIAV 

UCGCO 

JQYFH 

KWIAD 

SBIIH 

U C H.G L 

FRCAJ 

QGNBS 

GINUP 

WHCAJ 

KHCZD 

JSGBY 

JFING 

FIYGR 

GTZVF WFZVU 

QCOJL DZGBY 

GIHGD ABNBP 

ECPRE QHYAS 

LSXNW SFYVQ 

ABABQ YSNGB 

KHICW ZWMQL 

YIUEG LVYEL 

138 

KHZVH 

WHICR 

GFLBZ 

EGNBS 

XCLPH 

KPOEJ 

NWMVR 

YVNSO 

DRUEW 

KWNVR 

UCGZD 

JSXSR 

VRCIL 

VOMUK 

FKCYO 

SBEBI 
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GILPR 

ABORW 

WGCEH 

JZUEJ 

LCLFZ 

WFMNW 

JCQFW 

38. V K S W D 

XRPCI 

DGIUS 

ZDIFN 

39. KOWY Z 

QWMEE 

BNFXI 

JDMFW 

GPYSX 

VPIGK 

WFAHQ 

AZFOH 

SBSGL 

GDWTV 

EXFCK 

MAXHG 

PVKWJ 

WAEHZ 

NMXHG 

FEFIG 

UOMQX 

GDUZP 

JBCFK 

XCLFH 

KGNBS 

GPNNL 

ESUSW 

WQIAG 

CZKEX 

GRLNA 

YYHYT 

NXKAS 

HLNXB 

EEULJ 

TETL 

[Probable word: PLEASANTON] 

MBCGL 

WRCAD 

NSHGB 

YOMBO 

FOVYH 

WFYVJ 

VWPVV 

FTYZD 

VNQJY 

LSNZZ 

HZL 

LGHAN 

LIQGA 

(74) 

GBQVO 

FMUZR 

XWPRV 

ABYSR 

SHZBX 

ZHUKP 

ACH 

IFNWA 

MWDWD 

EFVTK 

(108) 

RFOPD 

MRHVL 

The following problems concern Repeating Key Systems with 
alphabets. Read the messages and recover the keywords used. 

4O.FQUHA 

DKHEQ 

PZRXH 

JOWEM 

LFOOI 

ULAEU 

CPFXH 

NGXPJ 

BQNID 

RALBP 

XPWYF 

UOXRR 

UVAYL 

WNXPE 

WVRNT 

WXDVI 

KXZFN 

VPXHV 

MBGVP 

GVOXP 

SHQEP 

RULKG 

LJXOO 

KTBSG 

APZFN 

XZOLF 

YBKAO 

XTBSE 

KXPWP 

KWLGG 

UWXCP 

PQNYU 

PBCZM 

PPRAC 

VYDVR 

MQMYI 

KLWXQ 

IGVOX 

NTCPW 

PQNNB 

MGIEU 

WIEPH 

VPPNT 

MENPR 

NTXVM 

HHVTP PQNNK 

OTSFQ UHAIW 

GBSVM HKOIH 

WDBXN QZHKJ 

YAXTF GBFPN 

MUOKW TFGQN 

LBGPA GYUOW 

PEGBO RADIM 

KRIWP COHLA 

GCMLR FSPWF 

OWDEG BORNX 

VNGXP VPBQN 

PHRWM BERKH 

XDOBR MYIRF 

OWDIY FJWMC 

DQIAW 

MBNFG 

SBXSR 

JHLNF 

JQIEQ 
LCGBU 

(443) 

EUJTA 

GAVZW 

UHJTB 

QYPNE 

RAWGZ 

mixed cipher 

RTNNX 

XHVPT 

PRKCK 

PXPZO 

OPKYW 

LVEMM 

DEGBE 

EDLVP 

XFDCX 

GWGNB 

PJWYE 

IFIYY 

DFDHP 

SPWFG 

XXFPX 
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QLBGP ACXNO WEWLH PDGTV MYIIJ KROPK 

YWDLU RCLWE UYUKF FHWPQ LFPTB GCMLE 

UKCPM MLQOY IENHX VWMXW W-O U E T PLIME 

CSQYB ENPUL VPXSQ LGKRY B (561) 

41. J UAAC HA.XF R KKTUK YMSMU ZHUDI SFLUO 

TCKQR RRUSW CEXZG NAKBU GEMHN. IKQRP 

IYKYC NTGRO QBEEJ WAKQH BSSJY ZJWAK 

QHZYK PLUZC GB (102) 

[This message has been enciphered using the same components as used in 
Problem 40 above.] 

42. A D C M 0 GZRIT FUSOS WITZI UXFOR BZBMV 

BUZCD XODCX PGJDY FAFDB BDF (53) 
[The word CROSSROADS occurs in the message and the same cipher alphabet 

employed in Problem 40 above was used.] 

The following problem concerns a Repeating Key System with 
component. Read the message and recover the keywords used. 

43. S FYXF 

ZYYMH 

TQMUM 

LLGJE 

WSAXT 

JPVDT 

z I L-W s 

EUJEX 

ITZLL 

YLLLG 

MOFXF 

WYFTJ 

JXJMU 

ZEOOD 

WZGEV 

UFNAH 

VAQLZ 

IOCOD 

PWEOT 

ZHWZO 

WOESB 

EOMHG 

OGXBC 

XBIYE 

VISBJ 

TPCHG 

JEWCD 

ssoco 

ISJJM 

JQJSS 

MECKP 

WXMFS 

LDHAP 

CEVCV 

OUXMC 
XKSMC 

KTJEN 

ZJTNM 

QCHSF 

TAQJW 

MJAYX 

QYWXK 

BTPWH 

ZUJRG 

PFWOI 

EUXSF 

VSFLJ 

UOTZL 

BWWEC 

LLLGJ 

UFQFV 

NCHEZ 

XPTXH 

AHLRD 

JNCXA 

LEVAI 

DBYTM 

OEJQE 

FUFSA 

QLAHT 

RKTOJ 

SLOBW 

AAXLI 

PMHSL 

OMGCX 

BJQWC 

EPJML 

MVUIH 

KPIIH 

NCFSA 

SXSVT 

SLROD 

OUDOX 

ZWPJD 

VAIOY 

NSLHC 

IHXSX 

ENAHL 

ZTTIH 

EMJOO 

IBKWX 

ZRKTO 

STWKZ 

WHXGA 

GIWBS 

a mixed plain 

SIGEM 

EOKJO 

DHAPL 

STLIL 

LATIH 

TWGAZ 

HWWSH 

ZLYEN 

OCJXF 

RDSXQ 

QTLLV 

AXSJL 

PFQHI 

YXFIO 

PJMXJ 

QPAHE 

LGHGG 
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DLVAH 

ZCEVR 

GWSLR 

RSVGA 

LYDET 

DMEAH 

FCNTP 

UTYSH 

(750) 

GWMEB HAXBM 

EOGSI RCHBH 

NHBUY LREZA 

APCDR NIEVA 

SVKFP NZWLH 

NRDAX CVUUD 

LEXVE CNSFK 

UAPAP NFESD 

SPYDX 

ZAYAH 

QLXSF 

PAPYL 

PSQES 

EWHMM 

AVJNC 

ZPSQW 

BQOFP 

VWIAX 

AHIZK 

YAQTW 

ATOTY 

IZCSA 

XNAHL 

XNVYF 

EVAQL 

TE-OMH 

TPGEZ 

SBKAF 

AUOOM 

XEBJQ 

NQGPE 

EVVMT 

What are the keys on which the following equivalent primary components 
(secondary alphabets) are based: 

44. NGSUHTRIVYKWBLXCMZDOJEPAFQ 

45. OMDKUGNCJSZ,RBIQYEAHPXVTFLW 

46. JRHUFPZMBEXKTIVGOCQDSYLANW 

47. ZYASDGKQWCPNIEHMUXRTLBFJOV 

Two messages, Message A (plaintext) and Message B (ciphertext), have been 
intercepted. It is suspected that Message A is the plaintext beginning of 
Message B (and only that portion of Message B that matches Message A is fur- 
nished). The enemy has been using a mixed sequence slid against itself. 
Determine the keyword upon which the primary component is based and the 
specific key used to encipher Message B. 

48. Message A 

WE ARE EXPECTING A MOVE TO BORTON SCHOOLHOUSE TONIGHT 

SOON AFTER ONE AM TO DEFEND THE LINES EAST OF BORTON 

SCHOOLHOUSE BE PREPARED AT THAT TIME TO MOVE OUT 

PROMPTLY STOP OUR ADV.... 

Message B 

CNUYW VLELY MXZCK AALLU PSSYU 

PYVJM PACTV NUGDV KXWTU EASBK 

XWGYV KNUUU PIGMW KIATW WXZLL 
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VRVDV XSSYU PYVJM PACTV NUGFW 

SFGVK INNNU MVUDU J,C G D V AALLV 

NWEYV ADARE EWSVV NFUK-C . . . . 

The following problem concerns a Repeating Key System with mixed components. 
Read the message and recover the keywords used. 

49. X J I T Z 

HJOKH 

VGAKH 

XZKNX 

AZUKH 

EJLGT 

NWUZZ 

IITKH 

ANKKK 

UCBKH 

TBLHC 

LIBXC 

ENUAW 

KBDXW 

KNCHD 

N>N C D R 

YGLKO 

BIGBW 

YGBMU 

YGNXL 

VJSXC 

FPVYV 

BZEYE 

BSWMR 

CPXZX 

BSCZL 

GRXPE 

COLZP 

BSIZJ 

PAHYT 

BZHIZ 

CWLRZ 

PWLRZ 

XWLRZ 

XNJMJ 

PAIZN 

XYAZE 

BARIL 

XVMMJ 

XYKEM 

YKCTS 

(605) 

MNNTL 

VPNHZ 

DLCNC 

KLJLH 

BPNXD 

SBOLH 

KJHPL 

ANHAW 

TNNAL 

DBDKH 

B-NH X B 

BRHWH 

B.C B T Z 

KSTYW 

ALURL 

TRGMH 

DQGRL 

DMDAW 

KNHXW 

ALBNC 

CJIDT 

NMAEA 

UAJEF 

RYQKE 

BAXMR 

HNVMO 

JRKET 

NPJTE 

NVLPK 

BSYES 

BAHIZ 

RYIEO 

XYZWT 

JWHIN 

QKWMS 

RAHMR 

YAHWK 

QGIGW 

XYFCF 

NMCUE 

FNHTL 

RWHXA 

QNSQC 
MBDXK 

BBHQC 

URGAV 

HXTHR 

ABDXX 

CJOLH 

NBDXF 

BQGYW 

MWBMS 

FBPZL 

RBDXH 

MJCQA 

DTLKU 

XJIAW 

DUPXL 

NULPL 

RJUQM 

XVWZT 

RFWKK 

IVLJK 

HNFJE 

PPPCF 

BFSPS 

JWIDK 

JYFZO 

HNVMO 

PYZHT 

JWHCS 

EVQML 

CYXVP 

RYIZO 

UYHTS 

BOAVW 

WKBMT 

XVMZE 

CYBMJ 

YKCTS 

[Probable words: THE, COMMA, STOP, ARTILLERY, ENEMY, INFANTRY, POINT.] 

The following two messages have been intercepted. Read the messages and 
reconstruct the alphabets and keywords used. 

50. Message A 

MUOUV DSWKN ICHGL BJSIM XOPJC IWNUR 

MTOGG SDNOO I A H T'P ZKXKE ONNVM GQOKJ 
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QCKAE 

HOJKN 

MCKGU 

KEONN 

DNORQ 

UQQCL OHTBP 

UPQJF DWMQT 

AIBDV SAZDT 

ZNXLM HQYXO 

UIBJQ XOUAY 

GVQPM TRJXL 

WMQBZ KQJKB 

The following message was intercepted shortly after the transmission of 

YQQSO 
EJZJM 

JRICW 

GZMJK 

XJMXR 

MOCBM HKJQC 

LCZEO NNERJ 

NKOMY MMQHI 

NHYOH MRUFO 

QXAFM VECHT 

Messaee B 

UAZFF 

UMZPU 

JQFAY 

SARVQ 

MBCJS 

MWENW 

ZKPDY 

FHDDJ 

UCKGV 

MCXAI 

PMHOH 

OJVZU 

OEEXN 

RVAZP 

THSJJ 

OOMVI 

YYUUF 

PNRFT 

(200) 

KTOXF 

QPMGU 

IMKXQ 

QTJGD 

SQQEX 
UPEPS 

(200) 

OYWUY 

OHMQH 

ICMKX 

MIMMJ 

UCPQJ 

FVTCX 

NSYQS 

NWOZW 

UAOCK 

JROJX 

Messages A and B in Problem 50 above. It is believed that this message uses 
the same components as were used for Messages A and B. Read the message and 
determine its keyword. 

51. W F KQ F QRXLQ TFCCX GWELC PSAKW FAQRU 

TFFAK ICCKG OCDKR EDJOQ PCWFK QFEXC 

(60) 

The following two messages were intercepted within minutes of each other. It 
is believed that the plaintext of both is the same. Read the messages, re- 
construct the components used, and recover the keywords used. 

52. 

TBERJ 

UTNCX 

ABJRG 

NQIPK DSFMT 

WMNWU OHJNZ 

MQNPH GSSXP 

SYQMI 

IVSJE 

YYGXD 

Message A 

MREGJ HARBV UXJCF YEMEM 

TBEBN KNPNV BSVPQ GTVBL 

FZVRJ (75) 

Message B 

VFZZN TTEAG UIOJS PIBFV 

UHUVN RWSCF GLWZK STGHV 

KDHNN (75) 
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As in the case of the two messages in Problem 52, the two messages in this 
problem were intercepted at approximately the same time, and their plaintext 
is believed to be the same. Read the messages, reconstruct the components 
used, and determine the keywords used. 

53. 

FUZYV 

OPAKK 

TTPZK 

UXAGT 

GRSCV 

DIOBV 

Message A 

TAQWF WDWUX QAZWL 

MKWZD NKYFU MDTTG 

ODDXB IKZPU OXJTX 

Message B 

YEFLV BPEPT HZPOC 

FLTFL KFKXA YSJUX 

AUZUT JFUHA ZVAUX 

QUQTE 
FFCAN 

(80) 

LZJPE 

AHIMN 

(80) 

Read the following message. Determine the alphabets employed, the keys upon 
which they are 
ment. 

54. N C L 0 0 

ULDGV 

ZBLNS 

OYMGW 

MGIDG 

YRMFA 

QWONW 

ESEJS 

BGOTL 

SIWUP 

RXSFT 

SYCOL 

TVFAZ 

RMENR 

VFGYM 

EJWID 

WAIDN 

MOIRF 

based, and the specific-key used for the message's encipher- 

ALTXJ 

UFJMB 

EZARP 

QIIJN 

PZMFL 

EFWQN 

RHBKL 

BRVLG 

TCURZ 

GDTMQ 

WIFES 

ZAYUW 

CBLTB 

YTBCA 

GLZGG 

NDVOT 

XRZBL 

EFKPQ 

NFALO 

NHPAO 

ULPJK 

UPYXK 

ASNJQ 

BPVST 

QFBHY 

IRZBK 

QYQOS 
GNCYC 

JGDYE 

WMRLJ 

BLZGG 

EGGKR 

EJPBG 

RHZVC 

RXSFT 

NRRQN 

ZSIWU 

FMZYF 

ZGGZQ 

GAWIL 

SFBBL 

CQLKO 

BKPNW 

AZXLO 

JOMLD 

RYPND 

MUEQW 

JJZAQ 

ZEFKW 

TQLJJ 

NSXRZ 

KTWAK 

WIKLJ- 

LVCMX 

PGWQN 

XDYMQ 

EWLHB 

JEYVR 

KHNUA 

PGIAZ 

WQIWD 

TVTXY 

UEVYY 

WBWUW 

QNLVZ 

MVEEJ 

SXWQY 

MQEQW 
BKAZX 

HMWHE 

JRZBM 

WGLNO 

GEQGZ 

NYZOM 

JHHQU 

ZJVFU 

HWWHP 

NLYFR 

NXQZF 

CRYFZ 

BMYNV 

GWXTC 

WDPFM 

QIKWO 

MONGR 

SXWQB 

LOTVE 

FFVJA 

ZDGRZ 

HDUNA 

WRLPS 

FAYXR 

YFTSW 

AOLZL 
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CYLBF 

ZQFZG 

UWGWZ 

ZYFKA 

ZOHRR 

MFJLN 

AZCBL 

NWRUW 

SNDVO 

NXUTN 

TXQLH 

UKPHB 

SNUQR 

PGWIM 

TRLPS 

XTXGW 

TFMZY FDMMQ 

LPQJA FFZLY 

SUCWA MYNVA 

JMNRL CRCAN 

LZQNX LDGQU 

NDZOH RRSNU 

EJWID HYXRZ 

MTVTY E 

[Probable words: STOP, FIRST, THE, 

The following message contains in its text a repetition of plaintext eighty 
nine letters long. Read the message, reconstruct the plain and cipher com- 

VMGHS 

FWMTV 

PNJND 

ZLJJM 

GBYXB 

APNJP 

NSPQG 

(766) 

WMYNW 

TYEDQ 

VOTFM 

OLZND 

LOAWR 

QWRVF 

IPFPX 

ARTILLERY, DIVISION, AMBULANCES.] 

ponents, and determine the keywords used. 

55. L I U D B 

SLCWL 

LQRDG 

IBRID 

YLARN 

TUPIli 

ELHPF 

YLXXA 

(240) 

USNYL 

SLVUX 

YSHBS 

SLWHA 

IBCUC 

TDNJK 

JMICF 

TEWUO 

BIDDK 

IMMLP 

YNZPC 

TUPHK 

AUWCY 

BRDDQ 

DJKWA 

LTWHW 

BZULA XMQZP 

ANULP ANUWY 

SSPYY STWHO 

JODPW BKGZK 

IYDLG IQNKE 

DBDDQ DBPKK 

JTSKA XEWAN 

CSKLP ANUHW 

QKUCW 

INCZO 

GBGMW 

JODPK 

JTRPA 

DUUAY 

YNELK 

CSKSH 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

The computer programs that follow have been especially written for this book 

by Wayne G. Barker. These computer programs, although written specifically 

in BASIC for use with a TRS-80 MODEL 4 computer, with usually minimum change 

are likewise applicable to other personal computers which use BASIC. The 

computer programs are only representative of the many programs that pertain 

to polyalphabetic substitution cipher systems. These type cipher systems 

particularly lend themselves to the use of computer programs to perform both 

cryptographic and cryptanalytic tasks. Indeed, virtually all the cryptana- 

lytic operations described in this book can be duplicated and perhaps even 

improved upon by computer programs. 

Each of the following listed computer programs is followed by a RUN of the 

program to show clearly the results obtained by using the program. The re- 

sults of using the listed programs for the most part are self-evident. Only 

with respect to the fourth listed program, "Determining the Period of a 

Periodic Cipher", is an explanation of the program probably required. Using 

the program, the "period" of most simple polyalphabetic substitution ciphers 

can usually be easily discovered. The only qualification with respect to 

the program is that the "period" must be relatively short, up to about 25 

letters, and the length of the ciphertext must be sufficient to provide a 

reasonable number of letters to be enciphered by each letter of the key. 

The computer program in turn "tests" various key-lengths, beginning first 

with a key-length of 1, then a key-length of 2, etc. For each key-length 

the program provides the average "index of coincidences" for the repetitions 

found in the various monoalphabetic distributions formed by the key-length 

being tested. In general, the closer that the average "IC" approaches .0667 

(the probability of monographic coincidence in English telegraphic plain- 

text), the more likely it is that the key-length producing that average "If?' 

is the correct "period'* or key-length of the ciphertext being examined. In 

this connection, it is advised that the student especially read Appendix 2, 

pages 108-118. 
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INDEX OF PROGRAMS 

Vigenere Encipherment 

True Beaufort Encipherment 

Variant Beaufort Encipherment 

Determining the Period of a Periodic Cipher 

Vigenere Encipherment Using Mixed Alphabets 
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10 REM -- "VIGENERE" 
20 REM -- VIGENERE ENCIPHERMENT. 
30 CLEAR 1000 
40 DIM A$(25O),K$(25)&(25O),K(25),P(25O),Q(250) 
50 CLS 
60 PRINT "Enter KEYWORD --" 
70 INPUT K$ 
80 FOR I=1 TO LEN(K$) 
90 K(I)=ASC(MID$(K$,I;l)) 
100 NEXT 
110 PRINT 
120 PRINT "Enter PLAINTEXT --" 
130 INPUT A$ 
140 FOR I=1 TO LEN(A$) 
150 Q(I)=ASC(MID$(A$,I,1)) 
160 NEXT 
170 R=O 
180 FOR S=l TO LEN(A$) 
190 IF Q(S)<65 OR Q(S)>90 THEN 220 
200 R=R+l 
210 P(R)=Q(S) 
220 NEXT 
230 PRINT e 
240 J=O 
250 FOR I=1 TO R 
260 J=J+l 
270 IF J>LEN(K$) THEN J=O:GOTO 260 
280 K=K(J)-65 
290 IF P(I)>SO-K THEN 320 
300 C(I)=P(I)+K 
310 GOT0 330 
320 C(I)=(P(I)+K-90)+64 
330 NEXT 
340 PRINT "Ciphertext --" 
350 PRINT 
360 L-O 
370 FOR M-l TO 5 
380 FOR N=l TO 5 
390 L-L+1 
400 PRINT CHR$(C(L))" "t 
410 IF L=R THEN 470 
420 NEXT 
430 PRINT " "; 
440 NEXT 
450 PRINT 
460 GOT0 370 
470 PRINT:PRINT 
480 PRINT "("R")" 
490 END 
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Enter KEYWORD -- 
? BED 

Enter PLAINTEXT -- 
? SEND SUPPLIES TO MORLEYS STATION 

Ciphertext -- 

TIQEW XQTOJ. IVUSP PVOFC 'VTXDU 
M R 0 

( 28 1 
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TRUE BEAUFORT ENCIPHERMENT 

10 REM -- "BEAUFORT" 
20 REM -- TRUE BEAUFORT ENCIPHERMENT. 
30 CLEAR 1000 
40 DIM A$(250),K$(25),C(250),K(250),p(250~~Q(250~ 
50 CLS 
60 PRINT "Enter KEYWORD --" 
70 INPUT K$ 
80 FOR I-1 TO LEN(K$) 
90 K(I)=ASC(MID$(K$,I,l)) 
100 NEXT 
110 PRINT 
120 PRINT "Enter PLAINTEXT --" 
130 INPUT A$ 
140 FOR I=1 TO LEN(A$) 
150 Q(I)=ASC(MID$(A$,I,l)) 
160 NEXT 
170 R=O 
180 FOR S=l TO LEN(A$) 
190 IF q(s)<65 OR Q(S)>90 THEN 220 
200 R=R+l 
210 P(R)=Q(S) 
220 NEXT 
230 PRINT 
240 J=O 
250 FOR I=1 TO R 
260 J=J+l 
270 IF J>LEN(K$) THEN J=O:GOTO 260 
280 K=K(J)-65 
290 C(I)=P(I)+(26-2*(P(IbK(J))bK 
300 IF C(I)>90 THEN C(I)=C(I)-26 
310 NEXT 
320 PRINT "Ciphertext --" 
330 L=O 
340 FOR M=l TO 5 
350 FOR N-l TO 5 
360 L=L+l 
370 PRINT CHR$(C(L))" "; 
380 IF L=R THEN 440 
390 NEXT 
400 PRINT " "t 
410 NEXT 
420 PRINT 
430 GOT0 340 
440 PRINT:PRINT 
450 PRINT "("R")" 
460 END 
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Enter KEYWORD -- 
? COMET 

Enter PLAINTEXT -- 
? SEND SUPPLIES 

Ciphertext -- 
KK'ZBB IZXTL YW 

( 12 ) 
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VARIANT BEAUFORT ENCIPHERMENT 

10 REM -- "VARIANT" 
20 REM -- VARIANT BEAUFORT ENCIPHERMENT. 
30 CLEAR 1000 
40 DIM A$(25O),K$(25),C(25O),K(25),P(25O),Q(250) 
50 CLS 
60 PRINT "Enter KEYWORD --" 
70 INPUT KS 
80 FOR I=1 TO LEN(K$) 
90 K(I)=ASC(MID$(K$,I,l)) 
100 NEXT 
110 PRINT 
120 PRINT "Enter PLAINTEXT --" 
130 INPUT A$ 
140 FOR I-1 TO LEN(A$) 
150 Q(I)=ASC(MID$(A$,I,l)) 
160 NEXT 
170 R=O 
180 FOR S=l TO LEN(A$) 
190 IF Q(S)<65 OR Q(S)>90 THEN 220 
200 R=R+l 
210 P(R)=Q(S) 
220 NEXT 
230 PRINT 
240 J=O 
250 FOR I=1 TO R 
260 J=J+l 
270 IF J>LEN(K$) THEN J=O:GOTO 260 
280 K=K(J)-65 
290 C(I)=P(I)-K 
300 IF C(I)<65 THEN 320 
310 GOT0 330 
320 C(I)=C(I)+26 
330 NEXT 
340 PRINT "Ciphertext --a 
350 PRINT 
360 L=O 
370'FOR M=l TO 5 
380 FOR N=l TO 5 
390 L=L+l 
400 PRINT CHR$(C(L))" "; 
410 IF L=R THEN 470 
420 NEXT 
430 PRINT " "; 
440 NEXT 
450 PRINT 
460 GOT0 370 
470 PRINT:PRINT 
480 PRINT "("R")" 
490 END 
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Enter KEYWORD -- 
? COMET 

Enter PLAINTEXT -- 
? SEND SUPPLIES 

Ciphertext -- 

QQBZz SBDHP CE 

( 12 ) 

. 
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DETERMINING THE PERIOD OF A PERIODIC CIPHER 

10 REM -- "PERIOD" 
20 REM -- DETERMINING THE PERIOD OF A PERIODIC CIPHER. 
30 CLEAR 600 
40 CLS 
50 DIM C(255),4(255),2(90) -. 
60 DEFINT I 
70 INPUT "Test KEY LENGTHS to what 1ength";K 
80 PRINT 
90 PRINT "Enter text of periodic cipher --" 
100 INPUT A$ 
110 FOR I=1 TO LEN(A$) 
120 Q(I)=ASC(MID$(A$,I,l)) 
130 NEXT 
140 FOR S--l TO LEN(A$) 
150 IF Q(S)<65 OR Q(S)>90 THEN 180 
160 R=R+l 
170 C(R)=Q(S) 
180 NEXT 
190 PRINT 
200 J=J+l 
210 B=l 
220 FOR I=1 TO R 
230 N-N+1 
240 IF N=B THEN Z(C(I))=Z(C(I))+l:T=T+l 
250 IF N=J THEN N=O 
260 NEXT 
270 FOR I=65 TO 90 
280 H=Z(I)*(Z(I)-l):M=M+H 
290 Z(I)=0 
300 NEXT 
310 W=M/(T*(T-l)):A=A+W 
320 H=O:M=O:N=O:T=O:W=O 
330 IF B=J THEN 360 
340 B=B+l 
350 GOT0 220 
360 PRiNT "FOR KEY LENGTH "J "-- AVERAGE IC ="A/J 
370 A=0 
380 IF J=K THEN 400 
390 GOT0 200 
400 END 
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Test KEY LENGTHS to what length? 10 

Enter text of periodic cipher -- 
? NFWWP NOMKI WPIDS CAAET QVZSE YOJSC AAAFG RVNHD 

WDSCA EGNFP FOEMT HXLJW PNOMK IQDBJ IVNHL TFNCS 
BGCRP 

FOR KEY LENGTH 
FOR KEY LENGTH 
FOR KEY LENGTH 
FOR KEY LENGTH 
FOR KEY LENGTH 
FOR KEY LENGTH 
FOR KEY LENGTH 
FOR KEY LENGTH 
FOR KEY LENGTH 
FOR KEY LENGTH 

1 -- AVERAGE IC = .0372549 
2 -- AVERAGE IC = .0363288 
3 -- AVERAGE IC = .0283707 
4 -- AVERAGE IC = .0392857 
6" -- -- AVERAGE AVERAGE IC IC = = .0285714 .0426471 

7 -- AVERAGE IC = .0932401 
8 -- AVERAGE IC = .0522727 
9 -- AVERAGE IC = .0320988 
10 -- AVERAGE IC = .0253968 
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VIGENERE ENCIPHERMENT USING MIXED ALPHABETS 

10 REM -- "MIXED" 
20 REM -- VIGENERE ENCIPHERMENT USING MIXED ALPHABETS. 
30 CLEAR 1000 
40 CLS. 
50 DIM B(26,90),C(255),K(25),N(255),P(255),Q(255) 
60 DIM CA(26),CC(26),PA(26),PC(26),PD(26) 
70 PRINT "Enter KEYWORD --" 
80 INPUT KS 
90 FOR I=1 TO LEN(K$) 
100 K(I)=ASC(MID$(K$,I,l)) 
110 NEXT 
120 PRINT 
130 PRINT "Enter INDEX LETTER --" 
140 INPUT E$ 
150 PRINT 
160 PRINT "Enter PLAINTEXT COMPONENT --" 
170 INPUT PC$ 
180 IF LEN(PC$)<>26 THEN 160 
190 FOR I=1 TO 26 
200 PC(I)=ASC(MID$(PC$,I,l)) 
210 NEXT 
220 PRINT 
230 PRINT "Enter CIPHERTEXT COMPONENT --" 
240 INPUT CCS 
250 IF LEN(CC$)O26 THEN 230 
260 FOR I=1 TO 26 
270 CC(I)=ASC(MID$(CC$,I,l)) 
280 NEXT 
290 PRINT 
300 PRINT "Enter PLAINTEXT --" 
310 INPUT P$ 
320 FOR I=1 TO LEN(P$) 
330 Q(I)=ASC(MID$(P$,I,l)) 
340 NEXT 
350 R-O 
360 FOR I=1 TO LEN(P$) 
370 IF Q(I)<65 OR Q(I)>90 THEN 4'00 
380 R=R+l 
390 P(R)=Q(I) 
400 NEXT 
410 FOR I-1 TO 26 
420 IF PC(I)=ASC(E$) THEN X=I:GOTO 440 
430 NEXT 
440 FOR I=1 TO 26 
450 G=X+S 
460 IF G>26 THEN G=G-26 
470 PA(I)=PC(G) 
480 S=S+l 
490 NEXT 
500 J=O 
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510 J=J+l 
520 FOR I=1 TO 26 
530 IF K(J)=CC(I) THEN Y=I:T=O:GOTO 560 
540 NEXT 
550 T=O 
560 FOR I=1 TO 26 
570 H=Y+T 
580 IF H>26 THEN H=H-26 
590 CA(I)=CC(H) 
600 H=O 
610 T=T+l 
620 NEXT 
630 FOR I=1 TO 26 
640 B(J,I)=CA(I) 
650 NEXT 
660 IF J=LEN(K$) THEN 680 
670 GOT0 510 
680 I=0 
690 I=I+l 
700 FOR J=65 TO 90 
710 IF PA(I)=J THEN PD(J-64)-I: GOT0 730 
720 NEXT 
730 IF I=26 GOT0 750 
740 GOT0 690 
750 I=0 
760 PRINT 
770 PRINT "CIPHERTEXT:" 
780 PRINT 
790 FOR K=l TO LEN(K$) 
800 W=W+l 
810 L=P(W)-64 
820 M=PD(L) 
830 N(W)=B(K,M) 
840 IF W=R THEN 870 
850 NEXT 
860 GOT0 790 
870 W=O 
880 FOR M=l TO 5 
890 FOR N=l TO 5 
900 W=W+l 
910 PRINT CHR$(N(W))" "; 
920 IF W-R THEN 980 
930 NEXT 
940 PRINT " "; 
950 NEXT 
960 PRINT 
970 GOT0 880 
980 PRINT 
990 PRINT "("R")" 
1000 PRINT 
1010 END 
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INTRODUCTORY 
-W-pb 

Preliminary remarks ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
General remarks upon the nature of cryptographic periodicity ________________________________________------------------ 2 
Effects of varying the length of the plain-text groupings ________________________________________-- - _________________ 3 
Primary and secondary periods; resultant periods ___________________________________________________________________ 4 

1. F’reliminary remarks .-a. The text immediately preceding this devoted itself almost 
exclusively to polyalphabetic substitution systems of the type called repeating-key ciphers. 
It was seen how a regulaxity in the employment of a limited number of alphabets results in the 
manifestation of periodicity or cyclic phenomena in the cryptogram, by means of which the 
latter may be solved. The difEculty in solution is directly correlated with the type and number 
of cipher alphabets employed in specific examples. 

13. Two procedures suggest themselves for consideration when the student cryptanalyst 
realizes the foregoing circumstances and thinks of methods to eliminate the weaknesses inherent 
in this cryptographic system. First, noting that the difficulties in solution increase as the 
length of the key increases, he may study the effects of employing much longer keys to see if 
one would be warranted in piacing much trust in that method of increasing the security of the 
messages. Upon second thought, however, remembering that as a general rule the first step 
in the solution consists in ascertaining the number of alphabets employed, it seems to him that 
the most logical thing to do would be to use a procedure which will avoid periodicity altogether, 
will thus eliminate the cyclic phenomena that are normally manifested in cryptograms of a 
periodic construction, and thus prevent an enemy cryptanalyst from taking even a first step 
toward solution. In other words, he will investigate the possibilities of apwiodic systems first 
and if the results are unsatisfactory, he will then see what he can do with systems using lengthy 
keys. 

c. Accordingly, the first part of this text will be devoted to an examination of certain of the 
very simple varieties of aperiodic, polyalphabetic substitution systems; after this, methods of 
extending or lengthening short mnemonic keys, and systems using lengthy keys will be studied. 

2. General remarks upon the nature of cryptographic periodicity.--a. When the thoughtful 
student considers the matter of petriodicity in polyalphabetic substitution systems and tries to 
ascertain its real nature, he notes, with some degree of interest and surprise perhaps that it is 
composed of two fundamental factors, because there are in reality tzoo elements involved in ita 
production. He has, of course, become quite familiar with the idea that periodicity necessitates 
the use of a keying element and that the latter must be employed in a cyclic manner. But he 
now begins to realize that there is another element involved, the significance of which he haa 
perhaps not fully appreciated, oiz, that unless the key is applied to constant-length plain-text 
groups no periodicity will be man&ted externally by the cryptogram, despite the repetitive or 
cyclic use of a constant-length key. This realization is quickly followed by the idea that possibly 
all periodicity may be avoided or suppressed by either or both of two ways: (1) By using constant- 
length keying units to encipher variable-length plain-text groupings or (2) by using variable- 
length keying units to encipher constanf-length plain-text groupings. 

b. The student at once realizes also that the periodicity exhibited by repeating-key ciphers 
of the type studied in the preceding text, is of a very simple character. There, successive letters 
of the repetitive key were applied to successive letters of the text. In respect to the employment 
of the key, the cryptographic or keying procesFJ may be said to be constant orjixed in character. 
This terminology remains true even if a single keying unit servea to encipher two or more letters 
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at a time, provided only &at the groupings of plain-text lett,ers are constant, in lengt,h. For 
example, a single key letter may serve to encipher two successive plain-text letters; if the key is 
repetitive in character and the message is sufficient, in length, periodicity will still be manifested 
by the cryptogram and the latter can be solved by the methods indicated in the preceding text.l 
Naturally, those methods would hare to be modified in accordance with the specific t-ype of 
grouping involved. Tn this case the factoring process would disclose an apparent key length 
t,wice that of the real length. But study of the frequency distributions would soon show that 
the 1st and 2d distributions were similar, the 3d and 4th, the 5th and 6th, and so on, depending 
upon the length of the key. The logical step is therefore to combine the distributions in proper 
pairs and proceed as usual. 

c. In all such cases of encipherment by constant-length groupings, the apparent length of 
the period (as found by applying the factoring process to the cryptogram) is a multiple of the 
real length and the multiple corresponds to the length of the groupings, that is, the number of 
plain-text letters enciphered by the same key letter. 

d. The point t,o be noted, how-ever, is that all these cases are still periodic in character, 
because both the keying units and the plain-text groupings are constant in length. 

3. Effects of varying the length of the plain-text groupings.--e. But now consider the effects 
of making one or the other of these two elements oariable in length. Suppose that the plain-test 
groupings are made variable in length and that the keying units are kept constant in length. 
Then, even though the key may be cyclic in character and may repeat itself many times in the 
course of encipherment, external periodicity is suppressed, unless the luw governing the variation 
in plain-text groupings is itself cyclic in character, and the length of the message is at least tzco or 
more times that of the cycle applicable to this variable grouping. 

b. (1) For example, -suppose the correspondents agree to use reversed standard cipher 
alphabets with the key word SIGNAL, to encipher a message, the latter being divided up into 
groups as shown below: 

SI G N A L 
1 12 123 1234 12345 1 
C OM MAN DING GENER A 
CJ m ET KFAH UWNWJ L 

NA L S I G 
1 12 123 1234 12345 1 
C TI VET WENT YFIRS T 
L HS QHS WOFZ KDARQ E 

SI G N A L 
1 12 123 1234 12345 1 
C OM MAS WITC HROAR D 
Q m &O RF’UL TZMAJ I 

;z; TKFAH UWNWJ 
LJ==QH SWOFZ 

UWPWL EXYHT QurwG 

S I G N A 
12 123 1234 12345 1 
LF IRS TARM YHASI S 
HN ARQ NGPU PGNVF I 

N A L s I 
12 123 1234 12345 1 
AT NO0 NDIR ECTIN G 
NU NMM YIDU OQZKF C 

s I 
12 123 
SC OMM... 
AQ UWW... 

CRYPTOQEAY 

LHNAR QNGPU PGNVF 
KDARQ NNUNM MYIDU 
ORFUL TZMAJ IAQUW 

Fmvax L 

L s I G 
12 123 1234 12345 
SU ED0 RDER SEFFE 
TR OPE RFER OCBBC 

GN A L 
12 123 1234 12345 
TH ATT ELEP HONES 
NzNuuwPwLExYm 

ITROP ERFER 
OQZKF CNZNU 
1 . . . 

1 In this connection, see Section III, Military Ctyptanalysis, Port II, 
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(2) The cipher text in this example (Fig. 1) shows a tetragraphic and a pentagraphic 
repetition. The two occurrences of QUWUG ( =COhW.A) are separated by an interval of 90 
letters; the two occurrences of ARQN ( =IRST) by 39 letters. The former repetition (QUKJG) , 
it u-ill be noted, is a true periodic repetition, since the plain-text letters, their grouping, and 
the key letters are identical. The interval in this case, if counted in terms of letters, is the 
product of the keying cycle, 6, by the grouping cycle, 15. The latter repetition ( ARQN) is not 
a true periodic repetition in the sense that both cycles have been completed at the same point, 
as is the case in t,he former repetition. It is true that the cipher letters ARQN, representing 
IRST both times, are produced by the same key lett,ers, I and G, but the enciphering points in 
t,he grouping cycle are different in the two cases. Repetitions of this type may be termed 
partially periodic repetitions, to distinguish them from those of the completely periodic type. 

c. ‘&hen the intervals between the two repetitions noted above are more carefully studied, 
especially from the point of view of the interacting cycles which brought them about, it will be 
seen that counting acrording to groupings and not according to single letters, the two pentagraphs 
QU’WUG are separated by an interval of 30 groupings. Or, if one prefers to look at the matter in 
the light of the keying cycle, the two occurrences of QUWJG are separated by 30 key letters. 
Since the key is but 6 let,ters in length, this means that the key has gone through 5 cycles. Thus, 
the number 30 is the product of the number of letters in the keying cycle (6) by the number 
of different-length groupings in the grouping cycle (5). The interaction of these two cycles 
may be conceived of ns partaking of the nature of two gears which are in mesh, one driven by 
the other. One of these gears has 6 teeth, the ot,her 5, and the teeth are numbered. If the 
two gears are adjusted so that the “number 1 teeth” are adjacent to each other, and the gears 
are caused to revolve, these two teeth will not come together again until the larger gear hns 
made 5 revolutions and the smaller one 6. During this time, a total of 30 meshings of individual 
teeth will have occurred. But since one revolution of the smaller gear (=the grouping cycle) 
represents the encipherment of 15 iet,ters, when translated in terms of letters, the 6 complete 
revolutions of this gear mean the encipherment of 90 letters. This accounts for the period of 
90, when stated in terms of letters. 

d. The two occurrences of the other repetition, ARQN, are at an interval of 39 letters; but 
in terms of the number of intervening groupings, the interval is 12, which is obviously two 
times the length of the keying cycle. In other words, the key has in this case passed through 2 
cycles. 

e. In a long message enciphered according to such a scheme aa the foregoing there would 
be many repetitions of both types discussed above (the completely periodic and the partially 
periodic) so that the cryptanalyst might encounter some difticulty in his attempts to reach a 
solution, especially if he hnd no information as to the basic system. It is to be noted in this 
connection that if any one of bhe groupings exceeds say 5, 6, or 7 letters in length, the scheme 
may give itself away rather easily, since it is clear that within each grouping the encipherment is 
strictly monoalphubetic. Therefore, in the event of groupings of more than 5 or 6 letters, the 
monoalphabetic equivalents of tell-tale words such as ATTACK, BATTALION, DIVISION, 
etc., would stand out. The system is most efficacious, therefore, with short groupings. 

f. It.should also be noted that there is nothing about the scheme which requires a regularity 
in the grouping cycle such as that embodied in the example. A lengthy grouping cycle such as 
the one shown below may just as easily be employed, it being guided by a key of its own; for 
example, the number of dots and dashes contained in the International Morse signals for the 
letters composing the phrase DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE might be used. Thus, A (. -> 
has 2, B (-.. .> has 4, and so on. Hence: 

DECLARATIONOFINDEPENDENCE 
3144232123234223141231241 
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The grouping cycle is 3+ 1 f-4+4+2 . . ., or 60 letters in length. Suppose the same phrase 
is used as an enciphering key for determining the selection of cipher alphabets. Since the 
phrase contains 25 letters, the complete period of the system would be the least common multiple 
of 25 and 60 or 300 letters. This system might appear to yield a very high degree of crypto- 
graphic security. But the student will see as he progresses that the security is not so high as 
he may at first glance suppose it to be. 

4. Primary and secondary periods ; resultant periods.-a. It has been noted that the length 
of the complete period in a system such as the foregoing is the least common multiple of the 
length of the two component or interacting periods. In a way, therefore, since the component 
periods constitute the basic element of the scheme, they may be designated as the basic or primary 
periods. These are also hidden or latent periods. The apparent or patent period, that is, the 
complete period, may be designated as the secondary or resultant period. In certain types of 
cipher machines there may be more t,han two primary periods which interact to produce a 
resultant period; also, there are cases in which the latter may interact with anot’her primary 
period to produce a tertiary period; and so on. The final, or resultant, or apparent period is the 
one which is usually ascertained Crst as a result of the study of the intervals between repetitions. 
This may or may not be broken down into its component primary periods. 

b. Although a solution may often be obt.ained without breaking down a resultant period 
into its component primary periods, the reading of many messages pertaining to a widespread 
system of secret communication is much facilitated when the analysis is pushed to its lowest 
level, that is, to the point where the final cryptographic scheme has been reduced to its simplest 
terms. This may involve the discovery of a multiplicit,y of simple elements which interact in 
successive cryptographic strata. 
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SECTION II 

SOLUTION OF SYSTEMS USING CONSTANT-LENGTH KEYING UNITS TO ENCIPHER 
VARIABLE-LENGTH PLAIN-TEXT GROUPINGS, I 

Paragraph 
Introductory remarks _____________________ ________________________________________-----------------------------.-----.--.--.--------- 5 
Aperiodic encipherment produced by groupings according to word lengths ________________________________________---- 6 
Solution when direct standard cipher alphabets are employed ________________________________________--------------------- 7 
Solution Then reversed standard cipher alphabets are employed ________________________________________----------------- 8 
Comments on foregoing cases ________ _ ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------ 9 

5. Introductory remarks.-a. The system described in paragraph 3 abore is obriously not 
to be classified as aperiodic in nature, despite the injection of a variable factor which inthvt 
case was based upon irregularity in the length of one of the two elements involved in polyalpha- 
betic substitution. The variable factor was there subject to a law which in itself was periodic 
in character. 

b. To make such a system truly aperiodic in character, by elaborating upon the basic 
scheme for producing variable-length plain-text grouping s, would be possible, but impractical. 
For example, using the same method as is given in paragraph 3f for determining the lengths of 
the groupings, one might employ the text of a book; and if the latter is longer than the message 
to be enciphered, the cryptogram would certainly show no periodicity as regards the intervals 
between repetitions, which would be plentiful. However, as already indicated, such a scheme 
would not be very practical for regular communication between n large number of correspondents, 
for reasons which are no doubt apparent. The book would have to be safeguarded as would a 
code; enciphering and deciphering would be quite slow, cumbersome, and subject to error; 
and, unless the same key text were used for all messages, methods or indicators would have to 
be adopted to show exactly where encipherment begins in each message. A simpler method 
for producing constantly changing, aperiodic plain-text groupings therefore, is to be sought. 

6. Aperiodic encipherment produced by groupings according to word lengths.-. The 
simplest method for producing aperiodic plain-text groupings is one which hns doubtless long 
ago presented itself to the student, G., encipherment according to the actual word lengths of 
the message to be enciphered. 

b. Although the average number of letters composing the words of any alphabetical language 
is fairly constant, successive words comprising plain text vaxy a great deal in this respect, and 
this variation is subject to no law.’ In telegraphic English, for example, the mean length of 
words is 5.2 letters; the words may contain from 1 to 15 or more letters, but the su’ccessive 
words vary in length in an extremely irregular manner, no matter how long the text may be. 

c. As a consequence, the use of word lengths for dete rmining the number of letters to be 
enciphered by each key letter of a repetitive key commends itself to the inexperienced cryptog- 
rapher as soon as he comes to understand the way in ,which repeating-key ciphers are solved. 
If there is no periodicity in the cryptograms, how can the letters of the cipher text, written in 

1 It is true, of course, that the differences between two writers in respect to the lengths and characters of 
the words contained in their personal vocabularies are often marked and can be measured. These differences 
may be subject to certain laws, but the latter are not of the type in which we are interested, being psychological 
rather than mathematical in character. See Rickert, E., New Methods for the Study of Literature, University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1927. 
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;3-letter groups, be distributed into their respective monoalphabets? And if t,his very first step 
is impos;sihle. how can the crypto,Tams be solved? 

7. Solution when direct standard cipher alphabets are employed.--a. Despite the foregoing 
rhetorical questions, the solution of this case is really quite simple. It merely involves a modifi- 
cation of thr mctllod given in a previous text,2 wherein solution of a monoalphabetic cipher 
employing a direct standard nlphnbet is accomplished by completing the plain-component 
sequence. There, all the words of the entire messa.ge come out on a single generatrix of the 
completion diagram. In the present case, since the individual, separate words of a message 
are enciphered by different key letters, these words will reappear on diflerent gene&rices of the 
diagram. All the cryptannlyst has to do is to pick them out. He can do this once he has found 
a good starting point, by using a little imaginat,ion and following clues afforded by the context. 

b. An example will make the method clear. The following message (note its brevity) has 
been intercepted: 

TRECS YGETI LUVWV IKMQI RXSPJ 
SVAGR XUXPW VMTUC SYXGX VHFFB LLBHG 

c. Submitting the message to routine study, the first step is to use normal alphabet strips 
and try out the possibility of direct standard alphabets having been used. The completion 
diagram for the first 10 letters of the message is shown in figure 2. 

d. Despite the fact that the text does not all reappear on the 
same generatrix, the solution is a very simple matter because the 
first three words of the message are easily found: CAN YOU GET. 
The key letters may be sought in the usual manner and are found 
to be REA. One may proceed to set up the remaining letters of 
the message on sliding normal alphabets, or one may assume 
various keywords such as READ, REAL, REAM, etc., and try to 
continue the decipherment in that way. The former method is 
easier. The completed solution is as follows: 

R E A D E R S 
CAN YOU GET FIRST REGIMENT BY RADIO 
TRE CSY GET ILWW VIKMQIRX SP JSVAG 

D I G E S T 
OUR PHONE NOW OUT OF COMMISSION 
RXU XPWVM TUC SYX GX VHFFBLLBHG 

e. Note the key in the foregoing case: It is composed of the 
successive key letters of the phrase READERS DIGEST. 

f. The only difficult part of such a solution is that of making 
the first step and getting a start on a word. If the words are 
short it is rather easy to overlook good possibilities and thus 
spend some time in fruitless searching. However, solution must 
come; if nothing good appears at the beginning of the message, 
search should be made in the interior of the cryptogram or at 
the end. 

’ Military Cryptanalysis, Part I, Par. 20. 

TRECSYGETI 
USFDTZHFUJ 
VTGEUAIGVK 
WUHFVBJHWL 
XVIGWCKIXM 
YWJHXDLJYN 
ZXKIYEMKZO 
AY’LJZFNLAP 
BZMKAGOMBQ 
CANLBHPNCR 
DBOMCIQODS 
ECPNDJRPET 
FDQOEKSQFU 
GERPFLTRGV 
HFSQGMUSHW 
IGTRHNVTIX 
JHUSIOWUJY 
KIVTJPXVKZ 
LJWUKQYWLA 
MKXVLRZXMB 
NLYWMSAYNC 
OMZXNTBZOD 
PNAYOUCAPE 
QOBZPVDBQF 
RPCAQWECRG 
SQDBRXFDSH 

nourm 2. 
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8. Solution when reversed standard cipher alphabets are employed.-It should by this time 
hardly be necessary to indicnte that the only change in the procedure set, forth in paragraph 
;c, d in the case of reTerscd standard cipher alphabets is that the letters of the cryptogram must 
be converted into their plain-component (direct standard) equivalents before the completion 
sequence is applied to the message. 

9. Comments on foreg0ir.g cases.--a. The foregoin g cases are so simple in nature that the 
detailed t,rea.tment accorded them would seem hardly to be u-arranted at this stage of study. 
However, they are necessary and valuable as an introduction to the more complicated cases to 
follow. 

b. Throughout this text, whenever encipherment processes are under discussion, the pair 
of enciphering equations commonly referred to as characterizing the so-called Vigent!re method 
will be understood, unless otherwise indicated. This method involves the pair of enciphering 
equations 0,,1=&n; 0D,1=Oe,2, that is, the index letter, which is usually the initial letter of the 
plain component, is set opposite the key letter on. the cipher component; the plain-text letter 
to be enciphered is sought on the plain component and its equivalent is the letter opposite it 
on the cipher component.3 

c. The solution of messages prepared according to the two preceding methods is particularly 
easy, for the reason that standard cipher alphabets are employed and these, of course, are derived 
from known components. The significance of this statement should by this time be quite 
obvious to the student. But what if mixed alphabets are employed, so that one or both of the 
components upon which the cipher a.lphabets are based are unknown sequences? The simple 
procedure of completing the plain component obviously cannot be used. Since the messages 
are polyalphabetic in character, and since the process of factoring cannot be applied, it would 
seem that the solution of messages enciphered in different alphabets and according to word 
lengths would be a rather difficult matter. However, it will soon be made clear that the solution 
is not nearly so difficult as first impression might lead the student to imagine. 

3 See in tti connection, Military Cryptanalysis, Part II, Section II, and Appendix 1. 
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SECTION III 

SOLUTION OF SYSTEMS USING CONSTANT-LENGTH KEYING UNITS TO ENCIPHER 
VARIABLE-LENGTH PLAIN-TEXT GROUPINGS, II 

PuynPh 
Solution when the original word lengths are retained in the cryptogram ______________________________ -__-_-__-__ 10 
Solution when other types of alphabete are employed--- ________________________________________-------------------------- 11 
Iaomorphism and its importance in cryptanalyticu ______________ ----_----_----______--------------------------------------- 12 
Illustration of the application of phenomena of isomorphism in aolving a cryptogram ______________ - _____________ 13 

10. Solution when the original word lengths are retained in the cryptogram.-a. This case 
will be discussed not because it is encountered in practical military cryptography but because it 
affords a good introduction to the case in which the original word lengths are no longer in evi- 
dence in the cryptogram, the latter appearing in the usual B-letter groups. 

b. Reference is made at this point to the phenomenon called idiomorphism, and its value in 
connection with the application of the principles of solution by the “probable-word” method, 
as explained in a previous text.’ When the original word lengths of a message are retained in 
the cryptogram, there is no difficulty in searching for and locating idiomorphs and then making 
comparisons between these idiomorphic sequences in the message and special word patterns 
set forth in lists maintained for the purpose. For example, in the following message note the 
underlined groups and study the letters within these groups: 

MESEAQE 

XIXLP EQVIB VEFHAP FVT RT XWK PWEWIWRD XM 
NTJCTYZL OAS XYQ ARVVRKFONT BH SFJDUUXFP 
OUVIGJPF ULBFZ RV DKUKW ROHROZ 

IDIOMORPHIC SEQUENCEB 

(1) P YE&WI& R D (2) A R RKFONT (3)SfJDUUX;P 

(4) &-&)&)A z 

c. Reference to lists of words commonly found in military text and arranged according to 
their idiomorphic patterns or formulae soon gives suggestions for these cipher groups. Thus: 

(1) PWEWIWRD 

D Y2-2 O N 

(2) ARVVRKFONT 
B A T. .T A L I 0 N S 

(3) SFJDUUXFP 
AETIUERY 

(4) R 0 H R.0 Z 
OCLOCK 
-- 

lhfilitaty Cryptanalyti, Patt I, Par. 33 a-d, inclueive. 
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d. PTith these assumed equivalents a reconstruction skeleton or diagram of cipher alphabets 
(forming a portion of a quadricular table) is established, on the hypothesis that the cipher 
alphabets have been derived from the slidin g of a mixed component against the normal se- 
quence. First it is noted that since O,=% both in the word DIVISION and in the word OCLOCK 
their cipher equivalents must be in the same alphabet. The reconstruction skeleton is then as 
follows: 

Division, 
o’clock----- (1) 

Battalion ----(2) 

Artillery --..--(3) 

- -_ 
1 -- 

e. Noting t,hat the interval between 0 and R in the first and second alphabets is the same, 
direct symmetry of position is assumed In a few moments the first alphabet in the skeleton 
becomes as follows: 

MNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
--.--- .- 

DRAU I EF JK 
---- - 

N 0 T V 
.- 

F J P 

f. The key word upon which the mixed component is based is now not difllcult to find: 
HYDRAULIC. 

g. (1) To decipher the entire message, the simplest procedure is to convert the cipher 
letters into their plaincomponent equivalents (setting the HYDRJWLIC . . . Z sequence against 
the normal alphabet at any point of coincidence) and then completing the plain-component 
sequence, a8 usual. The words of the message will then reappear on Werent gene&rice-s. The 
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key let,ters may then be ascertained and the solution completed. Thus, for the first three words, 
the diagram is as follows: 

Plain ._______.__...___ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
Cipher..........~.... H Y D R A U L I C B E F G J K M N 0 P Q S T V W X Z 

XIXLP EQVIB VEFHAPFVT 
YHYGS KTWHJ WKLAESLWV 
ZIZHT LUXIK XLMBFTMXW 
AJAIU MVYJL YMNCGUNYX 
BKBJV NWZKM ZNODHVOZY 
CLCKW OXALN AOPEIWPAZ 
DMDLX PYBMO BPQFJXQBA 
ENEMY QZCNP CQRGKYRCB 

A,=$ RADOQ DRSHLZSDC 
SBEPR ESTIMATED 
TCFQS A,=P, 
UDGRT 
VEHSU 
WFITV 
XGJUW 
YHKVX 
ZILWY 
AJMXZ 
BKNYA 
CLOZB 
DMPAC 
ENQBD 
FORCE 

A,=& 

(2) The key for the message is found to be SUPREME COURT and the complete message is 
as follows: 

SOLUTION 

S U P R E M E C 0 u 
ENEMY FORCE ESTIMATED AS ONE DIVISION OF INFANTRY AND TWO 
XIXLP EQVIB VEFHAPFVT RT XWK PWEWIWRD XM NTJCTYZL OAS XYQ 

R T S U P R E M 
BATTALIONS OF ARTILLERY MARCHING NORTH AT SEVEN OCLOCK 
ARVVRKFONT BH SFJDUUXFP OUVIGJPF ULBFZ RV DKUKW ROHROZ 
h. In case the plain component is the reversed normal sequence, the procedure is no different 

from the foregoing, except that in the completion diagram the reversed sequence is employed 
after the cipher letters have been converted into their plain-component equivalents. 

i. fro doubt the student realizes from his previous work that once the primary mixed 
component has been recovered the latter becomes a known sequence and that the solution of 
subsequent messages employing the same set of derived alphabets, even though the keys to 
individual messages are different, then becomes a simple matter. 
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11. Solution when other types of alphabets are employed.--+ The foregoing examples 
involve the use either of standaxd cipher alphabets or of mixed cipher alphabets produced b:- 
the sliding of a mixed component against the normal sequence. There is, however, nothing 
about the general cryptographic scheme which prevents the use of other types of derived, 
interrelated, or secondary mixed alphabets. Cipher alphabets produced by the sliding of a 
mixed component against itself (either direct or reversed) or by the sliding of two different 
mixed components are very commonly encountered in these cases. 

b. The solution of such cases involves only slight modifications in procedure, namely, those 
connected with the reconstruction of the primary components. The student should be in a 
positim to employ to good advantage and without difficulty what he has learned about the 
princi )les of indirect symmetry of position in the solution of cases of the kind described. 

c. The solution of a message prepared with mixed alplit ’ pts derived ns indicated in sub- 
parag:,aph b, may be a difIicult matter, depending upon the iongth of the message in question. 
It might, of course, be almost impossible if the message is short and there is no background for 
the application of the probable-word method. But if the message is quite long, or, what is 
more probable with respect to military communications, should the system be used for regular 
tragic, so that there axe available for study several messages enciphered by the same set of 
alphabets, then the problem becomes much easier. In addition to the usual steps in solution 
by the probable-word method, guided by a search for and identification of idiomorphs, there is 
the help that can be obtained from the use of the phenomena of isomorphism, a study of which 
forms the subject of discussion in the next paragraph. 

12. Isomorphism and its importance in cryptanalytics.--+ The term idiomorphism is 
familiar to the student. It designates the phenomena arising from the presence and positions 
of repeated letters in plain-text words, aa a result of which such words may be classified according 
to their compo&ons, ‘!patterns,” or formulae. The term isomorphism (from the Greek ‘(isos” 
meaning “equal” and “morphe” meaning “form”) designates the phenomena arising from the 
existence of two or more idiomorphs with identical formulae. Two or more sequences which 
possess identical formulae axe said to be isomorphic. 

b. Isomorphism may exist in plain text or in cipher text. For example, the three words 
WARRANT, LETTERS, and MISSION are isomorphic. If enciphered monoalphabetically, their 
cipher equivalents would also be isomorphic. In generd, isomorphism is a phenomenon of 
monoalphabeticity (either plain or cipher); but there are izstances wherein it is latent and can 
be made patent in polyalphabetic cryptograms. 

c. In practical cryptanalysis the phenomena of isomorphism afford a constantly astonishing 
source of clues and aids in solution. The alert cryptanalyst, is always on the lookout for situations 
in which he can take advantage of these phenomena, for they are among the most interesting 
and most import&t in cryptanalytics. 

13. Illustration of the use of isomorphism.--a. Let us consider the case discussed under 
paragraph 10, wherein a message was enciphered with a set of mixed cipher alphabets derived 
from sliding the key word-mixed primary component HYDRAULIC . . . XZ against the normal 
sequence. Suppose the message to be as follows (for simplicity, original word lengths are 
retained): 

CBYPTOGBAY 

VCLLKIDVSJDCI ORKD CFSTV IXHMPPFXU EVZZ 
FK NAKFORA DKOMP ISE CSPPHQKCLZKSQ LPRO 

J’ZWBCX HOQCFFAOX ROYXANO EMDMZMTS 

TZFVUEAORSL AU PADDERXPNBXAR IGHFX JXI 
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b. (1) Only a few minutes inspection discloses the following three sets of isomorphs: 

(1) 

(2) VVithout stopping to refer to word-pattern lists in an attempt to identify the very 
striking idiomorphs of the first set, let the student proceed to build up partial sequences of 
equivalents, as though he were dealing with a case of indirect symmetry of position. Thus:2 

From isomorphs (1) (a) and (1) (b): 

V+C;CeS; L+P; KeH; IcQ; DeK; S+L; JGZ; 

from which the following partial sequences are constructed: 

(a) VCSLP (b) DKH (c) IQ (d) JZ 

From isomorphs (1) (b) and (1) (c): 

C==P ; SGA; PGD ; HeE; Q+R; KGX; L+N; Z+B ; 

from which the following partial sequences are constructed: 

(e) CPD (f) SA (g) HE (h) QR (i) KX (j) LN (k) ZB 

From isomorphs (1) (a) and (1) (c): 

v+P; CeA; L+D; K+E; I+R; D+X; SCN; JcB; 

from which the following partial sequences are constructed: 

0) LDX Cm> VP (n> CA (0) KE (p) IR (q) SN (r) JB 

Noting that the data from the three isomorphs of this set may be combined (VCSLP and CPD 
make VCSLP . . D; the latter and LDX make VCSLP . . D . . . X), the following sequences are 
established: 

c. (1) The fact that the longest of these chains consists of exactly 13 letters and that no 
additions can be made from the other two cases of isomorphism, leads to the assumption that a 
“half-chain” is here disclosed and that the latter represents a decimation of the original primary 

111460789 

component at an even interval. Noting the placement of the letters V . S . P . N . K , 

I The symbol 0 b to be read ‘58 equivalent to.” 
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which gives the sequence the appearance of being the latter half of a keyword-mixed sequence 
running in the reversed direction, let the half-chain be reversed and extended to 26 places, as 
follows: 

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 l2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 P 21 12 P 24 26 16 

E.KNPSVXHDALC 

(2) The data from the two partial chains (JZ. . B and IQ. .R) may now be used,and the 
letters inserted into their proper positions. Thus: 

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 10 21 22 23 24 25 26 

E..JK.N.PQS.V.XZH.DRA.LICB 

(3) The sequence H . D R A . L I C soon suggests HYDRAULIC as the key word. V&en 
the mixed sequence is then developed in full, complete corroboration will be found from the data 
of isomorphs 2 (a) (b) and 3 (a) (II). Thus: 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

I~YDRAuLICBEFGJKMN~PQ~TVW~~ 

(4) From idiomorphs (2) (a) and (2) (b), th e interval between H and I is 7; it is the same 
for 0 andX, QandH, C andM, etc. From idiomorphs (3) (a) and (3) (b) the interval between 
RandNis13;itisthesameforOandA, YandK, etc. 

a’. The message may now be solved quite readily, by the usual process of converting the 
cipher-text letters into their plain-component equivalents and then completing the plain com- 
ponent sequences. The solution is as follows: 

[Key: STRIKE WHILE THE IRON IS . . . (HOT?)] 

S T R I K 
COMMUNICATION WITH FIRST ARTILLERY WILL 
VCLLKIDVSJDCI ORKD CFSTV IXHMPPFXU EVZZ 

E W H I L E 
BE THROUGH CORPS AND COMMUNICATION WITH 
FK NAKFORA DKOMP ISE CSPPHQKCLZKSQ LPRO 

T H E I 
SECOND ARTILLERY THROUGH DIVISION 
JZWBCX HOQCFFAOX ROYXANO EMDMZMTS 

R 0 N I S 
SWITCHBOARD NO COMMUNICATION AFTER TEN 
TZFVUEAORSL AU PADDERXPNBXAR IGHFX JXI 

e. (1) In the foregoing illustration the steps are particularly simple because of the following 
circumstances: 

(a) The actual word lengths are shown. 
(b) The words are enciphered monoalphabetically by tierent alphabets belonging to a 

set of secondary alphabets. 
(c) Repetitions of plain-text words, enciphered by diflerent alphabets, produce isomorphs 

and the lengths of the isomorphs are definitely known as a result of circumstance (a). 
(2) Of these facts, the last is of most interest in the present connection. But what if the 

actual word lengths are not shown; that is, what if the text to be solved is intercepted in the 
usual 5-letter-group form? 

462661 0 - 42 - 2 
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SECTION IV 

SOLUTION OF SYSTEMS USING CONSTANT-LENGTH KEYING UNITS TO ENCIPHER 
VARIABLE-LENGTH PLAIN-TEXT GROUPINGS, III 

Paraaraph 
General remarks ________.___________.---.--------.--.. _ ..__ _ .___......_.____.._____._.__...__._.....____.____._... --..- ._... . . . . . ..__ -- 14 
Word separators .___.._.______________________________ . . . .._.._._.........-..-.........----..------...-------_.______....._..___.-....- 13 
Variations end concluding remarks on foregoing systems... ________._.__ ___._....._._________ . . ..______ ____ ._._______..._ 16 

14. Qeneral remarks.--+. The cases described thus far are particularly easy to solve because 
the cryptanalyst has before him the messages in their true or original word lengths. But in 
military cryptography this is seldom or never the case. The problem is therefore made some- 
what more difficult by reason of the fact that there is nothing to indicate definitely the limits of 
encipherment by successive keyletters. However, the solution merely necessitates more es- 
perimentation in this case than in the preceding. The cryptanalyst must take careful note of 
repetitions which may serve to “block out” or delimit words, and hope that when this is done he 
will be able to find and identify certain sequences having familiar idiomorphic features or pat- 
terns, such as those noted above. If there is plenty of text, repetitions will be sufficient in number 
to permit of employing this entering wedge. 

b. Of course, if any sort of stereotypic phraseology is employed, especially at the beginnings 
or endings of the messages, the matter of assuming values for sequences of cipher letters is easy, 
and affords a quick solution. For example, suppose that as a result, of previous work it has been 
found that many messages begin with the expression REFERRING TO YOUR NUMBER , . . . 
Having several messages for study, the selection of one which begins with such a common 
idiomorphism as that given by the word REFERRING is a relatively simple matter; and having 
found the word REFERRING, .if with a fair degree of certainty one can add the words TO YOUR 
NUMBER, the solution is probably well under way. 

c. (1) Take the case discussed in paragraph 13, but assume that word lengths are no longer 
indicated because the message is transmitted in the usual s-letter groups. The process of 
ascertaining the exact length of sequences which are isomorphic, or, as the process is briefly 
termed, “blocking out isomorphs” becomes a more difficult matter and must often rest upon 
rather tenuous threads of reasoning. For example, take the illustrative message just dealt 
with and let it be assumed that it was arranged in s-letter groups. 

VCLLK IDVSJ DCIOR KDCFS TVIXH MPPFX 
UEVZZ FKNAK FORAD KOMPI SECSP PHQKC 
LZKSQ LPROJ ZWBCX HOQCF FAOXR OYXAN 
OEMDM ZMTST ZFVUE AORSL AUPAD DERXP 
NBXAR IGHFX JXI 

(2) The detection of isomorphisms now becomes a more diflicult matter. There is no 
special trouble in picking out the following three isomorphic sequences: 

(1) V C L L K I D V S J D C I 
(2) C S P P H Q K C L Z K S Q 
(3) P A D D E R X P N B X A R 

(14) 
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&ace the first one happens to be at the beginning of the message and its left-hand boundary, or 
‘&head,” is marked by (or rather, coincides with) the beginning of the message. By a fortunate 
circumstance, the right-hand boundary, or “tail,” can be fixed just as accurately. That the 
repetition extends as far as indicated above is certain for we have a check on the last column 
I, Q, R. If an additional column were added, the letters would be 0, L, I. Since the second 
letter has previously appeared while the first and third have not, a contradiction results and the 
new column may not be included. 

If, however, none of the three letters 0, L, I had previously appeared, so that there could 
be no means of getting a check on their correctness, it would not be possible to block out or 
ascertain the extent of the isomorphism in such a case. All that could be said would be that 
it seems to include the first 13 letters, but it might continue further. 

d. (1) However, the difficulty or even the impossibility of blocking out the isomorphs to 
their full extent is not usually a serious matter. After all, the cryptanalyst uses the phenomenon 
not to identify words but to obtain cryptanalytic data for reconstructing cipher alphabets. 
For example, how many data are lost when the illustrative message of subparagraph 13~ is 
rewritt,en in &letter groups as in subparagraph 14c (I)? Suppose the latter form of message 
be studied for isomorphs: 

VCLLK IDVSJ DCIOR KDCFS TVIXH MPPFX UEVZZ 
FKNAK FORAD KOMPI SECSP PHQKC LZKSQ LPROJ 
ZWBCX HOQCF FAOXR OYXAN OEMDM ZMTST ZFWE 
AORSL AUPAD DERXP NBXAR IGHFX JXI 

(2) If the underscored sequences are compared with those in the message in subparagraph 
13a, it will be found that only a relatively small amount of information has been lost. Certainly 
not enough to cause any difficulty have been lost in this case, for all the data necessary for the 
reconstruction of the mixed cipher component came from the first set of isomorphs, and the 
latter are identical in length in both cases. Only the head and tail letters of the second pair 
of isomorphic sequences are not included in the underscored sequences in the 5-letter version 
of the message. The third pair of isomorphic sequences shown in paragraph 13b does not appear 
in the 5-lett.er version since there is only one repeated letter in this case. In long messages or 
when there are many short messages, a study of isomorphism will disclose a sufficient number of 
partial isomorphs to give data usually sufficient for purposes of alphabet reconstruction. 

e. It should be noted that there is nothing about the phenomenon of isomorphism which 
restricts its use to cases in which the cipher alphabets are secondary alphabets resulting from 
the sliding of a mixed component against the normal. It can be useful in all cases of interrelated 
secondary alphabets no matter what the basis of their derivation may be. 

j. In subsequent studies the important role which the phenomenon of isomorphism plays 
in cryptanalytics will become more apparent. When the tra%ic is stereotypic in character, 
even to a slight degree, so that isomorphism may extend over several words or phrases, the 
phenomenon becomes of highest importance to the cryptanalyst and an extremely valuable tool 
in his hands. 

15. Word sepnrators.-u. One of the practical difEiculties in employing systems in which the 
keying process shifts according to word lengths is that in handling such a message the decrypto- 
graphing clerk is often not certain exactly when the termination of a word has been reached, 
and thus time is lost by him. For instance, while decryptographing a word ‘such as INFORM 
the clerk would not know whether he now has the complete word and should shift to the next 
key letter or not: The word might be INFORMS, INFORMED, INFORMING, INFORMAL, INFOR- 
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MATION, etc. The past tense of verbs, the plural of nouns, and terminations of various sorts 
capable of being added to word roots would give rise to difliculties, and the latter would be 
especially troublesome if the messages contained a few telegraphic errors. Consequently, a 
scheme which is often adopted to circumvent this source of trouble is to indicate the end of a 
word by an infrequent letter such as Q or X, and enciphering the letter. In such usage these 
letters are called word separators. 

b. When word separators are employed and this fact, is once discovered, their presence is 
of as much aid to the cryptanalyst in his solution as it is to the clerks who are to decryptograph 
the messages. Sometimes the presence of these word separators, even when enciphered, aids 
or makes possible the blocking out of isomorphs. 

16. Variations and concluding remarks on foregoing systems-u. The systems thus far 
described are all based upon word-length encipherment using different cipher alphabets. Kords 
are markedly irregular in regard to this feature of their construction, and thus aperiodicity is 
imparted to such cryptograms. But’ variations in the method, aimed at making the latter 
somewhat, more secure, are possible. Some of these variations will now be discussed. 

b. Instead of enciphering according to natural B-ord lengths, the irregular groupings of the 
text may be regulated by other agreements. For example, suppose that the numerical value 
(in the normal sequence) of each key letter be used to control the number of letters enciphered 
by the successive cipher alphabets. Depending then upon the composition of the key word or 
key phrase, there would be a varying number of letters enciphered in each alphabet. If the 
key word were PREPARE, for instance, then the first cipher alphabet would be used for 16 
(P=16) letters, the second cipher alphabet, for 18 (=R) letters, and so on. Monoalphabetic 
encipherment would therefore allow plenty of opportunity for tell-tale word patterns to manifest 
themselves in the cipher text. Once an entering wedge is found in this manner, solution would 
be achieved rather rapidly. Of course, all types of cipher alphabets may be employed in this 
and the somewhat similar schemes described. 

c. If the key is short, and the message is long, periodicity will be manifested in the crypto- 
gram, so that it would be possible to ascertain the length of the basic cycle (in this case thelength 
of the key) despite the irregular groupings in encipherment. The determination of the length 
of the cycle might, however, present di%culties in some cases, since the basic or fundamental 
period would not be clearly evident because of the presence of repetitions which are not periodic 
in their ori,ti. For example, suppose the word PREPARE were used as a key, each key letter 
being employed to encipher a number of letters corresponding to its numerical value in the 
normal sequence. It is clear that the length of the basic period, in terms of letters, would here 
be the sum of the numerical values of P (=16)+R (=18) + E (=5), and so on, totalling 79 
letters. But because the key itself contains repeated letters and because encipherment by each 
key letter is monoalphabetic there would be plenty of cases in which the first letter P would 
encipher the same or part of the same word as the second letter P, producing repetitions in the 
cryptogram. The same would be true as regards encipherments by the two R’s and the two 
E l a in this key word. Consequently, the basic period of 79 would be distorted or masked by 
aperiodic repetitions, the intervals between which would not be a function of, nor bear any 
relation to, the length of the key. The student will encounter more cases of this kind, in which 
a fundamental periodicity is masked or obscured by the presence of cipher-text repetitions not 
attributable to the fundamental cycle. The experienced cryptanalyst is on the lookout for 
phenomena of this type, when he finds in a polyalphabetic cipher plent,y of repetitions but with 
no factorable constancy which leads to the disclosure of a short period. He may conclude, then, 
either that the cryptogram involves several primary periods which interact to produce a long 
resultant period, or that it involves a fairly long fundamental cycle within which repetitions of a 
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nonperiodic origin are present. and obscure the phenomena manifested by repetitions of a periodic 
Ol-i,giD. 

d. (1) -1 loricnl est,enaion of the principle of polyalphabetic encipherment of variable-length 
plain-text groupings is the case in which these plain-text groupings rarely exceed 4 letters, so 
that a given cipher alphabet is in play for only a very short time, thus breaking up what might 
otherwise appear as fairly long repetitions in the cipher text. For example, suppose the letters 
of the alphabet, arranged in their normal-frequency order, were set off into four groups, as 
follows: 

ETRIN OASDLC HFUPMYG WVBXKQJZ 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

(2) Suppose that a letter in group 1 means that one letter will be enciphered; a letter in 
group 2, that two letters will be enciphered; and so on. Suppose, next, that a rather lengthy 
phrase were used as a key, for example, PREPARED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE CHIEF 
SIGNAL OFFICER FOR USE WITH ARMY EXTENSION COURSES. Suppose, iinal.ly, that each 
letter of the key were used not only to select the particular cipher alphabet to be used, but also 
to control the number of letters to be enciphered by the selected alphabet, according to the 
scheme outlined above. Such an enciphering scheme, using the HYDRAULIC. . .XZ primary 
cipher component sliding against the normal plain component, would yield the following 
groupings: 

Grouping ____________________ 3 1~1 3 2112 3 121113 12 
Key ___________________________ P R E P ARED U NDERT H ED 
Plain _________________________ FIR S T DIV IS I 0 NW ILL A DV A N C EAT F IV 
Cipher ________________________ WHB T R THJ GV F X MX JNN N UW E N W AHQ M EIR 

Grouping ___..-..____________ 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 31312 31 
lie? ___________________________ I R E C T I 0 N 0 F T H E C H I . . . 
Plain ._________________________ E F I FT E E NA M AS SEC 0 NDD I VI SIO N . . . 
Cipher ________________________ F C P JY Z F A0 D OB RMJ B JRR P RN PCK 2 . . . 

(3) Here it will be seen that any tendency for the formation of lengthy repetitions would 
be counteracted by the short groupings and quick shifting of alphabets. The first time the 
word DIVISION occurs it is enciphered as THJGVFXM; the second time it occurs it is enciphered 
as RPRNPCKS . Before DIVISION can be twice enciphered by ezuctly the same sequence of key 
letters, an interval of at least 140 letters must intervene between the two occurrences of the 
word (the sum of the values of the letters of the key phrase=l40); and then the chances that 
the key letter P would begin the encipherment, of DIV are but one in three. Only one of these 
three possible encipherments will yield era&y the same sequence of cipher equivalents the 
second time as was obtained the first time. For example, if the text were such as to place two 
occurrences of the word DIVISION in the positions shown below, their encipherments would 
be as follows: 

; Ii; iJ i;;; ; Ii ; Ii; ; d;iE ; ;J 
FIRSTDIVISION... . . . . . . .DIVISION... . 
,.. . . THJGVFXM... . . . . . . .THZGTPNb!... . 
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Although the word DIVISION, on its second appearance, begins but one letter beyond the place 
where it begins on its first appenrance, the cipher equivalents now agree only in the lirst two 
letters, the fourth, and the last letters. Thus: 

(1) 
(2) 

DIVISION 
EJCVFXM 
UZGTPNM 

e. Attention is directed to the characteristics of the foregoing two encipherments of the 
same word. When they are superimposed, the first two cipher equivalents are the same in the 
two encipherments; t,hen there is a single interval where the cipher equivalents are different; 
the next cipher equivalent is the same; then follow three intervals uitb dissimilar cipher equiva- 
lents; finally, the last cipher equivalent is the same in both cases. The repetitions here extend 
only to one or two letters; longer repetitions can occur only exceptionally. The two encipher- 
ments yield only occasional coincidences, that is, places where the cipher letters are identical; 
moreover, the distrib&on of the coincidences is quit,e irregular and of an intermittent character. 

f. This phenomenon of intermittent coincidences, involving coincidences of single letters, 
pairs of letters, or short sequences (rarely ever exceeding pentagraphs) is one of the character- 
istics of this general class of polyelphabetic substitution, wherein the cryptograms commonly 
manifest what appears to be a disturbed or distorted periodicitp. 

g. From a technical standpoint, the cryptographic principle upon which the foregoing 
system is based has much merit, but for practical usage it is entirely too slow and too subject 
to error. However, if the encipherment were mechanized by machinery, and if the enciphering 
key were quite lengthy, such a system and mechanism becomes of practical importance. Cipher 
machines for accomplishing this type of substitution will be treated in a subsequent text. 
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SOLUTION OF SYSTEMS USING VARIABLE-LENGTH KEYING UNITS TO ENCIPHER 
CONSTANT-LENGTH PLAIN-TEXT GROUPINGS 

mph 
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17. Variable-length groupings of the keying sequence.-The preceding cases deal with 
simple methods of eliminat,ing or avoiding periodicity by enciphering variable-length groupings 
of the plain text, using constant-length keying units. In paragraph 2a, however, it was pointed 
out that periodicity can also be suppressed by applying variable-length key groupings to con- 
stant-length plain-text groups. One such method consists in irregularly interrupting the keying 
sequence, if the latter is of a limited or fixed length, and recommencing it (from its initial point) 
after such interruption, so that the keying sequence becomes equivalent to a series of keys of 
different lengths. Thus, the key phrase BUSINESS MACHINES may be expanded to a series of 
irregular-length keying sequences, such as BUSI/BUSINE/BU/BUSINFSSM/BUSINESSMAC, etc. 
Various schemes or prearrangements for indicating or determining the interruptions may be 
adopted. Three methods will be mentioned in the next paragraph. 

18. Methods of interrupting a cyclic keying sequence.-a. There are many methods of 
interrupting a keying sequence which is basically cyclic, and which therefore would give rise 
to periodicity if not interfered with in some way. These methods may, however, be classified 
into three categories as regards what happens after the interruption occurs: 

(1) The keying sequence merely stops and begins again at the initial point of the cycle. 
(2) One or more of the elements in the keying sequence may be omitted from time to time 

irregularly. 
(3) The keying sequence irregularly &ernates in its direct,ion of progression, wit.h or 

without omission of some of its elements. 
b. These methods may, for clarity, be represented graphically as follows. Suppose the 

key consists of a cyclic sequence of 10 elements represented symbolically by the series of numbers 
1, 2, 3, . . . , 10. Using an asterisk to indicate an interruption, the following may then represent 
the relation between the letter number of the message and the element number of the keying 
sequences in the three types mentioned above: 

I 

Letter No ____._.___________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

(‘) 
Key element No _________ 1-2-3-4-*-l-2-3-4-5- 6-*- l- 2- 3-*- l- 2- 3- 4- 5- 6- 7-+ 
Letter h’o _____________.____ 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
Key element No _________ l- 2-‘3- 4- 5- 6- 7- 8- g-10-*- l- 2- 3-*- l- 2- etc. 

Letter No ____.___._________ 1 2 3 4567 89 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
(2) Key element No _________ l-2-3-*-7-8-9-10-1-2-+- 4- 5- 6-*- 3- 4- 6- 6- 7- 8- 9-10- 

Letter No ______________ -___ 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
Key element No-.---_--- l-*- S- g-10- l- 2-*- 5- 6- 7-*- g-10- l-*- 5- 6- 7- etc. 

(19) 
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r tter So _________________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Key element No--------_ l-2-34-5-*4-3-*4-5- 6- 7- 8- g-10- l-*-10- 9- 8- 7-•- 8 

(3) Letter Xo __________________ 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
Key element NO-.-~---- g-10- l- 2- 3-*-2- l-lo- 9- 8-*- g-10- l- 2- 3 etc. 

As regards the third method, which involves only an alternation in the direction of progression 
of the keying sequence, if there were no interruptions in the key it would mean merely that a 
lo-element keying sequence, for example, could be treated as though it were an 18-element 
sequence and the matter could then be handled as though it were a special form of the second 
method. But if the principles of the second and third method are combined in one system, 
the matter may become quite complex. 

c. If one knows when the interruptions take place in each cycle, then successive sections of 
the basic keying cycle in the three cases may be superimposed. Thus: 

METHOD (1) 

Keying element No- _ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Letter No ________________ 1 2 3 4 1 
Letter No _________________ 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 
Letter No _________________ 11 12 13 1 
Letter No _________________ 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 
Letter No _________________ 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 
Letter No _________________ 31 32 33 1 
Letter No _________________ 34 35 etc. 

METHOD (2) 

Keying element No, _ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Letter No ______ - ________ 1 2 3 I - - - 4 5 6 7 
Letter No _________________ 8 9 1 1 10 11 12 1 
Letter No _________________ - - 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Letter No _________________ 21 1 - - - - - - 22 23 24 
Letter No _________________ 25 26 1 - - 27 28 29 1 - 30 31 
Letter No _________________ 32 1 - - - 33 34 35 etc. 

METHOD (3) 
Keying element No- _ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Letter No--- ____-_ 1 2 3 4 5 1 - - - - - 

- Letter No _________________ - - I 7 6 - - - - - - 
Letter No _________________ - - - 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Letter No _________________ 15 1 - - - - - I 19 18 17 16 
Letter No _________________ 23 24 25 1 - - - - 20 21 22 
Letter No _________________ 27 26 - - - - - 1 30 29 28 
Letter No _________________ 33 34 35 etc. 31 32 

Obviously if one does not know when or how the interruptions take place, then the successive 
sections of keying elements cannot be superimposed as indicated above. 

d. The interruption of the cyclic keying sequence usually takes place according to some 
prearranged plan, and the three basic methods of interruption will be taken up in turn, using 
a short mnemonic key as an example. 
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e. Suppose the correspondents agree that the interruption in the keying sequence will take 
place after the occurrence of a specified letter called an inferruptor,l which may be a letter of the 
plain text, or one of the cipher text, as agreed upon in advance. Then, since in either case 
there is nothing fixed about the time the interruption will occur-it will take place at no fixed 
mtervals-not only does the interruption become quite irregular, following no pattern, but also 
the method never reverts to one having periodicity. hlethods of this type will now be discussed 
in detail. 

19. Interruptor is a plain-text letter.-u. Suppose the correspondents agree that the inter- 
ruption in the key will take place immediately after a previously agreed-upon letter, say R, 
occur: in the plain text. The key would then be interrupted as shown in the following example 
(using the mnemonic key BUSINESS MACHINES and the HYDRAULIC . . . XZ sequenoe): 

Key __-___________ B U S I N E S S M A C H I B U S B U S I B U S I N E 
Plain --------_____ A M M U N I T I 0 N F 0 R F I R S T A R T I L L E R 
Cipher ___________ II I BOLYRPJDROJKXKJFYXSXDJUPSY I 
Key ______________ BUSINESSMACHINESBUBUSINESSMACHI 
Plain _____________ YWILLBELOADEDAFTERAMMUNITIONFOR 
Cipher ----------_ I Y D P Y F X U R A F A E N M J J V B 0 L Y R P J D R 0 J K X 

BOLYR PJDRO JKXKJ FYXSX DJUPS YIYDP 
YFXUR’ AFAEN MJJVB OLYRP JDROJ KXDGD 
XGUFD JUPSY IXXXX 

b. Instead of employing an ordinary plain-text letter as the interruptor, one might reserve 
the letter J for this purpose (and use the letter I whenever this letter appears as part of a plain- 
text word). This is a quite simple variation of the basic method. The letter J acts merely 
as though it were a plain-text letter, except that in this case it also serves as the interruptor. 
The interruptor is then inserted ai random, at the whim of the enciphering clerk. Thus: 

Key--------- BUSINESSMAC BUSINESSM BUSINESSMACHINESBUSIN 
Plain-------- TROOPSWILLJ BEHALTEDJ ATROADIUNCTIONFIVESIX 

c. It is obvious that repetitions would be plentiful in cryptograms of this construction, 
regardless of whether a letter of high, medium, or low frequency is selected as the signal for key 
interruption. If a let.ter of bigh frequency is chosen, repetitions will occur quite often, not 
only because that letter will certainly be a part of many common words, but also because it will 
be followed by words that are frequently repeated; and since the key starts again with each 
such interruption, these frequently repeated words will be enciphered by the same sequence of 
alphabets. This is the case in the first,of the two foregoing examples. It is clear, for instance, 
that every time the word ARTILLERY appear in the cryptogram the cipher equivalents of 
TILLERY must be the same. If the intarruptor letter were AD instead of %, the repetition 

* Al80 tied at times U “influence” letter because it influenced or modi& normal procedure. In some 
caaea no influence or interruptor letter ie used, the interruption or break in the keying eequence occurring after 
a previously-agreed-upon number of lettfsn haa been enciphered. 
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would include the cipher equivalents of RTILLERY; if it were T,, ILLERY, and so on. On the 
other hancl, if a letter of low frequency were selected as the interruptor letter, then the encipher- 
ment would tend to approsimate that of normal repeat,ing-key substitution, and repetitions 
would be plentiful on that basis alone. 

d. Of coljrse. the lengths of the intervals between the repetitions, in any of the foregoing 
cases, would l,e irregular, so that periodicity would not be manifested. The student may 
inquire, therefore, how one would proceed to solve such messages, for it is obvious that, an 
attempt to allocate the letters of a single message into separate monoalphabetic distributions 
cannot be successful unless the exact locations of the interruptions are known-and they do 
not become known to t,he cryptanalyst until he has solved the message, or at least a part of it. 
Thus it would appear as though the would-be solver is here confronted with a more or less insoluble 
dilemma. This s)rt of reasoning, however, makes more of an appeal to the novice in cryptog- 
raphy thnn to the experienced cryptanalyst, who specializes in methods of solving cryptographic 
dilemmas. 

e. (1) The pro!)lem here will be attacked upon the usual two hypotheses, and the easier 
one \s-ill be disc usqec! first. Suppose the system has been in use for some time, that an original 
solution has been reached b- means t.o be discussed under the second hypothesis, and that, the 
cipher alphabets are known. There remains unknown only the specific key to messages. Exam- 
ining whatever repetitions are found, an attack is made on the basis of searching for a probable 
word. Thus. taking the illustrative message in subparagraph a, suppose the presence of the 
word ARTILLERY is suspectell. ;It:empts nre made to locate this word, basing the search 
upon the construction of an intelligible key. Beginning with the very first letter of the message, 
the word ARTILLERY is juxtaposed against the cipher test, and the key letters ascertained, 
using the known alphabets, which we will assume in this case are based upon the HYDRAULIC 

. . XZ sequence sliding against the normal. Thus: 

Cipher ~_-..-___ B 0 L Y R P J D R 
Plain __..._ _.__...... .__ A R T I L L E R Y 
“Key” .______._._____.__ B H J Q P I B F U 

(2) Since this “key” is certainly not intelligible text, the assumed word is moved one letter 
to the right and the test repeated, and so on until the following place in t&e test is reached: 

- Cipher .____....._..._.__ S X D J U P S Y I 
Plain---- .__._____ -__-___ A R T I L L E R Y 
Key _________.______ --..- S I B U S I N E B 

(3) The seqllence BUSINE suggests BUSINESS; moreover, it is noted that the key is in- 
terrupted both times by the letter R,. Now the key may be applied to the beginning of the 
messace, to see if the whole key or only a portion of it has been recovered. Thus: 

Key ___..__.... _________ B U S I N E S S B U S 
Cipher .__________ _ ______ B 0 L Y R P J D R 0 J 
Plain- ___________________ A M M U N I T I U M T 

(4) It is obvious that BUSINESS is only a part of Lhe key. But the deciphered sequence 
certainly seems to be the word AMMUNITION. When this is tried, the key is extended to 
BUSINESS MA. . . . Enough has been shown to clarify the procedure. 
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f. The foregoing solution is predicated upon the hypothesis that the cipher alphabetv are 
knoun. But what if this is not the case? What of the steps necessary to arrive at the -first 
solution, before even the presence of an interrupccr is suspected? The answer to this question 
leads to the presentation of a method of attack which is one of the most important and powerful 
means the crypt,analpst has at his command for unraveling many knotty problems. It is called 
solution by superimposition, and warrants detailed treatment,. 

20. Solution by superimposition.- a. Basig principles. -- (1) In solving an ordinary 
repeating-key cipher the firs: step, that of ascertaining the length of the period, is of no signifi- 
cance in itself. It merely paves the way for and makes possible the second step, which consists 
in allocating the letters of the cryptogram into individual monoalphabetic dist’ributions. The 
third step then consists in solving these distributions. Usually, the text of the message is trans- 
cribed into its periods and is written out in successive lines corresponding in length with that 
of the period. The diagram then consists of a series of columns of letters and the letters in each 
column belong to the same monoalphabet. Another way of looking at the matter is to conceive 
of the text as having thus been transcribed into superimposed periods: in such case the letters in 
each column have undergone the same kind of treatment by the same elements (plain and cipher 
components of the cipher alphabet). 

(2) Suppose, however, that the repetitive key is very long and that the message is short, so 
that there are only a very few cycles in the text. Then the solution of the message becomes 
difficult, if not impossible, because there is not a sufficient number of superimposable periods to 
yield monoalphabetic distributions which can be solved by frequency principles. But suppose 
also that there are many short cryptograms all enciphered by the same key. Then it is clear 
that if these messages are superimposed: 

(a) The letters in the respective columns will all belong to individual alphabets; and 
(b) If there is a sufficient number of such superimposable messages (say 25-30, for English), 

then the frequency distributions applicable to the successive columns of text can be solved- 
without knowing the length of the key. In other words, any difficulties that may have arisen on 
account of failure or inability to ascertain the length of the period have been circumvented. 
The second step in normal solution is thus “by-passed.” 

(3) Furthermore, and this is a very important point, in case an extremely long key is em- 
ployed and a series of messages beginning at different initial pointsare enciphered by such a key, 
this method of solution by superimposition can be employed, provided the messages can be super- 
imposed correctly, that is, so that the letters which fall in one column really belong to one cipher 
alphabet. Just how this can be done will be demonstrated in subsequent paragraphs, but a 
clue has already been given in paragraph 1%. At this point, however, a simple illustration of 
the method wiIl be given, using the substitution system discussed in paragraph 19. 

b. Example.-(l) A set of 35 messages has been intercepted on the same day. Presumablp 
they are all in the same key, and the presence of repetitions betm-een messages corroborates this 
assumption. But the intervals between repetitions wit.hin the same message do not show any 
common factor and the messages appear to be aperiodic in nature. The probable-word method 
has been applied, using standard alphabets, with no success. The messages are then super- 
imposed (Fig. 5) ; the frequency distributions for the first 10 columns are as shown in Figure 6. 
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1 ZCTPZWZPEPZQX 
2 WTEQMXZSYSPRC 
3 TCRWCXTBHH 
4 EFKCSZRIHA 
5 YANCIHZNUW 
6 VZIETIRRGX 
7 HCQICKGUON 
8 ZCFCLXRKQW 
9 HWWPTEWCIMJS 

10 EPDOZCLIKSJ 
11 WTSSQZPZIET 
12 ZCGGYFCSBG 
13 CWZAOOEMHWTP 
14 CIYGIFBDTVX 
15 EAQDRDNSRCAPDT 
16 YFWCQQBZCWC 
17 WTEZQSKUHC 
18 ZCVXQZKZYDWLK 

24 

19 AFEOJTDTIT 
20 KPVFQWPKTEV 
21 ZABGRTXPUQX 
22 YH.EOCUHMDT 
23 CLCPZIKOTH 
24 AFLWWZQMDT 
25 ZCWAPMBSAWL 
26 HFLMHRZNAPE 
27 CLZGEMKZTO 
28 TPYFKOTIZUH 
29 ZCCPSNEOPHD 
30 CIYGIFTSYTL 

'31 YTSVWVDGHPG 
32 NOCAIFBJBLG 
33 ZXXFLFEGJL 
34 ZCTMMBZJOO 
35 HCQIWSYSBPH 

CE 

YL 
E 

uz 

HY 

czv 
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(2) The 1st and 2d distribut.ions are certainly monoalphabetic. There are very marked 
crests and troughs, and the number of blanks (14) is more than satisfactory in both cases. (Let 
the student at this point refer to Par. 14 and Chart 5 of Military Cryptanalysis, Part I.) But 
the 3d, 4th, and remaining distributions appear no longer to be monoalphabetic. Note particu- 
larly the distribution for the 6th column. From this fact the conclusion is drawn that some 
disturbance in periodicity has been introduced in the cryptograms. In other words, although 
they all start out with the same alphabet, some sort of interruption takes place so as to suppress 
periodicity. 

(3) However, a start on solution may be made by attacking the first tw-o distributions, 
frequency studies being aided by considerations based upon probable words. In this case, since 
the text comprises only the be ,mgs of messages, assumptions for probable words are more 
easily made than when words are sought in the interiors of messages. Such common intro- 
ductory words as REQUEST, REFER, ENEMY, WHAT, WHEN, IN, SEND, etc., are good ones 
to assume. Furthermore, high-frequency digraphs used as the initial digraphs of common 
words will, of course, manifest themselves in the first two columns. Tine greatest aid in this 
process is, as usual, a familiarity with the “word habits” of the enemy. 

(4) Let the student try to solve the messages. In so doing he will more or less quickly find 
the cause of the rapid falling off in monoalphabeticity as the columns progress to the right from 
the initial point of the messages. 

21. Interruptor is a cipher-text letter.--a. In the preceding case a plain-test letter serves 
as the interruptor. But now suppose the correspondents agree that the interruption in the key 
will take place immediately after a previously-weed-upon letter, say Q, occurs in the cipher 
text. The key would then-be interrupted as shown in the following edample: 

Key___..-.-.__-_-~___ B U S I N E S S M A C H I N E S B U S I N E S S M 
Plain _________________ A h! M U N I T I 0 N F 0 R F I R S T A R T I L L E 
Cipher~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ B 0 L Y R P J D R 0 J K X T P F Y X S X B P U U Q 

Key--_.___-._-_______ B U S I N E S S M A C H I N B U S I N E S S M A C H 
Plain _________________ R Y W I L L B E L 0 A D E D A F T E R A M M U N I T 
Cipher~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~ H R N M Y T T X H P C R F Q B E J F I E L L B 0 N Q 

K.ey~~_-~.~~___~_~__-- B U S I N E S S M A C H B U S I N E 
Plain_-______.---~-___ N F 0 R T H I R D A R T I L L E R Y 
Cipher _______________ V E C X B 0 D F P A Z Q 0 N U F I C 

CBYPTOGBAM 

ULYR PJDRO JKXTP FYXSX BPUUQ HR NMY 
TTXHP CRFQB EJFIE LLBON QOQVE CX UD 
FPAZQ QNUFI cxxxx 

b. In the foregoing example, there are no significant repetitions. Such as do occur comprise 
only digraphs, one of which is purely accidental. But the absence of sign&ant, long repetitions 
is itself purely accidental; for had the interruptor letter been a letter other than Q,, then the 
phrase AMMUNITION FOR, which occurs twice, might have been enciphered identically both 
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times. If a short key is employed, repetitions may be plentiful. For example, note the fol- 
lowing, in which S, is the interruptor letter: 

Key .___....._......_____ B A N D S B A N D S B A N D S B A N D S B A N B A N D S B A N D S B 
Plain~...~..~------~-~.~~ F R 0 M F 0 U R F I V E T 0 F 0 U R F I F T E E N A h4 B A R R A G E 
Cipher . . . .._ ------_- ____ K T A K 7 W X I I D ACBNZWXIIDKWSJONKTBTIDHJ 

c. This last example gives a clue to one method of attacking this t.ype of system. There 
will be repetitions within short sections, and the interval between them will sometimes permit 
of ascertaining the length of the keg. In such short sections, the letters which intervene between 
the repeated sequences may be eliminated as possible interruptor letters. Thus, the letters 
A, C, B, and N may be eliminated, in the foregoing example, as interruptor letters. By extension 
of &is principle to the letters intervening between other repetitions, one may more or less 
quickly ascertain what letter serves as the interruptor. 

d. Onre the interruptor letter has been found, the next step is to break up the message 
into “uninterrupted” sequences and then attempt a solution by superimposition. The prin- 
ciples explained in paragraph 20 need only be modified in minor respects. In the first place, in 
this case the columns of text fcrmed by the superimposition of uninterrupted sequences will 
be purely monoalphabetic, whereas in the case of the example in paragraph 20, only the very 
first column is purely monoalphabetic, the monoalphabeticity falling off very rapidly with the 
2d, 3d, . . . columns. Hence, in this case the analysis of the individual alphabets should be 
an easier task. But this would be counterbalanced by the fact that whereas in the former case 
the cryptanalyst, is dealing with the initial words of messages, in this case he is dealing with 
interior portions of the text and h&no way of knowing where a word begins. The latter remarks 
naturally do not apply to the case where a whole set, of messages in this system, all in the same 
key, can be subjected to simultaneous study. In such a case the cryptanalyst would also have 
the initial words to work upon. 

22. Concluding remarks.--a. The preceding two paragraphs both deal with the first and 
simplest of the three basic cases referred to under paragraph 18. The second of those cases 
involves considerably more work in solution for the reason that when the interruption takes 
place and t,he keying sequence recommences, the latter is not invariably the initial point of the 
sequence, as in the first case. 

b. In the second of those cases the interruptor causes a break in the keying se,quence and 
a recommencement at any one of the 10 keying elements. Consequently, it is impossible now 
merely to superimpose sections of the text by shifting them so that their initial letters fall in 
the same column. But a superimposition is nevertheless possible, provided the interruptions 
do not occur so frequently 2 that sections of only a very few letters are enciphered by sequent 
keyletters. In order to accomplish a proper superimposition in this case, a statistical test 
is essential, and for this a good many letters are required. The nature of this test will be 
explained in Section XI. 

c. The same thing is true of the last of the three cases mentioned under paragraph 18. 
The solut,ion of a case of this sort is admittedly a rather difficult matter which will be taken up 
in its proper place later. 

d. (1) In the cases thus far studied, either the plain-text groupings were variable in length 
and were enciphered by a constant-length key, or the plain-text groupings were constant in 

2 When no inierruptor or “influence letter” is used, the ir#erruption or break in the keying sequence occurs 
after the encipherment of a definite number of letters. Once this number has been ascertained, solution of 
subsequent messages is very simple. 
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length and R-ere enciphered by a variable-length key. It is possible, however, to combine both 
principles and to apply a variable-length key to variable-length groupings of the plain text, 

(2) Suppose the correspondents agree to encipher a message according to word lengths, but 
at irregular intervals, to add at the end of a word an interruptor letter which will serve to inter- 
rupt the key. Note the following, in which the key is BUSINESS MACHINES and the interruptor 
letter is X: 

Key- __._ -.--__ B U S B 
Plain .____.___ A h4 M U N I T I 0 N F 0 R F I R S T X A R T I L L E R Y etc. 
Cipher _______ _ B T T R V 0 D 0 W V E Q V Z D F G J 0 B H D 0 S S J H I 

CRYPTOGRAM 

BTTRV ODOWV EQVZD FGJOB HDOSS J H I . . . etc. 

(3) The foregoing system is only a minor modification of the simple case of ordinary word 
length encipherment as explained in Section II. If standard cipher alphabets are used, the 
spasmodic interruption and the presence of the interruptor letter would cause no difficulty 
whatever, since the solution can be achieved mechanically, by completing the plain-component 
sequence. If mixed cipher alphabets are used, and the primary components are unknown, 
solution may be reached by following the procedure outlined in Sections II and III, with such 
modifications as are suitable to the case. 

e. It is hardly necessary to point out that, the foregoing types of aperiodic substitution are 
rather unsuitable for practicai military usage. Encipherment is slow and subject to error. In 
some cases encipherment can be accomplished only by single-letter operation. For if the 
interruptor is a cipher letter the key is interrupted by a letter which cannot be known in advance; 
if the interruptor is a plain-text letter, while the interruptions can be indicated before encipher- 
ment is begun, the irregularities occasioned by the interruptions in keying cause confusion and 
quite materially retard the enciphering process. In deciphering, the rate of speed wol!ld be 
just as slow in either method. It is obvious that one of the principal disadvantages in all these 
methods is that if an error in transmission is made, if some letters are omitted, or if anything 
happens to the interruptor letter, the message becomes difficult or impossible to derryptograph 
by the ordinary code clerk. Finally, the degree of cryptographic security attainable by most 
of these methods is not sufficient for military purposes. 
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SECTION VI 

REVIEW OF AUTO-KEY SYSTE?vlS 

The two basic methods of auto-key encipherment ______________________ - ____________________________ 23 

23. The two basic methods of auto-key encipherment.--a. In auto-key encipherment there 
are two possible sources for successive key letters: the plain text or the cipher text of the message 
itself. In either case, the initial key letter or key letters are supplied by preagreement between 
the correspondents; after that the text letters that are to serve as the key are displaced 1, 2, 3, 
. . . intervals to the right, depending upon the length of the prearranged key. 

b. (1) dn example of plain-text keying will 6rst be shown, to refresh the student’s recollec- 
tion. Let the previously agreed upon key consist of a single letter, say X, and let the cipher 
alphabets be direct, standard alphabets. 

Key _____________________ X N 0 T I F Y Q U A R T E R M A S T E R . . 
Plain ___________________ N 0 T I F Y Q U A R T E R M-A S T E R . . . 
Cipher __________________ K B H B N D 0 K U R K X V D M S L X V . . . 

(2) Instead of having a single letter serve as the initial key, a word or even a long phrase 
may be used. Thus (using TYPEWRITER as the initial key): 

Key _____________________ T Y P E W R I T E RI N 0 T I F Y Q U A R . . 
Plain _________ - _________ N 0 T I F Y Q U A R T E R M A S T E R . . . 
Cipher __________________ G M I M B P Y N E I G S K U F Q J Y R . . . 

c. (1) In cipher text auto keying the procedure is quite similar. If a single initial key letter 
is used: 

Kc- _____________________ Xl K Y R Z E C S M M D W A R D D V 0 S . . . 
Plain ___________________ N 0 T I F Y Q U A R T E R M A S T E R . . . 
Cipher __________________ K Y R Z E C S M M D W A R D D V 0 S J . . . 

(2) If a key word is used: 

Key _____________________ T Y P E W R I T E R] G M I M B P Y N E I . . 
Plain ___________________ N 0 T I F Y Q U A R T E R M A S T E R . . . 
Cipher __________________ G M I M B P Y N E I Z Q Z Y B H R R V . . . 

(3) Sometimes only the last cipher letter resulting from the use of the prearranged key 
word is used as the key letter for enciphering the auto-keyed portion of the text. Thus, in the 
last esample, the plain text beginning TEPMASTER would be enciphered as follows: 

Key _____________________ T Y P E W R I T E RI I B F W I I A T X . . . 
Plain ___________________ N 0 T I F Y Q U A R T E R M A S T E R . . . 
Cipher __________________ G M I M B P Y N E I B F W I I A T X 0 . . . 

(28) 
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d. In the foregoing examples, direct standard alphabets are employed; but mixed alphabets, 
either interrelated or independent, may be used just as readily. Also, instead of the ordinary 
type of cipher alphabets, one may employ a mathematical process of addition (see par. 40j of 
Special Text Ko. 166, Advanced Military Cryptography) but the difference between the latter 
process and the ordinary one using sliding alphabets is more apparent than real. 

e. Since the analysis of the case in which the cipher text constitutes the auto key is usually 
easier than that in which the plain text serves this function, the former will be the first to be 
discussed. 

4828610-u-3 
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SECTION VII 

SOLUTION OF CIPHER-TEXT AUTO-KEY SYSTEMS 

Paragraph 

Solution of cipher-text auto-keyed cryptograms x-hen known alphabets are employed _____________________________ 24 
General principles underlying solution of cipher-text auto-keyed cryptograms by frequency analysis..----.--- 25 
Frequency distributions required for solution ________________________________________------------------------------------------ 26 
Example of solution by frequency analysis ________________________________________--------------------------------------------- 27 
Example of solution by analysis of isomorphisms ________________________________________------------------------------------- 28 
Bpecial case of solution of cipher-text auto-keyed cryptograms ________________________________________------------------- 29 

24. Solution of cipher-text auto-keyed cryptograms when known alphabets are employed.- 
a. (1) First of all it is to be noted that if the cryptanalyst knows the cipher alphabets which 
were employed in encipherment, the solution presents hardly any problem at all. It is only 
necessary to decipher the message beyond the key letter or key-word portion and the initial part 
of the plain text enciphered by this key letter or key word can be f?lled in from the context. 
An example, using standard cipher alphabets, follows herewith: 

CRYPTOGRAM 

WSGQV OHVMQ WEQUH AALNB NZZMP ESKD 

(2) writing the cipher text as key letters (displaced one interval to the right) and deciphering 
by direct standard alphabets yields the following: 

Key--- _._ ___ ___ _ _ WSGQVOHVMQWEQUHAALNBNZZMPESK 
Cipher ___________ W S G Q V 0 H V M Q W E Q U H A A L N B N Z Z M P E S K D 
Plain _____________ WOKFTTOREGIMENTALCOMMANDPOST 

(3) Trial of the word REPORT as the initial word of the message yields an intelligible word 
as the initial key: FORCE, so that the message reads: 

Key _____________________ F 0 R C E V 0 H V M Q . . 
Cipher __________________ W S G Q V 0 H V M Q . . . 
Plain ____________________ R E P 0 R T T 0 R E . . . 

(4) A semiautomatic met,hod of solving such a message is to use sliding normal alphabets 
and align the strips so that, as one progresses from left to right, each cipher letter is set opposite 
the letter A on the preceding strip. Taking the letters VMQWEQUHA in the foregoing example, 
note in Figure 7 the series of placements of the successive strips. Then not.e how the successive 
plain-text letters of the word REGIMENT reappear to the left of the successive cipher letters 
MQWEQUHA . 

WI 
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AVHXTXUO 
BWIYUYOIP 
CXJZVZPJQ 
DYKAWAQKR 
EZLBXBRLS 
FAMCYCSMT 
GBNDZDTNU 
HCOEAMOV 
IDPFBFVPW 
JEQGCGWQX 
KFRHDHXRY 
LGSUIYSZ 
MHTJFJZTA 
NIUKGKAG 
OJVLHLBVC 
PKWMIMCWD 
QLXNJNDXE 
UYOKOEYF 
SNZPLPFZE 
TOAQMQGAH 
UPBRNRHBI 
VQCSOSICJ 
WRDT.PTJDK 
XSEUQUKEL 
YTFVRVLFM 
ZUUSWMGN 

FIGWL 7. 

b. If, as a result of the analysis of several messages (as described in par. 25), mixed 
primary components have been reconstructed, the soIution of subsequent messages may readily 
be accomplished by following t,he procedure outlined in a above, since in that case the cipher 
alphabets have become known alphabets. 

25. General principles und’erlying solution of cipher-text auto-keyed cryptograms by 
frequency analysis-o. First of all, it is to be noted in connection with cipher-text auto-keying 
that repetitions will not be nearly as plentiful in the cipher text as they are in the plain text, 
because in this system before a repetition can appear two things must happen simultaneously. 
First, of course, the plain-text sequence must be repeated, and second, one or more cipher-text 
letters (depending upon the length of the introductory key) immediately before the second appear- 
ance of the plain-text repetition must be identical with one or more cipher-text letters immediately 
before the first appearance of the group. This can happen only as the result of chance. In 
the following example the introductory key is a single letter, X, and d&t standard components 
are used in the usual Vigenere manner: 

Key _______ _ __ _ _______ XCKBTMDHNVHLY....KDKSJMDHNVHLY 
Plain _________________ FIRSTREG-IMENT....THIRDREGIMENT 
Cipher _______________ CKBTMDHNVHLYR...KDKSJMDHNVHLYR 
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The repeated plain-text word, REGIMENT, has only 8 letters but the repeated cipher-text group 
contains 9, of which only the last 8 letters actually represent the plain-text repetition. In 
order that the word REGIMENT be enciphered by D H N V H L Y R the second time this 
word appeared in the test it was necessary that the key letter for its first letter, R, be M both 
times; no other key letter will produce the same cipher sequence for the word REGIMENT in this 
case. Each different key letter for enciphering the first letter of REGIMENT will produce a 
different encipherment for the word, so that the chances 1 for a repetition in this case are roughly 
about 1 in 26. This is the principal cause for the reduction in repetitions in this system. If 
an introductory key of two letters were used, it would be necessary that the two cipher letters 
immediately before the second appearance of the repeated word REGIMENT be identical with 
the two cipher letters immediately before the first appearance of the word. In general, then, 
an n-letter repetition in the cipher text, in this case, represents an (n-k)-letter repetition in the 
plain text, where n is the length of the cipher-text repetition and k is the length of the introductory 
key. 

b. There is a second phenomenon of interest in connection with the cipher-text auto-key 
method. Let the letter opposite which the key letter is placed (when using sliding components 
for encipherment) be termed, for convenience in reference, “the base letter.” normally the 
base let,ter is the initial letter of the plain component, but it has been seen in preceding tests 
that this is only a convention. Kow when the introductory key is a single letter, if the base 
letter occurs as a plain-text letter its cipher equivalent is identical with the immediately pre- 
ceding cipher letter; that is, there is produced a double letter in the cipher text, no matter what 
the cjpher component is and no matter what the key letter happens to be for that encipherment. 
For example, using the H Y D R A U L I C . . . X Z sequence for both primary com- 
ponents, with H, the initial letter of the plain component as the base letter, and using the 
introductory key letter X, the following encipherment is produced: 

Key ________________________ XJOIIFLYUTTDKKYCXG 
Plain ______________________ M A N H A T T A N H I G H J I N K S 
Cipher ____________________ J 0 5 F L Y U TT D KK Y C X G L 

Note the doublets II, TT, KK. Each time such a doublet occurs it means that the second letter 
represents H,, which is the base letter in this case (initial letter of plain.component). xow if 
the base letter happens to be a high-frequency letter in normal plain text, for example the letter 
E, or T, then the cipher text will show a large number of doublets; if it happens to be a low-fre- 
quency letter the cipher text will show very few doublets. In fact, the number of doublets 
will be directly proportional to the frequency of the base letter in normal plain text. Thus, 
if the cryptogram contains 1,000 letters t,here should be about 72 occurrences of doublets if 
the base letter is A, since in 1,000 letters of plain text there should be about 72 A’s. Conversely, 
if a cryptogram of 1,000 letters shows about 72 doublets, the base letter is likely to be A; if it 
shows about 90, it is likely to be T, and so on. Furthermore when a clue to the identity of the 
base letter has been obtained in this manner, it is possible immediately to insert the corresponding 
plain-text letter througho?!t the text of the message. The distribution of this letter may not 
only serve as a check (if no inconsistencies develop) but also may lead to the assumption of 
values for other cipher letters. 

c. When the introductory key is 2 letters, then this same phenomenon will produce groups 
of the formula ABA, where A and B may be any letters, but the first and third must be identical. 
The occurrence of patterns of this type in this case indicates the encipherment of the base lett.er. 

1 If all the cipher letters appeared with equal frequency the chances would be exactly 1 in 26. But certain 
letters appear with greater frequency because some plain-text letters are much more frequent than others. 
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d. The phenomena noted above can be used to considerable advantage in the solution of 
cryptograms of this type. For instance, if it is hewn that the ordinary Vigenere method of 
encipherment is used (0, ,? = 6, ,1 ; 0pll=0e12), then the initial letter of the plain component is 
the base letter. If, further, it is known that the plain component is the normal direct sequence, 
then the base letter is A and a word such as BATTALION 4l be enciphered by a group having 
the formula AABCCDEFG. -- If the plain component is a mixed sequence and happens to start 
with the letter E, then a word such as ENmY would be enciphered by a sequence having the 
formula @JCD.2 Sequences such as these are, of course, idiomorphic and if words yielding 
such idiomorphisms are frequent in the text there will be produced in the latter several or many 
cases of isomorphism. When these are analyzed by the principles of indirect symmetry of 
position, a quick solution may follow. 

e. A final principle underlying the solution of cipher-text auto-keyed cryptograms remains 
to be discussed. It concerns the nature of the frequency distributions required for the analysis 
of such cryptograms. This principle will be set, forth in the next paragraph. 

26. Frequency distributions required for solutiom-u. Consider the message given in 
paragraph 23c (1). It happens thnt the letter R, occurs twice in this short message and, because 
of the nature of the cipher-text auto-keving method, this letter must also appear twice in the 
key. Kow it is obvious that all plain-text letters enciphered by key lett,er Rh will be in the same 
cipher alphabet; in other words, if the key text is “offset” one letter to the right of the cipher 
text, then every cipher letter which immediately follows an R, in the cryptogram will belong to the 
same cipher alphabet, and this alphabet may be designated conveniently as the R cipher alphabet. 
Now if there were sufhcient text, so t,hat there were, say, 30 t’o 40 RO’s in it, then a frequency 
distribution of the letters immediately following the Rc’s will exhibit monoalphabeticity. 
Vi%at has been said of the letters following the Rc’s applies equally well to the letters following 
all the other letters of the cipher text, the AC’s, Be’s, Cc’s, and so 0x1. In short, if 26 distributions 
are made, one for each letter of the alphabet, showing the cipher letter immediately succeeding 
each different letter of the cipher text, then the text of the cryptogram can be allocated into 26 
uniliteral, monoalphabetic frequency distributions which can be solved by frequency analysis, 
providing there are sufficient data for this purpose. 

b. The foregoing principle has been described as pertaining to the case when the introductory 
key is a single letter, that is, when the key text is “offset” or displaced but one interval to the 
right, of the cipher text. But it applies equally to cases wherein the key text is offset more than 
one interval, provided the frequency distributions are based upon the proper interval, as deter- 
mined by the displacement due to the length of the introductory key. For instance, suppose 
the introductory key consists of two letters, as in the following example: 

Key text _______________ -_ UIMRHFHGFNQRXOMRMVWEE 
Plain text ________________ RELIABLEINFORMATION.. 
Cipher text ______________ MRHFHGFNQRXOMRMVWEE.. 

The key text in this case is offset two intervals to the right of the cipher text and, therefore, fre- 
quency distributions made by taking the cipher letters one interval to the right of a given cipher 
letter, each time that lett,er occurs, will not be monoalphabetic because some letter not related 
at all to the given cipher letter is the key letter for enciphering the letter one interval to the 
right of the latter. For example, note the three R,‘s in the foregoing illustration. The first 
R, is followed by H,, representing the encipherment of L, by Mr; the second R, is followed by X,, 
representing the encipherment of FD by Qr; the third R, is followed by M,, representing the en- 
cipherment of A, by M&. The three cipher letters H, X, and M are here entirely unrelated and do 

1 Six letters are shown because the idiomcrphism in this case extends over that many letters. 
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not belong to the same cipher alphabet because they represent encipherments by three diffrrcnt 
key letters. On the other band, the cipher letters two intervals to the right of the Rl’s, viz, 
F, 0, and V, are in the same cipher alphabet because these cipher letters are the results of en- 
ciphering plain-text letters I, 0, and T, respectively, by the same key letter, R. It is obvious, 
then, that when the introductory key consists of two letters and the key test is displaced two 
intervals to the right of the cipher text, the proper frequency distributions for mononlphabeticitp 
will be based upon the letter at the second interval to the right of each cipher letter. Likewise, 
if the introductory key consists of three letters and the key text is displaced three intervals to 
the right of the cipher text, the distributions must be based upon the third interval, and so on! 
in each case the interval used correspondin g to t.he amount of displacement between key text 
and cipher text. 

c. Conversely, in solving a problem of this type, when the length of the introductory key 
and therefore the amount of displacement are not known, the a.ppearance of the frequency dis- 
tributions based upon various intervals after each different cipher letter will disclose this un- 
known factor, since only one set of distributions will exhibit monoalphabeticity and the interval 
corresponding to that set will be the correct interval. 

d. Application of these principles will now be made, using a specific example. 
27. Example of solution by frequency analysis.--a. It will be assumed that previous studies 

have disclosed that the enemy is using the cipher-text auto-key system described. It will be 
further assumed that these studies have also disclosed t,hat (1) the introductory key is usually a 
single letter, (2) the usual Vigenbre method of employing sliding primary components is used, 
(3) the plain component is usually the normal direct sequence, the cipher component a mixed 
sequence which changes daily. The following crypt.ograms, all of the same date, have been 
intercepted: 

IJXWX 
QZSXD 
EHHLM 
CARPH 
TDIQK 
OKNTB 

GRVRM 
RTNJU 
FHIJA 
FFNFI 
AOOXD 

RWKAO 
MWTQO 
LAQYU 

EECDA 
HIFEL 
RVCUR 
MGLDY 
KMLTU 
TZJOQ 

ZWKXG 
AKOBL 
QBMLT 
BWNYS 
BUYNK 

LTCJM 
HQVGX 

MESSAGE 1 

CNQET 
NNJJI 
GDIEQ 
FYTCD 
RQGGN 
YSCDI 

MESSAGE 11 

WPCKK 
NLMWK 
PURRS 
TCETP 
LBWCD 

MESSAGE III 

ZDKVU 
CHOLM 

UKNMV 
DIVEY 
SGTAR 
GYFKR 
KMKIX 
DGETX 

RMXAN 
YYZJU 
UEQEV 
DGTTZ 
GGKXX 

JCDDY 
WVGRK 

DIWPP 
GTCZM 
JJQQY 
FKSET 
JXWKA 
GXXXX 

JCCXU 
CSUHF 
ZEYGC 
RRQHQ 

BZELM 
IBRXD 

KIROZ TQYUX 
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XJJPM 
TUTCV 
SUMUJ 

GISUH 
XCTBS 
HAGIE 
PSFAJ 
WPVIB 
MUZEL 
FORSA 

TBJPA 
BDAQY 
CECZM 

TBJPA 
SFTQT 
XUKTX 
FXXXX 

LTZKX 
GRJPF 
CSLGX 

WZHST 
FKIRH 
WMEHH 
UQZHZ 
OBCCX 
YOOVU 
JLNQM 

ARYYP 
MMTTF 
MWOHC 

QAAZT 
CJJGJ 
GGBOX 

35 

DRESSAGE IV 

ECAQZ 
FDIPP 
HXMOZ 

AIEsS.~GE V 

TZOID 
MMVYM 
LMWKY 
MTFHZ 
NNDGI 
JWKIE 
BQXXX 

&~ESSAGE VI 

VHIDI 
UUNMG 
FOBHV 

RXALX 
OVMRG 
MXDID 

NTTOC 
DIXCE 
EKAQI 

DHOOV 
IIVUU 
PPDQZ 
MLACZ 
ESJOC 
IBBCZ 

TUXNJ 
QPUXM 
NKAZC 

FKKME 
LVWTT 
SPBSF 

ONDUC 
SETWW 
SUAOX 

NBTJG 
CZMJE 
GBOIW 
ROVDI 
KBJHQ 
AJIEF 

MXGSS 
OVUYE 
KMXXX 

IAABD 
JUAWL 
LYZKC 

b. A distribution table of the type described in paragraph 256 is compiled and is shown as 
Figure 8 below. In making these distributions it is simple to insert a tally in the appropriate 
cell in the pertinent horizontal line of the table, to indicate the cipher letter which immediately 
follows each occurrence of the letter to which that line applies. Obviously, the best method of 
compiling the data is to handle the text digraphicnlly, taking the first and second letters, the 
second and third, the third and fourth, and so on, and distributing the final letters of the digraphs 
in a quadricular table. The distribution merely takes the form of tally marks, the fiffth being a 
diagonal stroke so as to totalize the occurrences visibly. 
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A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

e:K w 
BL 
Z;M 
dN 
$0 
CP 
hQ 

R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 

C. 
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SECOND LETTER 

ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

I __---_ 
I /I .----_ 
I i Ill .----- 

l/ .---_- 
I I /I .----- 

/ I 

I / l//l IN/ I 
----- 
l/l I I I I Iii I 
----- 

/ // I 

I/ II .-w-e--_ 
/I //I 'ii 

-------- 
//I / I .------_ 

Ml I 

I Ill/ / II --b---e- 
/I II 

I II _---- 
I I _-_-_ 
I II ----- 
II / I/// .---- 
llil II _-_-- 
il / / I/ 

l/l I w .---- 
I /l/l I 

----- 
I .--__ 

I /I .---- 

.---_ 
II I 

l//l / II _---_-- 
.!!---‘i!!- 

/I// I / .----- 
I I ii _----- 

l/ II .----- 
ii I// 

Fxowr 8. 

The individual frequency distributions give every appearance of being‘monoalphabetic, 
which checks the assumption that the enemy is still employing the same system. The total 
number of letters of text (excluding the final X’s) is 680. If the base letter is A then there should 
be approximately 680X7.2%=49 cases of double letters in the text. There are actually 52 
such cases, which checks quite well with expectancy. The letter A is substituted throughout 
the text for the second letter of each doublet. 

d. The following sequence is noted: 

Message V, line l_________ G I S U H W Z H S ?? Z 0 I fi H 00 V N B T J G 
. . . A.... A..A. . . 

Assume that the sequence DDHOOVNBT represents BATTALION. Then the frequency of H, in the 
D cipher alphabet should be high, since H,=T,. The H has only 2 occurrences. Likewise, the 
frequency of 0, in the H alphabet (=T,) should be high; it is also only 2. The frequency of V 
in the 0 alphabet should be medium or low, since it would equal L,; it is 5, which is too high. 
The rest of the letters of the assumed word are simil~ly checked against the appropriate fre- 
quency distributions, with the result that, on the whole, the assumption that the DDHOOVNBT 
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sequence represents BATTALION does not appear to be warranted. Similar attempts are made 
at other points in the text, with the same or other probable words. Some of these attempts 
may hare to be carried to the point where the placement of values in the tenktire cipher com- 
ponent leads to serious inconsistencies. Finally, attention is fixed upon the following sequence: 

-- 
Message VI, line 2-_..--.--.. B D A Q Y M M T T F fi N M G . . . 

. . . A.A. .A... 
The m.ord MMTTFUUNMG . 

AVAILABLE Is assumed. The appropriate frequency distributions are consulted 

to see how well the actual individual frequencies correspond to the espected ones. 

I ASSUDXld I Fmuency I 
Alpha- 

bet 
e. % Expected Actual 

LOW 

High 
Medium 
Lon 
Medium 
High 

Approri- 
Dlfi!iOU 

I. 
Fair 

Fair 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Fair 

The assumption cannot be discarded just yet. Let the values derivable from the assumption 
be inserted in their proper places in a cipher component, and, using the latter in conjunction 
with a normal direct sequence as the plain component, let an attempt be made to find corrobora- 
tion for these values. The following placements may be made: 

Plain__-__-_-_________ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y 2 
Cipher _______________ M F G UN T 

The letter M, appears twice in the cipher sequence and when this partinlly reconstructed cipher 
component is tested it is found that the value L,(N,)=M, is corroborated. Having the letters 
M, F, G, U, N, and T tentatively placed in the cipher component, it is possible to insert certain 
plain-text values in the text. For example, in the M alphabet, Fc==DD, G,=&, Uc=Op, N,-P,, 
T,=V,. In the F alphabet, Go=Bp, U,=L,, Nc=Mp, T,=S,, M,=X,. The other letters yield 
additional values in the appropriate alphabets. The plain-text values thus obtainable are 
inserted in the cipher text. No inconsistencies appear and, moreover, certain “good” digraphs 
are brought to light. For instance, note what happens here: 

Key ____________ . UQZH ZMTFH ZMLAC Z 
Message V, line 4 __________________ Cipher _________ U Q Z H Z M T F H Z M L A C Z . 

Plain ________--- VI 

Now if the letter H can be placed in the cipher component, several values might be added to this 
partial decipherment. Noting that F and G are sequent in the cipher component, suppose H 
follows G therein. Then the following is obtained: 

Key ____________ . UQZH ZMTFH ZMLAC Z 
Message V, line 4 __________________ Cipher _________ U Q Z H Z M T F H Z M L A C Z . 

Plain ___________ VIC 
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Suppose the VIC is the beginning of VICINITY. This assumption permits the placement of 
A, C, L, and Z in the cipher component, as follows: 

Plain- ._______________ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
Cipher _______________ M A FGH L ZUN T C 

These additional rnlues check in very nicely and presently the entire cipher component is 
reconstructed. It is found to be as follows: 

Plain.. _______________ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
Cipher _______________ M A B F G H J K L Q S V X Z U N D E R W 0 T Y P I C 

The key phrase is obviously UNDERV;OOD TYPEWRITER COMPANY. All the messages now may 
be deciphered with ease. The following gives the letter-for-letter decipherment of the first 
three groups of each message: 

I (Introductory key: K) 

Key __________.____________ fl I J X W XEECD 
Cipher ____________________ T J X W X EECDA 
Plain _____ _ ________________ R I G H T FAIRL 

II (Introductory key: E) 

ACNCQ 
CNQET 
YQUIE 

Key _______________________ g G R V R MZWKX 
Cipher ____________________ G R V R M ZWKXG 
Plain ______________________ N 0 T H I NGOFS 

III (Introductory key: R) 

GWPCK 
WPCKK 
PECIA 

Key _______________________ Fj R W K A OLTCJ 
Cipher ____________________ R W K A 0 L T C J hl 
Plain _______.______________ A B 0 U T ONEHU 

IV (Introductory key: J) 

MZDKV 
ZDKVU 
NDRED 

Key _______________________ 4 X J J P MLTZK 
Cipher __________._________ X J J P M LTZKX 
Plain ______________________ G U A R D INSUF 

V (Introductory key: E) 

XECAQ 
ECAQZ 
FICIE 

Key _______________________ fl G I S U HWZHS 
Cipher ____________________ G I S U H WZHST 
Plain ______________________ N U M E R OUSFL 

VI (Introductory key: B) 

TTZOI 
TZOID 
ASHES 

Key _______________________ BI T B J P AARYY 
Cipher ____________________ T B J P A ARYYP 
Plain ______________________ T H E R E AREAB 

VII (Introductory key: B) 

PVHID 
VHIDI 
OUTS1 

Key _______________________ a T B J P AQAAZ TRXAL 
Cipher ____________________ T B J P A QAAZT RXALX 
Plain ______________________ T H E R E ISAMI XUPHE 

. . . 

. . . 
* . . 

. * . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 
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e. In the foregoing example the plain component was the normal direct sequence, so that 
with the 1~igenPre method of encipherment the base letter is A. If the plain component is a 
mixed sequence, the base letter may no longer be A, but in accordance with the principle set 
forth in paragraph 23, the frequency- of doublets in the cipher t,ext w-ill correspond with the 
frequent\- of the base letter as a lettw of normal plein test. If a good clue as to the identity 
of this letter is afforded by the frequency of doublets in the cipher text, the insertion of the 
corresponding base letter in the plain test, will lead to further clues. The solution from there 
on can be handled along the lines indicated above. 

28. Example of solution by analysis of isomorphisms.--a. It u-as stated in paragraph 23 
that, in cipher-text auto-keying the production of isomorphs is 
that analysis of these isomorphs may yield a quick solution. i I1 1 
be studied. 

a frequent phenomenon and 
example of this sort, u-ill now 

b. Suppose the following cryptograms hare been intercepted: 

USYPW 
BtiKVB 
PMYUC 
TCVNI 
EFAAG 
ATNNB 
NXQWH 
TNKKU 

BIIBF 
X R S C T 
KTTCF 
JOEYM 

HALOZ 

1 

TRXDI M L E X R KVDBD 
MAMMO TXXBW ENAXM 
NEVVJ LKZEK URCNI 

EKKLR VRFRF XDDQQ 
ZRLFD 
OUPIT 
UVEVY 
XLODL 

NDSCD MPBBV 
JLXTC VAOVE 
PLQGW UPVKU 
WTHCZ R 

GRXLG 
KVBWK 
KVKRO 
RPEEW 

JRRVM 
KZEKU RFRFX 
XAGXD MCUNX 
BJNNB ITMLJ 

2 

HOUZO LLZNA 
OTGUQ QFJOC 
BOEPL QIGNR 
HOTJO CRIIX 

3 

MHCVB YUHAO 
YBHAL ZOFHM 
XLXGZ JPWUI 
OOSEA ATKPB 

DQGSU 
QLZIX 
FQFNN 
XROCS 
DEWRR 
YJJLK 
BMMLB 

MHCTY 
YYBVK 
IQOVJ 
OZETZ 

EOVAC 
RSJYL 
FDBBY 
Y 

NSFBO 
DIXGZ 
YGSIJ 
SJTBV 
NQICH 
DMLEG 
OAEOT 

SCAAT 
IXDMT 
YKIPH 
NK 

QVVJL 
APGRS 
PVFZN 

c. Frequency distributions are made, based upon the 2d letters of pairs, as in the preceding 
example. The result is shown in the t,able in figure 9. The data in each distribution are rela- 
tively scanty and it would appear that the solution is going to be a rather dif5cult matter. 
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SECOND LETTER 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

) / ) i-i-~-i-l’i-l-l-l--,---I--i--‘------ - 
1 I/ i ::/ I; 1 1 Iii 1 1; 1 / / 1 / 1 1 1 D 

/ 1: 11 I: .-!------- 
i ’ ii ___------ 

i! I/ ,i .-------- 
li .---_----- i / I 

_------ 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
FIGURE 3. 

d. However, before becoming discouraged too quickly, a search is made throughout the 
text to see if any isomorphs are present. Fortunately there appear to be several of them. 
Note the following: 

i 

(1) * DBDDQGSUNSFBOBEK... 
Message lo--- (2) . NEGJLKZEKURCNIF... 

(3) - T N Q U X k 0 D L W T H C Z R 1 end of message 

Yiessage 2 _._________ (4) . C R u X 0 z E T z N K 1 end of message 

Message 3.~-~--~-~~-(5) . CQEJLKZEKURFRFX... 

First, it is necessary to delimit the length of the isomorphs. Isomorph (2) shows that the iso- 
morphism begins with the doubled letters. For there is an E before the V V in that case and also 
an E within the isomorph; if the phenomenon included the E, then the letter immediately before 
the D D in the case of isomorph (1) would have to be an N, to match its homolog, E, in isomorph 
(2), which it is not. Corroborating data are given by isomorphs (3), (4), and (5) in this respect. 
Hence, we may take it as established that the isomorphism begins with the doubled letters. 
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As for the end of the isomorphism, the fact that isomorphs (2) and (5’1 are the same for 10 letters 
seems to indicate that that is the length of the isomorphism. The fact that message 2 ends 2 
letter.. after the last “tie-in” letter, Z, corroborates this assumption. It is at least certain that 
the isomorphism does not extend beyond 11 letters because the recurrence of R in isomorph (5) 
is not matched by the recurrence of R in isomorph (2), nor by the recurrence of T in isomorph (3). 
Hence it may be assumed that the isomorphic sequence is probably 10 letters in length, possibly 
11. But to be on safe ground it is best to proceed on the lo-letter basis. 

e. Applying the principles of indirect symmetry to the superimposed isomorphs, partial 
chains of equivalents may be constructed and it happens in this case that practically the entire 
primary component may be established. Let the student confirm the fact that the following 
sequence may be derived from the data given: 

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 IQ 20 21 22 23 ?A 2.5 2a 

TEZKR.IVF...Q.WG.NUSBXJDOL 

The only missing letters are A, C, H, h!, P, and Y. By use of the nearly complete sequence on the 
text it will be possible to place these 6 letters in their positions in the cipher component. Or, if a 
keyword-mixed sequence is suspected, then the sequence which was reconstructed may be merely 
a decimation of the original primary sequence. By testing the partial sequence for various 
intervals, when the seventh is selected the following result is obtained: 

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 U 25 26 

TVWXZ..DR.ULI.BEFGJK.NO.QS 

The sequence is obviously based on the keyword HYDRAULIC, and the complete primary cipher 
component is now available. The plain component is then to be reconstructed. A word must 
be assumed in the text. 

j. A good probable word to assume for the lo-letter repetition found in messages 1 and 3 
is ARTILLERY. This single assumption is sticient to place 7 letters in the plain component. 
Thus: 

Key ________________ . . . VVJLKZEKUR... 
Plain ______________ . . . A R T I L L E R Y . . . . 
Cipher _____________ . . VVJLKZEKUR.... 

2346678 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 I3 10 20 21 22 23 24’ 2d 26 

;...E.. .I..L . . . . . R.T . . . . Y. 

These few letters are sticient to indicate that the plain component is probably the normal 
direct sequence. A few minutes testing proves this to be true. The two components are there- 
fore: 

Plain ______________ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Cl R S T U V W X Y Z 
Cipher ____________ HYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZ 

With these two components at hand, the decipherment of the messages now becomes a relatively 
simple matter. Assuming a single-letter introductory key, and trying the first five groups of 
message 1 the results are M follows: 

Key ________________ ? U S Y P W T R X D I M L E X R K V D B D D Q G S . . . 
Cipher _____________ U S Y P W T R X D I M L E X R K V D B D D Q G S U . . . 
Plain _______________ ? P H R F Y I V E F I R E 0 F L I G H T A R T I L . . . 
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It is obvious that an introductory key of more than one letter was used, since the first few letters 
yield unint,elligible text; but it also appears that t,he last cipher letter of the introductory key 
u-as used as the introductory key letter for enciphering the subsequent auto-keyed portion of 
the text (see par. 23c(3)). However, assuming that t.he IVE before the word FIRE is the ending 
of the first word of the plain text, and that this word is INTENSIVE, the introductory key word 
is found to be WICKER. Thus: 

Key -_________ WICKER[TRXDIMLEXRKVDBDDQGS... 
. Plain __________ INTENSIVEFIREOFLIGHTARTIL... 
Cipher ________ USYPWTRXDIMLEXRKVDBDDQGSU... 

The beginnings of the other two messages are recoverable in the same way and are found to be 
as follows: 

Key _________________ P R 0 M I S El R X L G H 0 U Z 0 . . 
Plain _________________ R E Q U E S T V I G 0 R 0 U S . . . 
Cipher ______________ B I I B F G R X L G H 0 U Z 0 . . . 

Key __________________ C H A R G EDI R R V M M H C V B . . . 
Plain _________________ S E C 0 N D B A T T A L I 0 N . . . . 
Cipher ______________ H A L 0 Z J R R V ,M M H C V B . . . . 

g. The example solved in the foregoing subparagraphs offers an important lesson to the 
student, insofar as it teaches him that he should not immediately feel discouraged when con-fronted 
with a problem presenting only a small quantity of text and therefore affording what seems at first 
glance to be an insuficient quantity of data for solution. For in this example, while it is true that 
there are insufficient data for analysis by simple principles of frequency, it turned out that 
solution ws achieved without any recourse to the principles of frequency oj occuvence. Here, 
then, is one of those interesting cases of substitution ciphers of rather complex construction 
which are solvable without any study whatsoever of frequency distributions. Indeed, it will 
be found to be true that in more than a few instances the solution of quite complicated cipher 
systems mny be accomplished not, by the application of the principles of frequency, but by 
recourse to inductive and deductive reasoning based upon other considerations, even though 
the latter may often appear to be very tenuous and to rest upon quite flimsy supports. 

29. Special case of solution of cipher-text auto-keyed cryptograms-u. Two messages with 
identical plain tests enciphered according to the method of paragraph 23 c (3) by initial key 
words of different lengths and compositions can be solved very rapidly by reconstructing the 
primary components. The cryptographic tezts of such messages will be isomorphic ajter the initial 
key-word portions. ,hote the two following superimposed messages, in which isomorphism be- 
tween the two cryptograms is obvious nfter their 6th letters: 

-VI I I 
1. T S B J S KBNLO CFHAZ LWJAM BN%S MVJRE 
2. B K K M J XYCXB HRPVO XMUVI YCRCG IKUTD 

-L--------l1 - I 

1. H F P R X C% R% EHFMU HRAXC NFDUB ATFQR 

2. P R E T N HEHTT DPRIW PTVNH CRSWY VJRFT 
W- 
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Starting with any pair of superimposed letters (beginning with the 7th pair), chains of cquira- 
lents are constructed: 

1 a 3 4 s 3 7 8 3 10 11 12 13 14 

l_________________ Z 0 B Y . . . 
2 _________________ L X N C H P E D S G . . , . 
3 -________________ Q F R T J U W M I . . . 
4 _________________ A V K . , . 

By intorpolat,ion, these partial sequences may be united into the key-word sequence: 

HYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZ 

b. The initial key words and the plain texts may now be ascertnined quite easily by 
deciphc ring the messages, using this primary component slid against itself. It will be found that 
the initial key word for the 1st message is PENCE, that for the 2d is LATERAL. The reason that 
the cryptographic texts are isomorphic beyond the initial key word portions is, of course, that 
since the text beyond the key word is enciphered auto-key fashion by the preceding cipher letter 
the letters before the last letter of the key have no effect upon the encipherment at all. Hence 
two messages of identical text cannot be other than isomorphic after the initial key-word portions. 

c. The foregoing solution affords a clue to the solution of cases in which the texts of two 
or more messages are not completely identical but are in part ident.ical because they happen to 
have similar begiigs or endings, or contain nearly similar information or instructions. The 
progress in such cases is not so rapid as in the case of messages with wholly identical texts because 
much care must be esercised in blocking out the isomorphic sequences upon which the recon- 
struction of the primary components will be based. 

d. (1) In the foregoing cases, the primary components used to encipher the illustrative 
messages were identical mixed sequences. If nonidentical components are employed, the 
cryptograms present an interesting case for the application of a principle pointed out in a 
preceding text.’ 

(2) Suppose that the three messages of paragraph 27b had been enciphered by using a 
plain component different from the mixed component. The encipherments of the word 
ARTILLERY would still yield isomorphic sequences, from which, as has hen noted, the recon- 
struction of the cipher component can be accomplished. 

(3) Having reconstructed the cipher component (or an equivalent) the latter may be 
applied to the cipher text and a “decipherment” obtained. In this process any sequence of 26 
letters may be used as the plain component and even the normal sequence A . . . Z may be 
employed for this purpose. The word decipherment in the next to the last sentence is enclosed 
by quotation marks because the letters thus obtained would not yield plain text, since the real 
or an equivalent plain component has not yet been found. Such “deciphered” text may be 
termed spurious plain text. But the important thing to note is that this text is now monoalphabetic 
and may be solved by the simple procedure usually employed in solving a monoalphabetic cipher 
produced by a single mired alphabet. Thus, a polyalphabetic cipher may be converted to mono- 
alphabetic terms and the problem much simplified. In other words, here is another example 
of the situations in which the principle of conversion into monoalphabetic terms may be applied 
with gratifying success. It is also an example of the dictum that the use of two differently 
mixed primary components does not really give much more security than does a mixed component 
sliding against itself or against the normal sequence. 

b Military CryplanaJyrir, Part ZZ, p6r. 469. 
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e. (1) If the auto-key method shown in paragraph 23~ (2) had been employed in enciphering 
the two ic!entictl tests ab:J,re, the solution would, of course, have been a bit more difficult.. To 
ili:!5tr:lte such a ra-e. let the two texts be enciphered by key words of the same lengths but 
diflerent compositions: PENCE and LATER. Thus: 

No. 1 

&y------_-PENCE TSBJS MMNRU LPUIH JBTXF INNRM 
Plain--.---REQUE STINF ORMAT IONOF SITUA TIONI 
Cipher...-- TSBJS MMNRU LPUIH JBTXF INNRM DWIQV 

Iiey--- _____ D W I Q V P C K A 0 D P A Z 0 B C M R I A F N W 0 G L I H T 
Plain _______ NF I FT E E NTH I NFAN TRY SE CT OR A TON C E 
Cipher----- P C K A 0 D P A Z 0 B C M R I A F N W 0 G L I H T I W W C U 

No. 2 

Key ________ L 1. T E R B K K M J R B T U X S G E B Q Y R H H A T E T U C 
Plain _______ R E QUE STINF ORMAT IONOF SITUA TIONI 
Cipher----- B K K M J R B T U X S G E B Q Y R H H A T E T U C N 0 G T M 
Key-_--.---- NOGTM LDQLE NGBYE WDSUH PUTZE HHGDK 
Plain _______ N F I FT EE NTH I NFAN TRY SE CT OR A T 0 NC E 
Cipher----.LDQLE NGBYE WDSUH PUTZE HHGDK TODEX 

(2) Sow let the two cryptograms be superimposed and isomorphisms be sought. They are 
shown underlined below: 
l_____________ T S B J S M M N R U L P U I H J B T X F I N N R M D W I Q V 
3 . _-___---- ---” BKKMJ RBTUX SGEBQ YRHHA TEUC NgGTM 
I_____________ P C K A 0 D P A Z 0 B C M R I A F N W 0 G L I H T I W W C U 
9 e _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - LD_QLE NGBYE WDSUH PUTZE HHGDK TQDEX 

It will be noted that the intervals between isomorphic superimposed pairs show a constant 
factor of 5, indicating a j-letter intial key word. 

(3) A reconstruct&n diagram for the pairs beyond the first five letters is established, based 
upon this interval of 5, and is as follows: 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

HBE G W 

__----------------------- 
L F E A DB NC P STU W _--------------------e-v- 
WD T AUQH I CBEFG KXMNO 

The equivalent sequence A W N B D T K I H Q G U X 0 E R V M C Y S J L Z P F is 
established by indirect symmetry; from this, by decimation on the eleventh interval, the 
HYDRAULIC . . . XZ component is recovered. 

(4) It will be noted that the foregoing case, in which the initial key words for the two crypto- 
grams are of the same length, is only a special application of the method set forth in paragraph 
44 of Slilitary Cryptanalysis, Part II. But if the key words were of different lengths, the method 
set forth in paragraph 45 of the text referred to would be applicable. No example is deemed 
necessary, since no new principles are involved. 
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SOLUTION OF PLAIN-TEXT AUTO-KEY SYSTEMS 

Preliminary remarks on plain-text auto-keying ________________________________________---------------------------------------- 30 
Solution of plain-text auto-keyed cryptograms when the introductory key is a single letter..-............------ 31 
Example of solution by the probable-word method ________________________________________-.---------.----------------------- 32 
Concluding remarks on the solution of auto-key systems... ________________________________________-------------- ._____ ___ 33 

30. Preliminary remarks on plain-text auto-keying.--a. If the cipher alphabets are unknown 
sequences, plain-text auto-keying gives rise to cryptograms of more intricate character than 
does cipher-text auto-keying, as has already been stated. As a cryptographic principle it is 
very commonly encountered as a new and remarkable “invention” of tyros in the cryptographic 
art. It apparently gives rise to the type of reasoning to which attention has been directed 
once before and tc-hich was then shown to be a popular delusion of the uninitiated. The novice 
to whom the auto-key principle comes as a brilliant flash of the imagination sees only the apparent 
impossibility of penetrating a secret which enfolds another secret. His reasoning runs about 
as follows: “In order to read the cryptogram, the would-be solver must, of course, fl.rst know 
the key; but the key does not become known to the would-be solver until he has read the crypto- 
gram and has thus found the plain text. Since this is reasoning around a circle, the system is 
indecipherable.” How unwarranted such reasoning really is in this case, and how readily the 
problem is solved, will be demonstrated in the next few paragraphs. 

b. A consideration of the mechanics of t.he plain-text auto-key method discloses that a 
repetition of n letters in the plain text will produce a repetition of (n-k) letters in the cipher 
text, where n represents the length of the repetition and k the length of the introductory key. 
Therefore, when the introductory key consists of a single letter there will be as many repetitions 
in the cipher text as there are in the plain text, except for true digraphic repetitions, which of 
course disappear. But on the other hand some “accidental” digraphic repetitions are to be 
fairly expected, since it can happen that two Merent plain-text pairs, enciphered by different 
key letters, will produce identical cipher equivalents. Such accidental repetitions will happen 
less frequently, of course, in the case of longer polygraphs, so that when repetitions of 4 or more 
letters are found in the cipher text they may be taken to be true or causal repetitions. It is 
obvious that in studying repetitions in a cryptogram of this type, when the introductory key 
is a single letter, a 5-letter repetition in the cipher text, for example, represents a 6-letter word, 
or sequence repeated in the plain text. When the introductory key is k letters in length then 
nn n-letter repetition represents an (n+k)-letter repetition in the plain text. 

c. The discussion will, as usual, be divided into two principal cases: (1) when the cipher 
alphabets are known and (2) when they are unknown. Under each case there may be an intro- 
ductory key consisting of a single letter, a word, or a short phrase. The single-letter initial 
key will be treated first,. : 

31. Solution of plain-text auto-keyed cryptograms when the introductory key is a single 
letters--a. Note the following plain-text auto-keyed encipherment of such commonly encountered 
plain-text words as COMMANDING, BATTALION, and DIVISION, using two identical primary 
components, in this case direct standard alphabets: 

462861 0 - 42 - 4 (46) 
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(1) Plain test __________ B A T T A L I 0 N . 
1 

Key text ___________ . BATTALION Key text ___________ . DIVISION 
Plain text ___...____ D I V I S I 0 N . 

Cipher ________._..__ . BTMTLTWB. Cipher ______________ . L D D A A W B . 

1 

Key text ___________ . C 0 M M A N D I N G Key text ___________ . C A P T A I N 
(3) Plain text __________ C 0 M M A N *D I N G . Plain text __________ C A P T A I N . 

Cipher ______________ . Q A Y M N Q L V T . Cipher ______________ . C P I T I V . 

These characteristics may be noted:’ 
(1) The cipher equivalent of A, is the plain-text letter which immediately precedes 

(See the two A’s in BATTALION, in example 1 above.) . _ 

(3) 

(4) 

A,. 

(2) B plain-text sequence of the general formula ABA yields a doublet as the cipher equivalent 
of the fmnl two letters. (See IV1 or IS1 in DIVISION, example 2 above,) 

(3) Every plain-text trigraph having A, as its central letter yields a cipher equivalent the 
last two letters of wlich are identical with the initial and final letters of the plain-text trigraph. 
(See MAN in COMMANLING, example 3 above.) 

(4) Every plain-text tetragraph having A, as the initial and the final letter yields a cipher 
equivalent the second and fourth letters of which are identical with the second and third letters 
of the plain-test, tetragraph, respectively. (See APTA in CAPTAIN, example 4 above; also ATTA 
in BATTALION, example 1.) 

b. (1) From the foregoing characteristics and the fact that a repetition of a sequence of n 
plain-text letters will yield, in the case of a l-letter introductory key, a repetition of a sequence 
of n-l cipher letters, it is obvious that the simplest method of solving this type of cipher is 
that of the probable word. Indeed, if the system were used for regular traffic it would not be 
long before the solution would consist merely in referring to lists of cipher equivalents of com- 
monly used words (as found from previous messages) and searching through the messages for 
these cipher equivalents. 

(2) Note how easily the following message can be solved: 

BECJI BTMTL TWBPQ AYMNQ HVNET WAALC... 
1 ww 1 

Seeing the sequence BTMTLTWB, which is on the list of equivalents in Q above (see example l), 
the word BATTALION is inserted in proper position. Thus: 

BECJI BTMTL TWBPQ... 
. . . . B ATTAL ION..... 

Kith this as a start, the decipherment may proceed forward or backward with ease. Thus: 

BECJI BTMTL TWBPQ AYMNQ HVNET WAALC . . . 
EACHB ATTAL IONCO MMAND ERWIL LPLAC . . . 

c. The foregoing example is based upon the so-called Vigenke method of encipherment 
eha=%1; eD,,=eaP1). If in encipherment the plain-text letter is sought in the cipher com- 
ponent, its equivalent taken in the plain component (0 rn=8,,,; @,/2=@cll), the steps in solution 
are identical, except that the list of cipher equivalents of probable words must be modified 
accordingly. For instance, BATTALION will now be enciphered 
by the sequence _________________ ZTAHLXGZ. 

* The student is cautioned that the characteristics noted apply only to the case where tFo identical COD 
ponents are used, with the base letter A. 
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d. If reversed standard cipher alphabets are used, the word BATTALION 
will be enciphered by the sequence .______________________________________ BHATPDUB, 
which also presents idiomor$ic characteristics leading to the easy recognition of the word. 

e. All the foregoing phenomena are based upon standard alphabets, but when mixed cipher 
components are used and these have been reconstructed, similar observations may be recorded 
and the results employed in the solution of additional messages enciphered by the same com- 
ponents. 

32. Example of solution by the probable-word method.*. The solution of messages 
enciphered by unknown mixed components will now be discussed by example. ‘&‘hcn t,he pri- 
mary components are unknown, the observations noted under the preceding subparagraphs are, 
of course, not applicable; nevertheless solution is not difficult. Given the following three crypto- 
grams, all intercepted on the same day, and therefore suspected of being related: 

HUFII 
UEWHU 
GJPGH 
PHDPR 
WUAVW 
CIFGZ 
ROQOJ 

JUFII 
SPKTS 
GOVVV 
GOVZS 

FJUHF 
EUBDD 
RHUJU 
TVHNS 
UNMHH 
ZQXAP 
zuvcc 
XMHFF 
UHCBM 

OCQJJ 
UQHUM 
AYJDR 
SVKZP 
YUEZQ 
UVCCP 
DRUWN 

OCQJJ 
RZVXT 
KWUHE 
ENDBD 

FKDEN 
RHWUM 
FZPQP 
VCCEJ 
WKCVG 
QYGPA 
PDKCO 
KMYHS 
THOFH 

MESSAGE I 

IVZOZ 
RZVQR 
UWNGR 
PPKGS 
XAPQY 
DKCWV 
GRYSK 

MESSAGE II 

IVZOZ 
WFMRF 
NDBDD 
DRHWU 

MESSAGE111 

ALUPZ 
RHVGP 
YQCYH 
PEAMP 
DSWJA 
RPZVX 
GJWZH 
TBSKC 

VPDGO 
UAKVD 
YSKBL 
LLPRV 
GPSVS 
XTWFM 
BL 

IBFEJ 
QHHFO 
RHWUN 
NPPKP 

KQMVB 
DNCUJ 
OEQZV 
APOEP 
EQZBU 
CFNRA 
APUFZ 
VRQIJ 

VVVKW 
NNEZV 
QVUXN 
RBHAK 
FNRAK 
RFKBV 

SUBRJ 
RFJPD 
KCMPD 
EQOY 

JWVPK 
CDZCY 
XKCQF 
BHMVJ 
FFYUE 
KCIFG 
FVHAV 
YCPZH 

b. (1) There are many repetitions, their intervals show no common factor, and a uniliteral 
frequency distribution does not appear to be monoalphabetic. Plain-text auto-keying is sus- 
pected. The simplest assumption to make at the start is that single-letter introductory keys 
are being used, with the normal Vigenere method of encipherment, and that t,he plain component 
is the normal sequence. Attempts to solve any of the messages on the assumption that the 
cipher component is also the normal sequence being unsuccessful, it is next assumed that the 
cipher component is a mixed sequence. The 13-letter repetition J D R U W N G R Y S 
K B L and the l&letter repetition P D G 0 V V V K W U are studied intensively. If a 
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single-letter introductory key is being used, then these repetitions involve 14-letter and 11-letter 
plain-text sequences or words; if the normal Vigenere method of encipherment is in effect. 
(ek/?=e/il; &,:l=@c/2), then the base letter is A. If the latter is true then a good word which 
would fit the 134etter repetition is: 

Key __________________ . RECONNAISSANCE 
Plain text __________ R E C 0 N N A I S S A N C E . 
Cipher _______________ JDRUGGRYSKBL. 5 

and a good word which would fit the lo-letter repetition is: 

Key _____________________ . OBSERVATION 
Plain text ------------_- OBSERVATION. 
Cipher __________________ LL PDGOVVVKWU. 

(2) Inserting, in a mixed component, the values given by these two assumptions yields 
the following: 

Plain ____________ A B C D E F G H I J K L b! N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

1 
R Cipher __________ E ‘k i STINGBC KL VW Y 

OP 
(3) It is a srmple matter to combine these two partial cipher components into a single 

sequence, and the two components are as follows: 

Plain ___________ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
Cipher _________ R E A D J U S T I N G B C F H K L M 0 P Q V W X Y Z 

(4) with the primary components at hand, solution of the messages is now an easy matter. 
c. The foregoing example uses an unknown mixed cipher component sliding against what 

was first assumed (and later proved) to be the normal direct sequence. When both primary com- 
ponents are unknown mixed sequences but are identical, solution is more difbcult, naturally, 
because the results of assuming values for repeated sequences cannot be proved and established 
so quickly as in the foregoing example. Nevertheless, the general method indicated, and the 
application of the principles of indirect symmetry will lead to solution, if there is a fair amount 
of text available for study. When an introductory key of several letters is used, repetitions 
are much reduced and the problem becomes still more difficult but by no means insurmountable. 
Space forbids a detailed treatment of the method of solving these cases but it is believed that 
the student is in a position to develop these methods and to experiment with them at his leisure. 

33. Concluding remarks on the solution of auto-key systems.-u. The type of solution 
elucidated in the preceding paragraph is based upon the successful application of the probable- 
word method. But sometimes the latter method fails because the commonly expected words 
may not be present after all. Hence, other principles and methods may be useful. Some of 
these methods, useful in special cases, are almost mechanical in their nature. Extension of the 
basic principles involved may lead to rather far-reaching complexities. However, because these 
methods are applicable only to somewhat special situations, and because they are somewhat 
involved they will be omitted from the text proper and placed in Appendix 1. The student 
who is especially interested in these cases may consult that appendix at his leisure. 

b. It is thought that sticient attention has been devoted to the solution of both cipher-text 
and plain-text auto-key systems to have demonstrated to the student that these cryptographic 
methods have serious weaknesses which exclude them from practical usage in military cryptog- 
raphy. Besides being comparatively slow and subject to error, they are rather easily solvable, 
even when unknown cipher alphabets are employed. 
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c. In both systems there are characteristics which permit of identifying a cryptogram as 
belon,tig to this class of substitution. Both cases will show repetitions in the cipher text. In 
cipher-test auto-keying there will be far fewer repetitions than in the original plain text, especially 
when introductory keys of more than l-letter in length are employed. In plain-text auto-keying 
there n-ill be nearly as many repetitions in the cipher text as in the original plain text unless 
long introductory keys are used. In either system the repetitions Gil show no constancy as 
regards interrals between them, and a uniliteral frequency distribution will show such messages 
to be polyalphabetic in nature. Cipher-text auto-keying may be distinguished from plain-test 
auto-keying by the appearance of the frequency distribution of the second member of sets of 
two Irttcrs dt~paratc31 t)y the lellgtll of tirr i~~troductor; key (we par. 266. c!. In thr ~215~ of cipher- 
test auto-keyirl;l t hew frt~qrlc~uc,~ clistribi~tiorls will be monoalphahrtic~ ill II:I~IIW: it1 plaits-trst 
auto-ktlying sllvtl frc~quency distributions will not show monoalphahrtic (~haractrri5;tic’s 
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METHODS OF LENGTHENING OR EXTENDING THE KEY 

Preliminary remarks ________________________________________----------------------------------------------------------------- _ ______-- 34 
Extended and nonrepeating keys; the so-called “running-key eystem” ________________________________________---------- 35 
Other systems employing lengthy keying sequences ________________________________________--------------------------------- 36 

34. Preliminary remarks.-In paragraph lb of this text it was stated that two procedures 
suggest themselves for eliminating the weaknesses introduced by periodicity of the type pro- 
duced by simple, repeating-key methods. The Crst of these, when studied, embraced some of 
the very simple methods of suppressing or destroying periodicity, by : .,ch devices as interrupting 
the key and using variable-length groupings of plain text. It was demonstrated that subter- 
fuges of this simple nature are inadequate to eliminate the weaknesses referred to, and must be 
discarded in any system intended to afford real security. The other alternative suggested in 
paragraph lb therefore remains now to be investigated, viz, that of lengthening the keys to a 
point where there would seem to be an insufficient amount of text to enable the cryptanalyst to 
solve the traffic. Attempts toward this end usually consist in extending the key to such a length 
that the enemy cryptanalysts will have only a very limited number of periods to work with. 
The key may, indeed, be lengthened to a point where it becomes as long as, or longer than, the 
text to be enciphered, so that the key is used only once. 

35. Extended and nonrepeating keys.-a. It is obvious that one of the simplest methods of 
lengthening the key to a message is to use a long phrase or even a complete sentence, provided 
it is not too long to remember. In addition to the di ‘Lzulties that would be encountered in 
practical military cryptography ti selecting long mnemonic phrases and sentences which xould 
have to be imparted to many clerks, there is t,he fact that the probable-word method of solution 
still remains as a powerful tool in the hands of enemy cryptanalysts. And if only a word or 
two of the key can be reconstructed as a result of a fortunate assumption, it is obvious that the 
enemy cryptanalysts could readily guess the entire key from a fragment thereof, since any long 
phrase or sentence which is selected because it can easily be remembered is likely to be well 
known to many people. 

b. There are, however, more or less simple methods of employing a short mnemonic key in 
order to produce a much longer key. Basically, any method of transposition applied to a single 
alphabetic sequence repeated several times will yield a fairly long key, which, moreover, has the 
advantage of being unintelligible and thus approaching a random selection of letters. For 
example, a numerical key may be derived from a word or a short phrase; this numerical key may 
then be applied as a columnar-transposition key for a rectangle within which the normal alphabet, 
has been repeated a previously agreed upon number of times in a normal (left to right) or pre- 
arranged manner. The letters when transcribed from the transposition rectangle then become 
the successive letters for enciphering the plain text, using any desired type of primary com- 
ponents. Or, if a single transposition is not thought to be sufficiently secure, a double trans- 
position will yield a still more mixed up sequence of key letters. Other types of transposition 
may be employed for the purpose, including various kinds of geometric figures. Also, a non- 
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transposition method of lengthening the keying sequence and at the same time introducing an 
irregularity-, such as aperiodic interruption has already been described (see par. 13). 

c. Another method of developing a long key from a short mnemonic one is that shown below. 
Given the keyword CHRISTNZ3, a numerical sequence is first derived and then one writes down 
successive sections of this numerical key, these sections terminating with the successive num- 
bers 1, 2, 3, . . . of the numerical key. Thus: 

Llnemonic key _______ C H R I S T M A S 
Numerical key---.-- 2-3-6-4-7-9-5-l-8 

I121 31 4l 5l 7 Extended key _______ C H R I S T M A C C H C H R I C H R I S T M C H R 
7 8 9 

CHRISCHRISTMASCHRIST 

Thus the original key of only 9 lettersis expanded to one of 45 letters (l-+3+3$ . . . $-9=45). 
The longer key is also an interrupted key of the type noted under paragraph 17, but if the mes- 
sage is long enough to require several repetitions of the espanded key the encipherment becomes 
periodic and can be handled by the usual methods emp!oyed in solving repeating-key ciphers. 
If the basic key is fairly long, so that the expanded key becomes a quite lengthy sequence, then 
the message or messages may be handled in the manner explained in paragraph 20. 

d. Another method of producing a rather long sequence of digits for keying purposes from a 
single kev number is to select a number whose reciprocal when converted by actual division into 
its equivalent decimal yields a long series of digits. For example the reciprccal of 49, or lj49, 
yields a sequence of 42 digits beginning .02040815 . . . . Such a number, coupled with a 
key word like CHRISTMAS, could be used for interrupted keying, the successive cipher alphabets 
being used for enciphering as many letters as are indicated by the successive digits. In the case 
of the example cited, the first digit is 0; hence the C alphabet would not be used. The nest 
digit is 2; the H alphabet would be used for enciphering the first and second letters. The third 
digit is again 0; t.he R alphabet would not be used. The fourth digit is 4; the I alphabet would 
be used for enciphering the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth letters, and so on. 

36. Other systems employing lengthy keying sequences.-+. Th.e so-called “running-key” 
system.-To be mentioned in connection with this subject of extensive or lengthy keys is the 
cipher system known as the running-key, continuous-key, or nonrepeating-key system, in which 
the key consists of a sequence of elements which never repeats no matter how long the message 
to be enciphered happens to be. The most common and most practical source of such a key is 
that in which the plain text of a previously agreed-upon book serves as the source for successive 
key letters for encipherment. r The solution of this type of cipher, an accomplishment which was 
once thought impossible, presents some interesting phases and will be considered shortly. * At this 
point it is merely desired to indicate that according to the running-key system the key for an 
individual message may be as long as the message and never repeat; but if a large group of 
correspondents employ the same key sequence, it may happen that there will be several messages 
in the same key and they will all begin with the same initial key letter; or, there will be several 
which will “overlap” one another v-ith respect to the key, that is, they begin at different initial 
points in the keying sequence but one message soon overtakes the other, so that from that point 
forward all subsequent letters in both messages are enciphered by the same sequence of key 
letters. 

1 Sec. IX, Advanced Military Cryptography. See also footnote 8, page 71 of this text. 
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b. The so-called progtessicealphubet system .-In the so-called progressive-alphabet system 
the basic principle is quite simple. Two or more primary elements are arranged or provided 
for according to a key which may be varied from time to time; the interaction of the primary 
elements results in making available for cryptographic purposes a set of cipher alphabets; all 
the latter are employed in a fixed sequence or progression; hence the designation progressive- 
alphabet system. If the number of alphabets available for such use is rather small, and if the 
text to be enciphered is much longer than the sequence of alphabets, then the system reduces 
to a periodic method. But if the number of alphabets is large, so that the sequence is not 
repeated, then of course, the cryptographic text will exhibit no periodic phenomena. 

c. The series of cipher alphabets in such a system constitutes a keying sequence. Once set 
up, often the only remaining element in the key for a specific message is the starting point in the 
sequence, that is, the initial cipher alphabet employed in enciphering a given message. If this 
keying sequence must be employed by a large group of correspondents, and if all messages 
employ the same starting point in the ke-ying sequence, obviously the cryptograms may simply 
be superimposed without any preliminary testing to ascertain proper points for superimposition. 
The student has already been shown how cases of this sort may be solved. However, if messages 
are enciphered tith varying starting points, the matter of superimposing them properly takes 
on a different aspect. This will soon be treated in detail. 

d. The respective cipher alphabets constituting the entire complement of alphabets may 
be employed in a simple progression, that is, consecutively from a preselected initial point; or, 
they may be employed according to other types of progression. For example, if the system 
comprises 100 alphabets one might use t,hem in the sequence 1,3,5,7, . . . ; or 1,4,7, 10, . . . ; 
or irregular types of skipping ma.y be employed. 

e. In addition to the foregoing, there are, of course, a great many mechanical methods of 
producing a long key, such as those employed in mechanical or electrical cipher machines. In 
most cases these methods depend upon the interaction of two or more short, primary keys which 
jointly produce a single, much longer, secondary or resultant key. (See par. 4.) Only brief 
reference can be made at, this point in the cryptanalytic studies to cases of this kind. ,4 detailed 
treatment of complex esamples would require much time and space so that it will be reserved 
for subsequent texts. 

f. Finally, there must be mentioned certain devices in which, as in encipherment by the 
auto-key method, the text itself serves to produce the variation in cipher equivaIents, by con- 
trolling the selection of secondary alphabets, or by influencing or determining the sequence with 
which they will be employed. Naturally, in such cases the key is automatically extended to a 
point where it coincides in length with that of the text. An excellent example of such a device 
is that known as the Wheat&me, the solution of which will be described in its proper place.2 
Some writers classify and treat this method as well aa auto-key methods as forms of the running- 
key system but the present author prefers to consider the latter aa being radically different in 
principle from the former types, because in the true running-key system the key is wholly external 
to and independent of text being enciphered. This is hardly true of auto-key systems oi of 
systems such as the Wheatstone mentioned herein. 

2 See Sec. XII, Advanced Military Ctyptogsaphy. 
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING SOLUTION OF SYSTEMS EMPLOYING LONG 
OR CONTINUOUS KEYS 

Solution when the primary components are known sequences ________________________________________---..-----------.---- 37 
Solutic o of a running-key cipher when an unknot-n but intelligible key sequence is used and the primary 

corn;; onents are known.~-~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-.-~ 38 
Solutio.1 of a progressive-alphabet cipher when the primary components are known __________ __________________.__ 39 
General solution for ciphers involving a long keying sequence of fixed length and composition..-..-...--------- 40 

37. Solution when the primary components are known sequences.-+. -ti usual, the solution 
of cases involving long or continuous keys will be treated under two headings: First, when the 
primary components are known sequences; second, when these elements are wholly unknown 
or partially unknown. 

b. Since t.he essentia1 purpose in using long keys is to prevent the formation of repetitive 
cycles within the text, it is obvious that in the case of very long keying sequences the crypt- 
analyst is not going to be able to take the text and break it up into FL number of small cycles 
which will permit the establishment of monoalphabetic frequency distributions that can readily 
be solved, an end which he can attain all the more readily if to begin with he knows the primary 
sequences. But, there nearly always remains the cryptanalyst’s last resort: the probable-w-ord 
method. Inasmuch as this method is applicable to most of these cases, even to that of the 
running-key system, which perhaps represents the furthest extension of the principle of long 
keying sequences, an example using a cryptogram of the latter type will be studied. 

38. Solution of a running-key cipher when an unknown but intelligible key sequence 
is used and the primary components are known.-. In paragraph 36~ mention was made of 
the so-called running-key, continuous-key, or nonrepeating-key system, in which the plain t6xt 
of a previously agreed-upon book serves as the source for successive key letters for encipherment. 
Since the running-key system is entirely aperiodic, and the cipher text can therefore not be 
arranged in superimposed short cycles, as in the case of the repeating-key system, it would 
appear on first consideration to be “indecipherable” without the key.’ But if the student 
will bear in mind that one of the practical methods of solving a repeating-key cipher is that of 
the probable word,’ he will immediately see that the latter method can also be applied in 
solving this type of nonrepeating-key system. The essence of the matter is this: The 
cryptanalyst may assume the-presence of a probable word in the text of the message; if he 
knows the primary components involved, and if the assumed word actually exists in the message, 
he can locate it by checking against the key, sin.4~ the latter is intelligible ted Or, he may 
assume the presence of a probable word or even of a phrase such as “to the,” “of the,” etc., 
in the key text and check his assumption against the text of the message. Once he has forced 

1 At one time, indeed, this view was current among certain cryptographers, who thought that the principle 
of factoring the intervals between repetitions in the c&e of the r&eating-key cipher formed the basis for the 
only possible method of solving the latter type of system. Since, according to this erroneous idea, factoring 
cannot be applied in the case of the running-key system cueing a book aa the key), therefore solution was con- 
eidered to be impossible. How far this ides is from the truth will presently be seen. In this same connection 
see &JO footnote 8, page 71. 

8 See Mililary Crypfunulysis, Part II, par. 25. 
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such an entering wedge into either the message or the key, he may build upon this foundation 
by extending his assumptions for text alternately in the key and in the message, thus gradu- 
ally reconstructing both. For esample, given a cr”yptogmm containing the sequence . . . 
HVGGLOWBESLTR . . . , suppose he assumes the presence of the phrase THAT THE in the key text 
and finds a place in the plain text where this yields MMUNITI . Thus, using reversed standard 
cipher alphabets: 

Assumed key text _______..___________ . . . T H A T T H E . . . 
Cipher text ____________.___.._.________ . . . H V G G L 0 W B E S L T R . . . 
Resultant plain text _________________ . . . M M U N I T I . . . 

This suggests the word AMMUNITION. The ON in the cipher text then yields PR as the begin- 
ning of the word after THE in the key text. Thus: 

A; sumed I+- test. ___________________ . . . T H A T T H E P R . . . 
Cipher t,est. __________________________ . . . H V G G L 0 W B E S L T R . . . 
Resultant pl :in test----_.--- ________ . . . M M U N I T I 0 N . . . 

PR must be followeJ bp a vowel, with 0 the most likely candidate. He finds that, 0 yields PI 
in the plain text, which suggests the word WILL. The latter then yields OTEC in the key, 
making the latter read THAT THE PROTEC . . . . Thus: 

,4ssumed key text ____________________ . . . T H A T T H E P R 0 T E C . . . 
Cipher text ____________________________ . . . H V G G L 0 W B E S L T R . . . 
Resultant plain text _________________ . . . M M U N I T I 0 N W I L L . . . 

This suggests the words PROTECTION, PROTECTIVE, PROTECTING, etc. Thus extending one 
text a few letters serves to “coerce” a few more letters out of the other, somewhat as in the case 
of two boys who are running approximately abreast in a race; as soon as one boy gets a bit ahead 
the spirit of competit,ion causes the other to overtake and pass the first one; then the latter puts 
forth a little more effort, overtakes and ‘passes the second boy. Thus the boys alternate in 
overtaking and passing each other until the race is run. The only point in which the simile 
fails is that while the boys usually run forward all the time, that is, in a single direction, the 
cryptanalyst is free to work in two directions-forward and backward from an internal point 
in the message. He may, in the case of the example cited above, continue his building-up 
process by adding A to the front of MMUNITI as well as ON to the rear. If he reaches the end of 
his resources on one end, there remains the other end for experimentation. He is certainly 
unlucky if both ends terminate in complete words both for the mesaage and for the key, leaving 
him without a single clue to the next word in either, and forcing him to a more intensive use 
of his imaginntion, guided only by the context. 

b. In the foregoing illustration the cryptanalyst is assued to have only one message 
available for his experimentation. But if he has two or more messages which either begin at 
identical initial points with reference to the key, or overlap one another with respect to the key, 
the reconstruction process described above is, of course, much easier and is accomplished much 
more quickly. For ij the messages have been correctly superimposed with reference to the key ted, 
the addition of one OF two letters to the key yields stLggestions for the assumption of zoo& in several 
messages. The latter lead to the addition of several letters to the key, and so on, in an ever- 
widening circle of ideas for further assumptions, since as the process continues the context 
affords more and more of a basis for the work. 
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C. Of course, if sufficient of the key text is reconstructed, the cryptanalyst might identify 
the book that is being used for the key, and if available, his subsequent labors are very much 
simplified. 

d. -ill the foregoing is, however, dependent not only upon the use of an intelligible test as 
the keying text but also upon having a kno\x:ledge of the primary components or cipher alpha- 
bets employed in the encipherment. Even if the primary components are differently miser1 
sequences, so long as they are known sequences, the procedure is quite obvious in view of 
the foregoing explanation. The training the student has already had is believed sufficient to 
indicate to him the procedure he may follow in that solution, and no further details will here be 
given in respect, to such cases. But what if the primary components are not known sequences? 
This contingency will be treated present’ly. 

39. Solution of a progressive-alphabet cipher when the cipher alphabets are known-u. 
Taking a very simple case, suppose the interacting elements referred to in paragraph 36b consist 
merely of two primary cipher components which slide against each other to produce a set of 26 
secondary cipher alphabets, and suppose that the simplest type of progression is used, viz, the 
cipher alphabets are employed ne after the other consecutively. Beginning at an initial 
juxtaposition, producing say, alphabet 1, the subsequent secondary alphabets are in the sequence 
2, 3, . . . 26, 1, 2, 3, . . ., and so on. If a difTerent initial juxtaposition is used, say alphabet 10 
is the first one, the sequence is exactly the same as before, only beginning at a different point. 

b. Suppose the two primary components are based upon the keyword HYDRAULIC. A 
message is to be enciphered, beginning with alphabet 1. Thus: 

Plain component __________ H Y D R A U L I C B E F G J K M N 0 P Q S T V W X Z H Y D , , . 
Cipher component ________ H Y D R A U L I C B E F G J K M N 0 P Q S T V W X Z 

Letter x;o ___________________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Alphabet No _____.________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Plain text _______...._________ E N E M Y H A S P L A C E D H E A V Y I N 
Cipher test ._.._.___._______ E 0 G P U U E Y H M K Q V M K Z S J Q H E 

Letter No ._.________________ 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 
Alphabet No ______________ 22 23 24 25 26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Plain text ___________________ T E R D I C T I 0 N F I R E U P 0 N 
Cipher t,ext _________________ N L H H L C V B S S N J E F’ K D D D 
Letter No ___________________ 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 
Alphabet No _____________._ 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 1 
P!ain text ___________________ Z A N E S V I L L E R 0 A D 
Cipher text _________________ G PUHFKHHYLHMRD 

c. This method reduces to a periodic system involving 26 secondary cipher alphabet,s and 
the latter are used in simple progression. It is obvious therefore that the lst, 27th, 53d, . . . 
letters are in the 1st alphabet; the 2d, 28th, 54th, . . . letters are in the 2d alphabet, and so on. 

d. To solve such a cryptogram, knowing the two primary components, is hardly a problem 
at all. The only element lacking is a knowledge of the starting point. But this is not neces- 
sary, for merely by completing the plain-component sequences and examining the diagonals of 
the diagram, the plain text becomes evident. For example, given the following: HI DC T 
E H U X I. Completing the plain-component sequences initiated by the successive cipher letters, the 
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plain test, E N E M Y M A C H I . . . is seen to come out in successive steps upward in Figure 
10. Had the cipher component been shifted in the opposite direction in encipherment, the steps 
would have been downlv-nrd inst.ead of upward. If the sliding strips had been set up according to 
the sequence of cipher letters but on a diagonal, then, of course, the plain-text letters would 
have reappeared on one generatrix. 

e. The student u-ill understand what simple modifications in 
procedure would be required in case the two primary components 

HIDCTEHUXL 

were different mixed sequences. But what if the primary com- 
YCRBVFYLZI 
DBAEWGDIHC 

ponents are not known sequences? How does the cryptanalyst REUFXJRCYB 
proceed in that case? AFLGZKABDE 

40. General solution for ciphers involving a long-keying UGIJHMUERF 
sequence of fixed length and composition.--a. It is obvious, as LJCKYNLFAG 
stated at a previous point, that no matter how the keying sequence IKBMDOIGUJ 
is derived, ijall the correspondents employ the same key, or ij this key ie 

/ 

CMENRPCJLK 
used many times by a single ofice, and ij it always begins at the same BNFOAQBKIM 

point, the carious messages may simply be superimposed. Thus, their EOGPUSEMCN 

respective lst,, 2d, 3rd, . . . letters will all fall within columns PPJQLTFNBO 

which have been enc.iphered by the lst, 2d, 3rd, . . . key letters. 
GQKSIVGOEP 

If there is a sticient number of messages, solution then becomes FIODPL 10. 

possible by frequency analysis of the successive columns-no matter 
how long the keying sequence may be, and regardless of whether the keying sequence constitutes 
intelligible text or is a purely random sequence of letters. This method of solution by superimposi- 
tion has already been outlined in paragraph 20 and no further reference to it need here be made. 

b. But now suppose that the keying sequence does not always begin at the same point for 
all messages. Suppose the several correspondents are able to select at will any point in the 
keying sequence as the point of departure in encipherment. Thus, such a keying sequence, if re- 
garded as partaking of the nature of a circle, will afford aa many possible starting points aa there 
are letters or characters in that sequence. Now if there are no external indications or indicators a 
in the cryptograms pertaining to such a system, such as would afford enemy cryptanalysts direct 
and detite information with regard to the initial keying element for each cryptogram, then it 
would seem as though the superimposition of messages (to bring letters enciphered by the same 
cipher alphabets within the same columns) would be difficult or impossible, and therefore that 
attempts at solution are blocked at their very beginning. This, however, is not the end of the 
story. For suppose two of the messages have in common only one polygraph, say of 5 letters; 
these two messages may be juxtaposed so as to bring these repetitions into superimposition. 
Thus, the possession of this long polygraph in common serves to “tie” these two m-ages to- 
gethcr or to “interlock” them. Then, suppose a shorter polygraph, say of 4 letters, is possessed 
in common by one of these two messages and a third message; this will serve to tie in the latter 
with the first two. Extension of this procew, including the data from shorter repetitions of 
trigraphs and digraphs, will serve to assemble a whole set of such messages in proper super- 
imposition. Therefore, the first step is to examine all the messages for repetitions. 

1 Indicators play an important r61e in practical cryptography. An indicator ie a symbol (coneiating of a 
letter, group of letters, a figure or a group of figures) which indicates the epecXa key used under the general 
cryptographic system, or it may indicate which one of a number of geneml systems hae been used, or it may indi- 
cate both. 
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c. Khen such repetitions are found, and if there are plenty of them so that assumptions for 
probable words are easy to make, it is clear t,hat, the correct assumptions will enable the crypt- 
analyst to set up plain-cipher equiralencies which will make it possible to reconstruct the pri- 
mary components. Depending upon the type used, the principles of direct or indirect sym- 
met,ry of position will be very useful in this process. 

d. But if it happens that there are no polygraphs by means of which two or more messages 
may be tied together and properly superimposed, the simple methods mentioned in subparagraphs 
a-c cannot here be applied. However, although the road toward a solution seems to be blocked 
rather effectively, there is a detour which presents rather interesting vistas. The latter are 
really of such importance in cryptanalysis as to warrant detailed treatment. 
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SECTION XI 

THE “COISCIDEXCE” OR “K” TEST 

The basic theory of the coincidence or x (kappa) test _______________________________ -___- ____.____ _____________.__________ 41 
General procedure to be followed in making the I( test ________ ._______________________________________-----.------------- 42 
Example of application of the x test ______________._.._...------------.-. _ _________._ _______.________________________________--- 43 
Subsequent steps _______. _____________.__ -- ___________________ ____ _ ____________________________ _ ______________ _ ___________.__________ 44 

41. The basic theory of the coincidence or K (kappa) test---a. In Appendix 2 of the pre- 
ceding text L certam simple applications of the theory of probability were presented for the 
student’s consideration, by u-ay of pointing out to him the important role which certain phases 
of that branch of mathematics play in cryptanalysis. Reference was there made to the subject 
of coincidences and its significance in connection with the study of repetitions in cryptograms. 
In this section the matter will be pursued a fe\t- steps further. 

b. In the appendix referred t,o, it was shown that the probability of monographic coincidence 
(1) in random text employing a Z-letter alphabet is .0385; (2) in English telegraphic plain text, 
.OG67. These two parameters were represented by the symbols K, and IQ,, respectively. The 
important role which these values play in a certain cryptanalytic test Cl1 now be explained. 

c. One of the most import.ant techniques in cryptanalytics is that know-n as applying the 
coincidence or “kappa test.” This test is useful for several cryptanalytic purposes and one of 
the most important of t,hem is to ascertain when two or more sequences of let’ters are correctly 
superimposed. By the word “correct” in this case is merely meant that the sequences are so 
arranged relative to one another as to facilitate or make possible a solution. The test has for 
its theoretical basis the following circumstances: 

(1) If any two rather lengthy sequences of characters are superimposed, it will be found, 
on exa mining both members of the successive pairs of letters brought into vertical juxtaposition, 
that in a certain number of caSes the two superimposed letters will coincide. 

(2) If both sequences of letters constitute random text (of a 26-letter alphabet), there will 
be about 38 or 39 such cases of coincidenc,e per thousand pairs examined. This, of course, is 
because K~= .0385. 

(3) If both sequences of let,ters constitute plain text, there will be about 66 or 67 such cases 
of coincidence per thousand pairs examined. This is because KD is .0667. 

(4) If the superimposed sequences are wholly monoalphabetic encipherment’s of plain 
text by the same cipher alphabet, there will still be about 66 or 67 cases of coincidence in each 
1,000 cases examined, because in monoalphabetic substitution there is a fixed or unvarying 
relation between plain-text letters nnd cipher letters so that for statistical purposes monoalpha- 
betic cipher text behaves just the same as if it were normal plain text. 

(5) Even if the two superimposed sequences are not monoalphabetically enciphered texts, 
but are polyalphabetic in character, there will still be about 66 or 67 cases of identity between 
superimposed lett,ers per thousand cases examined, provided the two sequences really belong to the 
same cryptographic system and are superimposed at the proper point with respect to the keying 
sequence. The reasons for this will be set forth in the succeeding subparagraphs. 

’ Military Cryptanalysti, Part II. It is recommended that the student refresh his memory by reviewing 
that appendix. 
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(6) Consider the two messages below. They hare been enciphered polyalphabetically by 
the same two primary components sliding against each other. The two messages use the same 
keying sequence, beginning at the same initial point in that sequence. Consequent.ly, the two 
messages are identically enciphered, letter for letter, and the only differences between them nre 
those occasioned by differences in plain text. 

No. 1 Plain text ____________ W H E N I N T H E C 0 U R S E L 0 N G hI . . . 
I 

Alphabets ____________ 16 21 13 5 6 4 1: 19 21 21 2 II 3 6 13 13 I 7 12 e 

Cipher ________________ E _Q B T F Y R C X X L Q J N Z 0 Y A W . . . 

I 

Alphabets ____ _ _______ 16 21 13 5 6 4 17 10 21 21 2 6 3 6 13 13 I : IZ c 

No. 2 Plain text ____________ T H E G E N E R A L A B S 0 L U T E L Y . . . 
Cipher ________________ P u T U E B W D J L Q H Y Z P T M Q I . . . 

Kate, now, that (a) in every case in which two superimposed cipher letters are the same, the 
plain-text let,ters are identical and (b) in every case in which two superimposed cipher letters 
are different, the plain-text letters are different. In such a system, even though the cipher 
alphabet changes from letter to letter, the number of cases of identity or coincidence in the two 
members of a pnir of superimposed cipher lett,ers will still be about 66 or 67 per thousand cases 
examined, because the two members of each pair of superimposed letters are in the sume cipher 
alphabet and it has been seen in (4) that in monoalphabetic cipher text K is the same as *for plain 
tezt,2 Viz, .0667. The two messages may here be said to be superimposed ‘Lcorrectly,” that is, 
brought into proper juxtaposition wit’h respect to the keying sequence. 

(7) But now suppose the same two messages are superimposed “incorrectly,” that is, they 
are no longer in proper juxtaposition with respect to the keying sequence. Thus: 

No. 1 Plain text __________ W H E N I N T H E C 0 U R S E L 0 N G . . . 
1 

Alphabets __________ 16 21 13 5 6 4 17 19 21 21 2 6 3 5 13 13 1 7 12 

Cipher ______________ EQNB~FYRCXX~JNNOYA... 

/ 

Alphabets __________ 16 21 13 5 6 4 17 19 21 21 2 6 3 6 13 13 1 7 

No. 2 Plain text’__________ T H E G E N E R A L A B S 0 L U T E... 
Cipher ______________ P Q N T U F B W D J u H Y z P T M... 

It is evident that the two members of every pair of superimposed letters are no longer in the 
same cipher alphabet, and therefore, if two superimposed cipher letters are identical this is 
merely an “accident,” for now there is no basic or general cause for the similarity, such as is 
true in the case of a correct superimposition. The similarity, if present, is, as already stated, 
due to chance and the number of such cases of similarity should be about the same as though 
the two cipher letters were drawn at random from random text, in which ~,=.0385. It is no 
longer true that (a) in every case in which two superimposed cipher letters are the same, the 
plain-text letters are identical, or (b) in every case in which two superimposed cipher let.ters are 
different, the plain-text letters are different. Note, for example, that the superimposed T,‘s repre- 
sent two different plain-text letters and that the S, of the word COURSE in the first message gives 
J, while the S of the word ABSOLUTELY in the second message gives H,. Thus, it becomes clear 
that in an incorrect superimposition two different plain-text letters enciphered by two different 
alphabets may “by chance” produce identical cipher letters, which on superimposition yield a 

( The fact that in thie case each monoalphabet contains but two letters does not affect the theoretical value 
of r; and whether the actual number of coincidences agrees closely with the expected number based upon I= 
.0667 depends upon the lengths of the two superimposed sequences. 
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coincidence having no external indications as to dissimilarity in plain-text equivalents. Hence, 
if there are no other factors which enter into the matter and which might operate to distort 
the results to be expected from the operation of the basic factor, the expected number of cases of 
identical cipher letters brought together by an incorrect superimposition will be determined by 
the value ~,=.0385. 

(8) But now note also that in the foregoing incorrect superimposition there are two ZO’s and 
that they represent the same plain-text letter L. This is occasioned by the fact that the plain- 
text mess,ages happened to have L’s in just those two places and that the cipher alphabet hap- 
pened to be the same both times. Hence, it becomes clear t.hat the same cipher alphabet brought 
into play twice may “by chance” happen to encipher the same plain-text letter both times, thus 
producing identical cipher letters. In some systems this source of identity in superimposed 
cipher letters is of little importance, in other systems, it may materially affect the actual number 
of coincidences. For instance, if a system is such that it produces a long secondary keying cycle 
composed of repetitions of short primary keying cycles, an incorrect superimposition of two 
cryptograms may bring into juxtaposition many of these short cycles, with the result that the 
actual number of cases of identical superimposed cipher letters is much greater than the ex- 
pected number based upon +=.0385. Thus, this source for the production of identical cipher 
letters in an incorrect superimposition operates to increase the number of cases to be expected 
from the fundamental constant Kc=.0385. 

(9) In some systems, where nonrelated cipher alphabets are employed, it may happen 
that two identical plain-text letters may be enciphered by two difIerent cipher alphabets which, 
“by chance,” have the same equivalent for the plain-text letter concerned. This is, however, 
a function of the particular cryptographic system and can be taken into account when the 
nature of the system is known. 

(10) In general, then, it may be said that in the case of a correct superimposition the 
probability of identity or coincidence in superimposed cipher letters is .0667; in the case of an 
incorrect superimposition, the probability is at least .0385 and may be somewhat greater, de- 
pending upon special circumstances. The foregoing situation and facts make possible what 
has been referred to as the “coincidence test.” Since this test uses the constant K, it is also 
called the “kappa test.” 

d. The way in which the coincidence test may be applied will now be explained. The 
statement that ~,=.0667 means that in 1,000 cases where two letters are drawn-at random 
from a large volume of plain text, there will be about 66 or 67 cases in which the two letters 
coincide, that is, are identical. Nothing is specsed as to what the two letters shall be; they 
may be two Z’s or they may be two E’s. This constant, .0667, really denotes a percentage: 
If many comparisons of single letters are made, the letters being drawn at random from among 
those constituting a large volume of plain text, 6.67 percent of these comparisons made will 
yield coincidences. So, if 2,000 such comparisons are made, the theory indicates that there 
should be about .0667X2,009=133 coincidences; if there is sufhcient text to permit of making 
20,000 comparisons, there should be about 1,334 coincidences, and so on. 

< e. Another way of handling the matter is to find the ratio of the observed number of co- 
incidences to the total number of cases in which the event in question might possibly occur, i. e., 
the total number of comparisons of superimposed letters. When this ratio is closer to .0667 
than it is to .0385 the correct superimposition has been ascerta&ed. This is true because in 
the case of a correct superimposition both members of each pair of superimposed letters actually 
belong to the same monoalphabet and therefore the probability of their coinciding is .0667; 
whereas in the case of an incorrect superimposition the members of each pair of superimposed 
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letters belong, as a general rule, to diEerent monoalphabets ), and therefore the probability of 
their coinciding is nearer .0385 than .0667. 

j. From the foregoing, it becomes clear that the kappa test involves ascertaining the total 
number of comparisons that can be made in a given case, as well as ascertaining the actual number 
of coincidences in the case under consideration. When only two messages are superimposed, 
this is easy: The total number of comparisons that can be made is the same as the number of 
superimposed pairs of letters. But when more than two messages are superimposed in a szLpet- 
imposition diagram it is necessary to make a simple calculation, based upon the fact that n 

4-J) letters yield 2 pairs or comparisons, where n is the number of letters in the column.’ For 

example, in the case of a column of 3 letters, there are 
3X2 -=3 comparisons. This can be 2 

checked by noting that the 1st letter in the column may be compared with the 2d, the 2d with 
‘the 3d, and the 1st with the 3d, making 3 comparisons in all. The number of comparisons per 
column times the number of columns in the superimposition diagram of letters gives the total 
number of comparisons. The extension of this reasoning to the case where a superimposition 
diagram has columns of various lengths is quite obvious: one merely adds together the number of 
comparisons for columns of different lengths to obtain a grand total. For convenience, the 
following brief table is given: 

L 

Number of 
letters in 
column 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

T 

-- 

- 

1 
3 
6 

10 
15 
21 
28 
36 
45 

- 

_- 

- 

Sumber of 
letters in 
column 

11 
l:! 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

- 

.- 

- 

55 
66 
78 
91 

105 
130 
136 
153 
171 
190 

- 

.- 

- 

21 210 
2" 231 
23 253 
28 "76 
25 300 
26 325 
27 351 
28 378 
29 406 
30 435 

- 

g. In ascertaining the number of coincidences in the case of a column containing several 
n(n-1) letters,.it is again necessary to use the formula 2, only in this case n is the number 01 

identical letters in the column. The reasoning, of course, is the same as before. The total 
* The qualifying phrase “yl a general rule” ia intended to cover any distortion in results occasioned by the 

presence of an unusual number of those cssea of coincidence described under subpar. c (8) and (9). 
4 This has already been encountered (footnote 3, Appendix 2, Military Cryptanalysis, Pari II). It &I merely a 

special caee under the general formula for ascertaining the number of combinations that may be made of R 
n! different things taken r at a time, which is ,C,= ___. r!(n-I)! In studying coincidences by the method indicated. 

since only two lettera are compared at a time, r is always 2; hence the expresion n! -, which ia the Bame aa rl(7a-r) I 

n(n- 1)(n-2)1, becomea by cancellation of (n-2)1, reduced to w* 
2(n--211 

461861 0 - 45 - 5 
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number of coincidences is the sum of the number of coincidences for each case of identity. For 
example, in the column sho~-n at the side, containing 10 letters, there are 3 B’s, 2 C’s, 4 K’s, and 

1 Z. The 3 B’s -yield 3 coincidences, the 2 C’s yield 1 coincidence, and the 4 K’s yield 6 
C coincidences. The sum of 3+1+6 makes a total of 10 coincidences in 45 comparisons. 
K 42. General procedure to be followed in making the K test--a. The steps in applying 
B the foregoing principles to an actual case will now be described. Suppose several messages 
K enciphered by the same keying sequence but each beginning at a different point in that 
z sequence are to be solved. The indicated method of solution is that of superimposition, 
K the problem being to determine just where the respective messages are to be superimposed 
C so that the cipher text within the respective columns formed by the superimposed messages 
B will be monoalphabetic. From what has been indicated above, it will be understood that 
B the various messages mnv be shifted relative to one another t,o many different points of 
K superimposition, there being but one correct superimposition for each message with respect 

to all the others. First, all the messages are numbered according to their lengths, the long- 
est being assigned the number 1. Commencing with messages 1 and 2, and keeping number 1 in 
a fixed position, message 2 is placed under it so that the initial lett.ers of the two messages coincide. 
Then the tsvo letters forming the successive pairs of superimposed letters are examined and the 
total number of cases in which the superimposed letters are identical is noted, this giving the 
observed number of coincidences. Next, the total number of superimposed pairs is ascertained, 
and the latter is multiplied by .0667 to find the expected number of coincidences. If the observed 
number of coincidences is considerably below the expected number, or if the ratio of the observed 
number of coincidences to the total number of comparisons is nearer .0385 than .0667, the 
superimposition is incorrect and message 2 is shifted to the next superimposition, that is, so 
that its first letter is under the second of message 1. Again the observed number of coincidences 
is ascertained and is compared with the expected number. Thus, by shifting message 2 one 
space at a time (to the right or left relative to message 1) the coincidence test finally should 
indicate the proper relative positions of the two messages. When the correct point of super- 
imposition is reached the cryptanalyst is rarely left in doubt, for the results are sometimes quite 
startling. After messages 1 and 2 have been properly superimposed, message 3 is tested first 
against messages 1 and 2 separately, and then against the same two messages combined at their 
correct superimposition.b Thus message 3 is shifted a step each time until its correct position 
with respect to messages 1 and 2 has been found. Then message 4 is taken and its proper point 
of superimposition with respect to messages 1, 2, and 3 is ascertained. The process is continued 
in this manner until the correct points of superimposition for all the messages have been found. 
It is obvious that as messages are added to the superimposition diagram, the determination of 
correct points of superimposition for subsequent messages becomes progressively more certain 
and therefore easier. 

b. In the foregoing procedure it is noted that there is necessity for repeated displacement 
of one message against another or other messages. Therefore, it is advisable to transcribe the 
messages on long strips of cross-section paper, joining sections accurately if several such strips 
are necessary to accommodate a long message. Thus, a message once so transcribed can be 
shifted to various points of superimposition relative to another such message, without repeatedly 
rewriting the messages. 

c. Machinery for automatically comparing letters in applying the coincidence test has been 
devised. Such machines greatly facilitate and speed up the procedure. 

6 At first thought the student might wonder why it is advisable or necessary to test message 3 against message 
1 and message 2 separately before testing it against the combination of messages 1 and 2. The first two tests, 
it seems to him, might be omitted and time saved thereby. The matter will be explained in par. 43f (3). 
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43. Example of application of the K test-u. 1%th the foregoing in mind, a practical example 
will now be given. The following messages, assumed to be the first 4 of a series of 30 messages, 
supposedly enciphered by a long keying sequence, but each message commencing at a different 
point in that sequence, are to be arranged so as to bring them into correct superimposition: 

PGLPN 
PRKOV 
MGCDS 
LTFYZ 

CWHPK 
OKZTL 
NGUZK 
HSGGO 

WFWTD 
HRZWC 
THDXL 
CNYEH 

TULDH 
NYLQQ 
CNJKS 
VSHIE 

HUFRK 
HYEIU 
LEAGC 
LGSOG 

KXFLU 
AWRDF 
PRCDK 
PYAOY 

NHTGM 
ZSRTE 
HYIGK 
TSCT 

NQEZZ 
VQGCD 
ANGUI 
P 

>IESSAGE 1 

SAUQQ AQYUO 
YNBON NFDMW 
JPIVJ WVAUD 
K 

;?rfESS.4GE 2 

MKURY XCOPH 
GDDEZ DLBOT 
YOOBV DDXCD 
X 

MESSAGE 3 

RAAZG PJDSQ 
EEVPX OATDQ 
VYZWX BKOQO 

DRESSAGE 4 

UTYGD UEDUP 
UTUBQ XSOSK 
FTOWO MSNBQ 

ZAKGA 
ZLUKQ 
BAHMI 

W N J U W 
FUZNA 
OGRGI 

AUPFR 
LDOQZ 
AZQND 

SDLIO 
NOXUV 
DBAIV 

b. Superimposing o messages 1 and 2, beginning with their 1st letters, 
5 10 15 20 25 

EOQCN 
AQAHZ 
H K-0 R M 

K W I H L 
SRHHJ 
RMICN 

OXJRO 
HAWNX 
TNALT 

LNNBO 
KCYJX 
IKNWG 

30 35 

Ko. l-. ---_- PGLPNHU~RKSA~QQAQYUOZAKGAEOQCNPRKOV 
No.2 _______ CWHPKKXELUMKPRYXCOPHW N J U W K W I H L 0 K Z T L 

hTo.1~---..-JPIV:WVAU:BAHM:HKOR:LTFY;LGSO:K 
No.2~.---YOOBVDDXC’OGRGiRMICNHSGGOPYA~YX 

the number of coincidences is found to be 8. Since the total number of comparisons is 101, the 
expected number, if the superimposition were correct, should be 101X.0667=6.7367, or about 
7 coincidences. The fact that the observed number of coincidences matches and is even greater 
than the expected number on the very first trial creates an element of suspicion: such good 
fortune is rarely the lot of the practical cryptanalyst. It is very unwise to stop at the first trial, 
even ij the results are javorabb, for this close agreement between theoretical and actual numbers 

6 The student will have to imagine the messages written out as continuous sequences on cross-section paper. 
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of coincidences might just be “one of those accidents.” Therefore message 2 is shifted one 
space to the right, placing its 1st letter beneath the 2d letter of message 1. Again the number 
of coincidences is noted and this time it is found to be only 4. The total number of comparisons 
is now 100; the expected number is still about 7. Here the observed number of coincidences is 
considerably less than the expected number, and when the relatively small number of com- 
parisons is borne in mind, the discrepancy between the theoretical and actual results is all the 
more striking. The hasty cryptanalyst might therefore jump to the conclusion that the 1st 
superimposition is actually the correct one. But only two trials have been made thus far and 
a few more are still advisable, for in this scheme of superimposing a series of messages it is 
absolutely essential that the very first superimpositions rest upon a perfectly sound foundation- 
otherwise subsequent work will be very difficult, if not entirely fruitless. Additional trials will 
therefore be made. 

c. Message 2 is shifted one more space to the right and the number of coincidences is now 
found to be only 3. Once again message 2 is shifted, to the position shown below, and the 
observed number of coincidences jumps suddenly to 9. 

No.1.~~~~.~PGLP~H”FR~SAUPhSAQYU~ZAKG~EOQC~PRKO~ 
No. 2 _---- -- CW;PKKXFLEMKURiXCOPHWNJUWKWIHLcK 

I\r’o.l-~--.-.HYEI:YNBO:NFDM:ZLUK;A~AH;MGCD:LEAG: 
x0.2-d-----ZTLAWRDFGDDEZDtBOTFUZN^SRHHJNGUZKPR 

~o.~..-_.-~JPIV;~WVAU~BAHM~HKOR~LTFY~LGSO~K 
h’o.2~~~~~CDKYOOBVD~XCDOGRGI~~ICNHSG”OPYAOYX -- 

The total number of comparisons is now 9S, so that the expect&l number of coincidences is 98X 
.0667’=6.5366, or still about 7. The 2d and 3d superimpositions are definitely incorrect; as to 
the 1st and 4th, the latter gives almost 30 percent more coincidences than the former. Again 
considering the relatively small number of comparisons, this 30 percent difEerence in favor of 
the 4th superimposition as against the 1st is important. Burther detailed explanation is unneces- 
sary, and the student may now be told that it happens that the 4th superimposition is really 
correct; if the messages were longer, all doubt would be dispelled. The relatively large number 
of coincidences found at the 1st superimposition is purely accidental in this case. 

d. The phenomenon noted above, wherein the observed number of coincidences shows a 
sudden increase in moving from an incorrect to 8 correct superimposition is not at all unusual, 
nor should it be unexpected, because there is only m correct superimposition, while aU other 
superimpositions are entirely incorrect. In other words, a superimposition is either 100 percent 
correct or 100 percent wrong-and there are no gradations between these two extremes. 
Theoretically, therefore, the difference between the correct superimposition and any one of the 
many incorrect superimpositions should be very marked, since it follows from what has been 
noted above, that one cannot expect that the discrepancy between the actual and the theoretical 
number of coincidences should get smaller and smaller as one approaches closer and closer to 
the correct superimposition.’ For if letters belonging to the same cipher alphabet are regarded 

7 The importance of this remark will be appreciated when the student cornea to study longer examples, in 
which statistical expectations have a better opportunity to materialize. 
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as being members of the same family, so to speak, then the two letters forming the successive 
pairs of letters brought into superimposition by au incorrect placement of one message relative 
to another are totnl strangers to each other, brought together by pure chance. This happens 
time and again, as one message is slid against the other-until the correct superimposition is 
reached, whereupon in ecery case the two superimposed letters belong to the same family. There 
may be many different families (cipher alphabets) but the fact that in every case two members 
of the same family are present causes the marked jump in number of coincidences. 

e. In shifting one message against another, the cryptanalyst may move to the right con- 
stantly, or he may move to the left constantly, or he may move alternately to the left and right 
from a selected initial point. Perhaps the latter is the best plan. 

f. (1) Having properly superimposed messages I and 2, message 3 is next. to be studied. 
Xom it is.of course possible to test the latter message against the combination of the former, 
without further ado. That is, ascertaining merely the total number of coincidences given by the 
superimposition of the 3 messages might be thought suflicient. But for reasons Fvhich wiil 
soon become apparent it is better, even though muc.h more work is involved, first to test message 
3 against message 1 alone and against message 2 alone. This will really not involve much addi- 
tional work after all, since the two tests can be conducted simultaneously, because the proper 
superimposition of messages 1 and 2 is already known. If the tests against messages 1 and 2 
separately at a given superimposition give good results, then message 3 can be tested, at that 
superimposition, against messages 1 and 2 combined. That is, all 3 messages are tested as a 
single set. Since, according to the scheme outlined, a set of three closely related tests is involved, 
one might as well systematize the work so as to save time and effort, if possible. With this in 
view a diagram such as that shown in Figure lla is made and in it the coincidences are recorded 
in the appropriate cells, to show separately the coincidences between messages 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 
2 and 3, for each superimposition tested. The number of tallies in the cell l-2 is the same at 
the beginning of all the tests; it has already been found to be 9. Therefore, 9 tallies are inserted 
in cell 1-2 to’begin with. A column which shows identicnl letters in messages 1 and 3 yields a 
single tally for cell 1-3; a column which shows identical letters in messages 2 and 3 yields a single 
tally for cell 2-3. Only when a superimposition yields 3 identicsl letters in a column, is a tally 
to be recorded simultaneously in cells l-3 and 2-3, since the presence of 3 identical letters in the 
column yields 3 coincidences. 
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(2)~ Let message 3 be placed beneat,h messages 1 and 2 combined, SO that the 1st letter of 
message 3 falls under the 1st let,ter of message 1. (It is advisable to fasten the latter in place 
so that they cannot easily be disturbed.) Thus: 

; ; ; ; 
b R 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 10 17 18 19 ?o 21 22 ?3 24 25 ‘26 ?7 

1.m. ____.__ N H U F R K S A U Q Q A Q x U 0 Z A K G A E 0 
3 I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CWcPKKXF::MKURYXCOPHWNJU 
3 ___________ W F W T D i H T G M R A x Z G P J 5 S Q A U P F R 0 X 

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 P 39 40 41 42 43 44 46 46 47 48 49 50 51 62 53 64 

l-----~-~~~~ Q C N P 5 K 0 V H Y E I U Y N B 0 N N F D M W Z L U K 
2 ___________ W K W I H L 0 K z T L A W R D F G D D E Z D L V 0 T F 
3-, _________ J R 0 H B Z W C z S R T E E E V P X 0 A T D Q L D 0 Q 

55 b6 67 56 59 80 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 &I 81 

l___________ Q A Q A H Z M G C D S L E A 5 C J P I V J W V A U g B 
2 ___________ U Z N A S R H H J N G U Z w P R C D K Y 0 0 B V D D X 
3 ___________ Z H A W N X T H D X L H Y i g K V Y Z W X B K 0 Q -0 A 

62 8.3 84 x.5 86 8: 88 89 w 91 92 93 94 93 96 97 9s 99 im InI 102 103 104 

l___________ A H M I H K 0 R M L T F Y Z L G S 0 G K 
3 I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - CDOGRGIi6kCNHSGGOPYAOYX 
3 ___________ Z Q N D T N A 1 ? C N Y E H T S C T 

1 2 3 

1 
II// 

1 x SW! 
Ill 

-- 
2 x x :I; 

--- 
3 x x x 

FIGUB~ llb. 

The successive columns are now esamined and the coincidences are recorded, remembering that 
only coincidences between messages 1 and 3, and between messages 2 and 3 are now to be tabu- 
lated in the diagram. The results for this first test are shown in Figure lib. This superim- 
position yields but 3 coincidences between messages 1 and 3, and the same number between 
messages 2 and 3. The total numbers of comparisons are then noted and the following table 
is drawn up: 

Number nl mincidencns 

C’omhlnntlnn Total number DiSCRp- 
of comparwons ancy 

Expected Observed 

Percent 
Messages 1 and 3 ______________ 99 About 7 3 -*57 
Messages 2 and 3 __________ ___ _ 96 About 6 3 -50 
Messages 1, 2, and 3 ________.. 293 About 20 15 -21 

I 
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(3’) The reason for the separate tabulation of coincidences between messages 1 and 3, 
2 and 3. and 1. 2. and 3 should now be apparent. 1Vhereas the observed number of coincidences 
is 57 percent heinw the espected number of coincidences in the case of messages 1 and 3 alone, 
and 50 percent below in the case of messages 2 and 3 alone, the discrepancy between the expected 
and observed numbers is not quite so marked (-21 percent) when all three messages are con- 
sidered togethtr. becallse the relatirelv high number of comcidences betlveen messages 1 and 2, 
which are correctly superimposed. serres to counterbalance the low numbers of coincidences 
between 1 and 3. and 2 and 3. Thus. a correct superimposition for one of the three combino tiona 
may yield such good results a.9 to mask the bad results jot the other taco combinations. 

(qj Aressage 3 is then shifted one space to the nght, and the same procedure is followed as 
before. The results are shorn belox: 

so.l.e--.._ PGLPiiHuFR:sAuQ1;AQYu~z A K GTE 0 Q c: P R K 0 Y 
so. 2. __..-- CW~PKKXFL~MKUR~XCO?HWNJ~WKWI~L~K 
so. 3 -_----- WFWTDNHTGMRAAZGPJDSQAUPFRQXJROHRZW 

~0.1..--.--HYEI:YNBO:NFDM;ZLUK;AQAH;MGCD:LEAG; 
To. 2 ____..- ZTLAWRDFGDDEZDLB;TFUZNiSRHHJNG:ZKPR 
so. 3 ____..- CZSRTEEEVPXOATDQLDOq~H~WNXTH~X~HYIG 

75 

So.1~-.~-.~JPIVJWVAU~B~HM5;HKOR~LTF~~LGSOGG~ -- -- 
SO.~~~~~~~.CDKYOO~VD~XCDOGRGI~~I~~HSG~~PYAOYX 
so. 3 _ _ _ _. . - KVYZWX~KOQO~ZQNDTNALT~~~EHT~CT 

1 2 3 I 
(‘ombmatwn 

Messages 1 and 3 _____ _ _____. 
bfeaseges 2 and 3 _____ _ ______ 
Messages 1, 2, and 3.- ____ 

Total num- 
her of 

cornprIsons 

99 
97 

29-1 

Number of co:ncidences 
Discrep. 

&“CY 
Expected 0 bsrrved 

,-- 

PtTCCn( 

About 7 10 $43 
About 6 6 0 
Abotit 20 25 $25 
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Note how well the obsemed and expected numbers of coincidencea agree in all three combina- 
tions. Indeed, the results of this test are so good that the cryptanalyst might well hesitate to 
make any more tests. 

(5) Having ascertained the relatire positions of 3 messages, the fourth message is now 
studied. Here are the results tar the correct superimposition. 

No.l----- PGLPiHUFRkSAUQ:AQYU:ZA K G:E 0 Q C: P R K 0; 
No. 2 _______ CW;PKKXFLiMKURjXCOijHWNJiWKiIHLiK 
No. 3 ------- WFWTDNHTGMRAAZGPJDSQAUPFROXJROHRZW 
No. 4 _______ TULDHNQEZZYTYGDUEDUPSDLIQLNUBONYL 

No.1.w._..-HYEI:YNBO:NFDM;ZLUKSj;AQAH;MGCD:LEAG: 
No.~.------ZTLAWR~FGDDEZDLB~TFUZN~SRHH;~~G~Z?PR 
No.3..-..wCZSRTEEEVPXOATDQ4DO4zHAWNXTHDXI,HYIG 
No.4wvQQVQGCDUTUBQXSOSKN~XUVKCYJXCNJKSANG -- 

No.l------- JPIV?WVAU;BAHM:HKOR;L T F Y; L G S 0 G’: 
No.~.~---..CDKY~~~VD~~~~OGRGI~~~CN~SG~~PYAOYX 
No.3 _______ KVYZWXgKOQO~ZQNDT~~<T~~~EH?~CT 
No. 4 _______ U I F T 0 W 0 M S N B Q p B A I V I K N W G V S H I E P 

1 2 3 4 
Combination 

Number of coincidences 
D’snrp- 

ancy 
Expected Observed 

l Messages I and 4 ____________ 1 96 / About 6 ) 7 / 7% 
Messages 2 and 4 ____________ 95 About 6 7 +I6 
Messages 3 and 4 ____________ 96 About 6 5 -16 
Messages 1, 2, 3, and 4 _____ 581 About 39 44 $10 

The results for an incorrect superimposition (1st letter of message 4 under 4th letter of message 1) 
are also shown for comparison: 
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No.~.....~PGLP~HUFR~SAUQ;AQYU~ZAKG~EOQC~PRKO~ 
so. 2--- CWfiPKKXFL;MKUR=COj;HWNJ;WKWIHLzK 
so. 3..--.-- WFWT~NHTGMR~AZGP~DSQ&UPFR~XJROHRZW 
No. 4----. TULDHNQEZZUTYGDYEDUPSDLIOLENBONY 

No.l~-.-..HyEI;OUYNBO:NFDM;ZLUK5;AQAH: MGC&E 
70 

No.l-wJP&WVAU;BAHM:HKOR;LT FY;LGS OG? 
No.2.-.~..CDKYOOBVDFjX~DOGRGI~I~H~G~~~YAOYX 
No.X--wKVYZW%“KO5O&ZQNDTNATCNYEyTSC T 
~o.~~-~~GU~FT~WOMSNBQDBAIVIKNWGV~~IE~ 

12 3 4 

1 x t$ fi i/l 
----- 

2 x x '$7 !I/ 

'1 

-_- 

3 x x x’ 
--- 

4 x x x x 

T”k’rYIYm- 
Number of mincidences 

Combloatioa 
Diwrrp 

COIIlpB~lvJ~S 
RnC? 

Expected Observrd 
~~ 

PCVC7ll 

Messages 1 and 4 ____________ 96 About 6 3 -50 
Messages 2 and 4 ____________ 96 About 6 3 -50 
Messages 3 and 4 ____________ 96 About 6 2 -83 
Messages 1, 2, 3 and 4 __--- 582 About 39 33 -18 

PlwJFz ll# I I I I I 

(6) It is believedthattheprocedure hasbeen explained with sufficient detail tomake further 
examples unnecessary. The student should bear in mind always that as he adds messages to 
the superimposition diagram it is necessary that he recalculate the number of comparisons so 
that the correct expected or theoretical number of coincidences will be before him to compare 
with the observed number. In adding messages he should see that the results of the separate 
teats are consistent, as well ns those for the combined tests, otherwise he may be led astray at 
times by the overbalancing effect of the large number of coincidences for the already ascertained, 
correct superimpositions. 

44. Subsequent steps.-a. In paragraph 43a four messages were given of a series supposedly 
enciphered by a long keying sequence, and the succeeding pa.ragraphs were devoted to an ex- 
planation of the preparatory steps in the solution. The messages have now been properly 
euperimposed, so that the text has been reduced to monoalphabetic columnar form, and the 
matter is now to be pursued to ita ultimati stagea.’ 
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b. The four messages employed in the demonstration of the principles of the K test have 
served their purpose. The information that they are messages enciphered by an intelligible 
running key, by reversed standard cipher alphabets, was withheld from the student, for peda- 
gogical reasons. ‘i’iere the key a random sequence of letters instead of intelligible text, the 
esplanation of the coincidence test would have been unchanged in the slightest particular, so 
far as concerns the mechanics of the test itself. Kere the cipher alphabets unknown, mixed 
alphabets, the explanation of the K test would also have been unchanged in the slightest par- 
ticular. But, as stated before, the four messages actually represent encipherments by means of 
an intelligible running key, by reversed standard alphabets; they will now be used to illustrate 
the solution of cases of this sort. 

c. Assuming now that the cryptanalyst is fully aware that the enemy is using the running- 
key system with reversed standard alphabets (obsolete U. S. Army cipher disk), the method of 
solution outlined in paragraph 38 will be illustrated, employing the first of the four messages 
referred to above, that beginning PGLPN HUFRK SAUQQ. The word DIVISION will be taken as 
a probable word and tested against the key, beginning with the very first letter of the message. 
Thus: 

Cipher text _________________________ PGLPNHUFRKSAUQQ.. 
-4ssumed plain test ______________ D I V I S I 0 N . . . . . . . . . 
Resultant key text _______________ S 0 G X F . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The resultant key text is unintelligible and the word DIVISION is shifted one letter to the right. 

Cipher text _________________________ PGLPNHUFRKSAUQQ.. 
Assumed plain text ______________ . D I V I S I 0 N . . . . . . . . 
Resultant key text _______________ . J T K . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Again the resultant key text, is unintelligible and the hypothetical word DIVISION is shifted 
once more. Continuation of this process to the end of the message proves that the word is not 
present. Another probable word is assumed: REGIMENT. When the point shown below is 
reached, note the results: 

Cipher text _________________________ P G L P N H U F R K S A U Q Q . . 
Assumed plain text ______________ . . . . R E G I M E N T . . . . . 
Resultant key text _______________ . . . . E L A N D 0 F T . . . . . 

It certainly looks as though intelligible text were being obtained as key text. The words 
LAND OF T . . . suggest that THE be tried. The key letters HE give NO, making the plain text 
read . . ..REGIMENT NO... . The four spaces, preceding REGIMENT suggest such words 
as HAVE, SEND, MOVE, THIS, etc. A clue may be found by assuming that the E before LAND 
in the key is part of the word THE. Testing it on the cipher text gives IS for the plain text, 
which certainly indicates that the message begins with the word THIS. The latter yields IN 
for the tist two key letters. And so on, the process of checking one text against the other con- 
tinuing until the entire message and the key text have been reconstructed. 

d. Thus far the demonstration has employed but one of the four messages available for 
solution. When the reconstruction process is applied to all four simultaneously it naturally 
goes much faster, with reduced necessity for assuming words after an initial entering wedge has 
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been driven into one message. For example, note what happens in this case just as soon as the 
word REGIMENT is tried in the proper place: 

Key test .._______ --- __________ 
i ! 

. 

, 
y. 1 iw ‘1 1cr test ._.. -_-_- _________ 1 P - * [Plain test-. ________ _________ . 

so 
’ i 

2 Cipher text-.. ________._.____ . 
Plain test- _______ ___________ . 

Cipher text- _________________ 
Plain text _..__________________ 

EiL/A/N 

; i , 

D/O;F T . 
’ I I 

N’H~U 
R/E,G 
i I W,H,P 

IiEIL 

T DIN 
L I’N 

XIF L!U 
R!A;I . 

G’M’R A 
! I I T C’. 

r\;. 
. I 
4 Cipher text-. ________________ 

Plain test ____________________ 
LDH 
TIIIT 

EZZU 
KGU. 

It is obvious that 30. 2 begins with FIELD TRAIN; SO. 3, with ROLLING _ _ 
with ANTITANK GUN. These words yield additional key letters, the latter suggest additional 
plain test, and thus the process goes on until the solution is completed. 

Q/. . . 
. . 

. . 
. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

KITCHEN; No. 4 

e. But now suppose that the key text that has been actually employed in encipherment is 
not intelligible text. The process is still somewhat the same, only in this case one must %ave at 
least two messages in the same key. For instead of checking a hypothetical word (assumed to 
be present in one message) against the key, the same kind of a check is made against the other 
message or messages. Assume, for instance, that in the case just described the key test, instead 
of being intelligible text, were a series of letters produced by applying a rather complex transpo- 
sition to an originally intelligible key text. Then if the word REGIMENT were assumed to be 
present in the proper place in message So. 1 the resultant key letters would yield an unintelligible 
sequence. But these key letters when applied to message No. 2 would nevertheless yield 
IELDTRAI; when applied to message No. 3, LINGKITC, and so on. In short, the text of on.e mes- 
sage is checked against the text of another message OT messages; if the originally assumed word is 
correct, then plain text till be found in the other messages.* 

* Perhaps this is as good a place as any to make some observations which are of general interest in connection 
with the running-key principle, and which have no doubt been the subject of speculation on the part of som- 
students. Suppose a basic, unintelligible, random sequence of keying characters which is not derived from the 
interaction of two or more shorter keys and which never repeats is employed bul once as a key for encipherment. 
Can a cryptogram enciphered in such a system be solved? The answer to this question must unqualifiedly be 
this: even if the cipher alphabets are known sequences, cryptanalytic science is certainly powerless to attack 
such a cryptogram. Furthermore, so far ss can now be discerned, no method of attack is likely ever to he devised. 
Short of methods based upon the alleged phenomena of telepathy-the very objective existence of which is 
denied by most “sane” investigators today-it is impossible for the present author to conceive of any way of 
att,acking such a cryptogram. 

This is a case (and perhaps the only caye) in which the impossibility of cryptanalysis is mathematically 
demonst,rable. Two things are involved in a complete solution in mathematics: not only must a satisfact,nry 
(logical) answer to the problem be offered, but also it must be demonstrated that the answer offered is ljniqxe, 
that is, t,he only possible one. (The mistake is often made that the latter phase of what constitutes a valid 
solution is overlooked-and this is the basic error which numerous alleged Bacon4hakespeare “cryptographers” 
commit.) To attempt to solve a cryptogram enciphered in the manner indicated is analogous to an attempt to 
find a unique solution for a single equation containing two unknowns, with absolutely no data available for 
solution other than those given by that equation itself. It is obvious that no unique solution is possible in such 
a case, since nny one quantily whatsoever may be chosen for one of the unknowns and the other will folldw as a 
conseouence. Therefore an infinite number of Werent apswers, all equally valid, is possible. In the case of a 
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f. All the foregoing work is, of course, based upon a knowledge of the cipher alphabets 
employed in the encipherment. -What if the latter are unknown sequences? It may be stated 
at once that not much could be done with but four messages, even after they had been super- 
imposed correctly, for the most that one would have in the Ray of data for the solution of the 
individual columns of text would be four letters per alphabet-which is not nearly enough. 
Data for solution by indirect symmetry by the detection of isomorphs cannot be expected, for 
no isomorphs are produced in this system. Solution can be reached only if there is sufficient 
text to permit of the analysis of the columns of the superimposition diagram. When there is 
this amount of text there are also repetitions which afford bases for the assumption of probable 
words. Only then, and after the values of a few cipher letters have been established can indirect 
symmetry be applied to facilitate the reconstruction of the primary components-if used. 

g. Even when the volume of text is great enough so that each column contains say 15 to 20 
letters, the problem is still not an easy one. But, frequency distributions with 15 to 20 letters 
can usually be studied statistically, so that if two distributions present similar characteristics, 
the latter may be used as a basis for combining distributions which pertain to the same cipher 
alphabet. The next section will be devoted to a detailed treatment of the implications of the 
last statement. 

cryptogram enciphered in the manner indicated, there is the equivalent of an equation with two unknowns; 
the key is one of the unknowns, the plain text is the other. One may conjure up an infinite number of different 
plain texts and offer any one of them as a “solution.” One may even perform the perfectly meaningless labor 
of reconstructing the “key” for this selected “solution”; but since there is no way of proving from the cryptogram 
itself, or from the reconstructed key (which is unintelligible) whether the “solution” so selected is fhe actual 
plain text, all of the infinite number of “solutions” are equally valid. ICOW since it is inherent in the very idea . 
of cryptography as a practical art that there must and can be only one actual solution (or plain testj, and since 
none of this infinite number of different solutions can be proved to be Ihe one and only correct solution, therefore, 
our common sense rejects them one and all, and it may be said that a cryptogram enciphered in the manner 
indicated is absolutely impossible to solve. 

It is perhaps unnecessary to point out that the foregoing statement is no longer true when the running key 
constitutes intelligible text, or if it is used to encipher more than one message, or if it is the secondary resultant of 
the interaction of two or more short primary keys which go through cycles themselves. For in these cases there 
is additional information available for the delimitation of one of the pair of unknowns, and hence a unique solu- 
tion becomes possible. 

Sow although the running-key system described in the first paragraph represents the ultimate goal of 
cryptographic security and is the ideal toward which cryptographic experts have striven for a long time, there is 
a wide abyss to be bridged between the recognition of a theoretically perfect system and its establishment as a 
practical means of secret intercommunication. For the mere mechanical details involved in the production, 
reproduction, and distribution of such keys present difficulties which are so formidable as to destroy the effectivc- 
ness of the method as a system of secret intercommunication suitable for groups of correspondents engaged in a 
voluminous exchange of messages. 
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THE “CROSS-PRODUCT SUM” OR “x TEST”’ 

Preliminary remarks ____________________----------....----------------------------------------------- _ _______________________________ 45 
The nature of the “Cross-product sum” or “x (Chi) test” in cryptanalysis _________________ _ ____________._ __ _______ 46 
Derivation of the x test-. _____________ _ ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------ 47 
Applying the x test in matching distributions ________________________________________-------------------------- _ ______________ 48 

45. Preliminary remarks.--a. The real purpose of making the coincidence test in cases such 
as that studied in the preceding section is to permit the cryptanalyst to arrange his data so as to 
circumvent the obstacle which the enemy, by adopting a complicated polyalphabetic scheme of 
encipherment, places in the way of solution. The essence of the matter is that by dealing indi- 
vidually with the respective columns of the superimposition diagram the cryptanalyst has 
arranged the polyalphabetic text so that it can be handled as though it were monoalphabetic. 
Usually, the solution of the latter is a relatively easy matter, especially if there is sufficient text 
in the columns, or if the letters within certain columns can be combined into single frequency 
distributions, or if some cryptographic relationship can be established between the columns. 

b. It is obvious that merely ascertaining the correct relative positions of the separate mes- 
sages of a series of messages in a superimposition diagram is only a means to an end, and not an 
end in itself. The purpose is, as already stated, to reduce the complex, heterogeneous, poly- 
alphabetic text to simple, homogeneous, monoalphabetic text. But the latter can be solved only 
when there are sufficient data for the purpose-and that depends often upon the type of cipher 
alphabets involved. The latter may be the secondary alphabets resulting from the sliding of the 
normal sequence against its reverse, or a mixed component against the normal, and so on. The 
student has enough information concerning the various cryptanalytic procedures which may be 
applied, depending upon the circumstances, in reconstructing diflerent types of primary com- 
ponents and no more need be said on this score at this point. 

c. The student should, however, realize one point which has thus far not been brought 
specifically to his attention. Although the superimposition diagram referred to in the preceding 
subparagraph may be composed of many columns, there is often only a relatively small number 
of &@eteni cipher alphabets involved. For example, in the case of two primary components of 
26 letters each there is a maximum of 26 secondary cipher alphabets. Consequently, it follows 
that in such a case if a superimposition diagram is composed of say 100 columns, certain of those 
columns must represent similar secondary alphabets. There may, and probably will be, no 
regularity of recurrence of these repeated secondaries, for they are used in a manner directly 
governed by the letters composing the words of the key text or the elements composing the. 
keying sequence. 

d. But the latter statement offers an excellent clue. It is clear that the number of times a 
given secondary alphabet is employed in such a superimposition diagram depends upon the com- 

* The x test, presented in this section, as well aa the e test, presented in Section XIV, mere first described 
in an important paper, SlalieticaZ Mefhodr in CryplanaZytis, 1935, by Solomon Kullback, Ph. D., Associate Crypt- 
analyst, Signal Intelligence Service. I take pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness to Dr. Kullback’s 
paper for the basic material used in my own exposition of these teats, as well ee for his helpful criticisms thereof 
while in manuscript. 

(131 
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position of the key test. Since in the case of a running-key system using a book as a key the 
key test constitutes intelligible text, it follows that the various secondary alphabets will be em- 
ployed w’th jreouencies which are directly related to the respectice frequencies of occurrence oj letters 
in normal plain tez+t. Thus, the alphabet corresponding to key letter E should be the most 
frequently used; the alphabet corresponding to key letter T should be next in frequency, and so on. 
From this it follows that instead of being c&fronted with a problem involving as many different 
secondary cipher alphabets as there are columns in the superimposition diagram, the crypt- 
analyst will usually have not over 26 such alphabets to deal with; and allowing for the extremely 
improbable repetitive use of alphabets corresponding to key letters J, K, Q, X, and Z, it is likely 
that the cryptanalyst will have to handle only about 19 or 20 secondary alphabets. 

e. Moreover, since the E secondary alphabet will be used most frequently and so on, it is 
possible for the cryptanalyst to study the various distributions for the columns of the super- 
imposition diagram with a view to assembling those distributions which belong to the same cipher 
alphabet, thus making the actual determination of values much easier in the combined distri- 
butions than would otherwise be the case. 

-f. However, if the keying sequence does not itself const.itute intelligible text, even if it is 
a random sequence, the case is by no means hopeless of solution-provided there is sufficient 
text within columns so that the columnar frequency distributions may afford indications enabling 
the cryptanalyst to amalgamate a large number of small distributions into a smaller number of 
larger distributions. 

g. In this process of assembling or combining individual frequency distributions Ehich be- 
long to the same cipher alphabet, recourse may be had to a procedure merely alluded to in con- 
nection with previous problems, and designated as that of “matching” distributions. The nest 
few paragraphs will deal with this important subject. 

46. The nature of the “Cross-product sum” or “x (Chi) test” in cryptanalysis.--a: The 
studeui has already beeu Gunfronted with cases in which it was necessary or desirable to reduce 
a large number of frequency distributions to a smaller number by identifying and amalgamating 
distributions which belong to the same cipher alphabet. Thus, for example, in a case in which 
there are, say, 15 distributions but only, say, 5 separate cipher alphabets, the difficulty in solving 
a message can be reduced to a considerable degree provided that of the 15 distributions those 
which belong together can be identified and allocated to the respective cipher alphabets to which 
they apply. 

b. This process of identifying distributions which belong to the same cipher alphabet in- 
volves a careful examination and comparison of the various members of the entire set of distri- 
butions to ascertain which of them present saciently similar characteristics to warrant their 
being combined into a single distribution applicable to one of the ciphdr alphabets involved in 
the problem. Now when the individual distributions are fairly large, say containing over 50 
or 60 letters, the matter is relatively easy for the experienced cryptanalyst and can be made by 
the eye; but when the distributions are small, each containing a rather small number of letters, 

*ocular comparison and identification of two or more distributions M belonging to the same alpha- 
bet become quite diflicult and often inconclusive. In any event, the time required for the suc- 
cessful reduction of a multiplicity of individual small distributions to a few larger distributions 
is, in such cases, a very material factor in dete rmining whether the solution will be accomplished 
in time to be of actual value or merely of historical interest. 

c. However, a certain siatistical test, called the “cross-product sum” or “x test”, hss been 
devised, which can be brought to bear upon this question and, by methods of mathematical 
comparison, eliminate to a large degree the uncertainties of the ocular method of matching and 
combining frequency distributions, thus in many cases materially reducing the time required 
for solution of a complex problem. 
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d, It is advisable to point out, however, that the student must not e.xpect too much of a 
mathematical method of comparing distributions, because there are limits to the size of distribu- 
tions to be matched below which these methods will not be effective. If two distributions 
contain some similar characteristics the mathematical method will merely afford a quantitative 
measure of the degree of similarity. TWO distributions may actually pertain to the same cipher 
alphabet but, as occasionally happens, they may not present any external evidences of this 
relationship, in which case no mathematical method can indicate the fact that the two distribu- 
tions are really similar and belong to the same alphabet. 

47. Derivation of the x test.--u. Consider the following plain-test distribution of ci0 letters: 

5 
-5 z 3% 

AB~~~~G~~JKL~~~PQ~S~~V~XYZ 

In a previous text 2 it was shown that the chance of drawing two identical letters in normal 
English telegraphic plain text is the sum of the squares of the relative probabilities of occurrence 
of the 26 letters in such text, which is .0667. That is, the probability of monographic coincidence 
in English telegraphic plain text is K,=.O667. In the message to which the foregoing distribu- 
tion of 50 letters applies, the number of possible pairings (comparisons) that can be made betweeT 

single letters is '?=1,225. According to the theory of coincidences there should, therefore 

be 1,225X.0667=81.7065 or approrrimately 82 coincidences of single letters. Examining the 
distribution it is found that there are 83 coincidences, as shown below: 

s s -.F -2 ABC~~ac~~JKt~~~PQ~~~~v~xyz 

3+0+0+1+21+0+0+1+3+0+0+0+1+10+i:+0+0+I+10+15+1+0+1+0+u+0=~ 

The actual number of coincidences agrees very closely with the theoretical number, which is 
of course to be expected, since the text to which the distribution applied has been indicnted as 
being normal plain text. 

b. In the foregoing simple demonstration, let the number of comparisons that can be made 

in the distribution be indicated symbolically by AT( N- 1) 2 J where .??= the totnl number of letters 

in the distribution. Then the expected number of coincidences may be written as .0067.\'(.1'-- 1) 
2 

t 

which may then be rewritten as 

(1) 
.0067-v-.0667N 

2 

c. Likewise, if fA represents the number of occurrences of A in the foregoing distribution, 

then the number of coincidences for the letter A may be indicated symbolically by f”(.k1). 

And similarly, the number of coincidences for the letter B may be indicated by h&--1: 2 -, and 

so on down to fi(fz-l). The total number of actual coincidences found in the distribution is, 
2 

of course, the sum of j,‘?;-l) ;-f~v;-l) ; If the symbolfe is used to indicate . . .jzCjz2-1)* 

any of the letters A, B, . . . Z, and the symbol z is used to indicate that the sum of all the 

f Military Crypfonolya’r, Part II, Appendix 2. 
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elements that follow this sign is to be found, then the sum of the actual coincidences noted in 

the distribution may be indicated thus: 
c 

fe’ff;-‘, ) which may be rewritten as 

(11) c 
fey3 

d. Now although derived from difIerent sources, the two expressions labeled (I) and (II) 
above are equal, or should be equal, in normal plain text. Therefore, one may write: 

c 
f&-fe-.0667p--.0667-h’ -- 

2 2 
Simplifying this equation: 

(III) Ej&--Sje=.0667N2-.0667N 
e. Now 2fe=l)T. 

Therefore, expression (III) may be written as 

(IV) zje2-N=.0667N’-.0667N, 
which on reduction becomes: 

W) Xje2=.0667AT+.9333N 

This equation may be read as “the sum of the squares of the absolute frequencies of a distribution 
is equal to .0667 times the square of the total number of letters in the distribution, plus .9333 
times the total number of letters in the distribution.” The letter S2 is often used to replace the 
s,ymbol zja2. 

j. Suppose two monoalphabetic distributions are thought to pertain to the same cipher 
alphabet. Now if they actually do belong to the same alphabet, and if they are correctly ’ 
combined into a single distribution, the latter must still be monoalphabetic in character. That 
is, again representing the individual letter frequencies in one of these distributions by the general 
symbol-fee, the individual letter frequencies in the other distribution by fe,, and the total frequency 
in the East distribution by N,, that in the second distribution by N,, then 

WI) Z(~el+jet)‘=.0667(N,+Np)‘+.9333(N,+Nz) 

Expanding the terms of this equation: 

(VII) ~j~12+2~f~,~~2+~f~~=.0667(N~+2;1:N~tNz2)+.9333N,+.93~3N, 

But from equation (V): 
Zje,2=.0667N,z+.9333Nl and 

so that equation (VII) may be rewritten thus: 

.0667N12+.9333Nl+2&, je3+.0667N,t+.9333N2= 
.0667(N~‘+2N,Ns+Ns2)f.9333N,+.9333N, 

3 By “correctly” ie meant that the two dietributiona are alid relative to each other to their proper super- 
imposition. 
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Reducing to simplest terms by cancelling out similar expressions: 

2Zfe j%= .0667(2NlN2), or 

w-1) 3% A2 N,N,= .0667 

g. The last equation thw permits of establishing an expected value for the sum oj the product8 
of the corresponding jrequencks of the two distributions being considered for amalgamation. The 
cross-product 8urn or x test for matching two distributions is based upon equation (VIII). 

48. Applying the x test in matching distributions.-a. Suppose the following two distribu- 
tions are to be matched: 

f ,--m-e--------- i ; C ; E F G H i J K L M N 0 P Q : ; ; i V w ; Y ; 

-- 
jz __.___________ A ii C D E ; G H ? J i L M N 0 P Q : s ? U V W X i ; 

Let the frequencies be juxtaposed, for convenience in finding the sum of the cross products. 
Thus: 

je ,------------------- 1 4 0 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 2 1 0 1 3 0 2 _____ N,=26 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

fe2 ___________________ 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 _____ N,=17 

fel j@ --_--____-_-_-- 08000300100000100922000004 

In this case zje,j%=S+;+l+l+9+2+2+4=30 

N,N2=26X 17=442 

~fe,fe, 30 NlN2 =422=.0711 

b. The fact that the quotient (.0711) agrees very closely with the expected value (.0667) 
means that the two distributions very probably belong together or are properly matched. Note 
the qualifying phrase “very probably.” It implies that there is no certainty about this business 
of matching distributions by mathematical methods. The mathematics serve only as measuring 
devices, so to speak, which can be employed to measure the degree of similarity that exists. 

c. Instead of dividing xje,ja, by N,N, and seeing how closely the quotient approximates the 
value .0667 or .0385, one may set up an expected value for zje, j% and compare it with the ob- 
served value. Thus, in the foregoing example .0667 (N,N2)=.0667X422=28.15; the observed 
value of zfe, jep is 30 and therefore the agreement between the expected and the observed values 
is quite close, indicating that the two distributions are probably properly matched. 

d. There are other mathematical or statistical tests for matching, in addition to the x test. 
Moreover, it is possible to go further with the x test and find a measure of the reliance that may 
be placed upon the value obtained; but these points will be left for future discussion in subse- 
quent texts. 

462861 0 - 42 - 6 
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e. One more point will, however, here be added in connection with the x test. Suppose 
the very same two distributions in subparagraph a are again juxtaposed, but with je, shifted one 
interval to the left of the position shown in the subparagraph of reference. Thus: 

jel _----------- { 1 4 0 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 2 1 0 1 3 0 2 ~~~.-~i\7~=2~ _--_ _ 
ABCDEFG-HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

j@- --..----------- { B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A ______. \-*=I; 
20003001010011003110000120 

Here zje, je,=2+3+2+3=10 and Ef%f% 10 
N,;=442=.0226 

The observed ratio (.0226) is so much smaller than the expected (.0667) that it can be said that if 
the two distributions pertain to the same primary components they are not properly superimposed. 
In other words, the x test rrtay also be applied in cases where two or more frequency distributions must 
be shijted relatkely in order tojind their correct superimposition. The theory underlying this appli- 
cation of the x test is, of course, the same as before: two monoalphabetic distributions when prop- 
erly combined will yield a single distribution which should still be monoalphabetic in character. 
In applying the x test in such cases it may be necessary to shift two 264ement distributions to 
various superimpositions, make the x test for each superimposition, and take as correct that one 
which yields the best value for the test. 

f. The nature of the problem will, of course, determine whether the frequency distributions 
which are to be matched should be compared (1) by direct superimposition, that is, setting the A 
to Z tallies of one distribution directly opposite the corresponding tallies of the other distribution, 
as in subparagraph a, or (2) by shifted superimposition, that is, keeping the A to Z tallies of the 
first distribution fixed and sliding the whole sequence of tallies of the second distribution to 
various superimpositions against the first. 
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APPLYING THE CROSS-PRODUCT SCM OR x TEST 
Paronaph 

Study of a situation in which the x test map be applied ____ _ _________ -____ __________._______ _ _._____ ___ ___________ _ _______ 49 
Solution of a progressive-alphabet system by means of the x test .______ _ ____________________---------------.----------- 50 
.4lternative method of solution __________________ _ ._______________________________________- ________________________________________ 51 

49. Study of a situation in which the x test may be applied.-a. A simple demonstration 
of how the x-test is applied in matching frequency distributions may now be set before the 
student. The problem involved is the solution of cryptograms enciphered according to the 
progressive-alphabet system (par. 36b), with secondary alphabets derived from the interaction 
of two identical mixed primary components. It will be assumed that the enemy has been using 
a system of this kind and that the primary components are changed daily. 

b. Before attacking an actual problem of this type, suppose a few minutes be devoted to a 
general analysis of its elements. It is here assumed that the primary components are based 
upon the HYDRAULIC . . . Z sequence and that the cipher component is shifted toward the 
right one step at a time. Consider a cipher square such as thnt shown in Figure 12, which is 
applicable to the type of problem under study. It has been arranged in the form of a deciphering 
square. In this square, the horizontal sequences are aLl identical but merely shi,fted relatively; tk 
letters inside the square are plain-text letters. 

(79) 
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A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 

i 
R 
S 
T 
u 
V 
w 
X 
Y 
Z 

80 

ALPHABET NO. 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 I4 15 18 17 18 19 %I 21 P 23 24 25 28 

AULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHYDR 
BEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHYDRAULIC 
CBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHYDRAULI 
DRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHY 
EFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHXDRAULICB 
FGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHYDRAULICBE 
GJKMNOPQSTVWXZHYDRAULICBEF 
HYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZ 
ICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHYDRAUL 
JKMNOPQSTVWXZHYDRAULICBEFG 
KMNOPQSTVWXZHYDRAULICBEFGJ 
LICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHYDRAU 
MNOPQSTVWXZHYDR-AULICBEFGJK 
NOPQSTVWXZHYDRAULICBEFGJKM 
OPQSTVWXZHYDRAULICBEFGJKMN 
PQSTVWXZHYDRAULICBEFGJKMNO 
QSTVWXZHYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOP 
RAULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHYD 
STVWXZHYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQ 
TVWXZHYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQS 
ULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZHYDRA 
VWXZHYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQST 
WXZHYDRAUL.ICBEFGJKMNOPQSTV, 
XZHYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVW 
YDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWXZH 
ZHYDRAULICBEFGJKMNOPQSTVWX 

[Plnh-text letters am within the qum proper] 

c. If, for mere purposes of demonstration, instead of letters within the cells of the square 
there are placed tallies corresponding in number with the normal frequencies of the letters 
occupying the respective cells, the cipher square becomes as follows (showing only the 1st 
three rows of the square): 

ALPHABET No. 
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d. It is obvious that here is a case wherein if two distributions pertaining to the square are 
isolated from the square, the x test (matching distributions) can be applied to ascertain how the 
distributions sllould be shifted relative to each other so t,hat they can be superimposed and made 
to yield a monoalphabetic composite. There is obviously one correct superimposition out of 25 
possibilities. In this case, the B row of tallies must be displaced 5 intervals to the right in order 
to match it and amalgamate it with the A row of tallies. Thus: 

e. Note that the amount of displacement, that is, the number of intervals t,he B sequence 
must be shifted to make it match the A sequence in Figure ISb, corresponds exactly to the distance 
between the letters A and B in the primary cipher component, which is 5 intervals. Thus: 

012346 

. . . AULICB... . The fact that the primary pls.in component is in this case identical 
with the primary cipher component has nothing to do with the matter. The displacement interval 
is being measured on the cipher component. It is important that the student see this point very 
clearly. He can, if he like, prove the point by experimenting with two different primary com- 
ponents. 

j. Assuming that a message in such a system is to be solved, the text is transcribed in rows 
of 26 letters. A uniliteral frequency distribution is made for es.ch column of the transcribed 
text, the 26 separate distributions being compiled within a single square sucl: as that shown in 
Figure 14. Such a square may be termed a frequency distribufion square. 

g. Now the vertical columns of tallies within such a distribution square constitute frequency 
distributions of the usual type: They show the distribution of the various cipher letters in each 
cipher alphabet. If there were many lines of text,, all arranged in periods of 26 letters, then each 
column of the frequency square could be solved in the usual manner, by the application of the 
simple principles of monoalphabetic frequency. But what do t,he horizontal rows of tallies 
within t,he square represent? Is it not clear that the first such row, the A row,‘merely shows the 
distribution of A, throughout the successive cipher alphabets? And does not this graphic picture 
of the distribution of A, correspond to the sequence of letters composing the primary plain component? 
Furthermore, is it not clear that what has been said of the A row of tallies applies equally to the 
B, C, D,. . . ..Zrows? Finally, is it not clear that the graphic pictures of all the distributions 
correspond to the same sequence of letters, except that the sequence begins with a diRerent letter 
in each row? In other words, all the horizontal rows of tallies within the distribution square 
apply to the same sequence of plain-text letters, the sequences in one row merely beginning with 
a different letter from that with which another row begins. The sequences of letters to which 
the tallies apply in the various rows are merely displaced relative to one another. Now if there 
are sufficient data for statistical purposes in the various horizontal sequences of tallies within the 
distribution square, these sequences, being approximat,ely similar, can be studied by means of 
the x test to find their relative displacements. And in finding the latter a method is provided 
whereby the primary cipher component may be reconstructed, since the correct assembling of 
the displacement data will yield the sequence of letters constituting the primary cipher component,. 
If the plain component is identical wit,h the cipher component, the solution is immediately at 
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hand; if they are different, the solution is but one step removed. Thus, there hes been elnbo- 
rated a method of solving this type of cipher system udhout making any assumptions of calues 
jor cipher letters. 

50. Solution of a progressive-alphabet system by means of the x test.-a. The follou-ing 
crgptoprnm has been enciphered accortlin g to the method indicated, by progressive, simple, __ - 
uninterrupted shifting of a primary cipher component egainst an identical primary plain 
component. 

WGJJM 
BUFRW 
WCKOO 
WFKGY 
RPWTM 
CKBIW 
QWGKT 
vcxuc 
UAHYN 
LIYJG 
BNEHA 
WBRQN 
WLXGS 
RKWUH 
MFGJX 
AABWM 
WZKFE 
EBYBM 
JOUAH 
INNDF 
WTJYQ 
VVPWA 
owuss 
VNKHF 
HDEVQ 
USESN 
EEJNR 
HPVVV 
XAZOW 
WZEYL 
LWILP 
LCZBM 
RJICT 
QBCJM 
BPVTT 

MMJXE 
WWWYO 
FFFGE 
PBBXC 
GIMPT 
XMXUD 
IUXYJ 
JLMLL 
WLOCX 
TVPQK 
MRCRO 
FJVNR 
HQWHP 
YYCIW 
EDGCO 
XIHOW 
XSRUY 
LABJV 
CUGZL 
RJFMB 
BYRLI 
BUJKN 
GAMHN 
ucvvs 
SIJPH 
DSBBK 
CZBTB 
YKJEF 
RRXYK 
JEROQ 
QSEDY 
SDJWQ 
UUUSK 
EBYNV 
CGBVT 

CRYPTOGRAM 

DGCOC 
IHFJK 
PQRYY 
HBFYI 
ECJBO 
IPFFU 
JAOWZ 
YEKFF 
SDQVC 
PKTLH 
VSTXE 
VDOPU 
JBCNN 
DGSJC 
PTGPW 
HDEQU 
QIOVR 
TGFFG 
XIAJK 
HQLXH 
TUOUS 
FPFYW 
CWHSW 
SSPLQ 
QJAWF 
RLVWR 
LXPJJ 
HQSXJ 
YGMGZ 
SOQKO 
IOEMO 
XTJVL 
KWDVM 
SSJKS 
ZKHQD 

FTRPB 
OKHTT 
IWXMX 
ETXHF 
KVBUQ 
YNVSS 
OCFTR 
ZVQJQ 
YVSIL 
SROON 
NHPVB 
QRLKQ 
JQSOQ 
TGPGR 
QQVQI 
AINFK 
ERDJV 
XYIVG 
WDVTY 
MHQYY 
RCDCV 
VQZQF 
WLRYQ 
UPCVV 
RIZDW 
VZEEP 
KAPPM 
QDYVZ 
BYNVH 
MWIOG 
IBJML 
FIRNR 
FWTTJ 
DCBDY 
DRMEZ 

MIIIK 
AZCLJ 
UDIPF 
BIVDI 
GVGFF 
IHRMH 
PPOQU 
SIYSP 
IWNJO 
ICFEV 
TWKUQ 
NFFFZ 
ORCBM 
MIQMP 
WXTTT 
FWHPJ 
DKHIR 
RJYEK 
BFRUC 
YMWQV 
WDGIG 
LHTWJ 
QUSZV 
VWDGS 
XXHCX 
PPATO 
JEGIK 
GRRHZ 
QBRVF 
MBKFF 
NNSYK 
XHYBD 
KCKCG 
FPPVF 
00 

ZRYNN 
EPPFR 
EXMLL 
PNXIV 
FKLYY 
YZHAU 
SGYCX 
DSBBJ 
OMAQS 
MNVWN 
IOCAV 
PHURV 
RRAON 
SGCTN 
COJVA 
AHZIT 
QWEDG 
FBEPB 
ccuzz 
CLIPT 
GUBHJ 
PDRXZ 
DNXAN 
JOGTC 
YCTMG 
IANEE 
RTGFF 
QLYXK 
EFQLL 
LXDXT 
XJZJM 
BJUFI 
CVSAG 
DWZMT 
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b. The message is transcribed in lines of 26 letters, since that is the total number of secondary 
alphabets in the system. The transcribed text is shown below: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 0 10 11 12 13 14 15 II 17 r¶ 19 m 21 P z 24 25 I 

WGJJMMMJXEDGCOCFTRPBMIIIKZ 
RYNNBUFRWWWWYOIHFJKOKHTTAZ 
CLJEPPFRWCKOOFFFGEPQRYYIWX 
MXUDIPFEXMLLWFKGYPBBXCHBFY 
IETXHFBIVDIPNXIVRPWTMGIMPT 
ECJBOKVBUQGVGFFFKLYYCKBIWX 
MXUDIPFFUYNVSSIHRMMYZHAUQW 
;KTIUXYJJAOWZOCFTRPPOQUSGY 
:XVCXUCJLMLLYEKFFZVQJQSIYS 
'DSBBJUAHYNWLOCXSDQVCYVSIL 
CWNJOOMAQSLWYJGTVPQKPKTLHS 
3OONICFEVMNVWNBNEHAMRCROVS 
rXENHPVBTWKUQIOCAVWBRQNFJV 
VRVDOPUQRLKQNFFFZPHURVWLXG 
jHQWHPJBCNNJQSOQORCBMRRAON 
XKWUHYYCIWDGSJCTGPGRMIQMPS 
:CTNMFGJXEDGCOPTGPWQQVQIWX 
I'TTCOJVAAABWMXIHOWHDEQUAIN 
FKFWHPJAHZITWZKFEXSRUYQIOV 
RERDJVDKHIRQWEDGEBYBMLABJV 
TGFFGXYIVGRJYEKFBEPBJOUAHC 
UGZLXIAJKWDVTYBFRUCCCUZZ>IN 
NDFRJFMBHQLXHMHQYYYMWQVCLI 
PTWTJYQBYRLITUOUSRCDCVWDGI 
GGUBHJVVPWABUJKNFPFYWVQZQF 
LHTWJPDRXZOWUSSGAMHNCWHSWW 
LRYQQUSZVDNXANVNKHFUCVVSSS 
PLQUPCVVVWDGSJOGTCHDEV.QSIJ 
PHQJAWFRIZDWXXHCXYCTMGUSES 
NDSBBKRLVWRVZEEPPPATOIANEE 
EEJNRCZBTBLXPJJKAPPMJEGIKR 
TGFFHPVVVYKJEFHQSXJQDYVZGR 
RHZQLYXKXAZOWRRXYKYGMGZBYN 
VHQBRVFEFQLLWZEYLJEROQSOQK 
OMWIOGMBKFFLXDXTLWILPQSEDY 
IOEMOIBJMLNNSYKXJZJMLCZBMS 
DJWQXTJVLFIRNRXHYBDBJUFIRJ 
ICTUUUSKKWDVMFWTTJKCKCGCVS 
AGQBCJMEBYNVSSJKSDCBDYFPPV 
FDWZMTBPVTTCGBVTZKHQDDRMEZ 
00 
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c. A 
separate 

L frequency distribution square is then compiIed, each coIumn of the text fo 
distribution in columnar foml in the square. The latter is shown in figure 14. 

I ? 3 4 5 c 7 8 9 10 I1 12 13 14 I5 :6 :7 :3 :9 2C 2: ?2 23 24 ‘2.5 ‘26 N 

1 2 3 4 6 6 i 8 9 IO 11 12 13 14 13 13 17 18 19 20 21 22 P 2i 25 26 11, 04!J 

Fmvm 14. 
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d. The x test will now be applied to the horizontal rows of tallies in the distribution square, 
in accordance with the theory set forth in paragraph 49g. Since this test is purely statistical 
in character and becomes increasingly reliable as the size of the distributions increases, it is best 
to start by working with the two distributions having the greatest t.otal numbers of tallies, 
These are the V and W distributions, with 53 and 52 occurrences, respectively. The results of 
three relative displacements of these two distributions are shown below, labeled “First test,” 
“Second test,” and “Third test.” 

FIRST TEST 

J 1 0 2 0 0 2 6 4 s 0 0 7 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 4 0 2 4 NV-=53 
[ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2? 23 24 25 26 

‘“1 j24 0 25 4 26 2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 la 9 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
1 1 5 3 0 1 0 0 2 8 1 7 6 0 1 0 0 2 3 0 2 1 2 A’~=52 

fvfw 0 0 4 0 0 10 18 0 S 0 0 14 0 0 14 6 0 1 0 0 0 18 0 0 2 8 zjfp;fw=103 

-.-sL.037 VVfR 
NvNw 2756 

SECOND TEST 

~10200264800700211111064024 
fv( 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

i’l’v= 53 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
2 3 0 2 1 2 0 4 2 1 1 5 3 0 1 0 0 2 8 1 7 6 0 1 0 0 SW=52 

fvf,, 2 0 0 0 0 4 0 16 16 0 0 35 0 0 2 0 0 2 8 1 0 36 0 0 0 0 zjvjfK=122 

Xf PfR 122 
NpNw-2756 

=.044 

THIRD TEST 

~10200264800700211111064024Nv=53 
“1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

f 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 1 2 3 
fw\301002S1760100230212042115 A-a=52 

fvfr 3 0 2 0 0 4 48 4 56 0 0 7 0 0 4 3 0 2 1 2 0 24 8 0 2 20 Zjfrfw=190 

c. Since the last of the three foregoing tests gives a value somewhat better than the expected 
.0667, it looks as though the correct position of the W distribution with reference to the V distribu- 
tion has been found. In practice, several more tests would be made to insure that other close 
approximations to -0667 will not be found, but these will here be omitted. The test indicates 

113 4 

that the primary cipher component has the Ietten V and W in these positions: V . . W, since 
the correct superimposition requires that the 4th cell of the W distribution must be placed under 
the 1st cell of the V distribution (see the last superimposition above). 

f. The next best distribution with which to proceed is the F distribution, with 51 occurrences. 
Paralleling the procedure outlined .in paragraph 43, and for the same reasons, the F sequence 
is matched against the W and V sequences separately and then against both W and V sequences 
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at their correct superimposition. The following shows the correct relative positions of the three 
distributions: 

~10200264800700211111064024 Nv=53 
“11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

d 
fi 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

[I 1 2 1 0 0 6 3 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 0 4 2 0 3 7 .x-,=51 

jl.fF 1 0 4 0 0 0 36 12 72 0 0 14 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 0 24 8 0 6 28 Zjrfp=212 

11530100281760100230212042,V’n=52 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

fyo r5 
6 7 8 d IO 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 24 
3 7 1 1 ? 1 0 0 6 3 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 23 2 1 25 1 26 1 2 1 2 0 3 4 4 2 A’,=51 

fWjf 0 3 35 -’ 0 ! 0 0 0 48 3 63 18 0 2 0 0 0 6 0 2 1 4 0 16 4 zf,j,=ZlO 

v 4-f 210 
m,=2,703=.078 

40 3 0 0 414 515 6 0 8 0 0 4 4 13 2 3 010 6 13 9 SF+w=105 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

4 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11210063930200021112042037N~=51 

f(v+w)fp4 0 6 0 0 0 84 15 35 18 0 16 0 0 0 8 1 3 2 6 0 40 12 0 9 63 Xfcv+w)fF=422 

WC v+wd, -- 
N 1.422 a.079 

(v+w?NI 6,355 

The test yields the sequence V . . W . . . F . 

g. The process is continued in the foregoing manner until the entire primary cipher com- 
ponent has been reconstructed. It is obvious that as the work progresses the cryptanalyst is 
forced to employ smaller and smaller distributions, so that statistically the results are apt to 
become less and less certain. But to counterbalance this there is the fact that the number of 
possible superimpositions becomes progressively smaller as the work progresses. For example, 
at the commencement of operations the number of possible points for superimposing a second 
sequence against the first is 25; after the relative positions of 5 distributions have been ascer- 
tained and a 6th distribution is to be placed in the primary sequence being reconstructed, there 
are 21 possible positions; after the relative positions of 20 distributions have been ascertained, 
there are only 6 possible positions for the 21st distribution, and so on. 

h. In the foregoing case the completely reconstructed primary cipher component is as 
follows: 

1 3 3 4 6 e 7 II 0 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 111 19 P 2l 22 P 24 26 a3 

VALWNOXFBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUMK 

Since it was stated that the problem involves identical primary components, both components 
are now at hand. 
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i. Of course, it is probable that in practical work the process of matching distributions 
would be interrupted soon after the positions of only a few letters in the primary component had 
been ascertained. For by tr”ying partially reconstructed sequences on the cipher text the skele- 
tons of some words would begin to show. By filling in these skeletons with the words suggested 
by them, the process of reconstruct,ing the components is much facilitated and hastened. 

j. The components having been reconstructed, only a moment or two is necessary to as- 
certain their initial position in enciphering the message. It is only necessary to justapose the 
t,wo components so as to give ‘(good” values for any one of the vertical distributions of Figure 14. 
This then gives the juxtaposition of the components for that, column, and the rest follows very 
easily for the plain text may now be obtained by direct use of the components. The plain text 
of the message is as follows: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

1 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 1R 19 27 21 22 21 24 25 26 

;;;;M&;XEDGCOCFTRPBMIIIKZ 
WITHTHEIMPROVEMENTSINTHEAI 

RYNNBUFRWWWWYOIHFJKOKHTTAZ 
RPLANEANDTHEMEANSOFCOMMUNI 

CLJEPPFRWCKOOFFFGEPQRYYIWX 
CATIONANDWITHTHEVASTSIZEOF 
MXUDIPFEXMLLWFKGYPBBXCHBFY 
MODERNARMIESSTRATEGICSURPR 
IETXHFBIVDIPNXIVRPWTMGIMPT 
ISEWILLBECOMEHARDERANDHARD 

ECJBOKVBUQGVGFFFKLYYCKBIWX 
ERTOATTAINXINTHEPRESENCEOF 

MXUDIPFFUYNVSSIHRMHYZHAUQW 
MODERNkVIATIONANDFASTMOVIN 

GKTIUXYJJAOWZOCFTRPPOQUSGY 
GMECHANIZEDELEMENTSGREATER 

CXVCXUCJLMLLYEKFFZVQJQSIYS 
COMPLEXITIESMORESUBTLEDECE 

PDSBBJUAHYNWLOCXSDQVCYVSIL 
PTIONSSTRATEGEMSANDFEINTSW 

IWNJOOMAQSLWYJGTVPQKPKTLHS 
ILLHAVETOBEEMPLOYEDXINMODE 

ROONICFEVMNVWNBNEHAMRCROVS 
RNWARFAREITISSTILLPOSSIBLE 
TXENHPVBTWKUQIOCAVWBRQNFJV 
TOGAINTACTICALSURPRISEBYMA 

NRVDOPUQRLKQNFFFZPHURVWLXG 
NYMEANSX‘WHILETHEMEANSOFOBS 

SHQWHPJBCNNJQSOQORCBMRRAON 
SERVINGANDTRANSMITTINGINFO 
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1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20 21 2’2 23 24 ZA 28 

16 RKWUHYYCIWDGSJCTGPGRMIQMPS 
RMATIONOFTROOPMOVEMENTSARE 

17 GCTNMFGJXEDGCOPTGPWQQVQIWX 
GREATLYIMPROVEDOVERTHOSEOF 

18 TTTCOJVAAABWMXIHOWHDEQUAIN 
THEPASTTHEMECHANICALMEANSO 

19 FKFWHPJAHZITWZKFEXSRUYQIOV 
FMOVINGTROOPSARELIKEWISEFA 

20 RERDJVDKHIRQWEDGEBYBMLABJV 
RSPEEDIERXALSOFALSEINFORMA 

21 TGFFGXYIVGRJYEKFBEPBJOUAHC 
TIONCANBEFARMOREEASILYANDQ 

22 UGZLXIAJKWDVTYBFRUCCCUZZIN 
UICKLYDISTRIBUTEDXTHELESSO 

23 NDFRJFMBHQLXHMHQYYYM-WQVCLI 
NTOBELEARNEDFROMTHEOPENING 

24 PTWTJYQBYRLITUOUSRCDCVWDGI 
PHASEOFALLENBYSBATTLEOFMEG 

25 GGUBHJVVPWABUJKNFPFYWVQZQF 
GIDOISTHATSURPRISEISPOSSIB 

26 LHTWJPDRXZOWUSSGAMHNCWHSWW 
LEEVENINMODERNWARFAREBUTON 

27 LRYQQUSZVDNXANVNKHFUCVVSSS 
LYBYPERFECTDISCIPLINEONTHE 

28 PLQUPCVVVWDGSJOGTCHDEVQSIJ 
PARTOFTHETROOPSANDALMOSTSU 

29 PHQJAWFRIZDWXXHCXYCTMGUSES 
PERHUMANFORETHOUGHTANDATTE 

30 NDSBBKRLVWRVZEEPPPATOIANEE 
NTIONTODETAILONTHEPARTOFTH 

31 EEJNRCZBTBLXPJJKAPPMJEGIKR 
ESTAFFBACKEDUPBYRESOLUTEAC 

23 TGFFHPVVVYKJEFHQSXJQDYVZGR 
TIONINTHEAIRXTOMAINTAINSEC 

33 RHZQLYXKXA,ZOWRRXYKYGMGZBYN 
RECYMOVEMENTSMUSTBEUNDERCO 

34 VHQBRVFEFQLLWZEYLJEROQSOQK 
VEROFDARKNESSANDCOVEREDBIV 

35 OMWIOGMBKFFLXDXTLWILPQSEDY 
OUACAREASMUSTBEOCCUPIEDDUR 
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1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 14 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

36 IOEMOIBJMLNNSYKXJZJMLCZBMS 
INGDAYLIGHTHOURSXUNOBSERVE 

37 DJWQXTJVLFIRNRXHYBDBJUFIRJ 
DDAYLIGHTMOVEMENTSWILLREQU 

38 ICTUUUSKKWDVMFWTTJKCKCGCVS 
IRETHERESTRICTIONOFHOSTILE 

39 AGQBCJMEBYNVSSJKSDCBDYFPPV 
AIROBSERVATIONBYANTIAIRCRA 

40 FDWZMTBPVTTCGBVTZKHQDDRMEZ 
FTARTILLERYANDCOMBATAVIATI 

WITH THE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE AIRPLANE AND THE MEANS OF COMMUNICATION AND WITH 
THE VAST SIZE OF MODERN ARMIES STRATEGIC SURPRISE WILL BECOME HARDER AND 
~DERTOATTAINXINTHEPRESENCEOF~~ODERNAVIATIONANDFASTMOVINGMECHANIZED 
ELEMENTS GREATER COMPLEXITIES MORE SUBTLE DECEPTIONS STRATEGEMS AND FEINTS 
WILL HAVE TO BE EMPLOYED X IN MODERN WARFARE IT IS STILL POSSIBLE TO GAIN 
TACTICALSURPRISEBYMANYMEANSXWHILETHEMEANSOF OBSERVINGANDTRANSMITTING 
INFORMATION OF TROOPMOVEMENTS AREGREATLY IMPROVEDOVERTHOSE OF THE PAST THE 
MECHANICAL MEANS OF MOVING TROOPS ARE LIKEWISE FAR SPEEDIER X ALSO FALSE 
INFORMATION CAN BE FAR MORE EASILY AND QUICKLY DISTRIBUTED X THE LESSON TO BE 
LEARNEDFROMTHEOPENINGPHASEOFALLENBYSBATTLEOFMEGGIDOISTHATSURPRISEIS 
POSSIBLEEVENINMODERNWARFAREBUTONLYBYPERFECTDISCIPLINEONTHEPARTOFTHE 
TROOPSANDALMOSTSUPERHUMANFORETHOUGHTANDATTENTIONTODETAILONTHEPARTOF 
THE STAFF BACKED UP BY RESOLUTE ACTION IN THE AIR X TO MAINTAIN SECRECY MOVE- 
MENTSMUSTBEUNDERCOVEROFDARKNESSANDCOVEREDBIVOUACAREASMUSTBEOCCUPIED 
DURINGDAYLIGHTHOURSXUNOBSERVEDDAYLIGHTMOVEMENTSWILLREQUIRETHERESTRIC- 
TIONOFHOSTILEAIROBSERVATIONBYANTIAIRCRAFTARTILLERYANDCOMBATAVIATION. 

k. The student should clearly understand the real nature of the matching process employed 
to such good advantage in this problem. In practically all the previous cases frequency distri- 
butions were made of cipher letters occurring in a cryptogram, and the tallies in those distribu- 
tions represented the actual occurrences of cipher letters. Furthermore, when these distribu- 
tions were compared or matched, what were being compared were actually cipher alphabets. 
That is, the text was arranged in a certain way, so that letters belonging to the same cipher alphabet 
actually fell within the same column and the frequency distribution for a specifk cipher alphabet 
was made by tabulating the letters in that column. Then if any distributions were to be com- 
pared, usually the entire distribution applicable to one cipher alphabet was compared with the 
entire distribution applying to another cipher alphabet. But in the problem just completed, 
what were compared in reality were not frequency distributions applying to the columns of the 
cipher text as transcribed on p. 83, but graphic representations of the variations in the frequencies 
of plain-texi letters falling in identical sequences, th idmtities of these plain-ted letters being 
unknown for the moment. Only after the reconstruction has been completed do their identities 
become known, when the plain text of the cryptogram is established. 
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51. Alternative method of solution-o. The foregoing method of solution is, of course, 
almost entirely statistical in nature. There is, however, another method of attack which should 
be brought to notice because in some cases the statistical method, involving the study of rela- 
tively large distributions, may not be feasible for lack of sufficient text. Yet in these cases there 
may be sufficient data in the respective alphabets to permit of some assumptions of values of 
cipher letters, or there may be good grounds for applping the probable-word method. The 
present paragraph will therefore deal with a method of solving progressive cipher systems which 
is based upon the application of the principles of indirect symmetry to certain phenomena arising 
from the mechanics of the progressive encipherment method itself. 

b. Take the two sequences below ond encipher the phrase FIRST BATTALION by the pro- 
gressive method, sliding the cipher component to the left one interval after each encipherment. 

COblPOMEiTS 

Plain.-.-..--_--_-_--- H Y D R A U L I C B E F G J K M N 0 P Q S T V W X Z 
Cipher---_.---_-_____ F B P Y R C Q Z I G S E H T D J U M K V A L W N 0 X 

MESSAGE 

Plain ________________ _______ i ; i S I i 
Cipher _____________________ E I C N X D 

c. Certain letters are repeated in both 
There are two I’s, three T’s, and two A’s. 
venience in study. 

FIR 
i a a 

Plain _-__-------------- . I . 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

ATTALION 
SPYTUKYY 

plain text and cipher text. Consider the former. 
Their encipherments are isolated below, for con- 

STBATTALION 
4 6 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 

. . . . . . . . I.. (1) 

. . . . . . . . K.. (2) Cipher ________________ . I . 
Plain ________________ - . . t L . T . . T T . . . . . (31 
Cipher ________________ . . . . X . . P Y . . . . . (4) 
Plain--__-_~___--__---~ . . . . . . A . . A . . . . (5) 
Cipher ________________ . . . . . . S . . T . . . . (6) 

The two I’s in line (1) are 10 letters apart; reference to the cipher component will show that the 
interval between the cipher equivalent of the first I, (which happens to be I,) and the second I, 
(which is K,) ia 10. Consideration of the mechanics of the enciphering system soon shows why 
this is so: since the cipher component ia displaced one step with each encipherment, two identical 
letters n intervals apart in the plain text must yield cipher equivalents which are 7~ intervals 
apart in the cipher component. Examination of the data in lines (3) and (4), (5) and (6) will 
collhn this finding. Consequently, it would appear that in such a system the successful appli- 
cation of the probable-word method of attack, coupled within indirect symmetry, can quickly 
lead to the reconstruction of the cipher component. 
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d. Sow consider the repeated cipher letters in the example under b. There happens to be 
only two cases of repetition, both involving Y’s. Thus: 

1 2 a 4 6 4 7 8 0 lo 11 12 13 14 

. . . . . . . . T.. .ON 

. . , . . . . . Y. ..YY 

Reference to the plain component will show that the plain-text letters represented by the three 
Y’s appear in the order N 0 . . . T, that is, reversed with respect to their order in the plain text. 
But the intervals between these letters is correct. Again a consideration of the mechanics of 
the enciphering system shows why this is so: evince the cipher component is displaced one step 
with each encipherment, two identical letters n intervals apart in the cipher text must represent 
plain-text letters which are n intervals apart in the plain component. In the present case the 
direction in which these letters run in the plain component is opposite to that in which the 
cipher component is displaced. That is, if the cipher component is displaced toward the left, 
the values obtained from a study of repeated plain-text letters give letters which coincide in 
sequence (interval end direction) with the same letters in the cipher component; the values 
obtained from e study of repeated cipher-text letters give letters the order of which must be 
reversed in order to make these letters coincide in sequence (interval and direction) with the 
same letters in the plain component. If the cipher component is displaced toward the right, this 
relationship is merely reversed: the values obtained from a study of the repeated plain-text 
letters must be reversed in their order when placing them in the cipher component; those yielded 
by a study of the repeated cipher-text letters are inserted in the plain component in their original 
order. 

e. Of course, if the primary components are identical sequences the data from the two 
sources referred to in subparagraphs c and d need not be kept separate but can be combined 
and made to yield the primary component very quickly. 

f. PTith the foregoing principles as background, and given the following message, which is 
assumed to begin with COh!MANDING GENERAL FIRST ARMY (probable-word method of attack), 
the data yielded by this assumed text are shown in Figure 15. 

MESSAGE 

IKMKI LIDOL WLPNM VWPXW DUFFT 
FNIIG XGAMX CADUV AZVIS Y N U N L etc., etc. 

1 2 3 4 3 4 7 8 0 10 II 12 l3 14 16 14 17 18 19 a0 21 22 22 24 25 28 

Assumedplaintext C 0 M M A N D I N G G E N E R A L F I R S T A R M Y 
Cipher ________________ I K M K I L I D 0 L W L P N M V W P X W D U F F T F 
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10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

PI 1 )I “’ I 1 -------i-x---l---,-----!--r-r--- I I l I -----------I- 1 I 
! 1 

I 
I i I I -I--!---------~----,-wo-l-i-i-i-- 

--l-----~-------i---V-!-1-I--- 
F 

I 1 

1 ! 

!il II 

I I IllI I __--I---_-----_____,-_/-,_~-,-__ 

_-I---- -----_ l--i--i-~-~-~-!__‘_-j_ 

I I T I I ! / ~ 1 I ( 
-~-~-i-/-~-~-‘~--I--~--I-i--~-~-~-/-~-~-~-~-~~~- 

Fmnsr 15. 

Analysis of the data &orded by Figure 15, in conjunction with the principles of indirect sym- 
metry, yields the following partial components: 

2 3 4 6 13 7 8 9 10 11 11 13 14 15 16 17 I3 19 20 21 22 23 24 23 % 

Plain -______________ h . LIC.EFG..MNO..S......YDR 

Cipher ______________ * * 
1 

MKV. LWNO.F.P.....I....T. 
D..........X 

Setting the two partial components into juxtaposition so that &,=I, (first encipherment.) the 
8th v&e, I,=D,, gives the position of D in the cipher component and permits the addition of X 
to it, these being two letters which until now could not be placed into position in the cipher 
component. With these two partial sequences it becomes possible now to decipher many other 
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letters in the message, gaps being Illled in from the context. For example, the fimt few letters 
after ARMY decipher as follows: 

1 a 8 4 I 0 7 8 9 10 11 II) 

Cipher ______________ NIIGXGAMXCAD 
Plain ________________ . I L . . . . E 0 . . R 

The word after ARMY is probably WILL. This leads to the insertion of the letter W in the plain 
component and G in the cipher component. In a short time both components can be completely 
established. 

g. ln passing, it may be well to note that in the illustrative message in paragraph 50a the 
very frequent occurrence of tripled letters (MM& m, FFF, etc.) indicates the presence of a 
frequently used short word, a frequently used ending, or the like, the letters of which are sequent 
in the plain component. An astute cryptanalyst who has noted the frequency of occurrence 
of such triplets could assume the value THE for them, go through the entire text replacing all 
triplets by THE, and then, by applying the principles of indirect symmetry, build up the plain 
component in a short time. With that much as a &art, solution of the entire message would be 
considerably simplified. 

h. The principles elucidated in this paragraph may, of course, also be applied to cases of 
progressive systems in which the progression is by intervals greater than 1, and, with necessary 
modifications, to cases in which the progression is not regular but follows a specific pattern, such 
as l-2-3, l-2-3, . . . , or 2-5-7-3-1, 2-5-7-3-1, and so. The latter types of progression 
are encountered in certain mechanical cryptographs, the study of which will be resenrod for 
future texts. 
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THE “MONOALPHABETICITY” OR “+ TEST” 
Parwral>h 

Purposeofthe+trzt ~.~ ~~~~ ~~...~~~ ~~ ~~ ,5 2 

Derivation of the+ttert~-...--~ ~. .- .._~~~~ .-..- ~~~~. ~.~ .53 
.Applyinethe@test-.. ~~..-..~ ~~.~ ..~~ ~~. ~... ~~~~ .5-l 

62. Purpose of the 9 (phi) teat.-a. The student has noted that the x test is based upon the 
general theory of coincidences and employs the probability constants Kp and K~. There is one 
more teat of 8 related nature which may be useful for him to understand and its explanation 
wd be given in the succeeding par&gr&phS. 

b. In paragraph 48e it was stated that two monoalphabetic distributions when correctly 
combined will yield a single distribution which should still be monoalphabetic in character. 
This question &rises, therefore, in the student’s mind: Is there a test whereby he can ascertain 
methematically whether 8 distribution is monoalphabetic or not, especially in the case of one 
which has relatively few data? Such a test has been devised and is termed the “+ (phi) test.” 

63. Derivstion of the Q te8L-a. Consider a monographic.or uniliteral frequency distribution 
which is monoalphabetic in composition. If there is a total of N letters in the distribution 

iV(S- 1,; in a system in which there are R. possible elements, then there is a possible total of --2 

pairs of letters (for comparison purposes). 
b. Let the symbolf, represent the number of occurrences of A, jB the number of occurrences 

of B, and so on to ji. With regard to the letter A then, there are j*y*-1) 
2 coincidences. (Again 

the combinations of jA things taken two at a time.) With regard to the letter B, there are 

jw coincidences, and so on up to jzCf\-- l) coincidences for the letter Z. Xow it has been 

seen that according to the K test, in N(N- 1) 
2 comparisons of letters forming the two members 

of pairs of letters in normal English plain text, there should be K,A~(L~ - 1) 
2 coincidences, where 

r,is the probability of monographic coincidence for the language in question. 

c. Now the expected value of -- jd(fAp 1 fdjrl) ; . , . +z(,fz-1) 
2 is equal to the theoret- 

ic8.l number of coincidences to be expected in IV&- 1) 2 comparisons of two letters, which for 

norm8l plain text is I, times N(N- 1) and for random text is I(, times N(*N-- 1) 
2 2 . That is, for 

p18iIl text: 

Expected value of jdf$+ ;jdkl) ; . . . +j~=KnxN(<-l), or 
2 

(Ix) ExpectedV8lUe offA(fA-l)++f,Cf,-l)+. . .+j~Cfi-l)=~fi(N-1);andforrandom 
text: 

Expected value of-f,(fi-l)+fB(fBvl)+ . . . +-f~~~sl)-K,x N(N2w1)~ or 
2 2 
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(X) Expected value of jAcfA-l)+j~~~-l)+. . .+jzCfi-~)=K,N(-~~-1). 

If for the left-hand side of equations (IX) and (X) the symbol E (+) is used, then these equations 
become: 

(XI) For plain text . . . E(aP)=~fi(N- 1) 

(XII) For random text . . . E(@,) =K,~!(L\‘- 1), 

where EC+) means the overage or expected value of the expression in the parenthesis, Kg and 
K, are the probabilities of monographic coincidence in plain and in random text, respectively. 

d. Sow in normal English plain text it hns been found that ~,=.0667. For random text 
of a 26-letter alphabet K,=.O38. Therefore, equations (XI) and (XII) may now be written 
thus: 

(XIII) For normal English plain text . . . E(aP) = .0667 2\r(N- 1) 

(XIV) For random test (26-letter alphabet) . . . E(%)=.0385 N(N-1) 

e. By employing equations (XIII) and (XIV) it becomes possible, therefore, to test a piece 
of test for monoalphnbeticity or for “randomness.” That is, by using these equations one can 
mathematically test a very short crvptogram to ascertain whether it is a monoalphabetically 
enciphered substitution or involves several alphabets so that for all practical purposes it is 
equivalent to random text. This test has been termed the 0 test. 

54. Applying the + test---a. Given the following short piece of text, is it likely that it is 
normal English plain text enciphered monoalphabetically? 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ A-=25 
-2 ss .= s> 1 ‘= 

For this case the observed value of @ is: 

(lxo)+(~xo)+(2xl)-c( 3X2)$(4X3)+(2X1)+(1X0)+(4X3)+(2X1)+(1X0)+(1X0)+ 
(3X2)=2+6+12+2+12+2+6=42 

If this text were monoalphabetically enciphered English plain text the expected value of @ is: 

E(@,)=Kp\r(,%--l)=.0667X25X24=40.0 

If the text were random text, the expected value of + is: 

The conclusion is warranted, therefore, that the cryptogram is probsbly monoalphabetic sub- 
stitution, since the observed value of @(42) more closely approximates the expected value for 
English plain text (40.0) than it does the expected value for random text (23.1). (As a mstter 
of fact, the cryptogram was enciphered monoalphabetically.) 

b. Here is another example. Given the following series of letters, does it represent a 
selection of English text enciphered monoalphabetic8lly or does it more nearly represent 8 
random selection of letters? 

YOUIJ ZMMZZ MRNQC XIYTW RGKLH 
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The distribution and calculation are as follows: 

ABCDEF$~IJ~LMNOPQRST~VWXYZ -2-N -3 
000200~600-02 00 

.->a 
jcf-1) . . . 0026 - 

Zjcf-1)=18 (That is, observed value of O=lS) 

E(+,)=.0667X25X24=40.0 (That is, expected value of +p=40.0) 
The conclusion is that the series of letters does not represent a selection of English text mono- 
alphabetically enciphered. V&ether or noi it represents a random selection of letters cannot 
be told, but it may be said that if the letters actually do constitute a cryptogram, the latter is 
probably polyalphabetically enciphered. (As a matter of fact, the latter statement is true, for 
the message was enciphered by 25 alphabets used in sequence.) 

c. The 9 test is, of course, closely related to the x test and derives from the same general 
theory as the latter, which is that of coincidence. V&en two monoalphabetic distributions 
have been combined into a single distribution, the 9 test may be applied to the latter as a check 
upon the x test. It is also useful in testing the columns of a superimposition diagram, to ascer- 
tain whether or not the columns are monoalphabetic. 
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SECTION XV 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

RnrnN 
Concluding remarks on aperiodic substitution ~yetems... ____________________------------------------------------ 66 
Synoptic table ________________ ________________________________________________-_______-_--_-__---_-__-_-_-_-____-__-------- 56 

65. Concluding remarks on aperiodic substitution systems.---& The various systems 
described in the foregoing pages represent some of the more common and well-known methods 
of introducing complexities in the general scheme of .cryptograpbic substitution with the view 
to avoiding or suppressing periodicity. There are, of course, other methods for accomplishing 
this purpose, which, while perhaps a bit more complex from a practical point of view, yield more 
desirable results from a cryptographic point of view. That is, these methods go deeper into the 
heart of the problem of cryptographic security and thus make the task of the enemy crypt- 

analyst much harder. But studies based on these more advanced methods will have to be 
postponed at this time, and reserved for a later text. 

b. Thus far in these studies, aside from a few remarks of a very general nature, no attention 
has been paid to that other large and important class of ciphers, viz, transposition. It is desir- 
able, before going further with substitution methods, that the student gain some understanding 
of how to solve certain of the more simple varieties of transposition ciphers. Consequently, 
in the text to succeed the present text, the student %4ll temporarily lay aside the various useful 
methods and tools that he has been given for the solution of substitution ciphers and wih turn 
his thoughts toward the methods of breaking down transposition ciphers. 

56. Synoptic table.-Continuin, m the plan instituted in previous texts, of summarixing the 
textual material in the form of a very condensed chart called An Analytical Key for Military 
Cryptanalysis, the outline for the studies covered by Part III is shown on p. 119. 
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APPENDIX 1 

ADDIT:ONAL NOTEB ON METHODS FOR SOLVING PLAIX-TEXT AUTO-KEYED CIPHERS 

Palagrnph 
Introductory remarks ________________._____ _____________________________________ -_- _______________.__________ l_____... ._____ ___ _____ 1 
Simple “mechanical” solution-. ________________________________ _.__________________ __ .______________ . . ..___________.________.____ 2 
Another “mechanical” solution-. ______________________________________ _ ________________.. _..._._____.________------------.------- 3 
Solution of plain-text auto-keyed cryptograms when the introductory key is a word or phrase.-.....-..-...-~-- 4 
Subsequent steps after determining the length of the introductory key.......- ____________________ ____ _________________ 5 
Conversion of foregoing aperiodic cipher into periodic form. ____________________------.----------------------------------- 6 
Concluding remarks on auto-key systems ______ -- ________________________________ -_- __._____________________________________-- __ 7 

1. Introductory remarks.--u. In paragraph 33 of the text proper it was indicated that the 
method elucidated in paragraph 32 for solving plain-text auto-keyed ciphers is likely to be suc- 
cessful only if the cryptanalyst has been fortunate in his selection of a “probable word.” Or, to 
put it another way, if the “probable words” which his imagination leads him to assume to be 
present in t.he text are really not present, then he is unfortunntc, for solution 41 escape him. 
Hence, it is desirable to point out other principles and methotls whicii are not so subject to chance. 
But because most of these methods are applicable only in special cases and because in general it 
is true that auto-key systems are no longer commonly encountered in practical military cryptog- 
raphy, it was thought best to exclude the exposition of these principles and methods from the 
text proper and to add them in an nppendix, for the study of such students as find them of 
particular interest. 

b. A complete discussion of the solution of plain-text auto-key systems, with examples, 
would require a volume in itself. Only one or two methods will be described, therefore, leaving 
the development of additiond principles and methods to the ingenuity of the student who wishes 
to go more deeply into the subject. The discussion herein will be present,ed under separate 
headings, dependent upon the types of primary components employed. 

c. As usual, the types of primary components may be classified as follows: 
(1) Primary components are ident.ical. 

(a) Both components progress in the same direct,ion. 
(b) Both components progress in opposite directions. 

(2) Primary components are differen’t. 
2. Simple “mechanical” solution.--cz. (1) Taking up the case wherein the two identical 

primary components progress in the same direction, assume the following additihnal factors to 
be known by the cryptanalyst: 

(a) The primary components are both normal sequences. 
(b) The encipherment is by plain-text auto-keying. 
(c) The enciphering equations are: &=EI,~; 0DI,=00/2. 
(2) A message beginning QVGLB TPJTF . . . is intercepted; the only unknown factor is 

the initial key letter. Of course, one could try to decipher the message using each key letter in 
turn, beginning with A and continuing until the correct key letter is tried, whereupon plain text 
will be obtained. But it seems logical to think that all the 26 possible “decipherment? might 
be derived from the first one, so that the process might be much simplified, and this is true, as 
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u-ill now be shown. Taking the two cipher groups under consideration, let them be “deciphered” 
with initial key letter A: 

Cipher- _____.____.___.__ -- _.____ -__- .__..____ __.________________________ QVGLBTPJTF 
Deciphered with keyletter A. ________. -_. -_- ______________.________ QFBKRCNWXI 

The deciphered test is certainly not “plain text.” But if one completes the sequences initiated 
by these letters, using the direct standard sequence for the even columns, the reversed atanderd 
for the odd columns, the plain text sequence is seen to reappear on one generatrix: It is HOSTILE 
FOR(CE). From this it appears that instead of going through the labor of making 26 successive 
trials, which would consume considerable time, all that is necessary is to have a set of strips 
bearing the normal direct sequence and another set bearing the reversed normal sequence, and 
to align the strips, alternately direct and reversed, to the first “decipherment.” The plain text 
will now reappear on one generatrix of the completion diagram. (See Fig. 1.) 

Initial 

w 
letter 

A 

B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
h4 
N 
0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
w 
X 
Y 
Z 

QVGLBTPJTF 
QFBKRCNWXI 
PGALQDMXWJ 
OHZMPELYVK 
NIYNOFKZUL 
MJXONGJATM 
LKWPMHIBSN 
KLVQLIHCRO 
JMURKJGDQP 
INTSJKFEPQ 
HOSTILEFOR+ 
GPRUHMDGNS 
FQQVGNCHMT 
ERPWFOBILU 
DSOXEPAJKV 
CTNYDQZKJW 
BUMZCRYLIX 
AVLABSXMHY 
ZWKBATWNGZ 
YXJCZUVOFA 
XYIDYVUPEB 
WZHEXWTQDC 
VAGFWXSRCD 
UBFGVYRSBE 
TCEAUZQTAF 
SDDITAPUZG 
RECJSBOVYH 

FIQCBL 1. 

b. The peculiar nature of the phenomenon just observed, da, a completion diagram with the 
vertical sequences in adjacent columns progressing in opposite directions, those in alternate 
columns in the same direction, calls for an explanation. Although the matter seems rather 
mysterious, it will not be hard to understand. First, it is not hard to see why the letters in 
column 1 of Figure 1 should form the descending sequence QPO. . . for these letters are merely 
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the ones redting from the eucceaive “decipherment” of Q, by the successive key letters A, B, 
c . . . Now since the “decipherment” obtained from the 1st cipher letter in any row in 
F’&e 1 becomes the key letter for “deciphering” the 2d cipher letter in the same row, it is 
apparent that as the letters in the 1st column progress in a reversed normal (descending) order, 
the letters in the 2d column mu.& progress in a direct normal (ascending) order. The matter 
may perhaps become more clear if encipherment is regarded as a process of addition and de- 
cipherment 8s 8 process of subtraction. Instead of primary components or 8 Vigenere square, 
one may use simple arithmetic, assigning numerical values to the letters of the alphabet, begin- 
ning with A=8 and ending with 2=25. Thus on the basis of the pair of enciphering equations 
%=%l; %A=%, the letter H, enciphered by key letter Mk with direct primary components 
yields T,. But using the following numerical values: 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
0 1 I a 4 6 6 7 8 0 la 11 11 la 14 16 16 17 18 19 P n !a 23 24 21) 

the same result may be obtained thus: &(&)=7+12=19=T,. Every time the number 25 is 
exceeded in the addition, one subtracts 26 from it and finds the letter equivalent for the remain- 
der. In decipherment, the process is one of subtraction.’ For example: T,&=l9-12=7= 
l&; D&)=3-17=[(26+3)-17]=29-17=12=&. Using this 8rithmetical equivalent of 
normal sliding-strip encipherment, the phenomenon just noted can be set down in the form of a 
diagram (Fig. 2) which will perhaps make the matter clear. 

* It will be noted that if the letters of the alphabet are numbered from 1 to 26, in the usual manner, the 
arithmetical method must be modified in a minor particular in order to obtain the same results 88 are given by 
employing the normal Vigenere square. This modification consists merely in subtracting 1 from the numerical 
value of the key letter. Thus: 

ABCDEFGHIJKLYNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1 I a 4 6 0 7 I 0 10 11 n 18 14 16 10 17 la 19 20 21 P 2) 24 s.5 26 

H,(&)=8+(13-1)=8+12=20=T. 
T,(Yr)=20-(13-1)=20-12=8=H, 

For an interesting extension of the basic ides involved in arithmetic cryptography, see: 
Hill, Lester 8. Cryptography in an Abebra& AlphuM. American Mathematical Monthly, Vol. XXXVI, 

No. 6, 1929. 
Ibid. Concerning certain linear transjormdion apparatus oi ctyptoptaphy. American Mathematical Monthly, 

Vol. XXXVIII, No. 3, 1931. 
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Q V G L B T P J etc. 
Q,(Ak)=16- o=lS=Q -QFBKR... 
V,(&)=21-16= 5=F : T 
G,(F,)= 6- 5~ l=B : j 
L,(B,)=ll- l=lO=K ; ; 

' 6 '1 ; 

B,(b)= 1-10=17=R ; : i , 
I : I i j 4 

l *+***+*++*****+*+++++ 
I ; : i ; 

Q,(B,)=16- 1=15=P- PwAj.. . 
V,(P,)=21-15= 6=G : 1 
G,(G)= 6- 6= O=A 
L,(Ak)=ll- O=ll=I. 

I ; I I- 
1 , : I 

B,(L)= l-11=16=@ 
; : ; 
' ; ; ; 
I ! ' # 8 

+*++++*+++++++++++++++ 
: : 

Q,(C,)=lS- 2=14=0- br;kM~. . . 
V,(Ok)=21-14= 7=H : 1 
G,(H,)= 6- 7=25=Z ; : 

: I’1 I : L,(Z,)=ll-25=12=M ' 1 ; 
B,(M,)= 1-12=15=p j I i 1 I 

Fmwr 2 
Note how homologous letters of the three rows (joined by vertical dotted lines) form alternately 
descending and ascending normal sequences. 

c. When the method of encipherment based upon enciphering equations +n=81n; eDa=een 
is used instead of the one based upon enciphering equations &n=81fl; @,ll=&,,a, the process 
indicated above is simplified by the fact that no alternation in the direction of the sequences 
in the completion diagram is required. For example: 

Cipher ______________________ YHEBPDTBJD 
Deciphered A=A ________ YFJKZCVWFI 

ZGKLADWXGJ 
AHLMBEXYHK 
BIMNCFYZIL 
CJNODGZAJM 
DKOPEHABKN 
ELPQFIBCLO 
FMQRGJCDMP 
GNRSHKDENQ 

+HOSTILEFOR 
FIOua~ 1. 

d. (1) In the foregoing example the primary components were normal sequences, but the 
case of identical mixed components may be handled in a similar manner. Note the following 
example, based upon the following primary component (which is assumed to have been recon- 
structed from previous work): 

FBPYRCQZIGSEHTDJUMKVALWNOX 

Memmge.__--_--,-__ U S I N L Y Q E 0 P . . . etc. 
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(2) First. t,he message is “deciphered” with the initial key-letter A, and then a completion 
diagram is established, using sliding strips bearing the mixed primary component, alternate 
strips bearir,: the reversed sequence. -?;ote Figure 4, in which the plsin text. HOSTILE 
FOR( CE) . reappears on a single generatrix Note also that whereas in Figure 1 the odd columns 
contain the primary sequence in the reversed order, and the even columns contain the sequence 
in the direct order, in Figure 4 the situation is reversed: the odd columns contain the primsry 
sequence in tl!e direct order, and the even columns contain the sequence in the reversed order. 
This point is brought to notice to show that it is immaterial whether t,he direct order is used 
for odd columns or for even columns; the alternation in direction is all that is required in this 
type of solution. 

e. (1) There is next to be considered the case in which the two primary components progress 
in opposite directions [par. lc (1) (b)]. Here is a message, known to have been enciphered by 
reversed standard alphabets, plain-text auto-keying having been followed: 

XTWZLXHZRX 

(2) The procedure in this case is exactly the same as before, except that it is not necessary 
to have any alternation in direction of the completion sequences, which may be either that of 
the plain component or the cipher component. Note the solution in Figure 5. Let the student 
ascertain why the alternation in direction of the completion sequences is not necessary in this 
case. 

(3j In the foregoing case the alphabets were reversed standard, produced by the sliding 
of the normal sequence against its reverse. But the underlying principle of solution is the same 
even if a mixed sequence were used instead of the normal; so long &9 the sequence is known, the 
procedure to be followed is exactly the same as demonstrated in subparagraphs (1) and (2) hereof. 
Note the following solution: 

MESSAGE 

VDDNC TSEPA . . . 

Plaincomponent.--_--- F B P Y R C Q Z I G S E H T D J U M K V A L W N 0 X 
Cipher component--.-- X 0 N W L A V K M U J D T H E S G I Z Q 'C R Y P B F 

Note here that the primary mixed sequence is used for the completion sequence and that the 
plain text, I4OSTILE FOR( CE) , comes out on one generatrix. It is immaterial whether the 
direct or reversed mixed component is used for the completion sequence, so long as aM the 
sequences in the diagram progress in the same direction. (See Fig. 6.) 

j. (1) There remains now to be considered only the case in which the two components 
are different mixed sequences. Let the two primary components he as follows: 

Plain____~--_____-_-__ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
Cipher_.-_~._._______ F B P Y R C Q Z I G S E H T D J U M K V A L W N 0 X 

and the message: 
CFUYL VXUDJ 
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USINLYQEOP 
WDAYKELUIA 
NTLPVSWJGV 
OHWBAGNDSK 
XENFLIOTEM 
FSOXWZXHHU 
BGXONQFETJ 
PIENOCBSDD 
YZBWXRPGJT 
RQPLFYYIUH 
CCYABPRZME 
QRRVPBCQKS 
ZYCKYFQCVG 
IPQMRXZRAI 
GBZUCOIYLZ 
SFIJQNGPWQ 
EXGDZWSBNC 
HOSTILEFOR* 
TNEHGAHXXY 
DWHESVTOFP 
JLTSEKDNBP 
UADGHMJWPF 
MVJITUULYX 
KKUZDJMARO 
VMMQIDKVCN 
AUKCUTVKQW 
LJVRMHAMZL 

lllillllll 

XTWZLXHZRX 
CJNODGZAJM 
DKOPEHABKN 
ELPQFIBCLO 
FMQRGJCDMP 
GN -SHKDENQ 
HO- TILEFOR+ 
IPTUJMFGPS 
JQUVKNGHQT 
KRVWLOHIRU 
LSWXMPIJSV 
MTXYNQJKTW 
NUYZORKLUX 
OVZAPSLMVY 
PWABQTMNWZ 
QXBCRUNOXA 
RYCDSVOPYB 
SZDETWPQZC 
TAEFUXQRAD 
UBFGVYRSBE 
VCGHWZSTCF 
WDHIXATUDG 
XEIJYBUVEH 
YFJKZCVWFI 
ZGKLADWXGJ 
AHLMBEXYHK 
BIMNCFYZIL 

VDDNCTSEPA 
ZVCIYUQLVX 
IAQGRMZWAF 
GLZSCKINLB 
SWIEQVGOWP 
ENGHZASXNY 
HOSTILEFOR+ 
TXEDGWHBXC 
DFHJSNTPFQ 
JBTUEODYBZ 
UPDMHXJRPI 
MYJKTFUCYG 
KRUVDBMQRS 
VCMAJPKZCE 
AQKLUYVIQH 
LZVWMRAGZT 
WIANKCLSID 
NGLOVQWEGJ 
OSWXAZNHSU 
XENFLIOTEM 
FHOBWGXDHK 
BTXPNSFJTV 
PDFYOEBUDA 
YJBRXHPMJL 
RUPCFTYKUW 
CMYQBDRVMN 
QKRZPJCAKO 
ZVCIYUQLVX 

hovx8 4. Fnxxr 3. 
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(2) First “decipher” the message with any arbitrarily selected initial key letter, say A, 
and complete the plain component sequence in the first column (Fig. ia). 

Cipher--- C F U Y L V X U D J 
Plsin ________ L F Q X W X A W S F 

M 
N 
0 

i 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 

Flomrr 7a. 

CFUYLVXUDJ 
LFQXWXAWSE 
MJ 
ND 
oc 

9’; 
RW 
SQ 
TN 
UK 
VH 
WE 
XB 
YX 
ZT 
AG 
BZ 
cv 
DM 
EP 
FA 
GR 
HO 
IS 
JL 
KI 

Fmm~ 76. 

CFUYLVXUDJ 
LFQXWXAWSE 
MJBC 
NDCY 
OCLI 
PYNG 
QUAJ 
RWUN 
SQKL 
TNTQ 
UKYA 
VHES 
WEFD 
XBPB 
YXRZ 
ZTDP 
AEHR 
BZJO 
CVXE 
DMZW 
EPOF 
FAWH 
GRMM 

l H 0 S T 
ISG 
JLV 
KII 
ROUXS 7e. 

Now prepare a strip bearing the cipher component rewrsed, and set it below the plain component 
so that F p=Ls, a setting given by the 1st two letters of the spurious “plain text” recovered. 
Thus: 

Plain __------ --- ABCDEFGHIJK.LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Cipher __-- -__ FXONWLAVKMUJDTHESGIZQCRYPB 

(3) Now opposite esch letter of the completion sequence in column 1, write its plein- 
component equivalent, as given by the juxtsposed sequences above. This gives what is shown 
in Figure 7b. Then reset the two sequences (reversed cipher component and the plain com- 
ponent) so that Q,=F, (to correspond with the 2d and 3d letters of the spurious plain text); 
write down the plain-component equivalents of the letters in column 2, forming column 3. 
Continue this process, scanning the generatrices from time to time, resetting the two components 
and finding equivalents from column to column, until it becomes evident on what generatrix 
the plain text is reappearing. In Figure 7c it is seen that the plain text generatrix is the one 
beginning HOST, and from this point on the solution may be obtained directly, by using the 
two primary components. 
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(4) When the plain component is also a mixed sequence (and different from the cipher 
component), the procedure is identical with that outlined in subparagraphs (l)-(3) above. 
The fact that the plain component in the preceding case is t.he normal sequence is of no particular 
significance in the solution, for it acts as a mixed sequence would act under similar circumstances. 
To demonstrate, suppose the two following components were used in encipherment of the 
message below: 

Plain_~.--~----~-.-~ W B V I G X L H Y A J Z M N F 0 R P E Q D S C T K U 
Cipher------.------- F B P Y R C Q Z I G S E H T D J U M K V A L W N 0 X 

Message----- B B V Z U DQXJD . . . 

To sclve the message, “decipher” the text with any arbitrarily selected initial key letter and 
proceed exactly as in subparagraphs (2) and (3) above. Thus: 

Cipher _________________________ B B V Z U D Q X J D 
“Plain" (e,=X)-~-~~~~- V Y R I Y Z E F 0 R 

i’ote the completion diagram in Figure 8 which shows the word HOST. . . very soon in the 
process. From this point on the solution may be obtained directly, by using the two primary 
components. 

BBVZUDQXJD 
VYRIYZEFOR 
IQNJ 
GEYG 
xvwz 
LLKO 

l H 0 S T 
YKB 
AHH 
JMV 
ZDX 
MJG 
NGJ 
FBE 
OIZ 
RTL 
PUI 
ERO 
QSA 
DNC 
SPP 
CCF 
TFQ 
KAU 
UZY 
WXD 
Flanu 8. 
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3. Another “mechanical” solution.---u. Another “mechanical” solution for the foregoing 
cases will now be described because it presents rather interesting cryptanalytic sidelights. 
Take the message 

REFERENCE HIS PREFERENCE IN REFERENCE 
BOOKS AND REFERENCE CHARTS... 

and encipher it by plain-test auto-key, with normal direct primary components, initial key 
setting AD=G,. Then note the underscored repetitions: 

REFERENCEHISPREFERENCEINREFE 
XVJJVVRPGLPAHGVJJVVRPGMVEVJJ 

RENC‘EBOOKSANDREFERENCECHARTS 
VVRPGFPCYCSNQUVJJVVRPGGJHYKL 

b. x-ow suppose the message has been intercepted and is to be solved. The only UI&LIOWJI 

factor will be sjsun:ed to be the initial key letter. Let the message be “deciphered” by means 
of nny initi:ll key letter,* say A, and then note the underscored repetitions in the spurious plai 
text. 

Cipher _______ - ______ X V J J V V R P G L P A H G V J J V V R P G M V E V J 3 
“Plain text”_----- X Y L Y X Y T W K B 0 M V L K Z K L K H I Y 0 H X Y L Y 

Cipher .___ -_- _______ V V R P G F P C Y C S N Q U V J J V V R P G G J H Y K L 
“Plain text”-.---- X Y T W K V U I Q M G H J L K Z K L K H I Y I B G S S T 

, 
The original four S-letter repetitions now turn out to be two 
different sets of g-letter repetitions. This calls for an explana- 

1-2 1-2 

tion. Let the spurious plain text, with its real plain text be 
i-E E F i-E E F 

transcribed as though one were dealing with a periodic cipher 
x y K z x y K z 

involving two alphabets, as shown in Figure 9. It will here be FE ER NC ER 

seen that the letters in column 1 are monoalphabetic, and so are LY KL TW KL 

those in column 2. In other words, an auto-key cipher, which R E E N E B E N 
is commonly regarded as a polyalphabetic, aperiodic cipher, has X Y K H K V K H 
been converted into a 2-alphabet, periodic cipher, the individual N C C E 0 0 C E 
alphabets of which are now monoolphabetic in nature. The two T W I Y U I I Y 
repetitions of X Y L Y X Y T W K represent encipherments of E H I N K S C H 
the word REFERENCE, iu alphabets 1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1; the two K B 0 H Q M I B 
repetitions of L K Z K L K H I Y likewise represent encipher- I S R E A N A F 
ments of the same word but in alphabets 2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2. Oh4 XY GH GS 

c. Later on it will be seen how this m&hod of converting an 
auto-key cipher into a periodic cipher may be applied to the 
case where an introductory key word is used as the initial keying 
element instead of a single letter, aa in the present case. 

2 Except the actual key letter or a letter I3 intervala from it. See subparagraph (7) below. 
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d. The student has probably already noted that the phenomena observed in this sub- 
paragraph are the same as those observed in subparagraph 2b. In the latter subparagraph it 
was seen that the direction of the sequences in alternate columns had to be reversed in order 
to bring out the plain text on one generatrix. If this reversal is not done, then obviously the 
plain text would appear on :ZL’O generatrices, which is equivalent to having the plain text reduced 
to two monoalphabets. 

e. when reciprocal components are employed, the spurious plain text obtained by “decipher- 
ment” wit.h a key set,ting other than the actual one will be monoalphabetic throughout. Sote 
the following encipherment (with initial key setting A,=G,, usin g n reversed standard sequence 
sliding against the direct standard) and its ‘*decipherment” by setting these two components 
A,=A,. 

Plain text ___.___ _ ______ R E F E R E N C E H I S P R E F E R E N C E . . . 
Cipher _____ ______ ______ P N Z B N N R L Y X Z Q D Y N Z B N N R. L Y . . . 
Spurious plain text-e L Y Z Y L Y H W Y B C M J L Y Z Y L Y H W Y . . . 

Here the spurious plain text is wholly monoalphabetic. 
f. The reason for the exception noted in footnote 2 on page 106 now becomes clear. For 

if the actual initial key letter (G) were used, of course the decipherment yields the correct plain 
text; if a letter 13 intervals removed from G is used as the key letter, the cipher alphabet selected 
for the first “decipherment” is the reciprocal of the real initial cipher alphabet and thereafter 
all alternate cipher alphabets are reciprocal. Hence the spurious t.ext obtained from such n 
‘Ldecipherment” must be monoalphabetic. 

g. In the foregoing case the primary components were identical normnl sequences progress- 
ing in the same direction. If they were mixed sequences the phenomena observed above would 
still hold true, and so long as the sequences are known, the indicated method of solution may be 
applied. 

h. V&en the two primary components are known but differently mixed sequences, this 
method of solution is too involved to be practical. It is more practicable to try successive 
initial key letters, noting the plain text each time and resetting the strips until the correct 
setting has been ascertained, as will be evidenced by obtaining intelligible plain text. 

4. Solution of plain-text auto-keyed cryptograms when the introductory key is a word or 
phrase.-a. In the foregoing discussion of plain-text auto-keying, the introductory key was 
assumed to consist of a single letter, so that the subsequent key letters are displaced one letter 
to the right with respect to the text of the message itself. But sometimes a word or phrase 
may serve this function, in which case the subsequent key is displaced as many letters to the 
right of the initial plain-text letter of the message as there are letters in the initial key. This 
will not, as a rule, interfere in any way with the application of the principles of solution set 
forth in paragraph 28 to that part of the cryptogram subsequent to the introductory key, and 
a solution by the probable-word method and the study of repetitions can be reached. However, 
it may happen that trial of this method is not successful in certain cryptograms because of the 
paucity of repetitions, or because of failure to find a probable word in the text. When the cipher 
alphabets are known there is another point of attack which is useful and interesting. The 
method consists in &nii.ng the length of the introductory key and then solving by frequency 
principles. Just how this is accomplished will now be explained. 

b. Suppose that the introductory key word is HORSECHESTNUT, that the plain-text message 
is as below, and that identical primary components progressing in the same direction are used 
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to encipher the message, by enciphering equation 8rlz=8,/1; 8d,=&. Let the componenta 
be the normal sequence. The encipherment is as follows: 

1 2 3 4 6 II 7 3 0 10 11 12 13 14 1s 16 17 IS 19 P 21 .22 P w 23 28 

Key _____ _ _____________ H 0 R S E C H E S T N U T M Y L E F T F L A N K I S 
Plain _________________ h4 Y L E F T F L A N K I S R E C E I V I N G H E A V 
Cipher .______________ T M C W J V M P S G X C L D C N I N 0 N Y G U 0 I N 

Key .._.______________ R E C E I V I N G H E A V Y A R T I L L E R Y F I R 
Plain ____________.____ Y A R T I L L E R Y F I R E E N E M Y I S M A S S I 
Cipher _______________ P E T X Q G T R X F J I M C E E X U J T W D Y X A Z 

Key __________________ E E N E M Y I S M A S S I N G T R 0 0 P S T 0 L E F 
Plain _________________ N G T R 0 0 P S T 0 L E F T F R 0 N T A N D C 0 N C 
Cipher _______________ R K G V A M X K F 0 D W N G L K F B H P F W Q Z R H 

Key __________________ T F R 0 N T A N D C 0 N C E N T R A T I N G A R T I 
Plain _________________ E N T R A T I N G A R T I L L E R Y T H E R E X W I 
Cipher _______________ X S K F N M I A J C F G K P Y X I Y M P R X E 0 P Q 

Key ___________________ L L E R Y T H E R E X W I L L N E E D C 0 N S I D E 
Plain _________________ L L N E E D C 0 N S I D E R A B L E R E I N F 0 R C 
Cipher _______________ W W R V C W J S E W F Z M C L 0 P I U G W A X W U G 

Key __________________ R A B L E R E I N F 0 R C E M E N T S T 0 M A I N T 
Plain _________________ E M E N T S T 0 M A I N T A I N M Y P 0 S I T I 0 N 
Cipher---, ____ ______ VMFYXJXWZFWEVEURZRHHGUTQBG 

It will now be noted that since the introductory key contains 13 letters the 14th letter of the 
message is enciphered by the 1st letter of the plain text, the 15th by the 2d, and so on. Likewise, 
the 27th letter is enciphered by the 14th, the 28th by the 15th, and so on. Hence, if the 1st 
cipher letter is deciphered, this will give the key for deciphering the 14th, the latter will give 
the key for the 27th, and so on. An important step in the solution of a message of this kind 
would therefore involve ascertaining the length of the introductory key. This step will now 
be explained. 

c. Since the plain text itself constitutes the key letters in this systein (after the introductory 
key), these key letters will occur with their normal frequencies, and this means that there will 
be many occurrencea of E, T, 0, A, N, I, R, S, enciphered by &; there will be many occurrences 
of these same high-frequency Iettera enciphered by T,, by 4, by A,, and so on. In fact, the 
number of times each of these combinations will occur may be calculated statistically. With 
the enciphering conditions set forth under b above, & enciphered by T,, for example, will yield 
the same cipher equivalent aa T, enciphered by F;; in other words two enciphermenta of any 
pair of letters of which either may serve as the key for enciphering the other muat yield the same 
cipher resultant.’ It is the cryptographic effect of these two phenomena working together 
which permits of ascertaining the length of the introductory key in such a case. For every 
time a given letter ,0,, occurs in the plain text it will occur n letters later as a key letter, %, and 
n in this case equals the length of the introductory key. Note the following illustration: 

3 It ir important to note that the two componenb must be identical wqueacea and progreu in the aam 
direction. If this ia not the caoe, the entire ramming ir inapplicable. 
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1234567 s 9 10 11 12 13 1 2345ni 8 9 10 11 12 13 

(1) Key- .._..___.___ H 0 R S E C H E S T N U T . . . . . T . . . . . . . 
(2) Plain __..____.._ T............E....... 
(3j Cipher ._____.._ : : : : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . X . . . . . . . 

1211416780 

(1) Key.. ._.._______ . . . . . E . . . 
(2) Plait. ___.._..__ . . . . . T . . . 
(3) Cipher _________ . . . . . X . . . 

Here it will be not,ed that E, in line (2) has a T, on either side of it, at a distance of 13 intervals; 
the tist encipherment (E, by T,) yields the same equivalent (X,) as the second encipherment 
(T, by E+). Two cipher letters are here identical, at an interval equal to the length of the intro- 
ductory key. But the converse is not true; that is, not eoery pair of identical letters in the cipher 
text represents a case of this type. For in this system identity in two cipher letters may be 
the result of the follow three conditions each having a statistically ascertainable probability 
of occurrence: 

(1) A given plain-text letter is enciphered by the same key letter two different limes, at an 
int.erval which is purely accidental; the cipher equivalents are identical but could not be used 
t,o give any information about the length of the introductory key. 

(2) Two different plain-text letters are enciphered by two different key letters; the cipher 
equivalents are fortuitously identical. 

(3) A given plain-text letter is enciphered by a given key letter and later on the same plain- 
text letter serves to encipher another plain-text letter which is identical M-ith the first keJ letter; 
the cipher equivalents are causally identical. 

It can be proved that the probability for identities of the third type is greater than that for 
identities of either or both 1st and 2d types for that intercal which corresponds with the length 
of the in.troductoq key; that is, if a tabulation is made of the intervals betI%-een identical letters in 
such a system as the one being studied, the interval which occurs most frequently should coincide 
with the length of the introductory key. The demonstration of the mathematical basis for this 
fact is beyond the scope of the present text; but a practical demonstration will be convincing. 

d. Let the illustrative message be transcribed in lines of say 11, 12, and 13 letters, as b 
Figure 10. - 

5 0 7 8 9 10 I1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 

;;;;JVMPSGX TMCWJVMPSCXC 
CLDCNINONYG 
UOINPETXQGT 
RXFJIMCEEXU 
JTWDYXAZRKE 
VAMXKFODWNG 
LKFBHPFWQZR 
HXSKFNMIAJC 
FGKPYfIYMPR 
XEOPQWWRVCW 
JSEWFZMCLOP 
IUGWAXWUGVM 
FYXJXWZFWEV 
EURZRHHGUTQ 
BG 

LD~NINONY~UO 
INPETXQGTRXF 
JIMCEEXUJTWD 
YXAZRKGVAMXK 
FODWNGLKFBHP 
F W Q Z R H X S K F N M 
IAJCFGKPYXIY 
MPRXEOPQWWRV 
CWJSEWFZMCLO 
PIUGWAXWUGFM 
FYXJXWZFWEIE 
URZRHHGUTQBG 

s R 7 8 0 1n I1 12 13 

~~~~JVMPSGXCL 
DCNINONYGUOIN 
PgTXQGTRXFJLM 
CgEXUJTWDYXAZ 
RKGVAMXKFODWN 
GLKFBHPFWQZRH 
XSKFNMIAJCFGK 
PYXiYiPRXEOPQ 
WWRVCWJSEWFZM 
CLOPIUGWAXWUG 
VMFYXJXWZFWEV 
EURZRHHGUTQBG 

462661 0 _ 42 - 6 
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In each transcription, every pair of superimposed letters is noted and the number of identities 
is indicated by ringing the letters involved, as shown above. The number of identities for an 
assumed introductorr-kev length 13 is 9, as against 3 for the assumption of a key of 11 letters, ., 
and 5 for the assumption of a key of 12 let,ters. 

e. Once having found the length of the int.roductory key, two lines of attack are possible: 
the composition of the key may be studied, which u-ill yield sufficient plain text to get a start 
toward solution; or, the message may be reduced to periodic terms and solved as a repeating-key 
cipher. The first line of attack will be discussed first, it being constantly borne in mind in this 
paragraph that the entire discussion is based upon the assumption that the cipher alphabets 
are known alphabets. The illustrative message of b above will be used. 

5. Subsequent steps after determining the length of the introductory key.-a. -4ssume that 
the first letter of the introductory key is A and decipher the 1st cipher letter T, (with direct 
standard alphabets). This yields T, and the latter becomes the key letter for the 14th letter of 
the message. The 14th letter is deciphered: D, (Tr)=K,; the latter becomes the key letter for 
the 27th letter and so on, down the entire first column of the message as transcribed in lines of 
13 letters. The same procedure is followed using B as the initial key letter, then C, and so on. 
The message as it appears for the first three trials (assuming A, B, then C as the initial key letter) 
is shown in Figure 11. 

2 3 4 5 R-i 8 9 10111213 

;MCWJVMPSGXCL 
T 
D 
K 
P 
F 
C 
X 
R 
U 
G 
M 
X 
L 
P 
E 
W 
S 
C 
K 
V 
L 
E 
T 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R Q 10 I1 12 13 

TMCWJVMPSGXCL 
S 
D 
L 
P 
E 
C 
Y 
R 
T 
G 
N 
X 
K 
P 
F 
W 
R 
C 
L 
V 
K 
E 
U 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R 9 IO I1 12 13 

TMCWJVMPSGXCL 
R 
D 
M 
P 
D 
C 
Z 
R 
S 
G 
0 
X 
3 
P 
G 
W 
4 
C 
M 
V 
J 
E 
V 

(a) First colunm 01 Figure 10 Cc) “deciphered” (b) First column al Fitam 10 W “decipbmd” 

I 

(c) First column of F&m IO W “deciphered” 

with mirid &=A. with initial Br-B. with et-c. 

FIOWB~ 11. 
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b. Inspection of the results of these three trials soon shows that the entire series of 26 
trials need not be made, for the results can be obtained from the very frrst trial. This may be 
shown graphically by superimposing merely the results of the first three trials horizontally. 
Thus: 

Cipher letters of Cal. 1, Fig. ll_________ T D P C R G X P W C V E 

I 

A _________ T K F X U M L E S K L T 
B _________ S L E Y T N K F R L K U 

Keyletters---- C _________ R M D Z S 0 J G Q M J V 

c. It will be noted that the vertical sequences in adjacent columns proceed in opposite 
directions, whereas those in alternate columns proceed in the same direction. The explanation 

for this alternation in progression is the same as in the 
previous case wherein this phenomenon was encountered 
(par. 2b), and the sequences in Figure 12 may now be 
completed very quickly. The diagram becomes as shown 
in Figure 13. 

TDPC,RGXPWCVE 
TKFXUMLESKLT 
SLEYTNKFRLKU 
RMDZSOJGQMJV 
QNCARPIHPNIW 
POBBQQHIOOHX 
OPACPKGJNPGY 
NQZDOSFKMQFZ 
MRYENTELLREA* 
LSXFMUDMKSDB 
KTWGLVCNJTCC 
JUVHKWBOIUBD 
IVUIJXAPHVAE 
HWTJIYZQGWZF 
GXSKHZYRFXYG 
FYRLGAXSEYXH 
EZQMFBWTDZWI 
DAPNECVUCAVJ 
CBOODDUVBBUK 
BCNPCETWACTL 
ADMQBFSXZDSM 
ZELRAGRYYERN 
YFKSZHQZXFQO 
XGJTYIPAWGPP 
WHIUXJOBVHOQ 
VIHVWKNCUINR 
UJGWVLMDTJMS 

d. One of the horizontal lines or generatrices of figure 
13 is the correct one; that is, it contains the actual plain- 
text equivalents of the lst, 14th, 27th, . . . letters of the 
message. The correct generatrix can be selected by mere 
ocular examination, as is here possible (see generatrix 
marked by asterisk in Fig. 13), or it may be selected by a 
frequency test, assigning weights to each letter according 
to its normal .plain-text frequency. (See par. 14f of 
Military Cryptanulysis, Part II.) 

e. Identical procedure is followed with respect to columns 2, 3, 4, . . . of Figure lOc, with 
the result that the initial key word HORSECHESTNUT is reconstructed and the whole message 
may be now deciphered quite readily. 
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6. Conversion of foregoing aperiodic cipher into periodic forms-a. In paragraph 4 it waa 
stated that an aperiodic cipher of the foregoing type may be reduced to periodic terms and 
solved as though it were a repeating-key cipher, provided the primary components are known 
sequences. The basis of the method lies in the phenomena noted in paragraph 2b. An example 
will be given. 

b. Let the cipher text of the message of paragraph 4b be set down again, as in Figure 10~: 
3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

~~CWJVMPSGXCL 
DCNINONYGUOIN 
PETXQGTRXFJIM 
CEEXUJTWDYXAZ 
RKGVAMXKFODWN 
GLKFBHPFWQZRH 
XSKFNMIAJCFGK 
PYXIYMPRXEOPQ 
WWRVCWJSEWFZM 
CLOPIUGWAXWUG 
VMFYXJXWZFWEV 
EURZRHHGUTQBG 

F~or;nl lk 

Using direct standard alphabets (Vigenere method), “decipher” the second line by means of 
the first line, that is, taking the letters of the second line as cipher text, those of the first line 
as key letters. Then use the thus-found “plain text” as “key le&ters” and “decipher” the third 
line of Figure lOc, as shown in Figure 14. Thus: 

‘CKey"__-_--_---__------ T M C W J V M P S G X C L 
Cipher ____________ _____ D C N I N 0 N Y G U 0 I N 
“Plain” _._________._____ K Q L M E T Z J 0 0 R G C 

ILKey” __________________ K Q L M E T Z J 0 0 R G C 
Cipher __________________ P E T X Q G T R X F J I M 
“Plain” _______________ -_ F 0 I L M N U I J R S C K 

Flowr 1c 

Continue this operation for all the remaining lines of Figure 10c and write down the results in 
lines of 26 letters. Thus: 

1 2 3 4 6 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 II 10 17 18 19 P 21 22 P 24 25 28 

TMC~J~MPSGXCL~qL~ETz~OORGC 
FOILMNUIJRSCKXqWHIWzQUHFYP 
UUKJSQYWLHYYYMRAWJERJLJBTJ 
LBKJEPRRYTENBEXNZYEYAZLKCP 
EZE~IFLSFL~XX~MKTAPVE~U~~J 
LAVFXUCgETyHMTUWUPNFqQAVUU 

Flonnr 16. 
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xow write down the real plain text of the message in lines of 26 letters. Thus: 

123458 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Ii 18 1Q 20 21 P 23 24 25 26 

MYLEFTFLANK~Sq~C~IV~~GHEAV 
YARTILLERYFrREENEMYIsMASSL 
NGTROOPSTOLEFTFRONTANDCONC 
~N~A~INGhRTILLER~~HEREXW~ 
LLNEEDCPNSZDEBABLEREINFQRC 
gMENTST~Mq~NTAI~MYPOPITION 

FIOVXL lb 

c. R-hen the underlined repetitions in Figures 15 and 16 are compared, they are found to be 
identicL1 in the respective columns, and if the columns of Figure 15 are tested, they will be found 
to be monoalphabetic. The cipher message now gives every indication of being a repeating-key 
cipher. It is not di5cult to explain this phenomenon in the light of the demonstration given in 
paragraph 3g. First, let the key word HORSECHESTNUT be enciphered by the following alphabet: 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
AZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCB 

“Plain” _________________ H 0 R S E C H E S T N U T 
“Cipher” _______________ T M J I W Y T W I H N G H 

Then let the message MY LEFT FLANK, etc., be enciphered by direct standard alphabets as 
before, but for the ke:r add the monoalphabetic equivalents of HORSECHESTNUT TMJIW. . . to 
the key itself, that is, use the 26-letter key HORSECHESTNUTTMJIWYTWIHNGH in a repeating-key 
manner. Thus (Fig. 17): 

1 2 3 4 6 0 7 8 0 10 11 12 13 14 15 10 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 21 25 26 

Key~_.~____-_~_.-_.~- H 0 R S E C H E S T N U T T M J I W Y T W I H N G H 
Plain _________________ M Y L E F T F L A N K I S R E C E I V I N G R E A V 
Cipher _______________ T M C W J V M P S G X C L K Q L M E T Z J 0 0 R G C 

Plain _________________ Y A R T I L L E R Y F I R E E N E M Y I S M A S S I 
Cipher _______________ F 0 I L M N U I J R S C K X Q W M I W Z 0 U H F Y P 

Plain ________________ N G T R 0 0 P S T 0 L E F T F R 0 N T A N D C 0 N C 
Cipher ______.________ U U K J S Q Y W L H Y Y Y M R A W J R R J L J B T J 

Plain _________________ E N T R A T I N G A R T I L L E R Y T H E R E X W I 
Cipher _______________ L B K J E V R R Y T E N B E X N Z U R Y A Z L K C P 

Plain .________________ L L N E E D C 0 N S I D E R A B L E R E I N F 0 R C 
Cipher _______________ S Z E W I F L S F L V X X K M K T A P V E V M B X J 

Plain .________________ E M E N T S T 0 M A I N T A I N M Y P 0 S I T I 0 N 
Cipher _______________ L A V F X U C S E T V H M T U W U U N F 0 Q A V U U 

FIoLmx 17. 

The cipher resultants of this process of enciphering a message coincide exactly with those obtained 
from the “&ciphering” operation that gave rise to Figure 15. How does this happen? 

462961 0 - 42 - 9 
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d. First, let it be noted that the sequence TMJI . . . , which forms the second half of the 
key for enciphering the text in Figure 17 may be described as the standard alphabet complement 
of the sequence HORSECHESTNUT, w&h forms the first half of that key. Arithmetically, the 
sum of a letter of the first half and its homologous letter in the second half is 26. Thus: 

H+T= 7+19=26=0 
O+M=14+12=26=0 
R+J=17+ 9=26=0 
S+I=lS+ 8=26=0 
E+W= 4+22=26=0 

That is, every letter of HORSECHESTNUT plus its homologous letter of the sequence 
TMJIWYTYIHNGH equals 26, which is here the same as zero. In other words, the sequence 
TMJIWYTVIHNGH is, by cryptographic arithmetic, equivalent to “minus HORSECHESTNUT.” 
Therefore, in Figure 17, enciphenng the second half of each line by the key letters 
TMJIPlYTWIHNCH (i. e., adding 19, 12, 9, 8, . . . ) is the same as deciphering by the key letters 
HORSECHESTNUT (i. e., subtracting 7, 14, 17, 18, . . . ). For example: 

R,(Tr)=17+19=36=lO=K, and 
R,(-Hr)=17-7=10=K 

&&)=4+12=16=Q,, and 
E,(-Or)=4-14=(26-l-4)-14=16=Q,, and so on. 

e. Refer now to Figure 15. The letters in the first half of line 1, beginning TMCWJ . . . 
are identical with those in the first half of line 1 of Figure 17. They must be identical because 
they are produced from identical elements. The letters in the second half of this same line in 
Figure 15, beginning KQLME . . . were produced by &ciphering the letters in the second line 
of Figure 10~. Thus (taking for illustrative purposes only the first five letters in each case): 

KQLME=DCNIN-TMCWJ 
But DCNIN= RECEI+MYLEF 
And TMCWJ= MYLEFfHORSE 

Hence, K Q L M E = (RECEI+MYLEF)-(MYLEF+HORSE) 
Or, KQLME=RECEI-HORSE (1) 

As for the letters in the second half of line 1 of Figure 17, also beginning KQLME . . . , these 
letters were the result of enciphering RECEI by TMJIW. 
Thus: 

KQLME= RECEI+TMJIW 

But it has been shown in subparagraph d above that 

TMJIW=-HORSE 

Hence, K Q L M E = RECEI + (-HORSE) 
Or, KQLME=RECEI-HORSE (2) 

Thus, equations (1) and (2) turn out to be identical but from what appear to be quits diverse 
sources. 

j. What has been demonstrated in connection with the letters in line 1 of Figures 15 and 
17 holds true for the letters in the other lines of these two figures, and it is not necessary to 
repeat the explanation. The steps show that the originally aperiodic, auto-key cipher hsa been 
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converted, through a knowledge of the primary components, into a repeating-key cipher with a 
period twice the length of the introductory key. The message may now be solved as an ordinary 
repeating-key cipher. 

g. (1) The foregoing case is based upon encipherment by the enciphering equations 
%z=Q,,*; %l=eo/2- then encipherment by the enciphering equations &n=8,n ; &,,2=Oen 
has been followed, the conversion of a plain-text auto-keyed cipher yields a repeating-key cipher 
with a period equal to the length of the introductory key. In this conversion, the enciphering 
equations ern=O,,l; epll=& are used in finding equivalents. 

(2) An example may be useful. Note the encipherment of the following message by 
auto-key method by enciphering equations &fl=8,,1; 8,n=8,n. 

TUESDAY/INFORMATIONFROMRELIABLESOURCESINDIC 
INFORMATIONFROMRELIABLESOURCESINDICATESTHE 
PTBWOMCLVJZOFOTJQYDJNZNODMRBTOQZJRAWBWFQZC 

(3) If the message is w&ten out in lines corresponding to the length of the introductory 
key, and each line is enciphered by the one directly above it, using the enciphering equat,ions 
%2=%/l; eDI1=OclZ in fmding equivalents, the results are as shown in Figure 22b. But if the 
same message is enciphered by equations hn=el,,; $,/2=ecll, using the word TUESDAY as a 
repeating key, the cipher text (Fig. 18~) is identical with that obtained in Figure 18b by encipher- 
ing each successive line with the line above it. 

Original cipher t.3r.t 

PTBWOMC . l PTBWOMC 
LVJZOFO l * LVJZOFO 

TJQYDJN 

ZNODMRB 

TOQZJRA 

WBWFQZC 

a 

AOKVCRQ 
* * TJQYDJN 

TXATFAD 
. 

l ZNODMRB 

SKOWRRE 
. * TOQZJRA 

LYEVAIE 
. 

l WBWFQZC 

HZAAQHG 
b 

FKXJBI 1.3. 

ReptatFng key encipber- 
ment 

TUESDAY 
INFORMA 

. l PTBWOMC 

TIONFRO 
. * AOKVCRQ 

MRELIAB 
* l T.XATFAD 

LESOURC 
4 * SKOWRRE 

ESINDIC 
* * LYEVAIE 

ATESTHE 
. 4 HZAAQHG 

c 
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(4) ?u’ow note that the srquences joined by arrows in Figure 18 b and c are identical and since 
it is certain that Figure 1% is periodic in form because it was enciphered by the repeating-kcp 
method, it follows that Figure 18b is now also in periodic form, and in that form the message 
could be solved as though it were a repeating-key cipher. 

h (1) In case of primary components consist,ing of a direct normal sequence sliding against 
a reversed normal (r. S. Army disk), the process of converting the auto-key text to periodic 
terms is accomplished by using two direct normal sequences and “deciphering” each line of the 
text (as transcribed in periods) by the line above it. For example, here is a message auto- 
enciphered by the aforementioned disk, wit.h the initial key word TUESDAY: 

TUESDAY~INFORMATIONFROMRELIABLESOURCESINDIC 
INFORMATIONFROMRELIABLESOURCESINDICATESTHE 

LHZEMOYPFRBMVMHRKCXRNBNMXOJZHMKBRJAEZEVKBY 

(2) The cipher text is transcribed in periods equal to the length of the initial key word 
(7 letters) and the 2d line is “deciphered” with key letters 01 the 1st line, using enciphering 
equations ek,2= e,,, ; ep,l= ec,l. ‘lhe resultant letters are then used as key letters to “decipher” 
the 3d line of text and so on. I he results are as seen in Figure 19b. l”;ow let the original mes- 
sage be enciphered in repeating-key manner by the disk, with the key word TUESDAY, and the 
result, is Figure 19~. Note that the odd or alternate lines of Figure 19b and c are identical, 
showing that the auto-key test has been converted into repeating-key text. 

Ori~~nsl cipher text Original cipher text Repeating key encipher. 
and converted text ment 

TUESDAY 

LHZEMOY l b LHZEMOY 
PFRBMVM * l PFRBMVM 

AMQFYJK 
HRKCXRN * * HRKCXRN 

HDAHVAX 
BNMXOJZ -- BNMXOJZ 

IQMEJJW 
HMKBRJA - HMKBRJA 

PCWFASW 
EZEVKBY - EZEVKBY 

TBAAKTU 
I b 

noultr 19. 

INFORMA 
LHZEMOY 
TIONFRO 
A h! Q F Y J K 
MRELIAB 
HDAHVAX 
LESOURC 
I-Q M E J J W 
ESINDIC 
PCWFASW 
ATESTHE 
TBAAKTU 

i. The foregoing procedures indicate a simple method of solving ciphers of t,he foregoing 
t.ypes, when the primary components or the secondary cipher alphabets are known. It consists 
in assuming introductory keys of various lengths, converting the cipher text into repeating-key 
form, and then examining the resulting diagrams for repetitions. m%en a correct key length is 
assumed, repetitions will be as numerous as should be e.xpected in ciphers of the repeating-key 
class; incorrect assumptions for key length will not show so many repetitions. 

3. All the foregoing presupposes a knowledge of the cipher alphabets involved. V&en these 
are unknown, recourse must be had to first principles and the messages must be solved purely 
upon the basis of probable words, and repetitions, as outlined in paragraphs 27-28. 
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SECTION I 

GENERAL 

Introductory remarks concerning transposition ciphers .._ ..~..~..~~~..~ ~.~~~~~~~..~ .__._.__......... .._........ 1 
Basic mechanism of transposition ciphers _................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._ 2 
Monophase and polyphase transposition_ _..... ~~~ .~ ..~.. . . . ..____._.._. ..___..____.._.....__.. __________ 3 

1. Introductory remarks concerning transposition ciphers.--a. -4s stated in a previous text, 
transposition ciphers are roughly analogous to “jigsaw puzzles” in that all the pieces of which 
the original is composed are present but are merely disarranged. The pieces into which the 
picture forming the basis of a jigsaw puzzle may be divided are usually quite irregular in size 
and shape; the greater the amount of irregularity, as a rule, the greater the difficulty in reas- 
sembling the pioces in proper order. In this respect, too, transposition ciphers are analogous to 
jigsaw puzzles, for the greater the amount of distortion to which the plain text is subject,ed in 
the transposition process, the more difficult becomes the solution. 

b. In jigsaw puzzles there is usually no regularity about the size of the individual pieces 
into which the original picture has been cut, and this feature, of course, materially contributes 
to the difficulty in reconstructing the picture. There are, to be sure, limits (dictated by con- 
siderations of practicability) which serve to prevent the pieces being made too small, for then 
they would become unmanageable; on the other hand, there are also limits which must be ob- 
served in respect to the upper magnitude of the pieces, for if they are made too large the puzzle 
becomes too easy to solve. These features of jigsaw puzzles also have their analogies in trans- 
position methods. In the latter, if the text.ual units to be subjected to transposition are made 
quite large, say entire sentences, t.he difficulties a cryptanalyst will have in reconstructing the 
text are practically nil; on the other hand, if these textual units are made quite small, even 
smaller than single letters,’ then the reconstruction of the transposition text by a cryptanalyst 
often becomes a very difficult matter. In between these two extremes there may be various 
degrees of fragmentation, limited only by considerations of practicability. 

c. It is fortunate, however, that the cryptanalyst. does not, as a rule, have to contend with 
problems in which the size of the textual units varies within the same message, as is the case in 
jigsaw puzzles. It is perhaps possible to devise a transposition system in which the text is 
divided up in such a manner that entire sentences, whole words, syllables, individual letters, and 
fractions of letters form the units for transposition; but it is not difficult to imagine how imprac- 
tical such a scheme would be for regular communication, and it may be taken for granted that 
such irregularity in size of textual units will not be encountered in practical communication. 

d. The days when the simple methods of word transposition were sufficient for military 
purposes have long since passed by, and it is hardly to be expected that cryptograms of such 
ineffectual nature will be encountered in the military communications of even the smaller armies 
of today. However, in time of emergency, when a counter-espionage censorship is exercised over 
internal communications, it is possible that isolated instances of simple word transposition may 
be encountered. The solution of such cases should present no diEculties, unless numerous code 
names and nulls are also used in the cryptograms. Mere experimentation with the cryptograms, 
trying various types and sizes of rectangles, will usually disclose the secret text. If code names 

1 Reference is here made to so-called fractionating systems. See Special Text No. 166, Adoanced Military 
Cryptography, sec. XI. 

(1) 
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are used and the context gives no clur to the identity of the persons or places mentioned, it rnnF 
be necessary to wait until additional messages become available, or, lacking such a possibility, 
there is usually sufficient justification, under the exigencies of war, to compel the correspondents 
to reveal the meaning of these code names. 

e. Although transposition ciphers, as a general rule, are much less complex in their mechanics 
than are substitution ciphers, the cryptanalyst usually experiences a feeling of distaste and 
dismay when confronted with unknown ciphers of this category. There are several reasons for 
his dislike for them. In the first place, although transposit,ion ciphers are admittedly less intricate 
than substitution ciphers, as a general rule there are not nearly so many cryptanalytic t’ools and 
“tricks” to be used in the solution of the former as there are in the latter, and therefore the 
mental stimulus and sat’isfact,ion which the cryptanalyst usually derives and regards as part of the 
reward for his hard labor in solving a cipher is often missing in the case of transposit,ion ciphers. 
In the second place, despite their lack of comple.xity, the solution of transposition ciphers often 
involves a tremendous amount of time and labor most of which commonly turns out to be 
fruitless experimentation. Thirdly, in modern military communication, transposition methods 
are usually not employed alone but in conjunction with substitution methods-and then the 
problems may become difficult indeed, for usually before the substitution can be attacked it is 
necessary first to uncover the transposition. Finally, in working with transposition ciphers a 
much higher degree of accuracy in mere mechanical operations is required than in working with 
substitution ciphers, because the accidental omission or addition of a single letter will usually 
necessitate rewriting the work sheets applying to entire messages and starting afresh. Thus, 
this sort of work calls for a constant state of concentrated attention, with its resulting state of 
psychological tension, which takes its toll in mental wear and tear. 

2. Basic mechanism of transposition ciphers.+. Basically, all transposition ciphers involve 
at least two processes: (1) Writing the plain-text units (usually single letters) within a specific 
regular or irregular two-dimensional design called a “matrix,” “cage,” “frame,” “rectangle,” 
etc., in such a prearranged manner that the said units are distributed regularly or irregularly 
throughout the various cells or subsections of that design; (‘2) removing the plain-text units 
from the design in such a prearranged manner as to change the original sequence in which they 
followed one another in the plain text, thus producing cipher text. Since the first process consists 
of inscribing the text within the design, it is technically referred to as the process of inscription: 
and since the second process consists of transcribing the text from the design, it is technically 
referred to as that of transcription. Either or both processes may be repetitive, by prearrange- 
ment of course, in which case the intermediate steps may be referred to as processes of rescription, 
or rescriptive processes. 

b. It is hardly necessary at this point to give the student any indications as to how to 
differentiate a transposition from a substitution cipher. If a review is necessary, however, he 
is referred to Section IV of Military Cryptanalysis, Part I. 

3. lldonophase and polyphase transposition.-u. As may be inferred from the foregoing 
definitions, when a transposition system involves but a single process of inscription, followed by 
a single process of transcription, the system may be referred to as monophuse transposition, 
commonly called single tran.spos&on. When one or more rescriptive processes intervene between 
the original inscription and the final transcription the system may be referred to as polyphase 
transposition. As a general rule, the solution of the latter type is much more difficult than the 
former, especially when the successive transpositions are theoretically correct in principle. 

b. Any system which is suited for monophase transposition is also usually suited for polyphase 
transposition, the processes of inscription, rescription and transcription being accomplished 
with the same or with different keys. 
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SECTION II 

SOLUTION OF SIMPLE TRANSPOSITION CIPHERS 

Simple types of transpo4tion . .._..__________. 
Paragraph 

..~~ ~~.~~~ .~~ . . . . ..__.._......_..........._ .__....._ 4 
The princip1e.s of solution of uniliteral route-transpoeitioll ciljhers .._________ ___.______.__. -- .____________...____ 5 
Keyed columnar transpo.qition with completely-filled rectangles ..____________...._..________________ _ _______.. ..___ .___ 6 
Example of solution .--_. _ ._-.--_.__.______-----.-------------------.---.--.----------~-- _ ______: __.__.._.___________---..-------..____ 7 
The probable-word method of solut,ion __.________ _ _____ _ ____________________--.----------- ____ ___________.._.._.___________...___ 8 
General remarks on solution ______________._________________________ _ ________________ -- ____________________________ ___.__.____ ____ 9 
Reconstruction of literal key ____________________.---.----.--------------------------- ___...._____________-----------------.. -_ ..__ _ 10 
Column and row transposition. _______________.__..____________________- _ _________________........---------------.----------....___ 11 

4. Simple types of transposition.--a. The simple cases of reversed writing, vertical writing, 
or rail fence writing hardly require serious attention, since they may be solved almost by inspec- 
tion. These methods are included here only because they may be encountered in censorship 
operations. 

b. The low degree of cryptographic security afforded by these methods may be increased to 
a slight degree by adding nulls or by disguising the original word lengths, and regrouping into 
false words or into groups of regular length. 

c. Some examples of these simplest types of transposition follow. Let the message be: 
BRIDGE DESTROYED AT ELEVEN PM. 

(1) Reversing only the words and retaining original word lengths: 
Cipher--- E G D I R B D E Y 0 R T S E D T A N E V E L E M P 

(2) Reversing only the words and regrouping into false word lengths: 
Cipher--EGDIRB ,DEYORT SEDTA NEVE LEMP 

(3) Reversing the whole text and regrouping into fives: 
Cipher--- M P N E V E L E T A, D E Y 0 R T S E D E G D I R B 

(4) Reversing the whole text, regrouping into fives, and inserting a null in every fifth position: 
Cipher--.. T R I M M P N E V P E L E T A A D E Y R 0 R T. S L 

EDEGU DIRBM 
(5) Writing the text vertically in two columns and taking the resulting B S BR. 

digraphs for the cipher text, as shown at the side. The cipher mes- R T I D 
sage becomes: IR GE 

DO DE 
GY ST 

BSRTI RDOGY EEDDE,or EE RO 
BIGDS RYDRD EETOE DD YE 

E D 
These simple types can be solved merely by inspection. 

5. The principles of solution of nniliteral route-transposition ciphers.--a. The so-called 
uniliteral route-transposition methods are next to be examined. The solut,ion of cryptograms 
enciphered by these methods is a matter of experimenting with geometric figures, usually rec- 

(3) 
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tangles, of various dimensions suggested by the total number of letters in the message, then 
inspecting these rectangles, searching for whole words or the framents of words by reading 
horizontally, diagonally, vertically, spirally, and so on.’ (See Special Test So. 165, Elementary 
Military Cryptography, 1935, pars. 20, 21.) 

b. The amount of experimentation that must be performed in the solution of ciphers of this 
type may be materially shortened by means of formulae and tables constructed for the purpose. 
But because ciphers of this t,ype are of infrequent occurrence today, these formulae and tables 
are only occasionally useful and hence they have not been included in this text .’ 

6. Keyed columnar transposition with completely-filled rectangles.-a. In practical cryp- 
tography, the dimensions of the transposition rectangle, as a general rule, cannot vary between 
large limits; that is, it can be assumed in practice that rectangles based upon lines of writing 
containing less than 5 letters or more than 25 letters will not commonly be encountered. If the 
width, that is, the number of columns, is determined by a key, t,hen the number of rows becomes 
a function of the length of the message to be enciphered. If the latter is very long, longer than 
can be conveniently handled without too many errors, it is a common practice to break up a 
message into two or more parts and treat each part as though it were a separate communication. 
Such parts are commonly termed sections. 

b. When the last row of a transposition rectangle is completely filled, the solution of the 
resulting cryptogram is considerably more simple than when this is not the case.3 Conse- 
quently, this will the constitute first case to be studied. 

1 It is interesting to observe that Daniel, of Biblical fame, was apparently the firat cryptanalyst in history 
(as well as one of the earliest interpreters of dreams), for he solved the cryptogram in the “handwriting on the 
wall,” obtaining as his decipherment words which he interpreted as predicting the downfall of BclGhazzar and 
his dynasty (Daniel V: l-28). The following partial account of the episode is not, as enlightening as one might 
wish, but it is probably the best explanation available. It, is taken from Dr. Max SelipFohn’s article on the sub- 
ject in The Jeuish Encyclopedia, vol. 8, pp. 490-491 (1925): ‘%ENE. m, TEKEL, UPHARSIN (~O~Dl 3pn X22 WD) 
Words written by a mysterious hand on the walls of Belshazzar’s palace, and interpreted by Daniel as predicting 
the doom of the King and his dynasty. The incident is described as follows: Once when King Belshazzar was 
banqueting with his lords and drinking wine from the golden vessel5 of the temple of THWH, a man’s hand was 
seen writing on the wall certain mysterious words. Frightened by the apparition, the King ordered his: astrol- 
ogers to explain the inscription; but they were unable to read it. Daniel was then summoned to the Royal 
Palace, and the King promised him costly presents if he could decipher the inscription. Daniel read it “ Mene, 
mene, tekel, upharsin,” and explained it to mean that God had “numbered” the Kingdom of Belshazzar and 
brought it, to an end; that the King had been weighed and found wanting; and that his Kingdom was divided 
and given to the hledes and Persians. 

The first question which presents itself to the critic, namely, why could the inscription be deciphcted by 
Daniel only-engaged the attention of the Talmudists, who advanced various answers. Certain of them 
concluded that the Hebrew writing had been changed in the time of Ezra, so that even the Jews that were 
found in the royal court could not read an inscription written in archaic characters. But those who followed 
R. Sirneon in maintaining that the writing had not changed found other solutions for t.he problem; e. II. it was 
written in the cryptographic combination m m, each letter of each pair being substituted by its companion, 
e. 9. aan 1X ttx M nU’; or the words were written thus: ~~~ ‘Dpll PVIIJO, one above the other, having to be 
read vertically; or lWO9 np5 BM “, each word backward; or again, VW 5nP Xm XP the first two letters of 
each word being transposed (Sanh. 22~). It is evident that the author of the Book of Daniel meant that the 
inscription was written in characters familiar to the King and wise men of Babylon, but that, as often happens 
with ancient inscriptions, the transposition of certain letters baffled every attempt to decipher them. . . .” 

’ See Lohr, Lenox R. and Friedman, William F., Formulaefor the solution of transposition ciphers. Riverbank 
Publication No. 19, Geneva, Illinois, 1918. 

* See Special Text No. 165, Elementary Military Cryptography, 1935, Sec. V. In this text the term “trans- 
position rectangle” wilI be used to designate t,he matrix, frame, cage, or design regardless of whether the latter 
is completely filled or not,. 
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c. In solving a cryptogram of this type the first step taken by the cryptanalyst is to ascertain 
the dimensions of the rectangle. Clues for this are usually afforded by finding the factors of 
the total number of letters in the cryptogram. Suppose the cryptogram contains 132 letters. 
The dimensions of the transposition rectangle may be 4x38 or 8X 19, by which is meant that 
four hypotheses may be made w-ith respect to it,s dimensions. The rectangle may consist of: 

(1) 4 columns with 38 rows, or 
(2) 38 columns with 4 rows. or 
(3) 8 columns with 19 rows, or 
(4) 19 columns with 8 rows. 

In practical work it is rather unlikely to encounter a rect,angle t’hat conforms to hypothesis (1) 
or (2), and for the present these may be discarded. As to choosing between hypotheses (3) and 
(4), a rather simple test to be described presently will disclose which is the more probable. 

.d. It is obvious that if the cryptogram is transcribed within a rectangleof thecorrect dimen- 
sions, the letters in each row will be the ones which actually were in those rows in the original 
transposition rectangle and formed good plain text therein. In fact, the rows of letters in the 
correctly-dimensioned rectangle would read plain text were it not for the transposition which they hare 
undergone within the TOWS. Therefore, the rows of a correctly-dimensioned rectangle are more 
likely to manifest the expected vou-el-consonant proportions of normal plain text than are the 
rows of an incorrectly-dimensioned rectangle, because in the latter case there are brought into 
some of the rows letters which belong to other rows and which are likely to disturb the normal 
vowel-consonant proportions of plain t,ext . That is, in an incorrectly-dimensioned rectangle 
some of the rows will have too many consonants and not enough vowels, in other rows this 
relationship will be reversed; whereas in a correctly-dimensioned rectangle each row u-ill have the 
proper number of vowels and consonants. Hence in solving an unknown cryptogram of this 
type, if a count is made of t’he vowels and consonants in t.he rows of rectangles of various probable 
dimensions, that rectangle in which the rows show the best proportions of vowels and consonants 
is most likely to be correct, and the one that should be tried first. 

e. Having ascertained the correct dimensions of the rectangle by the foregoing procedure, 
the next step is to experiment with the columns of the rectangle, trying to bring together several 
columns which will then show “good” digraphs, trigraphs, or polygraphs in the TOWS formed by 
juxtaposing the columns. This process of combining or matching columns in order to build up 
these fragments of plain text will herein be referred to as anugramming.’ 

j. The procedure is to select a column which has a good assortment of high-frequency letters 
and fmd another column which may be placed before or after the selected column to build up 
high-frequency digraphs in the rows; when such a pair of columns has been found, attempt is 
made to add another column before or after this pair to build up high-frequency trigraphs, and 
so on, gradually building up longer and longer polygraphs until entire words begin to appear in the 
respective rows of the rectangle. In this process of anagramming, advantage may be taken 
of simple mathematical considerations such as adding the normal plain-text frequency values of the 
digraphs in the rows to assist in discarding combinations which are on the borderline of choice. 
However, it must be noted that the totals obtained by simple addition of the frequency values of 

4 The Standard Dictionary defines the word anagram as follows: “(noun) 1. The letters of a word or phrase so 
transposed as to make a different word or phrase; as, ‘time’ and ‘mite’ are anagrams of ‘emit’. 2. A transposition; 
interchange.” As a verb, it is defined as “to anagrammatize; to make an anagram of; make anagrams.” (The 
construction of anagrams w-as a very widespread pastime in previous centuries. See Wheatley’s Of Anagrams, 
London, 1862.) A strict interpretation of the word would therefore confine it to cases wherein the letters to be 
rearranged already form bonafide words or intelligible phrases. However, this would hardly be broad enough for 
cryptanaWic purposes. As used in cryptanalysis the word is commonly employed as a verb to refer to theproc- 
es.8 of rearranging the disordered letters of cipher text so as to reconstruct the original plain test. 
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the digTaphs should be considered only as rough approximations or guides in weighing probabil- 
ities in favor of one hypothesis as against another, for theoretically the probability of the simul- 
taneous occurrence of two or more independent’ events is the product, and not the sum, of their 
respective probabilities. In most cases the calculation of products involves an amount, of labor 
unwarranted by the results to be expected, so that simple addition of probabilities is usually 
sufficient. However, if tables of the logarithms of the probabilities are readily available, the 
addition of these logarithms becomes a simple matter and affords a more accurate guide in selec- 
tion of combinations produced in the anagramming process.’ Once a set of four or five columns 
has been correctly assembled it is usually the case that, the process may be completed very quickly, 
for with the placement of each column the number of remaining columns possible for selection 
diminishes; t,oward the close of the process, when only two or t,hree columns remain, their place- 
ment is almost automatic. 

g. It is desirable, as a final st,ep, to try to reconstruct, if possible, the literal key from which 
the numerical transposition key was derived. 

7. Example of solution.--a. Given the following cryptogram, the steps in solution will be 
set forth in detail: 

CRYPTOGR.4M (126 khXS) 

ILHHD TIEOE UDHTS ONSOO EEEEI OEFTR 
RHNEA TNNVU TLBFA EDFOY CAPDT RRIIA 
RIVNL RNRWE TUTCU VRAUO OOFDA ONAJI 
UPOLR SOMTN FRANF MNDMA SAFAT YECFX 
RTGET A 

b. The cryptogram contains 126 letters (factors of 126: 2, 3, 6, 7,9, 14, 18,21), suggesting 
rectangles of 7X 18 or 9X 14. If the former dimensions are taken, the rectangle may have 7 
columns a.nd 18 rows or 18 columns and 7 rows; if the latter dimensions are taken, it, may have 9 
columns and 14 rows or 14 columns and 9 rows. The factors of 126 do not, of course, preclude 
the possibility tbat the rectangle may be 6X21, that is, with 21 columns and 6 rows or 6 columns 
and 21 rows. If no good results were obtained by testing rectangles of the dimensions indicated 
(7x18 or 9X14), t,hen one would proceed to test rectangles 6X21. In the event that all tests on 
the basis of a completely-med rectangle failed, then it would be assumed that the rectangle may 
be incompletely filled. In making the vowel-consonant test described in paragraph 6d, it is 
advisable to base the count on the columns as well as on the rows of a rectangle, since it is possible 
that the cryptogram was prepared by inscribing the plain text in rows and transcribing the text 
from the columns, or vice ~ersu. After examining a rectangle both horizontally and vertically, 
it is often possible to discard various arrangements without further tests. For-example, at A 
in figure 1 there is shown a rectangle of 7 columns and 18 rows. Now in a row of 7 letters there 
should be (7X40 percent=2.8) either 2 or 3 vowels; but rows 12 and 15 contain no vowels at all 
and rows 8 and 9 contain 5 vowels, row 16,6 vowels. It is concluded at once that this arrange- 
ment is highly improbable. If the plain text had been inscribed vertically in this same rectangle, 
and then the rows had been transposed in forming the cipher text, then in each column (18 letters) 
there should be (18X40 percent=7.2) about 7 vowels; but column 2 contains 11 vowels and col- 
umn 6 only 4. This likewise indicates that it is highly improbable that the message was inscribed 
vertically apd the cryptogram formed by transposing the rows. But when the arrangement at 

6 A suggestion for which the author is indebted to Mr. A. W. Small, junior cryptanalyst in this office. The 
principle makes practicable the use of tabulating machinery for the purpose of speeding up and facilitating the 
matching of columns in the anagramming process. 
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B in figure 1 is studied, it is not so easy to say at once that it is improbable. For in 18 letters 
there should be about 7 vowels and none of the rows of this arrangement shows too great :I 
departure from this expected number. This possibility will have to be esplored further and it 
is for the moment put aside. If it be assumed that the message was inscribed verticnlly in the 
rectangle 18X7 and the rows subjected t,o transposition, there should be (7X40 percent=3.8) 
2 or 3 vowels in each column. But since several of the columns show rather considerable depar- 
tures from this expected number, it may be concluded that a vertica.1 inscription ant1 horizontal 
transcription is not probable and this assumption may be eliminated. Then the arrangements 
at C and D in figure 1 are studied in the same manner, with the result that at the end of the study 
t,he situation as regards the various assumptions is aummerized as follows: 
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LOOERNFCILUUOONNAR 
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B 

c 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 % 

i ISTBRTATF 
2 LORFIUONA 
3 HNRAITNFT 
4 HSHEACARY 
5 DONDRUJAE 
6 TOEFIVINC 
7 IEAOVRUFF 
8 EETYNAPMX 
9 OENCLUONR 

10 EENAROLDT 
11 UIVPNORMG 
12 DOUDROSAE 
13 HETTWFOST 
14 TFLREDMAA 

";y~p'}- 1 
6 10 3 5 5 7 7 3 5 

C 

i 
i 
$ 

5 c 
2 
4 i 
4 2 
4 3 
5 4 
4 5 
4 6 
4 7 
3 8 
5 9 
2 Ni2LYf 
3 

b 
L + 

14 i: 9 {E => 
1 7. 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 z 

IEOFNETNTOUNMC 6 
LUOTNDRLCFPFAF 3 
HDERVFRRUDORSX 3 
HHERUOINVALAAR 7 
DTEHTYIRRORNFT 4 
TSENLCAWANSFAG 4 
IOIEBAREUAOMTE 10 
ENOAFPITOJMNYT 6 
OSETADVUOITDEA 8 

.4 3 9 2 2 4 4 2 5 3 3 1 5 2 

D 

FIOVU 1. 
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7 columns and 18 rows: 
Rectangle 7 X 18 

(1) Horizontal inscription, columnar transcription _...._....____._. -_.-_._ Very improbable. 
(2) Vertical inscription, horizontal transcription . . . .._ -~.- . . .._._.._._ ..__ Very improbable. 

18 columns and 7 rows: 
(3) Horizontal inscription, columnar transcription _______......._. _... . Possible. 
(4) Vertical inscription, horizontal t,ranscription _..__... . . .._.__.__ Improbable. 

Rectangle 9 X 14 
9 columns and 14 rows: 

(5) Horizontal inscription, columnar transcription _............ .~ _.. ._ Possible. 
(6) Vertical inscription, horizontal transcription-...-.. ~. ~...~.~._ Improbable. 

14 columns and 9 rows: 
(7) Horizontal inscription, columnar transcription.. --. .- .- _. _ _. _ Improbable. 
(8) Vertical inscription, horizontal transcription.. ____ --.--- . ..____....___ Very improbable. 
c. Discarding all assumptions except (3) and (5), the latter are subjected to further scrutiny. 

Suppose the average amount of deviation from the expected number of vowels in each row is 
calculated by finding the difference between the actual and expected numbers in each row, 
ad&g these differences (neglecting signs), and dividing by the total number of rows. For as- 
sumptions (3) and (5) the results are as follows: c Ii 0s. 

! ai% 
18 X 7 ‘- 8s -2 

4 z 1 2 3 $ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1 ‘5 g 
P 

1 IESETTBYRNTAAPTMFX; 12 
2 LOOERNFCILUUOONNAR 9 I:8 
3 HENERNAAIRTONLFDTT 6 1.2 
4 HUSIHVEPANCOARRMYG 7 .2 
5 DDOONUDDRRUOJSAAEE 9 1.8 
6 THOEETFTIWVFIONSCT 6 1.2 
7 ITEFALORVERDUMFAFA 8 .8 

F~onsr le. 

Total deviation=S. 2 
Average deviation = 1.2 
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9x14 

12345eJ739g 

lISTBRTATF2 
2LORFIUONA5 
3HNRAITNFT2 
4H.SHEACARY4 
5DONDRUJAE4 
6TOEFIVINC4 
7IEAOVRUFF5 
SEETYNAPMX4 
9OENCLUONR4 

lOEENAROLDT4 
llUIVPNORMG3 
12DOUDROSAE5 
13HETTWFOST2 
14TFLREDMAA3 

1.6 
1.4 
1.6 

.4 

.4 

.4 
1.4 

.4 

.4 

.4 

. 6 
1.4 
1.6 

.6 

Total deviation = 12. 6 
Average deviation= . 9 

The average amount of deviation for assumption (5) is only ;.9 as against 1.2 for assumption 
(3); therefore the former assumption is considered to be somewhat better than the latter and it will 
be tried first. 

d. The columns of the rectangle shown in figure lf are now to be cut apart and the procedure 
of anagramming applied. (For this it is best to have the cryptogram written on cross-section 
paper preferably with >44nch squares for ease in handling.) Consider column 7, with the letter 
J in row 5; this letter, if it is a part of a word, must be followed by a vowel, which eliminates 
columns 1, 3, 4, and 5 as possibilities for placement on the right of column 7. Here are the 
digraphs formed b y combining column 7 with columns 2,6,8, and 9, respectively, and the totals 
obtained by adding the frequency values of the digraphs formed in the rows: 
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( The frequencies shown are as given in table 6, appendix to Military Cryptanalysis, Part I.) 

(1) 

r; 

is __________ Zl 
0 0 __________ 6 
N N __________ 8 
AS __________ 41 
J 0 __________ 2 
10 _________- 41 
U E __________ 11 
P E __________ 23 
0 E __________ 3 
L E __________ 37 
R I __________ 30 
s 0 ____--____ 15 
0 E __________ 3 
M F __________ 1 

A T __________ 47 
0 u __________ 37 
N T __________ 82 
A C __________ 14 
J U __________ 2 
I V __________ 25 
U R _________ 31 
P A __________ 14 
0 u __________ 37 
L 0 -_________ 13 
R 0 __________ 28 
s 0 ----______ 15 
0 F __________ 25 
M D ______ --__ 1 

A T _____ -_--_ 47 
0 N ____...___ ii 
N F _________ _ 9 
A R _______._. 44 
J A _____.____ 1 
IN- __.______ 75 
U F ___.______ 1 
P M ..________ 4 
0 NW-.. ______ 77 
L D... ._... -- 9 
R M __________ 9 
S A __________ 24 
0 s --____--_- 14 
M A __________ 36 

Total--- 262 Total-----.. 371 Total---- 427 

d k _.________ 
i: 

4 
0 A __________ 7 
N T __________ 82 
A Y __________ 12 
J E __________ 2 
I c _-________ 22 
U F __________ 1 
P x -.________ 0 
0 R __________ 64 
L T __________ 8 
R G __________ 7 
S E __________ 49 
0 T _________ _ 19 
M A __________ 36 

Total_--.. 313 
FIGURE 2. 

Combination (3) gives the highest frequency value for the digraphs and an attempt is made to 
add a column to it. Here are some of t,he combinations tried: 

7 a 1 7 a a 7 a 3 7 a 9 

AT1 ATS ATT ATF 
ONL ON0 ONR ONA 
NFH NFN NFR NFT 
ARH ARS ARH ARY 
JAD JAO JAN JAE 
INT IN0 INE INC 
UFI UFE UFA UFF 
PME PME PMT PMX 
ON0 ONE ONN ONR 
LDE LDE LDN LDT 
RMU RMI RMV RMG 
SAD SAO SAU SAE 
OSH OSE OST OST 
MAT MAF MAL MAA 

FrauRI 3. 

e. Each of these combinations shows at least one “impossible” trigraph and several “poor” 
0nes.O After more or less work along these lines, the cryptanalyst begins to get the feeling that 
“something is wrong,” for, as a rule, once a correct start has been made in cases of this kind, 
solution comes rather quickly. Hence, the cryptanalyst decides here that possibly his first 

a Following the steps taken in subpar. d, frequency weights may be given the various trigraphs in fig. 3 and 
the sums obtained taken as indications of the relative probability of each of the four trials. These steps are here 
omitted, for they are obvious. 
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choice of combination (3) was a bad one, even though it gave the greatest total when frequency 
values for the digraphs were summed. The second greatest total was for combination (2) in 
which columns 7 and 6 were put together. The infrequent digraph J U suggests a word such as 
JUST or JUNCTION. If it were the former there should be a column containing an S in the 5th row, 
and there is no such column. If the word is JUNCTION, there should be a column containing an N 
in the 5th row, and there is only one such column, the 3d. Placing column 3 after columns i-6 
gives the trigrnphs shown in figure 4-A. ,%ll of these trigraphs are excellent except the last, and 
that one may be either an abbreviation of a signature, or possibly nulls added to complete the rec- 
tangle. If the word JUNCTION is correct then there should be a column with a C in the 5th row;but 
none is found. However, column 9 has a C in the 6th row, and if it happened that the last column 
on the right is So. 3, then column 9 would be the 1st column. Thus, as shown in figure 4-B, the 
arrangement of columns becomes 9 . . . . . 7 6 3. 

i 6 3 9 P ? 7 ? ? 7 6 3 915234 i 6 3 

ATT F.. . . .ATT FIRSTBATT 
OUR A.. . . .OUR ALIONFOUR 
NTR T.. . . .NTR THINFANTR 
ACH Y.. . . .ACH YHASREACH 
JUN E.. . . .JUN EDROADJUN 
IVE C.....IVE CTIONFIVE 
URA F.. . . .URA FIVEFOURA 
PAT X.. . . .PAT XENEMYPAT 
OUN R.. . . .OUN ROLENCOUN 
LON T.. . . .LON TEREDALON 
ROV G.. . . .ROV GUNIMPROV 
sou E.. . . .SOU EDROADSOU 
OFT T.. . . .OFT THWESTOFT 
MDL A.. . . .MDL ATEFARMDL 

FIGCRE 4-A. FICCBE PB. FIGCRE 5. 

.f. It is believed that the procedure has been set forth with suftlcient detail so as to make 
further demonstration unnecessary. The rectangle can be completed very quickly and is found 
to be as shown in figure 5. 

g. It will be interesting to see if a calculation based upon the sum of the logarithms of the 
probabilities given in figure 2 would have given the correct combination as the first choice. 
Note the results shown in figure 6. This calculation gives the correct combination as first 
choice, viz, 7-6, with a logarithmically-weighted value of 17.35 as against a value of 16.51 for 
combination 7-8, which was the first one tried on the basis of merely the sums of the frequency 
values of the digraphs. 
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i 2 

A S.--- *4 l 
0 O--me 6 
N N---- 8 
A S..--- 4 1 
J 0-b--- 2 
I o--_- 4 1 
U E.-e-.- 11 
P E--- 23 
0 E:--- 3 
L E-.-- 317 
R I.--- 30 
s o-- 15 
0 E-.-e 3 
M F-.-- 1 

Total--- 262 

2 s 
e 

1.61 
. i8 
.90 

1.61 
.30 

1.61 
1.04 
1.36 

.48 
1.57 

.48 
1.18 

.48 

.oo 1 
/ / , 13.40 

59 
7 6 

t> 

A T--. :i 
0 u--- 3 7 
N T-.. 82 
A C----. 14 
J U-e._-. 2 
I v..---- 25 
U R-..- 3 1 
P A--- 14 
0 u.-. 37 
L o.--- 13 
R 0-m-... 28 
s o-- 15 
0 Fe---- 25 
M D-_- 1 

Total.-_ 3 i 1 

; 
s 
z 2 

1:6i 
1.57 
1.91 
1.15 

.30 
1.40 
1.49 
1.15 
1.57 
1.11 
1.45 
1.18 
1.40 

.oo 

17.35 

(3) 
x L 
Eg 
E.3 
E> 

7 8 L 

A T---e ;7 
0 N-e-m ii 

N F.-m-- 9 
A R-.-..- 44 
J A--.- 1 
I N..-.-. 75 
U F---_ 1 
P M.--. 4 
0 N..- 7T 
L D.-e.- 9 
R Me..--- 9 
S A--..- 24 
0 s..- 14 
M A---- 36 

2 
Z 
p 
gc 

2 

1.6; 
1.89 

-95 
1.64 

.oo 
1.88 

.oo 

. GO 
1.89 

. 95 

.95 
1.38 
1.15 
1.56 

PP 

Total--- 427 16. 51 

L A 
I Le. 4 
0 A--.. i 
N T--m 82 
A Y---- 12 
J E--.-e. 2 
I c.--. 22 
U Fe--. 1 
P x---.. 0 
0 R--e-. 64 
L T.--e 8 
R G.--- 7 
S E--e. 49 
0 T-.-. 19 
M A--.-- 36 

0 :‘sO 
.85 

1.91 
1.08 

.30 
1.34 

.oo 
-1.00 

1.81 
-90 
.85 

1.69 
1.28 
1.56 

Total--- 3 13 13.17 
FIGURE 6. 

As a matter of interest, it may be observed that the combination i-6 IS 7 times more probable 
than combination 7-8, since the difference between 17.35 and 16.51 is .84, which is the logarithm 
of 7. Likewise, combination 7-6 is roughly 15,000 times more probable than combination 7-9, 
since 17.35-13.17=4.18. 

8. The probable-word method of solution.--a. The probable-word method of attack is as 
important in the solution of transposition ciphers as it is in the solution of substitution ciphers, 
and if the cryptanalyst is able to assume the presence of such probable words as are usually 
encountered in military communications, the solution, as a rule, comes very quickly. 

b. As an illustration, looking at the first row of letters in the rectangle shown in figure lj, 
the letters I S T B R T A T F almost at once suggest FIRST BATTALION as the initial words of the 
message. A rearrangement of the columns of the cryptogram to bring the necessary letters 
into juxtaposition at once discloses the key. Thus: 

915284763 

FIRSTBATT 
ALION 

It will be noted that this assumption requires that there be a column headed by F A, another 
headed by I L, another headed by R I, and so on. Had such columns not been found, then the 
word BATTALION would not be possible. In that case the word FIRST would still remain as a 
point of departure for further experimentation. 

c. In the foregoing illustration, the probable word was assumed to appear in the first line 
of text in the rectangle. If the probable word being sought is in the interior of the message, the 
steps must be modified somewhat but the basic principle remains unchanged. The modifications 
are of course obvious. 

9. General remarks on. solution .--a. In solving transposition ciphers advantage should be 
taken of all the characteristics and idiosyncrasies which are applicable to the language of the 

- . 
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enemy, because they often afford clues of considerable assistance to the cryptanalyst. In all 
languages there arc certain letters, usually of medium or low frequency, which combine with 
other letters to form digraphs of high frequency. For instance, in English the letter H is of 
medium frequency, but it combines with T to form the digraph T H, which is of highest frequency 
in literary test; it also combines with C, a letter of medium frequency, to form the fairly frequent 
digraph C H. The letter V is almost in the low-frequency category yet it combines with E to 
form the digrnph V E, which in military text is the 14th in frequency. The low-frequency letter 
K often combines with C to form the digrsph C K. Consequently, in working with transposition 
ciphers in English, when there is an H, attempts should be made to combine it first with a T or 
with a C; a V should be combined first with an E; a K should be combined first with a C; and so on. 

b. There is usually in every language at least one letter which can be followed by only a 
certain other letter, forming what may be termed an obligatory sequence, or an invariable digraph. 
In all languages having the letter Q, the combination Q U constitutes such an invariable digraph.’ 
In bon&de words of the German language the letter C is never used by itself; when present the 
letter C is invariably followed by an H, except on rare occasions when the digraph C K is employed. 
In English, the letter J can be followed only by a vowel; the letter X can only bc preceded by a 
vowel and, esccpt at the end of a word, can only be succeeded by a vowel, or by one of a limited 
number of consonants (C H P T), and so on. Letters which behave in this manner, that is, 
letters which hare what may be called a limited nfinity in combining with other letters t,o form 
digrnphs, constitute good points of departure for solution and arc therefore of sufficient impor- 
tance to warrant their being designated by the more or less descriptive name of pilot letters. 

c. The presence of pilot letters in a transposition cipher often forms the basis for the assump- 
tion of probable words. Obviously, a special lookout should be kept for words of rather high 
frequency (in military correspondence) which contain letters of low or medium frequency. 
The frequent word CAVALRY, for example, would suggest itself if the cryptogram has the letters 
C, V, L, and Y, which are all of medium frequency. The important word ATTACK suggests 
itself if the cryptogram has a K, a letter of low frequency, and a C, one of medium frequency; 
and so on. 

d. The mechanics of simple columnar transposition make possible the production of rather 
long sequences of vowels and long sequences of consonants in the text of the cryptogram. h’ote, 
for esample, in the cryptogram on p. 6, the sequence of vowels 0 0 E E E E I 0 E, and the 
sequence of consonants V N L R N R W. If the enciphering or plain-text rectangle is con- 
sulted, it will be seen that these two sequences belong together, that is, they are in adjacent 
columns in that rectangle. It is a characteristic’of plain text that consonant-vowel or vowel- 
consonant digraphs are much more frequent than consonant-consonant or vowel-vowel digraphs,8 
and therefore when long sequences of consonants and of vowels are found in transposition 
ciphers, a good start toward solution may result from assuming that such sequences come from 
adjacent columns. 

e. It should, however, be noted in connection with tell-tale letters such as Q (entering into 
the composition of Q U) and C (entering into the composition of C H), that astute cryptographers 
yho realize the clues which such letters afford often replace invariable digraphs by single char- 
acters, usually those rarely used in the language in question. For example, C H in German may 
be replaced by Q, Q U in French, by K, and so on. When this is done, solution is made more 
difficult; Lut only in those cases where it is dependent upon finding letters forming obligatory 
sequences in plain text does this sort of subterfuge become a factor of importance. 

7 The letter Q may, of course, be part of an abbreviation, such a.~ SQ for “square,” or it may be used as a null, 
ar as a sign of punctuation. However, unless there are good reasons for believing that thie letter is used for such 
purpo~+,~QU may be cpnsidered to be aninvariable digraph. 

8 The kV and VC digraphs constitute about 62 percent of all digrapha. 
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f. The presence of many Q’s, or K’s, or X’s in a transposition cipher should not, however, be 
taken as primafucie evidence of the type of replacement noted in the preceding subparagraph. 
It is possible that such letters may bc used as sentence separators or other punctuation; possibly 
they may bc nulls, aithough the alert cryptographer would either use nulls not at all or, if he 
had to, ~~~iltl use letters of medium or high frequency for this purpose. 

g. Because it is important that the cryptanalyst take advantage of every peculiarity specifi- 
cally applicable to a cryptogram to be solved, especially as regards the presence of low-frequency 
letters, it is advisable that a uniliteral frequency distribution be prrparccl, just as though he 
were going to deal with a substitution cipher. This is probably the quickest way of bringing to 
light the peculiarities which may be helpful in solution. 

10. Reconstruction of literal key.--a. The reconstruction or recovery of the literal key 
from which the numerical transposition key xvas derived is naturally the last step in the solution 
of cryptograms of this type. It is often of more than merely academic interest, because if it is 
found that the enemy is employin, v for this purpose some well-known book, or words or phrases 
of a simple nature associated with the locale of operations, this fact may be of highest importance 
in subsequent woi k. 

b. In this process there are only a fer guiding principles to be noted and much must be left 
to the ingenuity and imaginative powers of the cryptanalyst. Taking as an esample the numer- 
ical key uncovered in the solution of the cryptogram in paragraph 7, the procedure will be set 
forth below. 

c. The numerical key referred to was found to be 9 1 5 2 8 4 ‘7 6 3. Assuming that this 
sequence was derived in the usual manner, by assigning numbers to the letters of a key word in 
accordance with their relative positions in the normal alphabet, the sequence forms the basis for 
the key-word reconstruction diagram shomn in figure 7-A, in which the individual key numbers are 
mitten from left to right on different “levels” so that each level contains only numbers normally 
in succession. 

9jl;Sj2;8i4j7 I 6 I 3 

FWJRE +A. 

1 8 --- -,----- 
R-Z 

9 I i 
F~cwe 7-B. 

d. It is likely that the digit 1 on the first 1eveI in the key-word reconstruction diagram 
represents a letter at or at least close to the beginning of the alphabet. Since the digits 2 and 3 
are on the same level as the digit 1, it is likely (1) that the letter represented by 1 occurs 2 m&e 
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times in the key word, or (2) that the digit 2 represents another letter, also near the beginning of 
the alphabet, and that this letter is repeated, or (3) that the digits 2 and 3 represent 2 different 
letters both near the beginning of the alphabet, or (4) that all three digits represent different 
letters but all near the beginning of the alphabet. The digit 4, on the second level in the recon- 
struction diagram, must represent a letter beyond the letter represented by the digit 3; the digit 
5 must represent one beyond the letter represented by the digit, 4, and the digit 6 may represent 
the same letter as 5, or a letter not much beyond that represented by 5. Assuming that the 
letters composing the key word are fairly well distributed over the entire alphabet, the digit 7 
must represent a letter near or slightly beyond the middle of the alphabet, the digit 8 must repre- 
sent one further toward the end of the alphabet than does the digit 7, and so on. Assigning 
several values to the digits, in accordance with the foregoing principle, the results are as shown 
in figure 7-B. 

e. It is perhaps possible that some students may find the process of reconstructing the literal 
key somewhat easier if the variant possible letters are merely listed under the respective key 
numbers as shown in figure 7-C. The candidates for the successive positions in the literal key 
thus appear in a rather condensed space and the eye is able to pick up “good” combinations 
very quickly. 

015284763 

RAKAMFLKA 
SBLBNGMLB 
TCMCOHNMC 
UDNDPIOND 
VEOERJPOE 
w 
X 
Y 
Z 

F~OIJXE 7-O. 

f. NOW comes the trying process of finding a “good” word in this assemblage of lett,ers. The 
beginning and end of the word are the easiest points of attack, and it’is useful to keep in mind the 
relative frequency order of letters as initial and final letters of the language in question. For 
English, the datn are as follows: Q 

As initial letters- _____________ T S A F C 0 R D N P E M I W B H L U G Y V J Q K Z X 
As final letters _ _ ______________ E T D S N Y R 0 H L A F G P M X C K W U B I Z Q J V 

Studying the candidate letters at the end of the key, it is seen that E is one of the possibilities. 
If that is correct, then a good ending would be one of the type vowel-consonant-vowel, with E as 
the final letter. There is but 1 vowel in the fourth level in the column under the digit 7, the 
letter 0. This gives 0 K E, 0 L E, 0 M E, 0 N E as- possible terminal trigraphs, the best of which 
from a frequency standpoint is ONE. Seeing the letters P and H in columns 8-4, the ending 
PHONE and then the word TELEPHONE suggests itself. 
sistencies, none is found and the solution is: 

Checking to see if there are any incon- 

Numerical key------ 915284763 
Literal key ___________ T E L E P H 0 N E 

-oTaken-frarn T&es 2-D (0) and 2-E (2), p. 111, Military Cryptonalysio, Part I. 
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g. In future studies, cases u-ill be encountered wherein the reconstruction of the numerical 
key is an essential or, at least, a useful element after the solution of one or more cryptograms has 
been achieved by cryptanalysis. This is done in order that subsequent cryptograms in the same 
key can be read directly without cryptanalysis. The reconstruction of the numerical key is, 
however, a different process than the one illustrated in this paragraph, wherein the problem is 
solely one of building up a literal key from its numerical equivalent. The purpose in reconstruct- 
ing the literal key is to give clues as to the source from which keys are derived or taken. Some- 
times this may lead to ascertaining a book which is used for this purpose and which may be 
available by purchase at, bookshops; or it may be a well-known document, a telephone directory, 
etc. Obviously, if the source document or book can be located the solution of future Crypto- 
grams in the same system becomes merely a matter of decipherment and such cryptograms no 
longer form the material for cryptanalytic efforts. The method of reconstructing the literal 
key is, obviously, easier to apply in the case of long numerical keys than in the case of short. ones; 
in general, the longer the numerical key the easier is the recovery of the literal key. 

11. Column and row transposition- It, should be obvious that when the rows as well as 
the columns of a completely-filled rectangle undergo transposition the increase in security- is 
hardly worth mention, since the underlying procedure in solution aims simply at assembling a 
few columns on the basis of “good” digraphs and trigraphs brought to light by juxtaposing 
columns. After three or four columns have been properly juxtaposed, the placement of addi- 
tional columns becomes easier and easier, merely by cont,inuing to build upon the fragments of 
words in the TOWS. Hence, the cryptanalyst is, during a large part of the process, not particularly 
interested in the intelligibility of the test he is building up; only at the end of the process does 
this become a factor. When all of the columns have been assembled in proper order, then the 
text will read continuously in the normal manner (left to right, top to bottom). If it does not, 
then it is usually a very simple matter to rearrange the rows of the rectangle to bring this about, 
since t,he letters at the ends and beginnings of the rows give the necessary clues for continuity. 
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SECTION III 

INCOMPLETELY-FILLED RECTANGLES 

General principles underlying solution ________________________________^_______-------------..---------.-.------------- _ _._______ -1-2 
Delimiting the lengths of the col?mms of the rectangle; constrillting the “hat” diagram _._____.._........_..---. 13 
Solution of example ________________________________________---------------------------------- ____________ _ ___________________________ 14 
Alternative method of solution ________________________________________--------------------------- _ ____ _ ____ _ ____.._.__ _ ___________ 15 
Conc!uding remarks on simple columnar transposition ________________________________ _ _____________________________.________ 16 

12. General principles underlying solution. --a. In the system designated keyed columnnr 
transposition the feature which differentiates an incompletely-filled rectangle from one that is 
completely filled is a very simple one from the cryptographic point of view: The bottom row of 
the rectangle in the former case merely lacks one or more letters, a feature which only very 
slightly complicates the system in practical operation. But the consequences of this simple 
difference between the two types are, from the cryptanalytic point of view, quite profound, and 
the cryptanalytic effect of this small change in cryptographic procedure is seemingly all out of 
proportion with the simplicity of the difference. 

b. Cryptograms involving completely-filled rectangles are rather easy to solve because of two 
circumstances. In the first place, since the rect-angle is completely filled, the various possible 
dimensions of the rectangle can be ascertained by noting the factors of the total number of letters. 
Usually only a few possibilities are indicated and therefore this materially reduces the amount of 
experimentation that would be required in the absence of this situation, since it is obvious that 
when working with incompletely-filled rectangles a good many rectangles of various dimensions 
become possibilit,ies for trial. In the second place, the columns in a completely-filled rectangle 
all contain the same number of letters, and therefore the anagramming process (matching and 
assembling of columns) can be performed without any mental reservations such as must’ be made 
in working with incompletely-filled rectangles because of uncertainty as to whether the letters 
which are juxtaposed to form digraphs and trigraphs really come from the same row in the plain- 
text rectangle. The latter statement calls for a bit more explanation. 

c. The columns of an incompletely-filled rectangle arc of two sorts which may conveniently 
be designated as long and short. The long columns are at the left of the rectangle and each one 
contains just one more letter than the short columns, which are at the right. This follows, of 
course, from the fact that it is only the last row in such a rectangle which lacks one or more letters 
to complete the rectangle. The term width, as applied to a transposition rect.angle, will be con- 
venient to designate the number of columns, which is, of course, determined by the length of the 
numerical key or the number of letters in the literal key. Given the width of the rectangle and 
the total number of letters in the cryptogram, the length and number of t’he long and the short 
columns may be found by a simple calculation: Multiply the width of the rectangle by the 
smallest number which will yield a product greater than the total number of letters in the 
cryptogram. The multiplier gives the length of the long columns; this multiplier minus 1 gives 
the length of the short columns; the excess over the total number of letters gives the number of 
short columns; the latter deducted from the width gives the number of long colum.ns. Thus, 
with a cryptogram of 287 letters and a rectangle 15 columns in width: [(15X20)-113=287] the 

(18) 
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long columns n-ill have 20 Iet’ters, the short ones, 19 letters; there will be 13 short columns and 2 
long ones. 

d. Sow if the cryptanalyst were able to cut up the test of a cryptogram produced from an 
incompletely-filled rectangle into sections corresponding in length with the actual long and short 
columns, he could handle these columns in exactly the same manner that he hnntllcs the equal- 
length columns in the solution of a cryptogram produced from a complctcly-filled rcctsngle. In 
fact, the solution would bc easier because he kno1v-s that all the short columns fall at the right, 
all the long columns at the left of the transposition rectangle, and therefore the amount of esperi- 
mentation he must undertake in his attempts to justapose columns in the anagramming process is 
considerably reduced. But, unfortunately, there is usually no way in wluch, at the initial stage 
of solution, the cryptanalyst can find out, from a single cryptogram, which arc the long columns 
and rvhich the short, This is obviously a matter directly connected with the specific trunsposi- 
t.ion key, and the latter is the sole unknown factor in the whole problem. 

e. If it were practicable to transcribe a cryptogram of this type according to all the possible 
transposition keys for a given width of rectangle, solution would obviously merely consist in 
scanning the various rectangles to find the one which is correct- for there will be only Oht? such 
rectangle. A rectangle 15 columns in width may have been enciphered by any one of factorial 
15 transposition keys.’ TF?tile it is conceivable that machinery might be devised for this purpose, 
so that the production of the millions of possible rectangles could be effected in a rclatirely short 
time, in the present st,ate of the art no such machinery has yet been devisctl. Furthermore, it is 
problematical whether a solut.ion by such means could bc achieved in a reasonable length of time 
even if the machinery were available, because of the immensity of the task it would have to 
perform.* 

f. However, this question may be asked: Given a cryptogram of t letters and a rectangle of 
n columns in width, is it possible to transcribe the test within a single rectangle so that’ the latter 
will show what letters will constitute the respective columns for all possible transposition keys of 
7t elements? If so, then such a rectangle would be useful in t,rying to solve the cryptogram, 
because the rectangle would then limit t,he amount of experimentation that would have to be 
performed by the anagramming process, since it would show whether or not two letters which 
are brought together in t,hat process to form a digraph could possibly have been in the same row 
in the plain-test rectangle. If not, then of course there would be no use in forming such digraphs, 
and thus the number of trials becomes much reduced. Another way of indicating what is meant 
is to say that such a rectangle would show the maximum amount that one column may be shifted 
up or down in trying to match it with another column in the anagramming process. This will be 
made clearer in a subsequent paragraph. At this point it will merely be stated that it is easy to 
prepare a rectangle of the nature indicated above for any keyed, columnar-transposition 
cryptogram. 

* Factorial 15, or 15X14X13X. . .X 1, equals 1,369,944,576,000 different transposition keys. 
1 It is nevertheless pertinent to indicate that machinery for facilitating the “matching” or snagramming of 

columns has bean devised and found to be quite prac;tical in the solution of problems involving columnar trans- 
position. 
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13. Delimiting the lengths. of the columns of the rectangle; construcaing the “hat” dia- 
gram.-a. Given the following cryptogram of 224 letters and nn nssumed width of 12 columns 
i the enciphering rectangle: 

ODNNP TIRNT 
DSTEO ITDMA 
MSCLC SOEFC 
FMBIE HBVTB 
TNDAH IRHQI 
EAOOT HEACN 
AENEE M Y T F I 
ALODI RORYN 

CRYPTOGRAM 

DTURO EXALN 
NLNOE BOUHE 
FFTEE E M’I A I 
ESRSY LXROR 
ETETN OTRAA 
SHEEV TRESR 
TANLN NUACL 
NRGY 

IETGN 
NLESE 
TEAIJ 
UMETY 
VRIRS 
AIIEA 
RENRT 

WTTME 
AACTR 
NSOIV 
OIKNK 
TGSEF 
TEEAL 
RATS0 

DISTRIBUTION 

s&G? ,:ZXXZ,,XZX~~,2Z 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
14 4 6 6 31 6 3 6 16 1 2 9 7 20 15 1 1 15 12 25 4 4 1 2 5 0 C??4) 

b. A cryptogram of 224 letters and a rectangle of 12 columns [(12X 19)-4=224] indicates 4 
short columns of 18 letters and 8 long columns of 19 letters. The outlines of a rectangle of this 
specification nre drawn on a sheet of cross-section paper and the text is transcribed within it, 
for the moment assuming only that the transposition key consists merely of the straight sequence 
of numbers 1 to 12. Thus: 

1 2 3 4 5 a 7 s 9 10 11 la 

ONMCMHYTOAFA 
DIATIBONOIIT 
NENRAVIOTITS 
NTLMITKTHEAO 
PGNSTBNREANA 
TNOCEEKAATLL 
IWELASTACENO 
RTBCIRNVNEND 
NTOSJSDRSAUI 
TM’UONYAIHLAR 
DEHESLHREACO 
TDEFOXISEELR 
USNCIRRTVNRY 
RTLFVOHGTEEN 
OEEFFRQSRENN 
EOSTMUIEEMRR 
XIEEBMEFSYTG 
ATAEIETERTRY 
LDAEETEA 

howr8. 
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c. The rectangle shown in figure 8 is the same as though it had been assumed that the key 
numbers 9: 10, 11, and 12 happened to fall at the extreme right in the numerical transposition 
key, Columns 1 to 8, inclusive, would then be long columns, and columns 9, 10, 11, and 12 would 
be short columns. But suppose that the key numbers on the extreme right happened to be 1, 2, 
3, and 4, instead of 9, 10, 11, and 12. 
5 to 12 the long ones. 

Then columns 1, 2, 3. and 4 would be the short columns, 
In this case, making reference to figure 8, the final letter of column 1 

would pass to the top of column 2; the final 2 letters of column 2 would pass to the top of column 
3; the f?nal 3 letters of column 3 would pass to the top of column 4; the final 4 letters of columns 
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 would pass to the top of columns 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9; the final 3 letters of column 
9 would pass to the top of column 10; the final 2 letters of column 10 would pass to the top of 
column 11; and the final letter of column 11 would pass to the top of column 12. The results of 
the foregoing reasoning are embodied in the matrix or diagram shown in figure 9. 

1 2 3 4 5 A 7 R 9 10 1112 

1 tmuie 
2 eebmefe 
3 taeietesy 
4 ldaeeteartr 
5 ONMCMHYTOAFA 
6 DIATIBONOIIT 
7 NENRAVIOTITS - 
8 NTLMITKTHEAO 
9 PGNSTBNREANA 

10 TNOCEEKAATLL 
11 IWELASTACENO 
12 RTBCIRNVNEND 
13 NTOSJSDRSAUI 
14 TMUONYAIHLAR 
15 DEHESLHREACO 
16 TDEFOXISEELR 
17 USNCIRRTVNRY 
18 RTLFVOHGTEEN 

23 LDAEETEA 
F~owr 9. 

d. Now the capital letters in this matrix or diagram, which is often called a crown or hat 
diagram,3 figure 9, represent the latters which are in the columns in case tbe fir& hypothesis 
(key numbers 9, 10, 11, 12 at the extreme right) is true. The capital letters above the heavy 
blclck line together with t.he lower-case letters at the top of the diagrn.m represent the letters 
which are in the columns in case the second hypothesis (key numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 at tho extreme 
right) is true. Therefore, since the hat diagram covers the two possible extremes with reference 
to the positions occupied by the short columns and embraces all possible intermediate conditions 
by showing what letters may be in the respective columns under any possible arrangement of long 

* Because the lower-case letters at the top form what is usually called the cmwn or hat. 
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and short columns, the hat diagram is a,ppEicable to any possible numerical keyjor the cryptogram 
in quc.stion. and “for the asslcmcd width qf rectangle. Therefore, in the anagrammkg process the 
hat diagram shows the maximum possible amount that any column may be shifted up or down 
in juxtaposing two columns to form digrnphs of letters assumed to come from the same ro\r 
in the plain-text recta&. This is because all the letters of the first row of the actual enci- 
phering rectangle will be found in rows 1 to 5, inclusive, of figure 9; all the letters of the second 
ro\\- of the rectangle will be found in IOWS 2 to G, inclusive, and so on, as indicated by the braces 
at the right in figure 9. 

e. Thus there arises the following important principle: Designating the number of short 
columns in a specific diagram by n, only such letters as fall within (n+l) consecutive rows, will 
be letters that may hate appeared in the same row in the actual transposition rectangle. Or, 
another way of stating the principle is this: Both members of any pair of letters actually in the 
same row in the transposition rectangle will be found only among the letters appearing in (n+l) 
consecutive rows in the correct hat diagram. In the case under discussion, if the first letter 
of such a pair is located in row 8, for example, the other letter cannot be in rows 1, 2: 3, or 13 to 
23 of figure 9. 

j. The usefulness of this principle in connection with the construction and employment of 
the hat diagram will soon become apparent. For example, again referring to figure 9, take the 
let.ter Q in row 19, column 7; it must be followed by a U in t,he plain text. There are 4 U’s in the 
message; they are in row 13 column 11, row 14 column 3, row li column 1, and row 20 column 6. 
Sow the question is, can nny of these 4 U’s follow the U, or may one or more of them be eliminated 
from consideration at’ once’? Since the U’s in rows 13 and 14 fall outside the 4 consecutive rows 
above that in which the U is located, it follows that neither one of these U’s can be the one that 
succeeds the U. Thus two candidates are automatically .eliminated from consideration. The U 
in row 17 and the U in row 20 are both possible candidates. 

14. Solution of example.-a. With the foregoing preliminaries out of the way, the solution 
of the cryptogram can now be carried forward with rapid progress. It has been indicated that 
the Q in row 19, column 7 (fig. 9), may be combined with either the U in row 17 column 1: or the 
U in row 20 column 6. Suppose the columns of figure 9 are now cut apart for ease in anagramming. 
Juxtaposing the indicated columns yields u-hat is shown in figure 10. Since the combination 
shown at a in figure 10 involves column 1, it obviously begins with the letter 0 and ends with the 
letter A or L; no ot’her letters can be added to this column. Since column 7 is already the maxi- 
mum length this column can be under any circumstances, no letters can be added to it at the 
bottom. Therefore, all the digraphs -possible to form by juxtaposing these two columns are 
indicated in figure lOa. There are only 17 digraphs in all, whereas there should be at least 18. 
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aub 
ami 
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TtH 
RYB 
MOV 
SIT 
CKB 
LNE 
CKS 
STR 
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EDY 
FAL 
CHX 
FIR 
ERO 
THE 
EQU 
EIM 
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FIonBz 10. 

1 la I 7 6 10 

aub 
amie 

Orcees 
DATtHr 
NTRYBA 
NSMOVI 
POSIT1 
TACKBE 
ILLNEA 
ROCKST 
NDSTRE 
TIONSE 
DREDYA 
TOFALL 
URCHXA 
RYFIRE 
ONERON 
ENTHEE 
XREQUE. 
AGEIMhj 
LYEEEY 

TTT 
E 

d 

Hence, combination 7-l is impossible, and combination 7-6 is the only one that needs to be 
considered furt’her. There are many excellent digraphs in it, and only one which admittedly 
looks rather bad, the H X. Seeing the digraphs K B and K S in these columns, a good assumption 
to make is that the K’s are preceded by the letter C. Is there a column with 2 C’s in approximately 
the correct region ? Column 4 meets this requirement. Note the excellenttrigraphs it yields, 
as shown in figure 10~. It now becomes fairly easy to add columns to this nucleus. For instance, 
the trigraph R Y B suggests a word ending in R Y, such as INFANTRY, ARTILLERY, CAVALRY: 
the trigraph M 0 V suggest MOVING; the trigraph C K B suggests the word ATTACK; followed by 
a word beginning with B, and so on. Trial of only a few columns soon yields what is shown in 
figure lOd, from which it soon becomes probable that the long colunms end with column 12, since 
the letters after L Y yield an impossible sequence (E E E Y). Since it was originally assumed 
that there are only 4 short columns in the transposition rectangle, and since 4 columns have 
already been placed at the right (4-7-6-lo), the rectangle, with the columns thus far placed, 
must be as shown in figure 10e. This, then, at once tells what the limits of columns 2,3, 5,8,9, 
and 11 must be, nnd the rectangle can now be fl.lled in without further delay. The completed 
rectangle is shown in figure 11. 
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b. The last step, recovering the lite?al key, is then taken. The key is to be found among 
be letters of the literal key rcconstruct,ion diagram in figure 12. 

8 ( 2 / 5 
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.- 

.- 
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4) 7 ( 6 110 
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FIGUBE 12 

The termination ATIONS seems a likely possibility. If this is correct, assignment of letters 
becomes modtied as shown in figure 13: 

7 
8 2 5 3 119 1 12 4 7 6 10 

I I _--------P-P 
A 
1 

------Pi----- 
2iF 8E I 

2 3 4 
__--__-------- 

‘2; N 

5 6 
----- -------- 

0 
7 

--- -v------- 
PRS PRS 
8 9 l”C I 

-- -------- -- 
l?l / 1’2 

- 
FIQWP 13. 

The word PENETRATIONS will fit and it is taken to be presumabIy correct. There is no absolute 
certainty about the matter, for it is conceivable and possible that there are other words which 
can be made to fit the sequence of key numbers given. 

15. Alternative method of solution.-u. The foregoing solution will no doubt appeal to the 
student as being straightforward and simple-+ the original assumption as to the width of the 
ti-ansposition rectangle is correct. But, unfortunately, there is no way of knowing whether such 
an original asstiption is cbrrect until &lution is well’tider way. In practice, of course, what 
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might be done within a well-organized cryptanalytic unit would be to divide up the work among 
the individuals constituting the.unit, each being assigned one or more specific hypotheses to try 
out with respect to width of rectangle. Then one of these individuals n-ould find the correct 
rridth and he would be joined by the others as soon as an entering wedge had been found in this 
Kay. Of, if the cryptanalyst is working alone, he must try out successive hypotheses as to 
Kiclth of rectangle until he hits upon the correct one. In making these hypotheses he must be 
guided by previous experience with enemy correspondence, which may all’ord clues as to minimum 
and maximum widths of rectangles. 

b. However, there is another method of attack which does not necessitate making any 
definite initial assumptions with respect to the width of the transposition rectangle. This method 
is a modification of the method set forth in the preceding paragraph. The text of the crypto- 
gram is written out columnwise on cross-section paper, every fifth letter being numbered for pur- 
poses of reference. Plenty of space is left between the columns, and about 10 or 15 letters at the 
bottom of each column are repeated at. the top of the next column so that at any point in the 
transcription there will be in a single unbroken string at least. one complete column of letters from 
the transposition rectangle. Then a section of consecutive letters of text is written on a separate 
strip of cross-section paper, columnwise of course, and by juxtaposing this strip against. the n-hole 
text, sliding it to various points of coincidence against the text, an attempt is made to find that 
position in which the best digraphs are formed of the letters on the movable strip and the fixed 
sequence. Of course, if there is a Q in the cryptogram, the sliding-strip section is made to contain 
this letter, and the strip is then placed against the text where a U is found, so as to form the digraph 
QU. The digraphs formed above and below the QU are then studied; possibly a written record is 
made of the digraphs found. Then the same thing is done with the Q and all other U’s in the 
text, to insure that a correct start is made. It’ is this initial step which is likely to give the most 
difficulty (if there is anything difficult, at all in the procedure) and it is important that it be cor- 
rect. If this first step is easy, then solution follows quite rapidly; if the cryptanalyst is unlucky 
and makes several false starts, the process is likely to be a slow one. In choosing from among 
several possible juxtapositions it may be advisable to calculate the probability value of each 
possibility by adding the logarithms of the -frequenci vaiues of the digraphs, as explained in 
paragraph 7g. In the absence of any Q’s in the text, recourse must be had to the formation of 
other probable digraphs, based upon the presence of certain other telltale low-frequency letters, 
such as C, H, J, K, V, and X. The cryptanalyst is fortunate if there are two or three of these low- 
frequency letters close to one another in a series of letters, for in this ca.se he can search for a 
place where there are high-frequency letters (in a corresponding sequence) that might be com- 
bined with them. For example, suppose that a text shows a sequence . . . V E H H K . . . . 
Asequencesuchas. .-.ART-CC. . . would be excellent to try, for it will yield the digrahhs 
AV, RE, TH, CH, CK. Or if there is a long sequence of consonants, the cryptanalyst should 
look for a correspondingly long sequence of vowels, since these make the best combinations and 
are therefore most probable. For these reasons it pays to study the text quite carefully before 
choosing a starting point, to find all such peculiar sequences as might be useful in affording a 
good point of departure. It should also be noted that there are at least two correct positions at 
which,.he sliding strip can be juxtaposed against the text, since in the enciphering rectangle the 
letters in one column form digraphs with the letters in the column not only on the right but also 
on the left. In the absence of any Q’s, or other low-frequency letters suitable for a point of depar- 
ture, the very &st 20 or 25 letters of the cryptogram may be used as the starting point, since 
these letters come from column 1 of the transposition rectangle and therefore there is no uncer- 
tainty at least as to the letter which is at the top of that column; or, the last 20 or 25 letters of 
the cryptogram may be used as the starting point, since these letters come from the last-num- . . . 
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bered column of the rectangle and therefore there is no uncertainty at least as to the letter which 
is at the bottom of that column. 

c. Suppose that n good initial justnposition hns been found for the portion of the test that 
has been written on the sliding strip, nnd that a series of excellent digrnphs has been brought to 
light. The nest step is, of course, to ndtl to these digraplrs on eithir 
side by finding sections of test, that kll yield “good” trigraphs and 
tetragrnphs. For example, suppose that the initial juxtaposition has 
yielded what is shown in figure 14. The rligrnph P R suggests thnt it 
must be followcd by a ro\vel: preferably E, A, or 0; the digr:iph A V 
might be port of the kvord CAVALRY, in lvhich case it will be followed 
by A; the digrnph C R su . ggcsts that it might, bc followed by the vowel 
A or E. A place is therefore sought, in the rest of the text, n-hrrc 
there is a sequence of the letters here desired, and, qf court<e, a2 the 
proper kfeTcals. Suppose such n scqucnce is found and yields n-hat is 
shown in figure 15. The skeletons of words are now beginning to 
sppear. Assuming that A V A is indeed part of the word CAVALRY, 
there should be an L to follow it; the trigrnph T I N suggests the ttr- 
minntion G; the tiigraph Z E R suggests the word ZERO. A section of 
text is therefore sought, which will have the letters L, G, and 0 in the 

. . . . . 
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order L . . . . . G . . 0. Enough has been shown to demonstrate 
the procedure. In the course of the work it soon becomes cvidcnt 
where the ends of columns are, bccnuse the digmphs above and below 
the nuclear or “good” portion become “bad” quite suddenly, just as 
soon as letters belonging to nonadjacent columns in the original rec- 

. . 

. . 
FIGURE 14. 

. . . 

. . . 
FIGURE 15 

tangle are brought together. For example, in figure 15 it is observed t.hst the trigraph at the 
top, R R S, is highly improbable, as is likewise the trigraph at the bottom, E-A 0. This suggests 
that these letters have been brought together erroneously, that is, that they do not belong in 
adjacent columns in the enciphering rectangle. If this is true then the “good” portion is com- 
posed of the 13 letters between these two extremities and therefore the columns are about 13 
letters long. Additional work will soon show exactly how long each column really is, and when 
this has been ascertained the problem has been practically completed, since at the same time 
that this becomes evident the sequence of columns has also become evident. 

d. An example of solution by this alternative method may be helpful. Using the crypto- 
gram of paragraph 13 as an example, figure 16 shows how the text might be transcribed on a sheet 
of cross-section paper. Noting that the message contains a Q as the 129th letter, a section of 
text to include the Q is transcribed on a strip of cross-sect,ion paper and this strip is then juxta- 
posed against the remaining text to bring the Q in front of a U. How many letters should be 
included in this strip? The message contains 224 letters; if a width of say 10 to 20 columns is 
assumed, the columns of the rectangle will be about 12 to 22 letters in length. It will be safer to 
assume o, convenient length closer to the maximum than to the minimum; consequently a length 
of 20 letters will be tentatively assumed. Now the Q may be at, the top of a column, at the middle, 

I 
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or at the bottom-there is no way of telling at this point. Hence, to make sure that nothing 
is overlooked, suppose a section of 41 letters is taken, with the Q at the center. There are 4 U’s 
in the message, and 4 trials are to be made. The results are as indicated in figure 17-A. Examin- 
ing combination 1 in fiaure 17-A. the digraphs formed both above and below the Q U are not at all 

SIO 
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bad. In fact,-noi one of those above the Q U is impossible and the same 
is true of those below the Q U until the digraph V N is reached. Hence, 
combination 1 is possible. As for combination 2, this at once appears 
to br bad. Digraphs such as I I, and I H nrc highly improl)ablr, aud 
this combination may be discarded with safety. Combination 3 is 
possible from the top digraph, 0 F, to the 12th digraph below the Q U, 
alt,hough the digraph H X looks very bad. However, the X might be a 
sentence separator, so that this combination cannot, be discarded. 
Combination 4 looks very improbable, with the digrnph H N occurring 
twice, and other equally bad digraphs showing. Of the four possibil- 
ities then, combinations 2 and 4 are discarded, leaving 1 and 3 for 
further study. It is very difficult to choose between these two possi- 
bilities. All the digraphs in combination 1 down to digraph V N are 
possible; many of them are excellent. As for combination 3, all the 
digraphs doun to V D are also possible and many of them are excellrut. 
There does not seem to be much use to add the frequency values of the 
digraphs (or logarithms thereof) in each combination because it is hard 
to know with what digraphs to begin or end, although as a last resort 
this could of course be done. Howetqer, perhaps it is not essential that 
a choice be made at once; possibly further work along #he lines now to 
be demonstrated will show which combination is correct. 
Pu’oting the 2 K’s (in the digraphs K B and K S) among 
the combinations before the Q, assume that t.hese K’s are 
parts of the digraph C K. Is there a sequence C . C in 
the text? There is but one such place, at the 63d letter. 
Suppose the corresponding section is placed in front of 
the combinations 1 and 3 of figure 17, as shown in figure 
17-B. It immediately becomes evident that combina- 
tion 3 is the correct one, for note the excellent tri- 
graphs it gives, as compared with those in combination 
1. Also note that the second trigraph below the E Q U 
in combination 3 consists of 3 E’s, indicating that the 
end of the columns has been reached just before this 
trigraph. As for the top trigraphs of figure 17-B they 
are good all the way up. But now the skeletons of 
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FIOUEE 17-B. 

words are beginning to appear. The T H R immediately above the E Q U sug- 
gests either THREE or THROUGH; the F R 0 above the T H R suggests FROM or 
FRONT. Suppose the word REQUEST is assumed for the E Q U, and the word 
THREE is assumed for the T H R above it. This requires a section with 2 E’s in 
succession. 

e. There are several such places in the text, and further limitation is advisable. 
The 8th trigraph from the top is certainly suggestive of the word MOVING, which 
requires an I to follow the V. Is there a place in the text where an I occurs 12 
letters before a succession of two E’s? There is one such place, and the corres- 
ponding section is juxtaposed at the proper place, yielding what is shown in 

EQUE + 
m 
EEEY 

Fraosr 17-C. 
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figure 17-C. The upper and lower limits of the columns are now fairly definite and are 
marked by the horizontal bars; tet,ragraphs E E E Y at the bottom and A M I E at the top 
are very improbable. The ftetragraph C E E S below the top bar is possible, because it may 
represent the end of a word like FORCE followed by the beginning of the word ESTIMATED; the 
tetmgraph above the bottom bar suggests a word ending in E followed by the word IMMEDIATE. 
It, seems hardly necessary to continue with the demonstration; in a few moments the entire 
diagram is reconstructed and yields the solution. During this process, as soon as a section of 
text in figure 16 has been used it is crossed off, so as to prevent its letters from being considered 
as further possibilities for addition t.o the reconstruction diagram. Thus, as the work progresses 
the number of available sections becomes progressively less, and the choice for successive sections 
for addition to the diagram becomes a quite easy matter. 

j. When two or three operators are assigned to work upon a cryptogram by this method, 
solution can be reached in a very short space of time, especially if each one of the operators takes a 
different point of attack. After a few minutes the fragments of texts obtained may be assim- 
ilated into one message which is then completed very speedily. 

g. This and t,he next four subparagraphs will be devoted to some remarks of a general nature 
concerning columnar transposition of the foregoing type. The degree of cryptographic security 
afforded by simple columnar transposition methods, especially when incompletely-filled ma- 
trices are employed, is considerably increased if some of the cells of the matrix are occupied by 
nulls instead of significant letters. If nulls are employed judiciously their presence serves to 
confuse the cryptanalyst by introducing unusual digraphs, trigraphs, and polygraphs which 
may lead him to discard correct combinations of columns in the anagramming process and thus 
retard solut’ion. Obviously, the use of low-frequency letters such as J, Q, X, or Z as nulls does 
not commend itself for this purpose, as such letters would not only distort the normal frequency 
distribution and thus give clues to the presence of nulls, but also they would be quickly 
“spotted” in the anagramming process. 

h. Another subterfuge, and a good one, to put stumbling blocks in the way of a quick 
solution is to leave “blanks” within the transposition matrix, that is, certain cells are left un- 
occupied by letters of the text. If only a few cells distributed irregularly within the columns 
of the transposition matrix are designated as blanks, the disturbing effect upon the anagram- 
ming process is quite marked. This more or less effectively hinders the cryptanalyst’ in his 
attempts to ascertain the lengths of the columns and considerably increases the difficulty of 
the anagramming process. 

i. In order to fix definitely the positions of the nulls or of the blanks in the transposition 
matrix, definite prearrangements between correspondents are necessary. These may be in the 
nature of “forms” outlining the matrix, showing the number of columns and the positions of the 
cells to be occupied by nulls, or of the cells to be left vacant in the inscription process; or the 
positions of these cells may be derived from the elements of the transposition key itself. If 
“forms” are employed, they may be used with varying transposition keys, so that even thougb 
there may be only relatively few different forms, the use of varying transposition keys serves to 
increase cryptographic security to a rather marked degree. 

j. If nulls, or blanks, or both, are distributed irregularly but symmetrically throughout the 
transposit,ion matrix (as, for example, blanks are distributed in cross-word puzzles) solution 
of single messages produced by simple keyed-columnar transposition from such a matrix 
becomes an extremely difficult if not impossible problem. Naturally, if nulls and blanks are 
distributed irregularly and assymmetrically the matter becomes hopeless, as far as a single 
message is concerned. 

k. Of course, if several messages of identical length and in the same key are available for 
superimposition, the presence of the nulls or blanks then makes little difference, because the 
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gen.eral snlutinn to be explained in a subsequent paragraph (par. 26) can be applied. Or if mes- 
sages with similar beginnings or similar endings are available, solution is facilitated here as in the 
simpler case where nulls or blanks are not employed, as will be explained in subsequent para- 
graphs (pars. 23-24). Considerations of space prevent going into detail in the solution of an 
example, and the student should undertake a study of these cases for himself. 

16. The C-+P and the P-+C sequences-a. Two numerical sequences which constitute the 
bases for several very important cryptanalytic operations and procedures in the solution of 
transposition ciphers map be derived from, and are applicable to, most ciphers of this class. They 
are as follows: 

(1) A sequence the successive terms of which indicate the position numbers that the 
successive letters of the plain text occupy in the cipher text. This sequence will hereinafter be 
designated the plain-cipher sequence, or P-C sequence. 

(2) A sequence the successive terms of which indicate the position numbers that the 
successive letters of the cipher text occupy in the plain test. This sequence will hereinafter be 
designat,ed the cipherjplain sequence, or C-P sequence. 

b. These two sequences are obviously related, one being the imerse or indexed version of the 
other. Given one of the sequences, the other can be derived from it by the simple operation of 
indexing, in a normal sequence, the positions occupied by the numbers constituting the sequence 
on hand. An example will be given presently. 

c. TC’ote the encipherment shown in Figure 18--i. 
TRANSPOSITION 
12 9 1 4 X0 8 6 II 2 13 3 7 S 

THEQUICKBROWN 
FOXJUMPSOVERT 
HELAZYDOG 

Term No.....1 23456; 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 I5 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2.5 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

Cipher-..EXLBOGOEQJANTCPDWRIMYHOEUUZKSOTFHRV 
FIGKXE 18-A. 

Now, if, instead of letters, the successive numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . are inscribed in the cells of the 
matrix, in normal order of writing, the “cipher text” becomes the P-+C sequence and is as 
follows: 

12 9 1 4 10 8 6 11 2 13 3 i 5 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

Term number-.. ____________ __ 1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 m 

P+C equences-----. 03 16 29 09 22 35 11 24 04 17 30 13 26 07 20 33 12 25 06 19 

2x 22 23 24 2s aa 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

32 02 15 28 05 18 31 08 21 34 01 14 27 10 23 
~GUBX 18-B. 

The student may easily verify that. the P+C sequence is what it purports to be by noting that, 
according to it, the 1st letter of the plain text of the illustrative message, T,, becomes the 31st 
letter of the cipher text (since the number 01 occupies position 31 in the P-& sequence shown 
above), and that in the cryptogram the 31st letter is T, ; the 2d letter of the plain text, H,, becomes 
the 22d letter of the cipher text and that in the cryptogram the 22d letter is H,; and so on. In 
connection with the P-+C sequence, it is to be noted that successive terms in the sequence, 
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in the case of single transposition, show a constant difference except when passing from a greater 
to a smaller number, which happens every time a transition is made from a term applying to 
the bottom element of one column to a term applying to the top element of the next column. 
For example, in the case of the 1st three terms in the sequence: 16-03= 13; 29-16=13. 
However, in the case of the 3d term of the sequence (29) and the 4th (09) the passage is from 
a greater to a smaller number and the constant difference, 13, no longer is evident. The cause of 
the constant difference is, of course, obvious and follows directly from the mechanics of the trans- 
position system itself. The point to be specially noted is that the existence of such a constant 
difference (with the exceptions noted above) may be taken as one of the identifying characteristics 
of single columnar t,ransposition; double columnar transposition or other types of complex trans- 
position will show no such constant difference throughout, the P+C sequence. 

d. Given the P+C sequence in subparagraph c, its inverse, the C-P sequence is established 
merely by preparing an indexed version of the former. Thus: 
Term number ______ _ _________ -- _____ 01 02 03 CM 05 06 07 06 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 xl 

P+C sequence ______.__ ___ 03 16 29 09 22 35 11 24 04 17 30 13 26 07 20 33 12 25 06 19 
3? 02 22 15 23 28 24 05 25 18 26 31 27 08 28 21 29 34 30 01 31 14 32 27 33 10 34 23 35 

Term number ______________ -_-_-__-_ 01 02 03 04 05 04 07 08 04 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 

C-+P sequence._--.---_--- 31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 32 23 02 10 26 20 15 
21 22 23 24 25 20 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

29 05 35 08 18 13 33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 
e. The C!+P sequence can also be produced in a.nother way. Suppose that numbers are 

inscribed in the cells of the transposition matrix, not in the normal manner of writing from left to 
right and form the top downward, but according to the route followed in transcribing the numbers 
to form the “cipher text,” that is, in key-number order in the columns of the mat,rix. Thus: 

12 9 1 4 10 8 6 11 2 13 3 7 5 
31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 
32 23 02 10 26 20 15 29 05 35 08 18 13 
33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 

F~owr 16-C. 

If these numbers are now transcribed according to the normal manner of writing (from left to 
right and from the top downward), the sequence produced is 31 22 01 09 25 . . ., which coin- 
cides with the C+P sequence shown in subparagraph d above, which in turn was derived from the 
P-AZ sequence. 
Termnumber .__._____..__ ____ _____ 01 02 03040505070809 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 13 19 20 

C+P sequence ____________ 31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 32 23 02 10 26.20 15 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 83 34 35 

29 05 35 08 18 13 33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 
f. The C-+P sequence may also be called the artugrunz seqmnce because it can be established 

as a result of a solution accomplished by anagramming superimposed messages of identical length. 
It is clear that what is accomplished in such a solution is to rearrange the letters of the cipher 
text to bring them back into their original order in the cipher text, that is, the solution involves a 
C+P conversion. 

g. The P+C sequence is called by a recent French author the KP sequence (from the Greek 
word kryptos) because it gives the order of the plain-text letters as they occur in the cryptogram. 
The P+C sequence is also termed the encipher sequence by another writer, and still another has 
called it the transposition sequence. The present author believes that the terminology adopted 
herein, viz, P+C sequence and C-P sequence, is less confusing and serves more accurately to 
identify or characterize these sequences than the other designations herein indicated. 
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h. The term number is useful merely to facilitate finding and referring to specific terms or 
numbers in a sequence, whether the latter be a C+P or a P-+C sequence. The number simply 
indicates the locus or position a t’erm occupies in the sequence. In connection with a plain- 
text message the consecutive term numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . may be used as loci for the successive 
letters of the message; in connection with a cryptogram the c,onsecutive term numbers 1, 2, 3, 
. . . may be used as loci for the successive letters of the cipher text. 

i. In single, keyed-columnar transposit’ion an interesting relationship exists between sections 
of the C+P sequence. Consider the C-+P sequence given in subparagraph (I above, and note 
that by adding the integer 1 to the successive numbers thereof, sections of the original sequence 
show certain identities with sections in CdP sequence + 1. Thus: 
Term number __________________ 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1; 18 19 20 21 22 

C+P sequence--+-- 31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 32 23 02 10 26 20 15 29 05 
C?+Psequence+l-- 32 23 02 10 26 20 15 29 05 35 08 18 13 33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 

23 24 25 20 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 36 

35 08 18 13’33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 
36 09 19 14 34 25 04 12 28 22 17 31 07 

In fact, if the successive numbers of the C-P sequence are set down in rows to produce sequent 
numbers in coZumns, t,he following interest.ing diagram is obtained: 

31 22 01 09 25 19 14 28 04 34 07 17 12 
+l 32 23 02 10 26 20 15 29 05 35 08 18 13 
+l 33 24 03 11 27 21 16 30 06 

Rawr 18-D. 

Reference to figure 18-C will show the identity of this diagram with that figure. Such an 
arrangement of course indicates at once the number of columns in the transposition rectangle, 
from which it follows that if the C+P sequence is available it is an easy matter to establish the 
outlines of the transposition matrix. The phenomena dealt with in this subparagraph are but 
a reflection of those discussed in subparagraph c above. 

j. The phenomena just indicated may, however, be employed to advantage in another 
manner in the solution of an unknown example. Referring to the illustrative cryptogram in 
subparagraph c above, suppose that the cryptanalyst has reason to suspect the presence of the 
probable word QUICK. The letters necessary to produce this word (and their term numbers in 
the crypt,ogram) are as follows: 

2s 

iiv”;‘:K” 
The sequence 9-i:- 19-14-28 now constitutes a portion of the C+P sequence. Adding the 
integer 1 successively to those C+P numbers, let the corresponding letters be set down along- 
side the numbers. Thus: 

25 Base ___________________ 9 26 19 14 28 = Q U I C K 

Derivative l_-_-___ 10 2”; 20 15 29 = J ; M P S 

Derivative 2 ____-__ 11 3;: 21 16 30 = A f Y D 0 

Derivative 3----, 12 ii 22 17 31 = N ; H W T 
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Here it will be seen that portions of “good” plain text become manifest, viz, JUMPS and AZYDO. 
The 3d derivative no longer is “good” because the rectangle has but 3 rows and consequently 
only the 1st and 2d derivatives from the “base” are valid. It is obvious that the foregoing 
method of deriving plain-text’ sections from a correct probable word offers considerable possi- 
bilities as a cryptanalytic tool, especially in the case of matrices with more than 2 or 3 rows. If 
sections of text can be reconstructed in this manner and then combined ir proper seqllence the 
reconstructicn of the complete matrix and the transposition key is a relatively simplta mtltter. 
The application of the foregoing principle t,o t,he solution of unknown esamplcs is, of course, 
obvious. 

k. There is also an interesting relationship betw-een the sections of t,he P+C sequence for a 
cryptogram, though it is somewhat different from that discussed is iubparagraphs i and j in t,he 
case of the C+P sequence. Consider the P-+C sequence set forth in subparagraph d above end 
note how, by adding the integer 1 to the successive numbers, sections of the P+C sequence become 
identical with sections of the P+C+l sequence. Thus: 
P-+C sequence ___________ 03 16 29 09 22 35 11 24 04 17 30 13 26 07 20 33 12 25 

1 2 3 4 5 TV 
06 19 32 02 15 28 05 18 31 08 21 34 01 14 27 10 23 

& 9 10 11 Iz 13 

P+C! sequcnce+l---- __ 04 17 30 lC)z3 36 12 25 05 18 31 14 27 08 21 34 13 26 07 
1=4 3=7 4=10 5p12 B=ll ;=5 

20 33 03 16 29 06 19 32 09 22 35 02 15 28 11 24 
8=8 9=1 lo=8 11=2 12=9 13=3 

The equivalencies between identities, as indicated above, indicate not only that the enciphering 
matri.. has 13 columns, but also they may be used to establish the actual transposition key or 
at least a cyclic permutation of the key, by constructing a chain of equivalents. Thus: 

1=4, 4=10, 10=8, 8=6, 6=11, 11=2, 2=13, 13=3, 3=7, 7=5, 5=12, 12=9, 9=1 
This yields, by eliminating the term common to successive equivalents, the following chain or 
transposition key: 

1 4 10 8 6 11 2 13 3 7 5 12 9 
Reference to figure 18-A will show that the foregoing key is a cyclic permutation of the actual key. 

1. There remain only some minor remarks which, being of a general nature arising from the 
mechanics of simple keyed-columnar transposition, are worth noting. They are.discussed in the 
subsequent two subparagraphs. 

m. An appreciation of the difEculties introduced by employing only incompletely-filled 
rectangles indicates that it would be very useful if there were some method whereby in the initial 
stages of solution the cipher text could be divided up correctly into its component long and short 
columns, for the subsequent steps of rearranging the colunins by the anagramming principle are 
quite simple. If, for example, there were some feature which provided a means of ascertaining 
when in encipherment a transit was made from the bottom of one column to the top of the next 
column, then the location of these transition points or “breaks” would obviously permit of break- 
ing up the cipher text into its correct long and short columns. In later studies cases of this kind 
will be encountered. 

n. It is useful sometimes to be able to ascertain just where breaks cannot occur, that is, 
where a passage from the bottom of one column to the top of the next one cannot occur in the 
cipher text, for this will limit the field for experiment. A consideration of the mechanics of the 
system will afford an excellent clue to the fact that this determination is easy to make. In any 
transposition rectangle involving simple keyed-columnar transposition the interval, in the cipher 
text, between two consecutive letters which are in the same row in the matrix is the sum of a 
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multiple of the length of the short columns and a multiple of the length of the long columns. FOI 
example, consider the adjacent letters C K in t,he plain-text rectangle in figure 18-A. In the cipher, 
C, is the 14th lett,er, K, is the 28th and the interva.1 is 28-14=14. The message has a total of 
35 letters and the matrix has 13 columns, 9 long ones of 3 letters and 4 short ones of 2 letters. 
An interval of 14 can therefore be brought about in only one way: (4X3)+(1X2)=14, which 
means that 4 long columns and 1 short one intervene between the C and the K in the plain text, 
and that the key numbers applicable to the two columns are 5 apart in sequence, that is, if the 
column in which C is located has key number 1, the column next to it on the right is 6, or if the 
former is 2 the latter is 7, and so on. Reference to figure 18-A will show that these deductions 
are correct and that, the key numbers involved are 6-l 1. However, a more general treatment is 
possible. Given a cryptogram of 26 letters and an assumed 1 2 3 4 5 6 
width of 6 columns, for example, the matrix can have only 2 7 8 9 10 11 12 
columns of 5 letters and 4 columns of 4 letters. Setting down 

L--l 

13 14 15 16 17 18 
the multiples of the two lengths in tabular foxm, for conven- 19 20 21 22 23 24 
ience, the following is obtained: 25 26 

5 4 
0 multiple _______________ 0 0 
1st multiple _______.________ 5 4 
2d multiple _______________ 10 8 
3d multiple _______________ - 12 
4th multiple ______ - ________ - 16 

All the possible positions of breaks in the cipher t.ext, that is, transits from the bottom of one 
column to the top of the next column, may now readily be ascertained by finding the totals result- 
ing from making all the possible combinations of the indicated multiples taken in pairs. It is 
convenient’ to draw up a table to show directly the sums of the combinations. Thus: 

NO. d 
hlg CO]- 

LepKtth 0” : ; 1; 
4--------So. of short columns 

l6--------length in letters 

umns l&& 

0 0 0 4 8 12 16 
--- 

1 5 5 9 13 17 21 
--- 

2 10 10 14 18 22 26 

If, now, diagonal lines are drawn from the lower left-hand corner to the upper right-hand corner 
of the diagram, the locations of all possible breaks are given. Thus, there can be a ‘break be- 
tween the 4th and 5th letters (passing from a short column to the next column, which may be 
long or short, of course); there cannot be a break between the 5th and 6th letters, nor between 
the 6th and i’th, nor between the 7th and 8th; there can be a break bet,ween the 8th and gth, as 
well as between the 9th and lOth, but not between the 10th and llth, and so on. Suppose that 
for one reason or another the cryptanalyst has good reason to suspect that a break occurs imme- 
diately after the 13th letter. This means that there are 2 short columns (of 4 letters) and 1 long 
column (of 5 letters) up to that break. The diagram shows that there remain only 2 short 
columns and 1 long one, a.nd the only breaks that are possible beyond the one at the 13th letter 
are: Between the 17th and 18th, or between the 21st and 22d letters. 

O. The importance of the various principles set forth in this paragraph will become evident as 
the student progresses in his studies of transposition ciphers. 
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SECTION IF- 

OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED BY STUDYING ERRORS AND BLUNDERS MADE BY 
ENEMY CRYPTOGRAPHERS 

Paragraph 

Importaltce of the study of errors and blrmders in early work upon an unknown system . . ..____....... _ _......__. 17 
Significance of terms “special solution” and “general solution” _.____._.....__...__---..--.-..-..--.-...............-...-- 18 
Esamp1e.s to be studied.- ..____. . ..____.__._. .___ __.____.. -- ____...____ -- . . ..__....____ _ ._____._.____.._..__.....-..-..-.-----..--. 19 

17. Importance of the study of errors and blunders in early work upon an unknown 
system.-a. Blunders and mistakes made by cryptographic clerks in the esecution of cryp- 
tographic clerks in the execution of cryptographic instructions should be rare in a well-trained and 
well-disciplined cryptographic service. Nevertheless, blunders and mistakes are committed 
despite all that can be done to prevent their occurrence. Especially in the excitement prior to 
or during an important action or movement do such instances take place and these afford golden 
opportunities for the enemy cryptanalytic service. This situation exists in respect to all types of 
cryptographic systems and no cryptanalytic instruction would be complete if cognizance were not 
taken of the advantages which may be reaped from the blunders, the mistakes, and, occasionally, 
the downright ineptitude of the adversary’s cryptographers. 

6. Practically every cryptographic system affords opportunities for the commission of errors 
in its application, and each system more or less presents a separate case. That is, the errors which 
may be made in one type of cryptographic system may be peculiar to that type alone and to no 
other type; hence, the astute cryptanalyst is constantly on the lookout for instances of crypto- 
grams containing the specific type of error by which that system is handicapped. Furthermore, 
t,he general types of blunders or errors that may be committed are nearly as numerous as are the 
general types of cryptographic systems, so that no complete list of such as may be encountered in 
practice can be drawn up. 

c. After the cryptanalyst has by painstaking and more or less arduous labors solved a system 
and has become thoroughly familiar with its mechanics, he should carefully review the details of 
the mechanics to learn what things can go wrong, what sorts of mistakes the enemy cryptographic 
personnel are likely to make, and then study the external manifestations of these aberrations so that he 
may be able to recognize instances of their occurrence in subsequent cryptograms. This sort of study 
has no value in itself particularly; its importance lies in the fact that the effects of erroneous 
treatment may lead to very rapid solution or to quick recovery of keys to subsequent messages. 

d. Khen an unknown system is under investigation and the cryptanalyst is striving to iscer- 
tain just how it operates (which is often the most dficult step in solution), a study of the crypto- 
grams representing corrections to previous messages containing errors is a most fruitful source of 
data. Indeed, at times this sort of intensive study will yield clues for solving a system which 
might otherwise resist all efforts to break it down for a very long time. 

18. Significance of terms “special solution” and “general solution.“-a. Now the importance 
of the comments made in the foregoing paragraph will be clear if it is noted that a study of the 
blunders and errors often leads to the elaboration of methods for the rapid breaking down of 
cryptographic systems. But it must also be realized that in some cases no blunders or errors are 
essential to a rapid solution of the type alluded to above. Sometimes the very mechanics of 

(37) 
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the sl-stem itself WE such that unavoidable or unpredictable circumstances arise so that special 
solutions become possible. The latter term calls for a bit of explanation. 

b. When the circumstances surrounding a specific cryptogram or set of cryptograms arc such 
as to present peculiar or unusual conditions that make a solution possible when in the absence of 
these conditions solution is either impossible or improbable, the methods employed in rc~aching a 
solution in such cases constitute u-hat is commonly termed a special solution. Some examples 
will be demonstrated very soon. Systems of which this may bc true are, of course, crpptographi- 
tally weak but’ it. may be observed that it is perhaps impossible to devis(x a system whicbh may be 
considered to be absolutely free from this source of weakness. 

c. The advantages of a special solution for any type of cryptographic system are, as a nlle, 
two in number. First, it often makes a solution possible when otherwise this might not be the 
case. Secondly, if often affords a method of achieving a very rapid solution in the case of a 
problem which otherwise might require a long time. But a special solution presents one basic 
disadvantage: It is by its very nature dependent upon the existence of unusual circumstances; in 
other words, upon chance or good fortune bringing about a set of circumstances favorable for a 
solution. Khen these unusual conditions or circumstances do not obtain, then solution may be 
impossible. Therefore, it is desirable to have, if possible, for every type of system A IMJIY or less 
general solution which may be applied in the absence of the unusual conditions necessary for the 
application of a special solution. In other words, a general solution in cryptanalysis implies a 
method or procedure which if applied in ordinary cases and under normal conditions will yield 
the solution. However, the term general solution in cryptanalysis must not be taken too literally. 
The situation in cryptanalysis is not exactly analogous to that which obtains in the field of pure 
mathematics, for the circumstances are often quit.e different in the two sciences. A general 
solution in mat’hematics is expected to, and will, solve every case that falls within its province; 
a general solution in cryptanalysis is likewise intended to solve every case that falls within its 
province but this usually partakes more of the nature of a prayer or hope than an espectation. 
PIIuch depends upon the amount of traffic available for study, the length of individual crypto- 
grams, and t,he indefinable element called luck, that is, a set of fort8uitous circumstances which 
happen to make a solution easy or diflicult, such as the presence of many or exceptionally long 
repetitions, etc. Furthermore, whereas in mathematics a general solution prescribes the exact 
steps to be followed in arriving at the solution and the latter can be applied in all instances 
without variation or deviation from a fixed procedure, in cryptanalysis a general solution merely 
outlines a broad path that may be followed in order to arrive at a solution. Application of a 
general solution in cryptanalysis in specific instances may involve minor detours to circumvent 
unexpected obstacles, or it may involve qdite large changes or modifications in the general 
procedure. 

19. Examples to be stadied.-u. As stated above in paragraph 17, a complete list of the 
specific blunders that cryptographic clerks are prone to perpetrate cannot be drawn up’. Certain 
of them may be described in general terms and examples given of some which have already been 
encountered in this and in preceding texts. Commonly it is the case that these blunders do not 
become evident until two or more cryptograms are available for comparison. One of the most 
frequent sources of circumstances leading to the transmission of cryptograms affording rich 
material for cryptanalytic comparison is the following: A cryptographic clerk prepares a crypto- 
gram, in the course of which he makes a mistake of such a nature as to render the cryptogram 
difllcult or impossible to decipher by the cryptographic clerk serving the addressee. A request 
for repetition ensues, whereupon the enciphering clerk reexamines his original work and finds that 
he has made amistake. He then commits the grave blunderof reenciphering the identical message 
(without paraphrasing) and transmitting what to the enemy cryptanalysts is obviously a second 
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version of the original message. The consequences are often fatal t’o cryptographic security, 
The least that can happen is that the key for this particular message may be disclosed very 
quickly; more serious, the basic or primary elements for the entire day’s traffic may be wrested 
from the blunder; but most serious are the consequences if it happens that the blunder has been 
committed immediately or soon after a new cryptographic system has been instituted and the 
enemy cryptanalysts are exerting strenuous efforts t,o learn its mechanics, for then is n-hen the 
information to he gained is most valuable. 

b. In his previous studies the student has observed the many opportunities for quick 
cryptanalytic success afforded by enemy addiction to the use of stereotypic phraseology, espe- 
cially at the beginnings and endings of messages. Stereot,ypic phraseology affords even more 
golden opportunities for cryptanalytic success in the case of transposition systems than it does 
in the case of substitution systems. 

c. In the next few paragraphs some specific examples of the consequences of cryptographic 
blunders and ineptitude in the case of transposition systems will be studied. These are intended 
to give the student some idea of the far-reaching effects such studies may have. It is import,ant 
that he grasp the fundamental principles, for they will enable him to develop for himself the 
methods that he may find necessary in practical work. Incidentally, it may be added that the 
student should not get the idea that these instances are purely theoretical. It is sometimes almost 
unbelievable that cryptographic clerks with any common sense would perpetrate the stupid 
blunders that they do occasionally commit. 
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SECTION V 

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS FOR TRANSPOSITION CIPHERS 
Paragraph 

Solution when the beginning or end of the plain test is known ._________..___.__..-------.-- _ ___......__....._. . . . . .._. 20 
The case of an omitted column _.__._._..______.___---...-..----------------...-.------------..-------...-..--.-......_.__..._._.. 21 
The case of an interchanged pair of columns ____._______. ___________._____ -- _..____._.______ _.__._____..______..._..__..... 22 
Messages with similar beginnings .._____ -- ______ _._________________ ---________ _____ _________________._..------- ________...___. 23 
Messages with similar endings....--..-....---..-------....--------~--------.--------------.--------------.-.--.-.--.-..-------.--. 21 
The solution of a single message containing a long repetition _.___ -_.- ____ _________ __________._______.. .______...___.. 2.5 
Solution when several cryptograms of identical length and in the same key are available..~~~.........~~~~..~~.~ 26 
Reconstruction of the keys in double transposition ____________________-------.--.---.________ __._________________ ________. 27 
Special cases of solution of double transposition ciphers ______ _.._____.____ _ ___.. .______________.. _______...___._.....-. 28 

20. Solution when the beginning or end of the plain text is known.--a. It often happens, 
when correspondents have fallen into the bad habit of sending stereotyped communications, 
that the beginnings or the endings of messages become so fixed in their form and content that 
the enemy can with a fair degree of certainty guess what these w-ill be in specific cases. If so, 
a quick solution can be reached, the key reconstructed for one message, and this will, of course, 
enable him to read all other messages in the same key. This is particularly true of simple, 
keyed-columnar-transposition ciphers. It is only necessary that the cryptanalyst cut the test 
up in such a manner as to bring the letters composing the assumed text, all within the same TOW 
or rows of t’he transposition rectangle. 

b. Suppose that the enemy frequently uses the introductory espression REFERRING TO YOUR 
NUMBER. Here is a crvptogram assumed to begin with this phrase: 

CRYPTOGRAM 

IMAOD RMGRN ERNIN TUSFS DRYEP BRCFT 
OIRNW TMOIS OIEGE DHOPN CHLFU ESEPQ 
ERIAR UHIAG PAUOO SSSCI 0 NR R,E OVOEY 
EMEVG TRIAF HTEPB NBTNE AEETA 

c. Assuming that previous experience has indicated that the enemy uses keys varying 
from 10 to 20 letters in length, the arrangement of the letters in the tops of columns under a 
key length of 10 would be as shown in Fig. 20. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

REFERRINGT 
OYOURNUMBE 
R 

~GCRE 20. 
The first group of the cryptogram begins with I M. The arrangement shown above gives I U 
as the top of a column; hence a key length of 10 is not correct. A key length of 11 is then tried. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

REFERRINGTO 
YOURNUMBER 

FIOWS 21. 

(40) 
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Here a column is headed by I M, SO that t.his is a possible arrangement. 
rectangle is 11, its outlines are as shown in figure 22. 

If the width of the 
There are 5 columns of 11 letters and 6 

r I 
_. 

_‘. 

G(T/O 
--- 
E / R I 

/ 
I 

__ -/- I I I -_,-‘_ 

/ / -- -,-_ 

~-- 

--- 

--- 

- -,- 

columns of 10 letters. The text can now be marked off into sections of proper lengths and, more- 
over, guided by the letters which must be at the heads of columns, the text can be inscribed in 
the rectangle in key order. For example, column 1 must end with the second group, R M G R N; 
column 2 therefore begins with E R. There is only one possibility, viz, the fourth column. 
This is a long column, and must therefore have 11 letters, making column 3 begin with R Y. 
This definitely fixes the position of the number 3 in the key, and so on. The solution is reached 
after only a very few moments and is as shown in figure 23. 
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a s 6 2 4 7 1 11 5 10 8 

R EiF EIR R 
--_---- 
YOURNU 
---,--- 
EVENWH 
F---F- 
POSIT1 

-l-/-,-j-/- 

C E,Q;U/I/p 
---‘-_j__- 
FlM/EIS/S A 
_,-I~,---A----.~ 

I 

_- 

_- 

_- 

.- 

._ 

./- 

.I- 

.- 

.- 

A T D I S 
----- 
0 N H A S 

----- 
D E 0 F C 

----- 
R A P H I 

---__.- 

G E C E N 
----- 
R T H P R 

----- 
NIAIL B R 

Fronsr 23. 

d. The same general principles, modified to suit the circumstances, may be followed in the 
case involving known or suspected endings of messages. The probable words are written out 
according to various assumed key lengths and the superimposed letters falling at the bottoms 
of columns are sought in the cryptogram. 

21. The case of an omitted colnmn.-u. Sometimes a very careless clerk omits a column in 
transcribing the text from the enciphering rectangle and fails to check the number of letters in 
the final cryptogram. Obviously such a cryptogram will be difficult if not impossible to decipher 
at the other end, and a repetition is requested and sent. If now the identical plain text is en- 
ciphered correctly, two cryptograms are at hand for comparison. This will disclose the length 
of one column, which can be assumed to be either a long one or a short one. The position, in 
the correct cryptogram, of the column omitted from the incorrect one will often afford direct 
clues as to the exact dimensions of the enciphering rectangle. For example, suppose the crypto- 
gram in paragraph 2Ob had first been transmitted as follows: 

CBYPTOQBAM 

IMAOD RMGRN RYEPB RCFTO IRNWT MOISO 
IEGED HOPNC HLFUE SEPQE RIARU HIAGP 
AUOOS SSCIO NRREO VOEYE MEVGT RIAFH 
TEPBN BTNEA EETA 

B. The column which was omitted is E R N I N T U S F S D, and falls between columns 
1 and 3. Since the omitted column contains 11 letters and column 1 contains 10, the dimensions 
of the rectangle immediately become known. Thus, uncertainties as to the dimensions of the 
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rectangle are dissolved and a large step forward has been made in the solution. Also, the 
general whereabouts of ~01umn~ 1 and 2 are now known, since the former is a short one, the 
latter a long one. 

22. The case of an interchanged pair of columns.--a. The keying element in the case of 
columnar transposition is simply a practical means of controlling the order in which the columns 
of t.he enciphering rectangle are transcribed in forming the cipher t,ext. Commonly this numerical 
key is derived from a literal key. Suppose that a cryptographic clerk makes a mistake in the 
latter step. For example, suppose that the literal key is ADMIRATION and t’hat as a result of a 
slight relaxation in attention he assigns the number 5 to the letter N and the number 6 to the 
letter 1f. A pair of columns will become interchanged as regards their order of selection in the 
transcription process, and likely as not a repetition will be requested by the addressee. If a 
second version is sent, enciphered by the correct key, a comparison of the two versions will dis- 
close the width of the enciphering rectangle and possibly the general position (left or right) of 
the columns that were interchanged. 

b. An example will serve to make the matter clear. Assume the two cryptograms to be as 
follows: 

FIRST VERSION 

ODNIL NTTHD GSOHA OOQSG TERPS 
INENE NFWEH RWRRI RATPE DETAN 
oocoo ROGIO S 

SECOND VERSION 

ODNIL NTTHD GSOHA OOQSG TERNF 
UEHRW RPSIN ENERI RATPE DETAN 
oocoo ROGIO S 

c. The two cryptograms are superimposed as shown in figure 24 and their points of similarity 
and difference noted. 

First version__. 0 D N I L N T T H D G S 0 H A 0 0 Q S G T E R[ P S I N E N E] 
Secondversion-ODNILNTTHDGSOHAOOQSGTER[NFUEHRW 

[NFUEHRWR]RIRATPEDETANOOCOOROGIOS 
R]PSINENE]RIRATPEDETANOOCOOROGIOS 

d. The two versions are alike except for a pair of interchanged sequences; the bracketed 
sequence P S I N E N E in the first version is matched by the same sequence in the second 
version, but at a different position in the message; likewise the bracketed sequence 
N F U E H R W R in the first version is matched by a similar sequence in the second version, 
but at a different position in the message. The various deductions which can be made from the 
situation will now be set forth. 

e. One of these sequences contains 7 letters, the other contains 8. It follows that the col- 
umns of the enciphering rectangle are probably 7 and 8 letters in length; hence, with 61 letters, 
the width of the matrix is 8. Since there are 23 letters from the beginning of the messages to the 
first point of their difference, it follows that there are 2 columns of 8 letters and 1 column of 7 
letters involved in this section [(2X8)+ (1 X7)=23], and that the error made in encipherment 
does not involve columns 1,2, or 3, which are therefore properly placed in the first version. Since 
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the sequences which are interchanged are consecutive in the text it means that the numbers 4 
and 5 were interchanged in t.he key for the first version. Since one of these sequences is of 7 
letters, the other of 8 letters, one of the numbers, 4 or 5, applies to a long column, the other, to 
a short column. Since the second version is presumably the correct version, and since in the 
second version the S-letter sequence comes first, the key number 4 applies to a long column, the 
key number 5 to a short column in the correct version. Tvith the foregoing deductions in mind, 
the solution and the reconstruction of the numerical key becomes a simple matter. 

j. The text of the correct version is written out as seen in figure 25,. Seeing a Q in column 3 
and a U in column 4, these two columns are made adjacent by sliding column 3 one interval down- 
ward, as shown in figure 25b. In the latter, column 7 has also been placed at the second interval 
to the right of column 5, because the latter yields good trigraphs with columns 34. Seeing the 
trigraph T R 0 near the bottom of columns 3-4-5 and the letters 0 and P in the same row, sug- 
gests the word TROOP. The columns are to be rearranged to make this word TROOP. There are 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 8 

a C C ;G;; ;1;;;::;; 
t 0 do d OFTHI OFTHIRDS 

OHONPREO 0T;NERP: QUADR QUADRONI 
DDQFSITR DHOFTISR SENGA SENGAGIN 
NGSUIRAO NDQUARIO GHOST GHOSTILE 
ISGENANG IGSENANG TROOP TROOPONN 
LOTHETOI LSGHOTEI EWCHE EWCHESTE 
NHERNPOO NOTROPNO RR0 D RROAD 
TARWEECS THEWCEES 
TO R DO ARROD 

a b C d 
FIGUBE 25. 

two columns which have an 0 in the proper row, columns 2 and 8. The trial of combination 
34-5-8-6, while producing TROOP in the proper row, gives bad pentagraphs in the other rows; 
but the combination 34-5-2-6 shows excellent pentagraphs, as will be seen in figure 25~. The 
words SQUADRON and HOSTILE are clearly evident; the completion of the rectangle is now a 
very simple matter. The result is shown in figure 25d. The recovery of the numerical key now 
will enable other cryptograms to be read directly. 

23. lldessages with similar beginnings-u. In military correspondence it is often the case 
that somewhat similar instructions or information must be conveyed by a superior commander 
to several subordinate commanders simultaneously. Such a situation frequently results in the 
circumstance that two or more cryptograms addressed to diBerent stations will begin with exactly 
t,he same words. When simple columnar transposition is the system used for encipherment, 
then it will result, in such cases as the foregoing, that the first two or more rows of the transposi- 
tion rectangle will be identical in the messages which begin alike. Therefore, the cryptograms 
will show identical sequences of two or more letters, distributed throughout the texts and by 
studying these identities the cryptanalyst is able at once not only to ascertain the width of the 
rectangle but also to divide up the cipher text into sections corresponding with the exact columns 
of the rectangle, thus eliminating the only real difliculty in solution, tiz, the determination of 
which are the long columns, which the short. An example will demonstrate the short cut to 
solution which such a situation provides. 

b. Here are two cryptograms which are assumed to have been intercepted within a few min- 
utes of each other, the messages being addressed to two battalion commanders by the regimental 
commander. 
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CRE.PTOGR.IM 1 

BNTSEARKCL CETTNBITERROTAELTN.NONNENO 
OTOKMSZTGNYITDKLANAEFTFSNPGNPARWOIA 
OFGTFCTOTDNINOEWXERFASIOSTIDRRRMMAO 
ARPAT OUTIOBIEOAGAAPNEIK 

CRYPTOGRAM 2 
BNTSE INDOTLCETSAFPLERROMO ISOENNONST 
IIUTOKMFEYKPCYI TDVSI NTAEFTFSTONTNAR 
WOARO EEKTF CTTLT AEANO EWXPVTITIO STTTF 
OCMMAOOSCANROUT IEELS OAGAA ABITRT 

c. The cryptanalyst, noting the similarities in the first few letters of the two messages, care- 
fully compares the two texts, looking for additional identical sequences of letters between the 
cryptograms. For example, Xo. 1 begins with B N T S E and so does Xo. 2; after an interval 
of 4 letters in Xo. 1 and 5 letters in so. 2 he notes the identical sequences L C E T; after an 
interval of 5 letters in h’o. 1 and 5 letters in No. 2 he notes the identical sequences E R R 0, 
and so on. The identities are underlined or marked in some distinctive manner throughout the 
texts, as shown in figure 26. 

CRYPTOGRAM 1 

BNTSE ARKCLCETTNBITERROTAELTNNONNENO 
OTOKM SZTGNYITDKLANAEFTFSNPGNPARWOIA 
OFGTF CTOTDNINOEWXERFASIOSTIDRRRMMAO 
ARPAT OUTIOBIEOAGAAPNEIK 

CRYPTOGRAM 2 
BNTSE INDOTLCETSAFPLERROMO ISOENNONST 
IIUTO KMFEYKPCYITDVSI NTAEFTFSTD'NTNAR 
WOARO EEKTFCTTLTAEANOEWXPVTITIOSTTTF 
OCMMA OOSCANROUT IEELSOAGAAABITRT 

FIOUXE 28. 

d. Now it is obvious that these identities exist because the two messages begin alike, and 
by taking advantage of the identical portions in the cryptograms it will be possible to transcribe 
the texts of the latter into transposition rectangles which will not only have the identical por- 
tions in homologous positions, but also will show which are long columns, which are short. 
All that is necessary is to begin transcribing the texts on cross-section paper, in columns, arranging 
matters so that the identical sequences will fall at the tops of the columns. Thus, the first 
column of No. 1 will contain the letters B N T S E A R K C and the first column of No.2 will 
contain the letters B N T S E I N D 0 T; the second column of No. 1 will contain the letters 
L C E T T N B I T and the second column of No. 2will contain theletters L C E T S A F P L, -- 
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and so on. It appears that the identical portion embraces the first four roes of the rectangle and 
runs over a number of letters on the fifth row. This is because the identical sequences consist 
of 4 and j letters. Figure 27~ sh ows the identities between the first 5 columns of the two trans- 
position rectangles. Only once in the case of this particular example does any uncertainty arise 
as to exactly where an identical sequence begins or ends, and that is in connection with the 
seventh pair of identities, involvin, p the series of letters A E F T F S N P G N P in No. 1, and 
A E F T F S T 0 N T N in Il’o. 2. These sequences contain 6 identical letters, but even here 
the uncertainty is of only a moment’s duration: The initial letter A does not belong to the iden- 
tical portions at the top of the transposition rectangle because the A’s are needed to complete 
columns 6 in both rectangles. (If the A were placed at the head of column 7 in No. 1, then 
column 6 would lack a letter at the bottom.) Cases of “accidental identities” of course com- 
plicate the process of cutt,ing up the text into the respective columns, but they only serve to 
add a small degree of interest to what would otherwise be a purely cut and dried process. 
The final results of the transcription into columns are shown in figure 2ib. 

1 2 
BLENT BLENT 
NCRNO NCRNO 
TEROK TEROK 
STONM S T 0 N-i 
ETTNS E S M ST 
ANAEZ IAOTE 
RBENT NFIIY 
KILOG DPSIK 
CTTON OLOUP 

T E C 
FIGW~ 27a. 

e. It is obvious from a comparison of these two skeletonized matrices, and a consideration 
of the fact that the long columns must of necessity go to the left side, that the numbers 7 and 10 
occupy the first two positions in the key, and that the numbers 2, 4, 11, and 13 occupy the last 
four positions in the key. By segregating and anagramming columns 7 and 10 as one group, 

. 
1 2 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 2 3 4 5 B 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

ALENTYEATNIMOA BLENTYEATNIMoA 
NCRNOIFRFOOMUG NCRNOIFRFOOMUG 
TEROKTTWCESATA EROKTTWCESATA 
STO.NMDFOTWTOIA STONMDFOTWTO1.A 
ETTNSKsIOXIAOP ESMSFVsATXTOEA 
ANAEZLNATEDRBN IAOTESTRLPTSEB 
RBENTAPODRRPIE NFIIYIOOTVFCLI 
KILOGNGFNFRAEI DPSIKNNEATOAST 
CTTONANGIARTOK OLOUPTTEEICNOR 

P S T E CANKAT R T 
FIOUBE 27b. 

and columns 2, 4, 11, and 13 as another group, the exact positions occupied by these 6 columus 
are easily ascertained, as shown in figure 27~. 
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1 2 
7 10 2 11 13 4 i 10 . 2 11 13 4 

EN........LION EN........LION 
FO........COUN FO........COUN 
TE........ESTO TE........ESTO 
FW........TTIN FW........TTIN 
SX........TION SX........STES 
NE . . . . . . . . NDBE TP . . . . . . ..ATET 
PR........BRIN OV........FFLI 
GF........IREO NT....:...POSI 
NA........TROO TI........LCOU 
P s . . . . . . . . NT 

FIGURE 27~. 

f. The remaining columns 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 14 form a third group of columns to be 
anagrammed, but this is rather easy now that the columns on either side are fixed. 
pleted rectangles are shown in figure 2id. 

The com- 

1 2 
: 10 3 12 6 11 4 9 5 8 2 11 13 4 i 10 3 12 fl 11 4 9 5 8 2 11 13 4 

ENEMYBATTALION ENEMYBATTALION 
FORMINGFORCOUN FORMINGFORCOUN 
TERATTACKWESTO TERATTACKWESTO 
FWOODSATMOTTIN FWOODSATMOTTIN 
SXTAKEPOSITION SXMOVEATFASTES 
NEARLANTZANDBE TPOSSIBLERATET 
PREPAREDTOBRIN OVICINITYOFFLI 
GFLANKINGFIREO NTSANDTAKEPOSI 
NATTACKINGTROO TIONTOREPELCOU 
PS NTERATTACK 

Frnwr 27d. 

24. Messages with similar endings.--o. What has been said at the beginning at the pre- 
ceding paragraph with respect to the nature of military correspondence and the presence of 
identical phraseology in the messages sent by a superior commander to his subordinates also 
operates to produce messages in which the endings are identical. It has been noted that when 
two messages with similar beginnings are available for comparison, the reconstruction of the 
transposition rectangles and the recovery of the transposition key is an easy matter. It will 
now be shown that solution is an even easier matter when two messages having identical endings 
are available for study. 

b. Given the following two cryptograms: 
No. 1 

ETRTE EESOAAEUNI VAFLN IAMNDRYHRVMENRI 
EETROUDCCC OHTCYMRREARHITNDEYENRNERV 
SRBENIGSKAILNRANFNADALOLTXOMAHHRREI 

No. 2 
TLVSX OPNREMEFDS KYENRUEERB TSREHTIANT 
IVYMRVESIREENEI NOLTMNNEDE TROOPUNARA 
CIAAI NSCWNA 
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The cryptanalyst now carefully compares the two tests, searching for identical sequences of 
letters, but in this case instead of trying to locate identities in what may be termed a parallel 
progression (as in the preceding case) he searches for identical sequences of two or more letters 
appearing in both messages. For example, in t.he present case, he notes the sequence T R 0 
forming the final trigraph of the 8th group of XO. 1 and finds a similar sequence forming the 
initial trigraph of the 13th group of I%o. 2. Going through both cryptograms in this way, all the 
identities ore marked off in some fashion, by colored crayon or underlining, as shown below. In 
this search for identities the cryptanalyst bears in mind that when all have been found they 
should be distributed at quite regular intervals throughout the text. For example, note in the 
following that the identities in Eo. 1 fall at int,ervals of 6 letters, with one exception; in T\‘o. 2 
they fall at intervals of 4 letters, with one exception. The intervals between identities serve 3s a 
guide in finding them. After they have all been located, the identities in the cryptograms are 
numbered serially. 

No. 1 

ETRTE EYOA AEUNVAFLN IAGD RTHRV VNRI 
3 

EETRO UDCCC OHTCYMRREARHITNDEYENRNERV 
6 - 

SRZN IGSKA ILNRA NFN+D’ALOLT &OMiH HRR.EA 
0 10 13 

No. 2 

TLVSXPNREh+FDS KY;NR UEERB TSREHIANT 
4 

IVYMR VEIR EENE+ NOLTMNEDE TROOOP UNSA 
B 
CIA6 NS’CWN A 

11 

13 

c. The identities between the two cryptograms may now be equated, using for this purpose 
the numbers below the identities. For instance, identity 1 in cryptogram 1 matches identity 7 
in cryptogram 2; identity 2 in crytogram 1 matches identity 6 in cryptogram 2, and so on. Thus: 

Cryptogram l__________________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ‘11 12 13 
Cryptogram 2 __________________ 7 6 9 2 10 5 11 3 4 12 13 1 8 

d. Now cryptogram 1 has 105 letters; since the key consists of 13 numbers (indicated by the 
13 identities), the rectangle for cryptogram 1 contains 12 columns of 8 letters and 1 column of 9 
letters. Cryptogram 2 has 81 letters, and its rectangle contains 10 columns of 6 letters and 3 
columns of 7 letters. The rectangle of cryptogram 1 has but 1 long column, whereas that of 
cryptogram 2 has 3 long columns. Relative to the position the last letter in each rectangle occu- 
pies in the last row of the rectangle, it is obvious that the last letter of the rectangle for crypto- 
gram 2 is 2 letters in advance of the last letter of the rectangle for cryptogram 1. Using this 
difference, viz, 2, a cyclic sequence is generated from the series of equivalencies given above. 
Thus, the equivalent of identity 1 of cryptogram 1 is identity 7 of cryptogram 2, and the number 
7 is placed two intervals to the right of the number 1; the equivalent of identity 7 of cryptogram 
1 is identity 11 of cryptogram 2, and the number 11 is placed two intervals to the right of number 
7, and so on until the following sequence is obtained: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 7 11 13 8 3 9 
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e. The equivalent of ident,ity 9 of cryptogram 1 is identity 4 of cryptogram 2, and the num- 
ber 4 is plnced between the numbers 1 and 7 in this sequence, for the sequence may be regarded 
as partaking of the nnture of a cycle or a continuous series. From this point on, the process is 
the same 3s before, and finally the following is obtained: 

1234 56 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 7 2 11613 5 810 3 12 9 

f. dfter little experiment it becomes obvious that column 8 belongs on the extreme left 
because in cryptogram 1 there is only one long column, number 8, ascertained by counting the 
number of letters between successive identities in that message. The number 8 being at the 
extreme left the final actual transposition key is 8 10 3 12 9 1 4 i 2 11 6 13 5. The completely’ 
deciphered messages are shown in figure 28. 

No. 1 No. 2 
8 10 3 12 9 1 4 7 2 11 6 13 5 8 10 3 12 9 1 4 7 2 11 6 13 

HEADREDCOLUMN INFANTRYPOINT 
INFANTRYANDAR REDCOLUMNPASS 
TILLERYMARCHI EDSILVERRUNCR 
NGNORTHREACHE EEKATSEVENTWE 
DSILVERRUNCRE NTYAMXREMAINH 
EKATSEVENFORT EREINOBSERVAT 
YAMXREMAINHER ION 
EINOBSERVATIO 
N. FIGURE Z% 

g. The possibility of the rapid solution of columnar transposition ciphers by means of the 
method of similar beginnings and endings, constitutes one of the most serious drawbacks to the 
use of transposition ciphers in military cryptography, because it is almost impossible to avoid 
such cases where many messages must be sent in the same key each day. 

25. Solution of a single message containing a long repetition.--a. Sometimes a lengthy phrase 
or a series of numbers (spelled out in letters) is repeated within a message and if the message ij 
enciphered by a transposition rectangle of such narrow width (in comparison with the length of 
the repetition) that the repeated portion forms identical sequences within the text of the crypto- 
gram, a solution somewhat similar in principle to that explained in paragraph 24 may be achieved 
within a few minutes. 

5. Note the following cryptogram, in which identical portions have been underlined. 

CRYPTOGRAM (169 letters) 

OEAEL TRSED HNUFF RlJRYF NTAED ILSMY 
T 

NCETS LSTOC”AWIA0 TSLSS LEDHN ORIIS 
.2b 

FEBNN U*;PWE SStYE RC-NNO RVTaTA OGNUG 

GTIFE RSEOM SWERN RASTB OSAA; OSNOO bb 
IBOSD CAY;L HONE$SETFY ;LAUX TAOGG 

PR:VL YEEgG TISSO U\PV 
84 c 
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c. There are 18 segments of underlined letters, which means in this case that the rectangle is 
9 columns wide, because the repeated portion in the text. will give rise to two repeated sequences 
in each column. This means that the rectangle has 7 columns of 19 letters and 2 columns of 18 
letters. The first two segments may t,herefore be assigned the numbers la and lb, since they 
come from column 1; the next two segments may be assigned the numbers 2a and 2b, since they 
come from column 2, and so on, as shown above. Identical segments may now be equated. 
Thus: 

la 2a 3a 4a 5a 6a 7a 8a 9a 
3b 4b 2b 9b 8b lb 6b 7b 5b 

This gives rise to the cycle l-3-24-9-5-8-7-6, which is a cyclic permutation of the actual 
transposition key. 

d. By transcribing the text into a rectangle of proper width, “cutting” the columns so as to 
bring t,he identical portions within the same rows, the result shown in figure 29 is obtained. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 tl 4 6 9 1 5 3 8 2 7 

OFTRREAOP REPORTOFA 
ENOICRANR IRRECONNA 
ATCINSOES ISSANCETO 
EAASNESMV SEVENAMAS 
LEWFOONSL FOLLOWSEN 
TDIERMOEY EMYTRIEDO 
RIABVSOTE BSERVATIO 
SLONTWIFE NWESTOFLI 

pqqqgq 5 Ii; 5 ; 5 f p 

NNSPGRDAI PRINGSAND 
UCSWNACUS WASUNSUCC 
FELEUSAXS ESSFULXEA 

@~@iyqi 

STOFGETTY 
SBURGD.ASH 
MOUNTHOLL 

RSNYISHGP YSPRINGSH 
G V EAVYFOG 

Flowr 29. Flowr 39. 

e. Study of figure 29 shows that columns 2 and 7 are the short, columns and belong on the 
right, either in the sequence 2-7 or 7-2. The cyclic permutation of the transposition key obtained 
in subparagraph c is l-3-24-9-5-8-7-6. In order to bring the 2 and 7 adjacent in a sequence 
2-7 or 7-2 one must take intervals of 5 and 4, respectively, and “decimate” the cycle, giving the 
following: l-5-3-8-2-74-6-9 or 1-9-64-7-2-8-3-5. Since columns 2 and 7 belong on 
the right, the key must be: 4-6-9-l-5-3-8-2-7 or 8-3-5-1-9-64-7-2, Only a few moments are 
necessary to establish the correctness of the former alternative and the solution is at hand. It is 
as shown in figure 30. 

f. A good understanding of the principles elucidated in this and the preceding paragraph 
will enable the student to derive for himself the procedure applicable to cases of somewhat 
similar nature, such as that wherein a single letter or a whole group has been omitted from the 
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fist version of a message and a second (correction message) is sent without paraphrasing the 
original test; or that wherein two messages are alike except. for a difference in a single word (such 
as a number) and are cryptographed by identical transposition keys, or that wherein the numeri- 
cal key has been incorrectly derived from :he lit,eral key and two versions of the same plain text are 
available for comparison, one based on a transposition by means of the incorrect key, the second 
based on a transposition by means of the correct key, both keys, however, being of the same 
length. 

26. Solution when several cryptograms of identical length and in the same key are avail- 
able--u. Although the method to be described in this paragraph is included within the category 
of special solutions, it is of such general applicability that it might well be treated as a general 
solution for all transposition systems. It is based upon the very mechanics of transposition as a 
cryptographic scheme, viz, that the essential feature of the transposition method consists merely 
in the alterations in the positions of the elements (letters, groups of letters, or words) composing 
the plain text, according to a specific key. It follows, therefore, that the respective elements of 
two or more messages of identical lengths, when transposed according t,o the same key, will undergo 
identical alterations in position in the course of encipherment, and therefore all plain-text ele- 
ments occupying homologous positions in t&? original messages will emerge in homologous posi- 
tions ‘in the cryptograms. The sit,uation is very much like that which may be observed in the 
movements executed by t’wo symmetrical groups of dancers in a chorus. Suppose each group 
consists of 8 dancers starting originally in definite positions relative to one another. V&en a 
movement. is executed each dancer in each group performs certain evolutions; at the conclusion 
of the movement the 8 dancers in each group may be in quite different positions relative to one 
another than they were at the beginning of the movement, but the correspondingly numbered 
dancers in both groups End themselves in identical positions relative to their neighbors. Of 
course, the fact that in this analogy the groups are based upon 8’s is of no significance; if the 
groups consisted of many more t’he principle would still apply. Another way of looking at the 
matter is to call attention to the fact that in any type of transposition the position which a specified 
letter or element of the plain text will occupy in the final cryplogram is quite de$nitely a junaion of the 
number of letters or elements in the plain text itself. For example, suppose that a plain-text message 
contains exactly 100 letters, and suppose that the transposition system and specific key is duch 
that the 1st plain-text letter appears as the 17t,h cipher-text letter, the 2d plain-t.ext letter, as the 
68th, and so on; in another message of exactly 100 letters, enciphered by the same general system 
and specific key, it is obvious that the 1st plain-text letter must also appear as the 17th cipher- 
text let,ter, the 2d plain-text letter, as the 68th, and so on. In short., all corresponding!y num- 
bered plain-text letters in both messages will appear in iden tical positions in the crypt,ograms. 

b. Granting the obvious truth of the foregbing, to what use can it be put in the solution of 
transposition ciphers? Simply this: It enables the cryptanalyst to reconstruct the plain texts of 
cryptograms of identical length without even knowing what the transposition key or system w&s that 
produced them. The process is not. at all complicated and if there are several messages the 
process is very easy. It consists in superimposing the several cryptograms and anagramming 
the columns formed by the superimposition, for it is obvious that any circumstances which can 
be used as a guide for rearranging the letters in one of the lines of superimposed text in order 
to form plain text will require, and can be checked by, the results of an identical rearrangement 
of the corresponding letters of the other lines of superimposed text. 

c. An example of the method involving the application of this general solution will now 
be given, using as a basis five messages assumed to have been enciphered by an unknown but 
complex type of transposition. It will now be shown how the security of such a system is demol- 
ished when it is used by a large number of i.ntercQmmunicating commands. 
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d. Let the following be five cryptograms isolated from among many messages intercepted 
on the same day and therefore suspected of being in the same key. These five cryptograms 
have been isolated because they all contain exactly the same number of letters. They are here 
shown superimposed (fig. 31) and therefore all the letters in one column have undergone exactly 
the same evolutions or changes in position in the course of encipherment. 
ColumIl No ___.-_-. 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 IO 11 12 13 14 1s I6 1; 16 19 20 ?l 2? 23 24 25 26 ?i ?8 2’3 30 31 32 

~essgeso. I . . . ..I A A L N E 0 F S G T 0 G V E R A N 0 L N D U 0 D E I H I S A T 
~esssgeso. 2...-.T D N M R G R E 0 N A R I E U E T N Y I T C 0 F E A I E U T T A 
~esageso.3 ._____ A N E L N E X E H G I L A C E M E E N L F X T E E E I S I G A 0 
MessageNo. .._._. E E N E T S L N N F T C 0 I D 0 S E A I L F I G D W I A A R N 0 
Me.wgeNo.5 . ..___ R A M E T M I 0 N 0 D I U M A L L I N X 0 A T G T N N A I B T N 
Column iK0..-..--~33 34 35 36 3i 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4f1 47 4E 49 50 51 

messagexo.1______ F T D N R L V 0 R 0 D S W E E R 0 R Q 
Message No. z ._.___ R D T E D N S 0 E I P E C M F E A R N 
MessageNo. 3 ..-..R W L L D L V V 0 R D E L 0 C H 0 T H 
MesageNo.4 _.____ 1 H N L L N R F V W L R E M R A I E A 
Me.mgeNo.5 ..____ H I T N I A S D R M S E C U I 0 V S A 

FIOCBE 31. 

e. Noting a Q in message 1 column 51, the obligatory sequence Q U is assumed to be present 
in that message. There is in message 1 but one U, which is fortunate. Combining columns 51 
and 23, the results are found to be fair (fig. 32~). The H T in the third row suggests a word 
ending in G H T, such as FIGHT, MIGHT, EIGHT, etc. Searching in message 3 for a G, two candi- 
dates are found: columns 10 and 30. The t,rigraphs yielded by each combination are shown in 
figure 32b. The second of the two possibilit,ies looks much the better. The trigraph in the 

51 23 IO 51 23 30 s1 23 30 51 23 31 30 51 23 31 22 

ov GQU SQV SQUA SQUAD 
NO NNO TN0 TNOT TNOTC 
HT GHT GHT GHTA GHTAX 
AI FAI RAI RAIN RAINF 
AT OAT BAT BATT BATTA 

Fl0VP.k a20. FIOVBE 326. FIGWEE 33s. FIOCRE 336. 

first row suggests the word SQUARE or SQUADRON; that in the last row suggests BATTLE or 
ATTALION. This means that a column with an A at the top and a T at the bottom should be 

sought. There is only one such column, 31. Adding it to the 30-51-23 combination gives 
what is shown in figure 33~. Looking for a column with a D at the top (for SQUAD) and either an 
A (for BATTALION) or an L (for BATTLE), there is only one candidate, column 22, yielding the 
sequences shown in figure 33b. Enough has been shown of the procedure to make further demon- 
stration unnecessary. Once a good start has been made, progress is quite rapid, unless the 
cryptanalyst is unfortunate and arrives at a point where all the messages simultaneously ter- 
minate in complete words, without a clue as to what follows or precedes in any one of the mes- 
sages. In such a contingency the only thing he can do is to try all sorts of possible continuations, 
either “fore” or ‘[aft,” that is, in front of the original starting point or after it, until he picks up 
another word which will enable him to continue. Or he may have to search for a new point of 
entry and build upon that, later joining this structure with the other. In the case under ex- 
amination no serious di@iculties are found and the entire set of five messages is reconstructed. 

f. In the course of this reconstruction the numbers applicable to the columns become assem- 
bled in proper sequence, that is, in the correct order to reproduce the plain text. This sequence, 
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constituting the C-+P sequence, is shown in figure 34 as the second row of numbers. 
Term numhl’r..... .._-_ I 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 In II 12 13 14 15 lfi I: 18 19 %I 21 22 23 24 2.5 26 27 !B 29 3n 

C+Psequence .._._._ -_ 2.5 3 14 49 19 37 25 47 45 26 35 41 2 34 27 12 36 45 Ii 13 40 1S 9 24 33 8 1 $50 44 11 

Message so. I________.- HAVEORDEREDRATIONWAGONSOFFIRST 
~lessage so.z~~~-.~~. E N E M Y D E F E A T E D D I R E C T I 0 N 0 F R E T R E A 
message so. 3-.---w.-- S E C 0 N D E C H E L 0 N W I L L L E A V E H E R E A T E I 
hfessage x0.4...---.- A N I M A L D R A W N V E H I C L E S 0 F E N G I N E E R T 
~essagexo.5--.-mu-. A M M U N I T I 0 N T R A I N I N C L U D I N G H 0 R S E D 
TWIO number __________ 31 32 33 34 35 36 3i 3R 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 

C+P sequence ____.____ 30 51 23 31 22 16 7 21 32 42 10 49 4 43 15 5 39 29 20 38 6 

~essageso. I.-..-._- S Q U A D R 0 N T 0 G 0 L D E N V I L L E 
>Iessage SO. 2.---.- T N 0 T C E R T A I N A M P U R S U I N G 
h~essage SO.L--..-- G H T A X M X F 0 R G 0 L D E N V I L L E 
Message No.L-_..-- R A I N F 0 L L 0 W F I E L D T R A I N S 
Message ~o.L--..- B A T T A L I 0 N M 0 V E S A T S I X A M 

FIOUBE 34. 

g. The solut,ion by superimposing and anagramming equal-length messages in the case of 
transposition constit,utes a gsned so,!&ion which is applicable in all cases without exception. 
Indeed, the possibility of solution by this method constitutes the most serious, if not fatal, weak- 
ness of transposition as a cryptographic method, for not only is it applicable to the most complex 
as well as to the most simple types of transposition, but, what is much more serious, the pro- 
cedure is very simple, requiring very little cryptanalytic ingenuity or expertness. The chief 
disadvantage of this general solution is, of course, that it is dependent upon the more or less 
fort,uitous availability of messages of identical lengths, and while t,his f0rtunat.e contingency is 
quite frequent in a voluminous correspondence, it would naturally be better from the point of 
view of the cryptanalyst if this requirement were not essential in all cases. Deeper study of 
the subject will show that the method can still be applied in a modified way to the case of mes- 
sages of almost the same lengths when the transposition is not too involved. To illustrate, 
a case of simple keyed-columnar transposition will be used and it will be assumed that several 
messages of approximately identical lengt,hs are at hand. 

h. First, take the case of two messages which have been enciphered by completely-filled 
rectangles, one meswge having, for example, one more row of letters than the other. In the 
discussion, the consecutive numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . will be employed as though they constituted 
the successive letters of a plain-text message that is being enciphered. This method of treat- 
ment is very useful in connection with studies of the mechanics of transposition ciphers in 
general, and especially so in the case of double transposition. Note the P+C! sequences that 
result from the transposition: 

6257413 6257413 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 
08 09 10 11 12 13 14 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 B 

A 
P-+C sequence for A---- 06 13 20 27 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 28 05 12 19 26 03 10 17 24 01 

08 15 22 04 11 18 25 
P+C sequence for JL- 06 13 20 02 09 16 07 14 21 05 12 19 03 10 17 01’ 08 15 04 11 18 

FIOVU a&a 
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It is obvious that the two sequences may be superimposed so as to bring identical sections into 
superimposition. Thus: 

A____- 06 13 20 27 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 28 05 12 19 26 03 10 17 24 01 OS 15 22 04 11 1s 35 
B_--__ 06 13 20 0 02 09 16 0 07 14 21 0 05 12 19 q 03 10 17 0 01 08 15 0 04 11 18 0 

The T, blank spaces in the B line mark the ends of the columns in the transposition rectangle. 
The regularity in the distribution of the blank spaces follows from the mechanics of encipherment. 
If two messages were superimposed in this manner it is clear t,hat a solution by anagramming 
becomes perfectly feasible. Moreover, anagramming of columns is perhaps unnecessarv, for 
anagramming merely the lett,ers that would occupy in line ,4 the positions marked by the blanks 
in line B will yield the transposition key direct,ly. Extension of these principles to the case in 
which the two rectangles differ by 2, 3, 4, . , . complete rows is obvious. 

i. Taking next a case wherein two rectangles differ by one or two letters in the bottom row, 
it is clear that by shifting the letters of one message one or two spaces to the right (or left) from 
a given point will bring most of the text into proper superimposition for a solution by anagram- 
ming. Note the P-X! sequences applicable to the following t’ranspositions: 

6257413 6257413 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 
08 09 10 11 12 13 14 08 09 10 II 12 13 14 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 22 23 24 25 

A B 

P-C sequence for -4--.. 06 13 20 27 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 05 12 19 26 03 10 17 24 01 OS 
15 22 04 11 18 25 

P+C sequence for B--- 06 13 20 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 05 12 19 03 10 17 24 01 08 15 22 
04 11 18 25 

FIGURE 366 

It is possible to superimpose these two sequences by shifting the sections in line B after certain 
numbers. Thus: 

A-s-06 13 20 27 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 05 12 19 26 03 10 17 24 01 OS 15 22 04 11 18 25 
B-e-06 13 20 0 02 09 16 23 07 14 21 05 12 19 0 03 10 17 24 01 08 15 22 04 11 18 25 

In the case of actual messages corresponding to the foregoing P+C sequences, superimposition 
of the two texts in the manner indicated would at once permit of a solution by anagramming of 
columns. The unknown factor, of course, is the location of the blank spaces. Where the two 
messages differ in length by only one or two letters brief experimentation would tell the story; 
where the messages differ in length by a good many letters the process would be much more 
difI?cult but not at all hopeless of fruitful results. Only a small section of text reconstructed by 
anagramming will soon lead to complete solution. Hence, it follows that by regulating the num- 
ber of blanks to be left here and there and judicious shifting of sections of text, solution by super- 
imposing and anagr amming homologous sections of text from several messages in the same trans- 
position key will often be possible. 
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j. The foregoing principles will naturally not be applicable to cases where two messages diff cr 
in length by but one letter and this small difference brings about a profound difference in the P-4’ 
sequences applicable to the messages. This is what happens often in the case of true double 
transposition,l but the principle can nevertheless be applied even here. An e.xplanation of the 
procedure lies beyond the scope of the present text, however, and no more will be indicated herein 
concerning the matter in the case of true double transposition. However, in certain cases of 
combined substitution-transposition to be discussed in a later portion of this text the principles 
elucidated in these last. few subparagraphs may be found to be applicable. 

27. Reconstruction of the keys in double transposition-u. Having reconstructed the plain 
texts of the messages solved by superimposing and anagramming, as esplained in paragraph 
26 d, e, can the transposition key be found? First, it is necessary to ascertain whether a single 
columnar transposition had been used and, if not, then the assumption will be that a double 
transposition had been used. 

b. If a single transposition were the case, the relationship pointed out in paragraph 16c, con- 
cerning the existence of a constant difference between successive elements of the P+C sequence, 
should obtain. Having the C-+P sequence, the P+C sequence may readily be established by 
inversion of the former. Hence, the P-4 sequence is constructed by inversion, as shown in 
figure 36a. 

Term numbereemm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
c-+p sequence-_- 28 3 14 46 19 37 25 47 48 26 35 41 2 34 27 12 36 45 17 13 40 

1”s z 2u4 G z 27 1 50 28 44 29 11 30 30 31 51 32 ?3 33 31 34 22 35 16 35 37 7 21 38 32 39 42 40 10 41 49 42 

43 44 43 46 47 48 49 50 61 

4 43 15 5 39 29 20 38 6 

Term number---- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

P-G sequence--- 27 13 2 43 46 51 37 26 23 41 30 16 20 3 4.5 36 19 22 5 49 38 

22 23 24 25 243 n 23 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 

3-S 33 24 7 10 15 1 48 31 34 39 25 14 11 17 6 50 47 21 12 40 

4’: 2”9 : 46 4 47 8 48 9 42 49 28 50 32 51 

c. (1) Since there appears to be no constant difference between successive terms in the 
P ---, C sequence in figure 36a, single columnar transposition is ruled out and double transposition 
is assumed to have been employed. In passing, it is worthwhile noting that the reconstruction 
of the keys employed in the case of true double transposition,is quite important, because it is 
often the case that concentrated effort directed toward the cryptanalysis of one or more messages 
and the subsequent recovery of the transposition keys will, of course, greatly facilitate the 
reading of all other messages in the same keys. 

(2) There are at least four methods suited to the purpose and they will be dealt with in an 
order most conducive to their comprehension by the student. 

(3) A preliminary to the reconstruction of the keys in the case of each of the four methods 
to be studied consists in establishing or ascertaining the width of either the T-l or the T-2 
matrix, usually the former, because it is easier to do. 

1 See Special Text No. 166, Advanced Military Cryptography, sec. IV. 
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(4) As in paragraph 26h,, the exposition will employ matrices in which the consecutive 
numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . take the place of the successive plain-text letters in the T-l matrix, 
because in such handling significant facts arising from the mechanics of encipherment are brought 
to light. 

d. In order to study the effects of true double transposition on this matter of reconstructing 
the keys an example will be employed, involving transposition with two different keys. Let 
the “message” and the keys be as shown in figure 37a: 

tl 2 7 1 5 3 a 4 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 1 

T-l 

3 9 1 i 4 2 11 8 10 6 5 

Term number ____________________--------.------.--.--.- 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 

P + C sequence ____________________________ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 
14 1.5 16 17 18 19 P 

17 51 36 22 13 49 31 
27 28 20 430 31 32 33 

01 35 28 14 05 41 23 
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 

40 25 07 18 08 45 27 

08 09 10 11 

21 03 39 04 

;4 2nq ;9 :3 
34 35 35 37 

10 46 37 19 
47 48 49 50 

02 38 29 11 
Term number _____.____________...--- _ _____ -_- ___.______ 01 02 M o( 05 06 07 

C -+ P sequence __..__________________ - _____ 27 47 09 11 31 02 42 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

30 05 26 14 43 37 01 
27 26 20 30 31 32 33 

46 29 49 07 20 13 04 
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 

40 32 12 24 06 45 35 
FIowr 370. 

08 09 10 11 12 13 

44 23 34 50 38 18 
21 22 23 24 25 26 

08 i7 33 22 41 25 
34 35 36 37 38 39 

21 28 16 36 48 10 
47 4a 40 50 51 

51 03 19 39 15 

12 13 

42 32 
25 26 
26 16 
38 39 

12 50 
51 

47 

Nothing in the nature of a series of constant differences between successive terms is now discernible 
in the P + C sequence. But there is, as can readily be seen, a fairly constant relationship 
betKeen segments or sections of this sequence. For example, take the 1st to 6th terms of this 
P + C sequence (20 06 48 33 15), set them under the 29th to 34th terms (28 14 05 41 
23), and fmd the dserence between superimposed numbers. (When the minuend is less than 
the subtrahend the superimposed terms are disregarded.) Thus: 

29th to 34th terms _____________________________________ 28 14 05 41 23 
1st to 6th terms ________________________________________- 20 06 48 33 15 
Differences -.*--_--*-_.___.------------------------------- 8 8 8 8 
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There is a constant difference between the superimposed terms. The reason for its appearance 
is not hard to understand if reference is made to figure 37a and the matter is studied in the light 
of the mechanics of the method of encipherment. As for the two terms 28 and the 20, while 
they come from different columns in the T-2 mat,rix, both come from the same column of the 
T-l matrix, as do 14 and 06, 41 and 33, 23 and 15. But the 05 and the 48 not only come from 
different columns in the T-2 matrix, but also from different columns in the T-l matrix, this 
representing a case where there is a transit from the bottom of one column to the top of the next 
column in the transposition process. &‘ow the constant difference is in this case 8 because 
the superimposed terms happen to be sequent in t’he columns in which they fall in the T-l matrix. 
If the superimposed terms are in the same column in the T-l matrix but separated by one row, 
the constant difference will be 16; if separated by two rows, the constant difference will be 24, 
and so on. Thus, for example: 

6th to 11th terms ________________ -_--_- ..___.__________ 2 44 30 21 03 39 
29th to 34th terms ___________ -__------- . . . ..____________ 28 14 05 41 23 

16 16 16 16 
Here the difference, 16, is a multiple of 8 because the superimposed terms are separated by one 
row in the T-l matrix, as can be seen by referring to figure 37a. 

e. The foregoing phenomena afford a method of ascertaining the width of the T-l matrix 
in an unknown case, and, as noted above, this constitutes the first step in recovering the transposi- 
tion key or keys. For if a study be made of the terms of the P + C sequence in figure 36a, 
based upon finding sections thereof which show a constant difference, the latter will correspond 
to either the width of the T-l matrix or a multiple of the width. An easy way to make this 
study is to take a section of the P + C sequence in figure 36a, add 5, 6, 7, . . . (in successive 
steps) to each term of the selected section, and then look for repetitions between t,he original 
P + C sequence and tbe P + C sequence plus the additive. A beginning will be made with an 
assumption of a T-l matrix of 5 columns. Since the cryptograms contain only 51 letters, all 
totals greater than 51 will be disregarded. Hence it is best to take a section which has a long 
series of low numbers, so that when the additive is applied the majority of the totals will not 
exceed 51. Such a series is the following (only one term in it, the 29th, is close to the maximum): 
Term number ___________ ___._ -___ 21’ 22 23 24 25 26 27 23 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 

P + C sequence.-.---- 38 35 33 24 07 10 15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 11 17 06 
P + C +5--- sequence 43 40 38 29 12 15 20 06 36 39 44 30 19 16 22 11 
Searching for repetitions between the P+C sequence and the P+C sequence $5, the results are 
negative. Trial is then made of additives 6 to 11, inclusive, with similar negative results. When 
an additive of 12 is applied, however, the results obtained give positive indication that the T-l 
matrix is 12 columns in width. Thus: 
Term nUlllber __-__________-____ --- 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 ‘36 37 

P+C ___________ sequence 38 35 33 24 07 10 15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 11 17 06 
P+C! sequence+12----- 50 47 45 36 19 22 27 13 43 46 51 37 26 23 29 18 
It will be seen, on referring to figure 36a, that the following repetitions (with the term numbers in 
each of the sequences indicated) are present: 
Term no. in P-G Sequence + 12- 21 22 

II 

23 24 25 26 

/I , 
27 28 29 30 3l 32 33 34 35 36 3i 

Repetitions ________________ 50 47 45 36 19 22 27 13 02 43 46 51 37 26 23 II 29 18 
Temno.h P-C sequence.-..--.. 38 39 I/ 15 16 17 18 11 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 06 09 I/ 44 45 

The width of the T-l matrix is therefore 12 and its outlines may at once be drawn, since the total 
number of letters in each message, 51, indicates that there are 3 long columns of 5 letters and 9 
short columns of 4 letters. 
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f. (1) There is another method of ascertaining the width of the T-1 matrix, which is perhaps 
a bit shorter and more direct thnn that described above. Basically both methods are the same, 
the one now to be presented being but another way of looking at the matter. Suppose that the 
differences between successive t,erms in the P-X sequence of figure 3ia arc calculated and set 
down as shown below, and then repetitions are sought in the series of differences, the latter 
constituting what will hereinafter be termed the P-4 intemal sequence. Thus: 

Term number.... _....__...___ 01 20 03 04 OS 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 

P-C sequence .._..._________ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 17 51 
P-K! interval sequence ___ -14+42-15-18+29-14 -9918+36-35+38-lo-15+34-15 

Term number _______________._ 16 
P-C sequence.. _____________ 36 2’; 1’: 4’; iY 42 2Y i!Ei 42 
PA! interval sequence--- -14 -9936-188 +3-lo-15+34--17 

Term number _____________________________ 25 
P-X sequence ___________________________ 26 ;; o’f ;; ;; ;; 0”; 4”; 2”; 1”;1 g; 5; ;g 
P-C interval sequence _______.________ --IO--15+34 -7-14 -9+36-18-13+36 -9-12 -7 

Term number- .________________._______ 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 48 47 48 49 50 

P-+C sequence __________ -_-_-- _______ - 12 50 40 25 07 18 08 45 27 02 38 29 11 4”: 
P-4 interval sequence _____________ +38-lO-l5-l8+11-lO+37-l8-25+36 -9-18-r-36 

Several repetitions are noted and underscored, in the same manner that ordinary repetitions are 
indicated in analogous cryptanalytic procedure. Now take the longest repetition, -14-9+36 
- 18, and find the terms from which it origina,tes in the P+C sequence; a constant difference of 
8 u-ill be found. Thus: 

(Term numbers 16-20) _______________.________________ 36 22 13 49 31 , 
(Termnumbers 29-33) ____ -_- __.______________________ 28 14 05 41 23 
Differences ________________________________________------- 8 8 8 8 8 

The other repetitions will show the same constant difference. The terms which produce the 
repetitions will be found to be located in the same columns of the T-2 matrix in figure 37a, and 
reference to that figure will show that the constant difference between the sets of terms producing 
repetitions in the P+C interval sequence is merely the result. of the mechanics of encipherment. 

(2) In similar manner, if the interval sequence is constructed for t,he P-C sequence of 
figure 36a, the repetitions underscored in figure 36b are noted: 
Term number _________________ 01 
P+C sequence _______________ 27 1”; 0”; 4”; 4”; 5”; 3”; 2”: 2”; 4’; 3’; ;i iFI di 4’; 
P-4 interval sequence ___ -14-11+41 +3 $5-14-11 -3+18-11-14 +4--7+42 -9 

Term number _________________ 10 17 I8 19 20 21 22 23 24 

P-& sequence _______________ 36 19 22 05 49 38 35 33 24 
P+Cinterval sequence--- -17 +3-17+44-11 -3 -2 -9-17 ’ 

Term number _________________ 25 26 27 28 29 30 

P+C sequence _______________ 07 10 15 01 48 31 ;: 3”; 2”; l? 1”; 1”; 0”; 5”; 4”; 
P+C interval sequence ___ +3 +5-14+47-17 f3 +5-14-11 -3 +8-11+44 -3-26 

Term number _________________ 40 

P+C sequence _______________ 21 I% ii 1;: 4 ;;; 6 $4 0’; 2? ii 3”; 
P-tC interval sequence ___ -9+28 +4-15-11-14 +4 +1+33-16 +4 

Fumur 36b 
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Taking the sections of the P -X sequence from which the longest repetition arises and finding 
the constant difference between the terms involved, a widt,h of 12 for the T-l matrix is indicated. 
Thus: 

(Term numbers 04-09) _______________ __________ 43 46 51 37 26 23 
(Term numbers 30-35). _____._.________ -- .______ 31 34 39 25 14 11 

- 
Differences __.. ---.--_- ___. --.--- ._._______ -_- ______ 12 12 12 12 12 12 

This is identical with the results found by the other method. The T-l matrix for the messages 
of paragraph 26d is therefore 12 columns in width. 

g. Having ascertained the width of the T-l matrix, the next step is to ascertain whether 
the width of the T-2 matrix is the same as that for the T-l, or different. If the same, the sus- 
picion is warranted that the transposition keys for both matrices may be identical, in which case 
it is necessary to recover but one key. If the widths of the two matrices are different, then 
it is obvious that tsvo different transposition keys are involved. Having ascertained the widths 
of both matrices, one can proceed to reconstruct the transposition key or keys which apply 
thereto. There are, as stated once before, at least four methods suitable for this purpose. They 
will now be taken up in turn, and each method will be explained in detail. 

h. (1) In explaining the first method the discussion will be initiated with a reconsideration 
of figure 37~. If the C-+P sequence established in that figure is treated as though it were plain 
text and enciphered by the double transposition method, using the same two transposition keys 
as before, an interesting phenomenon is observed. & ot the following (fig. 37~) : 

R 2 7 1 5 3 8 4 

27 47 09 11 31 02 42 44 
23 34 50 38 18 30 05 26 
14 43 37 01 08 17 33 22 
41 25 46 29 49 07 20 13 
04 21 28 16 36 48 10 40 
32 12 24 06 45 35 51 03 
19 39 15 

T-l 

3 9 1 7 4 2 11 8 10 6 5 

11 38 01 29 16 06 47 34 43 25 21 
12 39 02 30 17 07 48 35 44 26 22 
13 40 03 31 18 08 49 36 45 2’7 23 
14 41 04 32 19 09 50 37 46 28 24 
15 42 05 33 20 10 51 

FIGWEE 37~. 
T-2 

Here it is seen that the numbers in the columns of the T-2 matrix are consecutive. Obviously, if 
the columns of this T-2 matrix were retranscribed in a matrix of the same outlines as the T-l 
matrix, the numbers would be consecutive in rows and would represent the plain-text sequence 
1, 2, 3, . . . , inscribed within a T-l matrix in the normal fashion. Thus (fig. 37dj: 

6 2 7 1 3 3 8 4 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
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The result of these three steps has been to effect a return to the original T-l matrix containing 
plain text in normal sequence. The principal point to be noted here is the appearance of the 
T-2 matrix in figure 37c, for it is the basis of the first method for recovering the transposition 
key-s, as well as for other operations in connection with double transposition. 

(2) To demonstrate the procedure, the data afforded by figure 37~ again will be employed. 
Let the C+P sequence be inscribed within a matrix of 8 columns (the width having been estab- 
lished by one of the methods set forth in subpars. d-f). Thus: 

27 47 09 11 31 02 42 44 
23 34 50 38 18 30 05 26 
14 43 37 01 08 17 33 22 
41 25 46 29 49 07 20 13 
04 21 28 16 36 48 10 40 
32 12 24 06 45 35 51 03 
19 39 15 

Find the column in which term 01 appears and set that column down horizontally; placing a 
vertical bar before and after the series of numbers to set them off as belonging to one column. 

Step (1) j 11 38 01 29 16 06 i 
FIGUP.E 37f (1). 

Then !ind t,he column in which the term 02 appears and set it down under the row of numbers 
given in Step (1). Thus: 

Step (2) 1 11 38 01 29 16 06 1 
1 02 30 17 07 48 35 / 

FIWJBE 37f (2). 

Kate the ascending superimposed numbers 01, 02; 29, 30; 16, 17; 06, 07. Continue to build up 
on this structure in the manner depicted in successive steps as follows: 

{ 11 38 01 29 16 06 1 
Step (3) 1 02 30 17 07 48 35 1 

1 44 26 22 13 40 03 1 
( 11 38 01 29 16 06 1 

Step (4) 1 02 30 17 07 48 35 1 . 
1 44 26 22 13 40 03 1 

) 27 23 14 41 04 32 19 1 
1 11 38 01 29 16 06 1 

1 02 30 17 07 48 35 [ 
Step. (5) 1 44 26 22 13 40 03 1 

1 27 23 14 41 04 32 19 1 
, 142 05 33 20 10 51 1 

FlGnaE 371(3) (4) (5). 

The numbers 01 to 05, inclusive, here have formed the basis for building up the structure shown 
as Step (5). The next te.rm in the sequence is 06 but it is already in the structure, as is also 07. 
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In the column iii which 00 and UT appear there is just room enough for 08 and 09, since the term 
10 is nlrcutl~ shown at the bottom of the column. Hence: 

,I1 38 01 29 16 06, 
jO2 30 ii 07 4X 35; 

stq, I ci I 144 26 2” 13 40 03131 1s OS 49 36 43’ 
/3T 23 14 41 04 32 19; 

I42 05 3.3 20 10 51 

Step (7) 

111 38 01 29 16 O(il 
102 30 li 07 48 35, 

144 26 22 13 40 03j31 18 OS 49 36 45 
127 23 14 41 04 32 19109 50 37 46 28 24 15 

142 05 33 20 10 51: 
ill 38 01 29 16 06: 

147 34 43 25 21 12 39102 30 17 07 48 35; 
Step (S! j44 26 22 13 40 03131 18 OS 49 36 451 

.,I *,- 23 14 41 04 32 19109 50 3i 46 28 24 15 
j-I2 05 33 20 10 511 

FIGCRE 37f(6) (7) (8) 

The process is continued in this rnanner until, as shown in figure 37j(9), alI the numbers of the 
C!+P sequence have been placed. (Here the last number is 51.) 

ill 38 01 29 16 06147 34 43 25 21 12 391 
147 34 43 25 21 12 39102 30 17 07 48 35,44 26 22 13 40 031 

SW (9) 144 26 22 13 40 03131 18 OS 49 36 45127 23 14 41 04 32 191 
127 23 14 41 04 32 19109 50 37 46 28 24 15; 

109 50 37 46 28 24 15142 05 33 20 10 511 
FIGCBE 37/ (9). 

The T-2 matrix may non- be drawn within the confines of the structure shown in this last figure. 
The positions of vertical lines to be placed at the left and right to mark the exact.outlines of the 
matrix may now readily be found by referring to the matrix in figure 3ie. It is obvious that the 
column with the terms 11-15 belongs at the extreme left of the T-2 matrix, the coltnnn with the 
terms 21-24 belongs at the extreme right. The transposit’ion key for the matrix may then be 
established directly from the matrix itself, by following the sequence of numbers in the columns. 
Thus: 

3 9 1 7 4 2 11 8 10 6 5 

11 38 01 29 16 06147 34 43 25 21 12 391 
Iii 34 43 25 21 12 39102 30 17 07 48 35144 26 22 13 40 031 

144 26 22 13 40 03131 18 OS 49 36 45127 23 14 41 04 32 191 
127 23 14 41 04 32 19109 50 37 46 28 24 151 

109 50 37 46 28 24 15142 05 33 20 10 51 1 
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Reference to figure 3ic will show the exact corrvspondence between the T-2 transposition kcp 
and the T-2 matrix of figure 379 with these same elements indicated in figure 37~. The trans- 
position key for the T-l matrix in figure Xie can now easily be derired from figure 3ig. It 
must, be a,s follows: 

6 2 7 1 5 3 a 4 

27 47 09 11 31 02 42 44 
23 34 50 38 18 30 05 26 
14 43 3; 01 08 17 33 22 
41 25 46 29 49 07 20 13 
04 21 28 16 36 48 10 40 
32 12 24 06 45 35 51 03 

19 
FlGCRE 3%. 

This transposition key and T-l mntris are identical with the key and T-l matrix of figure 3ic. 
i. r\;otc the application of the foregoing method to the C -+P sequent shown in figure 36~ 

in connection with the messages solretl in paragraph 26d-e. It has ahead- been found that the 
width of the TT1 matrix is 12. The C+P sequence of figllre 36n is thcrcbforc‘ inscrihcd within a 
matrix of 12 collimns. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

28 08 14 46 19 3i 25 47 48 26 35 41 
02 34 2; 12 36 45 17 13 40 18 09 24 
33 08 01 50 44 11 30 51 23 31 22 16 
07 21 32 42 10 49 04 43 15 05 39 29 
20 38 06 

FIGURE 36~. 

The process explained in subparagraph h (2) above is now applied. The successive steps have 
been omitted but the final result is shown here\vith: 

I 14 27 01 32 06 1 19 36 
23 15128 02 33 07 20 i 37 
24 16 29 1 03 34 08 21 38 

I 48 40 
I 41 

1 25 17 30 04 1 35 09 22 39 
/ 26 18 31 05 1 

FIGLXE 36d 

44 101 
4511491 
46 12 50 42 / 
47 13 51 43 / 

All thtx numbers from 01 to 51, inclusive, are contained within this structure. Extending it to 
the left or right to make the T-2 matrix complete, by referring to the T-l matrix, it is found 
that the structure must be made as shoffn herewith: 
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The transpositioii key for the T-1 matrix is now found to be as indicated at the top of figure 36e. 
j. ,1 secontl method for reconstructing the kc-s will now be explained. To demonstrate 

this mctllod the clnta afforded by figure 3ia will again be employed. Going back to the point 
where the P-c’ interval sequence for this example was established in subparagraphf(1) above, 
the terms. iri fipr~r~ 37b. which gave rise to the thrice-appearing repetition in the interval sequence 
(-10 -1.5 f. ‘1-l) art’ fount1 to be as follo~vs: 

1st uppcarniic~c (term numbt~rs 12-16) . . . ..__. __...._ -_ 42 32 17 51 
2tl appearance (term numbers 21-25) _____.__.._.__ 34 24 09 43 
3d appearance (term numbers 25-29) _.___._____________ 26 16 01 35 

FIGCRE 371 

These sequences may be rearranged so as to bring the numbers in ascending order within 
columns. Thus: 

26 16 01 35 
34 24 09 43 
42 32 17 51 

FIGURE 37J. 

The constant difference, 8, within the columns of this structure is, of course, the same constant 
difference as was found before, and corresponds with the width of the T-l matrix. It derives 
from the T-l matrix, as may be seen on referring to figure 37~. The columns of the structure 
in figure 37.j are seen to be portions of the T-l matrix, lying in the following positions in that 
matrix: 

01 ......... 
09 ........ 16 
li ........ 24 

26 ....... 32 
:34 35 ....... 

. 42 43 . . . . . . 

. . 51 
FIGUBL 3ik. 

In the T-2 matrix these numbers fall in the following positions: 

......... 26 34 
42 ........ 16 24 
32 ........ 01 09 
17 ........ 35 43 

I 51 . . . . . . 

hGUEE 371. 

Kow if the dimensions of the T-2 matrix were unknown, these numbers could nevertheless be 
placed in a. skeletonized T-2 mntris as follows: 

26 34 42 
16 24 32 
01 09 17 
35 43 51 
FIGUFS 37m(l). 
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and the block of numbers could be est,ended on both sides by referring to the T-l matris in figure 
37a. Thus: 

IO2 10 18 26 34 42 50 
( 08 16 24 32 40 48 j 

01 09 17 25 33 41 49 j 
/ 03 11 19 ‘i 35 -43 51 

FIGURE 3im(2:. 

This structure may nest be extended by referring to the P-+X’ sequence in figure 37a, by com- 
pleting the partial columns of the structure. 

44 I02 10 18 
30 38 46 1 08 
21 29 37 45 

103 11 19 27 

26 34 42 
16 24 32 
01 09 17 
35 43 51 

FIOVBK 37m(3). 

50 06 14 22 
40 48 1 05 13 
25 33 41 49 
07 15 23 31 

Again the structure may be estendecl by referring to the T-l matrix. Thus: 

04 12 20 28 36 44 02 10 18 26 34 42 50 06 14 22 30 38 46 
06 14 22 30 38 46 08 16 24 32 40 48 05 13 21 29 37 45 

05 13 21 29 37 45 01 09 17 25 33 41 49 
03 11 19 27 35 43 51 07 15 23 31 39 47 

FIGURE 3im(4!. 

Noting the appearance of the t,erm 06 in the 1st. row and also in the 2d row of the structure, the 
latter-may be‘transcribed as follows: 

04 12 20 28 36 44 02 10 18 26 34 
42 50 06 14 22 30 38 46 08 16 24 
32 40 48 05 13 21 29 37 45 01 09 
Ii 25 33 41 49 03 11 19 27 35 43 
51 07 15 23 31 39 47 

I 42 32 51 17 40 25 07 50 48 06 33 15 05 41 23 14 22 49 31 13 30 21 39 38 29 47 46 37 45 

I 

Fmuse 3im (5). 

By referring to the T-l matrix of figure 37~ and the foregoing structure, the key for T-1 can be 
recovered. It is 6-2-7-l-5-3-8-4. By referring to the P-K! sequence in figure 3ia t,he key 
for the T-2 matrix just constructed may be established. It is 3-9-l-74-2-11-8-10-6-5. 

k. Applying this method to the messages solved in paragraph 26d-e, the steps are. as follows: 
The width of the T-l matrix has been established as being 12. The P+C interval sequence in 
figure 36b shows the repetition $3 +5 - 14 -11 -3 appearing two t,imes; the repetition 
$3 +5 - 14 appearing t.hree times; and the repetition - 14 - 11 appearing three times. The 
terms giving rise to these repetitions are arranged in a structure with ascending numbers within 
the columns. Thus: 

0; 10 15 01 
27 13 02 

31 34 39 25 14 11 
43 46 51 37 26 23 
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The consmnt diffcreuce, 12, inclicutcs a T-I matrix of 12 columns. The matris is prt>pared: 
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

01 02 03 04 0.5 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 
13 14 I5 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 2i 2s 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3G 
3; 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 4s 
49 50 .il 

FIGURE 36~. 

The ttrms within the columns of thlb structure in figure 3qf are transcribed into rows (of tile 
skeletonized T-2 matrix): 

0; 31 43 
10 34 46 
1.5 2i 39 51 
01 13 25 37 

03 14 26 
11 23 

Frcrm 36h(l). 

This structure is extended by referring to the T-l matrix (figure 36g): 
1 2 3 4 6 6 ? 

07 19 31 43 
10 22 34 46 

03 15 27 39 51 
01 13 25 37 49 

02 14 26 38 50 
11 23 35 47 

FIOURE 3OhC2). 

Koting that the initial terms of the P-AZ sequence in figure 36~ (27 13 02) are present in 
this structure (in the 3d column) this gives t.he top of the T-2 matrix as coinciding with the 3d 
row of the structure. The P-+C sequence in figure $6a reads 27 13 02 43 46 . . .; the 
43 and 46 are also in the skucture in figure 36h (2) in the 1st and 2d rows, column 5; hence the 
structure in figure 36h(2) can be rearranged t’hus: 

03 15 2i 39 51 
01 13 25 37 49 

02 14 26 38 50 
07 19 31 43 11 23 35 47 
10 22 34 46 

Fxorrlr 3&(3) 

The structure may now be extended by referring to the P+C! sequence in figure 36a: 
35 03 15 27 39 51 05 17 
33 45 01 13 25 3i 49 06 
24 36 48 02 14 26 38 50 
07 19 31 43 11 23 35 47 
10 22 34 46 

Frocnr 36h(O. 
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24 
0; 
10 

i: 

FIGURE 3Ah(5). 
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Thus, b>- referring altcrnatclv to the P+C sequence and the T-l matris the structure is cstentlrcl 

It will be noted that the first numbw to the right of ewl: v-crtical b:rr is one of tllc numhrrs from 
1 to 12, indicating thllt all the columns of the T-I matris are now reprcseutctl in the T-2 structure. 
It is now easy to u-rite the transposition key over the T-l matris: 4-i-l-S-2-5-9-1 1-3-12-10-G. 
By following the numbers in the P+C sequence the transposition kty for tlie T-2 ma tris is 
given directly; it is the same as for the T-l matrix. 

1. (1) A third method for reconstructing the transposition ktys will now bc stit forth. It 
will first be rsplnincd in connection with the artificial c~m~plc in figure 3ia. It has been noted 
hole the width of the T-l matrix can be ascertained from a stud-y of the P--X sequence; the \l-orli 
in connection with figure 37~ and subpnragraph e give an indicated width of 8 for the T-l matris 
in this case. 

(2j Let the additive 8 (found in subpars. d andf) be applied to the entire P-X stqucnw of 
figure 3ia, and then let the identities between the two sequences be underscored and numbcrcd, 
as shown in figure 37n: 
(A) P-+C sequence ._______________ 1 20 06 48 33 15!44 30 21 03 39 (04 142 32 17 51 / 

36 22 18 49 31/34 24 o%l 431 26 16 01 35: 

28 14 0; 41 23 !I0 46' 37 191 12 j5064n 25 07 / 

:5 29 1"l 
9 

18 08 271 02 38 471 
10 11 

(B) P+C! sequence+8 ___________ I 28 14 56 41 23 1.32 38 29 11 4i 112 150 40 2.5 59 / I 
44 30 2'1 57 39 142 32 1; 51 1 34 24 09 1 47’ 

36 22 ;3 49 31 /18 545 45 2il 20 :8 48 33 15 1 

26 16 573 37’ 19 
9 

35 (10 46 55 I 
10 11 

FIGURE 377~ 

If now the procedure explained in paragra,ph 16k, 24~ tof, and 25~ to e is applied to the repetitions 
noted in figure 37n, it becomes clear that the T-2 matrix in this case must have 11 columns. The 
transposition key for that matrix is then established, as follows: * 

B ___.._________ _________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10 11 
A -___.___________________ 7 11 9 2 3 5 4 10 1 6 8 
Chain-----.-- __________ 1 i 4 2 11 810 6 5 3 9 

* It is to be noted that the B sequence (that is, the P-+C sequence plus the additive) must be used as the 
base, othewise the chain of equivalents n-ill be a rerwsal of the correct chain. 
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i 3) The rc~covery of thch triinsposition key for the T-l nnitris is uo\v a sinlpl(s mtittor. Its 
witlth having been t~stablishcti iis 8 columns, a mere trxnscription of tlie P-K seqlit’iict’ uumbcrs 
from tile T-2 matrix into the T-l mntris gives the key 6-2-7-1-5-3-P-1. The two ktys and 
m;itriccs arc\ foliutl to be different. 

(4‘) The procedure set. forth in this subparagraph is applicablc~ without motlification to the 
case where the two transposition matrices are the samr and have the same transposition key. 
This n-ill b(a noted in the following demonstration of the recovery of the matrice< md kc;vs for 
the messages solved in paragraph 26d and c by anagramming. It has already been show-n how 
the width of t~he~T--.l mntris was ascertained as bring 12 columns (subpar. ,f,. The additive 12 
is then applied to the entire P+C sequence, identities arc established between sections of the 
original sequenw and sections of the sequence $ 12, and these ident.icnl sections arc t~qunted in 
the usual manner, leading to t.he establishment of a cyclic permutation of the transposition key 
for the T-2 matrix. Thus (fig. Xi): 

1 2 3 
A. (P-+-C sequence) __________.___________ 27 13 02 43 46 51 37 26 23 41 30 16 20 
B. (P-‘C sequence+ 12). ____ ______ ____ 39 25 14 5.5 58 63 49 38 35 53 42 28 32 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 
03 4.5 3fi 19 22 05 49 38 35 33 24 07 10 
15 57 48 31 34 17 61 50 47 45 36 19 22 

4 3 6 

7 8 9 
15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 11 17 06 50 47 
27 13 60 43 46 31 37 26 23 29 18 62 59 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 
21 12 40 44 29 18 04 08 09 42 28 32 
33 24 52 56 41 30 16 20 21 54 40 44 

10 11 12 
FIGURE 36i 

B- ___________ _____ --___-- 1 2 345 67 8 9 10 11 12 
A ______.______.._. --.--___ 8 5 12 7 9 4 1 2 11 6 3 10 
Chain .___._.....___ ____ 1 8 2 5 9 113 12 10 6 4 7 

Since sections 1, 4, and i of the PAZ! sequence contain 5 terms ( = long columns), the other 
sections only 4 (= short columns), it follows that the key numbers 4-7-l go to the left and the 
actual key for t,he T-2 matrix is 4-7-l-8-2-5-9-11-3-12-10-6. Since the number of elements 
in this key is the same as in the key for the T-l matrix, it is likely that the same key is employed 
for both transpositions. Simple experiment will quickly verify this assumption and the trans- 
position matrices for the first of t,he 5 messages of pa.ragraph 26d may be seen in the following 
(figure 36j) : 
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T-l 

T-2 

Cryptogram ____.__________ I A A L N E 0 F S G etc. 
P+C sequence-.- _____ -- 27 13 2 43 46 51 3'7 26 23 41 etc. 

FIGURE 34j. 

m. (1) A fourth and possibly the most elegant solution to the problem of reconstructing 
the keys for double transposit.ion will now be prescnted.3 Reference will be made to the two 
matrices and keys shown in figure 36j. Let, the P---C1 and P+C, sequences-resulting from the 
first, and the second transpositions, respectively, be shoxn, as seen below: 
1. Term number ______ 01 02 03 04 05 OS 07 OS 09 IO 

2. P+C, sequence---. 03 15 27 39 51 05 1’7 29 41 09 ;i ,1; 4’: d; 1’: ;g i5 
P--C, sequence-..- 2i 13 02 43 46 51 37 26 23 41 30 16 20 03 45 36 19 

;“9 ;I; ;“s ;; f’z 1"; ;'4 ;; Lg ;; I'; ;"s f"s & ;; 1"; ;"s 
22 05 49 38 35 33 24 Oi 10 15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 

4”; 0”; ;; 3”; ;; 1’; 2’; :;; 4’; a’;c 2’; 3’; ;; :; 2’; ;; 4”; 
11 17 06 50 47 21 12 40 44 29 1s 04 OS 09 42 28 32 

FIGURE 36k 

J The baGc principles underlying this fourth and most important method were discovered and first presented 
1934 by Solomon Kullback, Ph. D., then Junior Cryptanalyst, S. I. P. 
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:i casual examination of these three rows of numbers discloses an intcrcsting inrarinnf relntinu- 
sllip hct\vccn any pair of superimposed numbers in rows 1 nnd 2 nntl in rows 2 ant1 3. I’01 
instance, tnkc the very first pnir, 03 O1 in rows 1 nnd 2; in rows 3 nnd 3 the same pair of s~lpcr- 
imposed numbers will be found (under term Xo. 14). This same relationship exists bctn-ceil :111 
the superimposed pairs in 1’0~s 1-2 and 2-3. 

(2) Given only the third row of numbers in figure 36k. that is? the I’-&‘, S~II~‘I\CC (n-hieh 
has heretofore been designated merely as the P-4 sequence). obtnincd as a result of a solution 
by superimposing and anagramming several messages, it is not difficult to reconstruct the second 
row! the P--C1 sequence. The width of the T-l matrix can be ascertained by either of the two 
methods indicated in subpnragraphs e and j. It is now known to be 12. A 12-col~unn matrix 
is therefore constructed, containing 51 cells numbered in the normal manner. This will, of 
course, give the T-l matrix seen in figure 36j. but nithout the transposition key or the letters 
.n the cells. Thus: 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 IO 11 12 

01 02 03 04 05 06 0’7 08 09 10 11 12 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 

49 

The invariant relationship pointed out in subparagraph (1) above may now be used to est,ab- 
lish the T-l key. Since the key is known to contnin 12 elements, a stnrt map be made with 
any one of 12 possibilities. Suppose that’ the key begins with 1. The first five terms in the 
P-&i sequence would be as indicated herewith: 

1. Term number ____________________________ 01 02 03 04 OS 

2. P+C1 sequence __________________________ 01 13 25 37 49 
3. P+Cz sequence __________________________ 27 13 02 43 46 

Two “conflicts” or contradictions are at once manifested: ii in rows 1 and 2, ii in rows 2 and 3; 

also, yi in rows 1 and 2, :i in rows 2 and 3. The conclusion is obvious that the key number 1 
does not occupy the 1st position in the transposition key. Suppose key number 1 belongs in the 
2d position in the keg. The superimposed sequences are then as follows: 

1. Term number ____________________________ 01 oz 03 04 05 
2. P+CI _________________________ sequence 02 14 26 38 50 
3. P+C2 sequence __________________-______ 27 13 02 43 46 

01 . 26 02 Here again two conflicts are noted: o2 m rows 1 and 2, o2 in rows 2 and 3; yi in rows 1 and 2, 2T 
in rows 2 and 3. Only a single contradiction is suflicient to permit of discarding an hypothesis. 
The key number 1 does not occupy the 2d position in the key. A trial is made of t,he 3d position 
for key number 1. The results are as follows: 

1. Term number ____________________________ 01 oa 03 04 05 
2. P-C, ________________________ sequence 03 15 27 39 51 
3. P-X2 ________________________ sequence 27 13 02 43 46 
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IIvr(~ tIlc,re :IW 110 contri~~lictions and one check or corroboration: 2T 111 rows I and 2, 94 03 in row 
2 nncl 3. If kc- rlilnll)cr 1 rc~;rll?- occupies tile 311 position in the key, then t11c superimposition 
clata given in tllcl last scbt of ran-s of supwimposrtl numtwrs ma\- be cmployetl, by transferring the 
clnta to the proper positions in the skclctonized figure 36m (1) : 
1. Term number..- 111 02 n.7 n4 05 06 07 ox OY 10 II 12 13 14 15 18 
2. P-c, sequcIlcc’~~-- 03 15 2T 39 51 05 

17 
01 

3. P-c2 scqllrnre~~.. 27 13 02 43 46 51 3; 26 23 41 30 16 20 03 iti 36 19 
18 ICI 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 

02 04 
22 05 49 36 35 33 24 0; 10 15 01 4s 31 34 89 25 14 
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4; 48 49 50 5 1 

11 1’7 06 50 47 21 12 40 44 29 IS 04 08 09 42 28 32 
FIGGRE 36m (1) 

It then bccomw at once possible, by rrfrrrin, w to the T-1 matrix, to insrrt more nrlmbcrs in thcl 
PAC’~ sequcnw. Thus: 
1. Term number.---.- 01 02 03 04 05 06 Oi 06 09 10 11 12 13 (I; ;; ;; ;; 

2. P-AZ1 sequence---- 03 15 2T 39 51 05 li 29 41 
3. P-X2 sequence---. 2i 13 02 43 46 51 3i 26 23 41 30 16 20 03 45 sfi 19 

1’7 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 

‘ii 02 14 26 38 50 04 10 28 
22 05 49 35 35 33 24 Oi 10 15 01 48 31 34 39 25 14 

36 3: 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 

:;1 

11 li 06 50 4i 21 12 40 44 29 1s 04 08 09 42 28 32 
FIGURE 36m (2) 

The new placements now permit of placin g numbers in the P+C, sequence. For esample, 7; 
in rows 1 and 2 permit of placing the number 07 above the number 17 in the P-+C2 sequence; ii 
in row 1 and 2 permit of placing the number OS above the number 29 in the P-K’, sequence, 
and so on. In only a fern moments the entire P--AZ1 sequence can be established. Thus: 
1. Term number---_-- 01 02 03 04 05 06 oi 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

2. P+C1 sequence---_ 03 15 27 39 51 05 17 29 41 09 21 33 45 01 13 25 37 
3. P-C2 sequence---_ 27 13 02 43 46 51 37 26 23 41 30 16 20 03 45 36 19 

4’; ;; ;; ;A ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; 3”; $) ;; 1”; ;; 
22 05 49 38 35 33 24 07 10 15 01 48 31 34 3’9 25 14 

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4i 48 49 50 51 

40 07 19 31 43 11 23 35 47 08 20 32 44 10 22 34 46 
11 17 06 50 47 21 12 40 44 29 18 04 08 09 43 28 32 

Fuxma 36n. 

(3) The determination of the T-l key is now a very simpld matter. Since it is known that 
the key has 12 numbers, it is only necessary to note in the P+C1 sequence the relative order of 
the numbers 1 to 12. It is as follows: 

.; : ; ; ti 1; ; s ; i”l: 1’: 
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Tliis is ni,lrc>ly tlic invcrsc of the actual key; the latter may be obtaint~d by inversion. Thus: 

; 
2 7 f ; ; ; ; T1 ; ;; I’; ; 

(‘omparison of this key with the T-l key shown in figure 363 w-ill establish the i(lentit- of t11c‘ two. 
The dctcrmination of the T-2 key is obvious, having the T-l at hand. In tliis cast’ both matrices 
and keys arc identical. 

n. =ittention w-ill be directed to a further interesting phcnomcnon in tlris case. l<vf~~rring t 0 
figure 3tin. if chains of equivalents are constructed betv-ecn clrmrnts of the 1st an(l 31 rows OI~IJ-. 
the following two chains are obtained: 

01 2T 15 4.5 1s 2” 35 11 30 31 34 14 03 02 13 20 49 42 40 21 3s 50 2S 
04 43 44 29 48 09 23 33 25 OT 37 06 51 32 39 47 OS 26 10 41 12 16 36 IT 19 0.i -tB 

FIGVRE 380. 

All the terms of the P+C, sequence are represented, except the number 24, which stands by 
itself. If now each of these chains is slid against itself, when properly jnstapostd, the supcr- 
imposed pairs are identical with those in rows 1 and 2 in figure 36n. Sotc the following: 

(I){ 01 03 27 02 15 13 45 20 49 18 42 22 40 35 21 11 30 38 31 50 34 28 01 14 03 37 02 15 45 13 20 18 49 22 42 33 40 11 21 30 38 31 34 50 28 14 

iw{ 04 39 43 4; 44 OS 29 26 48 10 09 41 23 12 33 16 25 36 07 17 37 19 06 05 46 51 32 04 39 43 47 44 OS 29 26 48 09 10 41 23 33 12 25 16 36 Oi 37 17 06 19 05 51 46 33 
FIQUBI! 3Bp. 

The application of the foregoing phenomena in the case under study is obvious. Here it is not 
even necessary to ascertain the width of the T-l matrix before proceeding to try to establish 
the T-l key. Of course, the number of chains which may be established will vary with the 

6 2 i 1 5 3 8 4 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 

1 
A (=T-1) 

3 9 1 i 4 2 11 8 10 6 5 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 OS 09 10 11 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30.31 32 33 
34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 

B 

3 9 1 7 4 2 11 8 10 6 6 

04 12 20 28 36 44 02 10 18 26 34 
42 50 06 14 22 30 38 46 08 16 24 
32 40 48 05 13 21 29 37 45 01 09 
17 25 33 41 49 03 11 19 27 35 43 
51 07 15 23 31 39 47 \- 

C (=T-2) 
FlGWl 370. 
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specific matriccbs and keys, but the general principles herein presented may nevertheless bc 
npplicd. In sornc C:IWS it may be necessary to justaposr two different chains obtained by 
cxqunting terms from rows I and 3, rather than juxtaposing one chain against itself. Only a 
few minutes csperimcntation will be necessary to establish contradictions which will permit of 
discarding fallacious h>-pothcses. 

0. (1) In the foregoing esplnllation, the two transposition keys and matrices were identical. 
Even n-hrn they arc tliffercnt the same principles, with minor modifications, may be applied. 
The matrices and kc-s of figure 37~. will again bc employed to dcmonstmtc the ncccssary modi- 
lications. 

(2) First, prcparc the two matrices with consecutive numbers in the cells of both matrices, 
as shown at A ant1 B in figure 370 and then prepare the T-2 matrix, shown at C. 

(3) Kritc the P-+-C1 sequence for T-l, under it write the P-C, for T-2, and under 
the latter write the P-+Cz sequence for the final cgptogram. Thus: 

1. Term number ______________________ 01 02 
2. P-+C, sequence for T-l _____._ 04 12 
3. P-X?, sequence for T-2 .______ 03 14 
4. P+C2 sequence __.__._.___...____ 20 06 

lYi ;1 
45 05 
51 36 

2’: 33; 
04 15 
28 14 

2 4”: 
09 20 
18 08 

2”; 2”; 3”; 4”: 0”; 1”; 1”; ;; 3’; 4’; ;2 (;‘G 
25 36 47 06 17 28 39 50 01 12 23 34 
48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 1; 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
30 38 46 OS 16 24 32 40 48 05 13 21 
16 27 38 49 11 22 33 44 10 21 32 43 
22 13 49 31 34 24 09 43 26 16 01 35 

4”; 0”; 0”; 1”; 2365 3”: 43; 4”; 0”; I’; :kl ;:- 
26 37 48 08 19 30 41 02 13 24 35 46 
05 41 23 10 46 37 19 12 50 40 25 07 

j; ;; ;; 2’; 3’; 3”; ;; 
31 42 07 18 29 40 51 
45 27 02 38 29 11 47 
AGWEE 3ip. 

Xote, now, the invariant relationship between rows l-2 and 3-4. The same phenomenon is 
here manifested as was encountered in the preceding case where the T-l and T-2 matrices and 
keys were iden tical. It follows, therefore, that the principles elucidated under subparagraph m 
map be applied, with some modifications, also to. the case where different keys and matrices are 
employed for double transposition. The width of the T-l matris may be ascertained in the 
manner already indicated; an assumption is made as to the position occupied by key number 1 
of the T-l key; this assumption provides data for making an assumption as to the width of the 
T-2 matrix. When the correct pair of assumptions is made, the data in rows 1 and 2 are cor- 
roborated by t.hose in rows 3 and 4. From that point on t.he rest is eas7 and follows along the 
same lines as before. 

p. (1) The procedure will be illustrated by employing the P-X! sequence in figure 37b 
(which is the same as tha.t labelled P-C, sequence in figure 37~), it being assumed that nothing 
is known about the matrices, and that t,he sequence was obtained from a solution by superim- 
posing and anagramming scverd mrssagfls of identical length. 
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(2j The width of the T-l matrix is estnhlishctl as 8 nllcl the T-l mtrtris set ~10~11: 
1 a 3 4 5 6 7 0 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
li 1s 19 "0 21 22 23 23 
35 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 36 3i 35 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 

T-l 
F1ccsE. 37p. 

(3) Assuming that key number 1 occupies the first position in the T-l key, the numbers arc 
inserted in row 2, representing the beginning of the P--G, sequence for T--l. The superimposed 
pairs in rows 1 and 2 are distributed in rows 3 and 4, with the results shown in figure Sir(l). 

1. Term number-_.- __________________ or oz 03 04 05 06 07 ob 09 10 11 12 13 14 

2. P+CI sequence for T-l _.______ 01 09 17 25 33 41 49 
3. P-+Cr sequence for T-2 ________ 05 03 
4. P+C, sequence ____._______.______ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 17 

15 16 li 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 20 2; 28 

07 02 01 
51 36 22 13 49 31 34 24 09 43 26 16 01 35 

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 38 37 3S 39 40 41 42 

06 04 
28 14 05 41 23 10 46 3i 19 12 50 40 25 Oi 

43 44 45 43 4i 40 49 50 51 

18 08 45 27 02 38 29 11 47 
WQmu 37r (1): 

(4) An attempt is now made to construct a T-2 matrix which will produce the distribution 
and spacing of the numbers in row 3. For example, from the position of the number 05 the matrix 
would have to be of such dimensions that there are short columns of 2 letters and long columns of 
3 letters; or short columns of 3 letters and long columns of 4 letters. The former hypothesis 
can be discarded at once, for the intervals between the numbers 03, 07, 02, 01, and 06 in row 3 
make it untenable. The latter hypothesis may a.lso be discarded, for the intervals between 03 
and 07 and between 01 and 06 make it impossible. Hence key number 1 cannot, occupy the first 
position in the T-l key. Position 2 is assumed for key number 1 and the procedure repeated, 
also without good results. Note what happens u-hen position 4 is assumed for key number 1 in 
the T-l key: 
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1. Tcml tlumbc~r -. ~~... . . . . ~1 07 Ob UQ 10 11 12 13 I4 
2. I’+(‘, vq:len(~e for T-L _...... 04 1”; 2”; & 3”; 4”; 
3. P+C2 squc~nce for T-2.--....-_ 03 06 01 
4. I’bC, sequr11cc!.- _..____.__.--._ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 1; , 

IS I6 Ii 18 1Y ?lJ 21 2? 23 24 L’s 20 23 ?S 

05 
51 36 22 13 49 31 34 24 09 x3 26 lti 01 35 

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 3; 36 39 40 ,I 42 

04 02 
28 14 05 41 23 10 46 37 19 12 50 40 25 07 

43 44 4s 48 47 48 40 so 51 

18 08 45 27 02 38 29 11 47 
FIGURE 371 (2). 

(5j Here there are found no c.ontrndictions of t,he nature of those pointed out above. The 
T-2 matrix appears to hare columns of 4 and 5 letters, since the interval between 04 and 02 in 
row 3 C:II~ accommodate a short column of 4 and a long column of 5 letters; the intcrral between 
0.5 and 04 (*an nccommoda te 2 short columns of 4 letters and 1 long column of 5; the intervals 
between 0:3 and 06, 06 and 01, 01, and 05 can accommodate long columns of 5 letters each. 
Only 2 matrices cm be constructed of 51 lett.ers with long columns of 5 and short columns of 
4 letters. They are: 

Key of ll-.---- __.__ 7 (long) X5=35 
4 (short)X4=16 51 

Key of 12 . .._._______ 51 

Each of these T-2 matrices is tested as a possibility. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

01 02 03 04 05 06 0’7 08 09 10 11 
12 13 13 15 16 li 18 19 10 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 

A 

1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 19 10 11 12 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 
13 i4 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 511 

B 
Fmvrrr. 37r (3). 

(6) If matrix A is correct, then the numbers in columns 3, 6, 1, 5, 4, and 2 can be transferred 
to row 3 in figure 37r (2); these will permit of inserting numbers in row 2. No contradict,ions 
and many checks aw found. Here is the diagram: 
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I. Term number- ___._____..........._ 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 oq 10 11 12 13 I4 
2. P-43, sequence for T-l _________ 04 12 20 28 36 44 4” 3 0 
3. P-4, sequence for T-2-..----_- 03 14 25 36 47 06 17 2S 39 3) !I1 1: 23 34 
4. P-4, sequence _.._.._.._....__.__ 20 06 48 33 15 44 30 21 03 39 04 42 32 17 

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3ti 37 38 39 40 41 42 
17 2.5 4 1 49 03 

04 15 26 37 48 02 13 24 35 46 
28 14 0.5 41 23 10 46 3; 19 12 50 40 25 07 

43 44 45 46 4i 48 49 50 51 

51 07 23 31 39 
18 08 45 2T 02 38 29 11 4i 

FIGL’RH 3;r (4). 

(‘7) In the first place note, in row 2, the c,onstant difference 8 , giving manv corroborations 
that the width of the T-l matrix is 8; in the second pluce no conflicts whatever become manifest 
between the pairs of rows. Thus, the validity of the assumption of a T-2 matrix with 11 columns 
is well tsta blished. The rest follows quite readily, with the final result that figure 37r becomes 
completccl, and the recovery of both keys is a simple matter. In fact, both keys may be rstab- 
lished from a simple study of rows 2 and 3 of the final figure (which would, of course, be identical 
with that shown in fig. 37~ and need not here be repeatedj. 

Q. A careful study and good grasp of the principles and methods elucidated in this paragraph 
will be sufficient to indicate to the student that, when, as a result of a close study of several 
messages in tbc same keys, partial C-+P sequences become available, the entire C-+1’ sequence 
or sequences can usually be reconstructed from the partial sequence or sequences and the mes- 
sages solved without too much difficulty. For instance, suppose it has developed that the 
enemy 1la.s become addicted to stereotypic beginnings, so that the first fen- letters of a message 
or of several messages can be reconstructed with some assurance of certainty. The construction 
of partial C-+P sequenc,es and their completion by means of the principles set forth, especially 
those presented in subparagraphs m-p, may result in reconstruction of the completr C-+P 
sequences and ultimate recovery of the transposition key or keys. 

28. Special cases of solution of double transposition ciphers.--a. When the double trans- 
position system is employed in the field and is used for a voluminous traffic it is almost inevitable 
that certain situations will arise which make possible a rather easy solution. Aside from the case 
in which several cryptograms of identical length and in the same key are intercepted, other cases 
of a special nature may arise. Some of these will be discussed in this paragraph. 

b. First, there is the case in which an inexperienced cryptographic clerk fails t,o execute the 
double transposition properly and causes the transmission of a cryptogram which is only a single 
transposition. The solution of this message will be a simple matter and will, of course, yield the 
key. If the key is the same for both transpositions it is obvious that t’his will permit the reading 
of all other messages even though the latter have been correctly cryptographed. The only 
difficult part of the matter is to find among a large number of intercepted cryptograms one which 
involves a blunder of this sort. When the cryptanalyst has, as a result of considerable e.xperi- 
ence, become adept in the solution of transposition ciphers the work of testing cryptograms to 
ascertain whether or not they involve single columnar transposition is not difficult and goes quite 
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rapidly. For only a few minutes are sufficient to give him the “feeling” that the cryptogram is 01 
is not solvable b)- single transposition. He might not be able to point out any specific indicztions 
which give him this feeling if asked to do so; nevertheless it must be recognized that his intuition 
is nlonc sttfficient to tell him when there is hope of solution along this line and when furthtar work 
11p0n the> hypoth&s of single transposition is useless. 

c. (1) X;est comes the case in which the encipherin g rectangles of a double transposition 
cryptogram happen to be perfect squares (that is, both T-1 and T-2 rectangles arc pcrfcct 
squarcsj . In this case, not only is such a cryptogram detectable at once, since the total number of 
letters is the square of the number of elements in the key, but also the cryptogram can be solved 
in a very simple manner. For the cryptogram now represents a case in K-hich a completely-filled 
rectangle has been employed, and moreover there is no need even t,o assume various widths. 

(2) Given the following cryptogram of 49 letters (7X7) as an example, the text is tran- 
scribed as shown in figure 39a and retranscribed as in figure 39b. 

Cryptogram- _.....______.____ U C T R N 0 E S H I E T 0 L R G A S 0 E D U W D D 
NOEOE RDNDI RFENC OEEEM NNVE 

123456; 2615374 26153i4 

USRUORE COUNTER HOSTILE 
CHGWEFE SHIETOL HOSTILE FORCEEN 
TIADREM RGASOED GEROADS COUNTER 
RESDDNN UWDDNOE WOUNDED EDONRID 
NTONNCN OERDNDI EDONRID GEROADS 
OOEODOV RFENCOE FORCEEN EVENMEN 
ELDEIEE EEMNNVE EVENMEN WOUNDED 

FIGVRH 3%~. FIGURE 39b. FIQURP 39~. FIGURE 39d. 

(3) The columns of figure 39b are now anagrammed, as in figure 39c, and the rows rearranged, 
as in figure 39d. 

d. men the enciphering rectangle is not, a perfect square but nevertheless a complete rec- 
tangle, solution of a single cryptogram becomes somewhat, more dif&ult. Here the columns are 
all equal in length, since the last row of the rectangle is completely filled. Two cases will be 
considered; first, when the width of the rectangle is a multiple of the depth, or number of letters 
in the columns, and second, when the denth is a multinle of the width. 

e. (1) Taking up the first case, note the following encipherment: 

6 2 101 7 4 9 8 3 5 '6 2 10 1 7 

RSTSQUADRO 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

---------- 

NREACHGOLD 
l I 

21 22 23 24 2s 26 27 28 29 30 

----/------ 

T-l Rectangle T-2 Rectangle 

A I 24 34 
-- 

L 0 29 39 
-- 
D N 30 40 

-- 
c L 25 35 

-- 

G E 27 37 

T ’ 
44 

-. 

S 
49 

-. 

E 50 
-. 
A’ 
45 

-. 

V 
47 

4 9 8 3 5 

I U H L D 6 16 26 36 46 

W/R N E I 
I I I 

1 / 11 21 31 41 
----- 
L D 0 T I 8 I I ! i 18 28 38 48 
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P+C sequencem.m.-e 34 39 40 35 3i 14 19 20 15 li 32 36 31 36 33 2 6 1 8 3 42 46 41 48 43 

Crvpto,oram.----_--- I 0 N L E S R 0 Q A N L E T V H I W L E G D I I H 
4 9 10 5 7 44 49 m 45 4i 22 26 21 28 2.3 12 16 11 18 13 24 29 30 25 2i 

NFIWLTSEAVRHNOESURDTALDCG 
If the P-K sequence is examined it will be found that sections thereof fall into two cate- 

gories, as follows: 
Section Section 

l- 

Category A_.-_- : 3 - 

4 910 5 7 6-2 618 3 
2 - 14 19 20 15 17 7 - 12 16 11 18 13 

24 29 30 25 27 26 21 28 23 
4 - 34 39 40 35 37 9 - 32 36 31 38 33 
5 - 44 49 50 45 47 

Category B._-_ ( 8 - 22 

10 - 42 46 41 48 43 
(2) There is obviously a definite regularity in the composition of the sections whereby, if the 

letters cprresponding to the numbers in one section can be assembled properly, all the letters 
corresponding to the numbas in the other sections belonging to the same category (A or B, 
respectively) will be assembled correctly too. For example, in category B the letters correspond- 
ing to the numbers occupying the third, first, and fifth positions in each section,are sequent in 
the plain-text rectangle; in category A the let.ters corresponding to the numbers occupying the 
first and fourth positions in each section are sequent. Moreover, all the letters in each section 
come from the same row in t’he T-l rectangle. Consequently, if two sections coming from the 
same row can be identified, there will be 10 letters which may be rearranged by experiment to 
form plain text, and the key for this rearrangement will apply to all other pairs of sections. 
For example, the message in this case has a Q and only one U. The Q (P+C sequence Xo. 
15) is in the second section, the U (P+C! sequence No. 16) is in the seventh section. These two 
sections come from the same row and the letters may be anagrammed: ’ 

7 8 9 10 

and ~JRDT 
2 1 6 8 

or or 8 6 10 9’ 4 i 5 9 “2’ 3 

RS~TSQUADRO 
Experiment may now be made with two other sections, applying the same transposition. Thus: 

1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 8 9 10 

IONLE and NLETV 
2 1 6 8 

01 N E 
ENVILLETON 

Obviously the proper key for rearrangement is 8-6-10-1-4-7-5-g-2-3. By continuing this 
procedure the following additional rows of the T-l rectangle are reconstructed. 

IiFIWL 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 8 I5 10 1 4 7 5 9 2 3 

and HIWLE yields-----W H E N W ILLFI 
TSEAV and GDIIH yields~~~~~~1 G H T A DVISE 
ALDCG and RHNOE yields------ NREAC HGOLD 

’ The fact that the length of the sections corresponds to 5-letter groups has, of course, no bearing on the 
validity of the method. In this case it just happens that the rectangle contains 5 letters per column. 
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The various rows are now assembled in sequence, giving the following: 
WHENWILLFI 
RSTSQUADRO 
NREACHGOLD 
ENVILLETON 
IGHTADVISE 

The transposition key can now be reconstructed with ease. 
(3) The cryptanalyst, in this case must , cf course, make an assumption as to the width of 

the enciphering rectangle before he can apply the method. JYith a number such as 50, the 
dimensions 10X5 or 5X10 suggest themselves. The process of finding cipher groups which 
form pairs on the same row is one of “cut and try,” If there is a single Q and a single U in the 
message, the initial pair of groups is obvious. 

f. P;hen the depth of the rectangle is a multiple of the width, solution follows along the 
lines of the preceding case. Taking the same message as before, note what happens in enci- 
pherment with a rectangle of 5 columns containing 10 letters each: 

2 5 1 4 3 

21 22 23 24 / 25 

N R E AjC ----- 
i fi ; E “D ----- 
ii ii ; Y it ----- 
z ii ; “0” “N ----- 
41 42 43 u 45 

I G H T A ----- 
iY ‘; T z i 

2 5 1’4 3 

3 I 8 13 I 18 23 

E/L T/D,E ----‘- 

---I-- 

-‘- -,- __ 
26 I 31 

H/E 

‘36 / 41 46 

L/I D -:---- 
5 i 10 15 / a, ’ 25 

W/I QlO C ----- 
30 I 35 

DIL “NI; ; ----- 
1; i kl ii “A l i ---I-- 

-I---- 

----- 

T-l T-2 
P+C? sequence- _ -13 38 11 a6 15 40 14 39 12 37 3 23 1 2s 5 30 4 29 2 n 3 48 21 46 25 50 24 49 22 47 

Cryptogram-----TTRLQNSOSEEOWHWDNLHGEINDCEASRV 
18 43 16 41 !a 45 19 u 17 42 R 33 6 31 10 35 9 34 7 32 

DHUIOARTAGLVIEILFILN 

Taking the numbers of the P+C sequence and arranging them in sections of 10, the results 
al-0 as follows: 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 2s 1 "6 5 30 4 29 2 27 
8 33 6 31 10 33 9 34 7 3 - " 

13 38 11 36 15 40 14 39 12 3i 
1s 43 16 41 20 45 19 44 Ii 42 
23 48 21 46 25 50 24 49 23 47 

It is obvious that if the 3~1. 9th. lst, ith, and 5th columns are made sequent, good test will be 
produced within the 5 rows. Thus: 

12345678910 \ '39 17 5 
TTRLQNSOSE RSTSQ 
EOWHWDNLHG,-,WHENW 
EINDCEASRV NREAC 
DHUIOARTAG UADRO 
LVIEILFILN/ JLLFI 

The subsequent steps are obvious. Here again in solving an unknown example it would be 
necessary to test out various assumptions with respect to the dimensions of the rectangle before 
attempting to apply the method outlined. 

g. Whenever this simple relationship betlveen the width and depth of the rectangle obtains, 
that is, when one dimension is a multiple of the other, solution of a single cryptogram is relatively 
easy. The reason for this is not hard to see. When the enciphering rectangle is a perfect square, 
every column of the T-2 rectangle is composed of letters which all come from the same row of 
the T-l rectangle. Hence solution is in this case the same as though a false double transposition 
were in effect, with merely the columns and the rows of a single rectangle shifted about. When the 
width of the transposition rectangle is twice the depth, a column of the T-2 rectangle contains 
half the letters appearing on one row of the T-l rectangle; two columns therefore contain all the 
letters belonging in the same row of the T-1 rectangle. If the width were three times the depth, 
then three columns of the T-2 rectangle would contain all the letters belonging in the same row 
of the T-l rectangle, and so on. When the width is half the depth, a column of t,he T-2 rectangle 
contains all the letters appearing in two rows of the T-l rectangle; when the width is one-third 
the depth, a column of the T-2 rectangle contains all the letters appearing in three rows of the 
T-1 rectangle, and so on. But rrhen this multiple relationship no longer obtains, solution becomes 
more diEcult because each column of the T-2 rectangle is composed of letters coming from sev- 
eral columns of the T-l rectangle, in an irregular distribution. Solution is, of course, most difli- 
cult when incompletely filled rectangles are used. However, although solvable, even in the case 
of a single message, the solution will not be dealt with in this text. 
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SECTION VI 

PRINCIPLES OF MATRIX RECONSTRUCTION 
Pamgraph 

Special designs or geometric figures ________________._____ .__.______.____._.__-.- ..______..__________---.----.-.-----.--------- 29 
Reconstruction of transposition matrix __.____...___.... . . .._...___.. .___..__ _-_...____.... ___.....__._. _ .___..________.___ 30 

29. Special designs or geometric figures-u. It is impossible here to elucidate and demon- 
strate by esample all the methods which may be used for the solution of cryptograms produced 
by the many various types of transposition designs or geometric figures other than the simple 
rectangular ones thus far treated. ,Reference may be made to such matrices as triangles, trape- 
zoids, and polygons of various symmetrical shapes. Alost of these matrices, however, are imprac- 
tical for military correspondence in any case, so that no attention need be given them in this test. 

6. If such designs were used, although it might be difficult to solve a single or even a few 
messages in the same key, the general solution described in paragraph 26 is applicable whenever 
two or more messages of identical lengths but in the same key are available for study. Since 
most of these designs are of a fixed or inflexible character with regard to the number of letters 
that can be accommodated with one application of the design to the plain text to be enciphered, 
the production of several cryptograms of identical length in the same key is by no means an un- 
usual circumstance. The general solution can usually be depended upon to yield the answer to 
cryptograms of this category but it then becomes advisable to try to ascertain the exact nature of 
the specific design or geometric figure employed, t,hat is, to reconstruct the transposition matrix. 
For this purpose a general method will be indicated by means of a specific example, leaving other 
cases to the ingenuity of the student after he has learned t,he general method. 

30. Reconstruction of transposition matrix.--a. Assume that t,he enemy is employing an 
unknown geometric figure of rather small dimensions so that it appears from a study of the traffic 
that it accommodates a maximum of 85 letters. A long cryptogram has been intercepted a.nd it is 
broken up into sections of 85 letters, which sections are t,hen superimposed, as shown belox. 
It will be noted that there are 3 complete sections of 85 letters each, plus a Canal section of but 
49 letters. The final section will be dealt with later. 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 TDNFR 
2 WRTDL 
3 MAISV 
4 GRUTS 

31 32 33 34 35 

1 ANNCT 
2 WDHEB 
3 ATUAC 
4 MOOCE 

81 62 63 64 65 

1 RFVST 
2 MAION 
3 LTYEX 

6 7 8 9 10 

AOISJ 
UOSFC 
ITSOT 
OEBRM 
36 37 33 39 40 

SYOAA 
RNDTT 
ODPOB 
OIBRS 
66 87 88 69 70 

NNRUI 
VOTOT 
AEUOA 

11 12 13 14 15 16 1: 18 19 20 

FEROE. EARYO 
NNTUI NMOSX 
HLTES RIOVI 
LRMOO ETCNN 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

CEMEH IEIBI 
DIYAF ADAGR 
IMNRT INESH 
EPYCS SSSF 
il 72 73 74 75 76 7: 78 79 80 

NOURT FFENV 
TRNOI EUANH 
EFRTE XYRVR 

(80) 

21 22 23 24 25 2627282930 

IEPTL THAVN 
LNONP ATSIF 
YVWNG PEOOI 
DYEEH TQCNT 
51 52 53 58 55 56 57 58 59 60 

HADEX TCTUR 
DOEOA AJTRE 
OYNFL IHNRO 

81 82 83 84 85 

ELNOE 
ROCTA 
AUINT 
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b. The anagramming process is applied to the superimposed complete sections, using the 
letter J in the first section as a starting point and building up text on either side, until the follow- 
ing partially reconstructed text is obtained: 

40 34 45 85 2 61 20 26 53 10 69 79 41 35 46 84 3 62 21 29 54 11 

ACHEDROADJUNCTIONFIVEF 
TEFARMXSECONDBATTALION 
BATTALIONTOVICINITYOFH 

c. Esnmining the numbers forming this partial C+P sequence, note the following scrtions 
of the sequence: 

40 34 45 85 2 61 20 28 53 10 . . . 
41 35 46 84 3 62 21 29 54 11 

They show a quite definite relationship, lradin p t.o the suspicion that the C-P sequence is 
systematic in its composition. The numbers are then written down on cross-section paper so that 
consecutive numbers appear on the same level, as shown in figure 40--i: 
C-bP sequence ____________________----- 40 34 45 85 2 61 20 2.3 53 10 69 i9 41 35 46 E4 3 62 21 29 64 11 

I 

TeZt.---.....-..-------------------- ( 

\ 

I 3 
Matrix reconstruction diagram..-.- 4 

FU.XXIE 49-A. 

d. From this skeleton of what may be termed the matrix-reconstruction diagram it is possible 
to derive direct clues for the continuance and completion of the C+P sequence and the text of 
the message. For example, it would appear that the very next column to the left should be 78, 
the one to the left of 78 should be 68, the one to the left of 68 should be 9. Trial gives the 
following: 

9 68 78 40 34 45 8.5 2 . . . 

SREACHED... 
FTATEFAR... 
OURBATTA... 

To the right of column 11 should come columns 70 80 42 36 47. Thus: 
29 64 11 70 80 42 36 47 . . . 

VEFIVESE... 
IONTHIRD... 
OFHARMON.. . 
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This, of course. speeds up the work involved in the anagramming process and when completed the 
test, the C-+P sequence, the P-K sequence, and the matrix reconstruction diagram are as 
shown in figure 40-B. In the cells of the diagram there have been inserted in the upper left 
hand corner small numbers in italics, the latter numbers being merely the term numbers 
applying to the C+P sequence. 

e. The matrix-reconstruction diagram in figure 46-B shows a total of i lrrcls of numbers. 
Let t,he term numbers corresponding to the conswutire C-+P sequence numbers on the 
same level in the diagra.m be set down. Thus! for the C-P sequence numbers 4 to 16, inclusivcx, 
on the first level the term numbers are: 

C-+P sequence number- _ _ _ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Term number----- ____ -_- 1 3 7 13 21 31 43 55 65 i3 79 83 85 

On the second level there are two sets of consecutive C--+P sequence numbers, those from 48 
to 58, inclusive forming one set, those from 64 t.o 74, inclusive forming the other set. Two series 
of term numbers are therefore derived: 

C!+P sequence number _____________ 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
Term number _________________________ 2 6 12 20 30 42 54 64 72 78 82 

C!+P sequence number _____________ 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 
Term number _______ -_-- _____________ 4 8 14 22 32 44 56 66 74 80 84 

Fhat has been said of the 2d level applies also to the remaining levels, and the term numbe:s 
are therefore set down in the following tabular form: 

1 1 3 7 13 21 31 
2 2 6 12 20 30 42 
3 4 8 14 22 32 44 
4 5 11 19 29 41 53 
5 9 15 23 33 45 57 
6 10 18 28 40 52 62 
7 16 24 34 46 58 68 
8 17 27 39 51 61 
9 25 35 47 59 69 

10 26 38 50 
11 36 48 60 
12 37 
13 49 

43 55 65 73 79 83 85 
54 64 72 78 82 
56 66 74 80 8’4 
63 71 77 
67 75 81 
70 
76 

c+P sequence 
numbers to which 

applicable 

(4-16) 

(48-58) 
(64-74) 
(24-32) 
(75-83) 
(17-23) 
(38-44) 
(59-63) 
(33-37) 
(l-3) 
(45-47) 
(85) 
(84) 

f. There are in all 13 sets or series of consecutive C+P sequence numbers, indicating 
that the transposition matrix has 13 columns, the number of letters in each column corresponding 
with the number of different terms in each series. Thus, there is a column of 13 letters, 2 
columns of 11 letters, 2 columns of 9 letters, and so on. This leads directly to the idea of a 
very symmetrical matrix of the form shown in figure 42-A. 
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83 83 

l-l 1 

~- 

i-1- 

--- -- -- - 

---~-- 
61 62 63 64 65 66 ----- 

FIGURE 42-A. 

9 

13 16 

23 24 25 __-- 
33 34 35 36 ~--~ 
45 46 47 48 49 ---- 
5i 58 59 60 -- , 
67 68 69 -- 
75 76 

81 
- 

g. The rec.overy of the transposition key (for the columns of figure 42-A) is now a simple 
matter. Referring t.o the P+C! sequence shown in figure 40-B, and noting the various columns 
in figure 42-A in which successive numbers of the P-C sequence fall, the key number 1 of the 
transposit,ion key obviously applies to the column containing P+C sequence numbers 26-38-50; 
the key number 2 obviously applies to the colunm containing P+C sequence numbers 1-3-7-13- 
21--31-43-5%65-73-79-83-85;snd so on. The complete transposition key and the matrix are 
shown in figure 42-B. 
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13 1 9 3 4 8 2 

j 126 27 1 28 --- 

--- 
50 51 52 

29130 31 -~- 
41 42 43 --- 
53 54 55 --- 
63 64 65 --- 
71 i2 73 --- 

I 85 J 
FIGURE 42-B. 

10 11 6 

.‘. 

. 

. 
_. 

14 j 1- a / 16 -:-..--.A- 
22 1 23 24 --- 
32 33 34 --- 
44 45 46 -- -- 
56 57 58 --- 
66 67 68 

~-- 

_ 
._ 
.- 

5 ‘7 

i 

h. The solut’ion of the incomplete section of the message (the last 79 letters) now becomes a 
simple matt.er, since the matrix and the transposition key are both know-n. The matter can be 
handled as if simple transposition were involved, by outlining the matrix t’o contain exactly 79 
letters and inscribing the cipher text in the columns in key-number order. 

i. The foregoing principles and procedure will be found quite valuable not only in facili- 
tating the anagramming of the text in its initial stages (as in subparagraph d) but also in recon- 
structing various types of matrices based upon symmetrical designs used with single transpo- 
sition (subparagraphs e-g). It should be not’ed that the number of levels in the reconstruction 
diagram corresponds with the number of different-length columns in the matrix; the number of 
different c&go&s of term numbers (as in figure 41) corresponds with the number of columns 
in the matrix. 
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SECTION VII 

SOLUTION OF GRILLES 

Revolving grilles .___________________...----. ____ ____________________.---......----- _ .__....._____.._.....--.--.----.------ _ ____________ 31 
Solution of example .______ ____________________.--. ____.____ ________________________________________-----------..-- _ ._______________ 32 
Concluding remarks on the solution of revolving grilles.-....... _______ _ ______._____._______-.----------------------.--..--- 33 
Indefinite or continuous grilles- ______..._____ _____________________________. -__.-___-- . . . . .._...._ -- ___.__...... -.._- .__.__.______ 34 

31. Revolving grilles.--+ In this type of grille l apertures are distributed among the cells 
of a square sheet of cross-se&ion paper in such a manner that when the grille is placed upon a 
grid (a sheet of cross-section paper of the same size as the grille) certain cells of the grid are dis- 
closed ; then when the grille is turned three times successively through angles of 90’ from an 
initial position upon the grid, all the remaining undisclosed grid cells (or all but t,he central 
grid cell) are disclosed in turn. Correspondents must, of course, possess identical grilles and they 
must have an understanding as to its initial position and direction of rotation, clockwise or 
counterclockwise. There are two procedures possible in usiug such a grille. (1) The letters of 
the plain text may be inscribed successively in the grid cells through the apertures of the grille; 
when the grid has been completely filled the grille is removed and the letters transcribed from 
the grid according to a prearranged route. (2) All the letters of the plain text may first be 
inscribed in the grid cells according to a prearranged route and then the grille applied to the 
completely-filled grid to give the sequence of letters forming the cryptogram. The two methods 
of using the grille are reciprocal; if the first-described method is used to encipher a message, the 
second is used to decipher the cryptogram, and vice versa. The first of the two above-described 
methods, the one in which the plain text is inscribed through the apertures, will here be referred 
to as the alpha method; the second method uill be referred to as the beta method. 

b. The number of letters in a cryptogram enciphered by such a device is either a perfect, 
square, when the grille has an even number of cells per side, or is 1 less than a perfect square, 
when the grille has an odd number of cells per side, in which case t,he cent’ral cell of the grid is 
not disclosed and hence remains unfYled.2 

c. The manner of construction and the method of use of a grille entails certain consequences 
which can be employed to solve the cryptograms and to reconstruct the grille itself. The student 
who wishes to get a thorough grasp of the underlying principles to be explained will do well to 
prepare a grille 3 and study the properties which characterize cryptograms produced by its use. 
Three principles will be brought to bear in the solution of grille ciphers of this type and they 
will be demonstrated by reference to the grille and message shown in figure 43. 

r See Special Text No. 166, Adoanced Military Cryptography, sec. V. 
a Of course, the cryptogram may consist of the letters produced by several applications of the same grille. 

For example, if a message of 170 letters is to be enciphered by a grille accommodating only 36 letters at a time, 
the message is divided up into 5 sections of 36 letters each (10 nulls being added to make the total a multiple of 
36). The total number of letters (180) here shows no properties of the type noted. Again, if the grille has a 
capacity greater than the number of letters to be enciphered, certain of the grid cells may be cancelled, so that 
the number of letters in the final cryptogram will not be a perfect square or 1 less than a perfect square. 

a Detailed instructions for the construction of revolving grilles will be found in Special Text No. 166, Ad- 
vanced Military Cryptography, sec. V. 

(35) 
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YOUR LINES TO THIS COMMAND POST CUT BY SHELL FIRE REQUEST YOU CHANGE 
THE ROUTE. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 & 
a b 

Grille: 8XS. 
1 

POSITIOS 

B 

Y 

d 

---____-~- 
82 15 4g@j?j17 _~-----_ 
1 3% 654321 

A 

b a POSlTION 2 

C 

H I s 
49 so 51 52 53 54 55 56 

w---p--- 

C 
57 53 59 60 61 62 63 64 

d C c) 
Fvmar 43 

D 
25 26 27 

- -‘- 

S T 
33 34 35 

C U T 
41 42 43 44 45 48 47 43 

------____ 

40 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
-------- 

B Y S 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 84 

C 

o- 
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POSITIOS 3 

87 

POSITION 4 0 

?i213~41W~7~8 
9 10 , 11 12 1 13 1 14 ! 15 16 / I 1 ’ ’ ’ / 

1; / E / e, / 20 I 21 i 22 / : I 34 

I I I 
41 i 42 43 / 44 / 45 I 46 I 47 I 48 

51 I 54 I 55 1 U6 

8 Q 

a FINAL GRID 

i i i 1 IfI:/, 57 58 : 59 60 / 61 

d 
CRYP!rOQFtAM 

b 

0 

OOMYU CHOMU ELARN LFHAI RLNER IDNPG 
EOTST HEEQE SCUTO UTTHR EOISS UTCBY 
YTES 

Frouar 43-Contimed. 

d. The first principle may be termed that of symmetry. When a revolving grille is in position 
1 a certain number of cells of the underlying grid are disclosed (uncovered). For each such 
disclosed cell of the grid there is a symmetrically-corresponding cell on the same grid which is 
disclosed when the grille is turned to positions 2, 3, and 4, because the apertures of the grille 
remain fixed-only their positions change as the grille .is turned in the process of encipherment. 
Now two success&e apertures in position 1 will, of course, be occupied by a plain-text digraph (alpha 
method of encipherment). When the grille reaches position 3, after a turn of 180°, the two 
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apertures concerned n-ill disclose two cells which will also be occupied by a plain-text digraph, 
but the letters composing the digrcrph u-ill be in reverse order in the plain ttst. This property is true 
also of two succes.sire apertures in position 2 when they turn up in position 4. Let the student 
verify this by means of the grille which he has constructed. Thus, referring to figure 43, at A 
is shown the grille in position I. In the first row are show-n 2 apertures, at coordinates 1-4 and 
1-8. At B are shown the results of the first application of the grille to the grid. Sotc the letters 
Y 0 (first 2 letters of message) in cells 4 and 8. Sow note that the symmrtrically-corresponding 
cells disclosed when the grille is in position 3 are ceils 57 and 61 and these correspond to cells 4 
and 8 in the reverse order. The letter T in cell 57 therefore symmetrically corresponds with 
letter 0 in cell 8; the letter Yin cell 61 corresponds with letter Y in cell 4. The same is true of all 
other letters in positions 1 and 3. -4s a consequence of this property of grilles, a single cryptogram 
can be handled as though it were really t,wo cryptograms of identical length having certain 
characteristics by means of which an assumption made in one text may be verified by what it 
yields in the other text. That is, when the cryptogram is transcribed as a series of letters in one 
line and the same text is written in another line under these letters but in reversed order, then the 
superimposed letters will bear the symmetrical relationship pointed out in this paragraph. If 
two letters in the upper line of such a transcription are taken to form a digmph, the two corre- 
sponding Ithtters in the lower line must form a digraph but in reversed order in the plairl.test. 
For example, if the cryptogram of figure 43 is writt’en out as explained above, the result is as 
shown at figure 44. T\‘ow the presence of the Q in position 39 suggests that it bc combined with 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1; 19 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 2; 2M 29 30 RI 32 

%l;;&lOM”ELARNLFHAIRLNERIDNPGEO 
SETYYBCTUSSIOERHTTUOTUCSEQEEHTST 
33 34 35 36 3; 35 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4fi 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 53 56 5i 58 59 60 61 02 63 E4 

TSTHEEQESCUTOUTTHREOISSUTCBYYTES 
OEGPNDIRENLRIAHFLNRALEUMOHCUYMOO 

FICCRE 44. 

a U. If the U in position 43 is taken, then the symmetrical digraph corresponding to Q U would 
be L I; if the U in position 56 is taken, the symmetrically-corresponding digraph would be M I. 
Furthermore, two apertures which are in the same column and which do not hate an intervening 
aperture between them, will yield a good digraph in all 4 positions of the grille. For example, not,e 
apertures 2-6 and 3-6 at B in figure 43. Vihen the grille is turned to positions 2,3, and 4 they will 
disclose two sequent letters in eac.h case. An analysis of the symmetries produced by an 8X8 
grille yields the following table, which shows what cells are disclosed in the other 3 positions when 
an aperture is cut in any one cell in 1 of the 4 positions of the grille. For example, an aperture 
cut in cell 11 (position 1) will disclose grid-cell 23 when the grille takes position 2, grid-cell 54 when 
the grille takes position 3, and grid-cell 42 when t’he grille takes position 4. 

Positions: l-3 2-4 1-3 2-4 1-3 2-4 l-3 2-4 

1 8 5 25 11 23 19 22 
64 57 60 40 54 42 46 43 
2 16 6 17 12 31 20 30 

63 49 59 48 53 34 45 35 
3 24 7 9 13 26 21 27 

62 41 58 56 52 39 44 38 
4 32 .lO- 15. -14. - - 18 28 29 
61 33 55 50 -51 -47 37 36 

Flaosr 45. 
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The second principle may be termed that of exclusion. On account of the system upon which 
the construction of a revolving grille is based, a knowledge of the location of an aperture in one 
of the bands brings with it a knowledge of 3 other locations in which there can be no apertures. 
For example, referring to A in figure 43, the presence of the aperture at coordinates 14 precludes 
the presence of apertures at coordinates 4-8, 8-5, and 5-1. By virtue of this principle of exclu- 
sion, the number of possibilities for choice of letters in solving a cryptogram prepared by means 
of a revolving grille becomes much reduced and the problem is correspondingly simplified, as 
will bc seen presently. 

f. The third principle may be termed that of sequence. Rhen trying to build up text, the 
letters which follow a given sequence of plain-text letters n-ill usually be found to the right and 
below, that is, if the normal method of writing u-as used (left to right and from the top down- 
ward). For example, referring to figure 44, if the trigraph Q U E is to be built up, neither the U 
in position 5 nor the U in position 10 is wry likely to be the one that follows the Q; the U in position 
43 is the most likely candidate because it is the first one beyond the Q. Suppose the U in position 
43 is selected. Then the E for Q U E cannot be the one in position 40, or in any position in front 
of 40, since the E must, be beyond the U in the diagram. 

g. In solving a grille, it will be found advisable to prepare a piece of cross-section paper of 
proper size for the grille and to cut each aperture as soon as its location in the grille becomes 
quite definite. In this way not only will the problem be simplified but also when completed the 
proper grille is at hand. 

32. Solution of example.--a. Suppose the cryptogram shown in figure 43 is to be solved. It 
has 64 letters, suggesting a grille 8X8. The cryptogram is first transcribed into a square 8x8, 
yielding n-hat has already been obtained at F in figure 43. The Q in position 39 suggests that it 
is part of a word inscribed when the grille was in posit,ion 3, since there will be 16 plain-text letters 
inscribed at each position of the grille. Then a piece of cross-section paper is prepared for 
making the grille as shown in figure 45-A, and an aperture is cut in the proper position to dis- 
close, in position 3, cell 39. It will be found that this is the aperture located at coordinates 4-2 
of the grille shown in figure 45-A. At the same time the other 3 cells numbered 4 in the second 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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FIGUBE 45-A. FIGURE 45-B. 

band of the grille are marked so that t,hey cannot become apertures. The result is shown in 
figure 45-B. Conforming to the principle of sequence, the U to be combined with the Q is 
sought to the right of the Q in figure 43-F. There are three candidates, in positions 43, 46, and 
56. They yield: 
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(Orille in position 3) 

t ;’ t ;” E b 

I L(=L I,) I A(=A ID) I M(=M I,) 
All of the symmetrical correspondents of these 3 Q U’s are good digraphs and it is impossible to 
eliminate any of the three possibilities. The U in position 43 would place an aperture at coordi- 
nates 6-3 in figure 45-B; the U in position 46 would place an aperture at coordinates 6-6; and the 
U in position 56 would place an aperture at coordinates i-8. All of thrsc> are possible, none being 
excluded by principle 2. Suppose the Q U is followed by E. There are only two possibilities: 
an E in cell 51 and E in cell 63. The following possibilities are presented: 

1;: 

39 43 63 39 46 51 39 58 63 

Q U E Q U E : ;3 bt Q U E 

I L R I L 0 I A R I A 0 I M 0 
(=R L I) (=O L I) (=R A I) (=0 A I) (=0 M I) 

None of the symmetrical correspondents of the Q U E’s are impossible sequences in plain text, 
although 0 A I is not as probable as the others. (The 0 could be the end of a word, the AI 
the beginning of the word AID, AIM, AIR, etc.) Each of these possibilities would be tested by 
principle 2 to see if any conflicts would arise as to the positions of apertures. -4s in all cases of 
transposition ciphers, the most difficult part of the solut.ion is that of forcing an entering wedge 
into the structure and getting a good start; when this has been done the rest is easy. Sote what 
the results are when the proper apertures are assumed for QUEST in this case, as shown in figure 
45-C. In position 1 this yields OUR LI . . .; in position 2 it yields two digraphs AN and UT; 
in position 4 it yields two digraphs H A and R 0. The student should note that the indicated 
digraphs A N and R 0 in positions 2 and 4, respectively, are certain despite the fact that there is 
a space between the two apertures disclosing these letters, for the principle of exclusion has per- 
mitted the crossing off of this cell as a possib<ity for an aperture. 

FIGURE 45-C. 
(Orille in position 3) 

b. Enough has been shown of the procedure to make further demonstration unnecessary. 
Given the sequence OUR LI one begins t,o build on that, assuming a word such as LINE. This 
yields possibilities for the placement of additional apertures in the grille; these are tested in 
positions 2, 3,4, and so on. When any 16 consecutive letters of plain text have been established 
all apertures have been ascertained and the problem has been completed. Subsequent crypto- 
grams prepared by the same grille can be read at once. 
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c. If attempts at solution on the basis of the alpha method of using a grille have failed, the 
obvious modifications in procedure on the basis of the beta method can readily be made. 

33. Concluding remarks on the solution of revolving grilles-a. There is nothing about the 
mechanics of revolving grilles which prevents their employment in enciphering complete words 
instead of individual letters. However, the assembling of whole words in intelligible sequences 
and thus the reconstruction of the original plain text is a much easier matter than assembling 
single letters to form the words of the original plain text 

b. In case the same grille has been employed several times with separate grids to encipher a 
message that is considerably longer than a single grid will accommodate (see footnote 2, par. 31b), 
the several sections each reprcscnting the set of letters enciphered on one grid may be super- 
imposed and the general solution described in paragraph 26 may then be applied. 

c. In case the capacity of a grille is in excess of the number required by the length of the 
text to be enciphered, either of two procedures may be agreed upon. The grid cells which would 
otherwise be unoccupied may be filled by nulls, or the grid may be left incomplete. As regards 
the former procedure, little more need be said than that the presence of a few nulls will only 
delay solution a bit until the fact that nulls are being employed for this purpose becomes estab- 
lished. But the second type of procedure calls for more comment. If the grid is to be left’ 
incomplete it is necessary, before applying the grille, to count the number of plain-text letters 
and to cancel from the grid a number of cells equal to the number of cells in excess of the 
total number required. The posit,ion of the cells to be cancelled must be agreed upon: commonly, 
they are those at the end of the grid. Such cells are marked so that when they become exposed 
during the rotations of the grille they will not be used. Thus, for example, the grille shown in 
figure 43-A is intended for a grid of 64 letters; if the message to be enciphered contains only 53 
letters, 12 cells of the grid must be canceled, and by agreement they may be cells 53 to 64, inclusive, 
The solution of a single cryptogram of this sort, or even of several of them of different lengths, 
may become a rather difficult matter. First of all, clues as to the dimensions of the grille are no 
longer afforded by the total number of letters in the cryptogram, so that this information can 
be obtained only by more or less laborious experimentation. Grilles of various dimensions must 
be assumed, one after the other, until the c.orrect dimensions have been found. In the second 
place, the symmetrical relationships pointed out in paragraph 31 no longer obtain, so that a 
single cryptogram cannot be handled as though it were constituted of tFo messages of identical 
length. Of course, in trying out any assumed dimensions, t,he 64 letters of t’he cryptogram may 

be written out in t1v-o superimposed lines, blanks being left. for those positions which are unfilled. 
The procedure then follows the normal lines. About the most hopeful clues would be obtained 
from a knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the t.ransmission and affording a basis for 
the assumption of probable words. However, were such a system employed for regular com- 
munication there would undoubtedly be cases of cryptograms of identical lengths, so that the 
type of solution given in paragraph 26 will be applicable. Once a solution of this sort has been 
obtained, the dimensions of the grille may be ascertained. Subsequent, crypt,ograms may then 
be attacked on the basis of the normal procedure, with such modifications as are indicated by 
the absence of the number of letters needed to make a completely-filled grid. 

34. Indefinite or continuous grilles-a. In his Manual of Cryptography, Sacco illustrates 
a type of grille which he has devised and which has elements of practical importance. An ex- 
ample of such a grille is shown in figure 46. This grille contains 20 columns of cells, and each 
colunm contains 5 apertures distributed at random in the column. There are therefore 100 
apertures in all, and this is the maximum number of letters which may be enciphered in one posi- 
tion of the grille. The plain text is inscribed vertically, from left to right, using only as many 
colunms as may be necessary to inscribe the complete message. A 25-letter message would require 
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but 6 columns. To form the cryptogram the letters are transcribed horirontally from the rows, 
taking the letters from left to right as they appear in the operturcs. If the total number of 
letters is not a multiple of 5, sufficient nulls are added to make it so. In decryptographing, the 
total number of letters is divided by 5, this giving the number of columns employed. The cipher 
text is inscribed from left to right and top downwards in the apertures in the rows of the indicated 
number of columns and the plain text then reappears in the apertures in the columns, reading 
downvvard and from left to right. (It is, of course, not essent.ial that nulls be added in encipher- 
ment to make the length of the cryptogram an exact multiple of 5, for the matter can readily 
be handled even if this is not done. In decipheimcnt the total number of letters divided by 5 

FIGCRE 46. 

will give the number of complete columns; the remainder left over from the division will give 
the number of cells occupied by letters in the last column on the right.) 

b. Such a grille can assume 4 positions, two obverse and two reverse. Arrangements must 
be made in advance as to the sequence in which the various posit’ions will be employed. 

c. The solution of a single cryptogram enciphered by one and only one position of such a 
grille presents a practically hopeless problem, for the apertures being distributed at random 
throughout the grille there is nothing which may be seized upon as a guide to the reconstruction 
of either the grille or the plain text. It is conceivable, of course, that a person with an infinite 
amount of patience could produce an intelligible text and a grille conformable to that text, the 
grille having a definite number of columns and a fixed number of apertures distributed at random 
throughout the columns. But there would be no way of proving that the plain text so obtained 
is the actual plain text that was enciphered; for it would be possible to produce several “solutions” 
of the same character, any one of which might bc correct.* 

d. However, suppose a grille of this sort were employed to encipher a long message, requiring 
two or more applications of the grille. For example, in the case of the grille shown in figure 46, 
having a capacity of 100 letters per application, suppose n message of 400 letters were to be 
enciphered, requiring two obverse and two reverse applicat,ions of the grille. It is obvious that 
symmetrical relationships of the nature of those pointed out in paragraph 31 can be established. 
Of course, if the grille is used several times in the same position to its full capacity, producing 
cryptograms of multiples of 100 letters, then the sections of 100 letters may be superimposed and 
the general solution elucidated in paragraph 26 applied. 

4 In this connection, see Military Cryptanalysis, Part III, sec. XI, footnote 8. 
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e. If the grille shown in figure 46 were used to encipher two messages, one of 80 letters, the 
other of 85, it would be possible to solve these messages. For bp eliminating 5 letters from the 
longer message, the two cryptograms can be superimposed and handled as in paragraph 26. The 
difficulty would be in finding the 5 extra letters. Of course, if it should happen that one of the 
messages required 3 or 4 nulls and letters such as J, X, or Z were employed for this purpose, the 
nulls would be likely characters for elimination. But regardless of this, even if letters of medium 
or high frequency were used as nulls, patient experimentation would ultimately lead to solution. 
The latter, it must be conceded, would be diEcult but not impossible. 
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SECTION VIII 

COMBINED SUBSTITUTIOX-TRANSPOSITION SYSTEMS 

Reasons for combining trancposition with sulxtitutio!, ._._____________. ____._.._____.______.-.--....____....___._________ 33 
Other tapes of combined substitution-tramposition q! steno ________ ---_- _____ -- . . ..____ ____________.._____._______.__.___ 36 

35. Reasons for combining transposition with substitution.--a. Transposition methods are, 
from the cryptographic point of view, rather highly regarded because they are, as “hand methods” 
go, rather rapid in operation and usually quite simple. However, from their very nature they 
entail the disadvantage that a single-letter omission or addition may render their decryptograph- 
ing difficult if not impossible for the average cryptographic clerk. But from the standpoint of 
modern cryptography the principal disadvantage of transposition methods is that t,hey can be 
mechanized only with great difficulty-certainly with greater difficulty than is the case of sub- 
stitution methods. Only one or two attempts have been made to produce machinery for effecting 
transposition, and these have not been successful. 

b. Pure transposition, that is, transposition by itself, without an accompanying substitution 
or other means of disguise for the letters of the plain text, hardly affords sufficient guarantees for 
cryptographic securit_v in the case of a voluminous correspondence which must be kept really 
secret for any length of time. For no matter how complex the method, or how many trans- 
positions may be applied to the letters of a single message, sight must never be lost of the fact 
that F-hen there are manymessages in the same key there arc bound to be two or more of identical 
length; and when this is the case the type of solution described in paragraph 26 may be applied 
to these cryptograms, the transposition keys recovered, and then all other messages in the same 
key translated. 

c. A message may undergo monoalphabetic substitution and the resulting test passed through 
a simple transposition. When this is the case a uniliteral frequency distribution will, of course, 
exhibit all the characteristics of monoalphabcticity, yet the cryptogram will resist all attempts 
at solution according to,straight,forward simple substitution principles. It is usually not difficult 
to detect that a transposition is involved because there will not only be long strings of low- 
frequency letters or high-frequency letters but .what is more important, there will be very few or 
no repetitions of digraphs, ir;graphs, and t&agTaphS, since these will be broken up by the trans- 
position. F\Then a uniliteral distribution presents all t’he external evidences of monoalphabeticity 
and yet there are no repetitions, it is almost a positive indication of the presence of transposition 
superimposed upon the substitution, or vice versa. (The former is usually the case.) 

d. When confronted with such a situation the cryptanalyst usually proceeds by stages, 
first eliminating the transposition and then solving the substitution. It is of course obvious 
that the general solution for transposition ciphers (cryptograms of identical length in the same 
key) u-ill not be applicable here, for the reason that such a solution is based upon anagramming, 
which in turn is guided by the disclosure of good digraphs, trigraphs, and polygraphs. Since the 
letters of a combined substitution-transposition cipher are no longer the same as the original 
plain-text let.ters, simple anagramming of columns formed by superimposing identical-length 
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cryptograms can yield no results, because there is nothing of the nature of plain text to guide the 
cryptanalyst in his juxtaposition of colunms.1 

e. Of course, if it’ should happen that the substitution process involves knom alphabets, 
the cryptanalyst can remove the effects of the substitutive process before proceeding to elim- 
inate the transposition, even if in the encipherment the substitution came first,. For example, if 
a standard cipher alphabet were employed for the substitution the uniliteral frequency distri- 
bution would give indications thereof and the cipher letters could immediately be converted 
to the normal plain-text equivalents. The latter may then be studied as though merely trans- 
position had been applied. But if unknown mixed cipher alphabets m-ere employed, this initial 
step can not be accomplished and a solution must usually wait upon the removal of the trans- 
position before the substitution can be attacked. The latter may be very difficult or impossible 
where a good transposition method is used; where simple columnar transposition is used the 
removal of the transposition can be effected if the message is long enough. 

j. Of course if nothing is known about the system of transposition that has been employed, 
there is hardly anything to do but experiment with various types of transposition in an attempt 
to bring about such an arrangement of the text as will show repetitions. If this can be done, 
then the problem can be solved. For example, suppose that a message has been enciphered by a 
single mixed cipher alphabet and the substitution text has then been inscribed within a rectangle 
of certain dimensions according to one of the usual routes mentioned in paragraph 5 of this text. 
Repetitions in the plain text will of course be preserved in the substit.ution text, but will be 
destroyed after the transposition has been applied. The cryptanalyst, however, in his attempts 
to eliminate the transposition, may experiment n-ith route transpositions of the various types, 
employing rectangles of various dimensions as suggested by the total number of letters in the 
cryptogram. If he perseveres, he will find one route which he will know is correct as soon as he 
tries it because it will disclose the repetitions in the plain text, although the latter are still covered 
by a substitution. 

g. Practically all the methods of transposit,ion which may be applied to plain text may also 
be applied to a text resulting from an initial transformation by substitution. As already men- 
tioned, route transposition may be used; reversed and rail-fence vziting, columnar transposition 
rrith or without, keying and with complete or incomplete rectangles are also possible. From a 
practical standpoint, keyed-columnar transposition applied to a monoalphabetic substitution is 
not only a popular but also a fairly secure combination because in this case the elimination of the 
transposition is a rather difficult matter. If the rectangle is completely filled the problem is not 
insurmountable in the case of a long message transposed by means of transposition with a rec- 
tangle of fairly small dimensions. For by assuming rectangles of various dimensions suggested 
by the total number of letters, cutting the columns apart, and then combining columns on the 
basis of the number of repetitions produced within juxtaposed columns and between different 
sets of juxtaposed columns, it is possible to reconstruct the rectangle and thus remove the trans- 
position phase. This, however, is admittedly a slow and difficult process even under the most 
favorable conditions; and if the rectangle is incompletely filled the process is very difficult. For 
in the latter case the lack of absolutely clear-cut knowledge as to the lengths of the columns, the 
juxtaposition of columnar material becomes replete with uncertainties and engenders feelings 
of confusion, hopelessness, and inadequacy in the mind of the cryptanalyst. However, he need 

1 It should, however, not be inferred that snagramming processes are entirely excluded in the crrptanalvis 
of all combined substitution-transposition systems. In certain cases the anagramming process may be guided 
by considerations of frequency of letters or fragments of letters. A case of this kind will be encountered in the 
solution of the ADFGVX cipher, par. 40. 
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not be It-holly in despair if he is confronted with a problem of this nature in war time, when 
many cryptograms become available for study. For there arc special methods of solution suitable 
to the occasion, created by specinl circumstances attendant upon the interception of a voluminous 
traffic. In subsequent paragraphs the student ~-ill come to understand n-hat is here meant by 
the special circumstances and n-ill learn of these special solutions. 

36. Other types of combined substitution-transposition systems-u. There is no technical 
obstacle to the application of a transposition to the test resulting from any t\-pe of substitution, 
even if the latter is polyalphabetic or polygraphic in nature. The obstacles, or rather objc!ctions. 
to such combinations are practical in their cl~racter-they are too complex for ordinary use and 
the prevalence of errors makes them too difficult to handle, as a general rule. However, they 
have been and are sometimes used even as field ciphers. For instance, on the southeastern front, 
during the World Kar, the Central Powers made use of a somewhat irregular polyalphabetic sub- 
stitution involving four standard alphabets and a keyed columnar transposition with incom- 
pletely-filled rectangles of a relatively large number of columns. Severthrless. messages in this 
system were solved by taking advantage of the possibility of devising special solutions. 

b. A few remarks may be made in regard to the order in which the two processes, sub- 
stitution and transposition, are employed in a combined system. It is clear that n-hen the 
substitution is monoalphabetic it is immaterial, so far as cryptographic security is concerned, 
whether substitution is followed by transposition or vice versa, because the equivalent of each 
plain-test letter remains fixed regardless of the order in which the plain-text, letters appear in 
the plain text. However, if the substitution is polyalphabetic in character it is better that the 
transposition process precede the substitution process, and that the number of alphabets em- 
ployed be different from the number of elements in the transposition key, if columnar trans- 
position is the case. The best situation, from a cryptographic security standpoint, is when 
the two key lengths (substitution and transposition) have no common factor. If the t1v-o kr?-s 
are of the same length, the letters in each column are enciphered by the same cipher alphabet 
and thus the cryptogram would contain a certain number of sections of approximately equal 
length, composed of letters falling in the same cipher alphabet. 

c. Digraphic substitution, such as that produced by the Playfair Cipher, may be combined 
with transposition to yield cryptograms of fair security. But here again the elimination of the 
transposition phase by taking advantage of special circumstances or by rearranging the next so 
as to uncover the repetitions which are inevitable in the Playfair Cipher, will result in solution. 

d. A particularly fruitful source of combined substitution-transposition is to be found in those 
methods generally designated as fractionating systems, in which in the substitution phase each 
plain-text letter is replaced by an equivalent composed of two or more components or “fractions” 
and then these components are subjected to transposition in a second phase. This latter may be 
followed by a third phase, recombination of distributed components, and a fourth phase, the 
replacement of the recombined components by letters. Thus, such a system comprises a first 
substitution, a transposition, a recombination, and a second substitution.2 In the subsequent 
paragraphs certain systems of this sort will be dealt with in detail. They are interesting examples 
of practical systems of cryptography which have been used in the field of military operations in 
the past and may again be used in the future. The first one to be discussed is particularly inter- 
esting for this reason alone; but it is also of interest because it will serve as a model for the student 
to follow in his study of methods for the solution of combined substitution-transposition ciphers 
in general. 

1 See Special Text No. 166, Advanced Military Cryptography, sec. XI. 
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37. Introductory remarks.--a. One of the most interestin g and practical of the many 
methods in rrhich substitution and transposition are combined within a single system is that 
known in the literature as the ADFGVX cipher.’ In this system a 36-character bipartite substitu- 
tion checkerboard is employed, in the cells of which the 26 letters of the alphabet and the 10 
digits are clistribnted in mixed order, often according t,o some key word. The row and column 
indicators (coordinates) are the letters ADFGVX, and, taken in-pairs, t,he latter are used as substi- 
tutes for the letters of the plain test. These substitutive pairs are then inscribed within a rec- 
tangle and a columnar transposition takes place, according to a numerical key. The cipher test 
consists then merely of the 6 letters A, D, F, G, V, and X. 

b. The ADFGVX cipher system was inaugurated on the Western Front by the German Army 
on March 1, 1918, for communication between higher headquarters, principally between head- 
quarters of divisions and corps. m’hen first instituted on hiarch 1, 1918, the checkerboard con- 
sisted of 25 cells, for a 25-letter German alphabet (J was omitted), and the 5 letters A, D, F, G, and 
X used as coordinates. On June 1 the letter V was added, the checkerboard having been enlarged 
to 36 cells, to take care of a 26-letter alphabet plus the 10 digits. Transposition keys ranged from 
I 5 to 22 numbers, inclusive, and both the checkerboard and the transposition key were changed 
daily. The number of messages in t’his system varied from 25 a day upon the inception of the 
system to as many as 150 per day, during the last days of May 1918. The first solution was made 
on April 6 by the French. The cipher continued in use rather extensively until late ;1 June but 
from that time until the Arm&ice the volume of messages diminished very considerably. 
Although only 10 keys, covering a period of as many days were ever solved, the proportion of 
solved messages in the whole intercepted traffic was about 50 percent. This was true because of 
the fact that the keys solved were those for days on which the greatest number of messages was 
intercepted. The same system was employed on the southeastern front from July 1918 to the 
end of the war. Keys were in effect at first for a period of 2 days and beginning on September 1, 
for a period of 3 days. In all 17 keys, covering a total of 44 days, were solved. 

c. At the t,ime that the Allied cryptanalytic offices were working with cryptograms in this 
system only three methods were known for their solution and all three of them a.re classifiable 
under the heading of special solutions, because certain conditions had to obtain before they 
could be applied. No general solution had been developed until after hostilities had ceased.a 

1 Special Test So. 166, A&xznred Milifary Crypfography, sec. XI. 
1 The general solution to be described in paragraphs 4143 was not established until after the Armistice. 

Had it been elaborated earlier there would no doubt have been many more solutions than were actually effected 
by the methods then available. 
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Because they are interesting and useful some attention n-ill be devoted to both the general and the 
special solutions. Since the special solutions are easy to understand and serve as a good introduc- 
tion to the general solution: they will be taken up first. 

38. Special solution by means of identical endings.-a. In paragraph 24 it ~-3s demonstrated 
how the solution of keyed-columnar transposition ciphers can be facilitated and simplified by t,he 
comparison of t\vo cryptograms which are in the same key and the plain-text endings of which 
are identical. It was noted in that case that a study of the irregularly distributed cipher-text 
identities between the tsvo crypt.ograms permits of not only cutting up the text into sections 
that correspond with the long and the short columns of the transposition rectangle but also of 
establishing the transposition key in a direct manner almost entirely mathematical in nature. 
‘&hen this has been accomplished the plain texts of these two messages are at once disclosed, and 
all other messages in the same key may be read by means of the key so reconstructed. 

b. The same method of solution is applicable t.o the similar situation, if it can be found, in 
the case of the ADFGVX system, except that one more step intervenes between the reconstruction 
of the transposition rectangle and the appearance of the plain text in the rectangle: A mono- 
alphabetic substitution must be solved, since the text in the rows of the rectangle does not 
consist of plain-text letters but of pairs of components representing these letters as enciphered by 
means of a bipartite substitution alphabet. Moreover, this latter st,ep is comparatively simple 

- when there is a sufficient amount of text.in the two rectangles; if not, additional material for use 
in solving the monoalphabet can be obtained from other cryptograms in the same key, if they are 
available, since the t,ransposition key, having already been reconstructed from the two crypto- 
grams with identical endings, will permit of inscribing all other cryptograms in the same key 
within their proper rectangles. 

c. A demonstration of the application of the principles involved in such a solution will be 
useful. The following cryptograms have been intercepted on the same date, the 20th: 

No. 1 
To CG 22d Brigade: 

XVAA;: VDDA: DADV; ADAD; FXGF; XFAX; 

XVAV: AVXAtOD GFFX; FGAG?’ DGDG: DGAF: 

AADD: XDAV: GAAD; ADFV; FDFX; GFGA; 

A F A F : F F X F1: F V D Vi; A F F G1! A A A Vi: V A F A? 

DDFA’: VFAD’; FAVVl; GVAA? FDFAl; XFAAl: 

DX 
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To CG 23d Brigade: 
No. 2 

1 i ?o 10 

FDFFF FVFAD DVFVD GAFDF DAGA; FDFA: 
35 60 

VAXGD VXGF; VXDX; AAAA': GXFF5; VFAAG 
6s i0 is 50 35 80 

VGVFF FDAFF FXDAF XGAFD VFVXV DDFAD 
95 1M 105 I!0 115 120 

DAAAX AAFFA FVFXF FAXXA ADVXA VDAVF 
1% 130 135 140 145 

DFAVX VADXF AXFFX XAAVX XADXA AAVV'; 
155 lw) lb5 170 17.5 190 

AGDXX FDFAX FDGDF FXDGX FAGDF FDDVD 
165 IW 

DXDAF AGXXA FGAV 
d. The delimitation and marking of identities between these two cryptograms is a procedure 

similar to that explained in pa.ragraph &lb, except that a little more study may be necessary in 
this case because occasionally there may be considerable uncertainty as t,o esact.ly where an 
identity begins or ends. The reason for this is not difficult to understand. Whereas in para- 
graph 24b the process involves “unfractionated” letters and t,here are about 18 or 20 different 
letters to deal with, so that an “accidental identity ” is a rather rare occurrence, in the present, 
problem the process involves fractions of letters (the components of the bipartite cipher equiva- 
lents), and there are only 6 different cha.racters to deal with, so that such “accidental identities” 
are quite frequent. Now the cryptanalyst is not able at. first to distinguish between these acci- 
dental identities and actual identities and this is what makes the process somewhat difficult. 
What is meant will become perfectly clear presently. 

e. Taking the two illustrative cryptograms, the first st,ep is to ascertain what identities 
can be found between them, and then mark off these identities. For example, it is obvious that 
if the messages end alike the last several letters in No. 1 should be found somewhere in ?r’o. 2, 
and likewise the last several letters in No. 2 should be found somewhere in No. 1. The number 
of let,ters in identical sequences will depend upon the length of the identical text and the width 
of the transposition rectangle. Searching through No. 2 for a sequence such as A G D X, or 
G D X, or at least D X, the tetragraph A G D X is found as letters 151-54. The last column of Ko. 2 
ends with F G A V; searching through No. 1 for a sequence F G A V, or G A V, or at least, A V, the 
t,etragraph F G A V is found as lett,ers 87-90. These identities are underlined or marked off in 
some fa.shion, and search is made for ot,her identities. It would be a great help if the width of 
the transposition rectangle were known, for then it would be possible to cut up the text into 
lengths approximately corresponding to column lengths, and this would then restrict the search 
for identical sequences to those sections which correspond to the bottoms of the columns. Sup- 
pose the key to contain 20 numbers. Then the rectangle for No. 1, containing 152 letters, 
would consist of 12 long columns of 8 letters and 8 short ones of 7 letters; that for 30.2, con- 
taining 194 letters, would consist of 14 long columns of 10 letters and 6 short ones of 9 letters. 
If that were correct t.hen in No. 1 the end of the first column would be either X V D D, or X V D. 
Searching through ,“o. 2 for either of these a sequence X V D D is found as letters 84-7. Column 
1 is probably a long column in No. 1: The word probably is used because the identity may 
extend only over the letters X V D, and the next D may be an accidental similamty, since the chances 
that D will appear by pure accident are 1 in 6, which is not at all improbable. It must also be 
pointed out that a certain number of telegraphic errors may be expected, and since’there are 
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on]- 6 different letters the chances that an F, for example, will be received or recorded as a D 
are fairly good. Column 1 of So. 2 ends either with V F A D or V F A. Searching through So. 1. 
a sequence V F A D is found as letters 14-l;; a sequence V F A is found as letters 34-6 ; a sequence 
V F F D is found as letters ‘79-82; a sequence V F A D is also found as letters 126-130; a sequence 
V F A is found as letters 130-2. Here are several possibilities; which is the one to choose? Two 
of these possibilities coincide exactly with the full sequence being sought, V F A D. Can one of 
them be eliminated as a possibilitv? Perhaps tables to facilitate the loca.tion of possible ‘Lbreaks” 
n-ill be helpful in making the elimination (see para.graph 1671). “Break twblcs” are t,hcrcforc 
constructed for the messages on the basis of rectangles of 20 columns, and are as shown bclon-. 

0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 8s 96 

28 

35 

42 

49 

56 

0 

9 

18 

27 

36 

45 

54 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 

“Break” table for x’o. 1 (152 letters) 

19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99 109 119 129 / 139 149 
-____-------- ---- - 

18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98 108 118 128 138 148 158 
-------------- -------------- 

27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97 107 117 127 137 147 157 167 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97 107 117 127 137 147 157 167 
--------------- --------------- 
36 46 56 66 76 86 96 106 116 126 136 146 156 166 176 36 46 56 66 76 86 96 106 116 126 136 146 156 166 176 

------P-P ------P-P -------- -------- 
45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 

-----P----P---- -----P----P---- 
54 64 74 84 94 104 114 124 134 144 154 164 174 184 194 54 64 74 84 94 104 114 124 134 144 154 164 174 184 194 

“Break” table for No. 2 (194 letters) 
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From these tables it follows that as regards message So. 1 there can be a break after the ith, 8th, 
14th, 15th, 16th . . . letters but not after the 6th letter, nor after the 9th to 14th letters, nor 
after the lith to 21st letters, and so on; as regards message Ko. 2 there can be a break after the 
gth, lath, lsth, 19th, 20th, . . . letters but’ not after the 8th letter nor after the 11th to 18th 
letters, nor after the 21st to 27th letters, and so on. Referring again to the two VFAD sequences 
in T\‘o. 1 which may correspond with the VFAD sequence in Ko. 2, it was found that the first 
candidate would require a break immediately after the 17th letter. But the break table for So. 1 
precludes this possibility; hence the first VFAD sequence in No. 1 in position 14-17 may be climi- 
nated as a candidate, leaving the second VFAD, in position 126-130, as a candidate. This would 
require a break after the 130th letter and reference to the break table for No. 1 shows this to be a 
possibility. Hence, the VFAD in position 126-130 in So. 1 will tentatively be accepted as 
matching the VFAD sequence in So. 2. bother section of the text of one or the other crypto- 
gram is next selected, with a view to establishing additional identities. To go through the 
whole process here would consume too much space and time. Jforeover, it is not necessary, 
for the only purpose in carrying the demonstration &is far is t.o indicate to the student the 
general procedure and to show him some of the difficulties he will encounter in the identificn- 
tion of the similar portions when the test is composed of only a very limited number of different 
letters. In this case, after more or less tedious experiment,ation. the hypothesis of a key of 20 
columns is established as correct. whereupon two sets of 20 identities are uncovered and the 
identities are found t.o be as shown below. 

No. 1 

XVAAi VDDA; DADV; ADAD? FXGF? XFAX; 
1 i 3 4 

XVAV: AVXA;OD GFFX! FGAG?OF DGDG?SD DGAF; 
T -ii- 7 8 

AAD D”D XDAV; GAADi); ADFV?‘FDFX? GFGA? 
9 10 -i-r -x- 

AFAF; FFXF!? FVDV? AFFG? AAAVi5 VAFA? 
T --i-i- 15 Is 

DDFAF VFAD? FAVV!? GVAA? FDFA? XFAAl; 
17 18 19 

- 

DX 
20 

FIGURE 47. 
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No. 2 

FDFFf FVFA: DVFV: GAFD; DAGA: FDFA; 
i 2 -T- 

VAXG: VXGF; VXDX? AAAA! GXFF% VFAA60G 
-i- 5 6 

VGVF; FDAF; FXDACXGAF; VFVXf DDFA; 
i 8 9 

DAAASjt AAFF? FVFXI’; FAXX? ADVXlf VDAV? 
-TIT -ii- --r- 

125 
DFAVX VADX? AXFF? XAAV? XADX? AAVV? 

--x-- ---iT- -5 
155 

AGDXX FDFA? FDGD? FXDG?I FAGD? FDDV? 
-iii-- ---E- ---ET-- 

DXDA? AGXX? FGAV 
--ET- 20 

FIGURE 47-Continued 

j. A table of equivalencies 3 is then drawn up: 
so. l________.._ 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
So. 2 __________. 9 6 8 10 13 11 17 2 19 15 7 20 14 12 5 18 1 4 3 16 

Since the rectangle for No. 2 has 2 more letters in the last row than the rectangle for No. 1, 
two chains of equivalent,s at t,wo intervals are construct’ed. Thus: 

1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

1 9 19 3 8 2 6 11 7 17 
4 10 15 5 13 14 12 20 16 18 

These chains must now be united into a single chain by proper interlocking. Since cryptogram 
No. 1 has 12 long columns, and since the identities of these 12 columns aTe now known (1, 3, 
5, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20), the interlocking of the two chains and hence the transposition 
key must be this: 

12 3 45 67 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
7 5 17 13 1 14 9 12 19 20 3 16 8 18 2 4 6 10 11 15 

g, The two cryptograms may now be transcribed into their proper transpositiori matrices, 
as shown in figure 48, 

1 It is necessary to remark that in setting up the table of equivalencies, after determining the width of the 
rectangle, that message which has the lesser number of long columns is used as the basis for the normal sequence 
1, 2, 3, . . . . If the one having the greater number of long columns is employed as the base, the reconstructed 
key n-ill be reversed. 
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so. 1 No. 2 
7 5 17 13 1 14 Q 12 19 20 3 16 8 18 2 4 6 10 11 15 7 5 17 13 1 14 9 12 19 20 3 16 8 18 2 4 6 10 11 15 

FXDAXFAFVXAVGVAFAVAF AFXVFVAFFFFAAFDFAFAX 
GVFFVXAXAXDADFGVDGDF AXFDDAFAFADAFFVVDAFA 
AAAAAFDFAFAVDADXGGFG GVDAFDDXDGAAFXFAGDFA 
GVGFAVDGAADAGVAFFAVX VXFVFXVXDXGVFDVXXDAV 
FFVXXDDFFAAFAVDAFAFA GDAFFFFAVXAVXGDGFAFX 
DAFFVVXGDGFAFXVXXDFA VXXDFAVADADGDXGDFAVX 
GVAFDXDAFDXGDGFAFXDA FVFFVXXDDFFAAFAVDAFA 
DXDXDAAVAXGD FADAFFVVXGDGFAFXVXXD 

FAGVAFDXDAFDXGDGFAFX 
DADXDXDAAVAXGD 

FIGUBE 48. 

h. A frequency distribution is now made of all the bipartite pairs, so as to solve the encipher- 
ing checkerboard. There is no necessity for going through this part of the solution, for it falls 
along quite normal lines of monoalphabetic substitution. The two plain-test rectangles are 
shown in figure 49. The checkerboard 4 is found to be as shown in figure 50~. 

so. 1 
7 5 17 13 1 14 9 12 19 20 316 818 24 0 10 11 15 

H A V E 0 R D E R E 
FX DA XF AF VX AV GV AF AV AF 

D C 0 M M A N D I N 
GV FF VX AX AX DA DF GV DG DF 

G G E N E R A L 2 3 
AA AA AF DF AF AV DA DX GG FG 

D B R I G A D E T 0 
GV GF AV DG AA DA GV AF FA VX 

C 0 U N T E R A T T 
FF VX XD DF FA AF AV DA FA FA 

A C K W I T H 0 U T 
DA FF VV XG DG FA FX VX XD FA 

D E L A Y W I T H A 
GV AF DX DA FD XG DG FA FX DA 
L L A R M S 

DX DX DA AV AX GD 
FIGUB~ 48. 

4 Since the second cryptogram is addressed to the CG 23d Brigade and the first cryptogram mentions that 
the commander of that brigade has been ordered to do so and so, the solution of the groups GG (-2) and FG 
(~3) is made by inference. This gives the placement of these two digits in the cipher square. 
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so. 2 

i 5 1: 13 1 14 B 12 19 20 3 16 616 24 6 10 11 15 

E X P E C T E N E M 
AF XV FV AF FF FA AF DF AF AX 

M Y A T T A C K A T 
AX FD DA FA FA DA FF VV DA FA 

D A Y L I G H T S T 
GV DA FD DX DG AA FX FA GD FA 

0 P H 0 L D Y 0 U R 
VX FV FX VX DX GV FD VX XD AV 

S E C T 0 R W I T H 
GD AF FF FA VX AV XG DG FA FX 

0 U T F A I L S T 0 
VX XD FA VA DA DG DX GD FA VX 

P C 0 U N T E R A T 
FV FF VX XD DF FA AF AV DA FA 

T A C K W I T H 0 U 
FA DA FF VV XG DG FA FX VX XD 

T D E L A Y W I T H 
FA GV AF DX DA FD XG DG FA FX 

A L L A R M S 
DA DX DX DA AV AX GD 

2nd component 

ADFGVX 

FIGWEE 49-Continued. 

ADFGVX ADFGVX 

G/ /E' 'R/M 

FIGURE Xh. 

A G/ IEl IEi /RjM 

S/B/ -- 
l I -'- 

+I 
FIGUBE Sob. FIGCRE X)C. 

i. Speculating upon the disposition of the letters within the enciphering checkerboard, it 
becomes evident that the key phrase upon which it is based is GERMAN MILITARY CIPHERS. 
The fact that the digit 2 follows B and the digit 3 follows C suggests that the digits are inserted 
immediately after the letters A, B, C, . . .) as they occur in the mixed sequence. xote the cells 
which still remain vacant after the key word mixed sequence is fully developed in the checker- 
board, and all the letters which do occur in the two messages are inserted in their correct cells 

G/G!E!j(R[M ---,-I---.__ 

-m---/-- 
T 1??~ C / 3 j P/H -I--!--- 
71SiBi2iD/4 

-;-l--~__(__ 
F[G!J;DK;O 

-/----- 
QjU/V~WiX~Z 
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(fig. sobj. The complete checkerboard ma>- therefore be taken almost certainl>- to be as shown 
in figure 5Oc. The date (20th) indicates that the transposition key x-ill have 20 numbers in it. 
The transposition key was evidently derived from the first 20 letters of the mixed sequence: 

GERMANILTYCPHSBDFJKO 
7 5 Ii 13 1 14 9 12 19 20 3 16 8 18 2 4 6 10 11 15 

39. Special solution by means of identical beginnings.--a. In paragraph 23 u-as demon- 
strated the nn~thocl of solution bawl upon finding two cryptograms which are in the same key 
an(l the plain tests of which begin n-it11 the same words. The application of this method to the 
corresponding situation in the case of the ADFGVX system should by this time be obvious. The 
finding of identical sequences is somewhat easier in this case than in the case of identical endings 
because the identities can be found in parallel progression from the beginning to the end of the 
two crvptograms being compared. SIoreover, the discovery of two cryptograms with similar 
beginnings is easier than that of two with similar endings because in the former case the very 
first groups in the two cryptograms contain identities, whereas in the latter case the identities 
are hidden and scattered throughout the texts of the two cryptograms. On the other hand, the 
complete solution of a case of identical endings is very much more simple t’han that involving 
identical beginnings because in the former case the establishment of t’he identities carries with it 
almost automatically the complete reconstruction of the transposition key, whereas in the latter 
this is far from true and additional cryptograms may be essential in order t.o accomplish this 
sine qua non for the solution. 

b. The following represent 8 cryptograms of the same date, assumed to have been enciphered 
by the same key. 

x0. 1 
VDDFA XFAAX DXGGF FVFXF GXDXG DGAGF 
AGDAD VGGDA AADXX DXAFF AADAF DFFDA 

No. 2 
GXDDA DDGDF VGXAX XXGXG AAAAD FADDX 
AVDXF XAD 

No. 3 
XDAAA GXDDX VFFVD GADFD XAAAG DFADG 
AFDAD GVGDV FDFXA GFXAF AFAXD DDDFD 
XAXVA DXFXF DGAGF GGADD AGDGX AVGDG 
ADAFA XFAAG VAAGA FDVDV DXFDA XFDFF 
GDXDV DADAV DADDD GADAG AAAFG GDXAX 
FGVXD DGDDF AFAGV AFGXG VDDAX XDVFF 
FFDXG VGDFG AVADA XDAFA AFDGF VFXXX 
AAGAG AFDGX AFAFX XGGAG AAFFA AFDGA 
GAFVX DGGFG DAAAF DADAD XVVAX FVADD 
GAFFF GXAXD FDDFX AAAAA 

No.4 
AFGFX AGXAG XDDAF AAXAV GDDDD FAFGV 
DGDXA FDXAX GFGDD VADXA XGFAX FDADD 
GD 

No. 5 
XAAAD DGAAG DDDXF FAVGA XDGGD FFAVA 
DAAXA GDXDX XXXDG VFADA DFFFF VVGFD 
XFDGG DAXDG ADFD 
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No. 6 

XDAAV DXDGF XVGDD AVGXA DXAAD XGGAA 
GDFDA AAGAX DVFDF DFFDD FDDFX FXXFD 
FDXAX GAXFF VDVAF GVDVD DDAGD GGDAA 
GGFDD DVFFV VAGVA XAAGG XGXDD DADXF 
ADFFG DGFDA AFGAX FFDVD DDAGA FADAV 
DDDAV GAVAD FGDDF FDGDV DGGXA XAXDA 
DXDVF FXVAX GFDAG XFFFF AAXDA FVDXG 
XFDAG AGAVD VAGAF DGDAV VDDDD DFXGV 
AFFAA FFFDV DFFAF DAGDG GAAAF DXAXA 
VAXDA GADXD VFAFF FGDDA DDDFA GDFAX 
DG 

No. 7 
AGFGV DDDDF DDFXF DDGDF AXVDD VDVXA 
DDAXX AADDF AGGFF AXDDG XDFAD DFDGD 
DVAXA XFXDA FXDDG FXGDV GFFGX DADFA 
DDAFF VDGXA ADXFX GVADA XGXAG AGDGV 
XDDV 

No. 8 

DFGFX DFAFF XDXAG ADGGG DDFGA XGVDF 
VVFDA AAXGD AVDVA DDGVD AFAG 

The cryptograms have been exsmined for identical beginnings, and xos. 3 and 6 apparently 
begin alike, identical portions being underlined as shown in figure 51. Now the number of 
identical sections in the two cryptograms is 15; this indicates that the width of the transposition 
rectangle is 15. Therefore, No. 3 (290 letters) has 5 long columns of 20 letters and 10 short 
columns of 19 letters [(15X20)-10=290]. Il’o. 6 (302 letters) has 2 long columns of 21 letters 
and 13 short columns of 20 letters [(15X21)-13=302]. The identical sections in No. 3 and 
No. 6 having been marked off as shown in figure 51, the next step is to transcribe the texts into 
their correct column lengths as given by the study of identical sections, writing them merely 
in their serial order, as shown in figure 52. In this transcription no serious difficulty is usually 
encountered in the division into correct column lengths, this process being guided by the identical 
sequences, the number of letters between the identical sequences, and the maximum and minimum 
lengths of the columns as calculated from the dimensions of the rectangle. Whenever difficulties 
are encountered in this process, they are brought about by accidental identities of letters before 
and after the true or actual identical sequences. In the present case no such difficulties arise 
except in going from column 12 to column 13. The identical sections for column 13 here consist 
of the sequence A F F A A F; if these sections are placed at the head of column 13, it leaves column 
12 one letter short at the bottom in each diagram. This means that the initial A's in these 
identical sequences represent an accidental identity; these A’s belong at the bottom of column 
12 in each diagram, and the true identical sequences are F F A A F, and not A F F A A F. In 
some cases there may be many more instances of such accidental identities before and after the 
true identical sequences. Another thing to be noted is that the identical beginnings in this 
case run along for at least 4 complete rows and part of the fifth row in the transposition rectangle. 
Therefore, the identical sequences should consist of not less than 4, and not more than 5 letters; 
any letters in excess of 5 in any identical sequence are accidental identities. There are several 
such accidental identities in the case under study, viz, in columns 5 and 12, 
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x0. 3 
XDAAA GXDDX VFFVD GADFD XAAAG DFADG 
i 2 
AFDAD GVGDV FDFXA GFXAF AFAXD DDDFD 

3 4 
XAXVA DXFXF DGAGF GGADD AGDGX AVGDG - 5 
ADAFA XFAAG VAAGA FDVDV D.XFDA XFDFF 

6 7 
GDXDV DADAV DADDD GADAG AAAFG GDXAX 

s- 
FGVXD DGDDF AFAGV AFGXG VDDAX XDVFF 

-F-- 10 
FFDXG VGDFG AVADA XDA'FA AFDGF VFXXX 

11 
AAGAG AFDGX AFAFX XGGAG AAFFA AFDGA 

12 13 
GAFVX DGGFG DAAAF DADAD XVVAX FVADD 

14 
GAFFF GXAXD FDDFX AAAAA 

15 

No. 6 
XDAAV DXDGF XVGDD AVGXA DXAAD XGGAA 
--i-- z 
GDFDA AAGAX DVFDF DFFDD FDDFX FXXFD 

FDXAX GAXFF 
4 

GGFDD DVFFV 

ADFFG DGFDA 
7 

- DDDAV GAVAD 

DXDVF FXVAX 
10 

XFDAG AGAVD 

AFFAA FFFDV 
13 

VAXDA GADXD 

3 
VDVAF GVDVD DDAGD GGDAA 

5 
XGXDD DADXF VAGVA XAAGG 

6 
AFGAX FFDVD DDAGA FADAV 

FGDDF FDGDV 
9 

GFDAG XFFFF 

s 
DGGXA XAXDA 

AAXDA FVDXG 

VAGAF DGDAV 
1-1 

VDDDD DFXGV 
12 

DFFAF DAGDG GAAAF DXAXA 

VFAFF FGDDA 
15 

14 
DDDFA GDFAX 

DG 
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x0. 3 
1 2 a 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 I4 15 

DAFXVDDGVXDFGDD 
----- __-------__- 
XDXFGVADAGGAAXF 
---__----------- 
VGAXDDDXFVFFFVD 
---- ----------- 
---- 

----- 
D A A 
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So. 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

X~DiD~FiD/AiDiDiG;XiA(AiF,A!A 

AXADXA 

V V A D 

D D G X V D V D 

F D F A D 

D A/X F DDFGXXADDGD 

FIGURE SZ-Continued 

c. Now comes the attempt to place the columns in proper sequence in the respective trans- 
position rectangles, Since No. 6 has only 2 long columns, viz, 5 and 14, it is obvious that these 
two columns belong at the extreme left of the rectangle. Their order may be 5-14 or 14-5; 
there is no way of telling which is correct just yet. Since No. 3 has 5 long columns, z%z, 3, 4, 5, 
7, 14, and since from No. 6 it has been ascertained that 5 and 12 go to the extreme left, it is 
obvious that columns 3, 4, and 7 occupy the third, fourth, and fifth positions in the rectangles. 
Their order may be any permutation of the three numbers 3,4, and 7; their exact order must be 
ascertained by further study. 
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d. In this study, to fix the exact order of the columns and thus to reconstruct the tmnsposi- 
tion key, advantage can be taken of the diverse lengths of other cryptograms that may be 
available in the same key. In this case there are 6 additional cryptograms, Xos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 
and 8, suitable for the purpose. The following calculations are made: 

60 4 
38 3 aud 2 
6? 5 and 1 
i-i 5 and 4 

124 9 and 8 
34 4 and 3 

.\ll samk length 
8 7 / 

I 2 13 

I ‘: 1: 
I 
I 

9 6 

Now So. 7 has 4 long columns, and these must consist of 4 columns from among the 5 already 
a.scertnined as falling at the extreme left, z’iz, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 14. Columns 5 and 14 have further- 
more been placed in positions l-2, leaving columns 3, 4, and 7 for positions 3-4-5. Which 
of these three possibilities is t,o be omitted as a long column in No. 7? A means of answering 
this question involves certain considerations of general importance in the cryptanalysis of this 
type of system. 

e. Consider a transposition rectangle in which the number of columns is even, and consider 
specifically the first pair of columns in such a rectangle. The combinations of bipartite compo- 
nents formed by t’he juxtaposition of these 2 columns correspond to plain-text letters, and there- 
fore the distribution of the bipartite digraphs in these columns will be monoalphabetic in char- 
acter. The same is true with respect to the bipartite components in the third and fourth columns, 
the fifth and sixth columns, and so on. Hence, if a long cryptogram of this nature is at hand, 
and if the 2 columns which belong at the extreme left can be ascertained, then a distribution of 
the bipartite digraphs formed by juxtaposing these columns should not only be monoalphabetic, 
but also this distribution, ij it is at all normal, will a2ord a basis for matching other columns which 
11311 produce similar distributions, for the text as a whole is monoalphabetic. In this way, by 
proper matching of columns, those which really go together to form the pairs containing the 
bipartite equivalents of the plain-text letters can be ascertained. From that point on, the solu- 
tion of the problem is practically the same as t,hat of solving a columnar transposition cipher 
with nonfractionated letters. 

j. But now consider a plain-text rectangle in the ADFGVX system, in which the number of 
columns is odd, and consider specifically the first pair of columns in t’he rectangle. Now only the 
alternate combinations of bipartite components in these columns form the units of plain-text 
letters. The same is true of the bipartite components of the third and fourth, the fifth and sixth 
columns, and so on. In all other respects, however, the remarks contained in subparagraph e 
apply equally to this case where the width of the rectangle is odd. 

g. Returning to the problem under study, it has been ascertained t,hat columns 5 and 14 fall 
at the extreme left. Whether their correct order is 5-14 or 14-5 cannot at the moment be ascer- 
tained, nor is it essential. The thing to do is to make a distribution of the bipartite pairs and 
see what it is like. Since the width of the rectangle here is odd, only the lst, 3d, 5th, . . . pairs 
down the columns can be distributed in a frequency square. The results are shown in Fig. 53. 
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111 

So. 3 
Cd. Cd. 
5 

1 D A 
D A 

3 A A 
G F 

5 D D 
G A 

7 X D 
A A 

9 V D 
G X 

11 D V 
G V 

13 A A 
D X 

15 A F 
F V 

17 A A 
X D 

19 F D 
A G 

x0. 6 
Cd. cot. 5 

1 D A 
D A 

3 A A 

11 G A 
G X - 

G F 21, COMPOSEST DMPOSEST 
5 D D 

G X G X AIJFGVX ADFGVX 
7 G A / 

D X D X 
A AIN; )/I ; /& )/I 

I ---- ---- -- -- 
9 A A 

A V -- -- 
11 G A BF 

G X g -- -- 
* T, I 

13 F D 
D A . 

15 15 D D G G -- -. -- -. 
D A D A X 

17 V D 
F X F X 

19 F D 
v v 

31 V F 
Frorrss 53. 

h. The distribution is fairly good. Five occurrences of AA a.re noted, 3 of FD. These must 
represent high-frequency letters. The 4 (Phi) test for monoalphabeticity may be applied. 

Expected value of C#J for plain text=.0667X21 X20=28.01 
Expectedvalueof(bforrandomtext=.0385~2lX20=16.1i 
Observed value of 9 in this case=(5X4)+(2X1)+(2Xl)+(3X2)+(2Xl)+(2X1)=34 

The observed value of 4 is considerably greater than the expected value for plain text and more 
than twice as much as the expected value for random text. Using the distribution in figure 53 as 
a basis, an attempt is made to add to the 5-14 combination a column selected from among columns 
3,4, and i, so that the second, fourth, sixth . . . pairs down the second and third columns in the 
rectangle w-ill give bipartit.e pairs that will conform to the distribution noted in figure 53. Since 
the results sought will be very materially affected if the combination 5-14 should really be 14-5, 
all possible combinations of 5-14 and 14-5 with 3,4, and 7 must be tried. The various combina- 
tions tested are shown in figure 54. 
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(1) 
3 14 3 

1 DAD 
2 DAV 
3 AAF 
4 GFD 
5 DDF 
6 GAX 
7 XDA 
8 AAG 
9 VDF 

10 GXX 
11 DVA 
12 GVF 
13 AAA 
14 DXF 
15 AFA 
16 FVX 
li AAD 
1X XDD 
19 FDD 
20 AGD 

(1) 
5 14 3 

1 DAD 

2 DAV 
3 AAF 
4 GFD 
5 DDF 
6 GXD 
7 GAF 
8 DXF 
9 AAD 

10 AVD 
11 GAF 
12 GXD 
13 FDD 
14 DAF 
15 DGX 
16 DAF 
17 VDX 
18 FXX 
19 FDF 
20 VVD 
21 VF 

(2) 
5 14 4 

DAF 
DAD 
AAX 
GFA 
DDX 
GAV 
XDA 
AAD 
VDX 
GXF 
DVX 
GVF 
AAD 
DXG 
AFA 
FVG 
AAF 
XDG 
FDG 
AGA 

(2) 
5 14 4 

DAF 
DAD 
AAX 
GFA 
DDX 
GXG 
GAA 
DXX 
AAF 
AVF 
GAV 
GXD 
FDV 
DAA 
DGF 
DAG 
VDV 
FXD 
FDV 
VVD 
VF 

112 

(3) 
5 14 7 

DAD 

DAF 
AAF 
GFG 
DDD 
GAX 
XDD 
AAV 
VDD 
GXA 
DVD 
GVA 
AAV 
DXD 
AFA 
FVD 
AAD 
XDD 
FDG 
AGA 

No. 6 

(3) 
5 14 7 

DAD 

DAF 
AAF 
GFG 
DDD 
GXG 
GAF 
DXD 
AAA 
AVA 
GAF 
GXG 
FDA 
DAX 
DGF 
DAF 
VDD 
FXV 
FDD 
VVD 
VF 

FIOUBE 54 

(4) 
14 5 3 

ADD 

ADV 
AAF 
FGD 
DDF 
AGX 
DXA 
AAG 
DVF 
XGX 
VDA 
VGF 
AAA 
XDF 
FAA 
VFX 
AAD 
DXD 
DFD 
GAD 

(4) 
14 5 3 

ADD 

ADV 
AAF 
FGD 
DDF 
XGD 
AGF 
XDF 
AAD 
VAD 
AGF 
XGD 
DFD 
ADF 
GDX 
ADF 
DVX 
XFX 
DFF 
VVD 
FV 

(5) 
14 5 4 

ADF 
ADD 
AAX 
FGA 
DDX 
AGV 
DXA 
AAD 
DVX 
XGF 
VDX 
VGF 
AAD 
XDG 
FAA 
VFG 
AAF 
DXG 
DFG 
GAA 

(5) 
14 5 4 

ADF 

ADD 
AAX 
FGA 
DDX 
XGG 
AGA 
XDX 
AAF 
VAF 
AGV 
XGD 
DFV 
ADA 
GDF 
ADG 
DVV 
XFD 
DFV 
VVD 
FV 

(6) 
14 ‘5 7 

ADD 
ADF 
AAF 
FGG 
DDD 
AGX 
DXD 
AAV 
DVD 
XGA 
VDD 
VGA 
AAV 
XDD 
FAA 
VFD 
AAD 
DXD 
DFG 
GAA 

(6) 
14 5 i 
ADD 
ADF 
AAF 
FGG 
DDD 
XGG 
AGF 
XDD 
AAA 
VAA 
AGF 
XGG 
DFA 
ADX 
GDF 
ADF 
DVD 
XFV 
DFD 
VVD 
FV 
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(1 I [S-14- :<] 

ADFGVX 

MH/I ’ ,‘I/ j / li I 
-----i- -,- 
II !/i 1 / / / I 1 - - -‘-.m+- - 

M;’ 
_----i- 

II I 
_-__-__- 

l/l/ II 

I I 

I 
___---- 

ill ii II 

(4) [ 14-5-31 

ADFGVX 

I 

(2) [S-14-4] 

ADFGVX ADFGVX 

(5) [14-S-4] 

ADFGVX 

__--,--- 
G II II li I I 

---.---_ 
V II 

-----~- 
X I 

A 

D 

F 

G 

V 

X 

A 

D 

F 

G 

V 

X 

(6) [14-s] 

A D F G V 

T 
( I _i. 
I 

j. These distributions are now tested for monoalphabeticity, by applying the 4 test Tllf~ 

number of occurrences in each distribution is 4 1. Then 41 X40X .0667= 109.4 is the expected 
value of 9 for plain t,ext; 41X40X.0385=63.1 is the expected value of + for random text. 
Here are the calculat,ions for the first distribution (combination 5-14-3) yielding the observed 
value of I# as 82: 

(5X4)+(3X2)+(1X0)+(2X1)+(1X0>+ 
(2X1)+(3X2)+(1X0)+(1X0)+(5X4)+(2X1)+ 

(1X0)+(4X3)+(2X1)+(1X0)+(3X2)+(2X2)+(2X1)=82. 

The observed values of 4 for all 6 frequency distributions are shown herewith: 

(1)=82 (4)=120 
(2)=76 (5)= 70 
(3)=78 (6)=110 
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Only two of these distributions give close approsimations to 109, the expected value of 4, and 
the\- may be retained for further esperiment. They are the ones for combinations (4) and (6), 
with values of 120 and 110, respectively. 

k. Selecting combinations (4) and (6) z’iz, 14-5-3, and 14-5-i, since columns 14. 3, 4, 5 a.nd 
7 form the group of 5 columns at the left of the transposition rectangle. the folfoa-ing combina- 
tions are possible: 

(1) 14-5-3-4-7 (3) 14-5-7-3-4 
(2) 14-5-3-T-4 (4) 14-5-7- 4-3 

1. The following sets of columns correspond to these 4 combinations in the 2 cryptograms 
(fig. 56): 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

(1) 
14 5 3 4 7 

ADDFD 
ADVDF 
AAFXF 
FGDAG 
DDFXD 
AGXVX 
DXAAD 
AAGDV 
DVFXD 
XGXFA 
VDAXD 
VGFFA 
AAADV 
XDFGD 
FAAAA 
VFXGD 
AADFD 
DXDGD 
DFDGG 
GADAA 

(2) 
14 5 3 i 4 

ADDDF 
ADVFD 
AAFFX 
FGDGA 
DDFDX 
AGXXV 
DXADA 
AAGVD 
DVFDX 
XGXAF 
VDADX 
VGFAF 
AAAVD 
XDFDG 
FAAAA 
VFXDG 
AADDF 
DXDDG 
DFDGG 
GADAA 

so. 3 
(3) (4) 

14 5 7 3 4 14 5 7 4 3 

ADDDF ADDFD 
ADFVD ADFDV 
AAFFX AAFXF 
FGGDA FGGAD 
D D D,F X DDDXF 
AGXXV AGXVX 
DXDAA DXDAA 
AAVGD AAVDG 
DVDFX DVDXF 
XGAXF XGAFX 
VDDAX VDDXA 
VGAFF VGAFF 
AAVAD AAVDA 
XDDFG XDDGF 
FAAAA .FAAAA 
.V F D X G VFDGX 
AADDF AADFD 
DXDDG DXDGD 
DFGDG DFGGD 
GAADA GAAAD 
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11.; 

(0 
14 5 3 4 i 

I ADDFD 
2 ADVDF 
3 AAFXF 
-i FGDAG 
5 DDFXD 
6 XGDGG 
7 AGFAF 
8 XDFXD 
9 AADFA 

IO VADFA 
11 AGFVF 
12 XGDDG 
13 DFDVA 
14 ADFAX 
15 GDXFF 
16 ADFGF 
17 DVXVD 
18 XFXDV 
19 DFFVD 
30 VVDDD 
21 FV 

SO 

(21 

14 5 :i 7 4 

ADDDF 
ADVFD 
AAFFX 
FGDGA 
DDFDX 
XGDGG 
AGFFA 
XDFDX 
AADAF 
VADAF 
AGFFV 
XGDGD 
DFDAV 
ADFXA 
GDXFF 
ADFFG 
DVXDV 
XFXVD 
DFFDV 
VVDDD 
FV 

ti 
(3) 

14 5 7 3 4 

ADDDF 
ADFVD 
AAFFX 
FGGDA 
DDDFX 
XGGDG 
AGFFA 
XDDFX 
AAADF 
VAADF 
AGFFV 
XGGDD 
DFADV 
ADXFA 
GDFXF 
ADFFG 
DVDXV 
XFVXD 
DFDFV 
VVDDD 
FV 

(4) 
14 5 i 4 3 

ADDFD 
ADFDV 
AAFXF 
FGGAD 
DDDXF 
XGGGD 
AGFAF 
XDDXF 
AAAFD 
VAAFD 
AGFVF 
XGGDD 
DFAVD 
ADXAF 
GDFFX 
ADFGF 
D VD V X 
XFVDX 
DFDVF 
VVDDD 
FV 

m. The additional bipartite pairs given by adding columns 4-7 to the basic combination 
14-5-3 are distributed in the 4th frequency distribution square of figure 55, yielding the distri- 
bution shown in square (1) of figure 57. The other squares in figure 57 are constructed in the 
same wa..y. for the other combinations of figure 56. 

(1) [ 14-5-34-71 

ADFGVX 

(2) [14--S-3-74] 

D F G V X 
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(3j [14-5-Y-3-41 

ADFGVX 

116 

(4) [14-5-i4-31 

ADFGVX 

FIQ~RE S-Continued 

n. Again applying the +-test, the expected value of $I is 81 X80X.0667=432. The observed 
values for the four combinations of figure .!ii are as follows: 

(1) For combination 14-5-34-i, 4=436 
(2) For combination 14-5-3-74, 1#1=276 
(3) For combination 14-5-7-34, cp=344 
(4) For combination 14-5-7-4-3, +=318 

The combination 14-5-34-7, giving the greatest value for 4 (a little better than the expected 
value), is very probably the correct one. 

o. Examining t.he other cryptograms that arc available, it is seen that No. 7 is the third 
longest one of the entire set, with 124 letters; moreover, t,he dimensions of the rectangle [ (15 X 9) - 
11= 1241 are such as to bring about 4 long columns of 9 letters and 11 columns of 8 letters. The 
first 5 columns are definitely fixed in position, since it is known that the first 5 key numbers are 
14-5-3-4-T. The resulting diagram is shown in figure 58. There is now a section consisting of 

14 5 3 4 7 1 2 6 3 9 10 11 12 13 1.5 

-I-lljllll-l-!-l-l/l- 
A A V D~D/D~F/G/x/D/FIA!G G/D -------__,--/--l-‘--- 
G G D A/GID[D[XIFiGiFID/X,VjV --- 
A G(D X 
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11’7 

10 columns which are to be anagrammed to ascertain their correct sequence. The column t,o 
follow column 7 is ascertained on the basis of the repetitions which are brought about when the 
selected column is placed on the right. These repetitions should fall into those cells of frequency 
distribution (l), figure 57, which are of high frequency. In other words, the process is one of 
selecting from among columns 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15 that column which will yield 
the most repetitions of bipartite digraphs with the digraphs given by the juxtaposition of columns 
14-5-34-7, as dist’ributed in frequency square (1) of figure 57. The column thus selected turns 
out to be Ko. 10. Then other columns are added by proceeding along the same lines, the work 
becoming progressively more easy as the number of available candidates decreases. Sometimes 
the discovery of what appears to be a long repetition within one of the cryptograms or between 
two cryptograms facilitates the process. In this case the results obtained from the 3 crypto- 
grams under study are shown in figure 59. 

1 No. 3 
. 14 5 a 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 6 0 11 

AD 
AD 
AA 
FG 
DD 
AG 
DX 
AA 
DV 
XG 
VD 
VG 
AA 
XD 
FA 
VF 
AA 
DX 
DF 
GA 

DF 
VD 
FX 
DA 
FX 
xv 
AA 
GD 
FX 
XF 
AX 
FF 
AD 
FG 
AA 
XG 
DF 
DG 
DG 
DA 

DX 
FD 
FV 
GF 
DF 
XF 
DF 
VD 
DX 
AG 
DV 
AG 
VD 
DF 
AG 
DA 
DV 
DA 
GD 
A 

AA FX 
FG FD 
FA AA 
FF AA 
GD FA 
XG DG 
AX GX 
XA AD 
DF GD 
FA AX 
DF FV 
DX VF 
FX XF 
XG DV 
AG GD 
AA GG 
AG FA 
AA GD 
AA DF 

DD 
XA 
AG 
AA 
AA 
GA 
DF 
FG 
AG 
DD 
GX 
AA 
FX 
DF 
AG 
DV 
GX 
VD 
GD 

AG 
GD 
VD 
AF 
AA 
GF 
AA 
FG 
DV 
VA 
DF 
VG 
DX 
XG 
FV 
DD 
AD 
XA 
FX 

A 
X 
D 
A 
F 
A 
A 
F 
D 
G 
F 
V 
F 
X 
X 
X 
A 
A 
G 
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11s 

so. 6 
,I 5 3 4 i 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 6 9 11 

AD 
AD 
AA 
FG 
DD 
XG 
AG 
XD 
AA 
VA 
AG 
XG 
DF 
AD 
GD 
AD 
DV 
XF 
DF 
vv 
FV 

14 A 

DF 
VD 
FX 
DA 
FX 
DG 
FA 
FX 
DF 
DF 
FV 
DD 
DV 
FA 
XF 
FG 
xv 
XD 
FV 
DD 

3 4 

DX 
FD 
FV 
GF 
DF 
GX 
FV 
DA 
AX 
AG 
FF 
GD 
AA 
XG 
FX 
FF 
DF 
VF 
DF 
DA 

AA 
FG 
FA 
FF 
CD 
DG 
DD 
AA 
DV 
DV 
DD 
FD 
AD 
GD 
DD 
FF 
AX 
XG 
DV 
GA 

FX 
FD 
AA 
AA 
FV 
FD 
FX 
DD 
VG 
DF 
FX 
FV 
AG 
FD 
DD 
AA 
GV 
DG 
GX 
GA 

DD 
XA 
AG 
AA 
DF 
XA 
GD 
GA 
AV 
AD 
GD 
DD 
FA 
DV 
AG 
AA 
AV 
GA 
AD 
XF 

No. I -7 
i 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 

AG 
GD 
VD 
AF 
XF 
AD 
AG 
GD 
GV 
XD 
GG 
XG 
DX 
DA 
DX 
AA 
DX 
XD 
FA 
AD 

R 0 

A 
X 
D 
A 
F 
V 
D 
X 
G 
X 
F 
D 
A 
G 
A 
G 
A 
V 
D 
V 

11 

AX DV DF GD AA DD FX G 
DA GD FX DA AG FD FD X 
AA DV AG GF DF DV AA D 
XD FX DD VF XG DA XF A 
GD AA DV XV FV FX DX D 
XF XD FG DD XD XA DD F 
AA VD DF DG GD FX GD 
GG, DA GF VX VD DF XG D" 
AG DX 

FIWXB 59-Continued. 

p. What t,he cryptanalyst now has before him is a monoalphabetic subst’itution cipher, the 
solution of which presents no difficulties. The cipher square is reconstructed as completely as 
possible, blanks being left where there are no occurrences to give clues as to the character involved, 
usually some of the digits and the very infrequent letters. 
not occur in the plain text are Q, X, and Z. 

In this case the only letters which do 
The digits 5 and 7 are recovered from the context, 

in message No. 6, where the caliber of a gun is mentioned and the digits are confirmed at other 
places in the message. The square that is obtained is seen in figure 60. Examination of the 
mixed sequence discloses that it is based upon the phrase THE FLOWERS THAT BLOOM IN THE 
SPRING. This permits of the establishment of the transposition key and of the position of the 
digits in the checkerboard (as in par. 38i). 
solved messages are shown in figure 62. 

The results are shown in figure 61. The completely 
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119 
9 10 11 12 13 1.4 15 

Literal lie:- .._... ;;k;&&ABMINPGCDJKQUVXYZ 
Kumericsl key __.. II 5 3 4 7 10 15 I? 13 1 2 6 fi 9 II 

2D CONPONEST 

ADF G V X 
2D COMPOSEST 

ADFG VX 

V 

X 
Frcr-se 60. 

T Hi8jE:51F -__ ~_ 

Frr.vss 61. 

14 5 3 4 i 10 1s 12 13 1 2 8 a 9 

R E G I M E N ;: 
DV AG GG FX FV AG GD A 

I N P 0 S I T 
AF XG DG FD FD XF XA A 

I 0 N S H A L L 
FX DF GD DX AD FA DD D 

I A T T A C K 
DF XF AA AA AF AG XV X 

No. 2 
14 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 69 11 

R E Q U E S T I 
DV AG XA XD AG DX AA F 

N S T R U C T 
XG DD XA AD VX DG XA A 

I 0 N S 
FX DF GD DX 
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120 

. 

so. 3 
14 5 3 4 i IO IS 12 13 1 2 8 6 9 11 

H 0 S T I L E T 
AD DF DX AA FX DD AG A 

R 0 0 P S E S 
AD VD FD FG FD XA GD X 

T I M A T E D 0 
AA FX FV FA AA AG VD D 

N E B A T T A 
FG DA GF FF AA AA AF A 

L I 0 N A T T A 
DD FX DF GD FA AA AA F 

C K I N G E A 
AG XV XF XG DG GA GF A 

S T 0 F C 0 T T 
DX AA DF AX GX DF AA A 

E R S T 0 -P P 
AA GD VD XA AD FG FG F 

R I S 0 N E R S 
DV FX DX DF GD AG DV D 

C A P T U R E 
XG XF AG FA AX DD VA G 

D F R 0 M C 0 M 
VD AX DV DF FV GX DF F 

P A N Y A 5 7 
FG FF AG DX VF AA VG V 

T H D I V I. S I 
AA AD VD FX XF FX DX F 

0 N I N D I C 
XD FG DF XG DV DF XG X 

A T E E 'N E M Y 
FA AA AG AG GD AG FV X 

I N T E N D S 
VF XG DA AA GG DV DD X 

T 0 R E A C H H 
AA DF DV AG FA GX AD A 

U N T E R s T 
DX DG DA AA GD VD XA A 

0' w N T 0 N I G 
DF DG GD AA DF GD FX G 

H T 
GA DA A 

FIGURE 62-ContInned. 
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121 

so. so. 4 4 
14 14 5 5 3 3 4 4 7 7 10 10 15 15 12 12 13 13 1 1 2 2 8 8 6 6 9 9 II II 

T T H H I I R R T T Y Y S S I I 
AA AD FX DV AA XV DX F AA AD FX DV AA XV DX F 

X T H F A L E 
XX GA AA DA XF AD DA G 

A V I N G G 0 L 
FA XF FX GD GG GG DF D 

D E N V I L L 
DV DA GG DX FF XD DD D 

E 
AG 

x0. 5 
14 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 a 6 9 11 

C 0 R P S w I L 
GX DF DV GF DX DG FX D 

L T A K E 0 V 
DD DA AF AV XA GD ,FX F 

E R T R A F F I 
AG DV AA DV FA AX AX F 

C C 0 N T R 0 
XG XG XD FG DA AD VD F 

L A T 0 N C E 
DD FA AA DF GD GX AG 

FIQUBE (II?-Continued. 
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14 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 6 9 II 

H 0 S T I L E T 
AD DF DX AA FX DD AG A 

R 0 0 P S E S 
AD VD FD FG FD XA GD X 

T I M A T E D 0 
AA FX FV FA AA AG VD D 

N E B A T T A 
FG DA GF FF AA AA AF A 

L I 0 N M 0 V I 
DD FX DF GD FV DF XF F 

N G U P S T R 
XG DG GX DG FD XA AD V 

E A M L I N E S 
AG FA FV DD FX GD AG D 

0 U T H w E S 
XD FX DA AA DD GA GD X 

T 0 F R J 5 7 7 
AA DF AX DV VG AV GV G 

H A N D A S S 
VA DF AG DV DF AD XD X 

E M B L I N G I 
AG FV FF DD FX GD GG F 

N w 0 0 D S N 
XG DD GD FD FV DD XG D 

0 R T H E A S T 
DF DV AA AD AG FA DX A 

0 F G 0 L D E 
AD FA XG GD FD DV DA G' 

N V I L L E S 
GD XF FX DD DD AG DX AT 

0 P B A T T E 
AD FG FF FF AA AA AA G 

R Y 0 F 7 5 S F 
DV XV DF AX GV AV DX A 

I R I N G F R 
XF XD VF XG DG GA XD V 

0 M 0 R C H A R 
DF FV DF DV GX AD FA D 

D L E E F A R 
VV DD DA GA GA XF AD V 

M 
FV 

Flowr w-contInned. 
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123 

14 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 A 5 II 

F R 0 N T L I N 
AX DV DF GD AA DD FX G 

E 0 U T P 0 S 
DA GD FX DA AG FD FD X 

T R E P 0 R T S 
AA DV AG GF DF DV AA D 

0 U R I N F A 
XD FX DD VF XG DA XF A 

N T R Y M I S S 
GD AA DV XV FV'FX DX D 

I 0 N S S H 0 
XF XD FG DD XD XA DD F 

T D 0 w N I N E 
AA VD DF DG GD FX GD A 

N E M Y L I N 
GG DA GF VX VD DF XG D 

E S 
AG DX 

No. 8 
4 5 3 4 7 10 15 12 13 1 2 8 6 9 11 

w I R E L I N E 
DG FX DV AG DD FX GD A 

T 0 B R I G A 
GA AD FF FD VF XG GF A 

D I N T E R R U 
VD FX GD AA AG DV DV X 

P T E D 
DG FA AA GV D 

FIQURE 62-Continued. 

40. Special solution by the exact factor method.-u. The student who has comprehended 
the successive steps in the solution of the example discussed in the preceding paragraph is in a 
position to grasp at once the mechanics of the special solution by the exact factor method. The 
latter is based upon the interception of a number of cryptograms, preferably lengthy ones, which 
have been enciphered by rectangles in which the last row is completely filled with letters. The 
total number of bipartite components in the case of such a cryptogram will yield clues as to the 
dimensions of the kansposition rectangle. Then the text is transcribed into columns of appro- 
priate length, all being equal in this respect, and the process of combining columns, as explained 
in paragraph 39e, is applied in order to produce the best monoalphabetic distribution of bipartite 
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digraphs down the juxtaposed CO~UIKUS. There is nothing to prevent the simultaneous use of 
all cryptograms that have been enciphered by completely filled rectangles, for it is clear that 
if, for example, columns 15 and 4 are to be paired in one cryptogram, the same columns will be 
paired in all the other cryptograms. Hence, even if the rectangles are small in depth they can 
be used in this process; it is necessary only that all columns of any rectangle be of the same 
length. Now if only two or three such pairs of columns can be set up correctly, solution follows 
almost as a matter of course. No additional or new principles need be brought into play, beyond 
those already possessed by the student. 

b. In this special solution, the important step is, of course, the initial one of experimenting 
with rectangles of various dimensions until the correct size has been hit upon. In some cases, 
excessive experimentation may not be necessary if the total number of characters is such as to 
yield only one or two possibilities with regard to the length of the columns. For example, suppose 
that previous work has established the fact that the enemy uses transposition rectangles not 
less than 15 and not more than 22 columns in width. A message totaling 703 letters would 
indicate a rectangle of 19 columns of 37 letters, since these two numbers are the only factors of 
703. If this then were corroborat,ed by other cryptograms of 76 (19X4), 152 (19X8), 190 
(19 X 10) letters, the probability that 19 is the width of the transposition rectangle becomes quite 
persuasive. Of course, there will be and there should be other cryptograms of lengths that do 
not factor exactly; these represent the ones in which the rectangles are not completely filled in 
their last row. They do not enter into the solution at first, but just as soon as the positions of 
two or three key numbers become tied, the data afforded by these messages become available 
for use in the later stages in the solution. 

c. The exact-factor method is a useful one to know. ‘For despite all instructions that 
may be drawn up insisting upon the advisability of not completing the last row of a transposition 
rectangle, the tendency to violate such a rule is quite marked, especially where a large crypto- 
graphic personnel must be employed. It is not astonishing to find that for lazy or ignorant clerks 
the temptation to fill the rectangle completely is particularly hard to resist when it happens that 
a message falls just one, two, or three letters short of forming a completely-filled rectangle: 
it is so much easier for such clerks to handle a rectangle with equal-length columns than one in 
which this is not the case. Moreover, the number of errors and therefore the number of times a 
shiftless or careless clerk must go over his work to correct errors is reduced to a minimum. 
Hence, it often happens that in such cases an enciphering clerk adds one, two, or three letters 
to complete the last row, thus leading to the transmission of not a few cryptograms enciphered 
by completely-filled rectangles. Space forbids giving an example of such a solution. 

41. General solution for the ADFGVX system.+. All three of the foregoing methods of 
solving cryptograms in the ADFGVX system fall in the category of special solutions and therefore 
are dependent upon the fortuitous existence of the special conditions required under each case. 
What is really desired in the practical situation is a method of solution which is not so dependent 
upon chance or good fortune for success. A search for a general solution was, of course, made 
during the time that the system was under minute study by the cryptanalytic agencies of the 
Allies, but no general solution was devised. All the solutions made during actual hostilities 
and for a number of weeks thereafter were of the special types described in the preceding para- 
graphs. The first published description of a general solution is to be found in Givierge’s Cows 
de Ctryptographie, 1925, but only in broad outlines. A complete general solution was inde- 
pendently conceived by a group of cryptanalysts in the office of the Chief Signal Officer 6 and 
will be described in paragraphs 42 and 43. 

b. The attention of the student is directed to the comments made in paragraph 18, with 
regard to the significance of the term general solution in cryptanalysis. He must be cautioned 

‘ See footnote 7 of this sectinn. 
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not to expect that in practical work a general solution will, in the cryptanalytic as in the mathe- 
matical field! invariably lead to a solution. If there is a sufficient amount of text and if the text 
contains no abnormalities, the attempt to apply the general solution will usually be successful. 
But the cryptanalyst must remember that the ADFGVX system is by no means a simple one to 
solve even under the best of conditions and if there is only a small amount of text, if it happens 
that the transposition key is unusually long, or if the text is abnormal, he may not succeed in 
solving the messages by the straightfor\vard method to be set forth below, and he may have to 
introduce special modifications. For the latter he can only rely upon his own ingenuity and 
intuition. 

42. Basic principles of the general solution.--a. Every transposition rectangle in the 
ADFGVX system must conform to one or the other of two and only two fundamental types: the 
number of columns must be either odd or even.” A number of important consequences follow from 
this simple fact, some of which have already been pointed out in paragraph 39e. They will be 
elaborated upon in the next subparagraphs. 

b. Consider a rectangle with an even number of columns. Each of its rows contains an 
even number of bipartite components, half of which are initial components, half, jhzl compo- 
nents, alternating in a regular order from left to right in the rows. When the transposition is 
applied, all the components within a given column are of the same class, either initial or final. 
No intermixture or alternation of t,he two classes is-possible. On the other hand, consider a 
rectangle with an odd number of columns. Each of its rows contains an odd number of bipartite 
components, t,he 1st row containing one more initial component than final components, the 2d 
row containing one more final component than initial components, and so on, this arrangement 
alternating regularly in the successive rows of the rectangle. When one studies the various 
columns of the rectangle, it is seen that in each column there is a perfectly regular alternation of 
initial and final components, the odd columns (lst, 3d, 5th, . . . ) beginning with an initial 
component, the even columns (2d, 4th, 6th, . . . ) beginning with a final component. This 
alternation in components remains true even after the transposition is applied. These remarks 
become very clear if one studies figure 63. Two transposition rectangles are shown, one with 
an even number of columns, the other with an odd number. Instead of the actual components 
(ADFGVX), the symbols G1 and & are used to indicate the two classes of component.s, initial and 
final, because in this analysis interest centers not upon the actual identity of a component but 
upon the class to which it belongs, initial or final. At the top of each column is placed a “plus” 
to denote a column occupying an odd-numbered position in the rectangle, or a “minus” to denote 
a column occupying an even-numbered position. 

EVEN NUMBEB OF COLUMNS ODD NUMBER OF COLUMNS 

+ - + - +-+-+- +-+-+-+-+ 

01 02 81 01 81 ez e1 e1 e1 e2 e1 e2 e1 ez e1 ez e1 ez e1 
el e2 e1 ez eI e2 e1 e2 el et e2 e1 e2 e1 ea e1 8, e1 ez 
el ez e1 e2 e1 et e1 e2 el e2 e1 et e1 e1 e1 e2 e1 ea e1 

c. In what follows, the term “odd column” will mean merely that the column in question 
occupies an odd position (lst, 3d, 5th; . . .) in the transposition rectangle; the term “even 
column,” that it occupies an even position (2d, 4th, 6th, . . .) in the rectangle. The odd or 
even designation has no reference whatever to the nature of the transposition key number appli- 
cable to that column, whether it is odd or even. Now when the transposition is applied to the 
even-width rectangle a, figure 63, the cryptographic text will consist of a number of sections of 
letters, each section corresponding to a column of the rectangle, and therefore the number of 
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sections in this case will be even. Moreover, all the components in a section correspondjng to 
an odd column in rectangle a will be 0, or initial components, all those in a section corresponding to 
an even column, 02 or final components. The sections or columns are completely homogeneous with 
respect to the class to which their constituent components belong. On the other hand, when the 
transposition is applied to odd-width rectangle b, the cryptographic text will consist of an odd 
number of sections, each corresponding to a column of the rectangle. The components in the 
sections consist of members of both classes of components in a regular alternation; in a section 
corresponding to an odd column the order is &+&+c& . . . ; in a section corresponding to an 
even column the order is &+e1+e2 . . . . The sections or columns are not homogeneous in this 
case as they are in the former. 

d. Now if there were some way of distinguishing between initial components as a class and 
final components as a class it is clear that it may be possible f+st of all to ascertain whether the 
transposition rectangle contains an even or an odd number of columns. Secondly it may be 
possible to identify those columns which are even and those which are odd. Finally, it may be 
possible to ascertain which are the long columns and which are short, thus yielding the exact 
outlines of the rectangle in case the last row is incompletely filled. From that point on, solution 
follows along the same lines as explained in paragraph 40, with the modification that in the pair- 
ing of columns the number of possibilities is greatly reduced, since it is useless to pair two columns 
both containing initial components or &al components. 

e. The foregoing depends then upon the possibility of being able to distinguish as a class 
between initial and fmal components of the bipartite cipher equivalents in this system, or at 
least between letters belonging to one or the other of these two general classes of components. 
Now if the substitution checkerboard has not been consciously manipulated with a view to 
destroying certain properties normally characterizing its rows and colunms, the sort of differenti- 
ation indicated above is quite possible. For example, if in the checkerboard shown in figure 61 
the normal frequencies of the letters as they appear in English telegraphic plain text E are inserted 
in the cells and totals are obtained vertically and horizontally, these totals will permit of assign- 
ing frequency weights to the letters ADFGVX as initial and as Cnal letters of the bipartite cipher 
equivalents of the plain-text letters. This is shown below in figure 64. The bipartite letter A 

2~ COMPOSENT 

ADFGVX 

A 

D 

F 
IST CONPONPNT 

G 

284 

264 

183 

153 

47 

69 

1. lm 

6 As given in fig. 3, p. 13, Military Cryptanalysis, Part 1. 
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has a frequency value of 284 as an init.ial component of the bipartite cipher equivalents of plain- 
text letters, and a frequency value of only 169 as a final component. 
Similarly, the letters V and X have frequency values of 4T and 69, respectively, as initial com- 
ponents and 120 and 198 as final components. It is obvious, then, that in this checkerboard the 
weighted frequency values of the letters A, V, and X as initial components differ considerably from 
the values of these same letters as final components, the value for G as an initial is only a little 
less than its value as a final, the values of D and F as initia.ls are only a little more than their 
values as finals. But it is the wide variations in the weighted frequency values of certain of the 
letters as initial components and as final components, exemplified in the case of A, V, and X, 
which form the basis of the general solution, because these wide variations afford a means for 
making the various differentiations noted in subparagraph d. 

f. Of course, in working with an unknown example, the composition of the checkerboard is 
unknown and t,herefore no accurate frequency weights may be assigned to the ADFGVX com- 
ponents in the cryptograms. However, it is still possible to arrive at some approximations for 
these weights in case there are several cryptograms available for study, as would normally be 
true in actual practice. How this can be done will be shown very soon, by studying an example. 
For the purposes of t,his study the set of 12 cryptograms given below will be used. 

I 
VDDGG GVFDF VDVVF VDGAD DAFFF 
VDXFD DXDVX ADVDV FXGDF VADDG 
DGDGV GDDDF XFADA VDVGD GADXV 
DADAD FXAVF VDDAA VDFFD FVGDF 
VDDGV DDDDA VADAF ADDXA DDGAD 
FVGFV DGADV FXVXD GDDAG GDDXF 
FDDXA DFGDA GXDDA VF-DAF GVFVF 
AFFVF AFXGF XDGVA DFVDG GAVGG 
D D G D V X A X F D D X (212 letters) 

II 

VDAAV DDFXF XDDAX GXFXD DFXAD 
VAGDD FAXDV AVDVD DFVFV FFGDG 
FVAXV XAVGD VDXFD XDGAX GFGGF 
VFGDF VDXAV XDDVG DDVGV AGFXF 
A A A X D D X G (108 letters) 

III 
DAGAA FGAGV DAFGG XFDXD FVVXG 
FXFDX DDAGA DDGVA DDVDD GAFGA 
VGDGX DDDAV FVDDF DAAAA DXAGD 
XAGGD DAVGV FGDVF VDGGX GGAFF 
VFDAX GDDDG’DAFDA DGGAD DGDXA 
FVDFD XFVGD DVAVF DDDVF AGDFF 
FXAAD FADGG VFDAV DGXFV DAAVG 
D X F G G D D X G D A (186 letters) 
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Iv 

ADXVF XVGGV FDDVA FGAAV FDGVD 
DDGDG FDVVA FGXFX FDDDD VGDAX 
DAXDD DAGVF FAADV GDFXG XGVGD 
DDDAD VXVFA VDAXX DFAAF AVDVG 
V D V D D A X D A A (110 letters) 

v 

DFXFD DVVVD XFXFX FFFVA GFDXA 
VDAGF DVDGF ADAAD FDVFG DADFV 
FVFXG XDDAG DVGVF DGXXD FFGDG 
XGVDD VDDFG FVGDD VFVAG XXDFV 
DXAVF GAGAG AXDVD FXGVG DADDX 
AGXDA DFDGX FDGGF VGXVV GDDDA 
GXVDG VDVGX DDFDD VAGAA DGDDF 
DGAGD FDDDD XGVGV GGGDG XDFGF 
A D (202 letters) 

VI 

GDGFX AGVFV DDXGX DVDDA XDAAX 
FAGVG DXFFV XFADG FFDXA AFVXF 
DFXFV GDGFX FDVVX VGDFV DDVFD 
FVVDV DGGVF XFGVX FFVGV DDGDD 
D D G D D A V G V X G A F F X F V D D D (120 letters) 

VII 

GAFGF FXFVF GFXAV AGGXD XXDDF 
AGVDD VDVFF ADAVA VFVGG ADAAF 
VFDFV DXFXX GDXDD FVDFF XDVFX 
VADXV AXDVX AFFVD FDGXF DGFDD 
FVDVV AAFVF FVXDG FDDVA DDFDD 
DXFFA GFXFX AAGVD GGVDF GGGXD 
FDFVA FFGFX GDAXD GDGGD DAVDX 
ADFAF VFXDD XVAGD VVDDF XDGXX 
DVFVF DDDDA AFDFX DXGDA AFVDF 
DVDDV ADDVD VAVDG AFVFX FAAVD . 
D F V D (254 letters) 

VIII 

DGVVG FXGGG ADFAF VVVAX AVGGV 
VDVGV VDAVG DGDGA VFDDA DDDXX 
DXFVF XGVGG DGDFG GDADF DDXAV 
FDDVF ADXGD ADGVA FFXAD FADXD 
GFADF DDGVD VXAVA DDXFF AGDXF 
F V F G F G F D F D V D X X D D G G D (144 letters) 
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Ix 

GDDDD XVGVD VDAVG FGDFV DVAVD 
GFAGX AVFFG VADDD AXXAX DGADG 
XAVVD GXXAA AVADA DGXDV GDDDD 
GVFXA AVGGV FXDAF DGVGA FGDDF 
AVVGD DVDFX DVDGF VAAGD XFDVA 
ADAGD AXFVG DDDAG VAVFG XXFDD 
GXFVD GGDAV DAGGF DAXDX FFVGF 
A X X A D D F (182 letters) 

X 

DGDDF VFAVD VFDAD GFVGV GGDFV 
DVVXD DFDDV GXGVD XGVGD XDGDX 
FXFDX VDAAD DFXDD AFFAA FVFAG 
DAAGG FAXGV XXFXA DGDFD GXGDA 
DAXGV VVDAA GGVFG VAVFV AAGAX 
G X D G A (130 letters) 

XI 

VFDDV AXGDA DFGGG GFGDD FXXDA 
FDDXG GAVGA GDVDF DFDDD GAFAF 
DAAAG VAVFG GVADD GDDFG FVDDA 
DFGAF DFVDD FVVVA DAGDX FXXXF 
FDXGD FDGFD DFGDA GFAAG GADXD 
GVDGA VGVDF DDFXG AGXFG VFVVD 
GVDXD FFFXG XGXAG AGVGD VVXGF 
V D X D D X F V D D X (186 letters) 

XII 

XFDFX VVDVD AVDAD VFAGD GVADD 
FDAAD XADFV GVDGF XFGDV FVDDD. 
DGDVV AVVVF ADDAX AVFVA DAXDV 
GDDFA XDDGX GVFXA VXVFD GDXDF 
DVXAD VAVAV GVDDD AFDFA DVFFV 
VGDAG FXDDF ADVXV DFXFF VVGFX 
XGFVA VFAGG DAVVD XDXGD DVVAD 
DDAGA AGXFG DDDGV FGFVG VXGVF 
DFFDA ADVDD XGDFD DVDDG AFGD 
(224 letters) 

43. Illustration of so1ntion.‘-u. Since the initial letters of all 12 cryptograms are in the 
same class, that is, either initid or final components, they may all be combined into a single 
distribution. Furthermore, since it is certain that regardless of whether the transposition rectangle 
has an odd or an even number of columns the 3d, 5th, 7th . . . letters of the cryptograms are in 

7 This illustration uses the same cryptograms and follows quite closely along the lines employed in a tech- 
nical paper of the Signal Intelligence Service entitled General Solution for the ADFGVX Cipher, prepared by 
Messrs. Rowlett, Kullback, and Sinkov, in 1934. 
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the same class as the first let,ter, the 3d, 5th, 7th . . . letters may be added to the distribution, 
so long as these odd letters come from the same section (column 1). It is, however, necessary 
to limit the number of letters taken from the beginning of any one cryptogram to a reasonable 
length of column, depending on the size of the cryptogram. Assuming it is known that the 
enemy is using transposition keys of not less than 15 nor more than 22 numbers, the latter could 
be taken as the maximum possible size. But to be on the safe side it will be here assumed that 
a transposition rectangle of not more than 25 columns is being used. Hence, so far as concerns 
cryptogram I, which has 212 letters, on the basis of a key of 25 numbers [(25X9)-13=212] 
there will be 12 columns of 9 letters and 13 columns of 8 letters. Since there is no way of telling 
which are long and which are short columns, it will be safer to work on the basis of columns of 
8 letters. Therefore, the first 8 lett,ers of cryptogram I are to be taken. In the case of crypto- 
gram II, with 108 letters, its first 4 letters will be taken, and so on, through the 12 cryptograms, 
the number of letters to be taken in each case being governed by the length of the cryptogram. 
The sections taken in the case of the 12 cryptograms are shown in figure 65. 

Cryptogram Length Letters taken 
I I 

Length Letters taken 

I 212 VDDGGGVF 254 GAFGFFXFVF 
II -&es VDAA 144 .DGWG 

III 186 DAGAAFG 182 GDDDDXV 
IV 110 ADXV 130 DGDDF 
V 202 DFXFDDW 186 

VI 120 GDGF I 224 I 

VFDDVAX 
XFDFXWD 

FIOWS 65. 

b. The odd and the even letters of these 12 sections are then distributed separately, the 
results being shown in figures 66 and 67. A consideration of the mechanics of this system leads 
to the expectation that if the transposition rectangle has an even number of columns the two d&&i- 
butions will be similar; ;;f it has an oak! number, they wiLJ be dijerent. The similarity or difference 
between the two distributions is usually discernible with as few as 20 or 25 letters. 

Odd (lst, 3d, . . .) letters 
ADFGVX 
Ill /# Ill fl pj y 

I / 

Even (2d, 4th, . . .) letters 
ADFGVX 
ruJ ia Ii Ml IllI I 

I 
FIOWZ 66. FI~UBE 67. 

c. Letters V and X are of high frequency in the odd positions (fig. 66) but of low frequency 
in the even positions (fig. 67), whereas the letter F is of low frequency in the odd positions and of 
high frequency in the even positions. There can be no question that the two distributions are 
dissimilar, and the indications are clear that the transposition rectangle involves an odd number 
of columns. 

d. Now the letters in figure 66 may be initial components, those in figure 67, final com- 
ponents, or the reverse may be the case. At the present stage of the study it is impossible to 
ascertain which of these alternative hypotheses is correct. 
immaterial at this stage. 

However, this information is really 
Suppose the letters in figure 66 are arbitrarily designated as class 1 

components, those in figure 67 as class 2 components. Class 1 components (fig. 66) are charac- 
terized by a predominance of V’s and X’s (over their frequencies in fig. 67); class 2 components 
(fig. 67) are characterized by a predominance of F’s (over its frequency in fig. 66). 
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e. The two distributions in figures 66 and 67 apply to the letters which come from column 1 
of the transposition rectangles for the 12 cryptograms understudy. In this column, the V’s and 
X’s fall predominantly in the odd positions, the F’s fall predominantly in the even positions. 
Therefore! beginning with position 1, the components in this column show an alternation of the 
type &-+ 9*+ 9,. By referring to figure 63 it will become clear that if class 1 components are 
initial components, then it must follow that column 1 occupies an odd position in the transpo- 
sition rectangle; but, if class 1 components are final components, then it must follow that column 
1 occupies an even posit’ion in the transposition rectangle. Which of these alternatives is true 
cannot be ascertained at the moment,. But the important point to be noted is that a definite reversal 
in the type of alternation of class 1 and class 2 components indicates the transit, in the transposition, 
from the end of one column to the beginning of the next column. That is, if it is found that from the 
beginning of the cryptogram the alternation of components is 01-+ @-, & and after a number 
of letters this alternation changes to &+ &-+ &, the point where this change occurs marks the 
end of column 1 and the beginning of the column 2. For the sake of brevity in reference, in the 
subsequent, paragraphs the type of alternation &+ &-J @I will be designated as the “ + type,” 
and this type of alternation characterizes columns which fall in the odd positions in the trans- 
position rectangle i. e., in the lst, 3d, 5th, P, . . . positions from the left. The other type, 
e2+@+& will be designated as the “ - type,” and this type of alternation characterizes columns 
which fall in the even positions in the transposition rectangle i. e., in the 2d, 4&, 6*, 8*, . . . 
positions from the left. 

f. With these principles in mind, let cryptograms III and XI, each containing 186 letters, be 
studied. They may be superimposed, since they have identical numbers of letters and therefore 
the columns end at exactly the same points in both cryptograms. 

XIVFDDVAXGDADFGGGGFGDDFXX 
III. ‘x ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; “d “;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; 4; ; ; 4; 4; 

XLDAFDDXGGAVGAGDVDFDFDDDG 
III. A ; ; ; ‘;1 .; ; 1 ; ; ; ; 1 “v ; ; ; ; ; ; A 6; 0; 

XI.~FAFDAAAGVAVFGGVADDG’DDF 
io 71 72 73 i4 i5 76 77 i8 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 

III. A D X A G D X A G G D D A V G V F G D V F V D 
XI.GFVDDADFGAFDF.VDDFVVVADA 

; “G ; “G : : “F ‘; ‘: *; ‘; ‘: 
105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 

III, X G D D D G D A F D A 
XLGDXFXXXFFDXGDFDGFDDFGDA 

116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 124 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 

III.DGGADDGDXAFVDFDXFVGDDVA 
XI.GFAAGGADXDGVDGAVGV-DFDDF 

139 140 141 147. 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 1.50 151 152 15.3 154 155 158 157 158 159 160 161 

III.VFDDDVFAGDFFFXAADFADGGV 
XIXGAGXFGVFVVDGVDXDFFFXGX XIXGAGXFGVFVVDGVDXDFFFXGX 

162 162 163 163 164 164 165 165 166 166 167 167 168 168 169 169 170 170 171 171 172 172 173 173 174 174 175 175 176 176 177 177 178 178 179 179 13~3 13~3 181 181 182 182 183 183 184 184 

III.FDAVDGXFVDAAVGDXFGGDDXG III.FDAVDGXFVDAAVGDXFGGDDXG 
XIGXAGAGVGDVVXGFVDXDDXFVD XIGXAGAGVGDVVXGFVDXDDXFVD 

185 186 

III. D 
XI. D X FIGVBS 68i 
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9. It has already been noted that beginning with the first letter of any one of the crypto- 
grams, the type of a.lternation for column 1 is +. It is therefore not astonishing to find, within 
the first 10 letters, an alternation of the + type. Sate bon- the V’s and X’s fall in the odd posi- 
tions, the F’s in the even. Thus: 

III. ZLEhZEtE% 
XI. lFDD!AXGDA 

It is seen that there are 2 V’s which fall in odd positions (1 and 5), but one V falls in an even 
position (10). There is an X, n-hich falls in an odd position (7) ; there are 2 F’s which fall in even 
positions (2 and 6). Unquestionably, then, the type of alternation, at least’ for the first 10 
letters in each of t,hese cryptograms, is f. 

h. Take the next section of 10 letters in these two cryptograms. The letters are as follows: 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 ?O 

III. DAFGGXFDXD 
XI. DFGGGGFGDD 

Here there are 4 F’s; 3 of them fall in odd positions (13, 17, If), and one falls in an even position 
(12). There are 2 X’s; one falls in an odd position (19)) one in an even position (16). There are no 
V’s among these letters. So far as the evidence afforded by the F’s is concerned, it would appear 
that this section of text shows the type 2 or “ - type” of alternation of components, since in 
type 1 or “ + type” t,he F’s occupy even positions and here the majority of them occupy odd 
positions. But so far as the X’s are concerned, the evidence is equally balanced: one X falls in an 
odd position, one in an even posit,ion. There being no V’s, no conclusions can be drawn from this 
letter. To be guided solely by the evidence afforded by the 3 F’s may be unwarranted. Is it 
not, possible to weight the frequencies of the letters so that it will be unnecessary t.o rely merely 
upon a few of them and the evidence afforded by all the letters can be taken into account? Khy 
not assign frequency weights according to t,he two distributions in figures 66 and 67? The figures 
then become as follows: 

Odd (lst, 3d, . , .) letters Even (2d, 4th, . . .) letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
s x s ~igT.z~~‘ 

2 
5 g 5 x z 

Total-3 + 11 + 3 + 8 + 11 + 6=42letten 
FIGURE 69. 

Total= 4 f 10 + 11 + 5 + 4 + 1 -351etters 

Since the odd letters have a total frequency of 42, the even, a total frequency of 35, for purposes 
of equalizing the distributions in applying the weights it seems advisable to deduct one-sixth 
from the total when applying the weights to odd letters. 

i. NOW in applying these weights to the letters, it must be borne in mind that since a trans- 
position rectangle with an odd number of columns is involved, half of the letters are class 1 com- 
ponents, the other half are class 2 components. Hence, in finding the frequency value of the 
letters it is necessary to apply the weighted frequencies to alternate letters in the sections, as 
shown in figure 70. 

11 12 13 14 I5 I6 17 18 19 20 

III. DAFGGXFDXD 
XI’. DFGGGGFGDD 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 

s s s - s - 2 
f-o a a a 0 I= 1 3 1 4 0 1 

AQmLrn 70. 
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These distributions, when evaluated in accordance with figure 69, “yield a tota. frequency value 
of 126; n-hen evalua,ted in accordance with figure 69 reversed, yield a total frequency value of 
143. The detailed calculations are as follows: 

On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as &‘s, even letters as @‘s): 
0(3)+3(11)+3(3)+3(8)+0(11)+1(6)=72 

72 72 -6=60 

1(4)+3(10)+1(11)+4(5)+0(4)+1(1)=66 =66 
- 

Total= 126 
On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as &‘s, odd letters as &‘s): 

1(3)+3(11)+1(3) +4(8)+0(11)+1(6)=77 
77--11=64 

6 
0(4)+3(10)+3(11)$3(5)+ 0(4)+1(1)=79 =79 

Total= 143 
j. Eow the frequency sums here obt.ained (126 VS. 143) indicate that an alternation of the 

type 92+@+02 is in effect, that is, if a beginning is made with position 11, t,he type of alterna- 
tion is “ - “. Since the type of alternation for the first 10 letters is “+” and for the second 
10 letters “ -“, the reversal in alternation would indicate that column 1 of the transposition 
rectangle ends somewhere near the 10th letter. This same sort of reversal takes place aft’er the 
20th letter, as show-n by the calculation in figure 71. 

21 22 23 24 2r, 26 27 2Q 29 30 

III. FVVXGFXFDX 
XI. FXXDAFDDXG 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
- : : - - s : s - - s 

f=l 5 2 1 1 3 /=o 2 3 1 1’3 

On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as &‘s, even letters as &‘s): 
1(3)+2(11)+ 2(3)+1(8)+1(11)+3(6)=68 

f&$57 

0(4)+2(16)+3(11)+1(5)+ 1(4)+3(1)=65 =65 

Total= 122 

On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as @,‘s, odd letters as &‘s): 
0(3)+2(11)+ 3(3)+1(8)+1(11)+3(6)=68 

68-?=57 

1(4)+2(10)+2(11)+1(5)+ 1(4)+3(1)=58 =58 
- 

Total=115 
Fmwt 71. 
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Beginning winth the 21st position, the alternation is of type EJ-+&-+@; hence it isof the” f” type. 
Again the reversal in type of alternation occurs in passing from the 2d set of 10 letters to the 3d 
set, and this indic.ates that’ column 2 of the transposition rectangle ends somewhere near the 20th 
letter. But, fortunately, this time the exact location of the break is definitely indicated: The 
simultaneous appearance of V and X in the sequent positions 22 and 23 leads to the idea that the 
22d letter marks the end of column 2 and the 23d letter marks the beginning of column 3. There is 
nothing of an absolute nature in this point: It is merely an indication based upon probabilities and 
does not constitute a conclusive proof by any means. Now if there is this definite break at the 
end of 22 letters it means that columns 1 and 2 must each contain 11 letters. The calculations 
have heretofore been based upon sections of 10 letters and the results are therefore modified as 
shown in the following calculation: 

FIRST SECTION (letters l-11) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

III. D A G A A F G A G V D 
XI. VFDDVAXGDAD 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
-2 =z-- z - =z - - 

I- 1 5 0 3 2 1 f-5 1 2 1 1 0 

Weighted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as &‘s, even letters as es%): 

1(31+5(11)+ 0(3)+3(8)+2(11)+1(6)=110 
110~+92 

5(4)-til(lO)+2(11)+1(5)+ 1(4)+0(1)=61 =61 
- 

Total= 153 
On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as el’s, odd letters as ~3~‘s) : 

5(3)+1(11)+ 2(3)+1(8)+1(11)+0(6)=51 
51-51, 42 

6 
1(4)+5(10)+0(11)+3(5)+ 2(4)+1(1)=78 =78 

- 
Total= 120 

The type of alternation is 81+8S+8,, or “+“. 

SECOND SECTION (letters 12-22) 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 a0 21 22 

III. AFGGXFDXDFV 
XI. FGGGGFGDDFX 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 

- x s N z N = w 2 =z 
f-0 1 5 3 0 1 f- 1 3 1 4 1 1 
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Weighted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as @‘s, even letters 8s &‘s): 

0(3)-I-1(11)+5 (3)+3(8)+0(11)+1(6)=56 
56-5+= 47 

1(4)+3(10)+1(11)+4(5)+ 1(4)+2(1)=71 = 71 

Total=118 

On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as &‘s, odd let,ters as &‘s) : 
1(3)+3(11)+ 1(3)+4(8)+1(11)+2(6)=94 

94-94, 
6 

78 

0~4)+1(10)+5(11)+3(5)+ 0(4)+1(1)=81 =81 

Total= 159 

Since the distribution here begins with an even-numbered position (l2), and the greatest 
total is obtained on the basis of figure 69 reversed, the type of alternation for tbe second section 
of 11 letters is therefore again 81+8+31, or “ + “. 

THIRD SECTION (letters 23-33) 
23 24 25 26 27 2R 20 30 31 32 33 

III. V X G F X F D X D D A 
XI. XDAFDDXGGAV 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 

ADFGVX ADFGVX 
: s : : 2 - 2 2 . : . . 

f-2 3 0 2 2 3 I- 1 3 3 1 0 2 

Weigh ted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 69 normal (odd letters as &‘s, even letters as 0,‘s): 

2(3)+3(11)+ 0(3)+2(8)+2(11)+3(6)=95 
95-T= 79 

1(4)+3(10)+3(11)+1(5)+ 0(4)+2(1)=74 = 74 

Total=153 

On the basis of figure 69 reversed (even letters as &‘s, odd letters as &‘s) : 
1(3)+3(11)+ 3(3)+1(8)+0(11)+2(6)=65 

65-T= 54 

2(4)+3(10)+0(11)+2(5)+ 2(4)+3(1)=59 = 59 

Total= 113 

Since the best values are obtained on the basis of figure 69 normal, the type of alternation for 
the third section of 11 letters is e,+=epel, or “ +“. 
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X-. Sow if columns 1 and 2 contain 11 letters, and the total number of letters is 186, the 
transposition rectangle obviously has 17 columns, there being 16 long columns of 11 letters and 
one short column of 10 letters [ (17 X 11) - 1= 1861. 

1. There is another cryptogram which also contains but one short column, viz, VII, of 254 
letters [17X 15) -1=254]. The columns of this cryptogram contain 4 more letters than the 
corresponding columns of III and XI. Assuming, momentarily, that the last column is the short 
one, cryptogram VII may be added to the superposition of III and XI, provided these sets of 4 
additional letters are accounted for. This has been done in figure i2. In that figure the 4 
extra letters pert,aining to cryptogram VII are shown as falling under the last letters of the col- 
umns of cryptograms III and XI, but this is only an arbitrary placement. It is sufficient’ to 
place these extra letters in such positions as will make the first one of the series begin in an even 
position . 

m. Since the transposition rectangle is now known to be 17 columns wide, the data in figure 
69 may be enlarged to correspond to this information. For example, whereas in originally 
constructing figure 69 the first column of cryptogram I was assumed to have only 8 let.ters (to 
correspond to a key of 25 numbers), it may now be extended to a column of 12 letters, and so on. 
The additional portions used to make the distributions in figure 74 are shown underlined in 
figure 73. 

& p: ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; 

SI.VFDDVAXGDADFGGGGFGDDFX 
VT1.G A F G F F X F V F.G A G G X D X X D D F A 

F X A V G V D D 
23 27 24 2S 26 2x 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 3Y 40 41 42 43 44 

1II.V X G F X F D X D D A G A D D G V A D D V D 
XI.XDAFDDX-GGAVGAGDVDFDFDD 
VII.VDVFFADAVAVADAA.FVFDFVD 

F V G G X F X X 

XI.DGAFAFDAAAGVAVFGGVADDG 
VI1.G D X D D F V D F F X V A D X V A X D V X A 

D V F X F F V D 
&; A” 1; ; ; ; ; ; ;” ;; ; ; ; “d “A’ ; *G “; ; ; ;, 

XI.DDFGFVDDADFGAFDFVDDFVV 
VI1.F D G X F D G F D D F A A F V F F V X D G F 

V D V V D D V A 

XIVADAGDXFXXXFFDXGDFDGFD 
VI1.D D F D D D X F F A G A A G V D G G V D F G 

F X F X G G X D 
111 112 113 114 115 118 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 ID7 129 l?A 131 132 

1II.D A F D A D G G A D D G D X A F V D F D X F 
XI.DFGDAGFAAGGADXDGVDGAVG 
VI1.F D F V A F F G F X G G D G G D D A V D X A 

D A X D D F A F 
FUXJB~ 72. 
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133 134 13;, 13R 137 1s 139 140 141 142 

III. V G D D V A V F D 
D 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1:; 1:; 15; 

XIJ'DFDDFXGAGXFGVFVVDGVDX 
VIWFXDDXVAGDVXDGXXDVFVFD 

V D D F D D D A 
,.5i 1% ii; ,RR I.-9 1RO 161 162 163 IfiJ lfi5 1RR 16; IfIR lr,9 170 171 172 1x 174 1 ; i ,;il 

TTT.DFADGGVFDAVDGXFVDAAVGD 
XI.DFFFXGXGXAGAGVGDVVXGFV 
W.AFDFXDXGDAADVDDVADDVDV 

F V D F A V D G 
17; 178 179 III. x F G 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 

XI.DXDDXFVDDX 
VI1.A F V F X F A A V D 

D F V D 
F~cnse 72.-Continued 

Letters taken 
I cryptogram ii ___ i Length Letters taken 

I 212 VDDGGGVFm I . 
;,‘,I, 

254 
1 

GAFGFFXFVFm 
II 108 VDAAVD 144 DGVVGW 
III 186 DAGAAFGW 
IV 110 ADXVFJ 11 

IX 182 GDDDDXVm 
s 130 DGDDFVJ 

v 202 DFXFDDVWB XI 186 VFDDVAXGDP. 
VI 120 GDGFXAXA ’ XII 224 XFDFXVVDV~~~ 

II 
FIGURE 73. 

The new frequency weights are therefore as follows: 
Odd (lst, 3d, . . . ) letters Even (2d, 4th, . . . ) letters 

ADFGVX ADFGVX 
~BSBXZ 2izisx2 
- 2s s z x s x 2 s = 

: L : % z s 
Total = 4 + 14 + 5 + 11 + 15 + 10 = 59 Total = 9 + 15 + 14 + fi + i + 2 = 55 

FIGCBE 74. 

Since the two totaIs are quite close together, no correction need be made of the nature of that 
made in preceding calculations, where one-sixth was deducted from the total values of odd letters. 

n. Beginning with position 23, in the case of cryptograms III and XI, the next 11 lett,ers, 
and, in the case of cryptogram VII, the next 15 letters are clearly of the “+” type of alterna- 
tion. The data are as follows: 

7.3 24 ?.3 26 37 29 29 30 31 32 33 

III.VXG FXFDXDDA 
XI.XDAFDDXGGAV 

VILVDVFFADAVAV 
FVGG 
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Distribution of odd letters 
ADFGVX 
: : 1 : s x s 

3 

Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX 
: : 2 g 2 : 

/=2 4 1 3 7 3 r- 4 4 5 2 0 2 

Weighted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as el’s, even letters as eats): 

2(4)+4(14)+ 1(5)+3(11)+7(15)+3(10)=237 
4(9)+4(15)+5(14)+ 2(8)+ 0(7)$ 2(2)=186 

Total=423 

On the basis of figure $4 reversed (even letters as @i’s, odd letters as W1’s): 

4(4)$4(14)$ 5(5)+2(11)+0(15)+2(10)=139 
2(9)+4(15)+1(14)+ 3(8)+ 7(7)+ 3(2)=171 

Total=alo 

Since the greatest total is obtained on the basis-of figure 74 normal, the type of alternation for the 
third section of letters is 8,+ e2--+ 8,, or “ +“. 

o. Continuing the foregoing process with the 1ett.er-s beyond position 33, the data are as 
follows: 

34 35 36 37 38 39 4Q 41 42 43 4.4 

III. GADDGVADDVD 
XI. GAGDVDFDFDD 

VII. ADAAFVFDVFD 
XFXX 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
2 . $ - 

s 3 ~$s~~a- 

f-3 s‘ 1 0 3 2 

Weighted values of distributions: 

f-3 5 5 4 2 1 

On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as el%, even letters as 8,‘s): 

3(4)+8(14)+ 1(5)+0(11)+3(15)+2(10)=194 
3(9)+5(15)+5(14)+ 4(8)+ 2(7)+ 1(2)=220 

Total=414 

On the basis of figure 74 reversed (even letters as ei’s, odd letters as 8,‘s): 

3(4)+5(14)+ 5(5)+4(11)+2(15)+1(10)=191 
W)+W5)+1(14)+ O(8)+ 3(7)+ 2(2)=186 

Total=377 
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Since the distribution begins here with an even-numbered position (34), and the greatest total is 
obtained on the basis of figure 74 normal, hence the alternation for the fourth sect.ion or column 
is of the type e2-j 8i-+ &, or “ -“. 

p. (1) The data for the letters beyond position 44 are as follows: 
45 46 4; 4x 49 50 51 s2 53 51 55 

III. DGAFGAVGDGX 
XI. DGAFAFDAAAG 

VII. GDXDDFVDFFX 
DVFX 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 
~~‘~~~ s s P 1 

/=4 5 1 3 3 4 /=3 4 8 4 0 0 

Weighted values of distributions: 
On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as Gi’s, even letters as e2’s): 

4(4)+5(14)+ 1(5)+3(11)+3(15)+4(10)=209 
3(9)+4(15)+6(14)+ 4(8)+ O(7)+ 0(2)=203 

Total== 

On the basis of figure 74 reversed (even letters as ei’s, odd letters as e2’s): 

3(4)+4(14)+ 6(5)+4(11)+0(15)+0(10)=142 
4(9)+5(15)+1(14)+ 3(8)+ 3(7)+ 4(2)=178 

Total=% 

Since the distribution starts with an odd position (45) and the greatest total is obtained on the 
basis of figure 74 normal, the type of alternation for the fifth section or column is 8,+ e2+ 8,’ 
or “ + “. 

q. The types of alternation for the 6rs.t 5 columns, which are all long columns, is there- 
fore + + + - +. Since cryptograms III and XI contain but one short column, it is advisable 
to be on the lookout for it as the work progresses. It is possible to continue with the process 
detailed above. For example, the calculations for the next or sixth section of 11 letters are 
shown below: 

56 57 58 59 60 6162 63 64 6.5 66 
III. DDDAVFVDDFD 
XI. VAVFGGVADDG 

VII. VADXVAXDVXA 
FFVD 

Distribution of odd letters 
ADFGVX 
$z?S”Z 

J-5 4 4 1 1 2 

Distribution of even letters 

ADFGVX 
-$-‘2- 

s 

J= 1 7 1 2 8 1 
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Weighted values of distributions: 
On t,he basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as elk, even letters as ez’s): 

5(4)+4(14)$ 4(5)+1(11)+1(15)+2(10)=142 
1@)+7(15)+1(14)+ 2(8)$ 8(7)+1(2) =202 

Total=344 

On the basis of figure $4 reversed (even letters as elk, odd letters as es’s): 

1(4)+7(14)+ 1(5)+2(11)+8(15)+1(10)=259 
5(9)+4(15)+4(14)+ l(8)+ l(T)+ 2(2)=180 

Total=439 

‘Since the distribution starts with an even position (56) and the greatest total is obtained on the 
basis of figure 74 reversed, the type of alternation for the sixth section or column is e1+e2-+e1, 
or “ +“. 

T. But perhaps advantage should be taken of the availability .of additional cryptograms. 
For example, cryptogramV, of 202 letters, has 2 short columns [(17X 12)-2=202], whereas the 
cryptograms thus far dealt with each have but one. That is, cryptogram V has one short column 
in common with cryptograms III, XI, and VII,.and one additional short column not possessed 
by the latter. g Can this additional short column of cryptogram V be located? 

s. Suppose coiumn 1 of crypt,ogram V is the additional short column. Then the letters of 
column 2 would be F X F X F F F V A G F D. These letters when evaluated on the 
basis of figure 74 normal yield a total of 77; when weighted on the basis of figure 74 reversed, 
a total of 144. The calculation is as follows: 

Distribution of odd letters Distribution of even letters 
ADFGVX ADFGVX 

f-1 0 5 0 0 0 J-O 1 1 1 1 2 

On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as e,%, even letters as e2k): 
1(4)$0(14)$ 5(5)+0(11)+0(15)+0(10)=29 
0@)+1(15)+1(14)+ l(8)+ l(7)+ 2(2)=48 

Total=* 

On the basis of figure 74 reversed (even letters as e,%, odd letters as e2%): 

1@)+0(15)+5(14)+ O(8)+ O(7)+ 0(2)=79 
0(4)+1(14)+ 1(5)+1(11)+1(15)+2(10)=65 

Total== 

According to this calculation, column 2 of cryptogram V seems to correspond to the type of 
alternation e2-+e1-+e2, that is “ - “. But from previous work it is fairly certain that column 2 
is of the “ +” type. Hence, cohnnn 1 of cryptogram V is probably not the additional short 
column of that message. Assuming column 2 to be the extra short column, no such contra- 
diction is obtained, for the calculation is as follows: 
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Assuming column 2 to be short. the letters of column 3 are X A V D A G F D V D G F . 
Pistribution of odd letters 

ADFGVX 
- - - = - 

/=l 0 1 1 2 1 

W~~iphtetl values of distributions: 

Distribution of even letters 

ADFGVX 
- - E _ 

/=l 3 1 1 0 0 

On the basis of figure 74 normal (odd letters as elk, even letters as e2%): 
1(4)+0(14)+1(5)+1(11j-+2(15)+-l(i0) = 60 
l(9) + 3(15)+1(14)-t 1(8)+90(7)+0(2)= i6 

Tot,al= 136 
On the basis of figures 74 reversed (even letters as &‘s, odd letters as e2'2): 

1(9)$0(15)+1(14)+ l(8)+ 2(7)+1 (2)= 47 
1(4)+3(14)+ 1(5)+1(11)+0(15)+0(10)= 62 

Total= 109 
Since the greatest total is obtained on the basis of figure 74 normal, the type of alternation is 
e1+e2+e, and column 3 is a “ +” column, which is consistent with the formula + + + - + for 
columns 1 to 5, as previously ascertained. 
If all the foregoing reasoning is correct, and column 2 is the additional short column for crypto- 
gram V, it must be the next to the last column of the transposition rectangle. Since it is a 
” +” column, the last column must be a “-” one; therefore, there are 9 ‘(-I’ columns and 
8 ” +” columns. This definitely determines that the “ -” columns are the odd ones, the “ j-” 
columns the even ones, since in an odd-width rectangle there is one more odd column than even 
columns. 

t. The single short column which is common to cryptograms III, XI, a.nd VII is one of the 
columns beyond column 5. Assuming each possibility in turn, there is obtained for the type of 
alternation in each column the distributions of “ +” and “ -” shown in figure 75. 

I I I I 
Asiunptim .-- 

-- I ,-,-_ I - 
1 1 2 3 

COIUlllIl 

(1) 6th short _________ -__- _____ - _____ -__ + 
(2) 7th short _________.________.________ + 
(3) 8th short ..__. ____.._______________ + 
(4) 9th short .______ ____ ---_-_----___-- + 
(5) 10th short _________________________ + 
(6) 11th short _________________________ + 
(7) 12th short __________..__...________ + 
(8) 13th short ______ _ _________ - ________ + 
(9) 14th short ._.._____________________ + 

(10) 15th short ..__......_._____________ + 
(11) 
(12) 

16th short ___..._______ --~----~.-~-,+ 
lith short-. ______________________ )+ 

+t ++ +t +t +t ++ +t ++ +t +I+ ++ ++ 

-i 
-/- 

4 5 6 
--- 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

-+t 

- 

-. 
7 8/&l 

--:-- 

++-+ 

- +,- t 
--- t 

--+t 
--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

--+- 

! I 

. 

- - + - - - - 
- -+ +--- 8+, 9- 
- -+++,-- g+, 8- 
- - +/+ +/+ - lo+, 7- 
--+++++ II+, 6- 

I I 

u. The correct assumption must satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) There must be 9 “ - ” and 8 “ + ” columns. 
(b) The short column must be “ -“. 
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Only assumptions (3) and (51, in which column 8 and column 10 are short columns, satisfy these 
conditions. Therefore, column 2 is followed by either column 8 or 10. Testing the combination 
2-8 for monoalphabeticity of bipartite pairs, the distribution shown in figure 76 is obtained. 
1Vhen combination 2-10 is tested, the distribution shown in figure 77 is obtained. Obviously, 
the 2-8 combination is the better. 

2d component 

A D F G V X 
2d component 

A D FGV X 

E (~)=.066iXliX16=18.14 
4 zx 22 

FIG WE 7fi. 

E (~)=.066iXli~lti=18.14 
r#J=4 

FIGURE 7;. 

0. It is possible by introducing cryptograms with additional short columns to determine 
more of the key. Thus, it was found by using cryptograms XII and VI that the first 3 numbers 
of the transposition key are 16-5-7. But the process of anagramming will yield the solution at 
least as rapidly. In this process, of course, advantage may be taken of the fact that the columns 
have been classified into the “ + ” and “ - ” types and no combinations of two “ + ” or two 
I( -“columns need be tested, since only combinations of the type“ + -“or“ - + “are permissible. 

ZC. The final transposition key and the substitution checkerboard are shown in figure i8. 

V 
X 

2d component 
ADFGVX 

VISKNG 
i ! ----,-,- 

7 S C 3iRiO 

WH8TE5 
------ 
LA&BZD 

------ 
4F6J0M 

------ 
PQUXYZ 

Fmum 78. 

x. All the foregoing details concern a case in which the transposition rectangle has an odd 
number of columns. Now if the rectangle contains an even number of columns, this type of 
solution is, of course, still applicable, and in fact is easier, since t,he letters of the text of the re- 
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spective sections do not have to be distributed into odd and even letters. It is only necessary 
to identify a section as being composed of initial components or of final components. This 
analysis then protluces a series of sections correspondin g in number with the number of columns 
in the transposition rectangle. This number will, of course, be even. By a careful study of 
n-here alternations in composition of components (0, or &) occur, the division of the text into 
sections corresponding to long and short columns can be accomplished. The remaining steps 
:IIY obvious and follow the lines elucidated in paragraph 39e-j. 

ZJ. The entire structure upon which this general solution rests is destroyed if the substitution 
checkerbooid has been consciously manipulated to equalize or flatten out the sums of the weighted 
frequencies of the letters in its rows and columns. For example, note the following checkerboard, 
which is not “perfect” but gives approximately similar frequencies in its rows and columns.8 

2d component 
A D F G V X t3lms 

A 

2 
q F e 
: 2 G 

X 

X V J E’B K 
5 15 2 130 10 3 

-~-_____- 

R M F L 

z. If the statistical calculations upon which this general solution is based make use of the 
logarithms of the frequencies instead of the frequencies themselves, much more accurate and 
clear-cut data will be obtained. 

8 The frequencies indicated 88 those given in fig. 3, p. 13, ‘Zkfilitary CryptanalyeO, Part I. 
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44. Review of principles underlying the cryptographic method.-Several bifid fractionating 
systems have been explained in previous texts of this series.’ In certain of these systems four 
basic steps are involved, two of substitution and two of transposition. These steps may be 
briefly described as follows: (1) A process of decomposition (substitution), in which each plain- 
text letter is replaced by two components, 0: and @, of a bifid or bipartite alphabet; (2) a 
process of separation (transposition), in which the 8%; components originally paired together 
are separated; (3) a process of recombination (transposition), in which the separated compo- 
nents are combined to form new pairs; (4) a process of recomposition (substitution), in which 
each new pair of components is given a letter value according to the original or a different bifid 
alphabet. 

45. Example of a simple bifid cipher----u. One of the simplest bifid fractionating systems 
is that exemplified in the following subparagraphs. It will be employed to set forth certain 
principles in the general solution of systems of this and similar nature. 

b. Given the 25-cell substitution checkerboard shown in figure 80, let the message to be 
enciphered be ONE PLANE REPORTED LOST AT SEA. The first step is to replace the plain- 
text letters by the bipartite equivalents, the two elements or components being set down ver- 
tically beneath the plain-text letters. This represents the first two of the four processes re- 
ferred to in paragraph 44, the first being that of decomposition or substitution, the second, that 
of separation or transposition, represented by the manner in which the two bipartite elements 
are set down vertically (instead of horizontally), thus separating the two elements from their 
normal horizontal juxtaposition. 

i See Special Text Ko. 166, Advanced Military Cryptography, sec. XI and Military Cryptanalysis, Part I, 
sec. IX. 
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2d component 

1 2 3 4 5 

4 

5 

A N UIF ---;- 
T R IIG 

----I- 
DlE~H/K 

LiO/P/Q s __ --/- -'- - 
v WlXiY z 

Plain text--..--0 N E P L A N E R E P 0 R T E D L 0 S T A T S E A Components. 1 4 ’ 3 ’ 4 ’ ’ 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 3 4442 12 431 

2 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 1252 22 5 3 2 

The third process, that of recombination or recomposition, also involving a transposition, is now 
to be performed and will consist in combining elements standing in diagonal relationship to the 
right, that is, as shown by the arrows below: 

ONE PLANE REPORTED LOST AT SEA 
4 2...;/*; :+;+: 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 3 4442 12 431 

7 
3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 1252 22 5 3 2 

giving the pairs 21, 33, 34, 34, 11, 21, 33, etc. There are left, at the end of the process, one 
element in the upper line at the extreme left and another element in the lower line at the extreme 
right, yielding the pair 24, which may be placed at the head or tail of the resultant combinations, 
as preagreed. The last or fourth process, that of recomposition or substitution, is to replace the 
new pairs of components by letters from the original or a new checkerboard. If the same 
checkerboard is used, it yields the text shown herewith: 

Plain.--.-----.-.O N E P L A N E R E P 0 R T E D L 0 S T A T S E A 
Components.. 

1 
iF i7 3 4 4 1 1 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 3 4442 12 43 l(4) 

3/1 l/* 2p 3/” 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 a 2 1252 22 5 3 2 

Cipher _____ _____ C E H H M C E D E H H T D R E I U I W C T I X ,B I 

c. Another and perhaps more simple way of accomplishing the same process is to set down 
t.he bipartite equivalents horizontally and recombine them as shown below: 

ONEPLANE 
42 13 33 43 41 12 13 33 7r’ * 77 v/* 77 \/* 77 97 %/* 

CEHHMCE 

The results are identical with those obtained from the preceding manner of operation. The 
text is of course sent in 5-letter groups. 

d. Instead of using the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, as the bipartite components one can use the 
vowels A, E, I, 0, U, or any other characters that are deemed suitable. Perhaps digits are best 
as they are less likely to be confused with letters of the text. 

e. As intimated above, the checkerboard used for the recomposition may be different from 
that employed in the decomposition. But it will be shown that the additional safety afforded 
by using two different checkerboards is somewhat illusory, and is by no means as great as may 
appear on first consideration. 
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46. Principles of solution.--a. Note the following skeleton encipherments, using the 
checkerboard shown in figure 80: 

CENO SEND RENC HENA 
2314 4313 2312 3311 yEy 

/*Pi- 
1 3 3 2 /3/*3’2 3 3 3 1 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 4 

NBH XBE EBD PBB RljK 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

These five encipherments have in common a plain-text digraph EN. The fire cipher versions, 
however, have only a single letter in common, B. This is, of course, a phenomenon already 
encountered many times by t,he student and its cause is easily underst,ood by him: The mechanics 
of the system tend to reduce by one character the lengths of the repetitions in the cipher test, 
as compared with their lengths in the plain text, a trigraphic repetition in t,he plain test mnni- 
festing itself as a digraphic repetition in the cipher text, a tetragraphic one becoming a trigraphic, 
and so on. More will later be stated on this phase of the matter. 

b. But now study the individual cipher letter immediately preceding and succeeding the 
cipher letter which these five encipherments have in common. They are as follo&-s: 

Letters preceding B, ____________ N, X, E, P, R 
Letters succeeding B, ____________ H, E, D, B, K 

Reference to the checkerboard discloses t,he very interesting and important fact that the letters 
preceding the cipher repetition (B,) all come from the same column in the checkerboard, the letters 
succeeding the repetition all come from the same row in the checkerboard. How this phenomenon 
is brought about is quite simple to see. Take the first of the five examples, that in which 
C E N 0, produces N B H,. The N, is the result of combining the second component of the 
bipartite equivalent of C, with the first component bipartite equivalent, of E,, yielding the com- 
bination 13, which is N. No matt,er what the other three letters in the plain-text tetragraph 
may be, if the second letter is E&, the second component bified equivalent of the first letter of 
the cipher trigraph must be a 3. This means that this first letter of the cipher trigraph must 
come from column 3 of the checkerboard. Exactly which row this letter will come from is deter- 
mined by the identity of the second component of the bifid equivalent of the first letter of the 

f plain-text tetragraph. Hence, since the 5 tetragraphs in the example all have the same plain- 
t,ext letter in the second position, the initial letters of the cipher trigraphs all must come from 
the same column of the checkerboard. It is unnecessary to go through the reasoning, which is 
parallel, in the case of the third letters of the cipher trigraphs: these all must come from the 
same row of the checkerboard. 

c. A good understanding of the phenomenon just noted can certainly be employed to 
advantage in solving this and similar types of systems, for it becomes obvious that a careful study 
of the letters immediately preceding and following cipher repetitions should facilitate a reconstruction 
of the checkerboard employed in the substitution.2 Indeed, if there were no other phenomena to 
disturb this very simple relationship, solution would be quite easy. All that would be required 
would be to study the prefixes and auf&es to all the A’s, B's, C's, . . . in the cryptogram, find 
the letters which belong in the same columns and rows of the checkerboard, and the reconstruc- 
tion of the latter would follow very simply. Unfortunately, however, there is a disturbing 
phenomenon which must now be considered. 

1 The principle involved in such recomtruction was, to my knowledge, first pointed out and successfully 
employed early in 1938 by Aaaociate Cq-ptanslyata 5. Kullbsck and A. Sinkov. 
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d. Sote the following encipherments: 
Plain ____________ L P U R 0 R M I 

41 43 14 23 42 23 11 24 

Cipher _________ U B 0 T B A 
(‘3) (‘7) 

Here the B, is preceded by letters (U and T) which not only arc not in thtl sam(~ coll~u:u :IS t’>ose 
in the corresponding positSion in the case of the first fiv(* c~nci~~l,t~rmc~~~~s;. b11t also tl;c+:tb two Icnttcrs 
are themselves in different columns. The, cause of tllis is not tlifhcult to see. It is mtbrc,ly that 
the second component of the P, and the second component of the R, happen to be identical, the 
first component of the U, and the first component of the M, also happen to be identical, thus 
producing the same cipher letter in both cases. This is a phenomenon which must happen by 
chance a certain number of times, a number which is dependent not only upon the mechanics 
of the system but also upon the exact composition of the checkerboard. Disregarding for t.he 
moment the latter factor, it is obvious that if the checkerboard is perfectly balanced, the bifid 
element 3, for example, should occur 20 percent of the time as the first or as the second element 
of a bifid pair, since there are 5 elements and each can t,heoretically appear an equal number of 
times. However, since the checkerboard is not perfectly balanced, the bifid element 5 can, in 
the case of figure 80, appear as a second component of the bipartite equivalent of a cipher letter 
only very rarely, since it corresponds to the first component, of the bifid equivalents of the letters 
V, W, X, Y, and Z, all of which are of low frequency. On the other hand, the bifid element 3, in 
the case of figure 80, can appear very frequently as a first component of the bifid equivalent of 
a cipher letter because it is the second component of the bifid equivalents for the high-frequency 
plain-text letters N, R, and E, which are all in column 3. However, since the exact composition 
of the checkerboard is unknown when cryptograms of this sort are to be solved, frequency 
weights can, of course, not be assigned to any of the components or bipartite elements and it 
will have to be assumed that each one has an equal probability of occurrence, that is, one-fifth. 

e. From the foregoing discussion it is obvious that it would be unwise merely to study the 
prefixes and sufhxes to identical single letters of the cipher text in an attempt to solve crypto- 
grams of this sort, for the disturbing effect of the accidental identities of certain cipher letters 
would be sufficient to retard solution. A few detailed examples of the type of study t,hat must 
be made in connection with repetitions in such systems as this will now be given. 

j. It was stated in subparagraph a that the mechanics of the system tend to reduce by one 
character the lengths of the repetitions in the cipher text. The expression “tend to reduce” 
aptly describes the situation, for not only can it happen that a 3-letter repetition in the plain 
text may appear to remain a 3-letter repetition in the cipher text, but also it can happen that 
a S-letter repetition in the plain text may even appear as a pseudo 4-let,ter repetit’ion in the 
cipher text. St.udy the following examples (based on fig. SO) and note what happens in each case: 

(4 !i : t! : : 
W R P D D R P E C 

ORPK T R P E L 

(1) (2) 
A bletter pIsIn text repetition sppean aa B aletter dpher text rwe- A blotter pIah-text repetition sppean as 8 34etter cipher-text rspe- 

titian. titian because the lst eomponenta of the D. and HP happen to be identical 
(D and H are in same row in checkerboard). 
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L D R P D 

T D R P B E T R P B E 

(3) (4) 
A 3-letter plain-teat repetition appears as B 3.letter cipher-text repeti- A B-letter plain-text repetition apye~rs as n 4-letter ctpher-text repe. 

tion because the second component of the ND and RD haptien to be iden- rition because the phenomena of case 2 nnd ~RSR 3 occur slmultsneousl~ 
tical (Rand N are in same column in checkerboard). (0 and Dare in same column; M and N arc in the Enme ror in the checkrr- 

board). 

g. From a study of these phenomena the rule may be deduced that an n-letter repetition 
in the plain text is really reduced to an (n-l)-letter repetition in the cipher text, but it can happen 
fortuitously 3 that the real repet’ition is extended on either or both ends of the repetition by a 
pseudo-repetitious letter. Hence, a 3-letter plain-text repetition may appear as a 2-, 3-, or 
d-letter repetition in the cipher-text. 

h. It is thcrefore possible to make wholly erroneous deductions from some repetitions, es- 
pecially if t.he latter are short. Note for instance the following example, still using Fig. 80 
as a basis: 

F 0 U R D A (YS) S 0 M E D U (TY) 
15 42 14 23 32 12 . . . 45 42 11 33 32 14 . . . 

Y C 0 D C Y C N D C 
Here are 2 sequences of 5 cipher letters, identical save in the central letter, and yet the g-letter 
plain text sequences have only 2 letters in common. This example is cited to show that the 
cryptanalyst must’ be very careful in respect to the deductions he may make in the case of short 
repetit’ions. In the example cited it happens that the accidental repetitions are such as to make 
the sequences as a whole almost appear to be identical. 

i. It is these pseudo-repetitious elements which complicate the solution of what would 
otherwise be a simple system. To illustrate what is meant, note that in case (1) of subparagraph 
f the letters W, and O,, the prefixes to the repetition RP,, do actually come from the same column 
of t.he checkerboard; the letters D, and K,, the suffixes, do actually come from the same row. 
But now note in case (2) that while the prefixes D, and T, come from the same column, the suf- 
fixes C, and L, do not come from the same row. Note also in case (3) that while the prekxes 
L, and T, do not, come from the same column, the stixes, D, and B,, do come from the same row; 
while in case (4) the prefixes turn out to be the same letter, T, (which c,onstitutes an example 
where the two prefixes come from the same column) but, the suffixes, M, and E,, come from differ- 
ent rows. Since the exact length of the real repetition, without its pseudo-repetitious elements, 
does not readily manifest itself in the cipher text (although in favorable cases it may be deduced 
by a careful detailed analysis and comparison with nearly similar repetitions) the nature of the 
dif%culties confronting the cryptanalyst become apparent. 

j. The nature of the detailed analysis and comparison of repetitions referred to above may 
require a few words of explanation. Suppose that a cryptogram shows many occurrences of 
RP, (= THE, in the foregoing examples). It would indicat’e a high-frequency plain-text trigraph. 
A few-repetitions of such cipher trigraphs as RPE,, DRP,, TRPB,, would lead to the surmise that 
the latter are of the type where pseudo-repetitious elements have crept into the picture and there- 

8 Strictly speaking, of course, not really fortuitously. It. depends upon the exact letters which precede or 
follow the plain-text repetition and the exact positiors these letters occupy in the checkerboard. 
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fore the cryptanalyst should be very hesitant to assume that the adventitious prefixed letters 
nrc in the same columns, or that the adventitious suffixed letters are in the same row. In fact, 
he would bc warranted in tentatively assuming the very opposite condition, that they are not 
in the same columns or rows, respectively. The conclusions derivable from a stud>- of short 
repetitions can be carried over to the longer ones. Sate the following four cases from which 
several conclusions may be reached: 

0) ; E ; p, $ i ; I O N s A o ” H H I Y w o T 24 Q 41 c 19 H 4i v 19 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 

c2) ,i 2 f: 0 S I T I 0 N 0 F 
Q y a H 42 I 45 w 24 o 22 T 24 Q 42 c 13 H 42 c I5 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(3); E p z s * T I O y D E 
p H 43 H I 4s w 24 o 22 T 24 Q 4.2 c 15 E 32 R 33 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(4) ,o, E E 0 2 1 T 1 0 N L u 
T H H421 W24022T24P42C13H41M1~ 

First, the i-letter cipher sequence H I W 0 T Q C is common to all four cases; if only the cipher 
text were available, one could conclude that the plain-text repetition consists of 8 letters. Second, 
the letters H and Y probably come from the same column in the checkerboard, but as for 0, P, 
and T, they may or may not come from the same column, most, probably not. (Actually. 0 and 
T do, but P does not come from the same column as these 2 letters.) Third, the letters H and E 
probably come from t.hc same row in the checkerboard, but as for V, C, and M, they may or may 
not come from the same row, most probably not. (Actually, all 3 letters come from different 
rows. ) 

k. Kate the following cases of encipherment: The fact that the 7-letter cipher sequence is 
common t.o all four cases means that the plain-text repetition consists of 8 let’ters. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
NTOPOSITIONSIFTHE 

(1) 13 22 42 43 42 45 14 22 24 42 13 45 24 15 D I I H 22 3t 33 I w o T Q c H w L w R p 

-...- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “_... 

ONTPOSITIONFIFTHR 
(2) 42 c 13 D 22 I 43 H 42 I 45 w 24 o 22 T 24 Q 42 c 13 B 15 w 24 L 1.5 w 22 R 34 o 23 

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

WASPOSITIONLIFTIN 
(3) 52 c 12 I 45 y 43 H 42 I 45 w 24 o 22 T 24 

Q 

42 c 13 H 41 A 24 L 15 w 22 T 24 L 13 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

TALPOSITIONTIFLIS 
(4) 22 12 41 43 42 45 24 22 24 42 13 22 24 15 41 24 45 c I u H I w o T Q 

c T L 
D 

Y A Q . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
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DWVRVSDDTI 28 
RWVRVSDDTNULQDUB 1B 

GUHKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAApCWR 1D 
PWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTQ 1L 
XWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNB 2D 

LKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTV 11 
KIRNGSTLBDDTI 2F 
NIRNGSTLBDDTW 1G 

TWAUUIAAQD 1H 

LQDTXDWYIWXNINBDRQ 1H 
WSAVI 1A 
QSAVNIIUHQDTXWI 1E 

TAVNNI 1F 
QAVNI.IUHQDTXDWYIWXNINBDRW 2G 

LQDTXCWSCIVDTNILVN 2H 
DLQDTXWSCLP 1K 

CQDTZ 1J 
NILVNODNULQDUBG 21 

RWVRVSDDTNULQDUBI 1B 
XWVRVSDDTNULQDUHK 2E 

LLQDUK 2c 
-~-.‘~~-....~...‘-.-."..-------------------------------------.-.------------------~------..~--~~~~.~---~---~~~.~.~~~.~~.~~~~--~~..~~..~~~..~~....~..--..----.-..-..... 

TVTININDCUWWDC 1c 
WVTININDCUWWDSNI 1K 

DNBAX 1A 
RNBAYIII 2E 
TEWAYIIL 2E 
IEWAYULQ 1E 

__--.-.-----._.....-.---~~---~.---------------~-.----~~~-.~~~~~~~~~~---~~~-~~~~~--.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~.~~..~~~~~~~~.~......~.~..~..~....~..~........~..~~.~~~~.~~~~~ 
YIIIGTEWAYI 2E 

BIEWAYU 1E 
QVEWCWS 11 

ISDCYIWVEWD.NB 1A 
BGTEWVR 21 

TXDWYIWXNIN 1H 

AINB 1B 
KIND 2A 
WAXL 2A 
BAXW 2A 

Figure 8 1 

15OA 
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The pseudo-repetit,ious lett,ers, I in the third position in cases (1) and (2), and t,he letters 
Y, and U, in corresponding positions in cases (3) and (4) mean that I, U, and Y, come from the 
same column of the checkerboard. The I, in posit’ion 2, in cases (l), (3), and (4) and the D, 
in the corresponding position in case (2) indicates that I, and D, are probably in different columns 
in the checkerboard. In position 11, the H,, BC, and D, give indications of being in the same 
row of the checkerboard. In position 14, WC and Y, likewise give indications of coming from the 
same row, But note now that, from position 1, 3 it may he deduced that W, A. and T come from 
the same column of the checkerboard. These are examples of tlie type of detailed analysis 
that, the student should follow in his att’empt to solve a problem of t.his sort. 

1. In general it may be said that when the repet,itions are numerous and fairly lengthy, that 
is when there is a good deal of traffic all in the same checkerboard, and repetitions of tetragraphs 
and better are plrnt,iful, solution should be relatively easy. In fact, with a fairly large amount 
of traffic, most of the work involved would consist in listing the 2, 3, 4 . . . letter repetitions. 
Then a chart would be drawn up to show the associations which the prefixes make among thcm- 
selves and t.he associations which the sufiixes make among themselves. For example : 

XABQ 
NABR 
ZABT 
NABQ 
LAB1 
ZGT 

Here it is noted that L, N, X, and Z appear as prefixes to repetitions. The letter X is “found in 
company” wit,h N twice; the “association value” of X and N is 2 units. The association value of 
Z and N is, however, 4 units, for the N occurs twice and so does the Z. The association value of 
LX or LZ is 1 unit; that of LN or LZ, 2 units. Thus, the association value for each combination 
can be studied in all the repetitions and, of course, when the value is high for a given combina- 
tion it indicates that the two let,ters really belong together, or in the same column of t,he checker- 
board. 

m. What can be done with but, one or two relatively short cryptograms depends largely 
upon their lengths, the number of repetitions they happen to have, the exact construction of 
the checkerboard, and the ingenuity and patience of the cryptanalyst. Once the letters that 
constitute the columns and the rows of the checkerboard employed in the recomposition arc 
known, the proper assembling of the columns and rows is a relatively simple matter. If a key- 
word has been used as the basis for the distribution or mixing of the letters, naturally the recon- 
struction of the checkerboard is much facilitated. If not, then either the original or an equiv- 
alent checkerboard may be reconstructed. Having the recomposition checkerboard at hand, 
the determination as to whether it is the same as that used in the decomposition follows directly. 
If not the same, the reconstruction of the decomposition checkerboard is a relatively simple 
matter. 
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1 2 3 I .5 8 7 8 0 10 II I? 13 II I.5 16 Ii IS 18 n 2, 12 23 24 ?i 21: 77 z9 ?!I .yI 3, 31 13 3, ai ‘W 7: b 31 ,n 

EWVRVSDDTW 21 
DWVRVSDDTI 2B 
RWVRVSDDTNULQDUB 1B 

GUHKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCWN 1D 
PWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTQ 1L 
XWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNB 2D 

LKIRXYIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTV 11 
KIRNGSTLBDDTI 2F 
NIRNGSTLBDDTW 1G 

TWAUUIAAQD 1H 

Figure 82 
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47. Example of solution-c. Suppose the two following cryptograms suspected of being in 
the same key are at hand: 

Line 

A 

B 

C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 

Line 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

ISDCY 
XLYIW 
UBINR 
WDCVS 
TIWAU 
NIIUH 
TLGWW 
DTWAU 
NINBD 
YIRNG 
ININD 
CLPWV 
NGTIW 

IWILT 
DIWIR 
RVSDD 
TQGTE 
LQDUH 
IILWN 
VTTAQ 
BDRWS 
DTNIL 
DTW 

IWVEW 
DAINB 
KVLQD 
ODCGS 
UIAAQ 
QDTXW 
ALWDS 
UIAAQ 
RQTQV 
TIWAU 
CUWWD 
RVSDD 
AUUIA 

GSIHW 
CVNOD 
TILLQ 
UDVQC 
KIRXY 
KIRNG 
AVNII 
CLPLW 
VNODN 

?i-0. 1 
DNBAX 
DRWVR 
NLQDT 
ISSGU 
CWNBI 
ITAVN 
NSILN 
DGTEL 
EWCWS 
UIAAQ 
SNILV 
TNULQ 
AQCQD 

No. 2 
WAWKI 
NGSLN 
DUKDW 
OIWTX 
IRNBA 
STLBD 
UHQDT 
AHNTL 
ULQDU 

WSAVI 
VSDDT 
VTINI 
HKIRX 
EWAYU 
NINDC 
NIRNG 
QDTXD 
CLPIT 
CQDTZ 
NODLQ 
DUHKI 
TV 

NDCUW 
GIGWL 
SSHXS 
WVRVS 
YIIIG 
DTITI 
XDWYI 
QDTXC 
BGTEW 

WILTK 
NULQD 
NDCUW 
YIRNG 
LQSAV 
UWWCG 
STLBD 
WYIWX 
LKIRX 
IIWVT 
DTXWS 
RXYIR 

WAXLX 
VFDWV 
ENCQD 
DDTNU 
TEWAY 
LUDVL 
WXNIN 
WSCIV 
VRVSD 

b. A careful and detailed listing of significant repetitions is made, these to show the single- 
letter prefix and suffix in each case. A partial list of the many repetitions present in the two 
cryptograms is given in figure 81. 

c. Considerthefirstsetofrepetitionslisted infigure81, asextracted andshown in figure 82. 
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(Letters in came column) 
ABCDEFGHI hLNNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

ABCDEFCHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
l 

Figure 83A 
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According to the principles elucidated in the preceding paragraph, it would seem that the 
following tentative deductions may be made from the data contained in the columns of figure 82: 

(1 j From column 1: E, D, R. P, X belong in the same column of the checkerboard. 
(2) From column 10: W, I, N belong in the same row. 
(3) From column 14: D and G belong in the same column. 
(4) From column 16: B and H belong in the same row. 
(5) From column 16: H and L belong in the same column. 
(6) From column 21: Y, K: N belong in the same column. 
(7) From column 25: G and B belong in the same row. 
(8) From column 27: I and T belong in the same column. 
(9) From column 33: I and W belong in the same row. 

(10) From column 36: C and D belong in the same row. 
(11) From column 37: W and Q belong in the same row. 
(12) From column 40: Q and V belong in the same row. 

It would be most fortunate and unusual for all these tentative deductions to be correct, for the 
disturbing effects of accidental adventitious repetit.ions have not been taken into account as 
yet. But let an attempt be made to assemble the data tlcduced thus far, to st’(’ if they (‘MI all 
be reconciled. 

d. Tentative deduction (1) indicates that E, D, R, P, and X belong in the same column of 
the rccomposition checkerboard. If correct, the complete set of 5 letters of one column is ut 
hand. But tentative deduction (3) indicates that D and G belong in the same column and this 
would mean that the column has 6 letters, which is impossible. Further evidence will be rtl- 
quired to corroborate the hypothesis that E, D, R, P, and X are all actually in the same column. 
or that D and G are actually in the same column. For this purpose, further study must bc mudc, 
and it is convenient to compile an “association table” showing how often certain letters arc 
associated among themselves as prefixes to the repetitions. A similar association table is muclt 
for the suffixes. The tables may be combined in a manner similar to that shown in figure P:(, 
where the prefixes to repetitions appear at the left of the central alphabet, the suffisrs to the 
right. 

Take column 1 of figure 82, having D, E, P, R, and X as prefixes to a long repetition. A stroktl 
is placed in the E, P, R, and X cells of row D; a stroke is placed in the P, R, and X cells of row E; 
a stroke is placed in the R and X cells of row P; and finally a stroke is placed in the X cell of row R. 
Again, take column 16 of figure 82, reading B H H H L. The B need not be considered, since it is 
not a prefix to the repetition beginning K I R X Y . . ., but the H and L may be considcrcd. 
In the L cell of row H t,hree strokes are inserted to indicate that H and L are associated that 
many times. Each time a datum is obtained, it is added to this table. Figure 83 shows the 
appearance of the table after all the data obtainable from the repetitions listed in subparagraph b 
have been inserted. From even this small amount of mat,erial a few deductions can br made. 
For example, it is seen that the B line of the table for prefixes shows 5 strokes at G and 3 strokt>s 
at W, from which it would appear that B, G, and W may be in the same column. The let tctrs 
C and L likewise seem to be in the same column, as do H and L, making C, H, and L appear to 
be in the same column. Studying the table of suffixes, it would appear that B and H are in the 
same row; I and N are in a row. After the entire text has been examined and the prefixes and 
suffixes distributed in this way, the whole table is studied carefully with a view to eliminating 
the effects of the accidental or pseudo-repetitious letters, trying to locate those letters which 
represent the prefixes and suffixes of true repetitions. 
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SUFFIXES 

(Letters in mm rwv) 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

: -:--~-~-i-~-l-l-l-~-,-l- 
,-;-‘-‘-;-‘-i-i-i-~-~-‘-i-~-‘-~-~-~-:-:-;-r ; I 

y-1 I I 1 i I I 
Z 

i-i-j-j-i-,-/-j-/-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-i-~_!_ 
--j-~-~-)-I-~-j;-l-l~!~ 

-/-!-/_l_(--(-/-I-I-i-J_i-i-,-i_j 
-,---_ 

I I i 1 j 1 
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

Figure 83B 
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e. Suppose the data have been reduced to the following: 
Letters belonging in same columns Letters belonging in same rows 

(1) D, G, U (1) G, B, H, K 
(2) H, L, C (2) I, I, N, L 
(3) Y, K, N (3) D, C, A, S 
(4) W, Q. S, ‘I’, B (4) Q> V, X, Y, Z 

(5) T, U 
The presumption that Q, V, X, Y, and Z are all in the same roiv Icatls to the assunlption that 
the mixing of the checkerboard is based upon a key word or key phrase. Following up this 
hypothesis, the data are assembled in the following manner: 

2d component 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 

5 

L Ni 

k-i---i-i--i-- 

,f. Only 6 letters remain to be placed in the checkerboard. But there are enough letters 
alrcady placed to warrant an immediate attempt at decipherment. For example, take the 
first few groups of message No . 2 and replace the letters by their bipartite equivalents: 

IWILTGSIHWWAWKIND 
12 11 12 13 21 42 31 12 43 I1 11 34 11 44 12 14 32 

Recombining the bifid elements: 

.1 21 11 21 32 14 23 11 24 31 11 13 41 14 41 21 43 2. 

Substituting by means of figure 84: 
.l 2. ;ll;z~~;~;;l4;;~~~* 

Obviously the decomposition and recomposition checkerboards are different. But, the recon- 
struction of the former is not at all difficult, since the text is now in monoalphabetic form. The 
message begins with a group showing a repeated letter in the first and third positions: is the 
1st word E N E M Y? Probably it is, for message xo. 1 also contains the sequence W I L T. 
.it any rate, a transcription of the cryptograms into the bifid equivalents given by the nearly 
complete recomposition checkerboard (fig. 84) soon yields sufficient monoalphabetic text to 
permit of the complete reconstruction of both checkerboards: 
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h. The two cryptograms may now be deciphered directly from the checkerboards. The 
plain-tests are as follows: 

No. 1 
ISDCYIWVEWDNBAXWSAVIWILTK 
12 31 32 33 54 12 11 52 24 11 32 14 41 34 53 11 31 34 52 12 11 12 13 21 4.4 

ITISREPORTEDTHATTHEENEMYH 
XLYIWDAINBDRWVRVSDDTNULQD 
53 13 54 12 11 32 34 12 14 41 32 23 11 52 U 52 31 32 32 21 14 22 13 51 32 

ASRETIREDTOAPOSITIONWESTO 
UBINRKVLQDNLQDTVTININDCUW 
22 41 12 14 23 44 52 13 51 32 14 13 51 32 21 52 21 12 14 12 14 32 33 22 11 

FNEWCHESTERSTOPONEREGIMEN 
WDCVSODCGSISSGUHKIRXYIRNG 
11 32 33 52 31 15 32 33 42 31 12 31 31 42 22 43 44 I2 23 53 54 12 23 14 42 

TISINVICINITYOFCROSSROADO 
TIWAUUIAAQCWNBIEWAYULQSAV 
21 12 11 34 22 22 12 34 34 51 33 11 14 41 12 24 11 34 54 22 13 51 31 34 52 

NETWOEIGHTANDNORTHWESTTHE 
NIIUHQDTXWITAVNNINDCUWWCG 
14 12 12 22 43 51 32 21 53 11 12 21 34 52 I4 14 12 14 32 33 22 11 11 33 42 

REOFSTOPANOTHERREGIMENTCO 
TLGWWALWDSNSILNNIRNGSTLBD 
21 13 42 11 11 34 13 11 32 31 14 31 12 13 14 14 12 23 14 42 31 21 13 II 32 

NCENTRATINGNEARROADJUNCTI 
DTWAUUIAAQDGTELQDTXDWYIWX 
32 21 11 34 22 22 12 34 34 51 32 42 21 24 13 51 32 21 53 32 11 54 12 11 53 

ONTWOEIGHTFOURSTOPBEPREPA 
NINBDRQTQVEWCWSCLPITLKIRX 
14 12 14 41 32 23 51 21 51 52 24 11 33 11 31 33 13 45 12 21 13 44 12 23 53 

REDTOSUPPORTATTACKONCROSS 
YIRNGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTZIIWVT 
54 12 23 14 42 21 12 11 34 22 22 12 34 34 51 33 51 32 21 55 12 12 11 52 21 

ROADONETWOEIGHTSTOPKEEPON 
ININDCUWWDSNILVNODLQDTXWS 
12 14 12 14 32 33 22 11 11 32 31 14 12 13 62 14 15 32 13 51 32 21 63 11 31 

EREGIMENTINRESERVESTOPATT 
CLPWVRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIR 
33 13 4.5 11 52 23 52 31 32 32 21 14 22 13 51 32 22 43 44 12 23 63 54 12 23 

ACKPOSITIONWESTOFCROSSROA 
NGTIWAUUIAAQCQDTV 
14 42 21 12 11 34 22 21 12 34 34 51 33 51 32 21 62 

DONETWOEIGHTSTOP 
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No. 2 
IWILTGSIHWWAWKINDCUWWAXLX 
12 11 12 13 21 42 31 12 43 11 11 34 11 44 12 14 32 33 22 11 11 34 53 13 53 

ENEMYINFANTRYREGIMENTHASB 
DIWIRCVNODNGSLNGIGWLVFDWV 
32 12 11 12 23 33 52 14 15 32 14 42 31 13 14 42 12 42 11 13 52 35 32 11 52 

EENOBSERVEDINADE-FENSIVEPO 
RVSDDTILLQDUKDWSSHXSENCQD 
23 52 31 32 32 21 12 13 13 51 32 22 44 32 11 31 31 43 53 31 24 14 33 51 32 

SITIONEASTOFGETTYSBURGSTO 
TQGTEUDVQCOIWTXWVRVSDDTNU 
21 51 42 21 24 22 32 52 51 33 15 12 11 21 53 11 52 23 52 31 32 32 21 14 22 

PYOUWILLTAKEUPAPOSITIONWE 
LQDUHKIRXYIRNBAYIIIGTEWAY 
13 51 32 22 43 44 12 23 53 54 12 23 14 41 34 54 12 12 12 42 21 24 11 34 54 

STOFCROSSROADTHREEFOURTHR 
IILWNKIRNGSTLBDDTITILUDVL 
12 12 13 11 14 44 12 23 14 42 31 21 13 41 32 32 21 12 21 12 13 22 32 52 13 

EEA.NDROADJUNCTIONONEMILES 
VTTAQAVNIIUHQDTXDWYIWXNIN 
52 21 21 34 51 34 52 14 12 12 22 43 51 32 21 53 32 11 54 12 11 53 14 12 14 

OUTHTHEREOFSTOPBEPREPARED 
BDRWSCLPLWAHNTLQDTXCWSCIV 
41 32 23 11 31 33 13 45 13 11 34 13 24 11 53 51 32 21 53 33 11 31 33 12 52 

TOATTACKATDAWNSTOPBATTALI 
DTNILVNODNULQDUBGTEWVRVSD 
32 21 14 12 13 52 14 15 32 14 22 13 51 32 22 41 42 21 24 11 52 23 52 31 32 

ONRESERVEWESTOFYOURPOSITI 
DTW 
32 21 11 

ON 
48. Special solution.-u. The preceding example of solution constitutesthegeneralsolution 

for this system, since no special conditions are prerequisite to the procedure set forth. An 
interesting solution, however, is that wherein the same message has been ctiyptographed by two 
different sets of checkerboards. 

b. Suppose, for instance, that in this system two cryptograms of identical lengths and plain 
texts but different cryptographic texts are available for examination. They are superimposed 
and appear as follows: 

~o.l.GCODMGCEGBWILWGMONGBSXOPCNGESFLNI 
No.2.WILTGSIHWWAWKINDCUWWAXLXDIWIRCVNO 
No.l.WTMGETLNCGFMDWGXHMGATACTOMSWBLGAI 
No.2.DNGSLNGIGWLVFDWVRVSDDTILLQDUKDWSS 
No.l.QPFUAQMSAZPHZGNLMSOWOVXGXHMGATAKN 
No.2.HXSENCQDTQGTEUDVQCOIWTXWVRVSDDTNU 
No.1.OMSWCUSHQLSSTMSUWNNEHUASUWNTGELSS 
No.2.LQDUHKIRXYIRNBAYIIIGTEWAYIILWNKIR 
No.1.TMOVCVATAEACOGNLOPHVSVSUNWTWFMSAX 
No.2.NGSTLBDDTITILUDVLVTQAQAVNIIUHQDTX 
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So.l.CGUWGXNWTMSSGASNYSGSPDGFMSAXEGASN 
So.2.DWYIWXNINBDRWSCLPLWAHNTLQDTXCWSCI 
So.1.MTACWOLNIWDNOMSWKPHUAXHMGATAC 
?;o.~.VDTNILVNODNULQDUBGTEWVRVSDDTI 

c. Sow consider the first few superimposed letters in these two cryptograms: 
So. l~~~~~---~-~ G C 0 D M G C E G . . . 
So. 2----------- W I L T G S I H W . . . 

Ta.kr the pair of superimposed letters GW. The G is the cipher resultant of the recombination of 
two bipartite numerical components that apply to the recomposition checkerboard. The actual 
identities of these numerical components are not known, but, whatever they be, the first of 
them determines the first half of G,, the second determines the second half of G,. Therefore, for 
cryptanalytic purposes, the actual, but unknown, numerical components may be represented 
by the symbols G, and Gz, the former referring to the row coordinate of the recomposition checker- 
board, the latter to the column coordinate. Vi&at has been said of the letter G applies also to 
the letter W, the equivalent of G in another checkerboard. It will be found that this manner of 
designating bipartite components by means of subscripts to the letters themselves is a very 
useful method of handling the letters. 

d. Let the first few letters of the two cryptograms be replaced by these same cipher letters 
with their subscripts to indicate components. Thus: 

So. l-~~~~~~-~~~~~~ C G C 0 D M G C E 
Components.._- Cl& G,G, GCz 01% DA MJfz GG GC2 EJ3z 
LhrTo. 2.e..~~~~.-.e--- I W I L T G S I H 
Components._-- III2 W,W, I,I, LL2 TlT2 GIG2 SA2 1112 I-&Hz 

Sow from the method of encipherment it is clear that CzGl and 12W, represent the same plain-text 
letter, since both messages are assumed to contain identical plain texts. That is, C,G, of crypto- 
gram So. 1 =IzW1 of cryptogram x0. 2. Likewise G2C1=W212; C201=12L1; 02D1=L2T1; and so on. 

P. Let all the component pairs of the cryptograms be equated in this manner and let these 
pairs be distributed in a table, such as that shown in figure 86. It will be seen in figure 86 that, 
for example, A& of cryptogram so. l=T,I, and T2N1 of cryptogram So. 2. i’his means that 
I, and N, must represent the same row coordinate of the recomposition checkerboard for crypto- 
gram Xo. 2; in other words I and N must be in the same row in that checkerboard. Again, in figure 
86. it is seen that CzG1=GzWl and D2W1, which means that G and D must be in the same column in 
that checkerboard. Again, A2S, =WsA1=S2C1; this means that A and C are in the same row, W 
and S, in the same column, in the recomposition checkerboard for cryptogram No. 2. All these 
data in figure 86 are studied with the following results: 
In same row: In same column: 

(1) I, N, L, W (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
(2) A, C, S, D T H Y Q U 
(3) Q, V, X, Y W C K B I 
(4) B, G s L D 

R G 
v 
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An attempt is now 
board for message 

made to bring together these results to reconstruct the recomposition checkcr- 
So. 2. This yields the following: 

2d Component 

I I U K ? R T K? ---- 

----- 
V Y? X Q Y? 

Compare this with the recomposition checkerboard shown in figure 85 (B). Enough has bern 
shown to illustrate the procedure. If there were just a little more test, probably all 25 letters 
of the checkerboard could be definitely placed. 

j. By making a reciprocal table for equivalencies between component pairs in crypt’ogram 
No. 2, the data obtained would permit of reconstructing the recomposition checkerboard foi 
cryptogram No. 1. Having t.hese checkerboards completely or at. least partially reconstructed, 
the reconstruction of the decomposition checkerboards is a relatively easy matter and follows 
the procedure described in paragraph 47j. 

g. The complete solution of the two cryptograms, including the decomposition and recom- 
position matrices, is as follows: 

2d Component 

1 2 3 4 5 
No. 1 

2d CompoDent 

12 3 4 5 

‘d 2 
2 
$3 
6 

5 

1 

5 

W/A/S!HiI 
NiG/TiOiD 

CIB/EiF/K 

A 
(Decomposition) 

B 
(Recomposition) 

GCODMGCEGBWILWGMONGBSXOPCNGESF 
22 31 24 25 42 22 31 33 22 32 11 16 41 11 22 42 24 21 22 32 13 53 24 43 31 21 22 33 13 34 

ENEMYINFANTRYREGIMENTHASBEENOB 
LNIWTMGETLNCGFMDWGXHMGATACTOMS 
41 21 15 11 23 42 P 33 23 41 21 31 22 34 42 2.5 11 22 53 14 42 22 12 23 12 31 23 24 42 13 

SERVEDINADEFENSIVEPOSITIONEAST 
WBLGAIQPFU.AQMSAZPHZGNLMSOWOVXG 
11 32 41 22 12 15 U 43 34 51 12 U 42 13 12 55 43 14 55 22 21 41 42 13 24 11 24 52 53 22 

OFGETTYSBURGSTOPYO-UWILLTAKEUPA 
XHMGATAKNOMSWCUSHQLSSTMS~~NNEH 
53 14 42 21 12 23 12 35 21 24 42 13 11 31 51 13 14 U 41 13 13 23 42 13 51 11 21 21 33 14 

POSITIONWESTOFCROSSROADTHREEFO 
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UASUWNTGELSSTMOVCVATAEACOGNLOP 
5, 12 13 51 11 21 23 ?2 33 41 13 13 23 42 24 52 31 52 12 23 12 33 12 31 24 i-2 21 41 24 43 

URTHREEANDROADJUNCTIONONEMILES 
HVSVSUNWTWFMSAXCGUWGXNWTMSSGAS 
14 52 13 52 13 51 21 11 23 11 34 42 13 12 53 31 22 51 11 22 53 21 11 23 42 13 13 22 12 13 

OUTHTHEREOFSTOPBEPREPAREDTOATT 
NYSGSPDGFMSAXEGASNMTACWOLNIWDN 
21 54 13 22 13 43 25 22 34 42 13 12 53 33 22 12 13 21 42 23 12 31 11 24 41 21 15 11 Z 21 

ACKATDAWNSTOPBATTALIONRESERVEW 
OMSWKPHUAXHMGATAC 
24 42 13 11 35 43 14 51 12 53 14 42 22 12 23 12 31 

ESTOFYOURPOSITION 

2d Component 

12 3 4 5 
No. 2 

ad COmpOnBnt 

1 2 3 4 5 

---- ---- 

---- ---- 

-__-- -__-- 

1 
E 'E 2 
$3 
s 
24 

5 

W IiL/N'O 
--.__-- 
T UIR/E M ----- 
S D C A F 

----I- 
B G H K/P 

----- 
Q V X YIZ 

WILTGSIHWWAWKINDCUWWAXLXDIWIRC 
11 12 13 21 42 31 12 43 11 11 34 11 44 12 14 32 33 22 11 11 34 53 13 53 32 12 11 12 23 33 

ENEMYINFANTRYREGIMENTHASBEENOB 
VNODNGSLNGIGWLVFDWVRVSDDTILLQD 
52 14 15 32 14 42 31 13 14 42 12 42 11 13 62 35 32 11 62 23 62 31 32 32 21 12 13 13 61 32 

SERVEDINADEFENSIVEPOSITIONEAST 
UKDWSSHXSENCQDTQCTEUDVQCOIWTXW 
22 44 32 11 41 31 43 53 31 24 14 33 51 32 21 61 42 21 24 22 32 62 51 33 15 12 11 21 53 11 

OFGETTYSBURGSTOPYOUWILLTAKEUPA 
VRVSDDTNULQDUHKIRXYIRNBAYIIIGT 
52 23 62 31 32 32 21 14 22 13 61 32 22 43 44 l2 P ,63 64 12 23 14 41 34 64 12 12 12 42 21 

POSITIONWESTOFCROSSROADTHREEFO 
EWAYIILWNKIRNGSTLBDDTITILUDVLV 
24 11 34 51 12 12 13 11 14 4.4 12 S 14 42 31 21 13 41 32 32 21 12 21 12 13 22 32 52 13 62 

URTHREEANDROADJUNCTIONONEMILES 
TTAQAVNIIUHQDTXDWYIWXNINBDRWSC 
21 21 Z-4 61 34 62 14 12 12 22 43 61 32 21 63 22 11 64 12 11 63 14 12 14 41 32 23 11 31 33 

OUTHTHEREOFSTOPBEPREPAREDTOATT 
LPLWAHNTLQDTXCWSCIVDTNILVNODNU 
13 45 13 11 34 13 24 11 63 61 32 21 63 23 11 31 33 12 62 32 21 14 12 13 62 14 16 33 14 22 

ACKATDAWNSTOPBATTALIONRESERVEW 
LQDUBGTEWVRVSDDTW 
13 61 32 22 41 42 21 24 11 62 23 62 31 32 32 2l 11 

ESTOFYOURPOSITION 
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1‘. It is seen that, the principles elucidated permit of solving this fairly good cipher system 
without recourse to frequency studies and detailed, difficult analytical research. \Vhat can be 
done with complete messages of identical texts will give the student a clue to what might be done 
when fairly lengthy sequences of identical plain texts (but not complete messages) are available 
for study. Alessages with similar beginnings, or similar endings will afford data for such 
reconstruction. 

49. Periodic fractionating systems.--a. Another type of combined substitution-transposition 
system involving fractionation is that in which the processes involved are applied to groupings 
of fixed length, so that the system gives external evidence of pcriodicity. One such system, 
commonly attributed to the French cryptographer Delastelle, is exemplified below. Let the 
bipartite alphabet be based upon the 2%cell substitution checkerboard shown in figure 80. 
Let the message to be enciphered be ONE PLANE REPORTED LOST AT SEA. Let it also be 
assumed that by preagreement between correspondents, periods of 5 lette‘rs will constitute the 
units of encipherment. The bipartite equivalents of the plain-textiett’ers are set dbwn vertically 
below the letters. Thus: 

26 oomponent 
1 2 3 

1 M A N -- 
22 C T R -- 
$3 B D E 8 -- 
24 c L 0 P -- 

5 v w x 

4 5 

FI~UBE 87. 

ONEPL ANERE PORTE DLOST ATSEA 
4 1 3 4 4 1 i “3 i i 4 4 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 2 2 3 3 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 5 2 : ; “5 “3 : 

Recombinaticns are effected horizontally within the periods, by joining components in pairs, 
the first period yielding the pairs 41, 34, 42, 33, 31. These pairs are then replaced by letters 
from the original checkerboard, yielding the following: 

ONEPL ANERE PORTE DLOST ATSEA 
4 1 3 4 4 2 3 a 3 1 : : : i ; : 2 i4 ; z i : : : ; : ; : i : 

LHOEB MDDEE QTERR HQTAW APAGD 
b. A different checkerboard may, of course, be employed for the recomposition process. 

Also, periods of any convenient length may be employed; or, in a complicated case, periods of 
varying lengths may be employed in the same cryptogram, according to some prearranged key. 

50. General principles underlying the solution.-u. It will be noted that the periods in the 
foregoing example contain an odd number of letters. The result of adopting odd-length periods 
is to impart a much greater degree of cryptographic security to the system than is the case when 
even-length periods are involved. This point is worth while elaborating upon to make its crypt- 
analytic significance perfectly clear. Note what happens when an even period is employed: 

ONEPLA NEREPO RTEDLO ,.. 
413441 132344 223344 . . . 
233312 333332 323212 .,. 

LHLREA NRQEED TEQDDA . . . 
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Sow if each &letter cipher group is split in the middle into two sections and the letters are taken 
alternntcly from each section (Ex. L H L R E A=L R H E L A) the results are esactlp the 
same as would be obtained in case a simple digraphic encipherment were 
to be employed with the 2-square checkerboard shown in figure 88. 
For example, ON,=LR,; EP,=HE,, and so on. Encipherment of this 
sort brings about a fixed relationship between the plain-text diprnphs 
and their cipher equivalents, so that the solution of R tncssagc~ of this 
type falls under the category of thr cr~~ptan;d~sis of 21 ~RSC of simplr 
digraphic substitution, once the length of the period has been estab- 
lished.3 The latter step can readily be accomplished, as will be seen 
presently. In brief, then, it may be said that in this system when 
encipherment is based upon even periods the cipher text is purely 
and simply digraphic in character, each plain-text digraph having 
one and only one cipher-text digraph as its equivalent. 

-7 

B D E H’K B D E H’K 

b. But the latter statement is no longer true in the case of odd 
periods. ;“;ote, in the example under paragraph 49a, that the cipher 
equivalent of the first plain-text digraph of the first group, ON, is 
composed of the initial and final components of the letter L,, the 
final component of the letter 0,, and the initial component of the 
letter L,. That is, t.hree different plain-text letters, L, 0, and E, are 
involved in the composition of the cipher equivalent of one plain-text ON EP LA NE 
digraph, ON. Ob serve now, in the following examples, that ZW&&~ LR HE LA NE 
may be produced for the digraph ON,. FIGCEE 83. 

12 34 5 12 34 5 12 34 5 

PR ON G PO NG I AT 42 = 2 2422 
- 

;o 
23 33 1 23 24 3 23 13 4 33 23 5 12 32 4 2 ;5’ : :2’ ;: ; 

POJB MD&P LTAJH OL RD K IA CR I C$J Rlj Y AI1 E 
(1) (2) (3) (4)--- 75) (6) (7) 

c. The foregoing examples fall into two classes. In the first, where the 0 of ON, falls in an 
odd posit’ion in the period, the first letter of the trigraphic cipher equivalent must be an L,, the 
second must be one of the 5 letters in the second column of the substitution checkerboard, the 
third must be one of t,he 5 letters in the t,hird row of the checkerboard. Therefore, L, may 
combine with 5X5 or 25 pairs of letters to form t,he second and t’hird letters of the 3-letter equiva- 
lent of ON,. In the other class, where the 0 of ON, falls in an even position in the period, the 
first letter of the equivalent must be one of the 5 letters in the fourth column of the checkerboard, 
the second must be one of the 5 letters in the first row, and the third letter must be &. There- 
fore, R, may combine wit,h 5X5 or 25 pairs of letters to form the first and second letters’of the 
3-letter equivalent of ON, in this position in the period. Hence, ON, may be represented by 50 
trigraphic combinations; the same is true of all other plain-text digraphs. Now if the system 
based upon even periods is considered as a simple digraphic substitution, the foregoing remarks 
lead to characterizing the system based upon odd periods as a special type of digraphic sub- 
stitution with variants, in which 3 letters represent 2 plain-text letters. 

1 An example of the solution of a cryptogram of this type was given in Military Cryptanalysis, Pat-i I, 
sec. IX. 
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d. However, further study of the odd-period system may show that there is no necessity for 
trying to handle it as a digraphic system with variants, which would be a rather complex affair. 
Perha.ps the matter can be simplified. Referring again to the example of encipherment in 
paragraph 49 a: 

ONEPL ANERE PORTE DLOST ATSEA 
1 3 4 4 

: 3 3 3 1 : : i i: i 
4 4 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 2 1 2 4 3 1 
3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 5 2 2 2 5 3 2 

LHOEB MDDEE QTERR HQTAW APAGD 
Now suppose that. only the cipher letters are at hand, and that tbe period is known. The first 
cipher letter is L, and it is composed of two numerical bifid components that come from the first’ 
and second positions in the upper row of components in the period. These components are not 
known, but whatever they are the first of. them is the first component of L, the second of them 
is the second component of L. Therefore, just as in paragraph 48c, the actual but unknown, 
numerical components may be represented by the symbols L1 and Lz, the former referring to the 
row coordinate of the substitution checkerboard, the latter to the column coordinate. The 
same thing may be done with the components of the second cipher letter, the third, fourth, and 
fifth, t.he respective components being placed into their proper positions in the period. Thus: 

Cipher _______________________ L H 0 E B 

Components ______________ 1 o E E B B 1 
L1 LI HI Hz 0, 

2 1 2 1 2 

Now let the actual plain-text letters be set into position, as shown at the right in the two dia- 
grams below. 

Plain text ___________________ 0 N E P L 0 N E P L 

1 
4 1 3 4 4 Components _______________ 2 LI La H, HI 01 3 3 3 1 

02 EI Et BI Bz 
Cipher _______________________ L H 0 E B L H 0 E B 

By comparing the two diagrams it becomes obvious that Ll, Hz, and Ol all represent the co0rdinat.e 
4; Hl, El, Ez, and B1 all represent the coordinate 3, and so on. If this equivalency were known 
for all the 50 combinations of the 25 letters with subscript 1 or 2 there would be no problem, 
for the text of a cryptogram could be reduced to 25 pairs of digits representing monoalphabetic 
encipherment. But this equivalency is not known in the case of a cryptogram that is to be 
solved; basically the problem is to establish the equivalency. 

e. It is obvious that the vertical pair of components L 
02 

represents O,, the vertical pair,; 
1 

represents N,, and so on. The complete example therefore becomes: 
Plain _____________________ 0 N E P L ANERE PORTE DLOST ATSEA 

1 
LI L2 H, Hz 01 Components _________ o2 E1 Ez Bl B2 MI Mz DI D2 DI Cl1 Qz TI T2 El H1 Hz Ql Qz ‘I’1 A, Az PI P2 AI 

D2 El Er El Ez E2 R, R2 R, R2 T, AI AZ WI W2 AZ G1 G2 D, Dz 
Cipher __________________ L H 0 E B MDDEE QTERR HQTAW APAGD 

j. Note that a plain-text letter in an odd position in the period has its components in the order 
el@,; in an even position in the period the components of a plain-text letter are in the order 8&. 

For example, note the 0, in the first period and the 0, in the third period * This 

distinction must be retained since the component indicators for rows and columns are not inter- 
changeable in &is system. From this it follows that the vertical pairs of components represent- 
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ing a given plain-text letter are of two classes: 0102 and &el, and the two must be kept separate 
in cryptanalysis. 

g. Sow consider the equivalent of 0, in the first period. It is composed of z’ This is 2 
only one of a number of equivalents for 0, in an odd position in the period. The row of the sub- 
stitution checkerboard indicated by L, may be represented hp 4 other components. sinrc that 
row contains 5 letters. 8, Therefore the upper cornponc~nt of thca F) cquivnlc~nt of 0, rn,ly h13 ;:ny 
one of 5 letters. The same is true of tbc loat~r c*omponent. Henle, 0, in an odd position in the 
period may be represented by any one of 5X5=25 combinations of vertical components in the 
sequence e1+e2. 0, in an even posit,ion in the period may be represented by any one of a, similar 
number of combinations of vertical components in the reverse sequence, ez-Jel. Thus, dis- 
regarding the position in the period, this system may be described as a monoalphabetic sub- 
stitution with variant,s, in which every plain-text letter may be represented by any one of 50 
different component-pairs. But in studying an actual cryptogram in this system, since the 
position (odd or even) occupied by a cipher letter in the period is obvious after t,he length of the 
period has been established, a proper segregation of the cipher letters will permit of handling the 
cipher letters in the two classes referred to above, in which case one has to deal with only 25 
variants for each plain-text letter. Obviously, the 25 variants are related to one another by 
virtue of their having been produced from a single enciphering matrix of but 25 letters. This 
relationship can be used to good advantage in reconstructing the matrix in the course’ of the 
solution and the relationship will be discussed in its proper place. 

h. Now if the foregoing encipherment is studied intently several important phenomena may 
be observed. Note, for i.nstanc.e, how many times either the e1 or the e2 component coincides 
with the plain-text letter of which it is a part. In the very first period the 0, has an O2 under it; 
in the same period the E, has an Ez under it. The same phenomenon is observed in columns 
3 and 5 of the second period, in column 3 of the third period, and in column 1 of the fifth period. 
In column 5 of the third, fourth, and fifth periods the el component’s coincide with the respec- 
tive plain-text letters involved. There are, in this short example, 9 cases of this sort, giving 
rise to instances of what seems to be a sort of self-encipherment of plain-text letters. How does 
this come about? And is it an accident that all these cases involve plain-text letters in odd 
positions in the periods? 

i. If the periods in the foregoing example in subparagraph e are studied closely, the following 
observations may be made. Because of the mechanics of encipherment in this system the first 
cipher letter and the fist plain-text letter in each period must come from the same row in the 
substitution checkerboard. Since there are only 5 letters in a row in the checkerboard the proba- 
bility that the two letters referred to will be identical is l/5. (The identity will occur every time 
that the coordinate of the row in which the second plain-text letter stands in the checkerboard is 
the same as the coordinate of the column in which tbe first plain-text letter stands.) The same 
general remark applies to the second cipher letter and the third plain-text letter; as well as to 
the third cipher letter and the fifth plain-text letter: In these cases the two letters must come 
from the same row in the checkerboard and the probability that they will be identical is likewise 
l/5. (The identity in the former case will occur every time that the coordinate of the row in 
which the fourth plain-text letter stands in the checkerboard is the same as that of the column 
in which the third plain-text letter stands; in the latter case the identity will occur every time 
that the coordinate of the column in which the fu& plain-text letter stands is the same as that 
of the column in which the fifth plain-text letter stands.) The last of the foregoing sources of 
identity is exemplified in only 4 of the 9 cases mentioned in subparagraph h above. These 
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involve the fifth plain-text letter in the third, fourth, and fifth periods. and the first letter in the 
fifth period, wherein it will be noted that the 8, component standing directly under the plain- 
text letter is identical with the latter in ea.& case. 

j. But how are the other 5 cases of identity brought about? Snnl-sis along the same 
lines as indicated above will be omitted. It will be sufficient to observe that in each of those 
cases it is the & component which is identical with the plain-text letter involved. and again the 
probability of the occurr’ence of the phenomenon in question is l/5. 

k. Since the probability of the occurrence of the event in question is 115 for Q1 components 
and l/5 for & components, the total probability from either source of identity is 2,‘5. This 
probability applies only to the letters occupying odd positions in the period, and it may be said 
that in 40 percent of all cases of letters in odd positions in the periods the one or the other of the 
two cipher components will be identical with the plain-t,est letter. 

1. As regards the plain-text letters in even positions, analysis will show why only in a very 
few cases will either of the cipher components coincide with the plain-test letter to which they 
apply, for the method of finding equivalents in the substitution checkerboard is to take the 
first component as the row coordinate indicator and the second component as the column indi- 
cator; a reversal of this order will give wholly different letters, except in those 5 cases in which 
both components are identical. (The letters involved are those which occupy the 5 cells along 
the diagonal from the upper left-hand corner to the lower right-hand corner of the checkerboard.) 
Now in every case of a letter in an odd position in a period the two vertical components are in 
the ele2 order, corresponding to the order in which they are normally taken in finding letter 
equivalents in the checkerboard. But in every case of a letter in an even position in a period, 
the two vertical components are in the order e2Ell, which is a reversal of the normal order. It 
has been seen that in the case of letters in odd positions in the periods the probability t’hat one 
of the components will coincide with the plain-text letter is 40 percent. The reasoning which led 
to this determinat.ion in the case of the odd letters is exactly the same as that in the case of letters 
in even positions, except that in the final recomposition process, since the components in the 
even positions are in the e&, order, which is the reverse of the normal order, identity between 
one of the components and the plain-text letter can occur in only l/5 of the 40 = 8 percent of 
the cases. It, may be said then that, in this system 48 percent’ of all the letters of the plain text 
will be “self-enciphered” and represented by one or the other of the two components; in the 
case of the letters in odd positions, the amount is 40 percent, in the case of letters in even posi- 
tions, it is 8 percent. 

m. Finally, what of the peculiar phenomenon to be observed in the case of the first column 
of the fifth period of the example in subparagraph e ? Here is a case wherein the plain-text 
value of a pair of superimposed components is unmistakably indicated directly by the cipher 
components themselves. Studying the cipher group concerned it is noted that it contains 
2 AC’s separated by one letter, that is, the A’s are 2 intervals apart. This situation is as though 
the plain-text letter were entirely self-enciphered in this case. Now it is obvious that this 
phenomenon will occur in the case of periods of 5 letters every time that within a period a cipher 
letter is repeated at an interval of 2, for this will bring about the superimposition of a el and e2 
with the same principal let’ter and therefore the pl8iIbteXt lett,er is indicated directly. Tbis 
question may be pertinent: HOW many times may this be expected to happen? Analysis along 
the lines already indicated will soon bring the answer that the phenomenon in question may be 
expected to happen 4 times out of 100 in the case of letters in odd positions and only 8 times out 
of 1,000 in the case of letters in even positions. In the latter cases the letters involved are those 
falling in the diagonal sloping from left to right in the substitution matrix. 
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R. Ul of the foregoing phenomena will be useful when the solution of an example is under- 
taken. But before coming to such an example it is necessary to explain how to asctbrtain the 
period of a cryptogram to be solved. 

51. Ascertaining the length of the periods--a. There are several methods available for 
ascertaining the length of the period. The simplest, of course, is to look for repetitions of the 
ordinary sort. If the period is a short one, say 3, 5, 7 letters, and if the message is fa.irly long, the 
chances are good that a. polygraph which occltrs several times within the messagr will fall in 
homologous positions within two different periods and therefore will be identically cnciphercJt1 
both times. There will not be many such repetitions, it is true, but factoring the intervals 
between such as do occur will at least give some clue, if it will not actually disclose the length of 
the period. For example? suppose that a 7-letter repetition is found, the two occurrences being 
separated by an interval of 119. The factors of 119 are 7 and 17; the latter is unlikely to be the 
length of the period, the former, quite likely. 

b. If a polygraph is repeated but its two occurrences do not fall in homologous positions in 
two periods, there will still be manifestat,ions of the presence of repetition but the repeated letters 
will be separated by one or more intervals in the periods involved. The number of repeated 
letters will be a function of the length of the polygraph and the length of the period; the interval 
between the letters constituting the repetition will be a function of the length of the period and 
the position of the repeated polygraph in two periods in which the t,wo polygraphs occur. Note 
what happens in the following example: 
SENDTHR EEMENDO WNTOEND OFENDIC OTTROAD 

5433:;22:32 
3313134 5124313 4 1 3 1 3 2 2 4222413 
3313322 2322332 2533241 2223222 

PN,RG-ETP EN E T V I 8” D RF L $D T X,Q L 0 T L D T D T 

CRYPTOGRAM 

PNRGE TPENN PBETV IBDDR DLBDT XDLOT LDTDT 
Here the plain text contains the trigraph END 4 times. The END, in the first period gives rise to 

1 234567 

the cipher letters . N . . E . . ; in the second period this trigraph also produces 
1 234567 

. . N. .E. The interval between the N, and the E, is 3 in both cases. Two times this 
interval plus one gives the length of the period. In this case the initial let,ter of the repeated 
trigrnph falls in an even position in t,he period in both occurrences. The END, in the third period 

1234507’ 

gives rise to the cipher letters . . B . . . D; in the fourth period it’ also produces 
1 234567 

.B.. .D: The interval between the B, and the D, is 4 in bot’h cases. Two times this 
interval minus one gives the length of the period. In this case the initial let’ter of the repeated 
trigraph falls in an odd position in the period in both occurrences. 

e. The foregoing properties of repetit,ions in t,his system afford a means of ascertaining the 
length of the period in an unknown example. First, it is evident that a repeated trigraph in the 
plain text produces two different pairs of cipher equivalents according to whether the initial 
letter of the trigraph occurs in an odd or an even position in the period. The two letters con- 
st.ituting the repetition in the cryptogram will not be sequent but will be separated by an interval 
of 1, 2, 3, . . . letters depending upon the length of the period. This interval, however, is half 
of the period plus or minus one.’ Conversely, if in a cryptogram there are repetitions of pairs of 

4 The student must remember that the text is here concerned only with cases in which the period is odd. 
In the case of even periods the interval separating the 2 letters is always exactly half of the length of the period. 
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letters separated hy an interval r, it is probable t.hat these repetitions represent repetitions of 
plain-text trigraphs which occupy homologous positions in the period. The interval r (between 
the letters constituting the repetition in the cipher test) then gives a good clue to the length of 
the period: p(length of period) =2rf 1. 

d. A special kind of index is prepared to facilitate the search for repetitions of the nature 
indicated. If tabulating machinery is available, an alphabetically arranged indcs showing say 
10 succeeding letters after each A,, B,, C,, . . . Z, is prepared for the cryptogram. Then this 
index is studied to see how many coincidences occur at various intervals under each letter. For 
example, under A, one looks to set if there are 2 or more cases in which the same letter appears 
2, 3, 4, . . . intervals to t,he right of A, a record being kept of the number of such cases under 
each interval. The same thing is done with reference to B,, C,, and so on. The tallies represtbnt- 
ing coincidences may be amalgamated for all the letters A, B, C, . . . Z, only t’he intervals being 
kept segregated. When tabulating machinery is not available, the search for repetitions may be 
made by transcribing the cryptogram on two long strips of cross-section paper, juxtaposing the 
strips at A, B, C, . . . Z, and noting the coincidences occurring 1, 2, 3, . . . up to say 10 letters 
beyond the juxtaposed letters. For example, beginning with A,, t’he two strips are juxtaposed 
with the first A on one against the first A on the other. Xote is made of any coincidcncrs found 
wit,hin 10 letters beyond the A’s, and a record is kept of such coincidences according to intervals. 
Keeping one strip in position the other is slid along to t,he second A, and again coincidences are 
sought. All the A’s are treated in this way, then the B’s, C’s . . . Z’s. The record made of tile 
coincidences may consist merely of a tally stroke written under the intervals 1, 2, 3, . . . 10. 
That interval which occurs more frequently than all the others is probably the correct one. This 
interval times 2, plus or minus 1 is the length of the period. There are, therefore, only two altcr- 
natives. A choice between the two alternatives may then be made by transcribing the test or 
a portion of it according to each hypothesis. That transcription which will most’ oft,en throw 
the two members constituting a repetition into one and the same period is most likely to be 
correct. 

e. Finally, for ascertaining the period there is one method which is perhaps tllc most lnhori- 
ous but surest. It has been pointed out that this system reduces to one t.hat may be described 
as monoalphabetic substitution with variants. If the cipher text is transcribed into e1 and & 
components according to various assumed periods, and then a frequency distribution is made of 
the pairs of vertical components for each hypothesis, that period which gives the best approsi- 
mation to the sort of distribution to be expected for a system of monoalphabetic substitution 
with 25 variants for each letter may be taken to be correct. For in the case of an incorrect period 
the resultant vertical bipartite components are not the equivalents of the actual plain-test 
letters; hence such repetitions as occur are purely accidental and the number of such cases would 
be rather small. But in the case of the correct period the resultant vertical pairs of components 
are the equivalents of the actual plain-text letters; hence repetitions are causal and fairly frcl- 
quent. Were it not for variants, of course, the distribution would be perfectly monoalphabetic. 
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52. Illustration of solution-u. n-ith the foregoing principles in mind, the following rryp- 
togram will be studied: 

KZFBE ILYYMOCBRBLZDOTGBLPKYWCUC CEPQL 
AMEYLZQXWHLRWQYDRWBMTIZEBELAYE SOBRY 
QVBBLYXNAB QBDOYMQDLWLNACOXCRRGASWQB 
FDDTE BAMFD ETENAKGDFO QDUBNDCLYDVWBAX 
CAUGGXOARTXXTSD AYXHK OLSXABRKRPUZWHO 
MTDHTSGMLSLQPOUNHCICKKAQB DOFLEKAPRG 
SXUPO WALMAVQHLMLAXKPWSTMCXKQVHSIXSL 
LWXLXRSGZDFKLNYBXMRB NADKTTBAEO BHWVL 
YSXMB OWPGXKORZI UCEADYIDBLZMITANHCAI 
DNCIDDOYIB CNOLYUUMCE POTDMGBFUN.AHLBD 
WXNXKKCSCT OXTSD AYXHK CNLDKRRFAYAPMHC 
ANMBVGREZQATCYI MNDLRLGMTWETRCVVKTED 
UFDELXHEQVCBLYUDUGYAFHNQL KFRUC NVDLH 
LZDRE LJXKUPSEMC TNKTKEBOEE PGVQTGWERH 
LZDRE LKFAX IYDAK ZLXXO RRPERRRRNC IE 

b. The long repetitions noted in the text (intervals=210 and 35) indicate a period of either 
5 or 7. By transcribing several lines of test into their 0, and e2 components according to both 
of these alternatives and distributing the vertically superimposed pairs, it is soon found that a 
period of 7 produces many more repetitions than does a period of 5. The entire text is then 
transcribed into its 8, and e2 components according to a period of 7 (see fig. 89) and complete 
distributions of f3162 and e2e1 vertical pairs are made, the distributions being, of course, kept 
separate. They are shown in figures 90 and 91. The individual distributions show many 
repetitions and the distributions as a whole are very favorable for a period of 7. 

1 
KZFBEIL 
KI Kz ZI Z2 F, Ft BI 

B2 E, Et I, I2 L1 Lt 
6 

AMEYLZQ 
A1 A2 MI Mt EI Et YI 

Y2 L L2 z, ZP QI 42 

QVB:LYX 
Q, 42 VI V2 B, B2 B1 

B2 L1 L2 YI Y2 XI Xz 
16 

FDDTEBA 
F, F2 Dl D2 DI D2 TI 

7’2 El E2 I% I32 A1 A, 

2 
YYMOCBR 
Yl Y2 Yl Y2 Ml M2 01 

02 Cl C2 BI B2 RI R2 

7 
XWHLRWQ 
XL X2 WI W2 HI H2 L1 
L2 RI R2 K W2 QI 42 

12 
NABQBDO 
NI Nt A1 A2 B, B2 QL 
Q2 B1 Ba Dl 4 01 0; 

17 
MFDETEN 
MI M2 F1 F2 DlD2 Ei 
Ez T, T2 El E2 NI N2 

3 
BLZDOTG 

4 
BLPKYWC 
B, B2 L L2 PI F-2 I(, 

K2 Y, Y2 Wi W2 Cl C2 
BI B2 L1 Lz Zi Z2 D1 
D2 01 02 T, 7’2 G1 G2 

8 
YDRWBMT 
Yl Y2 D1 D2 R, R2 W1 
W2 B, B2 MI M2 Ti T2 

13 
YMQDLWL 
YI Yi MI M2 Ql Q2 D1 
D2 L Lt WI W2 Lx L 

18 
AKGDFOQ 
AI A2 KI K2 G1 Gz D1 

D2 FI F2 01 02 Q, e, 

9 
IZEBELA 
I, 12 ZI Zz El Ez B1 
B2 EI E2 L I.42 A1 A2 

14 
NACOXCR 
NI Nt AI A2 Cl C2 0, 

02 X1 X2 Cl C2 RI Rr 

19 
DUBNDCL 
DI D2 Ul U2& & I% 
N2 Di Dt Cl C2 h b 

5 
UCCEPQL 
U1’U2 Cl C2 Cl C2 El 
E2 PI P2 Q1 Q2 L, L2 

10 
YESOBRY 
YI Y2 El E2 SI S2 0, 
02 BI B2 RI R; Y, Y, 

15 
RGASWQB 
RI R2 GI G2 AI A2 Sl 
S2 WI W2 QI Q2 B, B2 

20 
YDVWBAX 
YI Y2 DI D2 V1 V2 W, 
W2 Bi B2 A, Az Xi X2 
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21 
CAUGGXO 
C, Cz A1 A? U,U? G, 
G2 G, G2 X,X? 0, 02 

"6 
MTDHTSG 
M, MST, Tz D1 D2 HI 
H, T, T2 S, S2 G, G2 

3 1 
SXUPOWA 
s, s2 XI x2 Ul u2 P* 

P2 0, 02 W, W2 A, A2 
36 

LWXLXRS 
L, L2 w, w2 Xl x2 Ll 

L2 X1 X2 RI R2 SI S2 
41 

YSXMBOW 
Y, Y, S, S2 XI X2 MI 

MP B, B2 0, 02 WI W2 

46 

DNCIDDO 
D, D2 Nl N2 '5 C2 I, 
I2 D1 Dt D1 D2 01 02 

51 
WXNXKKC 
W, W2 XI X2 N, N2 XI 

X2 K, K2 K, K2 Cl Ct 
56 

22 
ARTXXTS 
A, A2 R, Rz ‘I’, T2 XI 

X2 XI X2 T, T, S, S2 
27 

MLSLQPO 
Ml M2 L La SI S2 L, 
Lt Q1 Q2 P, P2 0, 0~ 

32 
LMAVQHL 
L, L2 Ml M2 A1 A2 V, 
V2 Q1 Q2 H, H2 L, L2 

23 
DAYXHKO 
D, D2 A, A2 YI Yt XI 

X2 I-4 Hz K, K2 0, 02 

28 
UNHCICK 
U, U2 N, N2 H, Hz C, 
Cz 11 I2 Cl C2 K1 K2 

33 
MLAXKPW 
Ml M2 L L2 A, A2 XI 

X2 K, K2 PI P2 WI W2 

38 37 
GZDFKLN 
G Gt ZI Z2 DI D2 FI 

F2 KI K2 L, L2 N, N2 
42 

P G X K 0 R--Z 
PI P2 G1 G2 XI X2 K, 

K2 0, 02 R, R2 Z1 Z2 

YBXMRBN 
Y1 YZ b B2 X1 X2 Mi 

M2 R, R2 B, I32 N, N2 

43 
IUCEADY 
I, 12 U, Us Cl C2 E, 
EP AI A2 D, D2 YI Y2 

45 47 
YIBCNOL 
Y1 Yz I, I, BI B2 Cl 

G N, N2 01 02 LI L2 

52 
SCTOXTS 
SI S2 Cl C2 T, T2 0, 
02 X,X2 T1 7’2 SI S2 

YUUMCEP 
Y, Y2 U, U2 UI U2 M, 

M2 C, C2 EI E2 PI P2 

53 
DAYXHKC 
DI D2 A, A2 Y1 Y2 XI 

X2 H, H2 K, K2 C, C2 
58 

ANMBVGR 
A, A2 N, N2 Ml M2 B1 

B2 V, V2 GI Gt RI R2 

61 
UFDELXH 
U, U2 F1 F2 D1 D2 El 

E2 L, L2 X1 X2 HI Ht 

66 
LZDRELK 
L L2 Z, Z2 DI Dt RI 

Rt El E2 L L2 K1 K2 

71 

57 
EZQATCY 
El Et ZI zt Ql 42 A1 
A2 TI 7’2 CI C2 Y, YP 

62 
EQVCBLY 
E, E2 Ql Qz VI V2 Cl 

C2 BI B2 L, Lt Y, Y2 

67 
XKUPSEM 
XI X2 K1 K2 U, U2 P, 
P2 SI S2 El E2 Ml h’2 

IMNDLRL 
11 I2 Ml M2 NI N2 DI 

D2 LI L RI Rs L L2 

63 
UDUGYAF 
U, U2 D, D2 U, U2 GI 
G2 Y, Y2 A1 A2 F1 F2 

68 
CTNKTKE 
'21 C2 T, T2 NI N2 KI 

K2 T1 ‘I’2 KI K2 El E2 

73 
LZDRELK 
L, L2 ZI Z2 D, D2 R, 
R2 El E2 LI L2 K1 K2 

72 
FAXIYDA 
FI F2 A1 A2 XI X2 I, 

I2 Y1 Y2 D, D2 A, A2 

KZLXXOR 
K, K2 Z1 z, L, h XI 
X2 XI X2 0102 RI R2 

Fmvsr W-Continued. 

24 
LSXABRK 
L, L2 SI S2 X1 X2 A, 
A2 BI I32 RI R2 KI K2 

29 

KAQBDOF 
KI K2 AI A2 QI Q2 BI 
B2 D, D2 01 02 FI F2 

34 
STMCXKQ 
Sl S2 T, T2 M, M2 Cl 
C2 XI X2 K1 Kt QI Q2 

39 
ADKTTBA 
AI A2 D, D2 K, K2 TI 

TP T, T2 B, B2 A, A2 
44 

IDBLZMI 
1, 12 D, D? B, B2 L, 

L2 Z, Z? M,M2 I, 12 
49 

OTDMGBF 
0, 02 T, 7’2 D1 D2 MI 

M2 GI G2 B1 I32 F, F2 

54 
NLDKRRF 
NI N2 LI Lt D, D2 KI 

K2 R, R2 R, R2 FI F2 

59 
GMTWETR 
GI G2 MI M2 TI T2 WI 

W2 E, E2 T, T2 R, R2 
64 

HNQLKFR 
HI Hz N1 N2 QlQ2 L, 
L KI K2 FI F2 RI R2 

69 
BOEEPGV 
B, B2 01 Or El E2 El 

Et P, P2 G G2 VI V2 

74 
RPERRRR 
Rr R2 P, Pt E, E2 RI 
R2 RI Rt RI R2 RI R2 

25 
RPUZWHO 
R, R2 PI P2 U, Us Z, 
Z2 WI Wz H, H2 0, 02 

xn 
LEKAPRG 
I-1 L? E, EI? KI K2 A, 
A2 P, P2 R, R2 G, G2 

3.5 
VHSIXSL 
V, V2 H, H2 Sl S2 II 
12 x, x2 Sl s2 L, L2 

40 
EOBHWVL 
E, E2 0, 02 B, B2 HI 

H2 WI W2 VI Vt Lt L? 
45 

TANHCAI 
T, T2 A, A2 N, N2 H, 
H2 Ci C2A, A2 I, I2 

50 
UNAHLBD 
U, U2 N, N2 A, A2 f-h 

Hz L, L? B, B2 D, Dz 
5.5 

KYAPMHC 
K, K2 Y, Yt A, A2 PI 
P2 M, Mz H, H? C, C? 

60 
CVVKTED 
Cl C2 V, V2'V, V2 K, 
K2 T1 T2 E, E2 DI D? 

65 
UCNVDLH 
U, U2 Cl C2 NI N2 V, 
V2 D, D2 L, L2 HI H2 

70 
QTGWERH 
Q1 Q2 T, T2 G, G2 WI 

W2 E, E2 R, R2 H, H2 

75 
NCIE 
Nl N2 C, G 

I, Is El E2 
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c. The test now being transcribed into periods of 7, with the e1 and 8 components indicated 
by the cipher letters in each period, the vertical pairs of components are csamined to locate 
cases in which the basic letters of the e1 and e2 superimposed components are identical, where- 
upon the plain-text letters indicated are at once inserted into position. In this example 10 
such cases are found, one each in periods 14, 22, 26, 35, 36. 52, 59, 68: and two in period i4. 
All of these, of course, involre letters in odd positions in the periods. The plani-test letters 
thus inserted may serl-e as clues for assuming probable wortls. 

d. Sow if only a few equivalencies can be established betucvvl a ftsw of the 8, components, 
or between a few of the e2 components, or between a few 8, and eL components, a long step for- 
ward may be taken in the solution. Perhaps some information can be found by studying 
figures 90 and 91. A consideration of figure 90 will soon lead to thcb itlca that each row- of frc- 
quencies can indicate only 5 different plain-text letters, one of which coincides with the indicating 
letter at the left of the row. Moreover, in this same figure, ahilc there are 25 rows in all, there 
are really only 5 different categories of rows, each category corresponding to a row in the 
substitution checkerboard. 

e. To explain quite clearly what is meant and how the principle can be employed in this case, 
assume that figure 90, instead of applying to an unknown checkerboard, applied to a known 
one, say that show-n in figure 87. The bipartite coordinates and the letters which would occupy 
the cells are as seen in figure 92: 

2112355445113234352412345 
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

1A 
3B 
2 c 
3D 
3E 
1F 
2 G 
3H 
2 I 
3K 
4L 
1 M 

1 N 
40 
4P 
44 
2R 
4s 
2T 
1u 
5v 
5w 
5x 
5Y 
52 
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Kow consider the A row and the F row. The 25 letters in both rows of cells are, from the very 
nature of the system, identical in their sequence and there are only 5 difl’ercnt letters involved, 
each appearing 5 times. Therefore it would seem that frequency distributions corresponding to 
these rows should show definite charscteristics by means of which they could be compared 
statistically. Furthermore, the e1 coordinates applying to these two rows, Al and F1, indicate 
that A and F are in the same row in the checkerboard. What has been said of the A and F rows 
also applies to the M, N, and U rows, for the letters A, F, M, N, and U are all in the same row in the 
checkerboard (fig. 87). Perhaps a statistical test can be applied to ascertain u-hich rows of 
distributions in figure 90 are similar and this in turn may give clues to the letters which fall in 
the same row in the checkerboard applicable to the problem in hand. 

j. Again, consider the columns in figure 90. What has been said of the rows applies equally 
to the columns, and therefore the same sort of test may also be applied to the columns of figure 
90 for clues as to the composition of the columns of the checkerboard applicable to the problem 
under consideration. If there were sufficient test much of the labor of solving such cases would 
be reduced to a matter of statistical analysis. But what sort of statistical test should be used? 
Obviously it should be one based upon “matching” the distributions of figure 90, but specifically 
what should it be? Kate the distributions in rows D and M; they appear to be similar. Is it 
correct to apply the usual x-test for matching two frequency distributions? Consider the com- 
position of the rows of figure 90, and specifically consider the A and F rows, composed as follows: 

A __________________ A M M A N F F U U F M M N A N U N F A U M A N U F 
F . _ . . . _ _ . _ . . . . . . . . . AMMANFFUUFMMNANUNFAUMAKUF 

Here the letters in opposite cells are identical and there are only 5 different letters involved: 
A, M, N, F, and U. Of these only 3 are high-frequency letters in normal plain text; 2 are of medium 
to low frequency. But the high-frequency letters in the A row match those in the F row, the 
low.frequency letters in the A row also ma.tch the low-frequency letters in the F row. Hence, 
if frequency distributions corresponding to these rou-s are tested statistically, they should yield 
a fairly high index of coincidence. But should the constant .0667 (probability of monographic 
coincidence in normal English text) beused in the test? Obviously not, for this constant is derived 
from statistics based upon the normal frequencies of all 26 letters of the alphabet, whereas here 
only 5 letters are involved and the exact 5 involved in any example is determined by the compo- 
sition of the checkerboard. Again, consider the A and C rows of figure 90, composed as follows: 

A. -. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ AMMANFFUUFMMNANUNFAUMANUF 
C ________________ T C C T R G G I I G C C R T R I R G T I C T R I G 

Here is a case where, by chance, high-frequency letters stand opposite high-frequency letters 
(A and T, N and R); medium-frequency letters stand opposite medium-frequency letters (M and 
C, F and G). The only case of fairly ma.rked difference is in that of the pairing of U and I. 
Hence, a statistical matching of frequency distributions applying to these two rows u-ould be 
apt to yield a high index of coincidence. Yet, these two rows do not belong t,ogether and to 
assume that the letters A and C belong in the same row in the checkerboard would block or at 
least retard solution. In spite of the foregoing reasoning, there nevertheless remains the feeling 
that a statistical matching of the rows should be possible or should at least offer some clues as 
to the composition of the checkerboard. 

g. In applying the usual x-test for matching two distributions use is made of the important 
constant .0667, the probability of monographic coincidence for normal English text. This 
constant may be modified to meet the special conditions of the present problem. If it be assumed 
that the mixing of the letters in the checkerboard is fairly good, in normal cases it may be assumed 
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that there will be 1 high-frequency letter, 3 medium-frequency letters, and 1 low-frequency 
letter in each row and in each column of the checkerboard. Suppose the letters in each category 
be as follows: 

High frequency __________________________________ A E 1 N 0 R S T 
Medium frequency ________________ - _____________ BCDFGHLMPUY 
Low frequency ____________________________________ K Q V W X Z 

Adding the squares of the probabilities for separate occurrence s of the letters in each category: 

ii : E 
B .OOOl K .oooo 
C .0009 .oooo 

ii : 2% ; 
.0018 8 .0002 
.0008 .0002 

0 .0057 .0003 I .oooo 
R i .0012 Z .oooo 
G 

: ET 
ihi 

.0013 
.0084 0006 Total=. 0004 

E 
: 0007 Average=. 00007 

Total=. 0575 .0007 
Average=. 0072 Y .0004 

Total=. 0088 
Average=. 0008 

Since each row of figure 90 contains 25 letters, composed of 5 different letters each appearing 5 
times, and it is assumed that each row of the checkerboard contains 2 high-frequency letters, 2 
medium-frequency letters, and 1 low-frequency letter, the rows in figure 90 will be composed of 
10 high-frequency letters, 10 medium-frequency letters, and 5 low-frequency letters. Therefore, 
the sum of the squares of the average probabilities of the letters occurring in each row of figure 
90 is as follows: 

5X.0072=.0360 
15X.0008=.0120 
5x.00007=.0004 

Total = .0484 

This, then, is the constant that should be applied in the x-test for the problem under consider- 
ation. Suppose, for convenience, the approximation .05 is used. This is considerably less than 
the normal constant .0667 and means that in the case of this problem two distributions can be 
considered to “match” even if the number of coincidences (value of x) is considerably less than 
what would be expected in the case of the normal type of frequency distribution. However, it 
must be remembered that even if two distributions give an observed value for x that is close to 
or even greater than the expected, one can still not be certain that the two distributions apply to 
identical rows of lett,ers and indicate two letters in the same row in the checkerboard, since it 
may happen tha,t the composition of the checkerboard is such that two rows have letters of about 
the same frequency values, as pointed out above. 

h. With this reservation in mind, let figure 90 be examined. Take rows D and M, which on 
casual examination look a good deal alike, as seen in figure 93. 

* As given in the table on p. 114 of Military Cryptanalysis, Part 1, Appendix 2, par. 2e (1). 
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N=23 

N=16 

Applying the x-test, the observed value of x=34, the expected value is .05 (23X16)= 18. An 
excellent match is obtained, and the hypothesis that D and M are in the same row in the checker- 
board seems promising. Can any confirmation be found in the cryptogram itself? 

i. It has already been pointed out that this system reduces to monoalphabetic substitution 
with variants. This being the case it should be possible to find manifestations of equivalency 

between some of the variant forms of 01 8 vcrticalpnirsin thecryptogram. If the student will think 
2 

over the matter he will quickly see that this manifestation of equivalency is but a reflection of 
the principle elucidated in paragraph 46, expressed in a little different way. In other words, 
establishing equivalence between two 8, components means that the two base letters involved 
belong in the same row of the checkerboard ; establishing equivalence betweeen two e2 compo- 
nents means that the two base letters involved belong in the same column of the checkerboard. 
Note the following instances of apparent equivalency between D1 and M,: 

Period 16 DP Bi D1 Bz 
20 YzB1 DlBz 
49 TzB1 DlBf 

2 Yt B, M, B2 
3 Zz GI DI G2 

56 Nz G1 M, Gz 
13 QsL DlLz 
37 z,L, DiL, 
58 NzL, DlLt 
66 Z2L IAL 

71 &LI DIL 
6 A2 L1 Yi L2 

13 YrL1 MlL2 
58 I2L1 h&L2 

Period 18 Gt QI Di 42 
32 L2 Ql MI Qz 
16 FsE~ DIE* 
17 FzE1 DIE2 
59 G2 El MI E2 
12 A,B, At Dl B1 D'L 
50 AlBs AsD1 HlDz 

8 DI B2 D2 MI RI Mz 

19 DlNz DtD1 U1D2 
46 DlIt D? D1 Ni D2 

44 D, Zz DtM, BI M2 

43 Ui A2 Us Di C, D2 
67 U1E2 U2M1 P1M2 

It may be assumed D, - --Ml and the two distributions in &me 93 may be amalgamated. 
DI + MI ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

s z--“-x 2 ‘>N. .x.1 3 
3 

The only other row in figure 90 which gives indications of being similar to this distribution is the 
A row. Applying the x-test individually to the Di and M, distributions, and then to the combined 
D, +M, distribution: 

D1 
ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

s 2 . N 2 - ---- s-- N=23 
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Expected for plain text: .05 (23X21)=24 
Expected for random text: .038 (23 X21) = 18 
Observed =26 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Ml ==--- ‘S - -- -. 

N=16 

Al 
.-. . 
2 2 :c 3 - -. 2s N=21 

Expected for plain text: .05 (16X21)=17 
Expected for random text: .038 (16x21)=13 
Observed =14 

ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY’Z 
D, MI g ~-‘---$ > 4x... .>.- =2 

=z N=39 
a-2 AI - ZQ - -\ a 2% N=21 

Expected for plain text: .05 (39X21)=41 
Expected for random text: .038 (39X21)=31 
Observed =39 

From the foregoing calculations it appears that A1 may be simiiar to the D, and the Ml distribu- 
tions, for the observed values, while not as great as expected for plain text, are higher than those 
expected for random text. Perhaps more conclusive evidence may be found if a search were 
made through the text to see if any equivalences between A,, D,, and M,, appear. 

Note the following cases: 
Period 8 Y2 B1 A1 B2 A2 Ml Period 33 Lz P, A1 P2 A2 W1 

12 N2B1 AlBz AtD1 48 Uz PI MI P2 0, M2 

50 NzB1 AlB2 AzD1 
16 DzB1 DlB2 DzA1 15 GSQI AI Qa A2 BI 
20 Y2B1 Dl& D2 AI 18 C&Q1 DI Qa DI N2 

49 T2B1 DI Ba D2 FI 32 LzQ, MI 42 &I-I, 
2 Y2 BI MI B2 M2 RI 14 N2X1 A,X2 A2C1 

21 CnG1 AlG2 A2X, 61 F2 XI DI X2 D2 Y 
30 K2 G1 AI Ga SI P2 57 Qa YI AI Y2 114 

3 Z2 G DI G2 BI K2 72 F2 Y1 A1 Y2 A2 D1 
56 N,GI MIG, MzR1 63 U2Y1 D1Y2 &A1 
24 X2 K1 A1 K2 RI Z2 
34 T2K1 MI K2 Mz Q1 

It certainly seems as though AI=DI=MI, and that these letters are in the same row in the checker- 
board. This tentatively will be assumed to be correct. 
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j. Among the most frequent combinations is the pair Y2B,, appearing in the following 
sequences: 

Period 2 Y2 C, Y, C2 Y2 B, Ml B2 M2 R, 
8 L, Qa Y, W2 Y2 B, A, B2 A2 M, 

10 B, A2 Y, 02 Y2 B, E, B2 Ez R, 
20 N, Lz Y, Wz Yz B, D, B2 D2 A, 
41 H, L2 Y, Mz Y2 B, S, B2 S2 0, 

Note how Ml, A,, E,, D,, and S, all appear to be interchangeable. Are these the 5 letters which 
belong in the same row ? The probable equivalence among A,, D,, and M, has been established by 
noting cases of equivalency in the text. A further search will be made to see if E, and S, also 
show equivalencies with A,, D,, and Ml. 

Note the following: 
Period 2 1 CZ G, A, Gz 

30 KzG, A,Gz 
3 Z2 G, D, G2 

69 02G1 E,Ga 
56 NzG, M,Ga 
23 D, X, D2H, A,Hz 
32 M, C!z MzH, &Hz 

Period 12 N2 B, A, B2 A2 D, 
10 YzB, E, BZ EzR, 
30 L2 Pl E, P2 & R, 
33 L2 P, A, P2 A, WI 
43 C2 Y, E, Y2 I, Lz 
57 Q2 Y, A1Y2 I,D2 

61 D,X2 DzH, E,Ha 
Here are indications that E, belongs to the same series, but not enough cases where S1 is inter- 
changeable with A, D, E, or M can be found to be convincing. But perhaps it is best not to go 
too fast in these early stages. Let it be assumed for the present that A, D, E, and M are in the 
same row of the substitution checkerboard. In period 16 there is the pair of vertical com- 
ponents D, E2. Since D1=EI this pair may be written E,E2, whereupon the plain-text letter E is 
immediately indicated. All cases of this sort are sought in the text and the plain-text letters 
are inserted in their proper places, there being 7 such instances in all, but these yield the im- 
portant letters, A, D, and E. 

k. In a similar manner, by an intensive search for cases in which components appear to be 
equivalent because they occur in repetitions which are identical save for one or two components, 
it is established that C, 0, M, and W are in the same column in the checkerboard. Note the bracket- 
ing of these letters occurring as G2 components in the 4th column of the first list of sequences 
in subparagraph j. Likewise, B, H, and N are established as being in the same row. Again 
the text is examined for cases in which plain-text letters C, 0, M, W, B, H, and N may be inserted. 
By carrying out this process to the full extent possible, the skeletons of words will soon begin 
to appear. 

1. Enough has been demonstrated to show this line of attack. Of course, if there is a large 
volume of text at hand, the simplest procedure would be to construct frequency distributions 
of the types shown in figures 90 and 91, and use the statistical method to match the individual 
distributions. For this method to be reliable it would be necessary to have several hundred 
letters of text, but this in actual practice would not be too much to expect. 

m. There is, however, another line of attack, based upon the probable-word method. It 
has been pointed out that, in the case of letters in odd positions in the periods, 40 percent of the 
time the plain-text letter involved is indicated by either its 8, or O2 component. This property 
affords a fair basis for assuming a probable word. For example, the cryptogram here studied 
shows the following two periods: 
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Period ______----_-__ 35 36 
Plain text _________ S 

Components---.-. V, V2 H, Hz S,S2 I1 
I Xl x2 Sl s9 L, L2 

Cipher text _______ r. d S I X S L 

L 
Ll L2 Wl w2 x1 x2 Ll 

L2 X,X2 R, R2 S,Sz 
LWXLXRS 

Two letters are quite definite, S, and L,. Suppose the possible plain-text letters be indicated. 
Period ______________ 35 36 
Possible plain- V . H . S . I L . W . X . L 

text letters---- 1 I X L X R S 

Components------ 
( 

V, V2 H, Hz S, S2 I, Ll L2 Wl w2 Xl x2 Ll 
I2 Xl x2 s, s2 Ll L2 L2 X,X2 R, R2 S,S2 

Cipher text-.----- V H S I X S L L 

The word HOSTILE is suggested by the letters H . S . I L . . 
correct and it. will be written out with its components under 

WXLXRS 
This word will be assumed to be 

the cipher components. Thus: 

Period ______________________________________ 35 

Plain t.ext ________________________________ HOST1 

Cipher-text components ____________ VI Vz H, Hz Sl S2 I, L 
1 2 

Plain-text components ______________ Y Or SI TI 1, 
H2 02 S2 7’2 I2 

36 

LE 
Ll LP 

L2 Xl 

L, El 

L2 Ez 

This word, if correct, yields the following equivalencies: Ht=X2=Ol;S1=02; T1=S2; Ll=T2; 12= 
L2=E,; X,=E2. Again the text is examined for cases in which the plain-text letters may now be 
directly inserted; but only one case is found, in period 44, where I, L2=Il 12=Ip. This is un- 
fortunate, so that additional words will have to be assumed. The 14th period shows a C, 
and the components after it suggest that the word CROSSROADS may be present. Thus: 

Period ________________________________________ 14 15 

Plain text ______ -- __________________________ CR0 SSROADS 

Components---.-.. ______________________ 
i 

N, N2 A, A2 Cl C2 0, R, R2 G,G2 A, A2 SI o x X c .c R R 
2121212 S2 WI W2 &I Q2 B, B2 

Cipher text ________________________________ N A C 0 X C R RGASWQB 

Take the first letter R,, represented by C2 Ri. 
Since R,= Ca R,, 

Therefore, R, R2=C2 R1 
Hence R,=C2 and R2=Rl 

Therefore, Rl=R2=C2 

Again, in the case of the fl.rst O,, 
O,=O, R2 

But O,=O, 02=0, R2 
Oz=Rz 

Therefore, R,=R2=02=C2 
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The various equivalencies yielded are as follows: 
C2=R,=O,=S,=Rz=G,=W,=Q 
Sz=Wi=Bz=Tl 
Ht=Xz=Oi=Gz 
02=Q1 
Qz=A*=Di 

Bl=Dz 
Ll=Tz 
L2=12=E1 
X,=E* 

71. Let all the equivalencies found thus far from subparagraphs e, j, and h be collected in two 
tables, as shown in figure 94, one for 8i Ej2 combinations, the other for G2 G1 combinations. 

m ’ AI BI Cl D1 El FI G, HI I, K1 L Ml N1 0, PI Q1 RI S, TI U1 VI WI X, Y1 Z, 
g D, Hi Ai A1 02 Bi Tz A1 Bl Hz Gl GI 02 Sz TI Et 
‘F: El Ni $ R C2 N, D1 h Xs 02 c2 c2 Wl s2 
2 Ml D2 MI MI M2 D2 El D2 Gn C2 02 M2 B2 & 
ga I2 I2 I2 w2 I2 M2 M2 Wz 
EL2 
8 A2 

LL RI L2 W2 W2 RI 
R2 RI R2 R2 

o”Q2 R2 SI G 
6 SI QI Ql 

A2 I32 C2 D2 E2 F2 G2 H2 I2 K2 L2 Mz I-42 02 P2 Q2 R2 S2 7’2 U2 Vz WP X2 Y2 Zz 
Ai Ti M2 B1 Xl 01 x2 L I2 c2 c2 L C2 T1 L C2 Hz 

D, S2 02 HI Hz 01 AI AI 02 M2 I2 M2 W, M2 01 
EI WI W2 Nl x2 G2 4 4 w2 4 Al 02 B2 02 Gz 
Ml RI El El RI Sl D1 W2 Sl 
I* Sl MI Ml Sl RI El Sl Rl 
Ls Rr 

:; :: G”: G”: A”: 2 
R2 

Qz G Gl 
Ql Ql Ql Ql Ql 

Flovnr 94 

A study of the equivalencies indicates that- 
(1) A, D, E, M belong in the same row. 
(2) B, H, N belong in the same row. 
(3) G, R, S, Q belong in the same row. 
(4) R, C, 0, M, W belong in the same column. 
(5) I, L, A, Q belong in the same column. 
(6) X, H, G belong in the same column. 
(7) The coordinates of R and A are identical and hence this letter occupies a cell along 

a diagonal sloping from left to right in the matrix. 

o. Since a row or a column can contain only 5 letters, it is obvious that A, D, E, M; B, H, N; 
and G, R, Q, S, fall in 3 Merent rows; C, 0, M, W, R and I, L, A, Q fall in different columns. A 
start may be made by an arbitrary placement of R in the position l-l, and since R1=01=C2= 
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M2=W2, this means that R, 0, C, M, and W form one column in t,he substitution checkerboard, as 
shown in figure 95-A. The data also indicate that R, G, Q, and S must be in row 1, A, D, and E 

?d component 
1 2 3 4 5 

62 
; 
23 8 
L4 

5 

Rj , 1 1 GS 

ci 1 / / 
-‘---- 
o/ / I I 

M/ j : j 

WJ / ( / 

X- 

ADE 

must be in row 4, H and X must be in column 3. This means that 0, for A, D, and E must be 4, 
and that OS for H and X must be 3. And since MI=12=L2, G2 for I and L must be 4. Substitut- 
ing in the test the coordinates for the known values, additional plain-text words soon become 
evident. For example, taking the periods with the word HOSTILE, it becomes possible to insert 

Period-+ _________ 35 
Plain text---_- HOST1 

36 
LE 

Components-.. VI V2 HI H2 SI S2 II 
I2 x, x2 Sl s2 LI L2 

Cipher text--- V H S I X S L 

L Lt WI w2 Xl x2 Ll 

L XI X’L RI R2 S, Sz 

LWXLXRS 
the letters R, and 0, as the second and fourth letters after E,, suggesting that the word after 
HOSTILE is TROOP. Thisgives W, X2=Tp, which permits of placing T in position 5-3. Since T in 
HOSTILE=& Li, therefore S2=5 and L1=3. Since S is in row 1, and Z&=5, S must go in position 
l-5. Since Lz=4 and L,=3, L must go in position 34. Since 0, (the 1st 0 in TROOP)=X,R2 
and it is known that Op=3-1, therefore X must be in position 3-3. The checkerboard is now as 
shown in figure 95-B. From figure 94, XI=E2. Now X1=3, and since the E must be in row 4, 

e2 
1 2 3 4 5 

8, 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 

2 

6 3 

4 

5 

R S 
---- 
C ---- 
0 x L 
---- 
M 
---- 
W T 1 

G 1 

2 

81 3 

ADE 4 

5 

%I-I-IA 

hl E ----- 
W T I 

G . 

AD 

H I 
Frovm 95-B. 

H I 
ROunX w-c. 
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it is evident that E must occupy cell 4-3, as seen in figure 95-C. There are now only 2 possible 
rows for H, either 1 or 2. It is deemed unnecessary to give further details of the process. Suffice 
it to say that in a few minutes the entire checkerboard is found to be as shown in figure 95-D. 
It will decipher the entire cryptogram as it stands, but speculating upon the presence of W U T V Z 
in the last row, and assuming a key-word mixed sequence has brought this about, a rearrange- 
ment of the columns of the checkerboard is made to give T U V W Z, as shown in figure 95-E. 
The arrangement of t,he rows now becomes quite evident and the original checkerboard is found 
to be as shown in figure 95-F. It seems to be based upon the key phrase XYLOPHONIC BEDLAM. 

e2 
12 3 4 5 

02 
3 2 4 15 

6 
12 3 4 5 

1 

2 

813 

4 

5 

R K G Q S ---- 

--- 

--- 
M D E A F -:--- 

1 

2 

e13 

4 

5 

G K Q R S ---- 
H N I C ---- 
x Y L 0 P ---- 
E D A M F ---- 
T U-V W-Z 

F~cuas 95-D. FIQUB,E 95-E. F~crsa 95-F. 

p. The completely deciphered cryptogram is as follows: 
3 1 

SITUATI 
4255352 
5312313 

KZFBEIL 
7 

5 
THBRIGA 
::i:a2:: 
UCCEPQL 

35 

9 
BATTALI 
2366312 
balltaa 

IZEBELA 
63 

13 
YHASREA 
1284483 
21311413 

YMQDLWL 
01 

2 
ONONFRO 
1212341 
4242544 

YYMOCBR 
14 

NTOFTWE 
2513563 
2145141 

BLZDOTG 
21 

7 
LOWSCOL 

1154211 
3445443 

XWHLRWQ 
49 

11 
SEVENTH 
4353252 
5131211 

QVBBLYX 
77 

15 
SSROADS 
~~::~~~ 
RGASWQB 

195 

6 
DEASFOL 
::3”:::: 
AMEYLZQ 

42 

10 
ONFORTY 
1281451 
4264412 

YESOBRY 
70 

14 
CHEDCRO 
2283241 
4112444 

NACOXCR 
93 

1 

2 

e13 

4 

5 

x Y L 0 P ---- 
H N I C ----- 
E D A M F ----- 
G K Q R ---- 
T U V W Z 

4 
NTYFOUR 
2513154 
2125424 

BLPKYWC 
28 

8 
ONFIRST 
1232445 
4263411 

YDRWBMT 
5s 

12 
INFANTR 
::“5;;!: 
NABQBDO 

34 
16 

EVENFIV 
:35xiz 
FDDTEBA 

112 
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Ii 
ESEVEND 
3 4 3 5 3 2 3 

5 1 3 1 2 2 

MFDETEN 
119 

21 
HREETHR 
2433524 

x;r;Kl 

147 

25 

.SSOUTHW 
4 4 1 5 5 2 5 
5542114 

RPUZWHO 
175 

29 
SIDERAB 

233432 
: 3 2 1 4 3 5 

KAQBDOF 
203 

33 
ERYEFFO 
3413331 
1421554 

MLAXKPW 
231 

37 
SOUTAND 
ixKi2"i 
GZDFKLN 

259 

41 
ONSTOPM 
1245113 

;;;;;;; 

287 

45 
TYMAINT 
zi"3:;: 
TANHCAI 

315 

18 
DASHROA 
3342413 
2351443 

AKGDFOQ 
126 

22 
EEGSTOP 
3344511 

;;i;;;;; 

154 

26 
ESTOFCH 
3451322 
1514541 

MTDHTSG 
182 

30 
LEFORCE 
1331423 

E~iGI;;: 

210 

34 
RTTODRI 
4511342 
4114243 

STMCXKQ 
238 

38 
OCCUPYD 
1225113 
4442522 

YBXMRBN 
266 

42 
YTROOPS 
lb41114 
2144451 

PGXKORZ 
294 

46 
AININGC 
::itii:: 
DNCIDDO 

322 

19 
DJUNCTI 
3252252 

lxzl;;; 

133 

23 

ENEMYHO 
3233121 

;;;;&I 

161 

27 

ARLESTO 
3413451 
3 4 3 1 5 1 4 

MLSLQPO 
189 

31 
STOPWIL 
4511521 
5145433 

SXUPOWA 
217 

35 
VEHOSTI 
53214b2 
3114513 

VHSIXSL 
245 

39 
EFENSIV 
3332426 
lb12133 

ADKTTBA 
273 

43 
HAVINGD 
2362243 
1333212 

IUCEADY 
301 

47 
ONNECTI 
12232b2 
4221413 

YIBCNOL 
329 

20 
ONFIVET 
1232535 
4253311 

YDVWBAX 
140 

24 
LDSWOOD 
1345113 
3254442 

LSXABRK 
163 

28 
WNINCON 
3222212 
4232442 

UNHCICK 
196 

32 
LMAKEEV 
1334335 
3432113 

LMAVQHL 
224 

36 
LETROOP 
1354111 
3114445 

LWXLXRS 
252 

40 
EPOSITI 
::::i:; 
EOBHWVL 

280 
44 

IFFICUL 
2332261 
3b53423 

IDBLZMI 
308 

48 
ONWITHF 
1262523 
4243115 

YUUMCEP 
336 
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49 
0 R T Y.F 1.F 
1 4 5 1 3 2 3 
4412535 

OTDMGBF 
343 

53 
ENEMYNO 
3233121 
1214224 

DAYXHKC 
371 

57 
APTURED 
3155433 
3512412 

EZQATCY 
399 

61 
THATENE 
5235373 
1131121 

UFDELXH 
427 

65 
VINGINT 
::i:;z 
UCNVDLH 

455 

69 
HTPREPA 
::i:::i 
BOEEPGV 

463 
73 

GHTTOMO 
4255131 
1111444 

KZLXXOR 
511 

50 
THINFAN 
5222332 

;I&x;; 

350 

54 
NCOMMIS 
2213324 
2444435 

NLDKRRF 
3% 

58 
NEARCHA 
2334223 
2134413 

IMNDLRL 
406 

62 
MYSEVEN 
3143532 
4251312 

EQVCBLY 
434 

66 
OATTACK 
1355324 
4311342 

LZDRELK 
402 

70 
RATORYT 
4351415 
4314421 

QTGWERH 
4w 

74 
RROWMOR 
4411314 
4444444 

RPERRRR 
518 

51 52 
TRYONNO RTHSTOP 
5 4 1 1 2 2 1 4524511 
1424224 4 1 1 5 1 4 5 

WXNXKKC SCTOXTS 
35; 364 

55 
SIONEDO 
4212331 
5342124 

KYAPMHC 
385 

59 
RLESTOW 
4134515 
4315144 

GMTWETR 
413 

63 
THDIVIS 
5232524 
112333b 

UDUGYAF 
441 

67 
POSIT10 
1142521 
64b3134 

XKUPSEM 
469 

71 
OATTACK 
1356324 
4311342 

LZDRELK 
497 

75 
NING 
2 2 2 4 
2 3 3 1 

NCIE 
522 

56 
FFICERC 
3322342 
5 5 3 4 1 4 4 

ANMBVGR 
392 

60 
NSTATES 
2453534 
2513115 

CVVKTEP 
420 

64 
IONISMO 
2122431 
3423544 

HNQLKFR 
448 

68 
NSTONIG 
2451224 
2514231 

CTNKTKE 
4% 

72 
ATDAYLI 
3533112 
3123233 

FAXIYDA 
504 

Q. The steps taken in recovering the original substitution checkerboard demonstrate that 
cyclic permutations of a correct checkerboard will serve to decipher such a cryptogram just as 
well as the original checkerboard, In other words, a cryptogram prepared according to this 
method is decipherable by factorial 5 (5X4X3X2X1=120) checkerboards, all of which are 
cyclically equivalent. Even though the identities of the components will be different if the 
same message is enciphered by two different cyclically-equivalent checkerboards, when these 
components are recombined, they will yield identical cipher texts, and therefore so far es external 
appearances are concerned different checkerboards yield identical cryptograms. The reason 
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that there are only factorial 5 cyclically-equivalent checkerboards and not factorial 10, is that 
whatever permutation is applied to the row coordinates must be the same as that applied to the 
column coordinates in order that the aforesaid relationship hold true. If two checkerboards 
have identical row coordinates but different column coordinates certain portions of the crypto- 
graphic test w-ill decipher correctly, others incorrectly. For this reason, in working with cryp- 
tograms of this type the cryptanalyst may successfully use a checkerboard which is incorrect in 
part, and correct it as he progresses with the solution. It may also be added that the actunl 
permutation of digits applied to the side and top of the checkerboard is of no consequence, so 
long as the permutations are identical. In other words, the permutation 5-2-1-3-4 will work 
just as well as 3-24-l-5, or l-2-34-5, etc., so long as the same permutation is used for both 
row and column coordinates. It is the order of the rows and columns in the checkerboard 
Rhich is the determining element in this system. Any arrangement (of the letters within the 
checkerboard) which retains the original order as regards the letters within rows and columns 
will work just as well as the original checkerboard. 

f. A final remark may be worth adding. After all, the security of cryptograms enciphered 
by the bifid fractionating method rests upon the secrecy inherent in a 25-tell matrix containing 
a single mixed alphabet. In ordinary substitution, a single mixed alphabet hardly provides any 
security at all. Why does the bifid system, which also uses only a single mixed alphabet, yield 
so much higher a degree of security ? Is it because of the transpositional features involved? 
Thinking about this point gives a negative answer, for after all, finding the length of the periods 
and replacing the cryptographic text by components based upon the cipher letters is a relatively 
easy matter. The transpositional features are really insignificant. Ko, the answer to the 
question lies in a different direction and may be summed up about as follows. In solving a 
simple mixed-alphabet substitution cipher one can attack a few cipher letters (the ones of greatest 
frequency) and find their equivalents, yielding fragment’s of good plain text here and there in 
the cipher text. Once a few values have been established in this manner, say 6 values, the 
remaining 20 values can be found almost from the context alone. And in establishing these 6 
values, the letters involved are not so interrelated that all 6 have to be ascertained simultane- 
ously. The cryptanalyst may establish the values one at a time. But in the case of the bifid system 
the equivalents of the plain-text letters are so interrelated that the cryptanalyst is forced to 
assume or establish the positions of several letters in the checkerboard simultaneously, not one 
by one. In other words, to use an analogy which may be only partially justified, the solution 
of a simple monoalphabetic substitution cipher is somewhat like forcing one’s way into an inner 
chamber which has a number of doors each having a single lock; the solution of a bifld fraction- 
ated cipher is somewhat like getting into a vaultthere is only one door which is provided with 
a complex 5-combination lock and all the tumblers of the lock must be positioned correctly 
simultaneously before the releasing lever can drop into the slot and the door opened. Funda- 
mentally, this principle is responsible for the very much greater security of the bifid system as 
compared with that afforded by the simple monoalphabetic system. It is a principle well worth 
remembering and speculating upon. 

53. Special solutions for bifid systems-o. The security of the bifid system is very con- 
siderably reduced if the situation in which it is employed happens to be such that two or more 
messages with identical beginnings, endings, or internal portions can often be expected to occur. 
For in this case it is possible to establish equivslencies between components and quickly recon- 
struct the substitution checkerboard. An example will be given to illustrate the steps in a 
speci& case. 

b. Here are two cryptograms transmitted by two coordinate units to a superior head- 
quarters at about the same time. They show certain identities, which have been underlined. 
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hro.1. QEBL YXNAB QWY MNDW VUYTE MHQZD QTLKJ EWJPK @LIP QDWC 
x0.2. VBNHYD@G BDOIH OBNWW LYJFW %XDQ VBW BVXDQABCA NXGX - 

c. Apparently these two cryptograms contain almost identical tests. In order to bring the 
identities into the form of superimposed components, it is necessary to transcribe the texts into 
periods of i and to superimpose the two messages as shown in figure 96. 

d. The shifting of the second cryptogram 2 intervals to the right brings about the superim- 
position of the majority of 8, and G2 components and it may be assumed that for the most part, 
the texts are identical. Allowing for slight differences at the beginnings and ends of the two 
messages, suppose a table of equivalencies is drawn up, beginning with the eighth superimposed 

N1 pairs. Thus, Q2= D,, N2* hence N,=N, and Q2=DI. N2 h B =D ; hence N,=H, and B1=D2. Going through 
the text in this manner and terminating with the 4id siperimposed pairs, the results are tabulated 
as shown in figure 97. 

e. From these equivalencies it is possible to reconstruct, if not the complete substitution 
matrix, then at leest a portion of the matrix. For example, the data show that N, H, B, and I 
belong in the same row; E and F belong in the same row, * N, D, U, Y, and K belong in the same 
column, and so on. Experimentation to make all the data fit one checkerboard would sooner or 
later result in reconstructing the checkerboard shown in figure 95-F, and the two messages read 
as follows: 

1. SEVENTH INFANTRY IN POSITION TO ATTACK AT FOUR AM PLAN FOUR. 
2. TENTH INFANTRY IN POSITION TO ATTACK AT FOUR AM PLAN THREEX. 

f. The foregoing gives a clue to what would happen in the case of an extensive traffic in 
which long phrases or entire sentences may be expected to occur repeat’edly. By a proper 
indexing of all the mat,erial, identical sequences would be uncovered and these, attacked along 
the lines indicated, would soon result in reconstructing the checkerboard, whereupon all the 
messages may be read with ease. 

54. Solution of trifid systems.--a. In the t&d fractionating system the cipher alphabet is 
tripartite in nature, that is, the plain-text letters are represented by permutations of 3 com- 
ponents taken in groups of 3’s, thus forming a set of 27 equivalents, such as that shown below: 

A=111 
S=112 
c=113 
D=121 
*122 
F=123 
G=131 
H=132 
I=133 

J=211 
K=212 
L=213 
M=22 1 
N=222 
0=223 
P=231 
Q=232 
R=233 

s=311 
T=312 
u=313 
V=32 1 
W=322 
X=323 
Y=331 
Z=332 
?=333 

b. The equivalents may, of course, be arranged in a mixed order, and it is possible to use one 
tripartite alphabet for decomposition and a wholly different one for recomposition. One dis- 
advantage of such an alphabet is that it is a 27-element alphabet and therefore some subterfuge 
must be adopted as regards the 27th element, such as that illustrated in the footnote to paragraph 
57 of Special Text No. 166, Advanced M&tmy cryptography, wherein ZA stands for Z and ZB 
for the 27th character. 
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V> VI B, 8, N, N, H, A, At BI B, G, G 8, H, Hi 0s 0, 8, & HI Y, Y, ?I TI Ft F, 1, D, D, 9, 4, V, V, L, I, 1. A, A, X, X; D. B> B, C, C, A, A, N 
HI Y, Y% XI XI D, R B, 0, 4 0: 01 I, I, N, I, It VI VI L, k W, Ht H, 4, 4, X; X, h K, K, E, E, 1: 1, a, 4, 9, S, ST At A: N, XI XI C> G X, X, 

So 2 . . . . ..u N H yX D &JGBUI UBNUL yTFWuX MVUW QXDQA BCANXCX 

nul-.l 0s 

% et AT B, C, D, Es F. C> Hi I. K, L; Y, N, 0. P, 4, R, S, T, “, V, “, X, Y, Z, 

:: 
4, F> Eb 41 N, N, 1, E, h N. x: G, V, B, T, z, T, 4 F, 
I, vt vt D, a, U X, 4, B, T, P, P, 

2:: :: 
Y, Y, DI ut 
N, N, A, 4 

II H, A, 81 B: A, Yt 
Y, Kt Y, K, K, I, Kt 

I, I, H, I> 
us ut u. H, 

‘Jr 81 A. & G a, E, F, G H, I, Kr h y, N, 0, P, 4, Rt s, T. Us V, I, XI Yr Z 
AI U, B, L, Zi Yi DI R MI U, N, W, D, XI N, E, K L, B, R, 
e N! X. 4a B, 4, K, H, 2, I, Pi N, F, K> & R P, 
D, Y, Ar Y, D, I, A, B, N, 
h N> h N, Ax Bt h 0, HI 
I, H, At Nt A. U> A, H: u, 
YL K, Y, H, I. D, Y, K! H, 

I, I, K, II K, 
U, U* Y? Y, II 

Figure 97 
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c. The various types of fractionation possible in bifid systems are also adaptable in trifid 
systems. For example, using the alphabet shown above for recomposition as well as dccom- 
position the encipherment of a message in periods of 7 is as follows: 

Plain text _____________________ R E L I E F 0 F Y 0 U R R E G I M E N T T 0 M 0 R R 0 W 
1 

2 1 2. 1 1 1. 2 1 3 2. 3 2 2. 1 1 1 2. 1 2 3. 3 2 2 2. 2 2 2. 3 
Components _______________. 3 2. 1 3 2. 2 2 2 3. 2 1 3.3 2 3 3. 2 2 2. 1 1 2 2. 2 3 3. 2 2 

3. 2 3 3. 2 3 3 3. 1 3 3. 3 3 2 1.3 1 2.2 2 2 3. 1 3 3. 3 3 2 

Cipher text ____________________ K A Q H 0 R R H W F L X I Z B F ? N A T N N N W R 0 I Z 

CRYPTOGRAM 

KAQHO RRHWF LXIZA BFZBN ATNNN WROIZ 

d. The solution of a single cryptogram of this nature would be a quite difficult matter, espe- 
cially if there were nothing upon which to make assumptions for probable words. But a whole 
series of cryptograms could be solved, following in general the procedure outlined in the case of 
the bifid system, although the solution is, admittedly, much more complicated. The first step 
is to ascertain the length of the period, and u-hen this has been done, transcribe the cipher text 
into components, which in their vertical combinations then represent monoalphabetic equiva- 
lents, with, of course, many variants for each letter of the plain text. Then a study is made to 
establish component equivalents, just as in the bifid system. If the text is replete with repeti- 
tions, or if a long word or a short phrase ma.p be assumed to be present, a start may be made and 
once this sort of entering wedge has been forced into the structure, its further. disintegration and 
ultimate complete demolition is only a matter of time and patience. 

55. Concluding remarks on fractionating systems.-a. It goes without saying that the 
basic principles of fractionation in the bifid and trifid systems are susceptible to a great deal of 
variation and complication. For example, instead of having periods of fixed length through the 
message it. is possible to vary the length of the periods according to some simple or complex key 
suitable for this purpose. -Or t,he bifid and trifid systems may be combined into a single scheme, 
enciphering a text by the bifld method and then reenciphering the cipher text by the trifid 
method and so on. Systems of this sort may become so complex as to defy analysis, especially 
if the keys are constantly and frequently varied so that no great amount of traffic accumulates 
in any single key. Fortunately for the crypt.analyst, however, such complex systems as these, if 
introduced into actual usage, are attended by so many difhculties in practice that the enemy 
cryptographic service would certainly break down and it would not be long before requests for 
repetition, the transmission of the same cryptogram in different keys, and so on, would afford 
clues to solution, Could such systems be employed successfully in field service there is no doubt 
that from the standpoint of security, the cryptograms would be theoretically secure. But t,he 
danger of error and the slowness with which they could be operated by the usual cryptographic 
clerks are such that systems of this complexity can hardly be employed in t,he field, and therefore 
the cryptanalyst may not expect to encounter them. 

b. However, the simple bifid system, the ADFGVX system, and the like,are indeed practicable 
for field use, have been used with success in the past, and may be expected to be in use in the 
future. It is therefore advisable that the student become thoroughly familiar with the basic 
principles of their solution and practice the application of these principles as frequently as pos- 
sible. In this connection, the attention of the student is directed to the fact that there is theo- 
retically no reason why the bipartite components of the ADFGVX system cannot be recombined 
by means of the same or a different checkerboard, thus reducing the cryptographic text to a form 
wherein it consists of 25 different letters, and at the same time cutting the length of the messages 
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in half. The matter is purely one of practicability: it adds one more step to the process. But it 
must not be overlooked that this additional step would add a good deal of strength to the system, 
for it would shorten, mask, distort, or entirely eliminate similar beginnings and similar endings- 
the two most fruitful sources of attack on this system. 

56. Concluding remarks on transposition systems.--a. Simple transposition systems hardly 
afford any security at all; complex ones may in the case of individual or single messages afford a 
high degree of security. But just as soon as many cryptograms in the same key are transmitted 
the chances of finding two or more cryptograms of identical length become quite good and the 
general solution may be applied. 

b. Contrary to the situation in the case of substitution, in that of transposition wherein the 
letters of the plain-text itself are transposed (not code) the shorter the cryptogram the greater the 
possibility of solution. For, in the case of a message of say only 25 or 30 letters, one might shift 
.the letters about and actually reconstruct the plain text as one does in the case of the game called 
(‘anagrams.” Of course, several different “solutions” may thus be obtained, but having such 
“solutions” it may be possible to reconstruct the system upon which the transposition was based 
and thus “prove” one of the solutions. 

c. The text has confined itself almost entirely to cases of uniliteral transposition, in order to 
demonstrate basic principles. But there is inherently no reason why transposition may not be 
applied to digraphs, trigraphs, or tetragraphs. If longer sequences are used as the units of 
transposition the security decreases very sharply, as in t,he case of the ordinary route ciphers of 
the Civil War period. 

d. Transposition designs, diagrams, or patterns are susceptible of yielding cryptograms of 
good security, if they are at all irregular or provide for nulls and blank spaces. Such devices are 
particularly difficult to solve if frequently changed. 

e. Transpositions effected upon fixed-length sequences of plain text yield a low degree of 
security but when a transposition is applied to the cipher text resulting from a good substitution 
system or to the code text of cryptograms first encoded by means of an extensive code book the 
increase in the cryptographic security of such cryptograms is quite notable. In fact, transposi- 
tion methods and designs are frequently used to “superencipher” substitution text or code and 
play a very important role in this field. Their great disadvantage is that inherent in all trans- 
position methods: The addition or deletion of a single letter or two often makes the entire 
cryptogram unreadable even with the correct key. 

f. The clues afforded by messages with similar beginnings, endings, or internal portions, 
and by repetitions of incorrectly enciphered messages without paraphrasing the original text 
are often sticient to make a solution possible or to facilitate a solution. For this reason the 
cryptanalyst should note all cases wherein clues of this sort may be applicable and be prepared 
to take full advantage of them. 
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(Numbera in parenthesis refer to paragraph numbers in this text) 

Transposition Bystoms 
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position methods (516) Inas (Digraphs trl- 
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groupings ((Qrd lengths) 

. I 
‘IN-Route systems (5) I 

7*Qrilk system.3 (31-34) 721-M SC. (16, 

+ 

I 
817-Fixed (31-33) 

I 

81fJ--IndefInIte (34) 

I 
I I 

722-Incompletely lltled ret- 723-Completely filled ret- 
tangles (12-16) lonples (e-11) 
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W&-One pmltton (31) I . QO&-Multiple positions (31-33) 
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